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Algorithm Selector and Prescheduler in the ICON challenge
François Gonard1,2,3 , Marc Schoenauer2,3,1 , and Michèle Sebag3,2
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Abstract. Algorithm portfolios are known to offer robust performances, efficiently overcoming the weakness of every single algorithm on some particular problem instances. Two
complementary approaches to get the best out of an algorithm portfolio is to achieve algorithm selection (AS), and to define a scheduler, sequentially launching a few algorithms on
a limited computational budget each. The presented Algorithm Selector And Prescheduler
system relies on the joint optimization of a pre-scheduler and a per instance AS, selecting an
algorithm well-suited to the problem instance at hand. ASAP has been thoroughly evaluated
against the state-of-the-art during the ICON challenge for algorithm selection, receiving an
honourable mention. Its evaluation on several combinatorial optimization benchmarks exposes surprisingly good results of the simple heuristics used; some extensions thereof are
presented and discussed in the paper.

1

Introduction

In quite a few domains related to combinatorial optimization, such as satisfiability, constraint
solving or operations research, it has been acknowledged for some decades that there exists no
universal algorithm, dominating all other algorithms on all problem instances. This result, referred
to as No Free Lunch theorem [20], has prompted the scientific community to design algorithm
portfolios addressing the various types of difficulties involved in the problem instances, i.e., such
that at least one algorithm in the portfolio can efficiently handle any problem instance [9, 6].
Algorithm portfolios thus raise a new issue, that of selecting a priori an algorithm well suited to
the application domain [12]. This issue, referred to as Algorithm Selection (AS) and first formalized
by Rice [18], is key to the successful transfer of algorithms outside of research labs. It has been
tackled by a number of authors in the last years (more in section 2).
Algorithm selection comes in different flavors, depending on whether the goal is to yield an
optimal performance in expectation with respect to a given distribution of problem instances
(global AS), or an optimal performance on a particular problem instance (per instance AS). Note
that the measure of performance depends on the domain (e.g., time-to-solution in satisfiability, or
time to reach the optimal solution up to a given precision in optimization4 ). This paper focuses on
the per-instance setting, aimed at achieving peak performance on every problem instance.
In some domains, it is often the case that some problems can be solved in no time by some
algorithms. It thus makes sense to allocate a part of the computational budget to a pre-scheduler,
sequentially launching a few algorithms with a small computational budget each. The pre-scheduler
is expected to solve ”easy” instances in a first stage; in a second stage, AS is only launched on
problem instances which have not been solved in the pre-scheduler phase. Note that the prescheduler enables to extract some additional information characterizing the problem at hand,
which can be used together with the initial information about the problem instance, to support
the AS phase.
This paper presents the Algorithm Selector And Prescheduler system (ASAP), aimed at algorithm selection in the domain of combinatorial optimization (section 3). The main contribution
lies in the joint optimization of both a pre-scheduler and a per-instance algorithm selector. The
extensive empirical validation of ASAP is conducted on the ICON challenge on algorithm selection
[11]. This challenge leverages the Algorithm Selection library [1], aimed at the fair, comprehensive
??
4

This research work has been funded by the French Program “Investissements d’Avenir”.
One often considers the joint problems of selecting an algorithm and the optimal hyper-parameters
thereof, referred to as Algorithm Configuration (AC), as the choice of the hyper-parameter values governs
the algorithm performance. AC is outside the scope of the paper and will not be further considered.
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and reproducible benchmarking of AS approaches on 13 domains ranging from satisfiability to
operations research (section 4).
The comparative empirical validation of ASAP demonstrates its good performances comparatively to state-of-art pre-schedulers and AS approaches (section 5), and its complementarity with
respect to the prominent Zilla algorithms [22]. The paper concludes with a discussion of the limitations of the ASAP approach, and some perspectives for further research.

2
2.1

Related work
Algorithm selectors

The algorithm selection issue, aimed at selecting the algorithm best suited to the problem at hand,
was first formalized by Rice [18] as follows. Given a problem space mapping each problem instance
onto a description x thereof (usually x in IRd ) and the set A of algorithms in the portfolio, let us
denote G(x, a) a performance model, mapping each (x, a) pair onto the performance of algorithm
a onto problem instance x. AS most naturally follows from such a performance model by selecting
for each problem instance x the algorithm a with optimal G(x, a).
AS(x) = arg max{G(x, a)}
a∈A

(1)

The performance model is most usually built by applying machine learning approaches onto
a dataset reporting the algorithm performances on a comprehensive set of benchmark problem
instances (with the exception of [5], using a multi-armed bandit approach). Such machine learning approaches range from k-nearest neighbors [15] to ridge regression [22], random forests [23],
collaborative filtering [19, 14], or learning to rank approaches [16].
As expected, the efficiency of the machine learning approaches critically depends on the quality
of the training data: the representativity of the problem instances used to train the performance
model, and even more importantly, the description of the problem instances. Considerable care has
been devoted to the definition of descriptive features in the SAT and Constraint domains [21].
2.2

Schedulers

Besides AS, an algorithm portfolio can also take advantage of parallel computer architectures, by
launching several algorithms working independently or in cooperation on the considered problem
instance (see e.g. [24], [10]). Schedulers embed the parallel solving strategies in a sequential computer architecture, by considering a sequence of κ (algorithm ai , time-out τi ) pairs, where the
problem instance is successively tackled by algorithm ai with a computational budget τi , until being solved. Notably, the famed restart strategy, launching a same algorithm with different random
seeds or different initial conditions can be viewed as a particular case of scheduling strategy [6].
Likewise, AS can be viewed as a particular case of scheduler with κ = 1 and τ1 set to the overall
computational budget.
As shown by [23], schedulers and AS can be combined together along a multi-stage process,
where a scheduler solves easy instances in a first stage, and remaining instances are handled by
the AS and tackled by the selected algorithm in the next stage. [10] build per-instance schedules
where the AS is one of the component algorithms incorporated.

3

Overview of ASAP

This section first discusses the rationale for the ASAP approach, before detailing the pre-scheduler
and AS modules in ASAP.V1. Extensions thereof, forming ASAP.V2, are presented thereafter.
3.1

Analysis

A benchmark suite most generally involves easy and hard problem instances. The difficulty is that
the hardness of a problem instance depends on the considered algorithm. As shown on Fig. 1 in
the case of the SAT11-HAND dataset (section 4), while several algorithms might solve 20% of the

3
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Fig. 1. Percentage of solved instances vs. runtime on the SAT11-HAND dataset, for 5 algorithms and the
oracle (selecting the best algorithm out of 5 for each problem instance).

problem instances within seconds, the oracle (selecting the best one out of these algorithms for
each problem instance) solves about 40% of the problem instances within seconds.
Accordingly, one might want to launch each one of these algorithms for a few seconds each on
each problem instance: after this stage, referred to as pre-scheduler stage, circa 40% of the overall
problem instances would be solved.
Definition 1 (Pre-scheduler). Let A be a set of algorithms. A κ-component pre-scheduler, defined as a sequence of κ (algorithm ai , time-out τi ) pairs,
((ai , τi )κi=1 ) with (ai , τi ) ∈ A × R+ , ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , κ
sequentially launches algorithm aj on any problem instance x until either aj solves x, or time τj
is reached, or aj stops without solving x. If x has been solved, the execution stops. Otherwise, j is
incremented while j ≤ κ.
Note that a pre-scheduler contributes to reduce the impact of the AS failures. An AS failure is
manifested as a problem instance x for which the AS selects an inappropriate algorithm (requiring
much computational resources to solve x or even failing to solve it), although there exists another
algorithm which could have solved x in no time. Since a pre-scheduler increases the chance for each
problem instance to be solved in no time, everything else being equal, it therefore mitigates the
chances and impact of AS failures.
After this discussion, the ASAP system involves two modules, a pre-scheduler and an AS. The
pre-scheduler is meant to solve as many problem instances as possible in a first stage, and the
AS takes care of the remaining problem instances. A primary decision concerns the division of
labor between the two modules: how to split the available runtime between the two, and how many
algorithms are involved in the pre-scheduler (parameter κ). It is clear that the number of problem
instances solved by a module will increase with its computational budget, everything else being
equal; the pre-scheduler and the AS modules are interdependent. For simplicity and tractability
max
however, the maximal runtime allocated to the pre-scheduler is fixed to Tps
(10% of the overall
computational budget in the experiments, section 5), and the number κ of algorithms in the prescheduler is set to 3. [10] and [13] use a most close setup for their fixed-split selection schedules,
except they do not constrain the AS component to take the last part of the schedule.
max
Given Tps
and κ, ASAP tackles the optimization of the pre-scheduler and the AS modules. It
is clear that both optimization problems remain inter-dependent: the AS should mostly focus on
the problem instances which are not solved by the pre-scheduler, while the pre-scheduler should
symmetrically focus on the problem instances which are most uncertain or badly identified by the
AS. Formally, this interdependence is handled as follows:
– A performance model G(x, a) is built for each algorithm over all training problem instances,
defining ASinit (Eq. 1);
– A pre-scheduler is built to optimize the joint performance (pre-scheduler, ASinit ) over all
training problem instances;

4
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– Another performance model G2(x, a) is built over all training problem instances, using an
additional boolean feature that indicates for each problem instance whether it was solved by
the above pre-scheduler; let ASpost denote the AS based on performance model G2(x, a).
ASAP finally is composed of the pre-scheduler followed by ASpost .
3.2

ASAP.V1 pre-scheduler

Pκ
Let (ai , τi )κi=1 denote a pre-scheduler, with overall computational budget Tps =
i=1 τi , and
let F ((ai , τi )κi=1 ) denote the associated domain-dependent performance. ASAP.V1 considers for
T
simplicity equal time-outs (ai = κps , i = 1 . . . κ). The pre-scheduler is thus obtained by solving the
following optimization problem:
 

Tps κ
max
F
(a
,
)
i
(2)
max
κ i=1
Tps ≤Tps
,a1 ,...aκ
This mixed optimization problem is tackled in a hierarchical way, determining for each value
of Tps the optimal κ-uple of algorithms a1 . . . aκ . Thanks to both small κ values (κ = 3 in the
experiments) and small number of algorithms (≤ 31 in the ICON challenge, section 4), the optimal
κ-uple is determined by exhaustive search conditionally to the Tps value.
The ASAP.V1 pre-scheduler finally relies on the 1-dimensional optimization of the overall computational budget Tps allocated to the pre-scheduler. In all generality, the optimization of Tps is
a multi-objective optimization problem, e.g. balancing the overall number of problems solved and
the overall computational budget. Multi-objective optimization commonly proceeds by determining
the so-called Pareto front, made of non-dominated solutions. In our case, the Pareto front depicts
how the performance varies with the overall computational budget, as illustrated on Fig. 2, where
the performance is set to the number of solved instances.
In multi-objective decision making [3, 2], the choice of a solution on the Pareto front is tackled
using post-optimal techniques [4], including: i) compromise programming, where one wants to find
the point the closest to an ideal target in the objective space; ii) aggregation of the objectives
into a single one, e.g., using linear combination; or iii) marginal rate of return. The last heuristics
consists of identifying the so-called ”knees”, that is, the points where any small improvement on
a given criterion is obtained at the expense of a large decrease on another criterion, defining the
so-called marginal rate of return. The vanilla marginal rate of return is however sensitive to strong
local discontinuities; for instance, it would select point A in Fig. 2. Therefore, a variant taking into
account the global shape of the curve, and measuring the marginal rate of improvement w.r.t. the
extreme solutions on the Pareto front is used (e.g., selecting point K instead of point A in Fig.2).
max
Tps

0

runtime

K
γ

A
% unsolved instances
Fig. 2. Among a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, solution A has the best marginal rate of return; solution
K, which maximizes the average rate of return w.r.t. the extreme solutions of the Pareto front (maximizing
angle γ), is the knee selected in ASAP.
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3.3

ASAP.V1 algorithm selector

As detailed in section 3.1, the AS relies on the performance model learned from the training
problem instances. Two learning algorithms are considered in this paper: random forests and
k-nearest neighbors. One hyper-parameter was adapted for each ML approach (all other hyperparameters being set to their default value, using the Python scikit-learn library [17]), based on a
few preliminary experiments: 35 trees are used for the RandomForest algorithm and the number
of neighbors is set to k = 3 for the k-nearest neighbors. In the latter case, the predicted value
associated to problem instance x is set to the weighted sum of the performance of its nearest
neighbors, weighted by their relative distance to x:
P
− xi ||F(a, xi )
b a) = i ||x
P
F(x,
i ||x − xi ||

where xi ranges over the 3 nearest neighbors of x. Features were normalized (zero mean, unit
variance) before selecting the neighbors.
A main difficulty comes from the descriptive features forming the representation of problem
instances. Typically, the feature values are missing for some groups of features, for quite a few
problem instances, due to diverse causes (computation exceeded time limit, exceeded memory,
presolved the instance, crashed, other, unknown). The lack of feature value is handled by i) replacing
the missing value by the feature average value; ii) adding to the set of descriptive features 7
additional boolean features per group of initial features, indicating whether the feature group
values are available or the reason why they are missing otherwise5 .
3.4

ASAP.V2

Several extensions of ASAP.V1 have been considered after the closing of the ICON challenge, aimed
at exploring a richer pre-scheduler-AS search space while preventing the risk of overfitting induced
by a larger search space.
We investigated the use of different time-outs for each algorithm in the pre-scheduler, while
keeping the set of algorithms (a1 , . . . , aκ ) and the overall computational budget Tps . The sequential
optimization strategy (section 3.2), deterministically selecting Tps as the solution with maximal
average return rate, exhaustively determining the κ-uple of algorithms conditionally to Tps , is thus
Pκ−1
extended to optimize the (τ1 , . . . τκ−1 ) vector conditionally to
i=1 ≤ Tps , using a prominent
continuous black-box optimizer, specifically the Covariance-Matrix Adaptation-Evolution Strategy
(CMA-ES) [7].
This extended search space is first investigated by considering the raw optimization criterion
Fraw ((ai , τi )κi=1 ) defined in section 3.2, that is, the cumulative performance of ASAP over all
training problem instances. However a richer search space entails some risk of overfitting, where
the higher performance on data used to optimize ASAP (training data) is obtained at the expense
of a lower performance on test data. Generally speaking, the datasets used to train an AS are small
ones.
A penalized optimization criterion is thus considered:
2
κ 
X
Tps
κ
κ
FL2 ((ai , τi )i=1 ) = F ((ai , τi )i=1 ) + w
τi −
κ
i=1
T
which penalizes the L2 distance between the (τi ) vector and the uniform time outs (τi = κps ).
The rationale for this penalization is to prevent brittle improvements on the training set due to
opportunistic adjustments of the τi s, at the expense of stable performances on further instances.
The penalization weight w is adjusted using a nested CV process.
A randomized optimization criterion is also considered. By construction, the fitness function aggregates the performances of all training problem instances. As the training problem instances sample the problem domain, this fitness defines a noisy optimization problem. Sophisticated
5

The increase in the overall number of features is handled by an embedded feature selection mechanism,
removing all features with negligible importance criterion (< 10−5 in the experiments) in a separately
learned 10-trees random forest regression model.
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Alg.1

Alg.2

probability of solving the instance

probability of solving the instance

approaches have been proposed to address this noisy optimization issue in non-convex optimizationbased machine learning settings (see e.g. [8]). Another approach is proposed here, based on the
bootstrap principle: in each CMA-ES generation, the set of n problem instances used to compute
the performance is uniformly drawn with replacement from the n-size training set. In this manner, each optimization generation considers a slightly different optimization objective noted Frand ,
thereby discarding the insignificant improvements.
Finally, a probabilistic optimization criterion is considered, handling the ASAP performance on a single problem instance as a random variable with a triangle-shape distribution (Fig.
3) centered on the actual performance p(x), with support in [p(x) − θ, p(x) + θ], and taking the
expectation thereof. The merit of this triangular probability distribution function is to allow for
an analytical computation of the overall fitness expectation, noted Fdf p .
Alg.1

Alg.2

runtime

runtime
step1

step1

step2

step2

Fig. 3. Schedule execution difference between punctual and triangular pdf. On the left (punctual pdf),
schedule stops during step 1. On the right (triangular pdf, part of the instance is not solved during step 1
and the schedule executes until step 2 solves the rest.

4
4.1

Experimental setting: The ICON challenge
ASlib data format

Due to the difficulty of comparing the many algorithm selection systems and the high entry ticket
to the AS field, a joint effort was undertaken to build the Algorithm Selection Library (ASlib),
providing comprehensive resources to facilitate the design, sharing and comparison of AS systems
[1]. ASlib (version 1.0.1) involves 13 datasets, also called scenarios (Table 1), gathered from recent
challenges and surveys in the operations research, artificial intelligence and optimization fields.
The interested reader is referred to [1] for a more comprehensive presentation.
Table 1. ASlib datasets (V1.0.1)
dataset
# instances # algorithms # features
ASP-POTASSCO
1294
11
138
CSP-2010
2024
2
86
MAXSAT12-PMS
876
6
37
PREMARSHALLING-ASTAR-2013
527
4
16
PROTEUS-2014
4021
22
198
QBF-2011
1368
5
46
SAT11-HAND
296
15
115
SAT11-INDU
300
18
115
SAT11-RAND
600
9
115
SAT12-ALL
1614
31
115
SAT12-HAND
767
31
115
SAT12-INDU
1167
31
115
SAT12-RAND
1362
31
115
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Each dataset includes i) the performance and computation status of each algorithm on each
problem instance; ii) the description of each problem instance, as a vector of the expert-designed
feature values (as said, this description considerably facilitates the comparison of the AS systems);
iii) the computational status of each such feature (e.g. indicating whether the feature could be
computed, or if it failed due to insufficient computational or memory resources). Last but not
least, each dataset is equi-partitioned into 10 subsets, to enforce the reproducibility of the 10 fold
CV assessment of every AS algorithm.
4.2

The ICON Challenge on Algorithm Selection

The ICON Challenge on Algorithm Selection, within the ASlib framework, was carried on between
February and July 2015 to evaluate AS systems in a fair, comprehensive and reproducible manner6 .
Each submitted system was assessed on the 13 ASlib datasets [1] with respect to three measures: i)
number of problem instances solved; ii) extra runtime compared with the virtual best solver (VBS,
also called oracle); and iii) Penalized Average Time-10 (PAR10) which is the cumulative runtime
needed to solve all problem instances (set to ten times the overall computational budget whenever
the problem instance is unsolved).
As the whole datasets were available to the community from the start, the evaluation was
based on hidden splits between training and test set. Each submitted system provides a datasetdependent, instance-dependent schedule of algorithms, optionally preceded by a dataset-dependent
presolver (single algorithm running on all instances during a given runtime before the per-instance
schedule runs). Each system can also, in a dataset-dependent manner, specify the groups of features
to be used (in order to save the time needed to compute useless features).
Two baselines are considered: the oracle, selecting the best algorithm for each problem instance;
and the single best (SB) algorithm, with best average performance over all problem instances in
the dataset. The baselines are used to normalize every system performance over all datasets,
associating performance 0 to the oracle (respectively performance 1 to the single best), supporting
the aggregation of the system results over all datasets.

5

Experimental validation

5.1

Comparative results

Table 2 reports the results of all submitted systems on all datasets (the statistical significance tests
are reported in Fig. 5). The general trend is that zilla algorithms dominate all other algorithms
on the SAT datasets, as expected since they have consistently dominated the SAT contests in the
last decade. On non-SAT problems however, zilla algorithms are dominated by ASAP RF.V1.
The robustness of the ASAP approach is demonstrated as they never rank last; they however perform slightly worse than the single best on some datasets. The rescaled performances
of ASAP RF.V1 is compared to zilla and autofolio (Fig. 4, on the left), demonstrating that
ASAP RF.V1 offers a balanced performance, significantly lower than for zilla and autofolio on
the SAT problems, but significantly higher on the other datasets; in this respect it can be viewed
as a low-risk system.
5.2

Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity analysis conducted after the closing of the challenge compares ASAP.V2 (with
different time-outs in the pre-scheduler) and ASAP.V1, and examines the impact of the different
optimization criteria, aimed at avoiding overfitting: the raw fitness, the L2-penalized fitness, the
randomized fitness and the probabilistic fitness (section 3.4).
The impact of the hyper-parameters used in the AS (number of trees set to 35, 100, 200, 300
and 500 trees in the Random Forest) is also investigated.
Table 3 summarizes the experimental results that each ASAP.V2 configuration would have obtained in the ICON challenge framework, together with the actual submissions results, including
6

The codes of all submitted systems and the results are publicly available, http://challenge.iconfet.eu/challengeas
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SAT12-ALL
SAT12-HAND
SAT12-INDU
SAT12-RAND

zillafolio

SAT11-RAND

zilla

SAT11-HAND
SAT11-INDU

sunny-presolv

QBF-2011

sunny

PROTEUS-2014

flexfolio

MAXSAT12-PMS
PREMARSHALLING-ASTAR-2013

autofolio

CSP-2010

ASAP kNN.V1

ASP-POTASSCO

ASAP RF.V1

Table 2. Normalized performances of submitted systems, aggregated across all folds and all measures (the
lower, the better). Ranks of zilla (challenge winner) and ASAP RF.V1 (honourable mention) are given in
parenthesis. Numbers were computed from the challenge outputs.

0.294 (2)
0.146 (1)
0.168 (4)
0.349 (4)
0.16 (4)
0.097 (2)
0.341 (4)
1.036 (5)
0.104 (6)
0.392 (5)
0.334 (5)
0.955 (6)
1.032 (5)

0.359
0.247
0.159
0.369
0.177
0.091
0.318
0.957
0.09
0.383
0.31
0.919
1.122

0.299
0.288
0.45
0.359
0.222
0.169
0.342
0.875
0.046
0.306
0.256
0.604
0.862

0.314
0.223
0.149
0.307
0.056
0.096
0.342
1.144
0.226
0.502
0.434
0.884
1.073

0.37
0.263
0.166
0.325
0.134
0.142
0.466
1.13
0.116
0.509
0.45
1.074
1.126

0.336
0.406
0.224
0.296
0.103
0.162
0.464
1.236
0.088
0.532
0.467
1.018
0.97

0.319 (5)
0.2 (3)
0.201 (5)
0.374 (7)
0.245 (8)
0.191 (7)
0.328 (3)
0.905 (2)
0.053 (2)
0.273 (1)
0.272 (2)
0.618 (3)
0.779 (1)

0.283
0.157
0.233
0.385
0.223
0.194
0.302
0.966
0.067
0.322
0.296
0.594
0.79

PREMARSHALLING-ASTAR-2013
PROTEUS-2014
MAXSAT12-PMS
QBF-2011
CSP-2010
SAT11-HAND

ASP-POTASSCO

SAT11-INDU
SAT12-RAND
SAT11-RAND
SAT12-ALL

SAT12-INDU

SAT12-HAND

Fig. 4. On the left: per-dataset performances of ASAP RF.V1 (balls, dotted line), zilla (no marker, dashed
line) and autofolio (triangles, solid line) scaled to the range of performance of all submitted systems. As
a comparison, the per-dataset best submitted system (small balls, solid line) and ASAP RF scores before
rescaling are depicted on the right.

systems that were not competing in the challenge: llama-regr and llama-regrPairs from the organizers, and autofolio-48 which is identical to autofolio but with 48h time for training (12h was the
time limit authorized in the challenge) [11].
The significance analysis, using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, is reported in Fig. 5. A first result
is that all ASAP.V2 variants improve on ASAP.V1 with significance level 1%. A second result is
that ASAP.V2 with the probabilistic optimization criterion is not statistically significantly different
from zilla, autofolio and zillafolio.
A third and most surprising result is that the difference between the challenge-winner zilla and
most of ASAP.V2 variants is not statistically significant.
8

As the CSP-2010 dataset gives the choice between only two algorithms, the pre-scheduler consists of a
single algorithm running for the whole time devoted to the pre-scheduler. For that particular case, all
ASAP RF.V2 variants with the same selector hyperparameter are identical.
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Table 3. Optimized pre-scheduler performances8 aggregated across all datasets, all splits and all measures
(the lower, the better). The hyperparameters for fL2 and fdf p were chosen after preliminary experiments
using the cross validation provided with ASlib. For each configuration of the selector, the best-evaluated
fitness function appears in bold
fdf p frand fraw
none
fitness function (if relevant) fL2
0.416 0.414 0.412 0.410 0.414
ASAP RF.V2 35
0.404 0.398 0.405 0.402 0.414
ASAP RF.V2 100
0.404 0.402 0.402 0.399 0.405
ASAP RF.V2 200
0.399 0.399 0.402 0.393 0.405
ASAP RF.V2 300
0.398 0.394 0.398 0.398 0.401
ASAP RF.V2 500

ASAP RF.V1
0.416




0.423
ASAP kNN.V1




autofolio
0.391


equivalent to the
flexfolio
0.442
means over the
sunny
0.482



columns of table 2


sunny-presolv
0.485




zilla
0.366


zillafolio
0.37
autofolio-48
0.375
llama-regrPairs
0.395
llama-regr
0.425
1.00
ASAP_RF.V2 500 fL2
ASAP_RF.V2 500 fdfp
ASAP_RF.V2 500 frand
ASAP_RF.V2 500 fraw
ASAP_RF.V2 500 none

0.10

ASAP_RF.V1
ASAP_kNN.V1
ASAP_RF.V2 100 fL2
ASAP_RF.V2 100 fdfp
ASAP_RF.V2 100 frand
ASAP_RF.V2 100 fraw
ASAP_RF.V2 100 none
ASAP_RF.V2 200 fL2
ASAP_RF.V2 200 fdfp
ASAP_RF.V2 200 frand
ASAP_RF.V2 200 fraw
ASAP_RF.V2 200 none
ASAP_RF.V2 300 fL2
ASAP_RF.V2 300 fdfp
ASAP_RF.V2 300 frand
ASAP_RF.V2 300 fraw
ASAP_RF.V2 300 none
ASAP_RF.V2 35 fL2
ASAP_RF.V2 35 fdfp
ASAP_RF.V2 35 frand
ASAP_RF.V2 35 fraw
ASAP_RF.V2 35 none
ASAP_RF.V2 500 fL2
ASAP_RF.V2 500 fdfp
ASAP_RF.V2 500 frand
ASAP_RF.V2 500 fraw
ASAP_RF.V2 500 none
SB
VBS
autofolio
flexfolio
sunny
sunny-presolv
zilla
zillafolio

0.01
0.00

Fig. 5. Wilcoxon signed-rank test p-value between ASAP.V2 variants with 500 trees and every other
systems including the single best algorithm (SB) and the virtual best solver (VBS). In particular, the
different fitness functions do not differ significantly from each other in most cases.

Fig. 6 details per dataset the performance improvement between ASAP.V2 (500 trees, fL2
version) and ASAP.V2 (500 trees, fdf p version) and on the other hand ASAP.V1 RF (35 trees).
Note that ASAP.V2 outperforms the per-dataset best submission to the challenge for 3 datasets.

Fig. 6. Per-dataset performances of ASAP RF.V2 with 500 trees, optimized using fL2 (on the left with
triangles) and using fdf p (on the right with squares) scaled to the range of performance of the challenge
submitted systems. As a comparison, ASAP RF.V1 appears with the balls and dashed line.
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6

Discussion

A new hybrid algorithm selection approach, the ASAP system was presented in this paper, combining a pre-scheduler and a per-instance algorithm selector. ASAP.V1 introduced a selector learned
conditionally to a predetermined schedule so that it focuses on instances that were not solved by
the pre-scheduler . ASAP.V2 completes the loop as it re-adapts the schedule to the new AS. The
main message is that the scheduler and the AS must be optimized jointly to reflect the division of
labor achieved by these two components
ASAP.V1, thoroughly evaluated in the ICON challenge on algorithm selection (ranked 4th)
received an honourable mention, due to its novelty and good performance comparatively to the
famed and long-known Zilla algorithms.
The ASAP.V2 extension achieved significantly better results along the same challenge setting.
It must be emphasized that these results must be comforted by additional experiments on fresh
data. A main lesson learned is the importance of the regularization, as the amount of available data
does not permit to consider richer AS search spaces without incurring a high risk of overfitting. The
probabilistic performance criterion successfully contributed to a more stable optimization problem.
Further research work will be devoted to extending this criterion.
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Abstract
This article describes the ongoing work dealing with the prediction and estimation of vapor-liquid
thermodynamic properties using global optimization algorithms. For the present case, phase
equilibrium parameters for the system of supercritical CO2 (sCO2) and some essential oils, were
estimated using the corrected version of van der Waals and Wong-Sandler mixing rules, the PengRobinson state equation and the more common thermodynamic models for non-linear parameter
estimation in equilibrium modeling, namely, Van Laar, NRTL and UNIQUAC. We proposed a
variant of the traditional harmony search algorithm, i.e. self-regulated harmony search (SFHS), which
was used in this task. Here, we include preliminary simulation results for the system, sCO2: α-pineno
using the Wong-Sandler rule and the van Laar model. Results show a good agreement between the
experimental results reported in the literature, and the models predictions using the SFHS algorithm.
Furthermore, SFHS seems to be a promising algorithm for processing phase equilibrium data.
Keywords: Optimization, Harmony search, property estimation.

1. Introduction
Supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) is now one of the well-known green technologies. Some
industries are currently using it instead of traditional undesirable solvents. SFE advantages include
high extraction rates, high selectivity and efficiency, as well as, solvent recycling. SFE uses the so
called green solvents, such as water, and carbon dioxide. This last supercritical no polar fluid is
currently used on a large scale in several areas, for example for coffee beans decaffeination, biodiesel
production, chemical reactions, cholesterol extraction from butter, and essential oils production, [1][3]. Nevertheless, these processes need to be optimized because of their high operative cost and the
requirement for high selectivity in the presence of several other components, and the extraction in the
shortest time. Obviously, the optimum will depend on the purpose of the extraction. Among the
factors needed to be optimized, are the thermodynamic parameters that control phase equilibrium.
The vital information for designing extractors are the data equilibrium between liquid and
supercritical gas, besides reliable data on mass transfer and hydrodynamics. Although there are
limited alternatives for modelling the vapor-liquid equilibrium in a SFE process, the use of empirical
equations of state is probably the most common approach. The Peng-Robinson state equation which
is cubic in the volume is a clear example, as is illustrated next. This state equation is extensively used
for thermodynamic properties calculations, and is given by,
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𝑍=

𝑃𝑣
𝑅𝑇
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𝑣
𝑣−𝑏

−

𝑎
𝑎𝑑
+𝑑−2√
𝑅𝑇
𝑅𝑇
𝑏
(𝑣+𝑏)+[ (𝑣−𝑏)]
𝑣

(1)

where for pure components,
𝑎 = 𝑎(𝑇𝑐 )(1 + 𝜅)2
𝑏=

𝑎(𝑇𝑐 ) =

0.0778 𝑅𝑇𝑐
𝑃𝑐

0.45724 𝑅2 𝑇𝑐2
𝑃𝑐

𝜅 = 0.37464 + 1.54226 𝜔 − 0.26992 𝜔2
𝑎(𝑇𝑐 )𝜅 2
𝑑=
𝑅𝑇𝑐

Because the SFE thermodynamic system is a mixture, we require the use of a mixing rule. In this case we
selected the Wong-Sandler mixing rule, along with the Van Laar model for calculating the activity coefficient,

𝑎=

𝐷𝑄𝑅𝑇
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(1 − 𝑘𝑖𝑗 )]

𝑅𝑇

2

]
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Now, for the formulation of the required objective function, we can apply either the ordinary least squares
method (OLS) or the maximum likelihood criterion. The former strategy was used in this in-progress work.
With the help of the above equation, the objective function (OF) was structured as,

𝑁
𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑂𝐹 = ∑[𝑃𝑖

− 𝑃𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 ]

2

𝑖

where N is the number of experimental data, is the experimental value, and the corresponding pressure at the
bubble point evaluated using the Peng-Robinson equation. For the simulation results presented below, the
adjustable parameters were (𝑎12 ; 𝑎21 ; 𝑘12 ).

A. The SFHS algorithm
The Harmony Search (HS) algorithm was proposed a little bit over a decade ago in [4]. Throughout
its existence different variants have appeared trying to improve multiple components of the strategy.
A recently proposed modification was presented last year in [5]. This algorithm is similar to the
original HS approach, and it was inspired on the success of the ABHS variants [6]. The authors
propose a variation of the Fretwidth (FW(j)) on each iteration, based on the following scenarios: (1)
Start with a fixed value, FWini, (2) If the best solution in HM is improved, look for good values
around the current FW and, (3) After FWsat non-successful iterations, switch to an exponential decay.
The first case requires no further comments. The third one is quite close to the one proposed in ABHS,
so an in-depth explanation can be found in [5]. The remaining case (i.e. scenario two) is the core of
our proposal and it is ruled by eq. (3). Here, a random number uniformly distributed between zero
and one () is multiplied by a constant (), to stochastically adjust the Fretwidth (FW(j)) around the
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value that leads to improving the solution (). The constant, , is included as a way of controlling the
level of adjustment, and it was set to one for the current work. Moreover, represents the midpoint for
random generation of new fretwidths. This stochastic behavior is maintained until the third scenario
is repeated. The logic of the current proposal is summarized in Fig. 1.

FW(j) = Aj + (rFW − 0.5) ⋅ CFW ⋅ Aj

(3)

For this algorithm, the Harmony Memory Size (HMS) indicates how many solutions are stored and
considered during the execution of the algorithm. The Harmony Memory Considering Rate (HMCR)
and Pitch Adjusting Rate (PAR) are values that must be located between zero and one, since they
relate to the probability of selecting a given path in our proposed algorithm. Based on previously
reported recommendations we defined FWini=0.5, FWmax=2.0, FWmin=, FWsat=1000, and
SatHS=10000. The remaining parameters, i.e. HMS, PAR, and HMCR, were defined for each
simulation, [5,6].

Fig 1. Logic of the SFHS variant, where DC is the decay counter, j is the current iteration, SatCt is the saturation counter, and FW_sat
is the saturation limit, [5].

The overall logic of our proposed algorithm is described in the following pseudocode:
1) Define the execution parameters: memory size (HMS), memory considering rate (HMCR),
pitch adjusting rate (PAR), initial Fretwidth (FWini ), maximum Fretwidth (FWmax),
amplitude constant (CFW), and saturation limit (FWsat ). Also, define the saturation criterion
to be used as a last resource for stopping the algorithm in case it does not converge after a
given number of iterations (Sat HS).
2) Generate a random initial matrix, HM, of size HMS × N, where N represents the number of
dimensions.
3) Generate a random number. If it is lower than HMCR, go to step 4. Otherwise, take a random
value from the search domain and go to step 6.
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4) Pick the value located at a random row of HM, and at the column corresponding to the
component which is being updated.
5) Generate a random number. If it is lower than PAR, adjust the pitch.
6) Repeat steps 3 to 5 for the remaining dimensions.
7) Evaluate the new candidate solution. If it is better than the worst solution stored in HM,
replace it, discard the worst, and go to step 8. Otherwise, go to step 10.
8) Store the current Fretwidth, FW(j), into Aj . Also, reset the saturation counter (SatCt), the
decay flag (Decay), and the decay counter (DC).
9) Update the Fretwidth and go to step 13.
10) Check if Decay=0. If so, increase the saturation counter,SatCt, and go to step 11. Otherwise,
increase the decay counter, DC, and go to step 12.
11) Check if the saturation counter is smaller than the saturation limit, i.e. SatCt < FWsat . If so,
go to step 9. Otherwise, switch the decay flag to one, reset the decay counter (DC), and go to
step 12.
12) Update the Fretwidth, and go to step 13.
13) Repeat for NI iterations.
14) Report results and end the process.

2. Methodology
The first part of this work was dedicated to verify the correctness of the SFHS algorithm. Later and
after using it for calculating the optimum value for some benchmark functions, we ran simulations
for the prediction of the thermodynamic parameters of the selected system sCO2:α-pineno. In order
to generate the vapor-liquid equilibrium data, we use the state equation and the fugacity coefficients
values for the binary mixture. Besides, the fundamental principle of equality of the fugacity
coefficients (isofugacity condition) for a component present in both phases was used. Finally, we
compiled for comparison purpose, the experimental data reported in [7]. Table I includes the critical
properties of the two components of the mixture (sCO2: α-pineno).
Table I.
Critical properties of the mixture components, [7]
Tc [K]

Pc [MPa] Vc[cm3/mole]

CO2

304.200

7.375

94.000

Acentric
factor
0.239

α-pineno

630.000

2.890

484.500

0.313

3. Results
The parameters for the SFHS algorithm were: FWini = 0.5, FWmax = 2.0, FWmin = , FWsat =
1000, and SatHS = 10000. Similarly, HMS = 5.0, PAR= 0.5, HMCR = 0.9. Fig. 2 shows an example
of the variation of the iterations number, as well as of the convergence time, for the shifted Jong
function when using SFHS with the above parameters.
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Fig.2. The iterations number and convergence time for the shifted Jong function.
As observed, the convergence time is highly dependent of the number of unknown parameters, but
this is not the case for the iterations number. Some of the parameters for the SFHS algorithm used for
most of the simulations were: FWMin = ; FWMax = 2.0; FWIni = 0.5; FWsat = 1000; SatHS=1e4;
CBW = 1.0; δ≤; PAR=0.8; HMCR=0.9; HMS=0.5. The maximum number of iterations was one
million. We repeated each of the simulations 30 times. A slight variation of the results was detected.
We believe that one of the possible reasons for this behavior, is the apparent random nature of the
optimization algorithm, as well as the error propagation. Table II includes the values of the interaction
parameters.
TABLE II.
Averaged values for the interaction parameters
T, [K]
313.15
323.15

a12
1.2139
1.6946

a21
0.9580
0.7911

k12
0.7587
0.9841

328.15

0.9864

0.9189

0.7751

Fig. 3 shows the vapor (supercritical phase)-liquid equilibrium, for three temperatures. In it, the
model prediction for the experimental values P-(x;y) was adjusted. The Peng-Robinson estate
equation along with the Wong-Sandler mixing rule and the van Laar model, seems to be a useful path
for modeling the vapor-liquid equilibrium at high pressures above critical conditions. However, this
type of equation of state which includes mixing rules for supercritical fluid mixtures, becomes very
sensitive to the value of the interaction parameters. Keep in mind, that there is some theoretical basis
to the cubic equations of state, but this is does not hold for such adjustable parameters.
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Fig 3. V-L equilibrium at three temperatures

In order to know the molar volume of the liquid phase for the mixture, we recalculated it using the
Peng-Robinson state equation along with the parameters found by simulation. Figure 4 shows the
expected tendency for the volume variation, as a function of the pressure and temperature increment.
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Fig 4. Liquid molar volume variation

4. CONCLUSIONS
We contrasted simulation results with previous experimental work reported in the literature for the
system sCO2: α-pineno and we found a good agreement. Nevertheless, we observed a small variation
of the interaction parameters values with reasonable and acceptable accuracy. Further work is needed
for improving the simulation methodology (including new thermodynamic models, and the
minimization of the Gibbs free energy), and on the development of approaches to enhance the
reliability and reproducibility of this new variant SFHS, and other algorithms.

Nomenclature:
P = pressure in atm
v = molar volume in liters/g-mol
T = temperature in K
R = gas constant (0.08206 atm-liters/g-mol K)
Tc = critical temperature in K
Pc = critical pressure in atm
activity coefficient
acentric factor
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Introduction

One of the most significant issue in manufacturing systems is production scheduling. Better scheduling system has significant impact on cost reduction, increased productivity, customer satisfaction
and overall competitive advantage. The vast majority of scheduling research are based on the common assumption that the machines are available all the time. However, this assumption may not
be true in real industry. In order to increase the productivity, machines on production lines should
be maintained periodically in order to minimize the makespan. In this paper, we study a twomachine flow shop scheduling problem where machines must be maintained periodically. Although
this problem has largely been addressed in the past, the periodic maintenance issue has not been
taken sufficiently into account. In the flow-shop scheduling literature, there is a major job feature
which is the preemption. In our work, we assume that preemption is not allowed. Liao et al. [3]
introduced a new notion which is the unavailability constraint due to preventive maintenance after
a fixed number of jobs. They provided a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) model, two heuristics
and also a Branch and Bound method for analyzing heuristic’s performance. Nouri et al. [1] dealt
with a non-permutation two-machine flow-shop with learning effect and availability constraints.
They propose a MIP and an effective improving heuristic. Hnaien et al. [2] were interested by with
the same problem but under the unavailability constraints considered only on one machine. They
investigated two mixed-integer programming (MIP) models for this problem. Then they proposed
a branch and bound algorithm based on a set of new lower bounds and heuristics.

2

MIP formulation

We consider a set of n jobs N = {1, 2, .., n} to be executed on two machines represented by a
set K = {1, 2}. First, we mention that each machine can perform only one job at time. Each job
must follow the same route. It should be executed on the first machine then on the second one.
Furthermore, we assume that the machines are subject to periodic maintenance of period T . Our
approach consists on splitting the scheduling horizon into batches. Each one is defined as the period
between two successive maintenance tasks. We mention that T represents also the length of each
batch. Hereafter, we present the notation used to formulate our problem:

n
k
i
Pik
T
d
l
M

number of jobs
machine index, k = 1, 2
job index, i = 1, .., n
processing time of job i on machine k
availability period
duration of maintenance task
batch index
big integer value
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The variables Cmax , Cik represent, respectively, the makespan and the completion time of job i
on the machine k.

1 if job i precedes job j on machine k,
xijk =
0 otherwise.

1 if job i belongs to bach l on machine k,
bilk =
0 otherwise.

1 if batch l is used on machine k,
zlk =
0 otherwise.
min Cmax
s.c. Cik ≥ Pik ∀(i, k) ∈ N × K;
Cik ≥ Pik + Cjk − M xijk ∀(i, j) ∈ N 2 , i 6= j, k ∈ K;
Cjk ≥ Pjk + Cik − M (1 − xijk ) ∀(i, j) ∈ N 2 , i 6= j, k ∈ K;
Cmax ≥ Ci2 ∀i ∈ N ;
Ci2 − Pi2 ≥ Ci1 ∀i ∈ N ;
n
X
bilk = 1 ∀(i, k) ∈ N × K;
l=1
n
X
i=1

Pik bilk ≤ T zlk

∀(l, k) ∈ L × K;

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Cik − Pik ≥ (l − 1)(T + d)bilk ∀(i, l, k) ∈ N × L × K;
Cik ≤ (lT + (l − 1)d)bilk + (1 − bilk )M ∀(i, l, k) ∈ N × L × K;
Cik ≥ 0 ∀(i, k) ∈ N × K;
xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ N 2 ;
bilk ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, l, k) ∈ N × L × K;
zlk ∈ {0, 1} ∀(l, k) ∈ L × K;

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

The objective function (1) is to minimize makespan. Constraints (2) guarantee that completion
times of the jobs must be higher than or equal to their corresponding processing times. Constraints
(3)-(4) avoid the overlap of jobs. Constraints (5) specify that the makespan is equal to the completion time of the last job executed on machine 2. Constraints (6) guarantee that the first operation
of a job should be executed on the first machine completely before its executing on the second
machine. Constraints (7) assure that a job must be included in exactly one batch. This latter could
be different for each machine. Constraints (8) assume that processing times of jobs in a batch do
not exceed its length T . Constraints (9)-(10) define the starting and completion times for each job
included in a batch. The completion time was defined as non-negative variables by constraint (11)
and also constraints (12)-(13)-(14)set up the binary variables xijk ,bilk ,zlk .
We obtain a MIP model for a permutation scheduling by adding the following constraints :
xij1 = xij2 ∀(i, j) ∈ N 2
2.1

Lower bound

We present a lower bound for the problem based on Hnaien et al. [2]:
LB =

n
X
i=1

3

Pi1 + b

Pn

i=1

Pi1

T

− 1c · d + max {Pi2 }.
1≤i≤n

(15)

Variable Neighborhood Search

Variable Neighborhood Search is a single-solution based meta-heuristic for solving optimization
problems proposed by Mladenovic and Hansen [4]. The principal idea is to explore successfully a
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set of different neighborhood in order to provide a better solution by moving from one neighborhood
to another. The changes of neighborhood are used to escape from local optimum. We use three
procedure to generate an initial solution: randomly, by applying SPT and LPT rules. The solution
of a permutation schedule is represented by a sequence of jobs. With this representation, we can
use three neighborhood structure presented as follows:
– Interchange N1 : an interchange neighbor is defined by exchanging two job positions.
– Swap N2 : a swap neighbor is defined by exchanging two successive job positions.
– Reverse N3 : a reverse neighbor is defined by reversing jobs order between two different positions.
The shaking procedure can be easily implemented using random moves from a given neighborhood
and we mention also that we use a best improvement local search. The stopping criteria was fixed
at 100 iterations.

4

Computational results

In order to assess the performance of the two approaches, several experiments were performed
on 15 randomly generated instances for each n. The processing time were generated randomly in
[1, 100], the length of batches was T = 100 and the maintenance duration was d = 1. We used
CPLEX 12.6 solver and the proposed VNS algorithm was coded in the C language. All instances
were solved on an Intel Core i5 2.7 GHz and 8 Go of RAM.
Table 1 represents the results of the MIP. It is able to solve optimally instances of size up to 35 jobs.
Table 1. MIP average results

Table 2. VNS average results

Jobs Cpx Opt CPU Time

Jobs Gap Cpx(%) Gap VNS(%) CPU time

10
15
20
25
30
35

10
20
30
50
100
500

488
950
968
1781
2035
2448

2
15
386
633
1699
1200

0
0
0
12.46
20.78
27.51

0.04
0.06
0.79
2.92
10.34
12.34

3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600

Table 4 provides the results of VNS. We define the gap as follows: for n > 30 : Gap VNS=
N S−CP X Opt
Otherwise Gap VNS= Best VCP
X Opt

5

Best V N S−LB
.
LB

Conclusion

In this work, we investigate a two machine flow-shop scheduling problem with a preventive maintenance. We propose a MIP formulation to solve optimally this problem for small instances and
we present an efficient and effective VNS designed to solve the big instances.
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1

Introduction

The internationalisation of financial markets has significantly expanded investment opportunities
and risk. No doubt the probability of default (PD) is one of the key input factors of credit risk modelling and
measuring. Estimating each borrower’s risk level by assigning a different PD is now widely done by many
banks (especially since 2008, when most of the world began to experience a period of financial and
economic turmoil). The PD has many methodologies for its estimation, but this paper will be devoted to the
structural approach, which was proposed in 1974 by Robert Merton [7] in his seminal paper on the valuation
of corporate debt, where he introduced a model for assessing a credit risk of a company by characterizing a
company’s equity as a call option on its assets. It was natural to use the Black-Scholes [1] option pricing
framework from 1973 for estimation the price of this option. The vast majority of previously-proposed
empirical studies based on structural models were devoted to the nonfinancial institutions, mainly because
financial institution defaults occur relatively scarcely. Nevertheless, the recent global financial crisis has
clearly demonstrated the necessity for the correct determination of the probability of default also for
financial institution. For this reason, the proposed paper is aimed to determine the probability of default of
financial institutions, particularly US commercial banks.
Generally, the Merton model is built on the number of simplifying assumptions. Notwithstanding,
one of the most important drawbacks is an assumption that company assets follow the log-normal
distribution (the natural logarithm of returns on the company value is distributed normally). But it is well
known that log-return of equities are not normal distributed. As a matter of fact, several empirical
investigations have shown that log-return of equities present skew distributions with excess kurtosis which
leads to a greater density in the tails and the normal distribution (se e.g. Fama [3, 4, and 5] or Rachev and
Mittnik [8]. From this reason, there is presently a trend of analysing and simulating the time series of
particular variables using Lévy processes (see e.g. Cont and Tankov [2], Schoutens [9 and 10] or Tichý
[11]), because these series can fit also the higher moments of the probability distributions. This could be
crucial moment within correct estimation of PD, especially for financial institution.
In this research the possibility of using the structural model based on Merton's framework within
determination of US commercial banks' probability of default is verified. First, the classical assumptions of
Merton's model are applied, particularly the assumption of normal distributions of assets' market value.
Secondly, a structural credit risk model based on the Variance Gamma (VG) process is implemented in order
to overcome some drawbacks of the Merton model, thus particularly the assumption of normal distribution.
Finally, an empirical comparison between the results obtained from Merton model with classical
assumptions and models with subordinated Lévy processes are proposed.
Our empirical analysis so far suggests, that normality assumption can lead to the serious mistakes in
the pricing of the risk and that the probability of default is generally underestimated by the classical Merton
1
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model. These first results will be further discussed and compared with other selected models. Neural
networks and genetic algorithms will be used at the following analysis, since the empirical analysis suggest
an interesting possibility of using these models to estimate the probability of default.

2

Methodology

The core concept of the Merton model [7] is very well known and was introduced in 1974 to treat
company’s equity and debt as a contingent claim written on company’s assets value. Using classical
geometric Brownian motion and in accordance the Black-Scholes option pricing theory [1] we get PD
estimation as follows:

PDt   AT  L 



1 
A  
ln  t     2  T t 
L
2 
   
 T t 


 x  dx

(1)

where  is the expected return (drift coefficient),  is the volatility (diffusion coefficient), both
unobserved, At is the company’s asset value at time t , L is face value of debt at time T and  is the
probability density function of a standard normal variable.
Using subordinated processes we are usually able to capture empirically observed anomalies which are
presented in the evolution of return processes over time. That is, we substitute the physical time with a socalled intrinsic (operational) time which provides distribution tail effects often observed in the market (see
Rachev and Mittnik [8] or Schoutens [9]). Thus, if W W t , t  0 is a stochastic process (we will suppose
that W is a standard Brownian motion) and T  T t , t  0 is a non-negative stochastic process, a new
process Z Z t  W T t , t  0 may be formed and it is defined as subordinated to W by the intrinsic
time process T . Thus, we model the company’s assets value process At by a stochastic equation:
At  At0 exp

 sds    sdT s    sdW T s,
t

t

t

t0

t0

t0

(2)

where the drift in the physical time scale  s  , the drift in the intrinsic time scale  s  and the volatility
 s  are generally assumed to be constant. Following the same notation as in the Merton’s framework, the
value of a European call option at time t (the value of company’s equity) with exercise price L (face value
of a zero-coupon debt instrument) and time to maturity t 2 is given by

  At   
  At   
Et  At0 F  ln  0    Lr ,t0,t F  ln  0   ,
  Lr ,t ,t  
  Lr ,t ,t  
  0 
  0 

(3)

where

F x  



0

 

is

the

cumulative

distribution

1 

x y
2  dF  y  ,

Y

y 





function

of

the

standard

(4)

normal

variable,

FY

is

t
t
the cumulative distribution function of a random variable Y    2 s dT s  and Lr ,t0 ,t  L exp   r s ds  is
t0
t
 0

the discounted exercise price (time-dependent function r t  defines the short term interest rate). Considering
a continuous distribution of the random variable Y with density function fY then F x  can now be

Here we change the notation of maturity time from T (used in the Merton’s framework) to t since T denotes the
intrinsic time process in the subordinated option pricing models.
2
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3
numerically integrated over the finite interval 0,1 the transformation y  u 1  u  (see Rachev and
Mittnik [8]), i.e.:

1 
1


3 
 x  y 
 x  u 1  u  
1
2  f  y d y   
2
 f Y u 1  u 3 1  2u du .
F x     
Y

0
0


1  u 4
y 
u 1  u 3 







Analogously to the Merton model (using delta Greeks for monitoring of the variation in the derivative
price with respect to the parameters that enter into the option formula) the probability of default can be
finally estimated under the risk neutral probability measure as follows:
  Lr ,t0 ,t  1 
 ln 
 y
  Lr ,t0 ,t      At 0   2 
  
(5)
PDt  F  ln 
 dFY  y  .
 0



A
t
y


  0 











Gurný, Ortobelli and Giacometti [6] used this approach for PD estimation of chosen non-financial
companies. They worked with Stable Lévy model represented by Mandelbrot-Taylor distribution and they
also suggested alternative parameter estimation for subordinated processes. In this research, described
approach is used for the subordinated VG process.
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1

Introduction

Portfolio optimization consists of a portfolio selection problem in which we want to find the
optimum way of investing a particular amount of the money in a given set of securities or assets, see
Fernandez and Gomez (2007). While without any information about the investor's risk attitude we are not
able to find one optimal portfolio, we are looking for the Pareto efficient frontier. This frontier contains all
possible portfolios for which we are not able to lower the risk with the same level of the expected return or
to heighten the expected return without increasing the risk.
The model in which we consider simple portfolio optimization without any limitation on the
maximum number of the different assets we want to hold will be referred as general portfolio optimization
problem,
arg min k    R  x   1  k   E  R  x 
 x
 n
w    xi  1
 i 1
 xi  0, i  1,..., n


(1)

where w is the vector of optimal weights,  is chosen risk measure and E  R  x  is portfolio expected
return and k is the parameter which specifies the investor’s risk aversion. Matrix R represents random
returns from particular assets (investment possibilities).
As any other model even the unconstrained portfolio optimization model has many premises, which
make it very simplified. On the one hand it allows us to find the solution easily; on the other hand the model
could not be utilized for a real world application. In the real world application we want to limit the number
of assets we invest in. Introducing m as the desired number of different assets in the portfolio, we can extend
the previous model to the cardinality constrained case. The model in which we limit the number of different
assets held will be referred as cardinality constrained portfolio optimization problem,
arg min k    R  x   1  k   E  R  x 
 x
 n
  xi  1
w   i 1
 n
  I xi 0  m
 i 1
 xi  0, i  1,..., n

where I x is logical variable taking value of 1 when x is true and 0 otherwise.
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(2)

There are also different risk measures  which can be applied, such as variance, which leads to
Markowitz (1952) mean-variance quadratic programming problem, Value at Risk (VaR), Conditional Value
at Risk (CVaR) and others. In our work we focus on CVaR, which is defined as mean loss if it exceeds VaR,
see e.g. Rockafellar and Uryasev (2002). Assuming a random-variable profit X, with known cumulative
distribution function FX, VaR can be defined as follows,
VaRR ,   inf x  R : FX  x     ,

(3)

and the definition of CVaR is following:
CVaRX ,   E  x | x  VaRX , 

.

(4)

Having the vector of (future) possible profits X, each with the equal probability, CVaR at probability level
 can be estimated as follows,
CVaRX ,  

 n 1

 n  1  X 
1 1 
  X a    


  n a 1
n   n 

,

(5)

where [x] stands for the smallest integer larger than x and n is the quantity of data utilized for CVaR
calculation. In this case the probability of occurrence is the same for each element of X.
It is obvious that optimization problem (2) in case of variance as a risk measure represents a mixedinteger nonlinear (quadratic) programming problem for which the computationally effective algorithm does
not exist, see Chang et al. (2002). In this work we apply the binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO)
method and other heuristic methods in order to solve the problem (2) for variance and CVaR as a risk
measure and we compare the obtained results.
The original particle swarm algorithm was introduced and discussed in Eberhart and Kennedy
(1995) and Kennedy and Eberhart (1995). It imitates birds flocking and fish schooling as it is searching in
D-dimensional real numbers space for the best position. In this algorithm the certain number of particles is
utilized, each particle's position representing solution of the problem. Particles move across the search space
partially randomly and partially in the dependence of the personal and global best position discovered so far.
Objective function imitates the space richness for food. In Kennedy and Eberhart (1997) the particle swarm
algorithm was modified to operate on a binary variables and binary version of the particle swarm algorithm
was introduced.
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In this work potential usage and impact of various algorithms of metaheuristic specification for
portfolio optimization are studied. In particular, we focus on problems, in which different risk
and dependency measures are involved. First of all, we use semidefinite positive correlation
measures consistent with the choices of risk-averse investors and propose new portfolio
selection models that optimize the relation between the portfolio and one or two market
benchmarks. We also consider the large scale portfolio problems. Obviously, particular
approaches are evaluated using real date from various markets.
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The Electric Multi-Depot Vehicle Routing Problem (eMDVRP) is a variant of the classical MDVRP problem,
with additional constraints related to the use of electric vehicles; the vehicle can travel a limited distance from
the depot, but the vehicle can go to a “recharge point” where it can be recharged (total or partially) to increa se
its maximal distance. The classic neighborhood (example, 2-opt) easily leads to an infeasible solution, an d t h en
we will focus on developing a new set of good neighborhoods for this problem. Efficient neighborhoods are
presented, and used in trajectory-based metaheuristics. Additionally, to verify the correct implementation of the
algorithms are considered instances from the VRP and MDVRP, comparing the solution quality and execution
time.
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1

Introduction

Due to new regulations and further technological progress in the field of electric vehicles, the
research community faces the new challenge of incorporating the electric energy based restrictions into
vehicle routing problems [1], examples are the minimization of emissions [2], energy consumption [3],
reverse logistics and others [4], [5]. The advances in the use of electric energy for motors defines a new
generation of problems related to the battery of the vehicles [6], [7], recharge system [8], electric vehicles
battery swap stations location routing problem (BSS–EV–LRP) [10], hybrid of traditional and electric
vehicles, etc. [7] presents key contributions of combinatorial optimization for an efficient electric vehicles
management, energy shortest path problem, energy vehicle routing problem, facility location, and electric
vehicles redistribution.
Historically, however, six major barriers to alternative fuel vehicles success have arisen: limited
numbers of refueling stations, high refueling costs, onboard fuel-storage issues (i.e., limited range), safety
and liability concerns, improvements in the competition (i.e., more efficient combustion engines), and high
initial costs for consumers [9]. The logistics giant DHL announced a new pilot project which would
introduce electrified delivery vans for its vehicle fleet in US and Germany [10]. In 2013, UPS had more than
100 electric vehicles in its fleet operating in US [10]. Companies like Amazon are evaluating the use of
drones for delivery [11].
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Figure 1: Example of eVRP, source: [54]
In the literature, there exists research to obtain a solution for multiple techniques that can be
classified into two main groups. The exact algorithms are procedures that can obtain the optimal solution
(when the upper bound is equal to the lower bound) but needs a lot of computation time, e.g., dynamic
programing [12], branch and cut [13], branch, cut, and price [14], network flow formulation [15], and integer
linear programing [16]. Heuristics algorithms (and metaheuristics) are procedures than can obtain a solution
of good quality, without guaranteeing optimality in a short computing time, e.g., saving algorithm [17],
cluster first–route second [18], tabu search [19], probabilistic change of neighborhood [20], granular tabu
search [21], very large neighborhood [22], evolutionary algorithm [23], ant colony [24], and memetic
Algorithm [25]. Surveys of techniques of solution can be found in [26] and [27]. The granular tabu search
was originally proposed by [28] in the context of a tabu search (TS) for the CVRP. Granular neighborhoods
are defined by means of a restricted set of arcs, which is determined by restricting the neighborhoods to
include only elements which are likely to be part of high-quality solutions. For the CVRP, [28] showed that
their granular TS (GTS) is able to strongly reduce run-time while nearly keeping solution quality.
Subsequently, granular neighborhoods have been successfully used in solution methods addressing the
following routing problems: a dynamic VRP with soft time windows, the split delivery VRP, the multi-depot
VRP, the capacitated location-routing problem, the dial-a-ride problem and the team orienteering problem
with time windows [29].

2

The Electric Multi-Depot Vehicle Routing Problem (eMDVRP)

This problem is a variant of the classical MDVRP problem, with additional constraints related to the
use of electric vehicles; the vehicle can travel a limited distance from the depot, but the vehicle can go to a
“recharge point” where it can be recharged (total or partially) to increase its maximal distance. This problem
can be evaluated by the classical objective function of the minimal total distance, or by a bi-objective
perspective. The dataset of a similar problem can be adapted to this problem and published online to
compare performances with other research works. The eMDVRP is variant of the classic MDVRP, but the
classic neighborhood (example, 2-opt) easily leads to an infeasible solution, and then we will focus on
developing a new set of good neighborhoods for this problem.
The hypothesis is: A granular neighborhood can be designed that exploits the structure of the
eMDVRP, and be used in trajectory-based metaheuristics.
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a. Granular search space
The proposed approach use the granular search space proposed in [28], which is based on the
utilization of a sparse graph containing the edges incident to the depots, the edges belonging to the best
solutions found so far, and the edges whose cost is smaller than a granularity thresholdΘ = 𝛽𝑧̅, where 𝑧̅ is
the average cost of the edges in the best solution found so far, and 𝛽 is a sparsification factor which is
dynamically updated during the search.

b. Neighbourhood structures
The proposed approaches allow infeasible solutions with respect to the depot and the vehicle
capacities. Given a feasible solution 𝑆, we assign to its objective function 𝐹1 (𝑆) a value equal to the sum of
the traveling costs of the edges belonging to the routes traversed by 𝑆. In addition, for any solution 𝑆
infeasible with respect to the depot capacity, we add to 𝐹1 (𝑆) a penalty term obtained by multiplying the
over depot capacity by a dynamically changing penalty factor. A similar approach is used to calculate the
objective function value of any solution S infeasible with respect to the route capacity (for further details see
[19]).

c. Computational results
In this paper we present the design and implement of an efficient framework for the eMDVRP. The
performance of the proposed algorithms have been evaluated by considering benchmark instances adapted
from the literature. Additionally, to verify the correct implementation of the algorithms (efficiently and
effectively) is considered the case when the vehicle starts with infinite energy from the depot, transforming
the problem in the classical MDVRP; also considered the case when the amount of deposits is only one, that
is, the classical VRP. A comparison with a set of classic benchmark instances is presented for these
problems, comparing the solution quality and execution time.
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1

Introduction

The quadratic three-dimensional assignment problem (Q3AP) is a generalization of the well-known
quadratic assignment problem (QAP). It is one of the hardest permutation problems and has recently gained
interest for its application in the hybrid automatic repeat request (Hybrid ARQ) protocol in wireless
communication systems and whose solution can significantly increase throughput and reduce the cost for
providing reliable digital transmission over noisy fading channels. For optimizing a Hybrid ARQ protocol,
solving the Q3AP consists of finding an optimal symbol mapping over two vectors. Whereas, a single vector
protocol can be solved with the QAP. See [5]
The Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) is one in which N units have to be assigned to N sites in such
a way that the cost of the assignment, depending on the distances between the sites and the flows between
the units, is minimal.
The QAP can be formulated as follows: Given two N Х N matrices, F=[fik] where fik is the flow between
units i and k; and D=[djn] where djn the distance between sites j and n. The problem consists of finding a
permutation p over the set S= {1, 2,..., N} that minimizes the following cost function:

.
The QAP is one of the most difficult NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems. Solving large size
instances of the QAP is still computationally challenging [1].

2

The Quadratic Three-Dimensional Assignment Problem

Pierskalla [2] introduced the Quadratic 3-dimensional Assignment Problem (Q3AP) in a technical
memorandum. Since then, little on the subject has appeared.
Hahn et al. [3] re-discovered the Q3AP while working on a problem arising in data transmission system
design. The problem consists of finding bit-to-symbol mappings for two (re)transmissions in the Hybrid
Automatic Repeat Request protocol (HARQ) that minimizes the BER (Bit Error Rate) of the two
transmissions. According to the explanation given in [4] and [3], in data transmission systems, when a data
packet is sent through variably fading channels, some errors may remain in some bits (i.e., binary digits) of
the received message, even after error correction mechanisms are used. The HARQ mechanism consists of
sending to the transmitter a retransmission request for the same packet.
The Q3AP is an extension of two NP-hard problems, the QAP and the 3-index assignment problem
(3AP). Thus it is easy to see that the Q3AP is also NP-hard.
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If we use the facility location example, a Q3AP problem can be seen as a facility to location to managers
assignment. Indeed, as illustrated in:

With: I, J, P sets of the same cardinality N, and:

Equation 1, Q3AP is formulated in [3] as an extension of the formulation of the QAP. If we consider a
diversity mapping problem in which a mapping should be used between N modulation symbols and N
segments of the message to send, the cost coefficients Cijpknq in Equation 1 refer to the simultaneous
assignment of the symbols j and n to the bit strings i and k in the first transmission and the assignment of
symbols p and q in the second retransmission. Equations 3, 4 and 5 express the uniqueness constraints of the
two assignments (one symbol to one segment and vice versa in the two bit-to-symbol mappings)
In [3], artificial Q3AP instances are obtained from QAP using Equation 6. F and D are the two matrices
representing the flow and the distances between factories/locations in QAP instances.

If we consider the assignment of N message segments to N adjacent modulation symbols during two
transmissions, a solution for the Q3AP can be represented by two permutations π and ψ of numbers in the set
{1,2, ..., N} referring to the labels of the N message segments to send during the two transmissions. The
permutation formulation of Q3AP is derived from the permutation formulation of QAP (see Equation 7). π(i)
and ψ(j) respectively indicate the bit string assigned to the modulation symbol i and j in the first and the
second transmissions.
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If among exact algorithms, the branch-and-bound method is the most successful one, the lack of a sharp
lower bound technique in this algorithm is one of the major difficulties. The fact that the Q3AP is NP-hard is
not sufficient to explain its difficulty, as we can now solve exactly very large instances of a great number of
NP-hard problems. The homogeneity of the values of the solutions for most of the applications, due to the
structure of the problem (scalar product of the matrices) is a more convincing explanation. Indeed, first, we
have many solutions whose value is close to the optimum. So, even when the best solution is obtained, it is
very hard to prove its optimality.

3

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is inspired by social behavior patterns of organisms that
live and interact within large groups. In particular, PSO incorporates swarming behaviors observed in flocks
of birds, schools of fish, or swarms of bees, and even human social behavior. This method was proposed by
Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995[6].
The classical PSO model consists of a swarm of (solution) particles, which are initialized with a
population of random candidate solutions. The particle swarm moves iteratively through the d-dimension
problem space to search for new solutions, where the fitness f, can be calculated as the certain qualities
measure. Each particle has a position represented by a position-vector xi (i is the index of the particle), and a
velocity represented by a velocity-vector vi. Each particle remembers its own best position so far in a vector
pi. The best position-vector among the swarm so far is then stored in a vector pg. During the iteration time t,
the update of the velocity from the previous velocity to the new velocity is determined by Eq.(8). The new
position is then determined by the sum of the previous position and the new velocity by Eq.(9).

where r1 and r2 are the random numbers in the interval [0,1], c1 is a positive constant, called as coefficient
of the self-recognition component, c2 is a positive constant, called as coefficient of the social component.
The variable w is called as the inertia factor, whose value is typically setup to vary linearly from 1 to near-0
during the iterative processing. From Eq.8, a particle decides where to move next, considering its own
experience, which is the memory of its best past position, and the experience of its most successful solution
particle in the swarm, it is also a parameter to control the impact of the previous velocities on the current
velocity [7].

4

PSO for the Q3AP
In order to guide the particles effectively in the search space, the maximum moving distance during one

iteration is clamped in between the maximally different velocities [−vmax, vmax].
Evaluation of each particle in the swarm requires the determination of the permutation of numbers 1...n
since he value of function z in Q3AP problem is a result of the sequence.
In this paper, we use a heuristic rule called Smallest Position Value (SPV) [8] to enable the continuous
PSO algorithm to be applied to all class of sequencing problems, which are NP-hard in the literature. By
using the SPV rule, the permutation can be determined through the position values of the particle so that the
fitness value of the particle can then be computed with that permutation.
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The pseudo-code for particle swarm optimization algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1
Algorithm 1: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Initialize parameters
Initialize population
Find sequence
Evaluate
Do { Find the personal best
Find the global best
Update velocity
Update position
Find sequence
Evaluate
} While (Termination)
A population of particles is constructed randomly for the PSO algorithm of the QAP problem. The
continuous values of positions are established randomly. The following formula is used to construct the
initial continuous position values of the particle: xij=xmin(xmax - xmin) × U(0,1), where xmin = 0.0 , xmax = 4.0
and U(0,1) a uniform random number between 0 and 1. similar formula as follows vij=vmin(vmax -vmin)×U(0,1),
where vmin = -4.0 , vmax = 4.0
Step 1: Initialization
• Set k=0, m=size of swarm.
• Generate m particles randomly as explained.
• Generate initial velocities of particles randomly.
• Apply the SPV rule to find the sequence with the best fitness value.
• Evaluate each particle i in the swarm using the objective function Zi for i=1,…, m.
• For each particle i in the swarm, set best personal position along with its best fitness value.
• Find the best fitness value Zl =min {Zi} for i=1,…, m with its corresponding position.
• Set global best with its fitness value.
Step 2: Update iteration counter.
• k = k +1.
Step3: Update inertia weight.
• w=w* α, where α is the damping ratio.
Step 4: Update velocity (Eq 8).
Step 5: Update position (Eq 9).
Step 6: Find Sequence.
•Apply the SPV rule to find the sequence with the best fitness value.
Step 7: Update personal best.
• Each particle is evaluated by using its sequence to see if personal best will improve. That is, if f (x) < f(PB)
for i=1,...,m , then personal best is updated.
Step 8: Update global best.
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• Find the minimum value of personal best.
• If f (x) < f (GB), then the global best is updated.
Step 9: Stopping criterion.
• If the number of
stop, otherwise go to step 2.

5

iteration

exceeds

the

maximum

number

of

iterations,

then

Experimental results

In this section the results of the implementation of the algorithm is described. A PSO algorithm
presented for the Q3AP problem was coded in the C++ programming language.
We used the following parameters for the PSO. Social and cognitive parameters, and uniform
random numbers are taken as c1 = c2 = 2 and r1, r2 respectively uniform numbers are taken from (0,1).
Initial inertia weight is set to w0 = 1.0. Finally, the decrement factor α is taken as 0.99.
It is clear that the performance of the approximated algorithms is affected by parameter tuning. So,
at first we do tuning process, to obtain good values for the key parameters. We use nug-8 instance of
QAPLIB to test the effect of PSO parameters.
We increase the number of iterations of the algorithm ranging to 1000. The figure below shows the
results. The first point is that as the number of iterations increases, the quality of solutions will improve.
There is another point noticeable in which the cost decreased; it is the choice of the lower and upper bound
of variables as well as the choice of the learning coefficients (c1, c2).

Figure1: the impact of changing PSO parameters.
We choose the size of swarm from the set {80}, the lower one is the best results we found 168 using
the values parameters given before, and the upper one is one of simulations when we changed one or more
than one of the parameters.
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6

Conclusion

The quadratic 3-dimensional assignment problem (Q3AP) is a very difficult combinatorial
optimization problem and has reviewed nowadays existing methods for solving such problem included.
In this paper we defined the approach based on a particle swarm optimization for the quadratic three
dimensional problem. This work is in-progress, we evaluated the performance of our approach and compare
it with what existed to tell that the result that the proposed approach returned was a close value from the
optimal which is 134 for nug-8 for the quadratic three dimensional assignment problem but it still a poor
result, and we have plans to improve that result with additional experiments.
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Abstract This paper presents an improved version of the Genetic Algorithm (GA) for solving the well-known 0-1 Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MKP01). The Genetic Algorithm Guided by Pretreatment information
(GAGP) is composed of two steps, in the first, a greedy-based simple pretreatment extracts the subset of items that likely to be contained in the best
solutions. In the second, the population initialisation and the fitness function
of a standard GA are based on the pretreatment information, in addition to
an efficiency update operator. The pretreatment information has been investigated using the CPLEX deterministic optimiser. In addition, GAGP has been
examined on the most used MKP01 data-sets, and compared to several other
approaches. The obtained results showed that the pretreatment succeeded to
extract the most part of the important information. It has been shown, that
GAGP is a simple but very competitive solution.
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1 Introduction
The MKP01 is composed of N items and a knapsack with m different capacities
ci where i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Each item j where j ∈ {1, . . . , n} has a profit pj and
can take wij of the capacity i of the knapsack. The goal is to pack the items
in the knapsack so as to maximize the profits of items without exceeding the
capacities of the knapsack. The MKP01 can be represented as the following
integer program:
Maximize :

n
X

pj x j

n
X

wij xj ≤ ci

(1)

j=1

Subject to :

j=1

xj ∈ {0, 1}

i ∈ {1 . . . m}
j ∈ {1 . . . n}

(2)
(3)

During the past few decades several variants of GA have been proposed,
all of them aim to increase the performance of GA and boost its convergence.
Most of these ideas are either based on changing the GA operators such as:
crossover and mutation (e.g. one-point, two-point, cut and splice, three parents, uniform, flip bit, Boundary, non-uniform, uniform, etc.), or based on
modifying the GA’s evolutionary behaviour, such as: Hybrid GA (Rezoug et al.
2015; Valls et al. 2008), Distributed GA (Adeli and Kumar 1995), Adaptive
GA (Alavidoost et al. 2015), Parallel GA (Sudholt 2015), Genetic Programming (Poli and Koza 2014), etc. An extended overview of the GA variations is
available in (Castro et al. 2013). The focus here is only on the methods that
are related to the guided GA concept.
The concept of proximate optimality suggests that, in most cases, the best
solutions have a similar structure. Senju and Toyoda (1968) presented a primal
greedy gradient algorithm for the MKP01 that establishes a decreasing sort of
the items such as the most priority is given to those most likely to form the
best solution. The sort is calculated according to an efficiency measurement
that try to find the compromise between the profit and the weight. Latter
Puchinger et al. (2006) applied the principal of efficiency measurement in addition to the core concept for reducing the size of the problem data to only the
most relevant items. On the other hand, the process of GA is stochastic, this
leads to an important useless work. Our aim in this this paper is to reinforce the
GA process using the useful information about the items. To this purpose, the
Genetic Algorithm Guided by Pretreatment information (GAGP) is proposed.
Firstly, GAGP applies the primal greedy with the core concept decomposition
to extract a useful information about the subset of important items. Secondly,
specific population initialisation, fitness function and update efficiency measurement operators augment a standard GA by exploiting the pretreatment
information. In GAGP, an important rang of solutions are avoided and the
process does not consider the non relevant solutions.
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The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the literature review related to the GA with guidance. The proposed algorithm GAGP
is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 presents the conducted experiments and
the obtained results. The conclusions and final remarks are drawn in Section 5.
2 Related Works
There are several methods related to the guided GA concept in the literature,
that has been applied to a wide range of applications. For solving the Course
Timetabling Problem, the approaches by (Jat and Yang 2009; Yang and Jat
2011) use a memory denoted MEM to record useful information to guide the
GA process and improve its performance. MEM is a list of limited size, in which
a list of room and time slot pairs is recorded. This information is integrated
into the crossover operator of the proposed guided GA. Other researchers used
an external structure to guide GA such as (Acan and Tekol 2003; Louis and Li
1997). Another approach for guiding the GA is through the use of approximate
probabilistic models.
In (Chen et al. 2012; Zhang 2009) The GA is augmented with an approximate probabilistic model to guide the crossover and mutation operators. The
probabilistic model is used to estimate the quality of candidate solutions generated by the traditional crossover and mutation operators. It also evaluates
the quality of candidate solutions. This estimation enables the crossover and
mutation operators to generate more promising solutions.
A subset of the genetic operators is guided. The proximate optimality principle assumes that good solutions have a similar structure. Based on this principle, the guided mutation proposed by (Zhang et al. 2005) uses a probability
model inspired by estimation of distribution algorithms EDA mutation operator. The generated offspring by this operator is constructed based on the best
parent so far and a dynamic probability model and a probability β. This allows conducting the searching process in promising areas. A guided crossover
operator has been proposed by (Rasheed 1999). The crossover operator works
by using guidance from all members of the GA population to select a direction for exploration. The first parent is selected by the selection operator. To
select the second parent, a metric named M utual f itness is calculated for all
the other chromosomes. The chromosome which has the maximum value is
selected. One offspring is generated by crossing the parents in a point chosen
randomly such that the offspring resulting is the best.
3 Genetic Algorithm Guided by pretreatment information for The
MKP01
The algorithm in this paper is motivated by the observation that in may optimisation real-world problem, we may have some prior information about the
components/patterns that are likely to appear in the good solutions. For example, in MKP01, it is possible using linear relaxation or the ”optimal fractional
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solution” (Dantzig 1957; Shih 1979) to predict some of the items that are likely
or unlikely to appear in the good solutions. This study proposes a method for
using such prior information as an additional guide for the GA evolutionary
process for the MKP01 problem. By guide, we mean any structure external to
GA, which maintains its original composition and is used to drive its search
process. This can be through a subset of operators, in order to accelerate the
search process and improve the speed of convergence. This section aims to
describe the GAGP components.

3.1 Pretreatment
The guiding information is based on the work by (Puchinger et al. (2006)).
The items are sorted in decreasing order according to a statistical efficiency ej
based on the profit and the cost. In simple words, the items are sorted based
on how likely each item to appear in high performing individuals, the item at
the top of this list are the items that are likely to be selected while the items at
the bottom of the list are the items that are unlikely appear in good solutions.
However, it is important to note here that this list is just an estimate and
not a predefined part of the solution. It should be noted also that the Greedy
heuristic as by Senju and Toyoda (1968) only based on the efficiency sorting
is not an effective solution for the strongly correlated problem instances of the
MKP01 (Huston et al. 2008).
est
j = Pm

j=1

wij (

p
Pjn

l=1

wil − ci )

(4)

The sorting operation allows favouring items that have a good compromise
(i.e. efficiency) between the average profit and overall capacity. The efficiency
of an item is high if its profit is high while its required global capacity is low.
The sorted items are split into three sets where the value of each variable is
assigned as follows:
– X1 : xj = 1 The variables have the best efficiency ej . These variables are
most likely to build the best solutions even the optimal solution.
– Core : xj =? The variables have the values of the efficiency ej very close.
In this group, it is difficult to determine the best.
– X0 : xj = 0 The variables have a very low efficiency ej , in other words, the
profit is low or the capacity is large or both.
The guide is represented by the items of X1 ∪ Core ∪ X0 . The sizes of
X1 , Core and X0 are determined as follows: Construct a feasible solution by
adding the items in the order. The item that makes the solution infeasible
represents the center of Core. The size of each part of the guide depends on
the size of Core. Set the size of Core defines the size of the other parts.
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3.2 Guided Genetic Algorithm Optimisation
The GAGP chromosome consists of the set of the items to be added to the
knapsack. GAGP uses the integer representation, where each gene presents an
item ID. The items are coded as integer numbers. A chromosome is formed only
by the number of items that it contains. This representation allows reducing
the size of the processed data.
1. Initial population. GAGP algorithm uses a special initialization process
which allows the GA to make use of the prior information available about
the items, and in the same time generates a diverse initial population to
ensure exploration of the search space. A chromosome is generated from the
items of X1 completed by items generated randomly. In each chromosome,
X1 is integrated with a probability α. If α is set to zero this means that all
the items in each individual are selected randomly, while α = 1 means that
each individual in the initial population contains all the items in X1 . This
method allows having an initial population of good quality by integrating
X1 and ensures the diversification by adding the rest randomly.
2. Fitness evaluation. Besides the population initialisation, the guidance by
the pretreatment information is integrated in the GA by this operator. The
fitness function f (j) is evaluated according to Eq. 1. The efficiency ej is
introduced in its evaluation according to Eq. 5. Each generation, the fitness
value of each chromosome is calculated. The fitness formula allows giving
more chance to the chromosome that has a high efficiency to be selected
more than the others.
n
X
e j pj x j
(5)
f (j) =
j=0

3. Genetic operators. GAGP uses standard genetic crossover and mutation
operators. A tournament selection of size 5 is used as the selection method,
and the random single point method is applied with a probability pc as a
crossover method. For the mutation operator, the random multiple point
bit flip with the probability pm is adopted. And finally, a reproduction
operator copies a subset of individuals with the probability pr such as
pc + pm + pr = 1.
4. Update efficiency. The Sorting efficiency is not always efficient especially
for the problems with strong correlation. A step of efficiency update is
proposed that aims to make a perturbation in the items efficiencies. Two
items j, j ′ , j ∈ X1 and are selected and their efficiency is permuted. Rather
than maintaining the same guidance, the search process diversify the guide
with the items in X1 and Core. This modification has an impact on the
fitness evaluation and so on the whole process of GA.
5. Stopping condition The process of optimisation is repeated until a specific
number of iteration is reached.
The algorithm could be described by the following pseudo-code (Algorithm 1).
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Algorithm 1 The GAGP pseudo-code.
Require: MKP01 instance
Ensure: a feasible solution S
1: calculate the efficiency ej for each variable
2: sort the items according to the efficiency measurement
3: calculate X1 , Core and X0 of the guide
4: initialize the population pop with X1 and α
5: for ctr = 1 to ng do
6:
evaluate the fitness for each chromosome in pop according to the fitness equation
7:
crossover with (pc)
8:
mutation with (pm)
9:
reproduction with (pr)
10:
select randomly items j, j ′ such as j ∈ X1 , j ′ ∈ Core and permute their efficiencies
11: end for
12: return the best solution S ∗ .

4 Experimental Results
The experiments aims to compare the proposed GAGP with the state-of-art
results reported in the literature (Section 4.2). For an experimental purpose,
and because the chosen sorting method concerns MKP01, it is natural to use
data from this problem. The test platform is a Toshiba laptop with 4GB RAM
capacity and an Intel Core (TM) i5-4200 M 2.5 Ghz CPU. The Java language
is used to implement the approach. As for the test data, two well known benchmarks from the OR-Library1 are used.

4.1 Analytical study of the guidance
This analytical study compares firstly, between the items of the optimal solution and the two main parts of the guide (i.e. X1 and Core) and secondly,
between the optimal solution and the solution obtained by GAGP. The aim
is on the one hand, for understanding how significant is the sort and measure
its effective impact on the GA; On the other hand, to find if the GAGP does
effectively follow the guide and what happens to drop the GA in the wrong
solution whether because of the guide or because of the optimisation process
itself.
The composition of the optimal solution S ∗ , calculated using the deterministic CPLEX optimizer 12.5, is compared to a feasible solution S obtained
by GAGP. Also, the items of the X1 and Core and the placement of the
items of the S ∗ in the three parts of the guide are given (where +, * and corresponds to item in X1 , in Core and in X0 respectively). The first four
instances (OR5x100.0.25 1-4) are used to conduct this analysis. Finally, the
Distance From the Optimum D.F.O of the solution calculated by GAGP is
given. The obtained results of the comparison are reported in Table 1.
1

http://people.brunel.ac.uk/ mastjjb/jeb/orlib/files/
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Table 1 Analytical comparison of GAGP feasible solution composition to the composition
of the optimal solution obtained by CPLEX and the composition of the parts of the guidance
information using the OR5x100.0.25 1-4 instances.
Sa
1
3
6
8
10
12
17
23
26
28
29
31
41
43
49
56
62
65
68
76
78
84
85
91
92
94
95
98

S*b
1
3
6
8
10
18
23
25
26
28
29
31
43
49
56
61
62
65
68
70
73
76
78
84
85
91
92
95
98

Gc
+
*
+
+
*
+
+
*
*
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
*
+
+
+
+
+

X1
1
4
6
8
23
26
31
43
49
56
62
65
68
76
78
85
92
Core
3
15
18
28
29
34
66
73
81
98

S
1
3
10
20
27
34
36
39
41
42
45
48
49
53
56
57
58
61
62
70
73
74
81
88
90
91
92
93
95
99

S*
3
10
18
20
27
28
34
36
41
42
45
48
49
53
56
57
58
61
62
64
73
74
81
88
90
91
93
95
99

G
+
+
*
*
+
+
+
*
*
+
*
+
+
+
+
+
*
+
*
*
*
+
+
+
+
+

X1
3
10
27
28
34
45
49
56
57
61
62
73
90
91
93
95
99
Core
18
20
41
42
48
64
74
81
88
92

S
7
10
11
13
18
21
28
32
34
36
37
42
44
48
51
53
55
59
60
64
72
74
78
79
84
87
92
93
96

S*
4
11
13
18
19
21
26
28
32
34
37
42
44
48
51
55
59
60
64
72
74
78
79
84
87
92
93
96
99

G
+
+
+
+
+
+
*
+
*
+
+
+
*
*
+
+
*
+
+
+
*
*
*

D.F.Od = 0.82
D.F.Od = 0.51
D.F.Od = 0.23
a S : Items of the solution obtained by GAGP
b S* : Items of the optimal solution obtained by CPLEX
c G : Group of S* item in the guide (item is : + ∈ X , - ∈ X or * ∈ Core)
1
0
d D.F.O : Distance Form the Optimum in % of the GAGP solution

X1
4
11
13
18
21
28
37
44
48
55
69
72
74
84
87
92

Core
10
32
36
42
59
64
78
93
96
99

S
0
1
3
5
6
8
11
12
22
24
26
27
30
34
35
42
49
53
54
55
56
61
63
68
70
76
79
86
95

S*
0
1
3
5
8
11
13
22
24
27
30
34
35
42
49
53
54
55
56
58
61
63
74
78
79
86
94
95

G
*
*
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
*
+
*
*
*
+
+
+
+
+

X1
3
5
11
12
22
27
28
30
34
35
42
53
63
69
70
78
86
94
Core
0
1
15
49
56
58
61
65
68
95

D.F.Od = 0.50

A percentage of 75 − 90% of the items in S ∗ are included in X1 or Core.
Similarly, S contained 75 − 90% of the items of S ∗ . Almost the same items
initially contained in X1 and Core are maintained in S. Some (3 to 7) items
of the excluded part X0 appear in S ∗ at the same time some were introduced
in S by the mutation operator. In the first three instances, at most one item
form X1 has not been contained in S ∗ . GAGP could be more effective by
introducing a better mutation operator. The efficiency measurement function
would be more effective if Core contained a slightly more items of X0 . Most
items of Core were components of S ∗ , that supports the efficiency update
operator proposed in GAGP.

4.2 Comparison with the literature
As with most optimisation problems, MKP01 heuristics could be classified in
two groups: the first isconstructive heuristics, that aim to construct a solution.
The second is improvement heuristics which aim to improve a given initial solution normally generated first by a constructive heuristic. The proposed method
is considered as a constructive heuristic. However, in order to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed method, the performance of the GAGP is compared with both constrictive and improvement approaches. The following is
short description of the methods (constructive and improvement) used in the
comparison presented in this section. GAGP is compared with the standard
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GA algorithm and other state-of-the-art optimisation methods reported in
the literature. GAGP is compared to the following constructive approaches :
PECH (Primal Effective Capacity Heuristic) (Akcay et al. 2007); MAG (Magazine and Oguz 1984); VZ (Volgenant and Zoon 1990); PIR (Pirkul 1987) and
SCE (Shuffled Complex Evolution) (Baroni and Varejão 2015). GAGP is also
compared to the following improvement approaches : CB (Chu and Beasley
1998); NR (P) (New Reduction (Pirkul)) (Hill et al. 2012) and MCF (Modified
Choice Function - Late Acceptance Strategy) (Drake et al. 2015). The comparison is shown in Table 2. As shown in table 2, GAGP is competitive with
both construction and improvement methods and has managed to outperform
both group of methods on a few instances.
Table 2 Comparison of results obtained by GAGP with GA, constructive and improvement
heuristics

n

m

α

GAGP

GA

5

100

0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75

0.35*
0.48
0.21*
0.58
0.36
0.23
0.51
0.36
0.22
1.0
0.53
0.27
0.75
0.48
0.27
0.71
0.4
0.29
1.56*
1.07*
0.36*
1.66
1.0
0.5
4.07
2.14
0.51

2.17
0.86
0.42
4.03
1.15
0.58
4.27
1.45
0.65
2.40
1.53
0.53
3.56
1.35
0.66
3.61
1.44
0.71
2.27
1.72
0.78
3.20
1.46
0.73
3.50
1.45
0.69

250
500
10

100
250
500

30

100
250
500

Constructive
PECH
MAG
7.3
3.4
2.02
7.1
3.2
1.8
6.4
3.4
1.7
8.2
3.7
1.8
5.8
2.5
1.5
5.1
2.4
1.2
6.8
3.2
1.9
4.8
2.1
1.2
3.7
1.7
0.9

13.6
6.7
5.1
6.6
5.2
3.5
4.9
2.9
2.3
15.8
10.4
6.1
11.7
6.8
4.4
8.8
5.7
3.6
17.3
11.8
6.58
13.5
8.6
4.4
9.8
7.1
3.7

VZ

PIR

SCE

10.3
6.9
5.6
5.8
4.4
3.5
4.1
2.5
2.41
15.5
10.7
5.67
10.5
5.9
3.7
7.9
4.1
2.9
17.2
10.1
5.9
12.4
7.1
3.9
9.6
5.7
3.5

1.6
0.77
0.48
0.53
0.24
0.16
0.22
0.08
0.06
3.4
1.8
1.1
1.1
0.57
0.33
0.52
0.22
0.14
9.1
3.51
2.03
3.7
1.5
0.84
1.89
0.73
0.48

3.5
2.6
1.1
4.3
3.3
1.5
4.6
3.6
1.8
6.8
5.1
2.4
6.9
5.4
2.8
6.8
5.8
3.4
8.6
6.6
3.6
8.3
6.9
3.8
8.6
7.4
4

Improvement
CB
NR(P)
MCF
0.99
0.45
0.32
0.23*
0.12*
0.08*
1.56
0.79
0.48
0.09*
0.04*
0.03*
0.51*
0.25*
0.15*
0.24*
0.11*
0.07*
2.91
1.34
0.83
1.19*
0.53*
0.31*
0.61*
0.26*
0.17*

0.94
0.44*
0.22
0.46
0.17
0.1
0.15*
0.06*
0.03*
2.05
0.81
0.44
0.88
0.39
0.19
0.34
0.14
0.1
2.24
1.32
0.8
1.27
0.75
0.38
0.89
0.36
0.23

1.09
0.57
0.38
0.41
0.22
0.14
0.21
0.1
0.06
1.87
0.95
0.53
0.79
0.41
0.24
0.44
0.2
0.13
3.61
1.6
0.97
1.75
0.79
0.43
1.05
0.44
0.27

5 Conclusion
This paper aims to present a modified version of GA. Extracted information
about the variables likely to appear in the best solutions are used to guide
the search process of GA. The approach called Genetic Algorithm Guided
by Pretreatment information (GAGP) begins by analysing the problem data
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using a gradient greedy sorting method which sorts the variables according to
an efficiency value expressed by profit and cost. These information are used
to drive the GA search process by its integration in the generation of the
initial population and for measuring the fitness function. Some experiments
were conducted using a set of well-known MKP01 data. It has been shown that
the information improves the performance of GA. The pretreatment allows to
reduce the size of the problem to only the most relevant space of solutions, this
allows the search process to avoid the areas of worst solutions. In addition, the
results obtained in the resolution of MKP01 are competitive. As prospects for
the next step, we expect to apply the method to other optimisation problems.
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Abstract. We consider the fuzzy job shop, a job shop scheduling problem with uncertain
processing times modelled as triangular fuzzy numbers. While the usual approaches to solving
this problem involve adapting existing metaheuristics to the fuzzy setting, we propose instead
to follow the framework of simheuristics from stochastic optimisation. More precisely, we
integrate the simulation of possible realisations of the fuzzy problem with a genetic algorithm
that solves the deterministic job shop. We test the resulting method, simGA, on a testbed
of 23 benchmark instances and obtain results that suggest that this is a promising approach
to solving problems with uncertainty by means of metaheuristics.

1

Introduction

Scheduling is with no doubt a research field of great importance, involving complex combinatorial constraint-satisfaction and optimisation problems and with relevant applications in industry,
finance, welfare, education, etc [1, 2]. In particular, the job shop problem in its numerous variants
is a model for many real problems which has posed and still poses a challenge to the research
community due to its complexity. It is this complexity that has led many researchers to resort to
metaheuristic techniques in order to find approximate good solutions for the problem, as is the
case with many hard optimisation problems [3, 4].
Traditionally, it has been assumed that problems are static and certain: all the variables in
the problem are precisely known in advance and do not change as the solution is being executed.
However, for many real-world scheduling problems design variables are subject to perturbations or
changes, causing optimal solutions to the original deterministic problem to be of little or no use
in practice. This has motivated an increasing effort to take incorporate uncertainty and variability
in the scheduling model, in order to find useful solutions and bridge the gap between theory and
practice.
A source of changes in scheduling problems is the uncertainty in activity durations. There
exists great diversity of approaches to dealing with this kind of uncertainty [5]. Perhaps the bestknown is stochastic scheduling [1], although fuzzy sets and possibility theory provide an interesting
alternative, with a tradeoff between the expressive power of probability and their associated computational complexity and knowledge demands [6, 7]. In the particular case of the job shop, there
are numerous research papers where uncertain durations are modelled as fuzzy numbers, mostly
triangular fuzzy numbers. These range from the seminal papers [8–10] to the most recent [11, 12]
to mention but a few. An extensive review of the different proposals can be found in [13], which
highlights the relevance of this topic.
So far, most methods used for solving the fuzzy job shop consist in adapting existing metaheuristics to the fuzzy setting. This is not without considerable effort, given the added complexity
that results from handling and propagating uncertain information. It is also necessary in some
cases to approximate certain operations for the sake of computational tractability, causing different models and approximation criteria to co-exist in the literature. An alternative would be
to use an approach based on simulations, following the methodology for dealing with stochastic
combinatorial optimisation problems known as “Simheuristics”.
Simheuristics constitute a methodology that allows for extending metaheuristics through simulation to solve stochastic combinatorial optimisation problems [14]. The underlying idea is to handle
real-life uncertainty by integrating simulation (in any of its variants) into a metaheuristic-driven
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framework. This approach takes the stance that there exist efficient metaheuristic for deterministic versions of a combinatorial optimisation problem and, in scenarios with moderate uncertainty,
high-quality solutions for the deterministic version of the problem might as well be of high quality
in the corresponding uncertain setting.
All the above motivates this work, where we propose to adopt the simheuristics framework
to solve the fuzzy job shop problem. The remaining of this paper is organised as follows: after
describing in Section 2 the fuzzy job shop problem, Section 3 presents our proposal to solve the
problem using a genetic algorithm (GA) to solve a deterministic counterpart of the problem combined with simulations. Finally, Section 4 presents some experimental results to assess the proposal
and Section 5 presents some conclusions and ideas for future work.

2

Fuzzy Job Shop Problem

The job shop scheduling problem, also denoted JSP, consists in scheduling a set of jobs {J1 , . . . , Jn }
on a set of physical resources or machines {M1 , . . . , Mm }, subject to a set of constraints. There
are precedence constraints, so each job Ji , i = 1, . . . , n, consists of m tasks {θi1 , . . . , θim } to be
sequentially scheduled. Also, there are capacity constraints, whereby each task θij requires the
uninterrupted and exclusive use of one of the machines for its whole processing time. A solution
to this problem is a schedule (an allocation of starting times for all tasks) which, besides being
feasible, in the sense that precedence and capacity constraints hold, is optimal according to some
criteria, for instance, that the makespan is minimal or its robustness is maximal.

2.1

Uncertain Durations

In real-life applications, it is often the case that the exact duration of a task, i.e. the time it takes
to be processed, is not known in advance, and only some uncertain knowledge is available. Such
knowledge can be modelled using a triangular fuzzy number or TFN, given by an interval [a1 , a3 ] of
possible values and a modal value a2 in it. For a TFN A, denoted A = (a1 , a2 , a3 ), the membership
function takes the following triangular shape:

µA (x) =


x−a1

 a2 −a1
3

x−a

a2 −a3


0

: a1 ≤ x ≤ a2
: a2 < x ≤ a3
: x < a1 or a3 < x

(1)

In the job shop, we essentially need two operations on fuzzy numbers, the sum and the maximum,
which should extend the corresponding operations on real numbers using the Extension Principle.
While it is straightforward to extend the sum in this manner, computing the maximum can become
cumbersome and, most importantly, the set of TFNs is not closed under the resulting operation.
For the sake of simplicity and tractability of numerical calculations, it is usual to approximate
the maximum by a TFN which is relatively easy to compute, although there is no total consensus
among authors on which approximation should be used. Another issue that must be taken into
account is that no natural total ordering exists in the set of TFNs, making it necessary to adopt
a ranking method to compare different makespan values. Which ranking method should be chosen
is a controversial matter, with several proposals co-existing in the literature [13, 15].
Finally, the membership function of a fuzzy number can be interpreted as a possibility distribution on the real numbers, which allows to define its expected value [16]. It also constitutes an
alternative view of the TFN as an upper envelope encoding a family of probability distributions
[6], providing a framework to select a probability distribution consistent with the TFN (an essential step in the simheuristics approach). In particular, we will consider the uniform probability
distribution that is bounded by the support of the TFN. This transformation is motivated by several results from the literature (see [17, 18]) that justify the use of TFNs as fuzzy counterparts to
uniform probability distributions and model-free approximations of probability distributions with
bounded support.
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2.2

Fuzzy schedules

A fuzzy schedule does not provide exact starting times for each task. Instead, it gives a fuzzy
interval (a TFN) of possible values for each starting time, provided that tasks are executed in the
order determined by the schedule. In fact, it is impossible to predict what the exact time-schedule
will be, because it depends on the realisation of the task’s durations, which is not known yet. It
is however possible —provided the right choice for TFN arithmetic approximations is made— to
guarantee that for each possible configuration of task durations, the starting and completion times
and the makespan of the executed schedule will lie in the corresponding fuzzy intervals. These
fuzzy times also provide information on which starting and completion times are more likely to
occur.
This is the basis for the semantics for fuzzy schedules proposed in [19] by which solutions to
the fuzzy job shop should be understood as a-priori solutions, also called baseline or predictive
schedules in the literature [5]. When tasks are executed according to the ordering provided by the
fuzzy schedule we shall know their real duration and, hence, obtain a real (executed) schedule, the
a-posteriori solution with deterministic times. Clearly, it is desirable that a fuzzy solution yields
reasonably good executed schedules at the moment of its practical use.

3

A Simulated Genetic Algorithm for the FJSP

According to the semantics of fuzzy schedules described above, a solution to the FJSP provides an
order for task execution together with estimates of the starting and completion times of all tasks.
Alternatively, the task ordering could be obtained by solving a deterministic counterpart of the
problem (with identical precedence and resource constraints but deterministic durations). In both
cases, the actual performance of a given task ordering once it is executed will depend on the exact
realisation of each task’s duration. If the assumption of simheuristics is right, in scenarios with
moderate uncertainty, orderings of high-quality in the deterministic setting should also result in
high quality solutions in the original uncertain setting.
This is the idea underlying our proposal: solve a deterministic counterpart of a given FJSP
instance using a metaheuristic from the literature (a genetic algorithm, GA, in our case) and
evaluate the obtained solution in the fuzzy setting. To this end, we simulate different configurations
for task durations, so each simulation provides a deterministic instance of JSP. The task ordering
provided by the GA can be applied to this deterministic instance, simulating the execution of a
schedule with a deterministic makespan value. The average makespan across a set of simulations
will allow to assess the actual quality of the solution provided by the GA.
The general scheme of our simulated algorithm, called simGA in the following, is inspired by
the scheme for simheurists from [14] and can be seen in Figure 1. Given an instance of FJSP, its
deterministic counterpart is obtained via defuzzification, substituting every uncertain duration by
its expected value. The resulting deterministic JSP is then solved with a GA. In fact, the GA is
run several times. Each run of the GA provides us with a feasible solution to the deterministic
problem. This solution will be included in a pool of solutions if it satisfies an acceptance criterion
that compares the solution’s fitness, i.e., the deterministic makespan, to the fitness of the solutions
(if any) previously generated and already in the pool. If the obtained solution is accepted, its
quality as solution to the original fuzzy problem is estimated by its average performance across
a small set of deterministic instances that represent possible realisations of the FJSP, obtained
after a fast simulation process. The process iterates until a finishing condition is met (here, after
MaxRuns runs of the GA), providing us with a set of “accepted” solutions. with a fast estimate of
their performance in the fuzzy setting. These accepted solutions are then ranked according to their
estimated performance in the fuzzy setting and filtered (in our case, we keep only the MaxElite
best solutions). For this set of filtered elite solutions we refine the estimated performance by testing
them on a larger set of simulated instances (obtained after a more intensive simulation process).
Solutions are then re-ranked according to their updated performance, thus obtaining an ordered
set of elite solutions to the FJSP.
As solving method for the deterministic JSP we use a standard GA with chromosomes codified
as permutations with repetitions [20]. This GA has already been adapted to the fuzzy problem
in [21]. Also, in combination with a local search procedure, it constitutes a state-of-the-art method
for the FJSP [22].
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Fig. 1. General scheme of simGA.
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Once a solution is obtained by the GA, it is accepted depending on how it compares to the best
solution accepted so far in terms of makespan. If the new solution improves the best solution, it is
accepted, but it can also be accepted if it is only worse by %, where  is an acceptance parameter.
To simulate possible realisations of the FJSP we generate a real duration for each tasks following
a probability distribution that is consistent with the possibility distribution defined by its fuzzy
duration. Such probability distribution is obtained by applying the pignistic transformation as
proposed in [23] based on the work on possibility-probability transformations from [24]. Each
simulation provides an instance of deterministic JSP where a solution can be tested. Indeed, the
task ordering established by that solution serves as a priority vector in an appending schedule
generation scheme [25, 26], so each task is scheduled at the earliest possible time after all its
predecessors both in its job and its machine, where all starting and completion times are calculated
according to the simulated durations. Hence, the same ordering results in different makespan values
across all simulations; the average is used as an estimate of the solution’s performance.

4

Experimental Results

To test the proposed algorithm, simGA, we present some experiments on 23 benchmark instances
for the FJSP from [15]. These are instances LaF 29, ABZF 8, ABZF 9, TaF 21–30 and TaF 41–50, fuzzified
versions of well-known benchmarks for JSP which have been identified as challenging in [15]. We
have run simGA on these instances, as well as its fuzzy equivalent, fGA, the GA from [21] with
the same operators than the GA in simGA, but modified where necessary to handle TFNs using
fuzzy arithmetic so it solves the fuzzy instance directly.
For both algorithms, the population size has been set to 100 individuals that evolve for 500
generations. The results below correspond to MaxRuns=30 runs of the GA in simGA and 24
runs of fGA. By doing so, we give fGA a total running time similar to simGA. simGA generates
10 simulated instances in the initial fast simulation and 100 instances in the intensive simulation
phase. Finally, simGA keeps MaxElite=10 elite solutions. Accordingly, for fGA we keep the 10
best solutions in the population according to the ranking of fuzzy makespan values.
For each problem instance, each of the 10 solutions obtained with simGA (resp. fGA) has been
tested on the 100 simulations to obtain 100 makespan values, so the average makespan across the
100 simulations is taken as a quality measure for a given solution. To compare simGA and fGA,
for each instance we have run statistical tests with a significance level of 0.05. After checking for
normality, a t-test concludes that there are no significant differences between simGA and fGA in
15 of the 23 instances, while simGA is significantly better than fGA in the other 8 instances.
To illustrate and compare the behaviour of both algorithms, Figures 2 and 3 show results
obtained with fGA and simGA on instances TaF 45 and TaF 46 respectively. The figures correspond
to the boxplots for the makespan values obtained on the large simulation set with the 10 best
solutions of each algorithm (fGA in pink, simGA in green). They are representative of the cases
where no significant difference exists between fGA and simGA (Figure 2) and the cases where
simGA is signicantly better than fGA (Figure 3).
More detailed results for those instances where the algorithms present statistically significant
differences can be found in Table 1. The first three columns refer to the GA that is used by simGA
on the deterministic problem obtained after substituting each fuzzy duration by its expected value.
Column “Best” contains the fitness value of the best elite solution, while column “Avg.” contains
the average fitness value across the 10 elite solutions. Notice that the fitness value is calculated on
the deterministic counterpart of the FJSP instance, i.e., assuming all durations take their expected
values, and it is the value used to guide the GA in the optimisation process and to accept (or reject)
solutions in the “Accept?” step of simGA. The third column “RD” is a count of the elite solutions
that are ranked differently depending on whether the fitness value or the simulated makespan
is used. The fourth and fifth columns show the best (“Best”) and average (“Avg.”) simulated
makespan value across the ten elite solutions provided by simGA. Finally, the last two columns
show the best and average expected makespan values of the ten best solutions obtained by fGA.
In this case, the makespan of the solutions (fuzzy schedules) is a TFN and its expected value is
used as fitness value to guide fGA in the optimisation process.
Notice that for these instaces, where simGA outperforms fGA, the expected makespan values
obtained with fGA are closer to the simulated makespan values of simGA than the deterministic
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Fig. 2. Boxplot of makespan values obtained with the 10 best solutions of fGA and simGA on the simulation
set for instance TaF 45, with no significant different between both algorithms.

Fig. 3. Boxplot of makespan values obtained with the 10 best solutions of fGA and simGA on the simulation
set for instance TaF 46, where simGA is significantly better than fGA.

Table 1. Results on instances for which simGA and fGA are statistically different
Problem

GA
Best Avg. RD

simGA
Best

Avg.

fGA
Best Avg.

LaF 29

1217 1227.00 5

1233.48 1241.23 1222 1243.62

TaF 24

1736 1758.70 6

1760.34 1781.27 1752 1787.83

TaF 30

1661 1648.30 5

1684.83 1708.33 1677 1721.75

TaF 41

2262 2271.00 9

2277.68 2295.50 2260 2306.25

TaF 42

2170 2197.70 6

2197.64 2221.35 2205 2239.96

TaF 46

2231 2255.10 2

2256.74 2281.75 2263 2317.29

TaF 47

2121 2147.80 4

2146.74 2172.39 2136 2189.33

TaF 48

2140 2169.50 6

2164.59 2191.76 2158 2202.50
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ones from GA. In fact, the deterministic makespan values from GA are always more “optimistic”
(clearly smaller) than the simulated ones. This, together with the difference in ranking, suggests
that the simulation phase in simGA does make a difference when evaluating and selecting solutions.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We have tackled a fuzzy scheduling problem, the fuzzy job shop, with wide presence in the literature.
The usual approach in the existing works consists in proposing metaheuristic methods that deal
with the uncertainty in the problem in order to find a solution. This is however not done without
a considerable effort, given the peculiarities of the fuzzy setting, and with little consensus on
how to handle fuzzy numbers. We have proposed instead to adopt the simheuristics framework
from stochastic optimisation, by which we handle uncertainty by integrating simulation with a
metaheuristic method (a GA) for the deterministic job shop.
The resulting algorithm, simGA ,outperforms fGA, a GA that solves directly the fuzzy problem,
in approximately 35% of the benchmark instances, with no significant difference between both
algorithms in the remaining cases.
Future work would involve improving the sim-algorithm scheme, considering alternative ways
of handling elite solutions and generating the simulations, as well as incorporating a more powerful
state-of-the-art metaheuristic to solve the JSP. It might also be interesting how the simAlgorithms
behave in terms of solution robustness, as previous works [26, 23] suggest that working directly on
the fuzzy problem results in robust solutions.
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Abstract. In this paper a new variant of the Traveling Salesman Problem namely Intermittent Travelling Salesman Problem (ITSP) is presented. The ITSP originates from industrial
polishing/drilling applications where the temperature of the work piece is taken into account.
In this problem, the processing of a node must be divided into several periods and there is
a certain time lap between two consecutive periods hence the name ITSP. We present a
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model for the problem and propose a Variable
Neighborhood Search (VNS) to solve it. The best combination of VNS components for the
ITSP is identified via experimental analysis. In addition, to understand the influence of the
instance properties on the problem difficulty, analysis on various instance sets are conducted.

1

Introduction

In industrial polishing/drilling applications, heat generated during the machining plays an important role in the process. Consider a device, such as a laser, visiting a number of spots on a work
piece, the aim of the visit is to machine the work piece at this particular spot. The heat generated
from machining increases the temperature of the work piece locally, which might melt it down at a
certain point. Consequently, machining cannot go on for ever and at some point in time the device
has to leave the spot, to come back to continue only after a certain time lap.
Our problem consists of determining the best path to process the work piece which does not
let the temperature at any point in the work piece exceed the maximum allowed value. Due to this
temperature constraint, some spots have to be visited a number of times. In this work, we model
and solve the problem as a variant of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [1] where some nodes
have to be visited multiple times and there are time constraints between consecutive visits, hence
the name Intermittent Traveling Salesman Problem (ITSP).
TSP is a well-studied problem in the field of combinatorial optimization with several variants.
An extended review of TSP can be found in [2] [3]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the
ITSP is the first problem tackling with constraints like temperature constraints. We hereby go
through some TSP variants that appear to share some similarities to the ITSP and point out
the differences with it. The first one is the TSP with multiple visits (TSPM) [3] - where a node
must be visited a number of times. The TSPM has no time constraint between visits. The second
one is the TSP with Time Windows [4] where each node is associated with a time window. No
work in TSPTW has considered multi visits. A further scope takes us to the Inventory Routing
Problem [5], in which each node (retailer) has a periodical (e.g. daily) requirement and an inventory
capacity that should not be exceeded. The problem consists of finding the best shipping policy to
deliver a product from a common supplier to several retailers, subject to the vehicle capacity
constraints, product requirements and inventory capacities of the retailers. The shipping policy
includes deciding which vehicle to serve which retailer, when to serve and vehicle traveling paths.
Inventory constraints seem to be similar to temperature constraints. However, in the IRP, vehicle
traveling routes are within one discrete period (e.g. a day). Therefore route scheduling doesn’t
affect retailer inventory levels, in constrast with the ITSP where traveling time directly affects
node temperature.
Setting the number of visits of all nodes to 1 reduces the ITSP to a general TSP [6]. Hence,
the ITSP is NP-hard, which makes it hard to solve large instances using exact methods. In this
paper, a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model for the ITSP are proposed. We then
present a Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) to solve the problem. The best components of the
VNS are selected through statistical analysis of experimental results.
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows. A MILP model is given in section 2. In section 3,
a detailed description of the VNS is presented. The experimental results and analysis are reported
in section 4 and finally conclusions and future work follow in section 5.

2

MILP model

Consider a graph G = (V, E) with n nodes corresponding to n spots on the work piece. Each node
has a processing time pi ≥ 0. Each arc (i, j) ∈ E has a weight cij > 0 corresponding to the traveling
time from node i to node j. To simplify the model, we assume that at the beginning of the process,
the temperature of each node is 0. The node temperature increases during the processing linearly,
i.e. one degree per time unit. After being processed for p seconds, the temperature of the spot is
p degrees. While not being visited, spots cool down at the rate of one degree per time unit. Each
material has a maximum temperature that must not be exceeded during the processing. We call
this maximum temperature B. Due to the temperature constraints, node i with processing time
pi ≥ B must be visited multiple times and the processing time of each visit must be smaller than
or equal to B. From now on, such nodes are mentioned as multi−visit nodes while the other nodes
are mentioned as single − visit nodes. Two virtual nodes 0 and n + 1 are created to represent the
departing depot and returning depot, c0,i = ci,0 = cn+1,i = ci,n+1 = 0 ∀i ∈ V 0 .
Consider a set of visits Q = {1, .., m}, each visit j ∈ Q is a continuous process without interruption and is associated with a node k ∈ V , the model consists of the following variables:
tj represents the time at arrival of visit j ∈ Q.
sjk represents the processing time of visit j ∈ Q at node k ∈ V .
qjk represents the temperature of node k at arrival of visit j.
yjk is a binary variable, = 1 iff node k is visited during visit j, 0 otherwise.
xjkl is a binary variable, = 1 iff node k is visited during visit j and node l is visited during
visit j + 1, 0 otherwise.
– bljk and brjk are binary variables used for linearizing the temperature constraint corresponding
to qjk .
–
–
–
–
–

The objective is to minimize the arrival time of the final visit. The model is as follows:
Minimize tm
subject to
tj+1 ≥ tj +

X
k

X

∀j 6= m

(1)

sjk = pk

∀k

(2)

sjk ≤ B ∗ yjk
X
yjk =
xjkl

∀j, k

(3)

∀j, k

(4)

∀j 6= 0, k

(5)

sjk +

k,l

dkl ∗ xjkl

X
j

yjk =

X

l

xj−1,lk

l

y0,0 = ym,n+1 = 1
X
xjkl ≥ 1

∀k

(7)

xjlk ≥ 1

∀k

(8)

q0k = 0

∀k

(9)

jl

X
jl

qj+1,k = max{0, qjk + 2 ∗ sjk − (tj+1 − tj )}
qjk + sjk ≤ B

xjkl ∈ {0, 1}
yjk ∈ {0, 1}
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(6)

∀j, k

∀j, k

∀j, k, l
∀j, k

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
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where (1) represent the constraints between arriving time and traveling distance, and also play
the role of subtour elimination constraints. (2) represent the total processing time of nodes. (3) are
the linking constraints between s and y, also the upper bound constraints for the processing time
of a single visit. (4, 5) are linking constraints between x and y. (6) are constraints for the first and
final visits bound with the first and final node. (7) and (8) are flow constraints. (9) and (10) are
temperature construction constraints. (11) are maximum temperature constraints.
Since (10) are not linear constraints, the binary variables bl and br are used for linearizing the
constraints as follows:
− B ∗ bljk ≤ qj+1,k ≤ B ∗ bljk

∀j, k

(14)

∀j, k

(15)

∀j, k

(16)

− B ∗ brjk ≤ qj+1,k − qjk − 2 ∗ sjk + tj+1 − tj ≤ B ∗ brjk

− B ∗ (1 − bljk ) ≤ qjk + 2 ∗ sjk − (tj+1 − tj ) ≤ B ∗ (1 − brjk )

brjk , bljk ∈ {0, 1}

3

(17)

Variable Neighbourhood Search for the ITSP

Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) [16] is a metaheuristic framework which is based on the
systematic change of the neighborhood during the search in order to escape from the valleys
containing local optimal. Two main components of VNS are local search and perturbation. From
the current solution, a local search procedure is utilized to get to the local optimal of the search
space valley containing it while perturbation (or shaking step) makes a big jump from this local
optimal to a far distant neighbor, hopefully to escape from the valley. The general VNS framework
can be found in figure 1.

Fig. 1: VNS framework [16]

In order to apply VNS for the ITSP, the following components have to be defined: initial solution
constructor, local search procedure, perturbation procedure and acceptance criterion. The initial
solution is achieved by constructing a Hamiltonian path using a Cheapest Insertion algorithm [7].
Regarding to the three remaining components, we propose different options for each of them and
aim to find the best combination for the ITSP. All components are presented in the following
subsections.
3.1

Local search

Local search exploits the search space by moving from the current solution to a close neighbor
if it satisfies some acceptance criteria. The goal of local search is to get to the local optimal of
corresponding search space valley.
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The main ingredient of local search is neighborhood move. Thanks to the similarity in TSP and
ITSP solution structures, we use neighborhood classes from TSP: 2-opt [8], 3-opt [9] [10], or-opt,
remove-and-reinsert [19]. For each class, a corresponding local search procedure is developed.
The ITSP moves are quite different from the original TSP moves. To present ITSP moves, we
firstly present the ITSP solution encoding. An ITSP solution is encoded by an ordered set of visits
Q = {1..m}. Each visit j ∈ Q corresponds to a continuous process at a node k ∈ V . A multivisit node has more than one corresponding visits in a solution. Each visit includes its position in
the solution, the corresponding node id, the processing time of this visit (sj ), the temperature of
the node at the beginning of the visit (qj ), the visited time (tj ) and the waiting time (wj ). The
temperature constraint must be satisfied at all nodes, i.e. qj + sj ≤ B ∀j ∈ Q. The objective
value of the solution is the total processing time or the visited time of the final depot.
Unlike the TSP, everytime an ITSP solution is modified, the temperature, the visited time and
the waiting time must be recalculated, which is very costly. Therefore, we propose an estimation to
check if the ITSP move is good or not before actually proceeding with the move. We illustrate this
estimation using the 2-opt move as follows. Consider the TSP 2-opt move where edges AC and BD
are replaced by AB and CD (Figure 2), the move yields benefit if cAC + cBC − (cAB + cCD ) > 0.
Therefore, checking if a move is beneficial in TSP is O(1). In ITSP, due to the temperature
constraints, the temperature, visited time and waiting time of all nodes starting from A have to
be recalculated in order to check if a move yields benefit. We estimate the new objective value by
recalculating the waiting time and visited time at node C, C + 1, C + 2 and D, D + 1 and D + 2
only since those nodes are most likely affected by the move. If the estimated objective value is
smaller than the original one, the move might be beneficial, we then proceed with the move and
recalculate the whole solution to get the exact objective value. A similar scheme is applied for
other moves as well.

Fig. 2: 2-opt move

After each move, we do an ”ITSP post processing” as follows: if visit j has the waiting time
wj > 0, we consider moving a part of its processing time sj to other visits of the same node to
see if the total waiting time can be reduced. To speed up the process, for each node, a list of
corresponding visits is kept.
Based on those neighborhood moves, we propose two local search algorithms for VNS:
Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND) The VND local search [16] makes use of many
different neighborhoods so that they can compensate each other. For each neighborhood move,
a corresponding hill climbing local search is developed. The VND iteratively selects a neighbour
structure, calls the corresponding local search to obtain its local optimum and updates the best
solution correspondingly. The neighbour structures used in the VND are 2-opt, 3-opt, or-opt and
remove-and-reinsert.
Late Acceptance Hill Climbing (LAHC) [17] In this strategy, a list of best solutions is
kept and in each iteration, a non-improving solution might be accepted if it is better than one
solution in the list.
3.2

Perturbation

Perturbation plays an important role in guiding the search to exploit new regions of the search
space. Starting at the local optimal given by the local search procedure, perturbation makes a big
move to get to a distant neighbor in order to escape from the corresponding valley. Therefore, in the
perturbation step, a big neighborhood move is required. We propose two strategies for perturbation
including hyperedge exchange [16] [15] and ruin-and-recreate [18].
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Ruin-and-Recreate: A Ruin-and-Recreate (R&R) move [18] includes two phases: the ruining
phase removes some nodes from the tour while the recreating phase reconnects those nodes into
the tour. The R & R for the ITSP is conducted as follows: In the ruining phase, the first node
to be removed is chosen randomly, while the other ones are chosen from the list of its closest
neighbour. Afterward, the recreating phase reinserts those nodes back into the tour using best
insertion strategy. The strength of R & R move is defined by the number of nodes being removed.
The VNS framework increases the strength of R & R move at each iteration.
Hyperedge exchange [13] An hyperedge H = (p0 , h) includes h consecutive edges and starts
from node p0 . In hypereged exchange, two hyperedges H1 = (p0 , h) and H2 = (q0 , h) are removed
from the tour leaving some nodes isolated. Those nodes are then reconnected to the tour randomly.
A hyperedge exchange move is illustrated in figure 3.

Fig. 3: Hyperedges exchange
Guided perturbation
In the first version of hyperedge perturbation, two exchanged hyperedges are chosen randomly.
As an attempt to guide the algorithm to a promising search space, we adopt the guided perturbation
of Burke et. al. [13] to the ITSP as follows. Instead of random shaking, we exploit the information
of the current tour to guide the perturbation to promising areas. The quality of a hyperedge
H = (p0 , p1 , .., ph ) is evaluated by:
h−1
X
i=0

cpj ,pj+1 − minq∈{1,2,...,n} cpj ,q + µ ∗

h
X

wj

j=0

with wj is the waiting time at visit j and µ is a normalizing factor.

Fig. 4: Hyperedge evaluation
The first part of the formula measures the difference between the total distance from each visit
to its successor in the hyperedge and to its closest neighbor. The large difference indicates that
there might be a chance to obtain a shorter path by destroying and re-routing that path. The
second part of the formula calculates the total waiting time along the hyperedge. In total, high
value of the meric function implies poor quality hyperedge.
In the guided perturbation, the first hyperedge is chosen randomly from the list of n/3 worst
hyperedges, n is the instance size. The second one is chosen randomly so that its first node belongs
to the list of n/4 closest neighbors of the first node of the first hyperedge.
3.3

Acceptance criteria

Acceptance criteria strategy is an important component of the VNS which controls the balance
between diversification and intensification of the search. The move from a solution to a better one
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is call ”downhill move”. A search which only accepts ”downhill moves” is an intense search and
usually ends up in a local optimal. However, to diversify the search and explore potential search
space, sometimes, a worse solution than the current one is also accepted. Such move is called ”uphill move”. Our acceptance criteria is based on Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm [11]. SA is
a simple yet effecient heuristic for combinatorial optimization problems, especially for TSP [12]
since it controls the trade-off between diversification and intensification efficiently. In SA’s acceptance criteria, ”uphill moves” to solutions having higher costs are also be accepted occasionally.
This acceptance is doing under the guidance of a control parameter called the temperature. High
temperature means the algorithm is more likely to accept ”uphill moves”. By the beginning of
the algorithm, the temperature is set to a high value, which causes more ”uphill moves” to be
accepted. At each iteration, the temperature is reduced gradually, leads to less ”uphill moves” to
be accepted.

4
4.1

Experimental results and analysis
Test instances and experimental settings

The datasets used in the following experiments are generated systematically with different property
settings. An ITSP instance has three properties: size, density and bound ratio. Instance sizes are
varied based on the purpose of the test. Density property implies the proportion of multi visit
nodes in an instance. There are three density settings: I - dense, II - average and III - sparse.
In dense instances, more than 90% nodes are multi-visit, while sparse instances contain singlevisit nodes only. Bound ratio indicates the difference between maximum temperature B with the
average traveling time C̄ between nodes. There are two bound ratio settings: RI where B = 0.5 ∗ C̄
and RII where B = 4 ∗ C̄. In setting RI, in which the average traveling time between nodes is
considerably smaller than the maximum temperature B, waiting time is likely to contribute for a
larger portion of total time compared to setting RII.
All algorithms are implemented in Java. The MIP model is solved by Gurobi 6.0.5 [14]. All
tests are performed on a Core i7, 2.9GHz Intel machine with 7.7 GB of RAM.
4.2

Selecting VNS best components

In this section, we investigate the VNS performance with different component combinations. Detailed options for two components local search (L), perturbation (P) are listed below:
– Local search: VND (L1), LAHC (L2)
– Perturbation type: VNS random (P1), VNS guided (P2), Ruin and Reinsert (P3)
The combination of the two above components forms 6 algorithms which are named by their
components. E.g. algorithm L1 P 1 uses VNS random as perturbation and VND as the local search
procedure.
In this experiment, generated instances with the size of 100 nodes are used. To compare the
performances of the algorithms, we calculate the deviation from their best solutions to the solution
generated by 3-opt local search. For each instance, each algorithm is run 10 times then the average
objective value of the best solution and the time taken to achieve it are reported.
The first remark from the result (figure 5) is that algorithms using VND (L1) as local search
component perform better the ones using LAHC (L2) in general. The second remark is that the
VNS guided (P2) outperform the others perturbations. It proves that the perturbation process
makes a good use of the information of the current tour. Since L1 P 2 is the best amongst those
combinations, it is used in all latter experimental investigations.
4.3

Comparision between MILP and VNS

To check how close the VNS can get to the optimal solutions, we generate a set of random instances
which size ranges from 10 to 50 nodes. Time limit for Gurobi is 800 seconds and for VNS algorithms
is 100 seconds. For MILP, the upper bounds (best incumbents) and lower bounds of optimal
solutions are reported.
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Fig. 6: Gap from Gurobi and VNS best objective solution to MIP lower bound

Figure 6 shows the gap between (a)the best solutions of VNS and (b)the best solutions of
Gurobi to the MIP lower bounds given by Gurobi. As shown in the figure, Gurobi closes the gap
for small instances only (less than 15 nodes), which is predictable. In those instances, VNS gets to
the optimal solution as well. For large instances, MIP is not able to produce good solutions. For
some instances, no solution is given (which is represented by 40% gap in the figure). In contrast,
the mean value of VNS gap is less than 5% at instances up to 45 nodes and less than 10% at
larger instances. This shows that VNS is suitable for large instances, hence is suitable for real
world applications. This also suggests that the MILP is quite good at obtaining lower bounds for
the ITSP.
4.4

Instance difficulty

In this section, we analyse the difficulty of test instances regarding to their properties as presented
in section 4.1. Since MIP can only obtain optimal solutions for small instances on which VNS close
the gap easily, in this section we perform the experiment on two datasets. On the first set containing
small instances (13 nodes), we record the time taken by Gurobi to obtain the optimal solution.
On the second set containing big instances (40 to 50 nodes), the gap between VNS best solutions
and MIP lower bounds given by Gurobi are reported. In each set, 60 instances are generated with
different density and bound ratio settings. The result of the VNS is the average of 10 runs. The
time limit for Gurobi is set as 2000 seconds in this experiment.
Figure 7 shows the comparison on different density settings. From the figure 7a we can see that
density of instance affects MIP performance significantly. In details, the more multi-visit nodes an
instance has, the more difficult it is to be solved. Especially for density setting III, which reduces
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the ITSP to the TSP, Gurobi solves all instances in less than 1 second. Similarly, the NS encounters
difficulties in closing the gap in dense instance as well (figure 7b).
Figure 8 shows the comparison regarding to the bound ratio property (the ratio between the
maximum temperature B and the average traveling time between nodes C̄). Solutions of instances
with RI where B = 0.5 ∗ C̄ have more waiting time than solutions of instances with RII setting
where B = 4 ∗ C̄. From the figure we can see that there are no significant difference in Guribo
performance at different bound ratio setting. However, VNS performance relies heavily on this
setting. The VNS performs better in setting RII.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new variant of the TSP which raises from industrial polishing/drilling
applications where the processing of a node has to be divided into multiple visits. A MILP model
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was presented. We proposed a Variable Neighborhood Search approach with several options for each
component. Through experimental result analysis, the best combination of the VNS components
for the ITSP were identified. The experimental results showed that our algorithm can get close to
optimal values on small instances. For instances up to 70 nodes, the gap from our best solutions
to the MILP lower bounds are less than 5%. An experimental analysis on instance properties were
carried out which indicated that the density and bound ratio of instances affect the difficulty of
the problem.
Since this is a new problem, no benchmark is available currently. The building of a standard
benchmark with different instance settings and difficulty levels is necessary for further investigation
of the problem. However, to evaluate the difficulty of instances, we need a good algorithm to obtain
the optimal solutions or good lower bounds for big instances. Since the MILP presented in this
paper seems to be promising in producing good lower bounds, we plan to elaborate this approach
in the future work. Based on the result, we will build a standard benchmark for the ITSP.
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1

Introduction

The architectural simulation plays an essential role in providing performance and energetic
capability because it enables the rapid quantitative exploration of designs. The building’s behavior
simulation is an important phase in the design. It becomes valuable technique to understand and optimize
enormous challenges. It depends on the values of yearly meteorological parameters variations. The difficulty
is intensified by the fact that annual weather data are not easily available and building designers involved in
performance simulations are not the ones responsible for weather information gathering and recording.
Therefore, we need an alternative reduced weather data as “the design day”, extracted from yearly weather
information that can ensure shorter time and less complex simulation [1].
The design day is a real historical day, which reflects the natural hourly variations of meteorological
parameters [2]. We select it from a complete set of weather data for a single day chosen from the AMY
“Actual Meteorological Year” file. Theoretically, the design day is the day having the most adverse set of
weather conditions to enable the design to meet the indoor comfort criterion all over the year when
performing at their maximum capacity. It consists of 24 hourly values of climatic parameters [3].
In this work, we are aiming to select a design day in order to study the natural ventilation in a
building located in the city of Biskra, which is chosen for its representativeness of the hot and arid
environments in Algeria. It has a rigorous climate characterized by very hot, dry summer and cold winter. Its
characteristics are unfavorable for achieving thermal comfort.
In the table Table.1, we present two daily weather parameters, temperature and wind speed, from the
2015 AMY weather file, such as for each parameter, the annual maximum, minimum and average are
described. These weather parameters have an influence on the energy and ventilation performance of a
building [4]. Besides acting as control criteria in the selection of a design day, these criteria offer clues for
interventions to reduce discomfort in occupied zones.

Table .1. Annual statistics of the Biskra 2015 AMY

1
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The design day is selected from the 365 days in 2015. The selected design day weather file consists
of detailed data of 24 hourly values of climatic criteria parameters: temperature, wind velocity.
According to our objective, the design day is selected from the 365 days in 2015 where the selection
is based only on daily averages of temperature and wind speed parameters, thus the selected day is the day
having the maximum temperature (t) and the maximum wind speed (ws). In this context, the problem is
defined as research, from a set of possible year days, the day (d*) that makes these two criteria in their
maximum values. To optimize (maximize) simultaneously these criteria, the multiobjective optimization
(MO) techniques are used in the problem of the design day selection.
In multiobjective optimization problems (MOP), we have two or more objective functions to be
optimized at the same time, instead of having only one. As a consequence, there is no unique solution to
multiobjective optimization problems, but instead, we are aiming to find all of the good trade-off solutions
available (the so-called Pareto optimal set). A solution xp is a Pareto optimal solution if no objective function
can be improved without worsening at least one other objective function. Such solution is not unique, and
the set of the Pareto optimal solutions are known as the Pareto front.
Several bio-inspired optimization techniques have been developed for MO problems, the most
known are genetic algorithms (AGs). The nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II “NSGA-II” [5] is the
most popular genetic algorithm for solving MOP. This algorithm can find multiple Pareto-optimal solutions
in a multi-objective optimization problem and has the following three features: It uses an elitist principle, it
uses an explicit diversity preserving mechanism, and it emphasizes non-dominated solutions.
In this paper, we have adopted NSGA-II [5] for the design day selection using two weather criteria
(temperature, wind speed) simultaneously, in order to find good compromises (or trade-offs) instead of a
single solution (global optimization). This has the advantage of providing to architects more choices at the
step of decision making.
The figure Fig. 1 illustrates, in two dimensions, the Pareto fronts in the case of the design day
selection. The design day is one of the days presented in the table Table .2.

Fig .1. Pareto front found by NSGA-II, in the case of the maximization of two criteria: temperature (t) wind speed (ws).
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The day
(d*)

1
13 July

2
19 July

3
1 August

4
21 July

5
4 July

6
31 May

8
15 March

9
22 April

29.38

7
4
November
27.19

Temperature
(daily
average)
Wind speed
(daily
average)

38.21

38.1

37.24

36.49

34.59

23.81

16.1

1.47

2.12

2.8

3.58

4.85

5.99

6.65

7.07

7.22

Table .2. Set of the Pareto optimal solutions
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Abstract. The new functional safety standard ISO 26262 uses the concept of Automotive
Safety Integrity Levels (ASILs) to classify the strictness of safety requirements and to reduce
the risk provided by the malfunction of systems to a residual level. ASILs are five levels
(QM, A, B, C, D) from the least strict A to the most strict D where QM means no special
requirement. The main objective of the ISO 26262 is to assign the most appropriate ASILs
to the failure modes of the system in order to reduce any potential risk to an acceptable
level. But since ASILs allocation is a complex, constrained problem, it is quite hard to find
the best allocation among the huge number of possible allocations especially if it was the
case of a huge number of failure modes. In this paper, we present an experimental study that
explores the impact of the failure modes’ frequency on the stability of an ASILs allocation
problem solver. The experiments were applied to an approach that uses the Artificial Bee
Colony algorithm which is a nature inspired meta-heuristic and it explores the impact of the
failure modes’ frequency on its convergence and stability.
Mots-Clefs. Automotive Safety Integrity Levels, ABC, ISO26262, constrained
Optimization.

1

Introduction

ISO 26262 is the international standard for the functional safety in the automotive industry and
titled ”Road Vehicle–Functional Safety”. ISO 26262 is applied to the safety-related systems, these
systems must comply with a safety life cycle defined in the same standard by going through an
overall process [1]. The key component of this standards is Automotive Safety Integrity Levels
(ASILs) which are five levels QM, A, B, C, D where D implies the most strict requirement while
A implies the least strict andQM means no special safety requirements. The standard introduces
an algebra concerning ASILs, and to formulate this algebra, ASILs were assigned integer values
as follows: ASIL(QM)=0, ASIL(A)=1, ASIL(B)=2, ASIL(C)=3, ASIL(D)=4 [1]. ISO 26262 uses
ASILs to classify the strictness of safety requirements to be allocated to the hazardous components
of the automotive system. The failure of these hazardous components can cause the malfunction
of the main system and subsequently represent a potential harm to the driver and road users. In
order to design and develop reliant and safe products, ISO 26262 makes sure that the risk provided
by the failure modes is reduced to a residual level. To do so, it requires a process that aims to
ensure that the most appropriate allocation is assigned to these components based on the failure
that they can provide.
The process begins with a hazard analysis to estimate any possible risk that may rise and
subsequently, identify all the possibles hazardous failure modes that may provide that risk in order
to allocate the most appropriate ASILs to those components. This allocation is based directly on the
safety goals which represent the result of the hazard analysis and risk estimation. The safety goal is
determined via a combination that gathers the probability of exposure, controllability and severity.
Exposure is the state of being in an operational situation that can be hazardous if coincident
with the failure mode under analysis[2]. Controllability is the ability to avoid a specified harm or
damage through the timely reactions of the persons involved, possibly with support from external
measures[2]. While severity is the estimation of the extent of harm to one or more individuals
that can occur in a potentially hazardous situation[2]. Throughout the hazard analysis, for each
failure mode of the automotive system, a safety goal is determined and an ASIL is assigned to that
particular failure mode according to the safety goal determined earlier.
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Assigning an ASIL to a hazard means that each failure mode that can possibly cause that
hazard is required to meet that ASIL. But this leads to a serious development cost problem, since
it would be expensive to make each component meet the highest safety requirements. To find a
way out of this situation, ISO 26262 defined and introduced ASILs decomposition. The later allows
the ASIL to be decomposed over the failure modes that provide the same hazard. The concept
of ASILs decomposition reduced the cost of developing products considerably. ASILs allocation
problem has numerous solutions that varies in safety requirements allocated to the the failure
modes and subsequently varies in costs. For these reason, ASILs allocation has merited its hard
nature and therefore it can be presented as hard combinatorial optimization problem of finding
the most appropriate ASILs allocation that comes with the highest safety requirements and the
least cost, among a set of feasible possible allocations. So finding the best ASILs allocation in a
reasonable time is quite hard, especially if the number of failure modes was huge.
In this paper, we explore the impact of failure mode’s frequency on the convergence and the
stability of an ASIL allocation problem solver(see section 7). To do so, we present an novel approach
that uses the swarm intelligence of Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) and solves the ASILs allocation
problem (see section 6). To the best of our knowledge this is the first work that explores and
presents an experimental study of the impact of different failure mode’s frequencies on an ASILs
allocation solver.

2

Background Study on ASILs Allocation Algorithms

Many contributions and techniques with different nature were proposed, to allocate ASILs to
components of the automotive system under development, techniques can be categorized into exact
solvers and search meta-heuristics. This section covers approaches which have been previously used
to solve ASILs allocation problem. Starting with the exact solvers, the contribution presented in
[3] introduces three off-the-shelf solvers to find all exact ASILs allocation solutions. Choco solver
3.2 [4] is the first solver proposed in the approach i.e. a java library for Constraint Satisfaction
Problems (CSP) and Constraints Programming (CP). The approach uses Clafer 0.3.6 [5] which is a
lightweight modeling language to improve the comprehension of the problem in the early stages of
software development. Choco 3.2 interprets ASILs allocation problem into a CSP and cooperates
with Clafer 0.3.6 to solve it using CP techniques. Developed at Microsoft, Z3 2.0 [6] is the second
solver described in the approach, where ASILs allocation problem is solved after transforming it into
Satisfeasability Modulo Theories (SMT) [7] problem. The last solver proposed in the approach was
an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) solver that uses CPLEX [8] i.e. a file format that formulates
a ASILs allocation problem in a natural, algebraic formulation, which allows the solver to read
and therefore allocate ASILs to components of the system. The next exact approach described in
[9] transforms ASILs allocation problem into a system of linear equations. The idea was to extract
constraints from Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [10] results, and use them to build the system of linear
equations. The next step is to solve the system and there are many methods to do so, one drawback
of using any of them is that the augmented matrix of the system is not always square. To overcome
this problem, the Row Reduced Echelon Form (RREF) [11] of the augmented matrix is considered,
the system is then solved using Gauss-Jordan elimination. The exact solvers provided the exact
optimal assignments of ASILs to the components of the automotive system, however, due to the
hard nature of the problem, scalability remains an issue in large systems. Therefore researches were
directed to meta-heuristics.
In [1] a penalty based genetic algorithm is used to identify the optimal ASILs allocation. The
search starts with a population of candidate solutions, the algorithm checks the feasibility of each
candidate, and uses a penalty method to penalize the infeasible candidates. Fittest candidates
are selected to go through mutation and uniform crossover to create new offspring, the offspring
candidate is added to the population, if the new candidate is feasible and better than the current
best solution. Then the algorithm replaces the current best solution with the offspring candidate,
else the process re-starts all over again. In [12] the problem of allocating ASILs was converted
into an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem, where ASILs are assigned integer values,
the contribution uses a modeling framework equipped with an ILP solver. An EAST-ADL [13]
model is created by the framework and used to generate Fault Trees. The constraints extracted
from Fault Trees Analysis results and identified during the preliminary hazard analysis, are used in
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addition to the engineer preferences as an input to the ILP solver. Another search meta-heuristic is
presented in [14], where authors made use of an adopted version of Steepest Ascent Mildest Decent
method (SAMD), which is a member of Tabu Search [15] family. The algorithms starts with a
feasible solution and follows the steepest descent i.e. decrement the ASILs at each iteration until
a local minimum is reached. In this case, the mildest ascent is followed to avoid getting trapped
in the local minimum. The algorithms uses Tabu lists to prevent the search from re-visiting the
previously visited solutions and stops when a termination criteria is met. In [16] a new member
of swarm intelligence algorithms, Penguin Search Optimization Algorithm (PSOA)[17] is used to
find an economic allocation to ASILs. The algorithm employs the concept of priority classes to
assign low cost combinations a high priority. The process starts with a population of penguins,
each penguin generates a set of neighboring solutions, for each neighboring solution, the algorithm
checks it’s feasibility and calculates its fitness. If the neighboring solution is better than the current
best solution, it replaces the current best solution. The approach also uses the concept of oxygen
reserve, which increments whenever a new good solution is found, and reset to 1 otherwise, in this
case the penguin will have to explore another area of the search space.

3

ASILs Allocation Problem

ISO 26262 defines and uses the concept of ASILs to classify the strictness of safety requirements
to be allocated to the failures modes of automotive systems. According to the standard, an ASIL
is one of four levels to specify the item’s or element’s necessary requirements of ISO 26262 and
safety measures to apply for avoiding an unreasonable residual risk, with D representing the most
stringent and A the least stringent level [2]. ASILs are considered as an adaptation of Safety
Integrity Levels (SILs) that were defined and used in IEC 61058 standard (international standard
for Functional Safety of Electrical, Electronic, and Programmable Electronic (E/E/PE) SafetyRelated Systems) [18]. ASILs are five levels QM, A, B, C, D where, as previously mentioned, A
is the least strict level and D is the most strict and QM implies no special requirement. In ISO
26262 standards, an ASILs algebra is defined, and to formulate this algebra, levels from QM to
D were assigned integer values as follows: QM=0, A=1, B=2, C=3, D=4. Each ASILs has a cost
that differs on the used cost function, linear, logarithmic or experiential (See Table 1).
ASILs are assigned to the hazardous components and subsystems of the automotive system
in order to ensure that the risk is reduced to a residual level. ASILs then are allocated to these
components in a way that the highest safety requirements are guaranteed regarding the safety goal
and the risk estimation. Therefore, each of the failure components of the system will be assigned the
appropriate ASIL that fulfills the required safety. If the later is fulfilled, the risk will be reduced
to an acceptable level which is the main goal of this whole process. So can a system meet the
highest safety requirements, it would be fairly logical to assign the highest safety levels to safety
goals of each failure mode. But, doing so, leads to a serious cost problem, because higher ASILs
implies higher costs. For this purpose, ISO 26262 introduced ASILs decomposition which allows
a safety critical system to meet a particular ASIL target without all its components having to
individually meet that target[18]. Which means, ASILs decomposition allows the components that
cause the hazard by failing simultaneously together to share that hazard’s ASIL. Therefore, the
ASIL will be decomposed over these components, instead of being assigned to each of them. As an
example, consider a hazard provided by two components (C1 , C2 ) that must meet ASIL C in order
to avoid this hazard. By virtue of ASILs decomposition concept, these two components to do not
have to meet ASIL C individually, instead, (C1 , C2 ) might respectively meet (ASIL A, ASIL B)
or (ASIL B, ASIL A) because 1+2=3 which is the same required ASIL. It is worth pointing that
ASIL decomposition, participates in reducing the development cost as it is shown in the previous
example, but reducing the cost still imposes a problem and researchers are still seeking for the
allocation that decreases the cost even more.
ASILs allocation can be presented and formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem
of finding the best allocation of ASILs to the hazardous components among a set of possible
allocations. The best allocation must be found in the most reasonable time and comes with the
highest safety requirements and the least development cost. ASILs allocation is then formulated
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as follows:
min f =

n
X

C(ASIL[i]).

(1)

i=1

P

mk
Subject to:
ASIL[j]
≥ kASIL
1≤k≤l
j=1
ASILi , kASIL ∈ Z ∩ ASILi , kASIL ∈ [0, 4]
where:
n: number of the hazardous events.
l: number of ASIL allocation constraints.
mk: number of hazardous events in the k th ASIL allocation constraint.
C(ASILi ): cost of the ASIL allocated to the ith Hazardous event.
kASIL : ASIL requirement for the k th ASIL allocation constraint.

4

Solution Representation and Quality Measurement

ASILs allocation problem belongs to the combinatorial type of problems, where the number of
feasible solutions is huge and the goal is to find the optimal solution by maximizing or minimizing an objective function regarding a set of constraints. Constraints come in the form of minimal
combinations of failure modes that if appeared simultaneously may lead to a hazard; these combinations are known as a Minimal Cut Set (MCS) [19]. The later is extracted and computed from
Fault Trees Analysis (FTA) [10] results, using HIPHOPS (Hierarchically Performed Hazard Origin
and Propagation Studies) [19] which is a safety tool that allows the automatic FTA. Solving ASILs
allocation problem, means finding the most economic assignment of ASILs to the components of
the system that reduces the development cost, while ensuring that the safety requirements are
respected. Feasibility of the solution is determined by whether the provided ASILs allocation complies with the MCSs. The fitness of the solution is computed using the cost function and it simply
equals the sum of the cost of the solution ASILs. As formerly stated, there are several cost scales,
each scale implies different cost for each ASILs as follows:
Table 1. ASIL cost functions
Cost function
Linear
Logarithmic
Experiential-I
Experiential-II

QM
0
0
0
0

A
10
10
10
5

B
20
100
20
30

C
D
30
40
1000 10000
40
50
35
50

As an example, consider the following feasible allocation of ASILs S to a set of hazardous
components where S = 0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 1 which implies S = QM, QM, A, QM, B, A. The cost of this
allocation equals the sum of all ASILs’ costs, which is based on the chosen cost function, in this
example, the linear is applied. The cost is then calculated as follows: Cost (QM) + Cost (QM)+
Cost (A)+ Cost (QM)+ Cost (B)+ Cost (A), means 0+ 0+ 10+ 0+ 20+ 10= 40. Therefore the
cost or the fitness of this allocation is 40.

5
5.1

Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) for ASIL allocation
ABC general description

Artificial Bee Colony is a member of swarm intelligence algorithms. It is a nature inspired, populationbased, optimization meta-heuristic that mimics the behavior of real bees. The model of honey bee
swarms consists of three essential components: food sources, employed foragers and unemployed
foragers [20]. The two leading modes of behavior are the recruitment of nectar and the abandonment of nectar [20].
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– Food Sources: defined by their profitability, its distance from the nest, richness, ease of
extraction.
– Employed foragers: bees associated with a food source, and employed at. They exploit the
food source to evaluate it and then carry information about this food source. This information
will be shared later with other bees with a certain probability.
– Unemployed foragers: are bees on a continuous search for a food source. There are two
types of unemployed foragers:
• Scouts: bees searching and exploring their surrounding environment for food sources randomly.
• Onlookers: bees waiting in the nest to choose a food source based on the information
shared.
The most important part in the collective intelligence of bees is the exchange of information among
them. This information which represents the profitability of the food source is shared in a very
important part of the hive called ”dancing area”[20]. Employed bees share the information gathered
while exploiting the food source with the probability of profitability of that source by performing
in the dance area. The dance which is called the ”waggle dance” is performed is the dance area,
hence, the onlookers will be able to watch a lot of dances and will get the opportunity to choose
food sources. Employed foragers share their information with a probability proportional to the
profitability of the food source, and the sharing of this information through waggle dancing is
longer in duration [21]. An onlooker then can decide which food source to employ her self in.
Hence, the information circulating about the food source is proportional to its profitability and the
later is proportional to its recruitment [21]. The search process starts with unemployed bees called
”scouts”, exploring the environment randomly without any information about any food source.
When a scout finds a food source, it employs her self in that source so it will be an ”employed” in
order to provide information about it. This information will be shared later with other bees in the
dance area through the waggle dance. Onlookers are waiting in the nest to be informed through the
waggle dance about all the possible food sources already found. The dance duration will determine
the profitability of that food source. According that, onlookers will get to decide which food source
to be recruited and which to abandon.

Fig. 1. ABC algorithm.
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5.2

ABC for ASILs allocation

ABC has proven itself as a powerful nature inspired meta-heuristic when it comes to solve hard
optimization problems. Through this work, a novel approach that used ABC algorithm to solve
ASILs allocation is introduced. A food source represents a possible solution to the ASILs allocation
problem. Therefore, the best food source represents the optimal ASILs allocation. The search
process starts with hiring n number of artificial explorer bees called ”scouts” that aim to explore
the global search space for food sources (possible solutions). Each scout will randomly generate a
possible feasible solution to ASILs allocation problem. The feasibility of the solution is checked by
verifying the compliance of each solution with MCS. To this point, n feasible solution are generated,
each scout then will employ her self in the food source (solution) she has generated and becomes
an employee. Employees will provide information about the solution which is represented by its
fitness, and then by its probability. Each employee will calculate the fitness (cost) of her solution,
which equals the sum of the cost of ASILs allocated to the failure components of the system. This
fitness will be used to calculate the probability of each solution according to the following equation.
f iti
pi = PN
n=1 f itn

(2)

N is the number of food sources (and the number of employed bees), fit is the fitness value of the
solution i which is proportional to the nectar amount of the food source in the position i.
The solution with the best fitness (least cost) is picked and saved in the memory as ”best”. After
calculating the probability of her solution, each employee will share this probability in the dance
area. The dance area will be represents via an array that contains the probabilities of all solutions
where each column corresponds to a solution. probabilities will be in a descending order. In the case
of ASILs allocation problem, the cost of a particular solution represents its profitability, therefore,
higher probabilities means lower costs. Hence, onlookers will choose p higher probability solutions,
so each onlooker will employ her self in one. The rest of the solutions will be abandoned and their
employees will be scouts and generate new random solutions. After picking the p good solutions,
onlookers will try to improve these solutions through the local search technique. Local search is
limited with a number of iterations called ”limit”. If a solution exceeds this limit without getting
improved it will be abandoned. However, if a solution, did actually got improved by the local search
and gets better than ”best” it will replace it. Local search consist of creating a neighborhood of
each solution by applying some modification over it. A good solution to ASILs allocation problem
from p is firstly compared with the other good solutions. If an ASIL is present in these solutions
and not in that particular solution, it will replace another ASIL that was picked randomly in that
solution. In this case, feasibility will be checked again after the modification. The whole algorithm
will be executed a number of iteration until the optimal ASIL allocation is reached.

6
6.1

Experimentation and Results
Data Description

The contribution presented in this paper, was evaluated by simulated data, that is, a set of generated cut sets. The idea was to use a binary matrix to simulate the cut sets extracted from Fault
Tree Analysis (FTA) results, the generated matrix is made of 100 rows and 50 columns, which
means 100 cut sets and 50 failure modes respectively. The presence of a failure mode Fi where
i = {1, ...., 50} in a cut set Cj where j = {1, ..., 100}, is represented by 1, while the absence of the
same failure mode is represented by 0. The density of failure modes i.e. the frequency of failure
modes in the cut sets is manipulated according to a probability that indicates how frequent a
failure mode in a certain number of cut sets. For more details an example is provided (see table 2).
The example shows that the cut set CS1 is an order 1 cut set with only one failure mode FM2,
the CS3 is an order 2 cut set with 2 failure modes FM1 and FM3, while the CS5 is an order 3
with 3 failure modes FM1, FM2, FM3. The density of failure modes in CS1 is 33.33%, the density
of failure modes in CS3 is 66.66% and the density of failure modes in CS5 is 100%. Once the
binary matrix is generated, the ABC algorithm inspects an appropriate assignment of ASILs that
minimizes the cost regarding safety requirements to be met, trough out 1000 iterations. Linear cost
heuristic is considered here to calculate the fitness of each allocation
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Table 2. An example of simulated data

CS1
CS2
CS3
CS4
CS5
CS6

6.2

FM1 FM2 FM3
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0

Results and Discussion

The results show that the application of our approach to the simulated data was very promising.
The density of failure modes affected both of the quality of allocation and the convergence time of
the ABC algorithm. Figure 2 shows a considerable decrease of the cost value of allocations found.
The cost was reduced from 110 to 10 when applied to ASILs 1 cut set, and from 360 to 40 when
applied to ASIL 4 cut set.

Fig. 2. Impact of failure modes frequency on the solution’s quality

Figure 2 shows a considerable decrease of the cost value of allocations found, the cost was
reduced from 110 to 10 when applied to ASILs 1 cut set, and from 360 to 40 when applied to ASIL
4 cut set.
Table 3, shows that the frequency of failure modes in a cut set of ASIL (D), has an impact on
the convergence time of the ABC algorithm, which remains under a second in each and every case.
The convergence time increases according to the density of failure modes, until it reaches the 40%
density, then it decreases until 100% density is reached. The reason behind that is the algorithm
faces a difficulty to find the best allocation with low density (from 20% to 40%), low density implies
few combinations to find the appropriate assignment of ASILs. E.g. let S = {F 1, F 2, F 3, F 4} be a
set of failure modes of an ASIL(D) cut set, 20% density means only one failure mode out 4 failure
modes is present in the cut set , which means it can only be assigned a 4 in order to find a feasible
solution, this value may violet the cut sets which will extend the convergence time. While for 60%
density, 3 failure modes out 4 are present in the cut set, which means there are more combinations
to find feasible solution, more combinations implies low probability of cut set violation, therefore
less time is required for the ABC algorithm to converge. for 100% density 4 failure modes out of 4
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are present in the cut set, this also means that there is possible combinations to find an appropriate
allocation without violating the cut set.
Table 3. Impact of failure modes frequency on the convergence time of ABC algorithm
Density (%)
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Convergence time (MS) 387 431 575 508 435 494 386 365 357

7

Conclusion

ISO 26262 the functional safety standard in the automotive industry uses the concept of Automotive
Safety Integrity Levels (ASILs) to represent the strictness of safety requirements to be assigned to
the components of the system. ASILs allocation is a hard complex problem, and it was presented
in this work as an optimization problem of finding the most appropriate ASILs allocation to the
system’s. The best ASILs allocation must be found in the most reasonable time, fulfills the highest
safety requirements and guarantee the least development cost .In this paper, we presented an
experimental study that explores the impact of failure mode’s frequency on stability of an ASILs
allocation solver and the case study was an approach that uses the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm.
In our future work, we intend to extend the experimental study to include the other existing solvers
and explore the impact of the failure modes’ frequency on their convergence and performance.
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1

Introduction

The most real world problems are multi-objective, we have to add that many real world problems are also dynamic or continuously changing over a period. Changes may affect the object
function, the problem instance, and/or constraints. In the literature of optimization in dynamic
environments,researchers usually define optimization problems that change over time as dynamic
problems or time-dependent problems [1].
A dynamic multi-objective problem can be represented as the following multi-objective optimization problem [2]. Let t be the time variable,V and W be n-dimensional and M-dimensional
continuous or discrete vector spaces,g and g be two functions defining inequalities and constraint
equalities, and f be a function from V * t to W. A dynamic multi-objective minimization problem
with M objectives is defined as:
(

min f = (f1 (v, t), . . . , fM (v, t)
v∈V
(1)
s.t g(v, t) ≤ 0, h(v, t) = 0

In this work, we present a new memory-based algorithm to solve a class of dynamic multiobjective problems. We use a copula-based estimation of distribution algorithm as a method of
optimisation to get Pareto solutions in every generation of the algorithm. The obtained estimation
model created using copulas will be utilized as a memory. We employ the memory created when a
modification occurs during the execution of the optimisation process. The proposed EDA estimate
in every generation the distribution of the best Pareto solutions obtained so far by creating a copula
that describes the dependency between those solutions. We suppose that the created copulas can be
used as a memory because they, not only save the last obtained best solutions but, save an explicit
representation of the best solutions. The generated individuals from this explicit representation
will be used as an initial population when a change occurs to the problem. We tested our proposal
on the CEC2015 [3] benchmarks and we find that our algorithm gives good results.
An Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) is a class of the evolutionary algorithms that
aims to estimate a distribution of a set of solutions usually the best ones, and use this estimation to
generate new ones in every generation. The main difference between an EDA to another optimization algorithm is the manner of the estimation and the fashion of the algorithm implementation.
In Mathematics, a Copula is used to describe the dependencies between random variables. The
proposed Copula-based EDA helps to create the estimator of the EDA. After finding the optimal
solutions - like any classical optimization Algorithm - the generated Copula Model can be used
when a change is detected in the problem. To validate our proposal, the proposed algorithm is
performed to find the optimal solutions of a set of benchmark problems using the MOEA/D [4] as
selection method.

2

The Proposed Copula-based Estimation of Distribution Algorithms

The Estimation of Distribution Algorithms uses many ways to estimate the distribution of the best
solutions, we can find in [5] a good description of the used methods of estimation, however the use
of Copula to estimate the distribution in EDA is a very strong idea to optimize complex problems
[6–8]. We referred to copulas as ”functions that join or couple multivariate distribution functions
to their one-dimensional marginal distribution functions and as distribution functions whose onedimensional margins are uniform.” [9]. Many types of Copula heve been applied in various research
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studies such as [10] and [11–13], in this paper, we will use an Archimedeon copula to find the best
estimation.
Algorithm 1 Dynamic Copula-based EDA
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Q0 ← Initialization(N0 )
NDSet0 ← Sorting(Q0 )
P0 ← SelectFromNDS(N)
t←1
while Not termination criteria do
if Change Detected then
Ct ← EstimateMarginal(Pt−1 )
Ptmp ← GenerateSolutions(Ct )
end if
NDSett ← ApplyMOEAD(Ptmp ∪ NDSett−1 )
Pt ← SelectFromNDS(N)
NDSett ← Pt
t ← t+1
end while
Return NDSett ,C

Like any evolutionary algorithm, our proposed method has two main steps; the Selection and
the Reproduction, in the first step, we use the MOEA/D to select the best solution which will
be used in the second step called the Reproduction, in this second step, the Copula is applied to
estimate, then to regenerate new individuals. When a change occurs in the problem our proposal
uses the obtained Copula model to generate individuals and use them as an initial population in
the next generation. A pseudo-code of the Estimation of distribution algorithm using a Copula for
a dynamic multi-objective problem illustrated in Algorithms 1.

3

Experimentation

To proof the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, a set of tests has been conducted using a set of
benchmarks which are usually used in this kind of problems trying to test new solving algorithms
in the area of dynamic multiobjective optimization. The work CEC2015 [3] provide a set of test
benchmarks to compare the new algorithms with the classical algorithms. We used especially FDA4,
FD5, HE2 and DMOP2 benchmarks in experimentations to proof the results given by our proposal.

4

Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed an Estimation of distribution Algorithm. The proposed algorithm
used an estimation method which is the Copula and a very famous type which is the Archimedean
one. Then we made an application of the new Copula-based EDA algorithm to solve Dynamic
Multiobjective Optimization Problems. We used the obtained Pareto Solutions Estimated Model
to generate new Pareto Solutions when the problem change. The Copula Model is viewed as a
memory that conserves the characteristics of the PS, this vision is the motivation of using this
algorithm in the Dynamic Multiobjective algorithm. A future work can be the use of the Copula
Model as a memory in class of Real World Dynamic Multiobjective optimization problems.
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1

Introduction

In this paper, we focus on the uncapacitated multiple allocation p-hub median problem (UMApHMP).
The problem is defined defined on a complete symmetric graph G = (N, E), where N = {1, 2, ..., n}
represents a set of nodes, while E = {(i, j) : i, j ∈ N } denotes a set of arcs. No capacity restrictions
on arcs (i, j) ∈ E are imposed. Transportation cost per unit of flow on arc (i, j) ∈ E is denoted
as cij . For each O–D pair i − j, i, j ∈ N the demand tij that has to be transferred from node i to
node j is given. So, UMApHMCP consists of choosing exactly p nodes from the set N to be hubs,
where p is given in advance, so that the total transportation cost is minimized assuming that any
non-hub node may use any hub node to communicate with other nodes and the flows can be sent
and received through more than one hub (multiple allocation scheme). The transportation cost
from node i ∈ N , assigned to hub hi , to node j ∈ N , assigned to hub hj is calculated as:
dij = γcihi + αchi hj + δchj j ,
where parameters γ, α and δ are unit rates for collection (origin-hub), transfer (hub-hub) and
distribution (hub-destination), respectively. In general, parameter α is used as a discount factor
to provide reduced unit costs on arcs between hubs, so α < γ and α < δ. For solving UMApHMP
many methods have been proposed in the literature (see e.g., [6] and references therein)
Most of the literature studies deal with the deterministic formulation of the problem. However, a
disadvantage of a such deterministic problem is the fact that it requires that flows to be transferred
must be known in advance. However, in practice the flow may vary during the time and thus an
optimal solution for certain realization of flow need not to be so for the another realization of flow.
For example, the flow (passengers) in the airlines transportation depends on the period of year,
holidays time and so on. The similar is also true for the postal and cargo services, i.e., the demands
may vary from day to day. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to provide a decision maker with one
possible way how to deal with the uncertainty that obviously appear in the hub networks and also
to propose an efficient way to create a solution which is robust for any realization of the flow.
1.1

Modelling uncertainity in UMApHMP

Since in the hub networks it is unlikely that the change in flow follows certain probability distribution, from our point of view, the uncertainity will be modeled more accurately by means
of robust optimization. Hence, we model uncertainity in the following way. We assume that the
input parameters tij , representing the flow to be transferred from i to j are subject to uncertainty.
Further, we assume that tij , is bounded random variable with unknown distribution which takes
values from [tij − t̂ij , tij + t̂ij ], where t̂ij ≥ 0 represents a deviation from nominal coefficient value.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that tij ∈ [tij , tij + t̂ij ].
Since UMApHMP may be modelled as a mixed integer programming (MIP), where flow parameters tij participate only in the objective function, in the rest of section we consider a mixed
integer programming (MIP) optimization problem in its general form:
min{cx|x ∈ X}

(1)

and present several robust measures.
We assume that each objective coefficient in (1) may take value from the interval [cj , cj + dj ]
and therefore we seek a solution which minimizes the maximum cost that may occur under such
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assumption. Since that it is unlikely that all coefficients will change at once, Bertsimas and Sim
[3] introduced a parameter Γ which expresses the level of conservatism of the solution, i.e., the
number of coefficients that may change. Under such assumption the robustness of some solution
x ∈ X is calculated as the maximum regret:
X
G(x, Γ ) =
max
dj |xj |
(2)
{S|S⊂J,|S|≤Γ }

j∈S

where J = {j|dj > 0}. Now, the robust counterpart of (1) is given (according to Bertsimas and
Sim) as:
(BS Γ ) min{f (x, Γ ) = cx + G(x, Γ )|x ∈ X}
(3)
Note that in the case of Γ = 0, we discard the changes in the objective coefficients, unlike the case
of Γ = |J|, when all possible cost deviations are considered.
The main drawback of this approach is that a decision maker obtains a solution just for a given
value of Γ and in reality he/she cannot predict accurately the value of Γ in advance. For example,
he/she can solve the above model for Γ = Γ0 , but in practice Γ may receive any value between 0 and
|J|. So, the question that naturally arises is whether the solution he/she obtained for the certain
value of Γ would be also robust solution for any realization of parameter Γ . Moreover, whether
the robust solution obtained for Γ = Γ0 > 0 will be also robust also for Γ < Γ0 ? Intuitively, this
is unlikely the case. So, in order to resolve this issue we propose the approach explained below.
In order to find solution that performs well regardless of the number of coefficients allowed to
change it is desirable to consider another problem
(GBS 1) min{

|J|
X

Γ =0

f (x, Γ ) − f (x∗Γ , Γ )|x ∈ X}

(4)

where x∗Γ denotes the optimal solution of the problem (3). More precisely, the problem (GBS 1)
seeks a solution for which total sum of deviations from the optimal solution values of problems
(BS Γ ) is minimal. Note that in problem (4), it is not necessary to calculate in advance optiP|J|
mal solutions of each problem {f (x∗Γ , Γ )|x ∈ X} since the problem min{ Γ =0 f (x, Γ )|x ∈ X}
has the same optimal solution as the problem (4). So, in what follows (GBS 1) will refer to
P|J|
min{ Γ =0 f (x, Γ )|x ∈ X}.
The problem (GBS 1) may be generalized assigning the weight p(Γ ) to each function f (x, Γ ).
In this case, the resulting problem denoted as (GBS p) may be stated as:
(GBS p) min{

|J|
X

Γ =0

p(Γ )f (x, Γ )|x ∈ X}

(5)

In this model each weight p(Γ ) may be interpreted as the probability that the change of Γ coefficients will occur. Note that the model (GBS p) includes the model (GBS 1) as a special case.
Indeed, setting p(Γ ) = 1 for Γ = Γ0 and 0 otherwise, the model (5) becomes min{f (x, Γ0 )|x ∈ X}.

2

Solution approaches for robust UMApHMP

The presented models are suitable for solving just small instances by using general purpose MIP
solver. So, in order to tackle large size instances we develop a basic variable neighborhood heuristic
which can be applied for robust and standard UMApHMP.
A basic variant of Variable neighborhood search (called Basic VNS) [5] consists of executing
alternately, one local search procedure (used to improve a solution) and one so-called shaking
procedure (used to hopefully resolve local minima traps) together with the neighborhood change
step. The whole process is iterated until a predefined stopping condition (e.g., maximum number
of iterations or maximum CPU time) is met.
Before providing more details of our heuristic, we describe the solution representation for
UMApHMP. Keeping in mind that once the set of hubs is known, the optimal node to hub allocation
for each origin-destination pair can be found by determining the shortest path between them via
hubs, we represent a solution of UMApHMP as a set H containing p hubs, i.e. H = {h1 , h2 , . . . , hp }.
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The proposed Basic VNS starts the search from a solution built in a greedy manner. Namely,
the initial p hubs are chosen as those whose maximum distances from any other node are the p
smallest. More precisely, let g(h) be the maximum distance of a node h from any other node, i.e.,
g(h) = max{cih |i ∈ N, i 6= h}, h ∈ N ;

(6)

Then the nodes with the p smallest values of function g are taken as the initial p hubs.
The local search used within basic VNS is based on the exploration of the neighborhood
Interchange hub(H) = {H 0 |H 0 ⊂ N, |H 0 ∩ H| = p − 1}.
This neighborhood structure contains all solutions obtained by replacing one hub from the set
H by a non-hub node. The objective function value of a resulting solution H 0 is calculated from
scratch, i.e., in O(n2 p) operations [1, 4]. The search for an improving solution is performed using
the first improvement strategy, i.e., as soon as a better solution than the incumbent is detected, it is
accepted as the new incumbent solution and the search is resumed starting from there. Such a local
search procedure will eventually get stuck at a local minimum. Therefore, to hopefully resolve the
encountered local minima traps, a shaking procedure is used. For the input, the Shaking procedure
requires a solution H and a parameter k. At each of k subsequent iterations, the last solution H
is replaced by a randomly chosen one from its Interchange hub neighborhood. At the end, the
solution H obtained in the kth iteration is returned as the output of our shaking procedure. The
maximum value of k is specified by parameter kmax .

3

Computational results

The proposed Basic VNS algorithm is coded in C/C++ and executed on an Intel Core I7 with
2.8 GHz CPU and 16GB of RAM. For solving the mathematical formulations we use commercial
CPLEX 12.6 MIP solver. The CPLEX 12.6 was also run on an Intel Core I7 with 2.8 GHz CPU
and 16GB of RAM. For testing purposes the benchmark instances from the literature that are
used i.e., the CAB and AP data sets from the ORLIB library [2]. We compare solutions obtained
solving the nominal problem, the robust model based on robustness measure from [3] and the
robust model based on the robustness measure we propose in order to detect how uncertainity and
different robustness measures may affect a solution. The obtained results, as expected, confirms
that an optimal solution of the nominal problem may be very poor quality solution of a robust
problem and vice versa that an optimal solution of a robust problem may be very far from the
optimal solution of the nominal problem. In addition, the results reveal the need for the general
robust measure introduced in this paper.

4

Conclusions

In this paper we study uncapacitated multiple allocation p-hub median problem (UMApHMP)
and propose several ways how to deal with the uncertainty that may occur. More precisely, to deal
with uncertainty we use the robustness measure proposed in [3] and the robustness measure we
proposed here which generalizes the robustness measure from [3]. The main advantage, of newly
proposed measure over the previous one is that it is able to provide a solution which is robust
regardless of the maximal number of parameters allowed to change.
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Abstract. A pure Nash equilibrium is a famous concept in the field of game theory and
has a wide range of applications. In the last decade, a lot of progress has been made in
determining the computational complexity of finding equilibria in games. Deciding if a pure
Nash equilibrium exists in n-player normal form games and several subclasses has been shown
to be NP-complete. Current exact approaches are impractical and only able to solve small
instances. In this paper, we apply three local search-based metaheuristics for solving the
problem. Results on 280 randomly generated instances with different sizes show the clear
outperformance of the metaheuristic approaches over the exact method based on Mixed
Integer Linear Programming.

1

Introduction

Game theory is the study of mathematical models (games) that represent situations where multiple
rational agents (players) receive payoffs which depend on the choices (actions) they make. In most
contexts, each player strives to achieve an as high as possible payoff. Problems are modeled as games
in an effort to predict how the players will behave. There are multiple solution concepts (equilibria)
that attempt to predict this behaviour. Applications of game theory include, but are not limited to:
the modelling of psychological theories; resource allocation, networking and artificial intelligence
in computer science; competition and coexistence between species in biology and the modelling of
many economic interactions. We consider non-cooperative games in which players make decisions
independent of each other as opposed to cooperative games in which players may form coalitions
or reach consensus as to achieve the best possible outcome. Players have full information of the
game. This means that they know what actions are available to the other players and what payoff
values result from them. Computer scientists study game theory to describe the computational
complexity of computing equilibria in games.
It is possible to define a probability distribution over the actions available to a player. A set
containing one such probability distribution for each player is called a mixed strategy. The expected
payoff for a player is the payoff value a player can expect from playing the game when all players
sample actions from their distributions. A mixed strategy is called a mixed Nash equilibrium
(MNE) if no player can alter his distribution as to increase his expected payoff, assuming the other
players their distributions are held fixed.
A pure strategy is a special case of a mixed strategy. It is when all players limit themselves to
playing only one action, i.e., that action has a probability of one of being sampled. A pure strategy
is called a pure Nash equilibrium (PNE) if no player can change his action to another action as to
increase his payoff, assuming that all other players their actions are held fixed.
John Forbes Nash, Jr. showed that in each finite game, there exists at least one MNE [7, 14].
Later, it has been shown that computing a MNE is PPAD-complete [4]. Games often have no
PNE and it has been shown to be NP-complete to decide if there exists at least one [6]. PNE are
appealing, however, because they are simple to describe and execute and thus are a more plausible
explanation of how agents may behave in a game.
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For computing MNE in two-player games, as far as we are aware, there exist exact methods
[9] and local search metaheuristics [3]. For multi-player games that admit specific settings, which
includes two-player games, there exists a collection of polynomial-time approximation algorithms
[5, 16].
As far as we are aware, there exists only one exact method (other than brute force) to decide if
a PNE exists in multi-player games. It is a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) approach
[17]. Similarly to MNE, there exists a collection of polynomial-time approximation algorithms
[2, 1] for games that admit specific settings. We propose a metaheuristic approach to computing
approximate PNE for general games.
Section 2 goes over preliminaries. Section 3 describes three metaheuristic algorithms to compute
pure Nash equilibria. In section 4 we report how the algorithms perform and discuss them. We end
with concluding remarks and ideas for future work in section 5.

2

Preliminaries

We first describe a handful of definitions that are needed to understand the continuation of this paper in subsection 2.1. We then describe the normal form description in subsection 2.2 by which any
game can be described by. Games described this way admit exponential size in the number of players. Lastly, we describe succinct games in subsection 2.3. These are games that can be represented
in size polynomial in the number of players and actions by using an alternative description.
2.1

Definitions

A game G = (N, S, U ) is a tuple in which N represents the set of players, S represents the possible
outcomes of the game and U a set of functions for each player that maps an outcome to a payoff
value for the player.
The players are usually represented as unique integers; e.g. N = {1, 2, ..., n} in which n is the
number of players that participate in the game.
i
Each player i ∈ N has an action set Si = {s1i , s2i , ..., sm
i }. It represents the choices available for
player i in the game. mi is the number of available actions to player i. We denote m = maxi∈N mi .
An outcome is represented by s = {s1 , s2 , ..., sn }, in which si ∈ Si . The set of all possible outcomes
s is denoted by S. In other words, S = Πi∈N Si .
U = {u1 (s), u2 (s), ..., un (s)} is the set of payoff functions. That is, functions ui (s) determining
the payoff value for player i when all players choose the action proposed for them in the outcome
s. For ease of notation, ui (s) is sometimes written as ui (si , s−i ) in which s−i represents the set of
actions played by the players that are not i. Each player strives to obtain an as high as possible
payoff value from the game.
An outcome s is called a pure Nash equilibrium (PNE) if and only if no player i can improve
his payoff ui (s) by solely altering his action. Formally, s is PNE if and only if:
∀i ∈ N, ∀s0 ∈ Si : ui (si , s−i ) ≥ ui (s0 , s−i )

(1)

The number of constraints in the PNE definition is polynomial in the number of players and
actions, i.e. O(m.n). It is therefore efficiently verifiable if an outcome is a PNE or not, as aspected
from a NP-complete problem.
We say that an outcome s is an approximation of a PNE according to some value  ≥ 0 (-PNE)
if and only if:
∀i ∈ N, ∀s0 ∈ Si : ui (si , s−i ) ≥ ui (s0 , s−i ) − 

(2)

It is clear that if s is an -PNE then s is a µ-PNE as well, with µ ≥ . It follows from the definition
that s is a PNE if and only if it is a 0-PNE.
2.2

Normal form games

A normal form description of a game describes the game by way of a multidimensional array. Each
dimension of the array represents a player. The size of each dimension equals the number of actions
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available to that dimension its player. Each element of the multidimensional array is an outcome
which has a payoff value for each player.
The total number of payoff values in a normal form game is exponential
in the number of
Q
players. More specifically, the number of payoff values is equal to n. i∈N mi or in asymptotic
notation O(mn ).
As an example of a normal form game, consider table 1 that represents a game in which
N = {1, 2, 3}; ∀i ∈ N : Si = {s1i , s2i } and U = {u1 (s), u2 (s), u3 (s)}. The values of u1 (s),u2 (s) and
u3 (s) are represented by respectively the first, second and third value in table 1 in the relevant
outcome.
Consider the outcome s = {s11 , s22 , s13 }. We can see that it is a pure Nash equilibrium since solely
alternating a player’s action will always lead to a worse payoff value for him/her.

s13
s12

s23
s22

s12

s22

s11 (−1, −1, −1) (2, 1, 2) (2, 2, 1) (0, 1, 1)

s21
(1, 2, 2)
(1, 1, 0) (1, 0, 1) (1, 1, 1)
Table 1: A three player normal form game.

2.3

Succinct games

By the definition of a game, all games can be described by the normal form description. Some
games, however, can be described more efficiently using other representations.
As an example, consider a game in which players play two player games with a subset of the other
players. Such a game is called a polymatrix game and can be represented by a graph. Each node of
the graph represents a player. An edge is present between players if they play a two player game.
An edge is absent if the relevant players do not play a game. The payoff for a player in a polymatrix
game for some outcome is the sum of payoffs from each two player game the player is involved
in if the players play the action proposed by the outcome in all two player games. The number
of two player games is O(n2 ) and each game has O(m2 ) payoff values. Therefore, a polymatrix
game described by the graph description has O(n2 m2 ) payoff values which is more efficient than
the normal form description. Games, such as polymatrix games, that admit polynomial size are
called succinct games. They are of interest to us as we can not generate non-succinct games with
a lot of players and/or actions. To see this, consider a normal form game with 10 players and 10
actions. This game will have 1011 payoff values. If each payoff value is a 64 bit number, then the
game would be 800 gigabytes big! A polymatrix game with the same amount of players and actions
in which all players play games with all the other players will be 304 kilobytes big using the graph
description. If, in the polymatrix game, the number of players and actions is changed to 100, we
would still use only 792 megabytes.
For a comprehensive database of games and generators for them we refer to GAMUT [15].

3

Computing approximate Pure Nash Equilibria using local
search-based metaheuristics

We convert the problem of finding a pure Nash equilibrium into an optimization problem by
defining an objective function f :
f : S → R : s 7→ f (s) =

max (ui (s0 , s−i ) − ui (si , s−i ))

i∈N,s0 ∈Si

(3)

The function represents the highest increase that one of the players can gain by solely switching his
action, and can be computed in polynomial time O(m.n). A solution s ∈ S is a PNE if and only if
f (s) = 0. s is an approximation for the PNE otherwise. If f (s) is small enough, the approximation
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can prove to be useful, for example, when it would cost a lot of money and/or effort to change to
a better action while it would only lead to a very small payoff increase.
We do not intend to build powerful metaheuristics but rather show that existing, well-described
metaheuristics are a feasible method to approach the problem. We implement three local searchbased metaheuristics for solving the problem:
– Random Restart Hill Climbing (RRHC), in which Hill Climbing repeatedly restarts from a
random solution. The First Improvement strategy, which accepts the first improved solution in
the neighborhood, is used inside the Hill Climbing. Pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented
in Algorithm 1
– Simulated Annealing (SA) [8]: we implement a basic version of SA that allows reheating.
The initial temperature is set as 2000. After tlength algorithm iterations, the temperature is
decreased by a factor of α. When the temperature reaches a lower bound of , it is reset back to
the initial temperature. In this work, we set tlength = 100, α = 0.9 and  = 10−6 . Pseudo-code
of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
– Chained Local Optimization (CLO) [12]: this algorithm is a combination idea of Simulated
Annealing and Local Search. The algorithm resembles the Iterated Local Search framework [11]
with the Hill Climbing algorithm as the local search component and the acceptance criteria
taken from the Simulated Annealing. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo-code of the algorithm
implemented in this paper. Values of SA’s parameters are the same as the SA described above.
All metaheuristics use the same neighborhood structure. The neighborhood ηk (s) of an outcome
s is the set of all outcomes in which at most k players altered their action. The size of a neighborhood
is then O(mk ). The parameter k is set differently among the three metaheuristics: k = 1 for the
Hill Climbing component inside RRHC and CLO, k = 3 for SA and the step of generating a
random neighbor solution in the while loop of CLO. The initial solutions used are random. That
is, a random action for each player. The algorithms also share the same stopping criteria: either
when a maximum running time limit is reached or when a PNE has been found.
Algorithm 1 Random Restart Hill Climbing
Require: Game G = (N, S, U ), desired amount of running time T .
s ← random outcome ∈ S.
best ← hillClimbing(s)
while time elapsed ≤ T do
s ← hillClimbing(random outcome ∈ S)
if s is PNE then
return s
end if
if f (s) < f (best) then
best ← s
end if
end while
return best

4

Results

In this section, the performance of the three metaheuristics on different problem instance sizes is
presented. The size of a problem instance depends on two parameters: the number of players (n)
and the number of possible actions for each players (m). For each pair of n and m, we generate
ten random instances using GAMUT [15], an extensive library of different types of games and
generators for them.
We first compare the performance of the metaheuristics with the MILP method on instances
that are small enough so that MILP can solve them within a reasonable time and/or memory limit
in subsection 4.1. We then show how the metaheuristics perform on instances of succinct games
that MILP can not solve due to time and/or memory limitations in subsection 4.2.
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Algorithm 2 Simulated Annealing
Require: Game G = (N, S, U ), desired running time T , initial temperature t0 , decreasing factor α, temperature stage length tlength , neighborhood k, approximation function f : S → R.
s ← random solution ∈ S
best ← s
t ← t0
while time elapsed ≤ T do
for i = 1..tlength do
s0 ← random solution ∈ ηk (s)
if s0 is PNE then
return s0
end if
∆ ← f (s0 ) − f (s)
if ∆ ≤ 0 then
s ← s0
if f (s0 ) < f (best) then
best ← s0
end if
∆
else if random value ∈ [0, 1] < e− t then
0
s←s
end if
end for
t ← αt
if t < 10−6 then
t ← t0
end if
end while
return best

Algorithm 3 Chained Local Optimization
Require: Game G = (N, S, U ), desired running time T , initial temperature t0 , decreasing factor α, temperature stage length tlength , neighborhood k.
s ← random solution ∈ S
s ← hillClimbing(s)
best ← s
t ← t0
while time elapsed ≤ T do
for i = 1..tlength do
s0 ⇐ random solution ∈ ηk (s)
s0 ← hillClimbing(s’)
if s0 is PNE then
return s0
end if
∆ ← f (s0 ) − f (s)
if ∆ ≤ 0 then
s ← s0
if f (s0 ) < f (best) then
best ← s0
end if
∆
else if random value ∈ [0, 1] < e− t then
0
s←s
end if
end for
t ← αt
if t < 10−6 then
t ← t0
end if
end while
return best
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4.1

Comparison of the metaheuristics with a Mixed Integer Linear Programming
approach

We first compare the metaheuristics with the exact method based on Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) proposed in [17]. To the best of our knowledge, this MILP is the only method
(except brute-force) that exists in the literature to solve the pure Nash equilibrium problem in
normal form games. The comparison is done on a dataset of 28 problem instance sizes, leading
to a total number of 280 instances. The payoff values are randomly selected from the range of
[−100, 100]. Therefore, the objective function f (3) value belongs to the range of [0, 200].
In this experiment, we set a maximum running time limit of 60 seconds for the metaheuristics.
For the MILP, we use CPLEX 12.6 with the limits of 4GB memory and one hour of running
time. Results are shown in Table 2. For each instance size, we report the number of instances in
which a PNE has been found and the average running time (in milliseconds) for finding a PNE.
For instances where a PNE has not been found, we normalize the objective function values of the
approximate solutions returned by the metaheuristics to the range of [0, 1] and report the mean
over those instances. Additionally, the number of instances that the MILP can not solve within
the given memory and time limits are also presented.
We can see the clear outperformance of the metaheuristic approaches over the MILP:
– For problem sizes whose every instance is solvable by the MILP, a PNE is always found by the
metaheuristic for every instance that has at least one PNE. Moreover, the time required by
the metaheuristics to find a PNE is smaller with an order of magnitude when compared to the
MILP. For instances where a PNE does not exist, the small objective function values given by
the metaheuristics suggest good approximate PNEs. In fact, since the values returned by all
the metaheuristics for each instance are exactly the same (except the last problem size with
n = 9 and m = 5), we suspect that these approximate solutions are actually the optimal ones,
although we can not prove this.
– For problem sizes with n ≥ 5 and m ≤ 7 (except the case where n = 7 and m = 3), the
MILP runs out of either memory or time in most instances. Those are the cases where the
metaheuristics are dominant not only on the running time, but also on the ability of finding a
PNE.
4.2

Results of the metaheuristic approaches on large games

We continue by running the metaheuristics on instances with a lot of players and/or actions. As
motivated in section 2.3, we need to use instances of succinct games. We chose polymatrix games
as a succinct game. We generate 10 instances of 25 different problem sizes resulting in a total of
250 instances. In our n-player polymatrix game instances, each player plays n − 1 two-player games
with the other players. The payoff values of the two-player games are randomly selected from the
range [−100, 100]. Consequently, since the payoff for a player is the sum of all payoffs he gets in
the subgame, the payoff for a player lies in the range of [100(1 − n), 100(n − 1)]. Therefore, the
objective function f (3) value belongs to the range of [0, 200(n − 1)].
In this experiment, we set a maximum running time limit of 10 minutes for the metaheuristics.
For each instance size, we only report the approximations. It was only the case for n = 10, m = 10
that a few PNE had been found. Similarly to the small instances, we normalize the approximations
to the range of [0, 1]. We observed that for the largest instances, the metaheuristics did not perform
well. That is, within the time limit, not even one iteration of RRHC or CLO was finished. In other
words, both algorithms only performed Hill Climbing until the time limit was reached. We reran
some of those instances with an increased time limit of one hour but even then not one iteration
was finished.
The reported approximations in table 3 look similar to those for the small instances. While we
can say that the approximations for the small instances are good, it would be too short-sighted
to say the same about the large instances. In a game with a lot of actions, the difference between
the smallest payoff value to which a player can switch that is bigger than the current payoff and
the current payoff is generally smaller than in a game with fewer actions. Therefore, the optimal
approximation value is expected to be smaller. We suspect that the reported approximations are
no way near the optimal value, although we have no way to prove this.
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5

Conclusion and future work

The main aim of the paper is to show that existing metaheuristics are promising methods to approach the problem of finding a pure Nash equilibrium in game theory. From the experimental
results on normal form games, it is clear that the considered metaheuristics, although being implemented in a quite basic and general form, perform much better than the exact MILP method
[17]. No other exact methods have been considered and there are none as far as we are aware other
than enumerating all the possible outcomes (brute-force).
For larger instance sizes, the normal form description causes the memory usage of the game
to be too big to be generated. Despite the fact that succinct games are polynomial in size in
function of the number of players and actions, the MILP approach still reduces the problem to a
linear program that is exponential in size. This means that not only the solving time of the MILP
will take exponential time, but the reduction as well. We therefore deem the MILP approach as
entirely unfit for these problem sizes. On the other hand, because our metaheuristic approaches do
not require an exponential amount of memory, we can find -PNE in instances of succinct games
that have a lot of players and or actions.
All the problem instances and detailed results of the solving approaches used in this paper
are publicly available at https://github.com/ElgersNiels/Metaheuristic-approach-to-PNE
. We hope that it could serve as a first benchmark for applying metaheuristics on the problem of
finding a pure Nash equilibrium.
For future work, we plan to improve the current metaheuristic approaches by exploiting knowledge from specific game types, such as the graph structure of polymatrix games. In that sense,
one may design game specific heuristics that could make metaheuristics more powerful. Moreover,
in the current experiments, no real intensive work has been done to tune the parameters of the
metaheuristics yet, so the application of an automated parameter tuning tool such as irace [10]
will be interesting.
A second line of future work is to improve the current benchmark dataset. It should be noted
that games generated by GAMUT are random and are not necessarily hard to find (approximate)
PNE in. It might be the case that there exist specific generator settings that produce significantly
harder problems than in the average case, which has been found in SAT community. In SAT,
there exist specific settings so that the generated propositional formula has a 50% chance to be
(un)satisfiable. These instances are shown to be the hardest to solve [13]. Perhaps such parameter
settings exist for games as well so that finding a PNE, if it exists, is hard. It might prove to be
fruitful to reduce hard SAT instances – or other hard instances of other problems – to games and
evaluating their hardness in an attempt to create benchmarks.
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Table 2: Random Normal Form Game results
nm
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
7
7
9
9

3
4
5
6
8
9
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
3
4
5
3
5

RRHC
6
8
4
6
5
5
8
6
5
6
3
5
6
7
8
8
6
7
9
5
6
4
6
9
9
4
5
7

Found
Time Found (ms)
SA CLO MILP RRHC SA
CLO
MILP
6
6
6
1.79
0.72
0.15
141.67
8
8
8
1.52
0.56
0.26
279.77
4
4
4
3.23
0.59
0.13
3696.24
6
6
6
2.60
0.389
0.44
2240.06
5
5
5
1.05
0.39
0.57
2654.57
5
5
5
0.58
1.013
0.68
8122.44
8
8
8
4.86
2.01
2.47
3731.40
6
6
6
16.34
5.82
12.05
1850.26
5
5
5
19.18 36.81
19.15
5929.46
6
6
6
67.70 29.78 133.63 42524.34
3
3
3
108.31 55.99
68.93
49762.25
5
5
5
432.00 92.37 285.10 215015.91
6
6
6
670.20 173.30 165.02 324330.39
7
7
7
409.89 247.53 293.42 469457.35
8
8
8
921.45 297.51 788.01 818496.07
8
8
8
1.92
0.82
0.51
10712.12
6
6
6
2.86
7.11
0.84
10423.76
7
7
7
3.16
2.27
5.64
87200.74
9
9
9
24.38 16.08
31.87
633587
5
5
4
55.80 129.75 50.72 1700474.00
6
6
2
78.73 34.41 110.84 2545067.13
4
4
0
348.69 82.07 352.03
/
6
6
0
592.63 362.79 1052.44
/
9
9
9
10.39
2.62
5.26
313190.35
9
9
1
50.40 37.74 298.16 3621348.80
4
4
0
452.33 395.58 467.50
/
5
5
0
57.58 42.95
45.19
/
8
7
0 9496.63 2863.37 10015.87
/

Approximation
Unsolvable
RRHC SA CLO
MILP
0.033 0.033 0.033
0
0.11 0.11 0.11
0
0.057 0.057 0.057
0
0.052 0.052 0.052
0
0.026 0.026 0.026
0
0.032 0.032 0.032
0
0.011 0.011 0.011
0
0.014 0.014 0.014
0
0.011 0.011 0.011
0
0.0061 0.0061 0.0061
0
0.0065 0.0065 0.0065
0
0.0066 0.0066 0.0066
0
0.0066 0.0066 0.0066
0
0.0060 0.0060 0.0060
0
0.0012 0.0012 0.0012
0
0.026 0.026 0.026
0
0.021 0.021 0.021
0
0.024 0.024 0.024
0
0.012 0.012 0.012
0
0.23 0.23 0.23
6
0.013 0.013 0.013
8
0.009 0.009 0.009
10
0.012 0.012 0.012
10
0.028 0.028 0.028
0
0.022 0.022 0.022
9
0.018 0.018 0.018
10
0.015 0.015 0.015
10
0.015 0.0082 0.020
10

Table 3: Random Polymatrix Game results
n

m

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
50
50
50
50
50
100
100
100
100
100
200
200
200
200
500
500
500
500

10
50
100
200
500
1000
2000
10
50
100
200
400
10
50
100
150
200
10
25
50
75
10
20
30
40

Approximation
RRHC SA CLO
0.0054 0.0040 0.0040
0.055 0.069 0.042
0.077 0.10 0.070
0.10 0.13 0.089
0.12 0.17 0.12
0.15 0.20 0.15
0.20 0.21 0.18
0.061 0.051 0.043
0.093 0.091 0.080
0.11 0.11 0.10
0.12 0.11 0.11
0.15 0.13 0.15
0.060 0.054 0.045
0.087 0.081 0.080
0.10 0.090 0.099
0.11 0.096 0.11
0.12 0.10 0.12
0.056 0.052 0.048
0.067 0.061 0.063
0.078 0.071 0.076
0.088 0.075 0.085
0.045 0.042 0.045
0.056 0.054 0.056
0.060 0.056 0.060
0.068 0.059 0.062
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Introduction

Practical optimization problems are often large constrained problems in which the generation of
feasible solutions still represent an important challenge. Population-based algorithms (e.g. genetic
algorithm) are natured-inspired methods which experience a real success when solving free optimization problems[1]. Nevertheless when some decision variables are strongly linked through constraints, it may be very difficult to generate feasible solutions with standard evolutionary operators
(e.g crossover, mutation). The initialization of the first population might also be a brainteaser and
often rely on some random procedures. It is obvious that it is not possible to guaranty feasibility in
these conditions. Penalty factors are thus added to the fitness function to disadvantage non-feasible
solutions. Nevertheless, they are hard to define and strongly depends on the considered instance.
A large penalty factor will definitely drive solutions to the feasible decision set while a small factor
will not be enough to discriminate non-feasible solutions. Penalty factors do not solve the problem
of generating feasible solution, they only penalize non-feasible one. If the evolutionary operators
are not able to generation new valid solutions, the penalty factor will not help. In some cases, one
can also observe that a feasible solution with poor fitness can be rejected in favor of a non-feasible
one which are particularly closed to the feasible decision set. In this paper, we are going to describe
a new approach to fix this issue. This method is based on two phases. The first one consists in
ensuring a minimum rate of feasible solutions in the initial population while the second one adds
a mechanism which is triggered when feasibility falls below this rate during the evolution. The
remainder of this article is organized as follows. The next section will first describe some related
works on constraint handling in evolutionary computing. Then, the new co-evolutionary approach
will introduce as well as the decomposition scheme. Finally, we will conclude and propose some
new perspectives.

2

Constraint handling in evolutionary computing

Constraint handling is a procedure of major importance in order to determine valid solutions. Feasibility is a mandatory characteristic which has to be achieve first. In this spirit, many approaches
have been developed based on two main strategies. The first one is know as Direct constraint
handling while the second one is referred as to Indirect constraint handling. A direct constraint
handling procedure aims at driving algorithms to handle only feasible solutions. Among this strategy, a trivial approach consists in rejecting explicitly non-feasible solutions from populations [2].
However, this approach is worthwhile only if the ratio between non-feasible and feasible solutions
in populations is very low. Preserving approaches [3, 4] ensure that evolutionary operators generate
feasible solutions. Nevertheless, it may be hard to discover an encoding representation preserving
implicitly feasibility. Another approach deals with repairing approaches whose aim is to add a
local procedure bringing non-feasible solutions back into the feasible decision space. Repairing approach can dramatically increase the processing time. This is the reason why they are often with
a predefined rate, i.e. a percentage of the non-feasible solutions are repaired at each generation.
Then, a question remains: how these solutions should be selected? In the GENOCOP algorithm
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[5], all solutions are repaired 15 % of the time. Here the question is: What kind of distribution
should be uses? (e.g uniform, biased towards the last generation). Finally, the last approach is
based on a encoding-decoding scheme to map individuals to feasible solution. Koziel et al. in [6]
show the benefits of using such encoding-decoding approach. The only drawback is the difficulty
to find the appropriate and most efficient mapping. Indirect constraint handling approaches drive
algorithms to generate feasible solution discriminating non-feasible ones. The most obvious one is
based on penalty factors. For instance, one way to implicitly reject non-feasible solutions is to apply
a death penalty factor [7]. Death penalty factor suffers the same drawbacks as its equivalent which
explicitly remove non-feasible solutions from populations. Penalty factors aims at transforming a
constrained problem into an unconstrained one. Generally, constraints are removed while penalizing the fitness function when some are violated. Penalyzing functions have been first defined by
Courant [8]. One can distinguishes exterior and interior penalizing functions. While the first one
penalizes non-feasible solutions diverging from the feasible decision set, the second one prevent
feasible solutions to become non-feasible by leaving the feasible decision set. A static penalized
objective can be generally represented as follows: f 0 (x) = f (x) + P(d(x, F )). d(x, F ) can be considered as a distance to the feasible region. For instance, d(x, F ) could be the number of violated
constraints. The penalty function should have the following characteristics: P(0) = 0 and if for all
a and b such that a ≤ b one has P(a) ≤ P(b). For instance, P(x) could be equal to k · d(x, F ).
Nonetheless, one has to introduce new parameters and it is often hard to find the most appropriate
ones. These optimal parameters may also change during the generations. This is the reason why
dynamic penalty functions have been introduced to clearly take into account this aspect. Generally, the number of performed generations t is added to the penalty functions in this case [9, 10].
A multi-stage approach has been designed as well, to iteratively handle constraints. At each stage
i, it tries to satisfy a new constraint i while using a death penalty for constraints j < i which
have been already satisfied for previous stages. This concept is refereed to as behavioral memory
algorithm [11, 12]. To conclude with penalty factors, an adaptive algorithm [13] has been designed
to define penalty factor based on population statistics. Due to space restrictions, this section only
described the main strategies. Nevertheless, the interested authors can refer to a very detailed
survey on constraints handling in [14].

3

Co-evolutionary approach based on constraints decomposition

For some problems, the combination of specific constraints can dramatically increase problem
complexity. Finding feasible solutions can even be a hard task. As a result, it can be more interesting
to first decompose the initial problem by separating the so called coupling constraints. In this
manner, we generate k new sub-problems having less constrained domains, such that it is easier to
generate solutions which are feasible for each sub-problem. The new approach presented hereafter
aims at developing collaboration between sub-populations in order to satisfy feasibility first. This
constraint decomposition mechanism breaks the links to constraints which are difficult to satisfy all
at once. While a standard island model isolates sub-populations and uses migration, the approach
proposed in this paper authorizes two parent solutions from different sub-populations to mate.
This mechanism is less aggressive than migration and allows to bring new genetic material from
one sub-population to another (see Figure 1). In addition, sub-populations are less sensible to
destructive mutation driving to non-feasibility while preserving diversity.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we first summarize the different handling constraints techniques existing in the
literature as well as their main drawbacks. To cope with these issues, we proposed a new coevolutionary approach which differs from the ones highlighted in the literature. We illustrated its
workflow and how it is supposed to overcome the problems raised by the standard approaches to
solve constrained optimization problems. We claimed that such approach is relevant when decision
variables are strongly linked through constraint so that feasibility become a first goal to achieve.
As future work, we will investigate the possibility to extend this approach to bi-level optimization
problems where an optimization problem may constraint another one.
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Fig. 1: Co-evolution mechanism
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Abstract

The implementation of the Hilbert uniqueness method allows to approximate
the control that returns the considered system to rest at time T with a final
state error for exact boundary controllability of Euler-Bernoulli beam equation
when the control is the Dirichlet type.
The aim of this study is to compare the calculation of this error when the selected
points are equidistant with the error which points are chosen by Particle Swarm
Optimization(PSO)
The results show the improvement of the final error in the second case compared
to the first case.

2

Formulation of The Problem

Let T denote a given positive number and let y 0 (x) and y 1 (x) denote given
functions defined on Ω=]0,1[. Let Σ={0, 1}x]0,T[, Q=]0,1[x]0,T[ and (y 0 , y 1 ) ∈
L2 (Ω)xH −2 (Ω).
The Exact Dirichlet boundary controllability problem for the Euler-Bernoulli
beam equation is: Find a control function v defined on Σ such that y satisfies:
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ytt + yxxxx = 0



∂y

 y(x, 0) = y 0 (x) , ∂t (x, 0) = y 1 (x)
∂y
y(x, T ) = 0 , ∂t (x, T ) = 0


y(0, t) = 0 , y(1, t) = 0


 ∂y
∂y
∂x (0, t) = 0 ∂x (1, t) = v(t)

in Q
in Ω
in Ω
t∈[0,T]
t∈[0,T]

(1)

It is well known that state y and control function v such that (1) is satisfied
exist provided T positive [4],[5].
The proposed method in [1] has explicitly determine the control υ∗ such that y
satisfies(1)with a final state error
∂y(xi , T ) 2
(2)
kL2 (Ω)
∂t
The selected points are equidistant in the calculation of (2).
In this study, we prove that (2) can be optimized by particle swarm optimization(PSO).
The problem that we consider is to minimize (2)by taking the same example
traited in [1].
For this, we try determine xi by PSO so that the final state error is close to
zero.
kξk2 = ky(xi , T )k2L2 (Ω) + k

3

Overall Description Strategy of Particle Swarm
Optimization

The particle swarm treatment[2],[3]supposes a population of individuals designed as real valued vectors particles, and some iterative sequences of their
domain of adaptation must be established. It is assumed that these individuals have a social behavior, which implies that the ability of social conditions,
for instance, the interaction with the neighborhood, is an important process in
success-fully nding good solutions to agiven problem.
The strategy of the PSO algorithm is summarized as follows: We assume that
each agent (particle) i can be represented in a N dimension space by its current
position Xi = (xi1 , xi2 , ..., xiN ) and its corresponding velocity
vi = (vi1 , vi2 , ..., viN ). Also a memory of its personal (previous) best position is
represented by pi = (pi1 , pi2 , ..., piN ), called (pbest), the subscript i range from 1
to s, where s indicates the size of the swarm. Commonly, each particle localizes
its best value so far(pbest) and its position and consequently identies its best
value in the group (swarm), called also(sbest) among the set of values (pbest).
The velocity and position are updated as:




k+1
k
υij
= ωij υij
+ c1 r1k (pbest)kij − xkij + c2 r2k (sbest)kij − xkij
k+1
xk+1
= υij
+ xkij
ij
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where xk+1
,vik+1 are the position and the velocity vector of particle i respectively
i
at iteration k+1, c1 and c2 are acceleration coecients for each term exclusively
situated in the range of 2- -4,wj is the inertia weight with its value that ranges
from 0.9 to 1.2, where as r1 , r2 are uniform random numbers between zero and
one. For more details, the double subscript in the relations (3) and (4)means
that the rst subscript is for the particle i and the second one is for the dimension
j.
The results are:
Norm of y power two plus norm of yt power two

Norm of y power two plus norm of yt power two
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Figure 1: Equidistant points.
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Figure 2: Points found by PSO.

The experimental results show that the final error is improvement in this study.
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Introduction

In practice, the problems encountered often involve multiple objectives to be optimized simultaneously and also include some inevitable uncertainty that may result from unreliable information
sources. Such problems called multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) under uncertainty, become nowadays one of the major challenges in decision making area. In fact, the combination of
both important aspects, namely multi-objectivity and uncertainty, leads often to dramatically increasing the complexity of these problems. Otherwise, an uncertain MOP is characterized by the
necessity of generating a set of efficient solutions while considering uncertainties and their effects
in the results.
Despite the wide applicability of this kind of problems, very little research works have been
done to handle it as-is, without erasing any of their multi-objective or uncertain characteristics [6].
Unfortunately, almost all existing approaches have been often limited to transform the uncertain
MOP into one or more mono-objective problems by using for example aggregation functions [7].
Some other approaches have been focused on treating the problem in its multi-objective context
while ignoring the propagation of uncertain inputs to the objectives and obviously to the resulting
solutions [8].
All these remarks lead us to propose a new generic approach for handling any uncertain multiobjective problem while considering uncertainty propagation through the optimization process.
Specifically, we focused on the most critical and sensitive case where uncertainty is assumed to
affect the objective functions. In addition, we suggested to use fuzzy sets in order to express the
uncertain data in a suitable and natural way [5]. The next section outlines our main contributions
to cope with the reported problem.

2

Contributions

As mentioned above, our aim is to handle MOPs with fuzzy data, in which fuzziness is expressed
by triangular fuzzy numbers and thereby propagated to the set of objective functions. First, we
have proposed a novel approach composed of three main stages:
- Definition of a new Pareto approach for ranking the generated fuzzy-valued objective functions
since the standard Pareto dominance cannot be used in our fuzzy context [2].
- Fuzzy extension of two Pareto-based evolutionary algorithms in order to enable them working
in a fuzzy space. The extended algorithms denoted E-SPEA2 and E-NSGAII integrate the
proposed Pareto dominance in their fitness assignment strategy and use refined techniques of
diversity preservation to the fuzzy context [3].
- Definition of new concepts of robustness to analyze fuzziness propagation in the optimization
process [3].
The extended algorithms were implemented with the multi-objective module of ParadisEO2.0 under Linux [11] and subsequently applied to solve a multi-objective variant of vehicle routing
problem (VRP) with uncertain demands [9]. To validate them, some experimental tests were finally
carried out across a set of fuzzy benchmark instances generated at random from the well-known
crisp Solomon’s benchmark [10]. In these tests, the fuzzy outcomes are approximated into exact
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forms by calculating their expected values and then qualified using two classic multi-objective
quality indicators namely, Hypervolume and Epsilon metrics.
At this level, we have obtained encouraging results, especially about the variation of extended
algorithms over all the sampled fuzzy instances and their ability to deal with fuzziness. Nevertheless, approximating the generated solutions to exact values may be criticised, since it reduces the
information provided by the fuzzy solutions and so affects their robustness. To this end, we have
integrated the new robustness concepts into the search process of the two previously extended algorithms E-SPEA2 and E-NSGAII in order to enable them achieving robust optimal solutions. More
precisely, we have incorporated in the fuzzy dominance relations, the robustness as an additional
criterion for ranking solutions. Besides, we have followed the same previous experimental tests
based on the VRP application and fuzzy sampled instances. Thereafter, we have used Monte-Carlo
method for simulating exact ”real” results. The simulations are generated randomly according to
different distributions which are coherent with fuzzy values.
Finally, by observing the generated solutions with their respectively robustness degrees, we
have deduced that they reached the desired robustness level compared to the simulated ones.

3

Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel approach for handling multi-objective problems with fuzzy data modelled via triangular fuzzy numbers. The proposed approach can be efficiently used for achieving
optimal robust solutions for any MOP with fuzzy valued objectives.
As future work, we intend to extend performance indicators (i.e., Hypervolume indicator) to the
robust fuzzy context. It would also be interesting to validate the proposed approach for different
fuzzy multi-objective problems, in which fuzziness is expressed by other shapes like trapezoidal
fuzzy numbers.
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1

Introduction

In large scale optimization problems,increasing the number of evaluations to explore the search
space so as to reach the best solution does not suffice to find optimal solution. More specifically
the problematic for evolutionary algorithms (EAs) is to find and respect the balance between
intensification and exploration. For the exploration phase the measure of the diversity of population
can be used, and for the intensification phase the role of operators is fundamental. Thus, we work
on an EA which could both alternate improve the effect of those phases. EA based on a Bayesian
approach uses a set of strategies aimed at improving the speed of convergence to the global optimum
solution. During the exploration the BEA evaluates the diversity using a quality metric, here
we used the Euclidian distance. It corresponds to the decision moments on figure 1. Then for
the intensification, a strategy, chosen during the exploration, is applied during δ generations (
δ a number of predefined generations). Thus the BEA is an algorithm relying on a prediction
mechanism. The choice of the strategy is based on the diversity of the past populations. Indeed
the chosen strategy for the future generations is the one which maximizes the diversity of these
past populations and so improves the performance for the exploration phase.
A strategy is a couple of one crossover with one mutation. We have three crossovers and five
mutations, so fifteen strategies possible. We use the BLX-α, the discrete and the linear crossovers.
Moreover we have the Levy, Gaussian, Scramble mutations and the DE/RAND/1/BIN and the
DE/RAND/2/BIN.

Algorithm 1: Bayes based Evolutionary Algorithm BEA
Generate Randomly a population
Initialize the probability of each strategy with a given metric
while stopping criteria are not satisfied do
a. Choose the best strategy (couple of crossover and mutation) with maximum a posteriori rule after
δ generations
b. Select the chromosomes
c. Apply crossover on selected parents
d. Apply mutation on the selected individual
end while
return The best solution

For each generated population from the elected strategy, others strategies (i and j here) are
applied without evaluation of the fitness of offsprings. Then, we compute the diversification of these
populations, and the probability of each population among the δ present. Afterwards, based on
the assumption that the probability of choosing each strategy is independent, then, the maximum
a posteriori principle is used the predict the following strategy.

2

Results and discussions

In first, we illustrate the fact of using several strategies compared to one using one strategy to
find the optimal solution using an evolutionnary algorithm. In fig. 1, the percentage of finding the
optimal solution was studied. One can remark that when using several strategies the success rate
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the advantage of using set of strategies.

increases. In order to compare the performance of BEA, a test on six shifted and high dimensional
problems which were considered in CEC2008 special session and a competition on large scale
global optimization[1] was done. In this paper, the dimension of the problems is set to D=100,
D=500 and D=1000. All the test functions used in the following experiments are to be minimized.
More details about the definitions of problems can be found in[1]. The experiments were done to
compare 12 algorithms including the proposed approach BEA on defined problems. To have a fair
comparison, we use the same comparison strategy by the suggestions of the organizers of CEC 2008
competition. The maximum number of evaluations M AXF Es is set to 5000 × D for all algorithms.
For each test function, all algorithms are conducted over 25 runs. The average function error value
of F (x) − F (xo ) where F (xo ) is the global optimum of F (x) is recorded [1].
Table 1: Average Error of the 25 independent runs tested on CEC’2008 benchmark (D=100).
Algorithm
DECC
DECC-ML
DECC-D
DECC-DML
MLCC
CMAES
EPUS-PSO
DEwSAcc
DMS-PSO
LSEDA-gl
JDEdynNP-F
BEA

f1
2.72e-29
5.72e-28
2.92e-29
4.73e-28
6.82e-14
3.19e-24
7.47e-1
5.68E-14
0.00e+0
2.27e-13
9.32e-14
0.00e+0

f2
5.44e+1
2.79e-4
5.24e+1
2.48e-4
2.52e+1
1.32e+1
1.86e+1
8.25e+00
3.65e+0
2.21e-13
4.29e-1
1.2288e+0

f3
1.42e+2
1.88e+2
1.40e+2
1.92e+2
1.49e+2
4.33e+0
4.99e+03
1.44e+02
2.83e+02
2.81e+2
1.12e+2
5,0982e+1

f4
5.33e+1
0.00e+0
5.44e+1
0.00e+0
4.38e-13
2.63e+2
4.71e+2
4.38e+00
1.83e+0
1.31e+2
5.46e-14
0e+0

f5
2.75e-3
3.64e-3
8.87e-4
7.88e-4
3.41e-14
8.88e-18
3.72e-1
3.07e-14
0.00e+0
2.84e-14
2.84e-14
0e+0

f6
2.36e-1
3.38e-14
1.22e-1
3.15e-14
1.11e-13
6.64e-1
2.06e+00
1.13e-13
0.00e+0
9.78e-14
5.68e-14
1.39e-14
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1

Introduction
In this paper, we present an ongoing research to investigate a new work about efficient
scheduling in smart manufacturing. In fact, in the last few years [2, 3, 4] we developed several
solutions for classical manufacturing scheduling problems. We targeted in particular the
Permutation Flow Shop Problem (PFSP) to find optimal scheduling of n jobs in m machines
with a set of constraints. We used mainly high performance computing environment such as
grid computing

and parallel algorithmics strategies. We hopefully, developed efficient

techniques for the PFSP and we succeeded to resolve new data instances from Taillard's [5]
benchmarks.
In this study, our objective is to move forward new topics related to smart manufacturing
problems and their new challenges i.e. the huge number of customers. These new challenges
address both big data problems and scheduling manufacturing constraints. In this context,
genetic algorithms present an interesting alternative to provide high quality solutions for the
PFSP in industrial manufacturing production.

2

Description of our Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is an iterative search meta-heuristic used to generate useful and high
quality solutions to hard optimization problems that cannot be solved effectively by exact
methods [1]. It has been used to solve many different types of NP-hard problems. GA
generates solutions to handle problems using techniques inspired from natural evolution and
behavior of chromosomes within a population of individuals. It is founded on natural theories
of evolution.
The efficiency of GAs depends on many parameters, such as the size and the composition of
initial population, the selection strategy and mainly the combination of different operators like
crossover and mutation [6]. Thus, finding good solutions to NP-hard problems requires a
proper setting of genetic algorithm operators. In this work, our aim is to develop an efficient
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sequential Genetic Algorithm for the PFSP. We propose to solve the PFSP using GA based on
experimenting various combinations of its different parameters.

3

Main results
Crossover and mutation are the two most commonly used genetic search operators. Crossover
produces offspring by recombining the information from two parents. Mutation is a process
used in GAs to maintain genetic diversity by changing some randomly selected chromosomes.
Many selection strategies were presented in the literature, having different ways to compute
the selection probability. The four major types of selection schemes that we experimented in
this work are as follows: Roulette wheel Selection, Tournament Selection, Elitism and
Uniform selection.
For the experimental evaluation we used a Relative Performance, denoted

that is

calculated for all data instances using the following formula:
Where Cmax is makespan criterion to optimize and LB is the lower bound of the instance.
Another Metric is used to compare our results to the literature, which is the Average Relative
Performance, and denoted

. This parameter presents the average of the relative

performances of a set of 10 instances. For example, for all the 10, 50x20 instances, the RPmoy
is given by the following formula:
Where is the rank of the instance in the dataset.
The first criterion addressed in this work is the selection method of individual from the initial
population.
Dataset

20X5

20X10

20X20

50X5

50X10

50X20

100X5

100X10

100X20

Uniform

0,4

1,3

0,7

0,5

1,5

2,6

0,2

1

2,2

Roulette wheel

0,5

1

0,7

0,5

2,3

2,9

0,2

1,2

2,6

Tournament

0,6

1,6

2,3

0,6

2

3,4

0,4

3,3

2,9

Elitism

0,6

1

1,3

0,7

2,5

3,2

0,2

1,1

3

Selection Method

TABLE I: BEST TESTED SELECTION METHODS

Table I shows different

values for each set of Taillard instances, while varying

selection schemes. Best values for each set of instances are mentioned in bold.
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We can deduce from TABLE I, that the Roulette wheel selection method provides good results
only for few instances. The Elitism method is not very interesting but it is more efficient than
a tournament one. These results confirm that the uniform selection scheme is the best method
among all other ones. Therefore, in the rest of our experimental study, we will use the uniform
selection method to adjust some other parameters for the GA.
For the generating method, we tested two variant of AGs using different methods to generate
the initial population.

and

for population generation.

techniques are used in order to choose the best way
is random generating method however,

is a

combination between heuristics and random solutions. Thus, for a population composed of m
individuals,

consists on generating a single chromosome by NEH to provide good

quality of the initial population.
Based on our experimental study, the mixed population of the initial generation is generally
the best method to solve the PFSP. For selection methods, the experiments have proved the
efficiency of the uniform method of selection compared to other tested methods such as
Roulette wheel, Tournament and Elitism.

4

Conclusion
In this work, we investigated GA's paradigm in order to select appropriate operators and
parameters of the GA to solve the PFSP. We obtained promising results and we already started
working on other GA operators and parameters such as termination criteria and size of
population.
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Abstract: Scheduling the maintenances of nuclear power plants is a complex industrial problem,
formulated in 2-stage stochastic programming for the challenge EURO/ROADEF 2010 with uncertainty on demands, production costs and capabilities. The first stage optimization concerns the
maintenance dates and refuelling decisions, whereas the second level concerns unit commitment
problems to fulfil the power demands, ensuring feasibility and cost of the first stage decisions. Our
extensions applies for the monthly reoptimisation of the maintenance planning with requirements
of stability and robustness. A MIP formulation is first investigated to model the deterministic
problem with stability requirements. The extension of the ROADEF Challenge considering uncertainty on outage durations is then investigated. An approach similar to 2 stage robust optimization
gives inconsistent results, with often infeasibility cases to search robust feasible solutions. A robust
approach inspired from multi-objective optimization allows to have robustified solutions for all the
instances of the Challenge dataset. Robustness and stability issues emphasize the need of multiobjective optimisation to schedule the maintenance of nuclear power plants, furnishing Pareto front
to support decision makers to arbitrate good compromise solutions.
Keywords: Robust Optimization, Mixed Integer Programming, Variable Neighbourhood Search,
Pareto front, EURO/ROADEF 2010 Challenge, Maintenance scheduling.

1

Introduction

This paper addresses the large-scale power plant maintenance scheduling problem, which has been
proposed for the ROADEF/EURO Challenge 2010 organized conjointly by ROADEF and EURO,
respectively the French and the European Operational Research and decision support Societies.
The problem was specified by the French utility company Électricité de France (EDF), to address
the large-scale scheduling problem of nuclear power plant outages for maintenance and refuelling.
ROADEF/EURO Challenge 2010 The ROADEF/EURO Challenge 2010 was specified by the
French utility company (EDF), to address the large-scale scheduling problem of nuclear power
plant outages for maintenance and refuelling. This gave rise to a 2-stage stochastic formulation
for the challenge, using discrete scenarios to model uncertainty. Uncertain data concern power
demands, production capacities and costs. The first stage high-level problem concerns the outages
weeks of nuclear power plants and the refuelling quantities, with scheduling constraints for outages. The second stage low-level problem computes for all stochastic scenario the production plan
implied by the first stage decisions, to minimize the mean cost over all the scenarios.
State of the art ROADEF/EURO Challenge 2010 One major difficulty of the challenge is to handle
the size of the problem. The best results were obtained in [1] with frontal meta-heuristics, for an
aggressive local search. Exact methods reduced the problem to tackle the instances sizes. A first
common simplification was to aggregate the production time steps to weeks. [2] is the only exact
approach which did not aggregate the stochastic scenarios, solving a MIP relaxing only two types
of constraints by Bender’s decomposition. However, this approach was not efficient to tackle the
real size instances. [3] fixes outages decisions on the average scenario, dualizing demand coupling
constraints for a column generation procedure independent column generation sub-problems for all
units, giving the best solutions among exact methods. Several approaches used MIP or LP inside a
heuristic algorithm. Especially, [4] solves MIP models for the first level scheduling problem, without
any production variables, and production or refuelling problems as LP when first level decisions
are fixed. Heuristic methods iterating following the 2-stage structure were less efficient than [1],
like approaches [5–9, 4]. We refer to [10] for a more general survey.
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Robust optimization for scheduling problems Facing the difficulty of having uncertain input data of
optimisation problems, robust optimisation as introduced in [11] aims to provide resistant solutions
of uncertainty given in a defined uncertainty set without knowing probabilistic distributions. Minimizing the worst case cost for all occurrence in the uncertainty set, it leads to min-max problems,
with case by case resolution. 2-stage robust optimisation was introduced in [12, 13] for sequential
decision-making under uncertainty, where the decision-maker must make some strategical or tactical ”here and now” decisions, before discovering the actual value of some uncertain data, having
the opportunity to take further action, called recourse,in a more operational level with ”wait and
see” decisions, once uncertainty has outcome, while minimizing the worst case cost in the uncertainty set. We note that it exists a wide variety of robustified approaches with different definitions
of robustness in the context of dynamic scheduling, we refer to [14] for a survey.
Paper outline This paper will provide dual bounds for the ROADEF Challenge, using MIP to
compute bounds on restricted problems, proving that the different restrictions imply dual bounds
for the whole problem. Section 2 gives an overview of the problem constraints, while section 3
presents a MIP model for the problem, relaxing only two set of constraints. To deal with smaller
problems, section 4 proves that the aggregation of production time steps gives lower bounds. Section
5 proves that we can compute dual bounds with restrictions to single scenarios. Section 6 provides
a parametric family of dual bounds, relaxing outages and aggregating constraints. Computational
results are reported in section 7 and conclusions from this research are drawn in section 8.
Constraint
CT1
CT2
CT3
CT4-5
CT6
CT12
CT7
CT8
CT9
CT10
CT11

Description
for all s, t, the total production is the demand Demst
Production of T1 plant j ∈ J is in [Pminsjt , Pmaxsjt ] for s ∈ S and t ∈ T
Production of T2 plants are null during an outage
Production of T2 plant i is in [0, Pmaxit ] for t ∈ T ,
Decreasing power profile at the end of nuclear cycles (relaxed)
Modulation constraints (relaxed)
bounds the refuelling of outage k of T2 plant i in [Rmini,k , Rmaxi,k ]
Initial fuel stocks for T2 units have value Xii
Dynamic evolution fuel stocks/production for T2 units.
Fuel losses at refuelling
The fuel level is in [0, Si,k ] for cycle k of T2 unit i.
The fuel level must be lower than Ai,k+1 to process outage k + 1
CT13
Time windows constraints for the beginning dates of outages
CT14-18 Minimal spacing/ maximal overlapping constraints among outages
CT19
maximal overlapping constraints among outages with resource constraints
CT20
Maximal number of simultaneous outages
CT21
Maximal power off-line
Table 1. Definition of the constraints of the challenge ROADEF

2

Problem statement

We summarize here the problem description, we refer to [15] for the challenge specifications.
Set and index Two kinds of power plants are modelled. On one hand, Type-2 (shortly T2) power
plants indexed with i ∈ I, correspond to nuclear power plants. T2 power plants have to be shut
down for refuelling and maintenance regularly. On the other hand, Type-1 (shortly T1) power plants
are indexed with j ∈ J , model other power plants with more flexibility in the production. Outages
and production campaigns are indexed with the cycles k ∈ K for all T2 plant. By convention, a cycle
begins with the outage period for maintenance and refuelling, before the production campaign.
The time horizon is discretized with two kind of homogeneous time steps. The outage decisions
are discretized weekly and indexed with w ∈ W = [[1; W ]], whereas t ∈ T denotes production times
steps from 8h to 24h. Dt denotes the duration of the production time steps. tw denotes the first
production period of the week w ∈ W , each production time step t is associated to its week wt .
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Objective function The objective function minimizes the expected cost of production while satisfying customer load for all time steps and all production scenarios. Production costs of T1 units j
are Csjt proportional to the production levels for all scenarios s at time step t. Production cost of
T2 units are calculated proportionally to the fuel consumption: proportional refuelling costs Cri,k
are considered, and reduced with the proportional cost of the remaining fuel with a proportional
factor Cfi,s to avoid end-of-side effects.
Constraints description Table 1 defines the constraints with their nomenclature in the challenge
specification [15]. CT1 to CT6 and CT12 are production constraints, whereas CT7 to CT11 are
stock level constraints. The remaining constraints are specific to T2 plants outage scheduling.

3

MIP formulation with stability constraints ond objective

In this section, we provide a MIP formulation for the problem, relaxing only constraints CT6
and CT12 similarly as [2]. It leads to a MIP formulation where the only binary variables are the
outages weeks decisions. A major modeling difference with [2] is in the binary variable definitions
of di,k,w : we define di,k,w = 1 if and only if the outage beginning week for unit i’s cycle k is before
week w. Binary variables xi,k,w in [2] are equal to 1 if and only if outage beginning week for cycle
(i, k) is exactly w. Such choice allows to have efficient branching following results of [16, 17]. Other
continuous variables to have a linear formulation are refuelling quantities ri,k for each outage (i, k),
T2 power productions pi,k,t,s at cycle k, fuel stocks at the beginning of campaign (i, k) (resp at
f in
f
the end) xinit
i,k,s , xi,k,s , T1 power productions pj,t,s , and fuel stock xi,s at the end of the optimizing
horizon. It gives rise to the MIP formulation:
v0 = min

X
i,k

∀i, k, w,
∀i, k,
∀i, k,

∀s, t,
∀j, s, t,
∀i, k, s, t,
∀i, k,
∀i, s,
∀i, k, s,
∀i, k, s,
∀i, k, s,
∀i, k, s,
∀i, k, s,
∀c, w,

Cri,k ri,k +

X

i,k,w

Cpen
i,k,w (di,k,w − di,k,w−1 ) +

X

j,s,t

πs Cpj,s,t Dt pj,s,t −

di,k,w−1 6 di,k,w
di,k,Toi,k −1 6 0
di,k,Tai,k > 1
P
P
t,s
i,k pi,k,s,t +
j pj,s,t = Dem
Pminsj,t 6 pj,s,t 6 Pmaxsj,t
pi,k,s,t 6 Pmaxi,t (di,k,wt −Dai,k − di,k+1,wt )
Rmini,k di,k,W 6 ri,k 6 Rmaxi,k di,k,W
xinit
i,0,s = Xii
P
f in
init
xi,k,s = xi,k,s − t Dt pi,k,s,t

xinit
i,k,s − Boi,k = ri,k +

Qi,k −1
f in
Qi,k (xi,k−1

xinit
i,k,s 6 Si,k

in
xfi,k,s

− Boi,k−1 )

X

πs Cfi,s xfi,s (1)

i,s

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

6 Ai,k+1 + (Si,k − Ai,k+1 )(1 − di,k+1,W )

(13)

in
xfi,k,s

+ S i (di,k,W − di,k+1,W )
c
(i,k)∈Ac (αi,k,w di,k,w ) 6 βw

(14)
(15)

d ∈ {0, 1}N , r, p, x > 0

(16)

xfi,s

6
P

(2) is required with definition of variables d. (3) and (4) model CT13 time windows constraints:
outage (i, k) is operated between weeks Toi,k and Tai,k . (5) models CT1 demand constraints. (6)
models CT2 bounds on T1 production. (7) models CT3, CT4 and CT5 bounds on T2 production.
(8) models CT7 refuelling bounds, with a null refuelling when outage i, k is not operated, ie
di,k,W = 0. (9) writes CT8 initial fuel stock. (10) writes CT9 fuel consumption constraints on
f in
stock variables of cycles k xinit
i,k,s , xi,k,s . (11) models CT10 fuel losses at refuelling. (12) writes CT11
bounds on fuel stock levels only on variables xinit
i,k,s which are the maximal stocks level over cycles
k. thanks to (10). (13) models CT11 min fuel stock before refuelling, these constraints are active
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for a cycle k only if the cycle is finished at the end of the optimizing horizon, ie if di,k+1,W = 1,
which enforces to have disjonctive constraints where case di,k+1,W = 0 implies a trivial constraints
thanks to (12). (14) is a linearizing constraints to enforce xfi,s to be the fuel stock at the end
in
of the time horizon. xfi,s is indeed the xfi,k,s
such that di,k,W = 1 and di,k+1,W = 0, for the
disjonctive constraints (14) that write a trivial constraints in the other cases thanks to (12), we
define S i = maxk Si,k . (15) is a common framework for scheduling constraints from CT14 to CT21,
which was noticed independently in [18], [2] and [4].
X

∀c14 , w,

(i,k)∈A14c14

X

∀c15 , w ∈ Wc15 ,

(i,k)∈A15c15

∀c16 , w,

∀c19 , w,
∀c20 , w,
∀c21 , w,

4

(17)

(di,k,w − di,k,w−(Dai,k +Se15c15 )+ ) 6 1

(18)

X

(di,k,w − di,k,w−Se16c16 ) 6 1

(19)

(di,k,w−Dai,k − di,k,w−Dai,k −Se17c17 ) 6 1

(20)

(i,k)∈A16c16

X

∀c17 , w,
∀c18 , w,

(di,k,w − di,k,w−(Dai,k +Se14c14 )+ ) 6 1

X

(i,k)∈A17c17

(i,k)∈A18c18

(di,k,w − di,k,w−Se18c18 ) + (di,k,w−Dai,k − di,k,w−Dai,k −Se18c18 ) 6 1 (21)

P

− di,k,w−L19c19 −Tu19c19 ) 6 Q19c19

19
(i,k)∈A19 (di,k,w−L19i,k
c

X

c

(i,k)∈A20w20

X
i,k

i,k

i,k

(di,k,w − di,k,w−Dai,k ) 6

N20cw20

c21
Pmaxw
i (di,k,w − di,k,w−Dai,k ) 6 Imaxw

(22)
(23)
(24)

Uncertainty model and 2-stage robust formulation

Operations for maintenance and refuelling are very complex, scheduling a lot of tasks with different
manufacturers. Uncertainties can arise in the maintenance, which can have an impact in term of
costs and feasibility of the final solutions. Operational requirements guided to a robust management
of outage prolongations. Dai,k is thus uncertain.
Uncertainty sets The originality of our robust problematic compared to [13, 11] is that Dai,k are
discrete, and constraints like (7) or (17) are non linear in Dai,k . This leads to consider a discrete
enumeration of scenario, we denote Ω such uncertainty set. For all δ ∈ Ω, we denote by δi,k the
outage prolongation expressed as an integer number of weeks, outage durations are now DAi,k +δi,k .
We denote Dai,k = maxδ∈Ω Dai,k +δi,k the maximal prolongation of outage
Q (i, k). We assume that
δi,k ∈ [[0, δi,k ]] = Z ∩ [0, δi,k ]. A first natural uncertainty set is Ωworst = i,k [[0, δi,k ]]. In this case,
all the worst prolongation can be considered, which is very pessimistic. One way to reduce the
conservatism
is to restrict the number of prolongations using a cardinality
o constraint, like in [13]:
n
P
N
Ωcard = δ ∈ Ωworst δi,k 6 δi,k i,k and
i,k i,k 6 N, i,k ∈ {0, 1}∀i, k .
Generic form of deterministic MIP Whatever the deterministic formulation considered following
variants of sections 4 and 5, we can write the deterministic problem with following form:
min

x∈{0,1}n ×Rm
+ ,y>0

cx + q y
Ax
6a
Tδ x + W y 6 h
By 6b

(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)

x denotes variables di,k,w et ri,k , real decision variables, whereas y denotes second level variables
of productions and fuel stocks, only continuous variables. (26) express coupling among first level
variables, with constraints (2), (3), (4), (8) and some scheduling constraints, this will be discussed
below case by case. (27) denotes constraints duplicated for all scenario δ, that couples first level to
second level variables, typically constraints (7), (6) (5), (9), (10), (13), (12) and eventually TODO.
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2 level robust scheme The problem structure is similar to 2-stage robust problems: first stage
variables x are ”here and now” decisions, whereas production decisions y ”wait and see” are implemented once the uncertainty is revealed. This situation is similar to game theory problems,
analogously with a fictive adversary choosing the best strategy in Ω to penalize outages prolongations after the date decisions are fixed, with the possibility to adjust the production after the
choice of the adversary. It leads to the min-max-min scheme:
min cx + Q(x)

x,y>0

s.c : Ax 6 a
x ∈ {0, 1}n × Rm
+

with Q(x) = maxδ∈Ω miny qy

s.c : Tδ x + W y 6 h
By6b

(29)

The min-max-min choice of x is conditioned for all occurrence δ ∈ Ω by the feasibility of second
level solutions y. Otherwise, the fictive adversary would choose in his maximization a δ ∈ Ω leading
to infeasibility in y, such that Q(x) = +∞. With such paradigm, the choice of x is based on the
best objective value after recourse on the worst case happening in the uncertainty set.
MIP Linearization To linearize the min-max-min problem, we duplicate variables y and constraints
for all scenario δ. It gives rise to variables yδ and duplicated constraints Tδ x + W yδ 6 d. We can
also introduce a continuous variable C rob , that will be C = maxδ∈δ min q(δ)y, thanks to constraint
(30.4). It leads to following linearization :
min

x∈{0,1}n ×Rm
+ ,yδ >0

∀δ
∀δ
∀δ

cx + C rob

(30.1)

Ax
6a
T δ x + W yδ 6 h
B yδ
6b
q yδ
6 C rob

(30.2)
(30.3)
(30.4)
(30.5)

(30)

Such matrix structure is similar to stochastic optimization with recourse, with coupling variables
x, C rob and independent sub-problems for all scenario δ. Specialized Benders reformulation is thus
naturally investigated.
Benders cuts Once first level variables C rob et x are fixed, the problem is restricted to feasibility
questions: for all scenarios δ, do it exist a production plan yδ , fulfilling the constraints with a cost
lower than C rob ? We have as many feasibility questions as scenarios, independent sub-problems.
The feasibility question for constraints (27), (28) et (30.5) an d a scenario δ, can be reformulated
as following optimization problem :
η ∗ = min η (= − max −η)
η,yδ >0

W yδ
B yδ
q yδ

6 η11 + h − Tδ x
6 η11 + b
6 η + C rob

(α)
(β)
(γ)

(31)

11 is a vector filled with 1. Feasibility of (27), (28) et (30) is equivalent to η ∗ = 0. (31) is feasible,
so using strong duality, we have:
−η ∗ = min α.(h − Tδ x) + β.b + γ.C rob

(32)

α,β,γ>0

α.W + β.b + γ.q > 0
−α.11 − β.11 − γ.11 > −1

(yδ )
(η)

(33)
(34)

We recognize, extreme directions of cone defined by constraints (33), . The constraint matrix does
not depend on first stage decisions and on δ. This allowes to reformulate (30) on x variables with
master constraints (26), and all extreme direction (α, β, γ) of cone (33):
cx + C rob

min

rob >0
x∈{0,1}n ×Rm
+ ,C

(35)

Ax
6a
∀(α, β, γ) α.(h − Tδ x) + β.b + γ.C rob > 0

(36)
(37)

Furthermore, we provided a constructive separation algorithm to generate cuts, computing (31) to
generate (α, β, γ). This Benders decomposition allows to generate one cut per scenario.
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Specific case of CT14-CT15 scheduling constraints Scheduling constraints CT14-CT21 are interesting to study separately, because of different structures regarding outage durations Dai,k,δ . CT16
constraints do not depend outage durations Dai,k,δ , constraints (19) can thus be written in the
master problem. The case of CT14 and CT15 is also specific, these constraints can be reformulated
with RHS uncertainty (we refer to [18, 19]). The robustness us equivalent to Soyster approach, the
reformulation of [20] proves that robust CT14 and CT15 constraints are equivalent to the deterministic constraints with Dai,k = Dai,k , that can also be incorporated in the master problem:
∀w,

∀w ∈ [d15 , f15 ],

5

P

(i,k)∈A14 (di,k,w

P

(i,k)∈A15 (di,k,w

− di,k,w−(Dai,k +Se14)+ ) 6 1

(38)

− di,k,w−(Dai,k +Se15)+ ) 6 1

(39)

Parametric robustified formulation

For the previous formulation, feasible set of robust solution induce feasibility of solutions for all
single outage prolongation. In the case where no such robust solution exists, or have a prohibitive
cost, a lighter definition of robustness is required to have consistent robustified solutions.
MIP robustified formulation The further robustified formulation consider the impact of prolongation only for the feasibility of constraints CT14 and CT15, allowing violations of robust constraints with a cost penalization. For all constraints c ∈ CT 14 and c ∈ CT 15, continuous vari(14) (15)
ables zc,w , zc,w > 0 are introduced to penalize robust violations, paying cost Cpenrob for violations. This gives rise to a MIP formulation similar to the deterministic formulation, minimizing
P
P
P
(15)
(14)
pen
det
det
with fobj
= i,k Crld
Cpenrob (zc,w + zc,w ) + fobj
i,k ri,k +
i,k,w Ci,k,w (di,k,w − di,k,w−1 ) +
Pw prd t
P val f in
j,t Cj,t D pj,t −
i Ci xi , adding to the previous deterministic formulation the constraints:
∀w, c ∈ CT 14

c
∀c ∈ CT 15, w ∈ [dc15 , f15
],

P

(i,k)∈A14c (di,k,w

P

(i,k)∈A15c (di,k,w

(14)

(40)

(15)

(41)

− di,k,w−(Dai,k +Se14)+ ) 6 1 + zc,w

− di,k,w−(Dai,k +Se15)+ ) 6 1 + zc,w

Constructive matheuristic resolution To face the large size of instances, heuristic decompositions
are useful to compute quickly primal solutions. The advantages of MIP facility to model and solve
the problem on reduced instances. A first approach is to built solutions iteratively in a relax-and-fix
procedure, to compute successively the solutions for cycles k once the cycles k 0 < k are fixed by
previous optimisation, relaxing continuously the cycles such that k 0 > k. An other approach is to
proceed unit by unit, similarly to a greedy heuristic.
Algorithm 1: POPMUSIC VND with MIP neighbourhoods
Input: an initial solutions, a set and order of neighbourhoods to explore
Initialisation: currentSol = initSolution, N =initial neighbourhood.
while the stopping criterion is not met
define the MIP with incumbent currentSol and the neighbourhood N )
define currentSol as warmstart
currentSol = solveMIP(MIP,timeLimit( N ))
N = nextNeighborhood(N )
end while
return CurrentSolution

VNS resolution Once a feasible solution is built with previous constructive matheuristics, a VND
iterates in a local search computing iterations with B&B resolution with MIP neighbourhoods.
The current solution is the primal solution given by the last B&B resolution and it is also defined
as warmstart for the next B&B resolution to improve the efficiency of B&B primal heuristics,
enabling RINS or Local Branching heuristics from the beginning. This ensures that the solution
given by the MIP resolution is at least as good as the current solution, this algorithm is thus a
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steepest descent algorithm. The stopping criterion could be a maximal time limit or a maximal
number of iterations, or being in a local extremum for all neighbourhoods. The key point is the
neighbourhoods definition and description. Neighbourhoods are defined with three characteristics:
– The restriction of search space: Variable fixations or other extra constraints that the current
solution satisfies to limit the MIP combinatoric to have an easier B&B resolution.
– a B&B stopping criterion: it must defined so that the B&B resolution is efficient in a short
resolution time.
– a specific parametrization of the MIP resolution: for an efficient B&B resolution in the
defined time limit.
The multi-index structure allows to define partitioning neighbourhoods:
– NIunits unit selection: only units U ∈ U are reoptimised. Successive neighbourhoods defining a
partition of I are computed iteratively.
TW
– N[w,w]
: all outages are reoptimised in the time window [w, w].
cycles
– Nk,k
: variables relative cycles k 00 with k 6 k 00 6 k 0 are reoptimised.
0

Algorithm 2: Pareto front computation with VND and MIP neighbourhoods
Initialisation: compute bestObjective with VND resolution Cpenrob = 0.
compute currentObjective,robustViolations with VND resolution with a high value of Cpenrob .
Let robustViolations the number of violations of robust constraints of the solution of currentObjective.
Pareto front <- (currentObjective,robustViolations)
while currentObjective>bestObjective
define currentObjective,robustViolations as wamstart for VND
currentObjective = solve VND with at most 1+robustViolations robust violations allowed
robustViolations = 1+robustViolations
Pareto front <- (currentObjective,robustViolations)
end while
return Pareto front

Multi-objective optimization Cost optimisation and robustness can be concurrent objectives. Calculating Pareto fronts of best compromise cost/robustness solutions are interesting. Optimizing
with variations Cpenrob of provides points of the Pareto front. To compute more efficiently the
Pareto front, VND can be derived, constructing solutions from the more to the less robust. First
Pareto point is built with a high value of Cpenrob by VND. This point is also a feasible solution
with 1 more robust violation allowed, defining a warmstart for the computation of the next Point
of the Pareto front:

6

Computational results

Tests were computed with a laptop running Linux Ubuntu 12.04 with an Intel Core2 Duo processor,
2.80GHz. Our implementation used the modeling language OPL to solve MIP with Cplex 12.5 and
OPL script to iterate MIP computations. We used the dataset from the EURO/ROADEF 2010
challenge. Instances from dataset B and X are representative from the real-life instances, B8 and
B9 were much more combinatorial, due to the lack of time windows constraints for cycles k > 3,
these instances are representative from the real life instances.
6.1

Computational results on deterministic formulations

We analyse now the characteristics of the resolution of the deterministic problem of section 3.
Without stability cost (Cpen
i,k,w = 0), the problem is similar to the ROADEF Challenge, the frontal
resolution allows to analyse hypothesis of [2, 4, 3]. First results justify the commonly used simplification to aggregate production time steps to weekly time steps, and to aggregate scenarios. Using
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Cplex 12.3, the frontal resolution was completely inefficient instances B8 et B9 even with time steps
and scenarios aggregation and relaxation of difficult constraints CT6 and CT12, 1h resolution time
is not enough to compute the LP relaxation. The size of these instances is a strong limiting factor.
For the other instances, the frontal MIP resolution is efficient, with low gaps between the best
primal and dual bounds in 1h resolution time.
Using Cplex 12.5, LP relaxations can be computed for all instances in 1h. However, the solutions
of the LP relaxation are not useful to compute primal solutions for B8 and B9. In these cases, several
production cycle can overlap and the LP relaxation gives very few integer variables, specially for
last cycles. Hence, this is a big handicap for MIP primal heuristics, relying on the LP relaxation
such as Feasibility Pump, RINS or Local Branching. The MIP frontal resolution is always inefficient
on B8 and B9.

Fig. 1. Instance B7-3-120

Fig. 2. Instance X12-3-120

Fig. 3. Pareto fronts for the trade off financial cost/solution stability

Adding stability costs change fundamentally the MIP convergence characteristics, guiding the
solution search around the baseline solution improves very significantly the resolution time. An
explication is that a lot of solution with similar cost exist with Cpen
i,k,w = 0 which was already
notices for the Challenge. It induces “pseudo-symetries” in the Branch&Bound tree search which
is known to be a bottleneck for the Branch&Bound method. An application of these properties
is that it offers efficient reparation of partial infeasible solution built by a constructive heuristic,
with a high penalization of the distance to the partial solution, similarly to Feasibility Pump. The
computation of Pareto fronts starting with a poor first solution shows the impact of a good baseline
solution, we refer to Figure 3.
Constructive Matheuristics of section 5 applies to furnish feasible solutions for all instances.
Relax and fix approach gave very good solutions, but required sometimes long calculus time to
converge to solution in the MIP iterations. The greedy POPMUSIC strategy, using the previous
repairing strategy using a partial solution combining optimal solutions for single unit optimisation allows to build quickly primal solutions for all instances, but with a lower quality of primal
solutions than relax and fix strategies. The VND local search applied starting with the greedy
POPMUSIC solutions is very efficient, improving quickly primal solutions and requiring few VND
iterations to compute a local minimum for all neighbourhoods. The resulting matheuristic is more
efficient in the ration improvement of solution/computation time than the relax and fix heuristics.
Furthermore, comparing the local extrema given by the VND to the optimal solutions of small instances (instances were truncated to obtain optimally proven solutions), we had no example where
the optimal solutions were better than the VND solutions more than the tolerance gap of Cplex
parametrized to 0, 01%. The tolerance gap of Cplex of 0, 01% induces sometimes that the VND
solutions were better than the “optimal” frontal solutions, within the 0, 01% tolerance gap.
6.2

Computational results on robust formulations

First results with robust formulation of section 4 give few feasible solutions, even with the tiny
uncertainty set considering a scenario for all unit i, where all the prolongations are null except
the cycle k = 1 of unit i which have a prolongation of 1 week. One reason is that the scheduling
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constraints CT14 and CT15 have a big impact and there is few margins with such constraints to
provide a feasible planning. Definition of robustness must also be relaxed for operational considerations. Furthermore, Benders decomposition of section 4 is challenging to manage rounding errors:
dual variables computed in subproblems introduce rounding errors in the constraints (37), each
iteration of Benders decomposition adding rounding errors.

On instance X12-3-120

On instance B7-3-120

Fig. 4. Pareto fronts for the trade off financial over-cost/robustness

Parametric approach of section 5 is conceptually simpler, but it provides solutions for all instances following the operational requirement. Resolution characteristics are similar to the deterministic problem, the VND approach provides easily solutions for all instances like in [19]. We
already mentionned that the deterministic formulation without stability cost induces lots of solutions close to the optimal cost. Robustified formulation allows to trade-off among the best quality
solutions to provide operationally interesting solutions. Furthermore, this breaks pseudo-symetries
which is helpful for a Branch&Bound resolution.
The parametric resolution allowed to compute Pareto front of good compromise robustness/cost
solutions for all sizes of instances. Several configurations appeared, which is illustrated Figure 4.
On instance B7_3_120, a robust solution exists for all uncertainty scenario with a low overcost
to the optimal solution (0,2%). On instance X12_3_120, no feasible solution exists to be resistant
for all the uncertainty scenario. The most robust solution violating the least robust constraints
has an over-cost of 0, 4%, over-costs decreasing quickly. In all cases, Pareto curves are interesting
for decision support, for a further choice of decision makers to trade-offf risk cover and financial
over-costs. Over-costs due to over-costs are generally low, which justifies to introduce robustness
for the industrial application.

7

Conclusions and perspectives

Conclusions Multi-objective extensions of the 2010 EURO/ROADEF 2010 Challenge were investigated in this work. Our extensions are useful in the problematic of monthly reoptimisations, where
stability and robustness of the planning are crucial for the operational application. This study is
operationally useful as the 2010 ROADEF challenge furnish lots of solution with similar costs, do
decide on the solution to implement among the best ones with operational trade-off. Penalizing or
bounding the distance to the initial solutions allows to address stability questions. This extension
allows to have a MIP formulation omitting constraints CT6 and CT12 to formulate the problem
with less continuous variables. Considering stability objectives or constraints accelerates the MIP
frontal resolution, and allows to trade off interesting operational solutions.
Introducing uncertainty and robustness to outage duration can lead to 2 stage robust min-maxmin formulation. Anyway, the resolution with Benders reformulation is limited in the resolution
capacities, with difficulties induced by numerical stability. Furthermore, this formulation is too
conservative to give consistently solutions on the ROADEF dataset. A lighter robust version,
penalizing robust infeasibilities is consistent, for a 2-objective resolution computing Pareto fronts
with a VNS algorithm relying on the deterministic MIP formulation.
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Perspectives Financial stakes to arbitrate cost/stability/robustness are promising in the challenge
dataset for the operational application, these results should be consolidated on real data. Multiobjective optimisation is an appropriate way to compute the maintenances of nuclear power plants.
Other objectives are interesting for a multi or many objective approaches for a sustainable development optimization: minimizing nuclear wastes by consuming at most the fuel during outages,
minimizing carbon emissions . . .
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A new hybrid method to solve the
multi-objective optimization problem
for a composite hat-stiffened panel
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Abstract. In this paper we present a new hybrid meta heuristic by
combining Multi-objective bat algorithm (MOBA) and variable neighborhood search (VNS). The hybrid meta heuristic is coupled with response surface methodology (or meta modeling) to solve the mechanical
multi-objective optimization problem of hat stiffened composite panel.
The optimization criteria were the weight and the rigidity of the panel.
Experimental results show that our suggested approach is quite effective,
as it provides solutions that are competitive with the results obtained by
using MOBA alone.
Keywords: hat stiffened panel, multi-objective optimization, meta modeling, multi-objective bat algorithm,variable neighborhood search

1

Introduction

The design of industrial structures in aeronautics is a constantly evolving field,
due to the perpetual need to gain weight and space in this domain. A lighter
aircraft means fewer loads to compensate, and thus less fuel consumption, which
decreases the greenhouse effect. Therefore, a lighter aircraft is beneficial at both
economic and environmental levels.
Composite material has been used in aerospace construction because of their
high stiffness to weight ratio and their resistance to fatigue and corrosion. In
particular, stiffened composite panels are widely used in aircraft’s fuselage, as
well as in wings and tail sections. However, such materials induce an additional
weight to the overall structure. Therefore, a rigidity-weight optimization of stiffened panels becomes a necessity in aerospace industry.
In [1] a new method for manufacturing self-stiffened composite panels using
flexible injection was presented. Some mechanical properties of the new panels,
such as stiffness, were then evaluated using a three points bending test. The
?
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author studied the influence of the stiffener on the mechanical properties of the
composite.
The aim of our study is to improve the hat stiffened panels produced in [1]
using meta heuristics and response surface methodology. Two objective functions are considered; the weight minimization and the rigidity maximization.
The kind of problem is well known in panel optimization literature. While some
researchers try to optimize the geometrical shape of the panel [2], [3], [4], others
rely on the stacking sequence of the composite panel as their optimization variable [5], [6], [7], [8].
The use of meta modeling and multi objective meta heuristics is also well known
in these optimization problems, for instance [9] presented an optimization procedure for a geometric design of a composite material stiffened panel with conventional stacking sequence using static analysis and hygrothermal effects. The
procedure is based on a global approach strategy, composed by two steps: first,
the response of the panel is obtained by a neural network system using the results
of finite element analyses and, in a second step, a multi-objective optimization
problem is solved using a genetic algorithm. In [10] a process to compare three
genetic algorithms (GAs) for the solution of multiobjective optimization problem of a T-shape composite stringer under compression loads has been presented.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the geometrical dimensions,
physical proprieties, boundary conditions and finite element model of the panel
are illustrated. In section 3 the formulation of the optimization problem along
with the meta model and the hybrid meta heuristic are introduced. It is also
devoted for the presentation and the interpretation of the results. Finally, conclusion is given in section 4.

2

Model presentation and validation

The author in [1] developed a new procedure to produce composite plates of size
400 × 140 × 3mm reinforced with a centrally located Omega feature, then he
tested these panels using three points bending tests that he called omega test
and inverse omega test.
2.1

Panel composition and geometry

The sandwich hat-stiffened composite panel consists of three components: an
upper and a lower composite layers, separated by a foam core (see Figure 1.a)
The geometric parameters of this panel are presented in Figure 1.b. Eight
variables can represent the panel in a sufficient manner, but since we are trying
to study the influence of foam core, it is safe to assume that a = 406mm and
b = 140mm are constant. Also for the sake of simplicity we will assume that i is
equal to g. Table 1 shows the initial values of the panel’s variables.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: a) Panel composition , b) Panel geometry.

Table 1: variable initial values

2.2

variables

c

d

e

f

g

h

values [mm]

260

46

240

20

1.5

14

Material Proprieties

The core is made from Foam K20(E = 1.5GP a; ν = 0.3). The upper and
lower layers and the contour are made from glass fiber-epoxy. The ply lay-up
is [90, 0, 90] with a total number of 3 plies, each has a thickness of 0.47mm.

2.3

Meshing

The meshing (see Figure 2) is divided into two steps, the first step is to generate
the mesh of the core with tetrahedral elements. The second step is to generate
the skins of mesh (lower and upper) with hexahedral elements in each element
with 8 nodes and consists of 3 sections ’Shell’ (90/0/90) with respect to the main
axis X. Orientation of the elements was taken into account.

Fig. 2: Meshing
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2.4

Loading and Boundary conditions

Our model will treat only the elastic behavior of the panel. According to [1],
the composite panel will act as an elastic panel while the bending force is under
2000N . In our finite element model a static force of 1000N will be applied to
mid plan of the panel (upper layer in the case of omega test, and lower layer
in the case of inverse omega). While two supports distant by 209mm hold the
panel on the opposite side (see Figure 3).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Loading a) Omega loading , b) inverse omega.

The displacement along axis X, Y , and Z will be blocked for the supports.
To represent the force, the displacement along axis X and Y will be blocked
along the central support and the loading is distributed across all nodes in the Z
direction (1000/50 = 20N per node for omega and 1000/72 = 13.88N per node
for inverse omega).
2.5

Result and verification

The results of the finite element simulation are shown in Figure 4.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Finite element results tests a) omega , b) inverse omega.
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The comparison of stiffness values for the composite panel, in the elastic
range, between the experimental results and the finite elements results, for both
omega and inverse omega is given in Table 2. This small range of error justifies
our model.

Table 2: Comparison between theoretical and experimental results
experimental
results [N mm−1 ]

finite elements
results [N mm−1 ]

Error %

OMEGA

580.75

574.71

1.05

INV OMEGA

584.43

640.61

8.77

3

Multi objective optimization

The two objectives of the optimization problem are to maximize the rigidity R
and to minimize the weight W . The design variables are the dimensions of the
panel X = {c, d, e, f, g, h}. The values of the lower bound Xl and upper bound
Xu of X are shown in Table 3.
Therefore, the multi-objective optimization problem can be formulated as follows:
1
),
R(X)
Subject to :
Xl < X < Xu

M inimize Fobj (W (X),

(1)

(2)

Table 3: Upper and lower bounds for each variable

3.1

Variables

c

d

e

f

g

h

Lower bound Xl [mm]

234

44

200

18

1.24

11.4

Upper bound Xu [mm]

266

52

249

26

1.56

14.6

Meta Modeling

Finite element analysis usually costs a huge computational time. A common
solution to this problem is to use Meta modeling. A Meta model or surrogate
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model is a model of the model, i.e. a simplified model of an actual model. In our
case, the Meta model will try represent the mechanical behavior of the panel
with response to the bending experiences. It should be able to predict the deformation of the plate, and hence it’s rigidity simply by knowing the geometrical
dimensions of the plate. Various types of Meta models include polynomial equations, neural network, Kriging, etc. These types often share the same steps; first
a design of experiments is established where a certain number of experiments
is done, each time with a different set of inputs. Then a systematic method to
determine the relationship between inputs affecting the process and the output
of that process is applied.
In our example the cubic face centered design was adopted as design of experiments, then the finite element experience was repeated 80 times. The Meta
model used in our example to find the correlation between the deformation of
the panel and its geometrical parameters is Kriging which is a method of interpolation for which the interpolated values are modeled by a Gaussian process
governed by prior covariances. It is widely used in the domain of spatial analysis
and computer experiments.
By calculating the error percentage, i.e. the difference between the response of
the finite element model and the response of the meta model, one can determine
the degree of accuracy of our meta model in both omega and inverse omega tests.
In the case of omega, the error is smaller than 4 × 10−2 %, while in the case of
inverse omega the error is around 3 × 10−6 %.
3.2

Hybrid algorithm

In this section, we attempt to optimize the meta model obtained in 3.1 w.r.t
the problem formulated in Equation 1 using a new hybrid based on MOBA and
VNS.
Multi-objective bat algorithm (MOBA) was first introduced in [11]. It is a
meta heuristic that imitates the bat’s echolocation system. It can be summarized
as follows: Each virtual bat flies randomly with a velocity vi at position (solution)
xi with a varying frequency or wavelength ϕ ∈ [ϕmin ,ϕmax ] and loudness Ai and
where β ∈ [0, 1] is a random vector drawn from a uniform distribution and x∗ is
the current global best location (solution) which is located after comparing all
the solutions among all the n bats at each iteration t. As a bat searches and finds
its prey, it updated its position and velocity and changes frequency, loudness and
pulse emission rate r. Search is intensified by a local random walk. Selection of
the best continues until a stop criteria is met.
Variable neighborhood search (VNS),was initially proposed by [12]. It is
a meta heuristic that explores distant neighborhoods of the current incumbent
solution, and moves from there to a new one if and only if an improvement was
made. The local search method is applied repeatedly to get from solutions in the
neighborhood to local optima.
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Hybrid algorithm The choice MOBA and VNS as components for the hybrid
algorithm is justified by the fact that these two meta heuristics are complementary to each other; MOBA is a population-based method that is capable
of exploring the search space , while VNS is a trajectory-based method that is
known for intensifying the search.
In our hybrid algorithm, the solutions obtained by MOBA are taken as initial
solutions for VNS. From these ”good” solutions, VNS divides the search space
into sub-structures and then guides the search aggressively towards better solutions. The algorithm is clarified in Algorithm 1. We implemented the algorithms
in MATLAB 2015a language and ran it on a PC with 2.2 GHz and 8 GB RAM
memory, with a bat population size of 20 bat and an initial loudness parameter
of 0.25 and a pulse rate of 0.5. The frequency range was [0,2].

Algorithm 1 hybrid MOBA
1: procedure MOBA
2:
Objective functions f1 (x), ..., fk (x)
3:
Initialize the bat population xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)and vi
4:
for j = 1 → N (points on Pareto fronts)Pdo
K
5:
Generate K weights wk ≥ 0 so that
k=1 wk = 1
PK
6:
Form a single objective f = k=1 wk fk
7:
while t < Max number of iterations do
8:
ϕi = ϕmin + (ϕmax − ϕmin )β
9:
vit+1 = vit + (xti − x∗ )ϕi
10:
xt+1
= xti + vit
i
11:
if rand > ri then
12:
Random walk around a selected best solution
13:
Generate a new solution by flying randomly
14:
if (rand < Ai ) & (f (xi ) < f (x∗ )) then
15:
Accept the new solutions
16:
increase ri and reduce Ai
17:
Rank the bats and find the current best x∗
18:
Record x∗ as a non-dominated solution
19: procedure VNS
20:
Divide the set of non dominated solutions obtained in MOBA into kmax structures
21:
for every solution x obtained in MOBA do
22:
k=1
23:
while (k ≤ kmax ) & (Max number of iterations is not reached) do
0
24:
Shaking: generate a point x at random from the kth neighborhood of x
0
25:
Local search: apply a local search method with x as initial solution;
00
26:
denote with x the so obtained local optimum
00
27:
if (x is better than x) then
00
28:
x←x
29:
k←1
30:
else k ← k + 1
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3.3

Results

108/Rigidity
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(b)

Fig. 5: Pareto frontier a) Omega , b) inverse omega.

Figure 5 shows the Pareto frontier (PF) for both omega and inverse omega
cases, obtained using MOBA and hybrid MOBA (MOBA + VNS). All the points
on PF are equally ”good”, and each point represent a set of dimension that
guaranties an optimum panel.
In order to evaluate the solutions obtained using MOBA + VNS, and compare
them with those obtained using only MOBA, we will use two metrics proposed
by [16]:
1. MID (mean ideal distance): The closeness between Pareto solution and ideal
point (0, 0). The lower value of MID, the better of solution quality we have.
2. SNS: The spread of non-dominance solution. The higher value of SNS, the
better of solution quality we have.
Table 4 gives a comparison between MOBA and hybrid MOBA in omega and
inverse omega cases using MID and SNS metrics. It shows clearly that our hybrid
model is superior to the original algorithm except for the spread (SNS) in the
case of inverse omega test.
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Table 4: Comparison between MOBA and hybrid MOBA

MID
SNS

4

hybrid
MOBA
omega

MOBA
omega

326.8727
13.6755

330.5729
13.2973

MOBA
hybrid
inverse omega
MOBA
inverse omega
318.1531
11.3325

326.7924
13.7764

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a new hybrid meta heuristic based on the combination
of MOBA and VNS, because of their complementary strengths. The meta modeling technique is also used to make the optimization more suitable.The hybrid
algorithm is tested on a multi-objective optimization problem of hat stiffened
composite panel. The optimization criteria were the weight and the rigidity of
the panel. Experimental results show that our suggested approach is quite effective, as it provides solutions that are competitive with the results obtained by
using MOBA alone.
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Abstract. The Satisfiability Problem (SAT) is viewed as one of the fundamental optimization problems. This NP-complete problem refers to the task of finding a variable assignment
that satisfies all the clauses in a Boolean Formula. Most local search algorithms used to solve
SAT problems rely on the 1-flip neighborhood structure. This paper introduces a simple and
efficient variable neighborhood strategy. The effectiveness of this neighborhood structure is
tested using GSAT-RW and an evolutionary algorithm on various benchmark instances.
Keywords: satisfiability problem, memetic algorithm, variable neighborhood search.

1

Introduction

The SAT problem which is known to be NP-complete [3] is defined as follows. Given a set of
n Boolean variables and a conjunctive normal form (CNF) of a set of m disjunctive clauses of
literals, where each literal is a variable or its negation which takes one of the two values True or
False and a positive constant k, the task is to determine whether there exist an assignment of
truth values of the variables that satisfies the maximum number k of clauses. SAT still deserves
much research attention from a wider community of researchers due to its theoretical and practical
importance. It is a widely used modeling framework for simulating complex systems that turn
out to be of combinatorial nature. Different state-of-the-art local search algorithms for solving
SAT have been developed [1]. Several of these algorithms are enhanced versions of earliest GSAT
[13] and WalkSAT [14] algorithms. Examples include GSAT/Tabu [10], WalkSAT/Tabu [11], RNovelty+ [9] heuristics, variable and clause weighting algorithms [17] , dynamic parameter tuning
algorithms [8], adaptive memory-based local search hybrid approaches [7] , larger neighborhood
search algorithms [20], Learning Automata [4],, Iterated Robust Tabu Search (IRoTS) [15], and
finally algorithms based on a new diversification scheme to prevent cycling [2]. VNS has been
applied to a wide variety of problems from combinatorial optimizations. Examples include feature
selection in data mining [12], scheduling problem [5], and vehicle routing problem [19]. However,
the author is not aware of any paper introducing VNS for solving SAT except the work conducted
in [6], where the focus is on a variant called the weighted MAX-SAT in which each clause is assigned
a positive weight and the objective of this problem is to maximize the sum of weights of satisfied
clauses by any assignment.

2
2.1

Meta-Heuristics
GSAT-RW

The choice behind GSAT [13] algorithm has been motivated by the fact that it represents the
basic architecture for most stochastic local search algorithms for MAX-SAT. The introduction of
an element of randomness (i.e, noise) into local search methods is common practice for improving
effectiveness through diversification. In this spirit, the GSAT-RW algorithm, starts with a randomly
chosen assignment. Thereafter, two possible strategies are used for selecting the variable to be
flipped at each iteration of the algorithm. The first strategy is taking a walk-step, which amounts
to randomly selecting a currently unsatisfied clause and then flipping one of its variables, also in
a random manner. Thus, at each walk-step, at least one unsatisfied clause becomes satisfied. The
other strategy uses a greedy search to choose a random variable from the set PossFlips, which
contains the variables that when flipped (individually) achieve the largest decrease (or the least
increase) in the total number of unsatisfied clause.
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2.2

Memetic Algorithms (MAs)

Memetic Algorithms are stochastic global search heuristics in which Evolutionary Algorithms-based
approaches are combined with search heuristics techniques. This hybridization is used in order to
accelerate the discovery of high quality solutions, for which evolution alone would take too long to
discover. The memetic algorithm used in this paper is implemented as follows:
– Representation:
The chromosomes (individuals) which are assignments of values to the variables are encoded
as strings of bits, the length of which is the number of variables (or clusters if MA is operating
on a coarse level). The values True and False are represented by 1 and 0 respectively. In this
representation , an individual X corresponds to a truth assignment and the search space is the
set S = {0, 1}n.
– Fitness function:
The notion of fitness is fundamental to the application of memetic algorithms. It is a numerical
value that expresses the performance of an individual (solution) so that different individuals
can be compared. The fitness of a chromosome (individual) is equal to the number of clauses
that are unsatisfied by the truth assignment represented by the chromosome.
– Initial population:
A initial solution is generated using a population consisting of 50 individuals. According to
our computational experience, larger populations do not bring effective improvements on the
quality of the results. At the coarsest level, MA will randomly generate an initial population
of 50 individuals in which each gene’s allele is assigned the value 0 or 1.
– Crossover: The individuals are visited in random order. An unmatched individual ik is
matched randomly with an unmatched individual il . Thereafter, the two-point crossover operator is applied using a crossover probability to each matched pair of individuals. The two-point
crossover selects two randomly points within a chromosome and then interchanges the two parent chromosomes between these points to generate two new offspring. Recombination can be
defined as a process in which a set of configurations (solutions referred as parents ) undergoes
a transformation to create a set of configurations (referred as offspring). The creation of these
descendants involves the location and combinations of features extracted from the parents.
The reason behind choosing the two point crossover are the results presented in [18] where the
difference between the different crossovers are not significant when the problem to be solved
is hard. The work conducted in [16] shows that the two-point crossover is more effective when
the problem at hand is difficult to solve.
– Mutation: Let C = c1 , c2 , ......cm be a chromosome represented by a binary chain where each
of whose gene ci is either 0 or 1. In our mutation operator, each gene ci is mutated through
flipping this gene’s allele from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0 if the probability test is passed.
– Selection: The selection operator acts on individuals in the current population. Based on
each individual quality (fitness), it determines the next population. In the roulette method,
the selection is stochastic and biased toward the best individuals. The first step is to calculate
the cumulative fitness of the whole population through the sum of the fitness of all individuals.
After that, the probability of selection is calculated for each individual as being PSelectioni =
P
fi / N
1 f i, where fi is the fitness of individual i.
– Local Search: A fast and simple local search is used for one iteration during which it seeks for
the variable-value assignment with the largest decrease or the smallest increase in the number
of unsatisfied clauses. Random tie breaking strategy is used between variables with identical
score.
– Convergence Criteria: As soon as the population tends to loose its diversity, premature
convergence occurs and all individuals in the population tend to be identical with almost the
same fitness value. The proposed memetic algorithm is assumed to reach convergence when no
further improvement of the best solution (the fittest chromosome) has not been made during
two consecutive generations.
– Changing Neighborhood: Having improved the assignment at the neighborhood Nm+1 , the
assignment must be projected onto its parent neighborhood Nm . The projection process is
trivial; if a cluster Ci ∈ Nm+1 is assigned the value of true then the matched pair of clusters
that it represents, Cj and Ck ∈ Nm are also assigned the value true. The same process is used
for VNS-GSAT-RW.
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3

The Variable Neighborhood Structure

Variable neighborhood search (VNS for short) [6] aims at finding a tactical interplay between
diversification and intensification to overcome local optimality using a combination of a local
search with systematic changes of neighborhood. Diversification refers to the ability to explore
many different regions of the search space, whereas intensification refers to the ability to obtain
high quality solutions within those regions. The proposed variable neighborhood structure
works as follows:
• Phase 1: Let P denotes the set of literals of the problem to be solved. The first phase
of the algorithm consists in constructing a set of neighborhood satisfying the following
property: N1 (x) ⊂ N2 (x) ⊂ .....Nkmax (x). The starting (default) neighborhood with k = 0
consists of a move based on the flip of a single variable. A flip means assigning the opposite
state to a variable ( i.e change True → False or False → True ). The first neighborhood
N1 is constructed from P0 by merging literals. The merging procedure is computed using
a randomized algorithm. The literals are visited in a random order. If a literal li has not
been matched yet, then a randomly unmatched literal lj is selected, and a new literal lk (a
cluster) consisting of the two literals li and lj is created. The set N1 consists of the move
based on flipping predefined clusters each having 21 variables. The new formed clusters
are used to define a new and larger neighborhood N2 and recursively iterate the process
until the desired number of neighborhood (kmax ) is reached. Thereafter a random solution
is generated from the largest neighborhood (Nkmax ) . The random solution consists in
assigning a random state (True or False) to each cluster and all the literals within that
cluster will get the same state.
• Phase 2: The second phase which is the most crucial aims at selecting the different neighborhoods according to some strategy for the effectiveness of the search process. The strategy
adopted in this work is to let VNS start the search process from the largest neighborhood
Nkmax and continues to move towards smaller neighborhood structures. The motivation
behind this strategy is that the order in which the neighborhood structures have been
selected offers a better mechanism for performing diversification and intensification. The
largest neighborhood Nmax allows WS to view any cluster of literals as a single entity leading the search to become guided in far away regions of the solution space and restricted
to only those configurations in the solution space in which the literals grouped within a
cluster are assigned the same value. As the switch from one neighborhood to another implies a decrease in the size of the neighborhood, the search is intensified around solutions
from previous neighborhoods in order to reach better ones. Once the search has reached
the convergence criterion with respect to a neighborhood Ni , the assignment reached on
that neighborhood must be projected on its parent neighborhood Ni−1 . The projection
algorithm is simple; if a cluster ci ∈Nm is assigned the value of true then the merged pair
of clusters that it represents, cj , ck ∈Nm−1 are also assigned the true value.

4

Experimental Results
• GSAT-RW
To illustrate the potential gains of the proposed variable neighborhood structure when combined with GSAT-RW, a selected benchmark suite covering different domains (Random-3SAT, SAT-encoded graph coloring problems, SAT-encoded logistics problems, SAT-encoded
block world planning problems, SAT-encoded quasi-group Problems) These instances are
by no means intended to be exhaustive but rather give an indication of typical performance
behavior. All these benchmark instances are known to be hard and difficult to solve and are
available from the SATLIB website (http://www.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/AI/SATLIB).
All the instances are satisfiable instances and have been used widely in the literature in
order to give an overall picture of the performance of different algorithms. Due to the randomization of GSAT-RW each problem instance is run 100 times with a cutoff parameter
(maximum allowed solving time is set at 300 seconds). GSAT is assumed to reach convergence with respect to a given neighborhood if the best assignment has been improved for
50 consecutive iterations. The cardinality of the neighborhood (kmax ) is set such that the
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number of the formed clusters is 10% of the size of the problem instance (i.e, a problem
with 100 variables will lead to kmax equals to 4 (N0 , N1 , N2 , N3 )).
• MA
A set of large problem instances taken from real industrial bounded model checking hardware designs is used to test the performance of VNS-MA.. This set is taken from (http://www.informatik.tudarmstadt.de/AI/SATLIB). All the benchmark instances used in this experiment are satisfiable instances. The tests were carried out on a DELL machine with 800 MHz CPU and 2
GB of memory. The code was written in C and compiled with the GNU C compiler version
4.6. The parameters used in the experiment are listed below:
∗ Crossover probability = 1
∗ Mutation probability = 0.1.
∗ Population size = 50 .
∗ MA is assumed to have reached convergence and switch to a smaller neighborhood
if the fitness of the fittest chromosome remains unchanged during five consecutive
generations.
∗ The cardinality of the neighborhood is the same as the one chosen for GSAT-RW.
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the best solution on a 300 variable problem with 1117 clauses (logarithmic scale)
(flat100.cnf). .Evolution of the best solution on a 116 variable problem with 953 clauses (block-medium).
Along the horizontal axis we give the time in seconds, and along the vertical axis the number of unsatisfied
clauses.

Overall, at least for the instances tested here, we observe that the search pattern happens in
two phases. In the first phase that corresponds to the early part of the search, both GSATRW and VNS-GSAT-RW behave as a hill-climbing method. This phase can be described as
a fast-working one, with a large number of the clauses being satisfied. The best assignment
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Fig. 2. Left: Evolution of the best solution on a 600 variable problem with 2550 clauses (logarithmic
scale)(f600.cnf). Right: Evolution of the best solution on a 1000 variable problem with 4250 clauses
(f1000.cnf)(logarithmic scale). Along the horizontal axis we give the time in seconds, and along the vertical
axis the number of unsatisfied clauses
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Fig. 3. Left: Evolution of the best solution on a 2000 variable problem with 8500 clauses (logarithmic
scale)(f2000.cnf). Right: Evolution of the best solution on a 2125 problem with 66272 clauses (g12517.cnf)(logarithmic scale). Along the horizontal axis we give the time in seconds, and along the vertical
axis the number of unsatisfied clauses.
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Fig. 4. Left: Evolution of the best solution on a 843 variable problem with 7301 clauses (logisticsb.cnf)
(logarithmic scale). Right: Evolution of the best solution on a 4713 variable problem with 21991 clauses
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climbs rapidly at first, and then flattens off as we mount the plateau, marking the start of the
second phase. The plateau spans a region in the search space where flips typically leave the best
assignment unchanged. The long plateau becomes even more pronounced as the number of flips
increases, and occurs more specifically in trying to satisfy the last few remaining clauses. The
transition to the plateau corresponds to a change to the region where a small number of flips
gradually improves the score of the current solution ending with an improvement of the best
assignment. The plateau is rather short with VNS-GSAT-RW compared with that of GSAT.
The projected solution from one larger neighborhood to another finer one offers an elegant
mechanism to reduce the length of the plateau as it consists of more degrees of freedom that
can be used for further improving the best solution. Comparing GSAT-RW with VNS-GSATRW for small sized problems (up to 1500 clauses), both algorithms seem to be reaching the
optimal quality solutions. It is not immediately clear which of the two algorithms converges
more rapidly. This is probably highly dependent on the choice of the instances in the test
suite. For example, the run time required by VNS-GSAT-RW for solving instance flat100-239
is more than 12 times higher than the mean run-time of GSAT-RW (25 sec vs 2 sec). The
situation is reversed when solving the instance block-medium (20 sec vs 70 sec). The difference
in convergence behavior of both algorithms start to become more distinctive as the size of the
problem increases. All the plots show a clear dominance of VNS-GSAT-RW over GSAT-RW
throughout the whole run. VNS-GSAT-RW shows a better asymptotic convergence (to around
0.008% − 0.1%) in excess of the optimal solution as compared with GSAT-RW which only
reach around (0.01% − 11%). Figures 6-10 compares MA against VNS-MA and shows how the
best assignment (fittest chromosome) progresses during the search. The performance of MA
is unsatisfactory and is getting even far more dramatic for larger problems as the percentage
excess over the solution is higher compared to that of VNS-MA. The curves show no cross-over
implying that VNS-MA dominates MA. The asymptotic performance offered by VNS-VMA is
impressive. In some cases, the difference in performance reaches 30% during the first seconds,
and maintains it during the whole search process. However, on other cases, the difference in
performance continues to increase as the search progresses. The differences in quality is within
66% for problems less than 150.000 clauses. For larger problems, the difference can get as high
as 77%. This is perhaps not a surprise since there is a much greater potential for large problems,
and hence the variable neighborhood structure is more likely to be of assistance. The larger the
problem, the more neighborhoods is needed, and consequently the more refinement at different
neighborhoods takes place.
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Fig. 6. bmc-galileo9.cnf: |V | = 63624,|C| = 326999. Along the horizontal axis we give the time (in seconds)
, and along the vertical axis the number of unsatisfied clauses. bmc-ibm-1.cnf: |V | = 9685, |C| = 55870

5

Conclusions

In this work, two hybrid approaches combining VNS with MA and GSAT-RW have been described. VNS follows a simple principle that is based on systematic changes of neighborhood
within the search. The set of neighborhood proposed in this paper can easily be incorporated
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into any meta- heuristic when dealing with various combinatorial optimization problems. Starting the search from the largest neighborhood and moving systematically towards the smallest
neighborhood is a better strategy for performing diversification and intensification. The key
success behind the efficiency of VNS-MA and VNS-GSAT-RW relies on the neighborhood
structure used. VNS-MA draws its strength from coupling the optimization process across different neighborhoods. By allowing MA and GSAT-RW to view a cluster of variables as a single
entity, the search becomes guided and restricted to only those configurations in the solution
space in which the variables grouped within a cluster are assigned the same value. As the size
of the clusters varies from one neighborhood to another, the size of the neighborhood becomes
adaptive and allows the possibility of exploring different regions in the search space while intensifying the search by exploiting the solutions from previous neighborhoods in order to reach
better solutions.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the scheduling of the household appliances over a one-day
time horizon subdivided to 96 time slots, each time slot is equal to 15 minutes. Given the
load profile and the time windows of the time shiftable appliances, the outdoor temperature,
the maximum, the minimum, the dead-band limits and the desired indoor temperature,
the parameters of the electric heater and the time-varying electricity price, our aim is to
minimize the total cost of electricity usage and the total discomfort of all houses while
fulfilling the time shiftable and thermal appliances’ constraints. The discomfort is divided
into two parts: timing discomfort and thermal discomfort, the former part is modeled by
lowering the delay time in the use of time shiftable appliances, the latter part a penalty is
attributed to deviations from the desired thermal state. In order to avoid the creation of new
power peaks caused by the load shifting to the least price periods, the standard deviation
from the ideal load curve (the average load of all houses) is also minimized simultaneously
with the previous objectives. We propose a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to tackle
the optimization model in a reasonable computing time. The simulation results from different
case studies are presented and show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in reducing
the total cost, ensuring a comfort level for all houses, as well as preventing the creation of
new peaks.

Keywords Time-varying pricing, household, appliance, scheduling, evolutionary algorithm.

1

Introduction

In the wholesale electricity market, the cost of the electricity supply changes substantially depending on the season and time of day. However, in the retail market, consumers usually paid their
electricity consumption based on static prices, which means it costs the same amount regardless
of when it is used [7]. For this reason, the electricity demand remains relatively unresponsive to
the wholesale prices, requiring the massive reinforcement of extra production capacities and distribution networks. The emerging of smart grid technology is expected to help the implementation
of electricity time-varying pricing where demand is sensitive to the prices. Through an automated
energy management system (EMS) it will be effectively and accurately able to automate the consumers’ electricity use in response to the grid and weather conditions, the desired thermal comfort
level, and local energy generation. Indeed the primary objective of an automated energy management system is helping to optimally schedule the electricity used during on-peak periods through
some demand response techniques, including peak shaving, flexible loads shifting, and valley filling [3]. These last years, the deployment of demand response benefits in homes has become more
challenging with respect to the diversity of household electric appliances, the multiobjective conflicting nature of the residential consumer’s targets, and the incoordination of energy demand
between homes. Hence, based on the two way flow of information and power, and the electricity
time-varying pricing, several scheduling optimization algorithm is proposed in [1,4,6,9]. [4] tackles
the anticipation layer of a home automation system. The household energy allocation is controlled
by taking into account predicted events. The problem is formulated as a constraint satisfaction
problem. Two objectives are considered: the energy cost and the user comfort. The thermal comfort
criterion was defined by the threshold and treated as a constraint. Due to the NP-Hard complexity
of the problem a tabu search (TS) is applied, minimizing a penalty function of constraint violation
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in a first phase and the energy cost in the second phase once a feasible solution was found. However,
in spite of the relatively high computation time to schedule only two electricity consumption tasks
and two heating systems, the results show also that the TS algorithm settings are problem dependent, and different strategies are proposed to deal with all situations. In [6] the load scheduling
using a multiobjective genetic approach were performed by the authors and promising results were
obtained. Two objectives are considered the electricity bill and the end-user’s dissatisfaction. In [1]
a non linear formulation of a simple electrical load management in smart homes where appliances
have non linear time varying power consumption, and solved by a customized evolutionary algorithm combined with a local search technique. In [9] a cooperative particle swarm optimization
is used to solve appliances scheduling problem for a set of smart homes. The authors classify the
appliances into time shiftable devices and power shiftable devices. The simulation results indicate
that the coordination between homes leads to reduce the electricity cost and avoid peak rebounds.
In this paper, we propose a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (EA) to schedule the controllable
appliances in multi-home context. The objective is to reduce the electricity cost, discomfort while
avoiding peak rebounds. The discomfort is divided into two parts; timing discomfort and thermal
discomfort, the former part is modeled by lowering the delay time in the use of time shiftable
appliances due to the load shifting, the latter part we attribute a penalty to deviations from the
desired thermal state. The algorithm schedules the household appliances, ensures a comfort level,
as well as flattens the total aggregated load curve of all houses. The remainder of this paper is
structured as follows. In section II, the mathematical model is formulated. Section III introduces
the multiobjective EA approach used in this study. In section IV, simulations and results are given.
Section V concludes the paper.

2

Mathematical Model

This section presents the modeling of the household appliances scheduling problem and lists the
household appliances’ constraints. In this model we consider two kinds of household appliances,
time shiftable appliances (TSA) and thermal appliances (TA).
2.1

Objectives

The objectives of the household appliances scheduling problem is the minimization of the total
cost Fcost in (1), the total discomfort Fdiscomf ort in (2), and the standard deviation of the electricity consumption Fstd in (3) of all houses over the entire scheduling period. Mathematically,
the scheduling problem considered as a multiobjective optimization problem and is formulated as
follows:
Fcost = min

H X
T
X
X

h=1 t=1 a∈A∪C

Fdiscomf ort = min

H
H
1 X X UTh,c
1 X X UTh,a
SA
A
+
H
a
H
c
h=1 a∈A

Fstd = min

a
Ph,t
× ct

s

PT

t=1 (

P

(1)

(2)

h=1 c∈C

a∈A∪C

T

a − Ideal)2
Ph,t

(3)

Where Ideal is the average load for all household appliances considered and is calculated as
follows:
PH PT P
a
t=1
a∈A∪C Ph,t
h=1
Ideal =
(4)
T
Here, t is the time slot indice, h is the house indice, T is the number of time slots representing
the scheduling horizon, H is the number of houses, ct is the electricity price of the grid at time
a
slot t, a is the appliance indice, A set of time shiftable appliances, C set of thermal, Ph,t
is the
h,a
power consumed by the appliance a at time slot t in the h − th house, UT SA is the delay time of
the a − th TSA of the h − th house, UTh,c
A is the discomfort level of c − th TA of the h − th house.
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2.2

Time shiftable appliances (TSA)

h,a
h,a
h,a
h,a
, P S h,a , ETmax
, and Dwork
the current starting time, the minimum
Let the STcurrent
, STmin
starting time, the preferred starting time, the maximum ending time, and the processing time
h,a
h,a
h,a
duration of the a − th TSA of the h − th house respectively (STmin
< P S h,a < ETmax
− Dwork
).
h,a
The processing time Dwork is the number of time slots for the operation of the TSA appliance.
h,a
h,a
h,a
(ETmax
− STmin
>= Dwork
). The delay time of TSA is shown in equation. 5. Figure 1 illustrates
the relationships between the TSA comfort level parameters. The later the time shiftable appliance
h,a
h,a
is, the more possible solutions
operates, the larger delay time becomes. The greater ETmax
−STmin
there are.

UTh,a
SA =



0



h,a
h,a
h,a
≤ STcurrent
≤ P S h,a + Dwork
if STmin

h,a
STcurrent
−P S h,a
h,a
h,a
ETmax −Dwork −P S h,a

h,a
h,a
a
h,a
× 100, if P S h,a + Dwork
< STh,current
≤ ETmax
− Dwork

(5)

h,a

D work

h, a

h ,a

PSh , a

ST min

ET max

Unacceptable comfort zone
Tolerable comfort zone
Preferred comfort zone

Fig. 1: Illustration of time shiftable appliances comfort level parameters

2.3

Thermal appliances (TA)

According to the temperature model given in [2], the indoor temperature at every time slot t can
be expressed by the following equation. 6:
in
in
out
Th,t+1
= Th,t
+ (1 − )(Th,t
±

COP · phvac
h,t
)
A

(6)

Where  is the inertia factor, A is the thermal conductivity (kW/C) and COP is the coefficient
out
in
of performance. Th,t
, Th,t
is the outdoor temperature at time slot t of the household h. The
discomfort level of the HVAC is expressed as follows :
AC
UTh,HV
=
A

T
100 X din
h,t
in
T t ∆Th,max

(7)

in
des
in
in
des
Where ∆Th,max
= max(Th,t
− Th,min
, Th,max
− Th,t
) and din
h,t is calculated as follows :

din
h,t =

 des
in
in
in
des
Th,t − Th,t
if Th,min
≤ Th,t
< Th,t
− ∆TLin







des
in
in
des
in
0
if Th,t
− ∆Th,L
≤ Th,t
< Th,t
+ ∆Th,U


in
in
des
in
in
in

Th,t
− Th,t
if Th,t
+ ∆TU,h
< Th,t
≤ Th,max







in
∆Th,max
, otherwise
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ind

ind
T ind
h .desired + Δ T h ,U

ind

T h .desired − Δ T h , L

T ind
h ,min

Δ T ind
h,L

ind
T ind
h .desired Δ T h , U

ind

T h ,max

Unacceptable comfort zone
Tolerable comfort zone
Preferred comfort zone

Fig. 2: Illustration of HVAC comfort level
Equation 7 ensures that the indoor temperature of house h needs to be felt in in the acceptin
in
des
in
in
able comfort range, where Th,min
, Th,max
, Th,t
, ∆Th,L
and ∆TU,h
are respectively the minimal,
maximal, the desired temperature, the lower and upper dead band limits the user can set without
a significant effect on his/her thermal comfort. Figure 2 illustrates the relationships between the
HVAC comfort level parameters.

3

Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm

In this section we describe the proposed algorithm to deal with the household appliance scheduling
problem using the pareto approach. The main major steps of the multiobjective EA algorithm are
stated as follows:
3.1

Individual representation and initialization

In the decision space, the representation of solutions determines the efficiency and effectiveness of
the algorithm, the representation vector X is a vector with a dimension of H × |a| + T , it’s used
as the chromosome representation of the individual as shown as follows in equation. 9:
X = [ST current , P HV AC ]

(9)

where
current
current
ST current = [SThcurrent , STh+1
, ..., STH
]
current
current
current
SThcurrent = [STh,a
, STh,a+1
, ..., STh,|a|
]
HV AC
HV AC
P HV AC = [PhHV AC , Ph+1
, ..., PH
]
HV AC
HV AC
HV AC
PhHV AC = [Ph,1
, Ph,2
, ..., Ph,T
]

current
STh,a
is an integer variable representing the starting time of TSA a of the h household,
min
max
work
HV AC
and is initialized with a random integer value between STh,a
, and ETh,a
− Dh,a
, and Ph,t
is a real variable representing the power required by the HVAC of household h at time slot t, and
HV AC
HV AC
is initialized with a random real value between 0.0 and Ph,max
where Ph,max
is the maximum
power of the HVAC appliance.
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3.2

Selection, crossover and mutation

Here, a deterministic tournament is used between two randomly chosen individuals. A random
swap is implemented as a crossover operator. It picks a random position in the starting time and
HVAC power decision vectors respectively, and exchanges their values. This crossover operator
guarantees the producing feasible offsprings. The mutation provides diversity in the population
and is carried in the algorithm by changing a certain fraction of starting time and power of HVAC
respectively. The new generated starting time and power of HVAC will be generated randomly
min
max
work
HV AC
between [STh,a
− ETh,a
− Dh,a
] and [0.0, Ph,max
] respectively.

4
4.1

Simulations and Results
Data

The 24 hour day-time is divided into T = 96 equal time slots, each time slot t ∈ {1, ..., T } is 15
minutes. We assume to consider the time-varying electricity prices as shown in Fig. 3. The outdoor
temperature curve is given in Fig. 4. It is supposed that the number of households is H = 5.
The power load profiles of EDW, ECW, and ECD are respectively [1.2, 1.2, 0.2, 1.1, 0.68, 0.8, 0.6],
[0.52, 0.65, 0.52], [2.95, 2.91, 2.90, 0.19], and are taken from the paper [5]. The parameter settings of
HV AC
TSA are listed in Table. 1. The HVAC settings data are taken from [2] (Ph,max
= 3.5kW, COP =
◦
in
des
in
in
in
◦
2.5,  = 0.98, A = 0.45kW/ C), Th,min , Th , Th,max , ∆Th,L and ∆TU,h are 15 C, 20◦ C, 24◦ C, 2,
and 3 respectively. The parameter settings of the EA algorithm are as follows. The population size
is 100, the number of iterations is 100. The probability of the crossover is 0.25. The probability of
the mutation is 0.35. All the simulations are carried out with ParadisEO 2.0.1 framework [8], and
executed on Intel Core i3 380M 2.53 GHz personal computer with 4.0 gigabyte of RAM. Figures
are displayed using Matlab.

Table 1: Parameter settings of TSA
Time slot
parameter

Time
shiftalbe appliance a
ECW
ECD
EDW

h,a
h,a
h,a
STmin
ETmax
Dwork
P S h,a

20
20
20

96
96
96

3
4
7

24
24
24

3.5

Price (Cents /kWh)

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0

8

16

24

32

40

48
t

56

64

72

80

88

96

Fig. 3: Electricity prices
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Outdoor temperature(C)

11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0

8

16

24

32

40

48
56
Time slot

64

72

80

88

96

Fig. 4: Outdoor temperature
4.2

Results

Figure. 5 displays the pareto optimal front in the two (Fcost and Fdiscomf ort ) and (Fcost , Fdiscomf ort
and Fstd ) objective spaces, which are noted later by Case I and Case II respectively. The extreme
solutions (A) and (B) for case I, (C), (D), and (E) for case II are displayed in figures. 6, 7, 8, 9,
and 10 respectively. The solution includes the power transmitted from the grid to the TSA, the
total power demand, and the mean indoor temperature of all houses at each time slot t over a
period of one day. Table (2) lists the simulation results for Case I and II with a reasonable running
time equal to 6.33 and 9.12 respectively. As we can see, the solution (A) is the most favorable
economically,however, the maximum power peak was at its highest level in time slot compared
with other solutions and the the mean indoor temperature is below the dead band lower limit
for most of the time slots. Solutions (B) and (D) are the most favorable for the point of timing
and thermal comfort. The mean indoor temperature is between the dead band lower limit and the
desired temperature for most of the time slots in order to guarantee the preferred thermal comfort.
The scheduling of TSA current starting times is near to the preferred starting times which is equal
to 24 for all TSA appliances. Solution (E) is the most favorable from the point of view of the grid
with the lowest maximum peak and minimal standard deviation with respect to other solutions.

45
A

35

3.5

30

3
Fstd (kW)

Fdiscomfort (%)

40

25

C

2.5
D

20

2

15

1.5
60

E

10
510

520

530

540
Fcost (Cents)

550

560

B
570

620

40

600
580

20
Fdiscomfort (%)

560
0

540
520

Fcost (Cents)

(a) Case I
(b) Case II

Fig. 5: Pareto optimal front
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Fig. 6: Solution A
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Fig. 7: Solution B
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Fig. 8: Solution C

Solutions
Solution A
Solution B
Solution C
Solution D
Solution E

5

Table 2: Simulation results

Cost (Cents) Discomfort (%) STD (kW) Mean Power (kW)
Case I (Two objectives)
513.412
41.9427
3.00948
8.5504
569.159
10.1546
3.07063
9.1471
Case II (Three objectives)
528.72
48.15560
3.036960 8.9053
603.545
7.321010
2.506480 9.7048
561.982
31.7631
1.95812
9.0863

Maximum peak (kW) Runtime (s)
22.4679
21.4435

6.33

18.5217
16.3013
15.0263

9.12

Conclusions

This paper presents a problem of a households appliance scheduling under the electricity timevarying pricing. We developed an evolutionary algorithm to schedule both the starting time of
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Fig. 9: Solution D
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Fig. 10: Solution E
time shiftable appliances and the power of thermal appliances. Future studies should investigate a
stochastic programming model of the household appliance scheduling. We focus on the electricity
price uncertainty which can expect to lead to significant changes of the solutions compared with
the deterministic household appliance scheduling model given in this work.
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Abstract: A parallel genetic algorithm (GA) implemented on GPU clusters is proposed to solve the
Uncapacitated Single Allocation p-Hub Median problem. The GA uses binary and integer encoding
and genetic operators adapted to this problem. Our GA is improved by generated initial solution with
hubs located at middle nodes. The obtained experimental results are compared with the best known
solutions on all benchmarks on instances up to 1000 nodes. Furthermore, we solve our own randomly
generated instances up to 6000 nodes. Our approach outperforms most well-known heuristics in terms
of solution quality and time execution and it allows hitherto unsolved problems to be solved.
Keywords: Parrallel genetic algorithms, GPU, CUDA, p-hub median problem.

1

Introduction

Hubs are sort of facilities that serve to transfer, transhipment and sort in a many-to-many complex
distribution networks. They find their applications in airline passengers and fret networks,
telecommunications and postal delivery networks. In the air traffic, hubs are the central airports for the long
haul by cargo planes for goods and major carriers of passengers. In the telecommunication networks, hubs
may be concentrators, routers, multiplexers [26]. In the postal distribution networks, hubs are the major
sorting centre and cross docking messaging. The development of this type of network is due to economy of
scale achieved by consolidating the traffic through the hub-hub arcs [1].
A rich scientific literature about hub location problems has been developed since 1980 and articles
number has increased recently. Different variants of hub location problems have been defined and classified
according to allocation way: the single allocation where each spoke (non-hub node) is assigned to exactly
one hub and the multiple allocation that enables the spokes to be allocated to several hubs. The p-hub
median problem when the number p of hubs to be located is given otherwise the problem is hub location.
According to hubs capacities, the problem is said to be Uncapacitated (resp. capacitated) if hubs have
infinite (resp. finite) capacities. There are several other kinds of hub problems like the p-hub centre problem
where the objective is to minimize the maximum travel time between two demand centres [8], the hub arc
problem which aims to overtake the shortcoming of the p-hub median problem by introducing the bridges
arcs between hubs without discount factor [9], the dynamic hub location problem where either cost, demands
or resources may vary in the planning horizon [12]. Other constraints can be taken into account, such as,
hubs congestion, non-linear costs, stochastic elements, or vehicles routing constraints [14]. Reviews,
synthesis and classification on models and methods used in literature on different variants of the hub
location problem can be found in [4], [10], [19], [23], [30].
This paper deals with the Uncapacitated Single Allocation p-Hub Median Problem (USApHMP) for
which we propose a parallel GA approach on GPU. To our knowledge, this is the first parallel GPU
implementation for solving this problem. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows, related works
are provided in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the mathematical formulation of the problem. The
parallel GA approach is described in Section 4 followed by the GPU implementation in Section 5.
Computational results are reported in the Section 6 and finally Conclusion and perspectives are given in
Section 7.

This work was partially supported by the Region Normandy under CLASSE project.
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2

Related Works

O’kelly et al. [31] presented the first mathematical formulation for the USApHMP as a quadratic
integer program. They developed two heuristics and reported numerical results for CAB data (Civilian
Aeronautics Board) with 25, 20, 15 and 10 nodes. Campbell et al. [8],[9] presented different formulations for
the p-hub median problem, the uncapacitated hub location problem, the p-hub center problem and the hub
covering problem. Possible extensions with flow thresholds are also studied. They introduced the p-hub
median problem and proposed two heuristics to handle instances with 10–40 nodes and up to 8 hubs. SkorinKapov et al. [35], developed different mixed 0–1 linear formulations for the multiple and the single p-hub
median problems and reported results on CAB data set. Sohn and Park [36], studied the special case of
single allocation two-hubs location problem. In this particular case, the quadratic program is transformed to
a linear program and to a minimum cut problem. Abdinnour-Helm [1] proposed a hybrid GA and tabu
search heuristic and reported the results on the CAB data set. Ernst and Krishnamoorthy [16], presented a
solving approach to the multiple allocation p-hub median problem and described how the approach can be
adapted to the single allocation case. Results are reported on AP data for multiple allocation case up to 200
nodes. Bryan [7] studied four hub-and-spoke networks. The first is concerned by capacitated network, the
second focus in minimum threshold model, the third determines the numbers of open hubs and the last
introduce flow-dependent cost function.
Horner and O’Kelly [21] proposed a model implemented in a GIS environment to prove that hub
networks may emerge naturally on traffic networks to take advantages of economies of scale. Labbé et al.
[26] studied the polyhedral properties of the single assignment hub location problem and proposed a Branchand-Cut algorithm for solving this variant of hub location. Chen [11] proposed a hybrid heuristic to solve the
USAHLP based on a combination of an upper bound method search, simulated annealing and tabu list
heuristic. Tests were performed on CAB data and AP data up to 200 nodes. Silva and Cunha [34] proposed
three variants of tabu search heuristics and a two-stage integrated tabu search to solve the problem. The
authors used the multi-start principle to generate different initial solutions which are improved by tabu
search. They solved larger instances with 300 and 400 nodes. Ilic et al. [22] proposed a general variable
neighborhood search for the USApMLP. They reported the results on AP and PlanetLab instances and
Urand instances up to 1000 nodes. de Camargo and Miranda [14], introduced the single allocation hub
location problem under congestion. A generalized Benders decomposition algorithm is proposed to solve AP
instances.
Maric et al. [27] proposed a memetic algorithm based on two local search heuristics. They tested
their algorithm on the well-known benchmarks and created larger scale instances with 52–900 nodes. They
gave the optimal solutions of AP data up to 200 nodes. Bailey et al. [5] proposed a Discrete Particle Swarm
Optimization (DPSO) to solve the USAHLP. They obtained the optimal solutions on all CAB data set and
on AP data up to 200 nodes. Damgacioglu et al. [13] introduced a planar version of the uncapacitated hub
single allocation hub location problem. This version has the particularity that a hub can be located anywhere
in the plan. They reported the results on benchmarks AP data instances. Ting and Wang [38] proposed a
threshold accepting TA algorithm to solve the USAHLP and reported results on the AP and CAB
benchmarks. Meier and Clausen [28] made use of the data set structures to propose new linearization of the
quadratic formulation of the problem. Indeed, the Euclidean distance in instances enabled to get linearization
of three classical and two new formulations of the single allocation problem. They obtained optimal
solutions on the AP data up to 200 nodes. Rostami et al. [33] introduced a new version of the USApHMP
where the discount factor between hubs representing scale economy in hub-hub arcs is replaced by a
decision variable. They proposed a Branch-and-bound algorithm and Lagrangian relaxation to compute
lower bounds. Recently, Abyazi-Sani and Ghanbari [2] proposed a Tabu Search heuristic for solving the
USAHLP and reported the results both on CAB data and AP data set up to 400 nodes. Kratica [25] proposed
a GA for solving the uncapacited multiple allocation hub problem. Binary encoding and adapted genetic
operation to this problem are used (only allocation hubs are given as the solution). He shows, under
experimental results on ORLIB instances with up to 200 nodes that GA approach quickly reaches all optimal
solution that are known. Topcuoglu et al. [39] present a GA approach to solve the uncapacited hub location
problem. We use their encoding and GA operators in our parallel GA. However, we generate initial solutions
differently from the middle nodes (rather than randomly initial solution as in [39]) with aiming to reach
more quickly the best solutions.
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Parallel GA implementations have been the subject of many works. There is extensive emerging
research in this field and several studies suggest different strategies to implement GAs on different parallel
machines [3], [18], [20], [24], [32], [36], [37]. There are three major types of Parallel GAs: (1) the masterslave model, (2) island model and (3) fine-grained model. In the master-slave model, the master node holds
the population and performs most of the GA operations. The fitness evaluation, the crossover, the correction
and mutation operations on groups of individuals are made by each slave. In a coarse-grained model, the
population isIndivided
into several
a subpopulation
executes
GA
operations.
fine-grained
models,nodes.
each Each
node node
only then
has has
a single
individual, on
andwhich
each itnode
can only
communicate with several neighboring nodes. In this case, the population is the collection of all the
individuals in each node. There are conflicting reports over whether multiple independent runs of GAs with
run
with
a large population.
small
populations
can reach solutions of higher quality or can find acceptable solutions faster than a single
In this work, we propose GPU implementation of GA for solving the USApHMP. Several GPU
implementations of parallel GA are proposed in the literature. Among them, [6], [32] presented the mapping
of the parallel island-based GA on GPU. Our approach is similar to these implementations, nevertheless, the
migration step is replaced by a selection of the best solutions in each iteration, and the generation of the
initial solution is quite different (from the middle nodes).

3

Problem formulation

The USApHMP can be stated as follows: given N nodes 1…N, we try to locate p hubs and to find an
optimal allocation of spokes to hubs (one hub for each spoke) that minimizes the sum of the total flow cost.
Let 𝑍𝑖𝑘 be the binary decision variable equal to 1 if the node i is assigned to the hub k, 0 otherwise, Y ikl
the flow between the hubs k and l originated from the node i, Cik the unit cost for the flow in the arc
(i,k), Oi and Di are the originated and destined flow to the node i respectively.
The USApHMP is formulated as a MIP (Mixed Integer Program) by Ernst and Krishnamoorthy [15] as
follows:
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒

αCkl Y ikl

Cik Zik χOi + δDi +
𝑖

𝑘

𝑖

(1)

𝑙

𝑘

Subject to:
Zik = 1, ∀ 𝑖 Є 𝑁

(2)

𝑘

Zik ≤ Zkk , ∀ 𝑖, 𝑘 Є 𝑁
Y ikl –
𝑙

(3)

Y ilk = Oi Zik −
𝑙

Wij Zjk , ∀ 𝑖, 𝑘 Є 𝑁

(4)

𝑗

Zkk = p

(5)

𝑘

𝑍𝑖𝑘 ∈ 0, 1 , 1 ≤ 𝑖, 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁
Y ikl ≥ 0 ,
1 ≤ 𝑖, 𝑙, 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁

The objective function (1) minimizes the total cost of flow transportation between all origindestination nodes. Constraint (2) imposes to each spoke to be assigned to exactly one hub (additionally each
hub is allocated to itself). Constraint (3) requires that spokes will be assigned to hubs if the last one were
open. Constraint (4) is the flow conservation constraint and constraint (5) imposes to locate exactly p hubs.
The USApHMP is known to be NP-hard with exception of special cases that are solved in polynomial
time. When the set of hubs is fixed then the problem can be solved in O(𝑛3 ) time using the shortest-path
algorithm [17].

4

Genetic algorithm description

Genetic algorithms are well-known search approaches that are applied in the wide field of
optimization. So, we propose a parallel GA to solve the USApHMP on GPU. Our implementation quickly
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reaches the optimal or best solutions for all benchmarks. In the next subsection we detail the encoding
chromosomes and how generate the initial solution of this problem.
4.1 Encoding and initial solution
Each solution of the problem is represented by two N-arrays H and S (this encoding was used in [39])
where:
 H represents hub locations i.e H[i]= 1 if node i is a hub, H[i]=0 otherwise.
 S represents the allocation of spokes (non-hub nodes) to hubs i.e S[i]= k where k is the assigned hub
for the node i. Additionally, each hub is allocated to itself.
In [39], the initial solution is generated pseudo randomly. Here, we proceed differently in order to
quickly achieve best hubs locations. So to build an initial solution with p hubs, we first compute the p
middle nodes i.e. the p hubs i with smallest distances di to the other
nodes with di = 𝑗 𝐶𝑖𝑗 . Thus, the p initial hubs are chosen among
the p middle nodes. Then each node is allocated to its nearest hub.
Numerical example:
The Fig .1 shows an example of a solution with 7 nodes, 2 hubs
(nodes 2 and 5). The nodes 1, 2 and 6 are allocated to hub 2 and the
other nodes are allocated to node 5. The encoding of this solution is
given in Fig. 1:
The initial population is generated by duplication of the initial solution by randomly permuting one hub with
one spoke.
Fig. 1: simple network encoding
4.2 Genetic operators
Random single point-crossover operator is used and infeasible offspring are corrected by a specific
operator to ensure validity of solutions, in terms of number of hubs by assigning the corresponding spokes to
their neighbor hubs. The permutation of two hubs is used as a mutation operator. These operators are noted
crossover(), correction() and mutation() respectively.
4.3 Solution evaluation
The following Eval() definitions (fitness) are used in the standard benchmarks to evaluate the solutions
quality. The fitness version for CAB data is given by:

(

𝑖

𝑘

Cik Zik χOi + δDi +

𝑖

𝑘

𝑙

αCkl Y ikl ) ∗ 1/

𝑖

j Wij

The fitness version for all data instances except PlanetLab and CAB data is given by:

10−3 (

𝑖

𝑘

Cik Zik χOi + δDi +

𝑖

𝑘

𝑙

αCkl Y ikl )

Note that the reason to multiply by 10-3 is to obtain the unit cost for flow transportation. We discover
this when we tried to reproducing optimal solutions and we confirm it by contacting M.R Silva [34].

5

GPU implementation

The Graphics Processing Units are now available in most of personal computers. They are used to
accelerate the execution of variety of problems. The smallest unit in GPU that can be executed is called
thread. Threads (all executing the same code and can be synchronized) are grouped into blocks of equally
sized and blocks are grouped in grid (blocks are independent and cannot be synchronized).
The memory hierarchy of the GPU consists of three levels: 1) the global memory that is accessible by all
threads. 2) the shared memory accessible by all threads of a block and 3) the local memory (register)
accessible by a thread. Shared memory has a low latency (2 cycles) and is of limited size. Global memory
has a high latency (400 cycles) and is of large size (4 GB for the Quadro). An entire block is assigned to a
single SM (Stream Multiprocessor). Each SM is composed of 32 streaming processors that share a limited
size shared memory. Several blocks can run on the same SM. Each block is divided into Warps (32 threads
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by Warp) that are executed in parallel. The programmer must control the block sizes, the number of Warps
and the different memories access.
A typical CUDA program is a C program where the functions are distinguished based on whether they
are meant for execution on the CPU or on the GPU. The functions executed on the GPU are called kernels
and are executed by several threads. We implemented the GA on GPU (Nvidia Quadro with 4 GB and 384
cores running under CUDA 7.5 environment) and we compare it to sequential implementations of best
known results existing articles in the literature in terms of time computations and on solutions quality. We
showed the effectiveness of our implementation on several instances of the USApHMP.
Fig. 2 gives the schema of the parallel GA implementation on GPU. The following parameters are used:
The number of node N, the population size n, the number of generations R, the number of iterations in the
inner-loop N1, the number of iterations in the outer-loop N2.

Fig. 2 The schema of the parallel GPU implementation of the GA.
We partition the GPU on R blocks each one is a gird n x 1 of threads. The master thread of each block is
the thread 0 and the global master thread is the thread 0 of the block 0. The block i, 0 ≤ i < R stores in its
shared memory the data required to execute one GA starting from an ancestor individual 𝒫0 (initial feasible
solution) generated as indicated in section 3 by the CPU and copied in the global memory of the GPU.
i
i
More precisely, let T i0 , … , T R−1
n−1 the threads of the block i. Starting from 𝒫 0 , each thread T j generate a
new solution (individual) pij by applying a random permutation to 𝒫 i0 (initially, 𝒫 i0 = 𝒫0 and is updated
after each iteration of the inner-loop). 𝒫 i0 = pi0 , … , pin−1 is the initial population of the GA executed by the
block i. Note that the population size n is the same for all the blocks.
Now, we explain how the block i executes the GA. Each thread T i2j of the block i generate two children
namely ch1 and ch2 by crossowing the parents pi2j , pi2j+1 then T i2j applies the mutation to ch1 to get a new
i
i
i
individual say c2j
and T2j+1
applies the mutation to ch2 to get a new individual say c2j+1
. Next, each thread
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T ij executes the correction operator to ensure the validity of the solution, verifies that all nodes are assigned
to the nearest hubs and finally it computes 𝑓ji = 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙 cji .
Note that all cji and 𝑓ji are stored in the shared memory of the block i. So, the master thread of block i selects
i
for the next iteration. This inner-loop of
the individual c ij∗ with 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑗 𝑓ji and updates the ancestor s0i as cj∗
GA terminates after N1 iterations (the same for all the blocks).
i
i∗
i
The cj∗
, 0 ≤ i < R, are copied in the global memory and the individual cj∗
with the 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖 𝑓j∗
is selected as
the final solution or as the new value of the ancestor s0 for the next iteration of the outer-loop. The process
is repeated N2 times.
The pseudo CUDA code executed by the CPU is the following:
1. Generate(𝒫0 ); //the ancestor individual
2. Copy 𝒫0 in the global memory of the GPU.
3. Define the blocks and the grid :
dim3 dimBlock(n,1);
dim3 dimGrid(R,1);
4. Launch the kernel GA(𝒫0 ) : GA<<<dimGrid,dimBlock>>>(𝒫0 );
5. Read the solution from the global memory.

6

Computational results

6.1 Benchmarks used
We used four types of data: CAB, AP, PlanetLab and Urand :
- CAB (Civilian Aeronautic Board) data set is set of instances introduced in [31] based on airline
passenger flow between 25 US cities. It contains distances (which satisfy triangle inequality) and symmetric
flow matrix between the cities. The size instances are of 10, 15, 20 and 25 nodes. The distribution and
collection factors δ and χ are equal to 1.
- AP (Australian Post) data set are real-world data set representing mail flows in Australia. The
distribution and collection factor δ and χ equal 3 and 2 respectively while the discount factor α takes 0.75 for
all instances. The mail flows are not symmetric and there are possible flows between each node and itself.
- Urand data set are random instances up to 400 nodes generated by Meyer et al. [29]. The instances with
1000 nodes were generated by Ilic et al. [22]. Nodes coordinates were randomly generated from 0 to 100000
and the flow matrix was randomly generated.
- The PlanetLab instances are node-to-node delay information for performing Internet measurements
[22]. In these networks, χ = α = δ = 1 and the distance matrix doesn’t respect triangle inequality.
6.2 Best known solutions vs. our results
We report the results for the three data set introduced above. We compare our results with those of Ilic et
al. [22] in terms of computing time. Note that in our GPU implementation, the number of blocks is the same
for all problems. So time compute of all problems is the same. We use shared memory to reduce the time
computation. However, the time transfer between the CPU and GPU varies according to the number of
nodes. Throughout the rest the given times are the time of the complete program (calculation of the initial
solution, data transfers between the CPU and GPU, calculation of the solution).
For the CAB data set, we obtained the optimal solutions in all instances (up to 25 nodes) in a short
computing time. Since solving these instances is not anymore a challenge (all instances are solved to
optimality by previous work), we report only our computing times for solving these data instances. We
studied the scale economy generated in hub-hub arcs and its relationship with initial and final costs which
represent the collection and distribution cost. Typically, a hub-and-spoke transportation chain is composed
by tree segments: the first and the third called pre and post haul respectively are the initial and final arcs
while the second is the long haul segment (hub-hub arcs). In CAB data, we can express the cost from an
origin i to a destination j through the two hubs k and l as: 𝑪𝒌𝒍
𝒊𝒋 = 𝝌𝑪𝒊𝒌 + 𝜶𝑪𝒌𝒍 + 𝜹𝑪𝒋𝒍 where α ≤ 1 represents
the scale economy generated by consolidating flows between hubs while χ and δ represent the distribution
and the collection costs and are often greater than 1. A question is how distribution and collection cost
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influence the scale economy thresholds? In fact, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the average inter-hub distance
changes as we vary the distribution and collection factors. We can see clearly that the long-haul relevance
threshold is lower when the distribution and collection costs are lower.
Distance
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0,25 0,5 0,75 1 1,25 1,5 1,75 2 2,25 2,5 2,75 3 3,25 3,5 3,75 4 δ = X

Fig. 3 The average inter-hubs distance
The following notations are used in Tables 1-5:
 N: nodes number in the instance.
 p: hubs number.
 Best Sol: the Best solution if it is known otherwise ―-‖is written.
 GPU Sol: the best solution obtained by GPU, with mark ―opt‖ when solution in GPU is the optimum
for the current instance.
 TOPT : the best time (in seconds) for the best solution.
 TGPU : the time (in seconds) for our GA parallel.
These tables give a comparison of our results to the best known results for USApHMP in the benchmarks
previously introduced. As shown in Table 1 we obtained optimal solutions for all the AP data instances in
time ≤ 7.42 s. Note that, the results using AP data instances for the p-hub median variant with 300 and 400
nodes are not reported before in the literature and we think that finding exact solutions using standard
solvers (CPLEX, Gurobi...) is a serious challenge. So, we can think that our results are since now the best
solutions for 300 and 400 nodes instances. We report our results for PlanetLab instances in Table 2. It is
clear that our approach outperforms those of literature [22] either in cost and computing time. The state of
the art solutions given in [22] reports the results for 12 instances. Each instance is characterized by nodes
number n and by p hubs to be located with p ≈ 𝒏.
Table 1: Results on AP data
N

p

Best Sol

GPU Sol

TGPU

N

p

Best Sol

GPU Sol

TGPU

10

2
3
4
5
2
3
4
5
2
3
4
5
2
3
4
5
2
3
4
5

167493.06
136008.13
112396.07
91105.37
172816.69
151533.08
135624.88
123130.09
175541.98
155256.32
139197.17
123574.29
177471.67
158830.54
143968.88
134264.97
178484.29
158569.93
143378.05
132366.953

opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt

0.007
0.012
0.014
0.019
0.020
0.031
0.039
0.043
0.033
0.045
0.050
0.061
0.063
0.110
0.167
0.213
0.092
0.163
0.250
0.271

100

5
10
15
20
5
10
15
20
5
10
15
20
5
10
15
20

136929.444
106469.566
90533.523
80270.962
140062.647
110147.657
94459.201
84955.328
-

opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
174914.73
134773.55
114969.85
103746.44
176357.92
136378.19
117347.10
104668.27

1.310
1.310
1.49
1.63
3.602
3.722
3.783
3.841
5.631
5.711
5.896
5.876
6.741
6.846
7.102
7.423

20

25

40

50

200

300

400

150
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Table 2: Results on PlanetLab
Instance

N

p

Best Sol

GPU Sol

TOPT

TGPU

01-2005
02-2005
03-2005
04-2005
05-2005
06-2005
07-2005
08-2005
09-2005
10-2005
11-2005
12-2005

127
321
324
70
374
365
380
402
419
414
407
414

12
19
18
9
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21

2927946
18579238
20569390
739954
25696352
22214156
30984986
30878576
32959078
32836162
27787880
28462348

2904434
18329984
20284132
730810
25583240
22191592
30782956
30636170
32649752
32687796
27644374
28213748

148.954
462.790
543.844
0.682
622.612
581.776
546.688
637.686
684.900
731.930
588.344
680.382

0.47
6.95
7.54
0.28
8.32
7.94
8.47
8.74
9.34
9.12
9.22
9.18

Table 3: Results on Urand instances
N

p

Best Sol

GPU Sol

TGPU

N

p

Best Sol

GPU Sol

TGPU

100

2
3
4
5
10
15
20
2
3
4
5
10
15
20

36930.31
34532.88
32608.28
31107.70
27058.40
25408.56
24377.65
148235.45
139223.25
132676.89
127220.02
112539.21
105690.52
102022.32

opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt

0.0375
0.0265
0.0245
0.1135
0.4695
2.7925
7.3640
0.0175
0.0575
0.3920
0.6895
4.5300
37.3460
68.6685

300

2
3
4
5
10
15
20
2
3
4
5
10
15
20

328702.42
308765.08
293636.81
282116.88
251393.30
236781.77
228005.19
579982.35
543717.32
519217.48
501421.52
446361.10
422284.78
407110.51

opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt

0.2215
0.9175
1.6100
0.5060
12.8275
27.6640
153.2925
0.1735
1.7115
2.2275
1.4730
16.8700
111.4295
228.8615

200

400

Table 4: Results on Urand large instances
N

p

Best Sol

GPU Sol

TOPT

TGPU

1000

2
3
4
5
10
15
20

198071412.53
169450816.35
150733606.87
142450250.26
114220373.07
198071412.53

8184986.50
7024184.00
6184749.01
5860994.06
4752317.00
4228256.88
3928617.48

1.7245
8.1550
2.2240
58.6070
187.8385
403.4280

9.321
9.785
10.431
10.89
13.7
15.23
17.923

Table 5: Results on larger Urand instances (generated by us)
N

p

GPU Sol

TGPU

N

p

GPU Sol

TGPU

1500

20
30
40
50
20
30
40
50
20
30
40
50

454787506
407155164
380114045
363586538
805749722
733375448
686515363
655938000
1804950952
1642145354
1538548764
1468780124

196
286
423
574
477
580
714
965
1157
1544
1869
2086

4000

20
30
40
50
20
30
40
50
20
30
40
50

3234999192
2983891783
2769550514
2644606684
5085803132
4656787498
4353561395
4143849388
7398401957
6675723961
6293053841
5999780197

3076
3276
3365
3648
4662
4720
4996
5112
5614
5748
5964
6212

2000

3000

5000

6000
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The Table 3 reports computational results for the Urand instances. We can see that our parallel GA obtained
the best solutions for instances up to 400 nodes and outperforms those of Ilic et al., [22] for instances with
1000 nodes as illustrated in Table 4. Concerning the computing times, our approach is faster and gets the
solutions in a time lapse less than 18s for all instances while the best-known time reaches 7 minutes. A
remarkable thing is that the time execution gap of our algorithm with Ilic et al., [22] algorithm is important
for large values of p. We report in Table 5 results for larger instances generated by us using the same
generation procedure as for the Urand instances as stated in [29]. These new challenging instances consist of
large networks up to 6000 nodes that have not been solved before.

7

Conclusion and perspectives

We developed a parallel GA for the Uncapacitated Single Allocation p-Hub Median problem and we
implement it on GPU. We showed the effectiveness of our implementation on the well-known benchmarks
for this problem. Indeed, our approach improved the best known solutions in cost and computing times for
well-known benchmarks instances with up to 1000 nodes. Also it allowed solving large instances problem
unsolved before. Further, we work on the design and implementation of an exact parallel tree-based
algorithm to solve the studied hub problems as these algorithm structures seems to be suitable for the GPU
architectures. Another issue is to tackle other versions of the hub problem especially capacitated case,
multiple allocation variants and other more specific problems (with congestion, with vehicles routing
constraints, etc.). Other metaheuristics in particular those based on one solution may be studied from the
parallelism viewpoint.
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1

Introduction

The knapsack problem (KP) is a NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems used to model a
wide variety of real life and literature problems[2]. The purpose is to maximize profit while having
only limited resources. This problem generalizes different variants of other problems [4][5]. The
multiple choice multidimensional knapsack problems (MMKP) are particular variants of the KP
considered as one of the most complex member of his family [3][4].
Consider a set of item groups. Each item has a particular value in the objective function and
requires a certain amount of resources. The MMKP consist to pick exactly one item from each
group in order to maximize the total profit value of the pick without exceeding the capacities of
the knapsacks [4]. Formally, the MMKP can be stated as follows :
maximise
Subject to

Pn

i=1

Pn

i=1

Pni

j=1

Pni

k
j=1 cij xij

Pn

j=1

aij xij ≤ bk , k = 1, ..., m

xij = 1, i = 1, ..., n

xij ∈ {0, 1} , i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., nij
where b = (b1 , b2 , ..., bm ) is the capacity vector of the multi-constrained knapsack resources, and
a set of n disjoint item groups N = (N 1 , ..., N i , ..., N n ) where each group i, i = 1, ..., n has ni
items. Each item j, j = 1, ...ni , of the ith group has a non-negative profit value cij , and requires
an amount of resources represented by the weight vector aij = (a1ij , a2ij , ..., akij ). Note that weight
terms akij (with 1 ≤ k ≤ m; 1 ≤ i ≤ n; 1 ≤ j ≤ ni ) are non negative.
The appearance of new architectures such as graphical processing units (GPUs) seems particularly interesting to reduce resolution time. The disjoint groups of MMKP allow the decomposition
of the initial problem in several sub-problems. Each one will be therefore formed by a set of groups
of the initial problem. Each set is considered as an MMKP. In this paper, we propose a new approach to solve the MMKP using CPU-GPU architecture using CUDA. To do this, we apply an
efficient parallel implementation of the branch and bound algorithm developed by Hifi and Sbihi
[1] on a CPU-GPU. For each sub-problem we associate a new thread to solve by Hifi and Sbihi s
algorithm [1]. Therefor, we obtain a final solution with a reasonable quality that can be improved
by using a local search.
A strategic management of GPUs memories and synchronization between GPU threads decreases
significantly GPU-CPU communications. Such a process could make the approach solve larger sizes
of instances.
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2

Method description

First of all, the initial problem is decomposed into a set of sub-problems. The latter are pooled
into different groups using a classification method. In a second step, and based on the amount of
resources used by the sub-solutions, the available resources will be distributed on different subproblems. Such distribution will guarantee to increase the quality of final solution.
In the third step, all instances will be therefore solved in parallel using an exact solution algorithm.
Using such algorithms gives an optimal solution to each sub-problem. Hence providing a good solution to the initial problem. However, this solution is not necessarily optimal.
Therefore, to improve the solution obtained in third step, a second distribution of the remaining
resources is performed. In fact, the sum of the remaining resources left by the solved sub-problems
that are higher than a predefined threshold will be redistributed among the other sub-problems
whom left fewer resources. These sub-problems will be subject of a second resolution using the new
redistributed resources in order to improve their results.
The next algorithm makes up the framework of our method.
/* Initialization phase */
1. Decompose the initial problem into a set of sub-problems.
1.1. Divide the groups of items into several class of groups.
1.2. Assign each class of groups to a sub-problem.
1.3. Distribute the available resources between the different sub-problems.
/* Parallel resolution phase */
Repeat
2. Solve all sub-problems in parallel using Branch and Bound algorithm [1].
2.1. Copy data from host to device.
2.2. Solve each sub-problem with the algorithm approach using the best-first search strategy
[1].
2.3. Copy the solutions of the sub-problems from device to host (Profit Solution = Sum of
the profits of the sub-problems).
/* Intensification phase */
3. Repeat
3.1. Redistribute the remaining resources to the sub-problems which have used much of
their resources.
3.2. Re-solve these sub-problems in parallel.
Until no improvements found
4. Intensification phase around the current solution to improve it (swap move [5]).
/* Diversification phase */
5. Swap groups between the sub-problems, which have used less of their resources.
Until the stopping criterion is met.
Our parallel approach is evaluated using medium size and large size benchmarks [7]. It improves
the best literature known results and provides solutions with a total value on average equal to
1% close to the optimum and better performance than those obtained by Chao Gao et al. [6] and
htiouech et al. [5].
Additionally, we define a new set of very large benchmark size (up to 64000 variables). Preliminary
results show that our approach is always able to find very good solutions quality for new instances
in a reasonable time of execution (less than 150 seconds).
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Abstract. Genetic Algorithms (GA) have been effective in solving many search and optimization problems. Software testing is one field wherein GA have received much attention to
solve the problem of test-data generation. However, few works analyze this problem to see
whether GA are appropriate. Schema theory is an analysis tool that theoretically explains
how and in which classes of problems GA work well. In this paper, we use schema theory to
analyze the problem of test-data generation. Based on this analysis, we propose an enhanced
GA framework for software test-data generation. It uses the schema analysis to identify performance schemata. To preserve these schemata during the GA evolution phase and maintain
their diversity, our framework provides a new selection strategy called pairwise-selection as
well as adaptive crossover and mutation operators. We evaluate our framework on a set of
synthetic programs and compare it to the well known test-data generation framework, DaimlerChrysler system. We observe that a high branch coverage was obtained and the number
of fitness evaluations was significantly reduced.

1

Introduction

Genetic algorithms (GA) are a family of global search algorithms that were initially proposed by
Holland in the 1970s [1]. Genetic algorithms are often used as an optimizer, although they are
becoming more widely used for practical problem solving and for scientific modeling. Evolutionary
testing is one field wherein GA has received much attention [2–7].
In general, a search algorithm faces challenges in a large search space when the landscape of
its fitness function contains many local optima and it is insufficiently informed. To tackle these
challenges to GA for some classes of problems, Holland [1] proposed schema theory to analyze the
problem and extract additional pieces of information and exploit them while the search goes on. On
such a class of problems, GA guided by a fitness function based on schema theory is theoretically
predicted to outperform simple GA and other search techniques, such as hill climbing. The schema
theory or building-blocks hypothesis states that a GA can outperform other search algorithms if the
chromosomes are distinguishable (can be represented by distinct schemata) and the combination
of partial schemata (lower-order building blocks) can construct higher-order schemata [1, 8].
However, despite the theoretically predicted advantage of GA based on schema theory analysis,
its application to evolutionary testing poses additional challenges. The schema theory analysis as
defined by Holland is not directly applicable to evolutionary testing and some adaptations of the
original schema theory analysis exist [5]. Also, to further increase its performance and to benefit
from the power of schema theory analysis, in addition to an adequate schema theory form, the GA
evolution operators must preserve schemata and maintain their diversity [9].
In this paper, we propose an enhanced GA framework for evolutionary testing (EGAF-ET)
based on schema-theory analysis. We show that testing chromosomes are distinguishable according to the subset of individual conditions that they satisfy and may be classified in schemata.
Conditional expressions of branches are used to define a general set of schemata for a test target.
According to the proposed concept of schemata, we define a general expression of an evolutionary
testing fitness function. After adapting the general form of schema theory for evolutionary testing,
we identify structures and properties associated with better performance by schema analysis, then
incorporate them in the evolution phase with all fundamental GA operators (selection, crossover,
mutation). We report on the comparison of a simple GA framework for software test data generation and our EGAF-ET and show that the latter outperforms the former: EGAF-ET significantly
reduces the number of evaluations needed to reach a given branch and achieves higher branch
coverage.
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Table 1: A set of possible schemata for a test target that is control dependent on three branches (b1 , b2 , b3 ).
Schema
s11
s12
s13
s21
s22
s23
s31

Meta-constraint
{(x1 , x2 , x3 )|b1 is satisfied}
{(x1 , x2 , x3 )|b2 is satisfied}
{(x1 , x2 , x3 )|b3 is satisfied}
{(x1 , x2 , x3 )|b1 ∧ b2 is satisfied}
{(x1 , x2 , x3 )|b1 ∧ b3 is satisfied}
{(x1 , x2 , x3 )|b2 ∧ b3 is satisfied}
{(x1 , x2 , x3 )|b1 ∧ b2 ∧ c3 is satisfied}

Pattern Order
b1 ∗ ∗
1
∗ b2 ∗
1
∗ ∗ b3
1
b1 b2 ∗
2
b1 ∗ b3
2
∗ b2 b3
2
b1 b2 b3
3

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our framework and
shows how to use schema theory on evolutionary testing. Section 3 we present experimental results
comparing a simple GA framework with our EGAF-ET. Section 4 summarizes related work. The
conclusions and directions for future work are in Section 5.

2

Schema Theory for Test-data Generation

Test-data generation aims to generate an input vector (i.e., individual) that satisfies a set of branchconditions leading to a test target. Its search space can be split into subspaces where each subspace
represents the set of individuals satisfying a given subset of branch-conditions. Thus, individuals
are distinguishable by the subset of branch-conditions that they satisfy. Therefore, a schema can
be defined as a set of individuals that satisfy a meta-condition (i.e., a conjunction of branchconditions) and its order is equal to the number of conjuncts. An individual i is an instantiation
of a schema if and only if i satisfies its meta-constraint. Thus, the set of schemata that represent a
problem of test-data generation is all possible branch-conditions whereon the test target is control
dependent. For example, given an Unit-under-test (UUT) that takes three input arguments x1 , x2 ,
and x3 , a test target t control dependent on three branches b1 , b2 , and b3 , can be modeled by a
subset from the set of schemata given in Table 1. Each schema represents an exponential number
of sub-schemata, where a sub-schema is defined by the meta-constraint of the main schema while
fixing one input argument to a value from its domain.
A schema is a hierarchical structure: intermediate-order schemata (e.g., s21 , s23 ) play the role
of stepping stones to go from lower-order schemata (e.g., s11 , s12 ) to higher-order schemata (e.g.,
s31 ) [10]. The hierarchical structure is one essential feature for the building-blocks hypothesis, i.e.,
partial schemata construct higher-order schemata. Thus, individuals from a schema having a fitness
value higher than the average are likely to produce fitter individuals [1]. Therefore, a fitness function
based on the defined schema may work well under certain circumstances. Based on this schema,
we can define different fitness functions for evolutionary testing. Mitchell et al. [10] termed this
class of fitness functions Royal Road functions.
2.1

Royal Road Function

To define a royal road function for evolutionary testing, we use the concept proposed by Jones [11].
The fitness value is composed of two scores called PART and BONUS. PART considers each
building block individually in such a way that each building block receives a fitness value. BONUS
rewards optimal building blocks that reach their optimal fitness value. Because we define a building
block by a branch-condition, we can define PART by a straightforward assignment of its normalized
branch distance (η) [12]. If, for some reason, an exact evaluation of a building block is impossible
(e.g., a non-executed branch and its expression is impossible to evaluate symbolically), then its
PART can be overestimated by assigning it the value 1. In this case, if we ignore the BONUS
(e.g., BONUS=0) then we fall on the Approach Level fitness function (fAL ) [7] and Symbolically
Enhanced fitness function (fSE ) [13] expressions. In previous work [14], we studied branch-hardness
(i.e., the difficulty to satisfy a branch) and showed that the Difficulty Coefficient (DC) is a good
corrective metric to get comparable branch distances among different branches. In this paper,
we use this metric to adjust branch distances. Using this adjustment, we fall on the Difficulty
Coefficient fitness function (fDC ) expression [14].
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BONUS allows the revised class of royal road functions to outperform the simplest versions of
the royal road functions and other search algorithms. Thus, it is key to performance and should not
be ignored. In [11], Jones defines BONUS as a way to classify individuals into distinct levels (i.e.,
order of schema). The BONUS must be a distinctive value, i.e., from the overall fitness value we can
distinguish between individuals from different order of schemata. Thus, BONUS must be greater
than the maximum value that an individual can have from the sum of all PARTs. Because we
define PART by a normalized distance that is always upper-bounded by 1, BONUS can be defined
by the number of branches. To take into account the branch-hardness, we use the Difficulty Level
(DL) metric [14] to reward an optimal building block.
In general an evolutionary testing fitness function is a minimization function, so the BONUS of
each block must decrease its objective. By default, the objective value must contain the maximum
summed BONUS that may appear in an objective value and when a building block reaches its
optimal value, BONUS is decreased. Because the optimal fitness value of a building block is equal
to 0, a simple equivalent expression may be obtained by penalizing non-optimal building blocks
instead of rewarding optimal building blocks. Therefore, an unsatisfied branch is penalized by its
BONUS, so a minimization royal road function for evolutionary testing can be expressed as follows:

X
fRR (i, C) =
BON U S(c) + P ART (i, c)
=

X

c∈C 0

c∈C 0


DL(c, C) + η δ · DC(c)

Where C is the set of branches whereon the test target is control dependent; C’ is the subset of C that
contains unsatisfied branches by i; DL(c,C) and DC(c) as are defined in [14].
In evolutionary testing, the level of dependency between building blocks may be different from
one instance to another. An instance may contain a set of strongly dependent building blocks, while
another may contain a set of building blocks that are weakly dependent or totally independent.
Because a hierarchical structure must take into account the conflicts among schemata, the interdependency between building blocks, and intra-dependency within building blocks [15], we cannot
enforce a general subset of schemata (i.e., a plan to follow) for all instances of the problem of
test-data generation.
The proposed formulation of the fitness function does not predict an exact subset of schemata.
This is an advantage because it can deal with any instance of the problem of test-data generation,
but, at the same time, this is an inconvenience because its landscape may significantly change
from one instance to another. Therefore, as any general fitness function, the proposed one may
be deceptive in some instances of evolutionary testing. The fitness function alone cannot perform
well on every instance of evolutionary testing. To further increase its power, in addition to a good
fitness function, GA must exploit features associated with good performance [1]. In Holland’s words
“unexploited possibilities may contain the key to optimal performance, dooming the system to
fruitless search until they are implemented. There is only one insurance against these contingencies.
The adaptive system must, as an integral part of its search of “(schemata)”, persistently test and
incorporate structures properties associated with better performance.”
Therefore, in the following subsections, we propose adaptive GA operators that use schema
analysis to detect and exploit some features related to evolutionary testing performance.
2.2

Pairwise Selection Operator

The hope of a GA is finding the desired schemata at each generation. A distributed population
on schemata may answer this hope. Because fitter individuals may be from a same schema, the
selection operator must balance between fitness, diversity, and schemata. In the literature, there
are several selection operators that balance between fitness and diversity [16]. Pairwise-Selection
is a selection strategy that we propose to boost the selection by taking into consideration the
diversity in terms of schemata by identifying schemata and distinguishing between them. From the
overall fitness value, it may be possible to know the order of schemata, however it is impossible to
identify an exact schema because many schemata may have the same order.
In evolutionary testing, we know a priori the optimal value of a fitness function (generally branch
distance is equal to 0), whence the schemata identification is possible by storing the individual
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7

foo(int i,int j,int k,int l ) {
int x=0;
if(i>0)
//b1
x=j;
if (x>0 && k>0) //b2
if(l>0)
//b3
return 1;

8

return 0;

9
10

}

Fig. 1: foo function
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Fig. 2: influence matrix for foo function

fitness value of each building block (branch distance of each individual branch) and using them
during the GA evolution phase. A schema detector can be defined as a binary vector derived from
the schema pattern by replacing the asterisks by 0 and constraints by 1. The scalar product of a
branch distance vector and detector vector is equal to 0 if and only if the individual is an instance
of the schema. Further, the branch distance vectors may be a good mean to measure the similarity
or the distance between individuals in terms of schemata. The similarity between two individuals
is equal to the scalar product of their branch distance vectors. The similarity is maximal if the two
individuals are instances of the same schema, it is minimal if the two individuals complement each
other (it is equal to 0).
The pairwise selection combines two selection strategies to select individuals in a pairwise
manner. The first individual is selected according to a selection strategy that takes in consideration
the fitness and the population diversity. The second individual is selected using a selection strategy
that focuses on the diversity in terms of schemata. The first strategy sorts individuals according
to a linear ranking method [17, 18], after which the first individual is selected using stochastic
universal sampling [18, 19]. The second individual is selected to increase the likelihood of getting
a complement of the first individual using a tournament selection [16] based on lowest similarity
and worst fitness in case of ties.
Pairwise selection has a good likelihood of diversifying the population in terms of schemata.
Furthermore, it couples two individuals that have a potential to generate fitter offspring.
2.3

Crossover and mutation Operators

It is well known that crossover and mutation operators disrupt schemata in a population. The
schema theorem shows that crossover and mutation rates are the main source of the loss of
schemata [1]. Those rates are constant in evolutionary testing and are randomly applied without
any consideration for schemata. Adaptive rates may help to reduce losses and make evolutionary
testing more effective and efficient. Because crossover and mutation operators perform on genes,
comparison in terms of genes’ performances is a natural way to define adaptive crossover and
mutation operator. The contribution of each gene to the fitness may be an adequate indicator to
adapt those two operators. We propose a schema analysis to identify the influence of each input
variable on each schema.
We say that an input variable v influences a schema s if v influences any basic building-block
component in s. Because a basic building block is defined by an individual branch, we keep Korel’s
definition of influence [20] and we extend it with indirect influence. A variable v indirectly influences
a branch b if b is influenced by a variable w while a definition of w is in an execution block B and
the execution of B depends on v value. Fig. 1 is a sample source code wherein the input variable
i indirectly influences the conditional statement at Line 5.
The schema analysis generates an influence matrix that summarizes input variables influence
on basic building blocks. An influence matrix is a UUT matrix that reflects the dependency relationship between conditional statements and input variables: its lines are input variables and its
columns are conditional statements. A cell [v, c] of an influence matrix is equal to 1 if the conditional statement c depends in any way on input variable v, else it is equal to 0. Fig. 2 presents the
influence matrix for foo function.
The schema analysis is a sort of data flow analysis. With a slight modification to a data flow
analysis algorithm, we can generate the influence matrix. In this paper, we assume that the control
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flow graph does not contain cycles (loops are unfolded kpath times) and use an adapted version of
the Basic Reach Algorithm [21] to generate the influence matrix.
Using the influence matrix, an estimated input variable contribution can be determined in each
of the branch fitness. We assume that input variables involved in a branch contribute equitably to
its fitness value. Therefore, a fitness value can be assigned to each input variable by summing its
contributions among all branches involved in an influence relationship.
Adaptive Crossover Operator. The aim of any crossover operator is generating at least one
offspring which is fitter than each parent. To achieve this objective a crossover operator needs to
detect the origin of the fitness in each parent and exploit it to get fitter offspring. An adaptive
uniform operator can be developed for this purpose that focuses only on one offspring wherein
the fitter genes are recombined. The adaptive uniform operator generates a main offspring and a
secondary offspring. The main offspring receives from the first parent all genes that have reached
the optimal fitness value then the remaining genes are chosen from both parents according to fitness
values of genes (i.e., the fitter gene of both genes is chosen). The secondary offspring receives each
gene from one parent with an equal probability. Despite genes being linked by building blocks and
the latter not being necessary independent, this adaptive uniform crossover has a good likelihood
of making a fitter offspring and reducing the probability of losing schemata.
Adaptive Mutation Operator. Two features define a mutation operator: the probability of
changing a gene and the way a gene is changed. A mutation operation can be considered successful
if the new offspring is fitter than its parent. To achieve this a mutation operator needs to detect
the sources of weakness from the fitness of the parent and change them in an adequate way. An
adaptive mutation operator can be developed to answer this. Instead of using an equal probability
1/` to change each gene, the adaptive mutation operator uses a probability computed in terms of
the fitness value scored by each gene. It makes a distinction between two groups of genes: optimal
genes that have the optimal fitness value (0) and non-optimal genes that do not yet reach the
optimal fitness value. Only genes from the second group are subject to mutation with an equal
1
, where |Sg| is the number of genes in the second group (non-optimal). Thus a
probability |Sg|
mutated value is computed in terms of the min and the max of fitness values of branches (building
block) wherein the input variable (gene) is involved. A value r is randomly selected from one of
three intervals {[1, min], [min + 1, max], [max + 1, uBound]} with probabilities {0.6, 0.3, 0.1}, then
this value is added or subtracted to the current gene value. A minimum width is required for each
interval (e.g., for integers each interval must contain at least 50 values otherwise the interval is
modified to contain this number starting from its lower bound).

3

Empirical Study

The main goal of our empirical study is to compare our proposed enhanced GA framework against
a simple GA and to analyze its impact in terms of effectiveness and efficiency on evolutionary
testing. Evolutionary testing is considered more efficient if the enhanced GA framework reduces
the number of evaluations to achieve a given coverage; it is considered more effective if the enhanced
GA framework covers more targets. To get a more revealing analysis, we evaluate separately the
four components in our enhanced GA framework: the royal road function of evolutionary testing,
the pairwise selection, the adaptive crossover operator, and the adaptive mutation operator. to
determine the contribution of each component in the enhanced GA framework and to analyze the
following questions:
– (RQ1): Validation of evolutionary testing royal road function. Can an evolutionary
fitness function expressed according to the schema theory make evolutionary testing more
efficient or effective? This shows the impact of a fitness function expressed according to the
schema theory;
– (RQ2): Validation of schemata diversity hypothesis. Can the pairwise selection make
evolutionary testing more efficient or effective? This shows the impact of maintaining the
population diversity in terms of schemata;
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– (RQ3): Performance of proposed adaptive crossover. Can the adaptive crossover operator that combines fitter genes enhance evolutionary testing in terms of efficiency of effectiveness? This shows the effect of preserving schemata by exploiting the sources of performance;
– (RQ4): Performance of proposed adaptive mutation. Can the adaptive mutation operator that assigns high probability to “weaker” genes enhance evolutionary testing in terms
of efficiency of effectiveness? This shows the impact of incorporating structures and properties
associated with weaker performance to preserve schemata and mutate individuals.
To ensure that we compare, indeed, with a good implementation od simple GA a careful implementation of the DaimlerChrysler system for evolutionary testing (DCS-ET) [6, 7] was set up
by using the evolutionary computation for Java (ECJ) system [22]. We choose ECJ because it
is founded on the same principles as DCS-ET: both systems support breeding based on multipopulations, or Breeder Genetic Algorithm [23]. The ECJ features make reimplementing DCS-ET
easy. DCS-ET has been largely studied and reimplemented in the literature and it is always considered as the state of the art [5]. In the next paragraph we give a brief description of DCS-ET [5, 7].
The population contains 300 individuals that are uniformly distributed over six sub-populations.
All sub-populations are evolved in parallel separately according to the following process: (1) Evaluation: according to a fitness function, a score is assigned to each individual; (2) Selection: individuals are selected using a linear ranking [17, 18] with a selection pressure equal to 1.7 followed
by stochastic universal selection [18, 19]; (3) Crossover: parents are recombined by using a discrete
recombination [23]; (4) Mutation: offsprings are mutated by the breeder genetic algorithm mutation strategy [23]; (5) Reinsertion: an elitist reinsertion strategy keeps the top 10% of the current
population; (6) Random Exchange: every 20 generations sub-populations randomly exchange 10%
of their individuals with one another; (7) Populations competition: every four generations, the
populations are ranked according to their progress in terms of performance (mean fitness) and the
size of each sub-population is updated with weaker sub-populations losing individuals in favor of
stronger ones.
We enhanced DCS-ET with fRR , pairwise selection, adaptive crossover, and adaptive mutation
operators to get a first version of our framework EGAF-ET.
The study was performed on 440 synthetic test targets that were randomly generated. A synthetic test target is a simple Java program that contains a set of nested branches to be satisfied
(i.e., only the deeper branch is targeted). The search space and the number of nested branches
are the main factors in determining the difficulty of an evolutionary testing problem. The search
space grows exponentially with the number of input variables. To get simple Java programs that
represent different levels of difficulty the number of input variables is varied from 2 to 9 and each
test target contains at least a number of nested branches equal to the number of input variables
and at most is equal to double the number of input variables. For each combination of the number
of input variables and number of nested branches 10 simple Java programs are generated. We
define each input variable as an integer that takes its value from the large domain [2−30 , 230 ]. Each
simple Java program denotes a separate search problem for which the size of the search space
approximately ranges from 262 to 2279 . To get realistic test targets, every test target is generated
carefully, branch by branch. Every branch must: 1) keep the test target feasible; 2) involve two
input variables (80%) or an input variable and a constant (20%); 3) not be implied by the current
test target.1
Each search for test data that meets a test target was performed 20 times. This repetition allows
reducing the random aspect in the observed values. A set of 20 random number seeds was used
to seed the random number generators. If test data was not found after 30,000 fitness evaluations
for both DCS-ET and EGAF-ET, the search was terminated.
Table 2 summarizes the results of 8,800 executions for each combination of framework, BONUS,
and PART. An execution is considered successful if it could generate a test datum. To compute a
maximum coverage (Max. Cov.), a branch is considered covered if test data were found during at
least one of the 20 executions. To compute a average coverage (Ave. Cov.), a branch is considered
covered if test data were found during at least teen of the 20 executions. The fRR with PART equals
to the adjusted branch distance (δ · DC) outperforms fRR with the simple branch distance (δ).
Thus in our framework (EGAF-ET) fRR with BONUS different from zero works better than with
1

Benchmarks are available at http://www.crt.umontreal.ca/~quosseca/fichiers/23-Meta16Benchs.
zip
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Table 2: Results of different expressions of the evolutionary testing royal road function on both frameworks.
fRR
BONUS PART
η(δ)
0
η(δ · DC)
η(δ)
|C|
η(δ · DC)
η(δ)
DL
η(δ · DC)

SUCCESS
DCS EGAF
5,084 8,511
5,262 8,521
5,048 8,515
5,248 8,528
5,037 8,547
5,166 8,556

EVALUATIONS
DCS
EGAF
175,619,700 43,269,900
173,914,800 42,747,300
175,827,000 43,021,200
173,948,400 42,644,100
176,110,800 41,990,700
175,356,000 41,851,500

Max. Cov.
DCS EGAF
78.18 99.77
80.45 99.09
77.72 99.54
78.86 99.77
76.59 100.00
79.09 100.00

Ave. Cov.
DCS EGAF
58.63 97.27
60.00 97.72
56.59 97.27
58.86 97.50
58.18 97.72
59.31 97.72

100

% Coverage

80

60

40

20

DCS-ET
Pairwise Selection
Adaptive Crossover
Adaptive (probability) Mutation
Adaptive (value) Mutation (EGAF-ET)

0
0

5000

10000

15000

20000

25000

30000

Evaluations

Fig. 3: The branch coverage in terms of the average number of fitness evaluations.

BONUS equal to 0. Further fRR with DL is better than with | C |. Contrary to our framework on
DCS-ET the fRR with DL or | C | slightly decreases the performance because the fRR with BONUS
different from 0 favors higher-order schemata and these latter overlapped, but DCS-ET uses simple
crossover and mutation operators that disrupt schemata. Thus, we answer RQ1 by claiming
that the evolutionary testing royal road function makes evolutionary testing more
effective and efficient if the schemata are preserved and their diversity is maintained.
To measure the advantage of each proposed component the framework DCS-ET is modified
step by step. First we replaced DCS-ET’s selection strategy by our pairwise selection, then we
changed the crossover operator to our adaptive one. After that we modified the mutation rate of
DCS-ET by making it adaptive. Finally we replaced the mutation way by our proposed one. Figure
3 summarizes different changing steps that we did to pass from DCS-ET to EGAF-ET.
For our benchmark set of simple programs, in Table 2 and Figure 3, our framework significantly
outperforms the DCS-ET framework both for branch coverage and number of fitness evaluations
required to cover a same number of branches. Also, each proposed operator alone performs better
than its simple counterpart. The pairwise selection could not show a significant enhancement in
terms of branch coverage, but it is distinctly better than the selection strategy used by DCS-ET
in terms of number of evaluations. The pairwise selection offers to the crossover operator a pair
of individuals that complement each other. According to the results the complementary between
the crossed individuals may diversify schemata and preserve them. Therefore, we answer RQ2
by claiming that the pairwise selection maintains the population diversity in terms of
schemata, thereby making evolutionary testing more efficient but not more effective.
The proposed adaptive crossover does not show a meaningful difference compared to the discrete
crossover because of the complicated relationship between schemata: the latter overlap and strongly
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depend on each other. The dependency between schemata preserves the combination of fitter genes
to generate fitter schemata, maybe due to the kind of UUTs tried, which essentially use integer
data types and their branches are highly dependent on each other. More evidence is needed to draw
a general conclusion about the proposed crossover. Thus, on the selected UUTs and the proposed
crossover operator and we answer RQ3 by claiming that combining fitter genes does not
necessary generate fitter schemata.
In the adaptive mutation operator, both the adaptive mutation rate (probability) and the adaptive mutation strategy (value) significantly enhance the performance in terms of fitness evaluations
and branch coverage. The adaptive mutation rate orients the mutation operator on the “weaker”
genes by assigning them a high mutation rate, then allows it to outperform its counterpart that
uses equal probability regardless of gene performance. Thus, the adaptive mutation strategy orients
the mutation operator to choose potential values by using the minimum and the maximum branch
distances while favoring the neighborhood. This mutation strategy outperforms the breeder mutation operator in terms of branch coverage and fitness evaluations. Therefore, we answer RQ4 by
claiming that incorporating structures and properties associated with weaker or better performance to preserve schemata and mutate individuals significantly enhances
evolutionary testing.

4

Related Work

The last two decades have witnessed an increased interest concerning search-based test data generation, especially evolutionary testing. Many authors have considered genetic algorithms as potential
search algorithms for test data generation [2–7]. These approaches keep the general concept of
GA and focus only on two components: the representation of the feasible solutions and the fitness
function. This makes the GA operators problem independent and those approaches very general.
Our framework is different because in addition to these we propose to make GA operators problem
dependent by taking into consideration the structure of test-data problem (schemata, branches
and input variables performance) during the evolution phase.
Korel proposed a dynamic data flow analysis approach [20] for path coverage that may make
the GA evolution phase problem dependent. His approach consists of analysing the influences
of each input variable on the successful sub-path traversed during the program execution. Only
input variables that influence the successful sub-path are subject of changing their values. Korel’s
approach does not take into account the non-executed sub-path and input variables that statically
have an influence on the test target. However input variables that statically influence a test target
in the whole path (executed or non-executed sub-path) may contain the key to reach a test target.
Harman et al. [24] studied the impact of search space reduction on search based test data generation.
In their study for a given test data generation problem (branch) they use the static analysis
approach described in [25, 26] to remove irrelevant input variables form the search space. This
approach ignores input variable value performance, So in a given context (individual) it cannot
distinguish between relevant and irrelevant input variables, i.e., a input variables may be relevant
for a given individual and irrelevant for another one ”blindly” changing its value may decrease
performances because it may be a component of a schema. Our approach is different from Korel
and Harman et al. because it is based on schema theory and combines static and dynamic analysis
to determine relevant and irrelevant input variables for each individual according to a test target.
An evolutionary testing schema theory has been previously defined and analysed by Harman
and McMinn [5]. They define an evolutionary testing schema as a set of chromosomes that satisfy
a constraint (branch) and its order is the number of variables involved (arity of the constraint).
According to the schema theory, this means that a schema defined on a small number of variables
(lower-order schema) is less fit than a schema defined on a larger number of variables (higher-order
schema), thus the recombination of chromosomes satisfying lower-order schema builds chromosomes
satisfying higher-order schema. Since they do not define a fitness function and there is none in the
literature that reflects their schema concept their definition is useful only on some particular cases
of branches and it is hard to be automated. As we claim earlier in this paper, it is more productive
to model schemata for a class of problems while linking it with a fitness function. Our evolutionary
testing schema definition is more general and it is reflected by a royal road function. In our definition
the order of schema is the number of individual conditions, so any nested branch is a potential
evolutionary testing problem wherein the schema theory may be applied.
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Despite the large body of work on evolutionary testing, we believe this is the first paper to
provide a complete evolutionary testing GA framework based on schema theory. Our framework
rational differs from previous work in that it provides a new concept of fitness function and all
fundamental GA operators.

5

Conclusion

In the last two decades, search-based testing and in particular evolutionary testing have been extensively applied to solve the problem of automated test data generation. However despite the
importance of the schema theory analysis for GA, its application to evolutionary testing has posed
many challenges. To establish a GA framework based on schema theory analysis, this paper provides a novel automated evolutionary testing framework. We have (1) adapted schema theory for
evolutionary testing, (2) defined a royal road fitness function for evolutionary testing, (3) proposed
a new selection strategy called pairwise selection that combines two selection strategies to maintain
the population diversity in terms of schemata, (4) proposed an adaptive crossover that dynamically changes its rate according to the schemata, and (5) proposed an adaptive mutation operator
that dynamically changes its rate and the way it mutates in terms of the schemata and their
performances. We carried preliminary experiments to compare our framework to DaimlerChryster
system on some randomly generated benchmark programs. A preliminary case study was carried
out to frame the research questions. Results indicate that (1) the proposed royal road function
can make evolutionary testing more effective and efficient if the schemata are preserved and their
diversity is maintained; (2) the pairwise selection is able to maintain the population diversity in
terms of schemata, thereby making evolutionary testing more efficient but not more effective; (3)
the proposed adaptive crossover does not show a meaningful difference comparing to the discrete
crossover, thereby combining fitter genes does not necessary generate fitter schemata; (4) incorporating structures and properties associated with weaker or better performance to preserve schemata
and mutate individuals can significantly enhance evolutionary testing. Further the results obtained
are promising but experiments with real world programs must be performed to provide additional
empirical evidence on the potential of our proposed evolutionary testing framework. In the future
we will focus on integrating the proposed framework in our tool JTExpert [27].
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Introduction

The work partially described in this paper is at the crossroads of several research fields and specifically deals with higher educational learning assessments and Constraint Satisfaction Problems.
The summative assessment [8, 1, 2] is done at the end of a curricula in order to evaluate learning
outcomes [3]. When this type of assessment aims at delivering a certificate or a diploma, it is called
certificative. Then a certificative assessment, which can be interpreted as a collection of tests, must
guarantee fairness between all learners. However, teachers might have to create differentiated assessment Tests within various contexts : for distinct cohorts of learners, related to the same topics,
and in various university sections or from a session to another; for the same cohort with multisession
assessments; for a single assessment session with the aim to limit fraud (e.g. in a large amphitheater). As a consequence, the question is then : How to guarantee fairness of a given assessment if
we suppose it consists of distinct Tests ? 3 Thus, we tackle in this paper the problem of assisting,
thanks to an automatic process, the teacher in designing and generating assessments where each
Test is structurally different from another. This work proposes a structural metric with the aim
of characterizing the distance between two given Tests. This metric provides a dedicated fitness
function that leads to define a genetic algorithm (GA) technique. We especially focus on Multiple
Choice Questionnaires automatic generation. As a requirement, we suppose that the teacher has
at his disposal a set of questions where each of them is coupled to a set of possible choices of
answer (named source database in the following). The original use of GA allows to optimize this
structural differentiation and thus guarantees the generation of collections of Tests with the largest
distance possible while involving the smallest source database. The section 2 presents the structural
distance between two Tests and defines its associated metric. The section 3 provides comparative
experimental results about automatic generation of assessments using a genetic approach. Finally,
section 4 gives some preliminary conclusions about this work and presents prospects.

2

About the structural distance : Dtest

A Test consists of an ordered sequence of ItemTests from the source database. Each ItemTest consists of one EnonceItem, the question statement, and an associated unordered set of RepItems from
which possible choices will be extract during the generation process4 . Each choice is semantically
associated to a true or (exclusively) a false answer. If you associate each EnonceItem to a unique
identifier, a Test can be likened as a word built on an alphabet. Drawing of this, related works
on structural distance between words have been considered. As an example, Levenshtein proposed
to estimate the distance between two strings by calculating the number of insertions, deletions
and substitutions of characters that must be achieved in one of them to make it identical to the
other [6, 5, 9].
2.1

From Levenshtein to structural distance between Tests

Practically Dtest is a score within the range [0, 1] and represents the distance metric between a
couple of Tests (t1 , t2 ). From this range, 0 corresponds to t1 ≡ t2 , meaning each EnonceItem from
3

4

The notion of distinction between two Tests is then considered from a structural angle and as a first
step, fairness of the assessments is out of the scope of this paper.
associated sets are denoted respectively EnonceItemx and RepItemyx for a Test x and an ItemTest y
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t1 belongs to t2 at the same rank and is associated to the same set of RepItems with the same order.
On the other hand, 1 is the maximal distance and corresponds to t1 6= t2 meaning each EnonceItem
from t1 does not belong to t2 . Intermediate values represents a measure of 2 amounts applied to
the sets of EnonceItems and RepItems respectively Disparity and Permutation. More precisely,
Disparity measures the amount of distinct elements from two sets whereas Permutation expresses,
within the framework of ordered sets, the mean rank difference between
elements. Thus,
P identical
b
|I a −Ix
|
max(#a,#b)−#(a∩b)
x∈(a∩b) x
and P ermutation(a, b) =  max(#a,#b)  max(#a,#b)  In both
Disparity(a, b) =
max(#a,#b)
2

2

2

cases a and b are ordered sets and Iij denotes the rank of the element i in the set j. The figure 1
provides a schematic representation of the scale of our final metric which consists in combining 4
scores which are in order of relevance :
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

cp(t1 , t2 ) = ∀r∈(EnonceItemt1 ∩EnonceItemt2 ) P ermutation(RepItemrt1 , RepItemrt1 )
qp(t1 , t2 ) = P ermutation(EnonceItemt1 , EnonceItemt2 )
cd(t1 , t2 ) = ∀r∈(EnonceItemt1 ∩EnonceItemt2 ) Disparity(RepItemrt1 , RepItemrt1 )
qd(t1 , t2 ) = Disparity(EnonceItemt1 , EnonceItemt2 )

Thanks to this metric, we then are able to propose in the next section, thanks to a GA [7, 4],
an original technique that generates collection of Tests with global distance (i.e. average distance
of each Test couple) greater than randomization.

0

cp

qp

Low
permutation
in
EnonceItems
and Low
disparity in
RepItems

High
permutation
in
EnonceItems
and Low
disparity in
RepItems

cd

High
disparity in
RepItems

Low Distance
: Fixed Boundary

qd

1

High
disparity in
EnonceItems

High Distance
: Floating Boundary

Fig. 1. Scale of the metric characterizing the distance between two Tests

3

Generating thanks to a genetic approach

The aim of our preliminar experimentation is to offer the highest structural distance as possible
while allowing the teacher to imagine the smallest possible number of elements in the source
database. To do so, our GA approach uses Dtest as a fitness function and is named GAwDtest.
Within the experimental context, we choose to work with a population of 1,000 individuals where
each of them is initially a collection of Tests randomly sampled among those belonging to the
source database. Following preliminary experimentations that we cannot detail in this paper, we
empirically set the percentage of deletion and mutation to 8% and 3% respectively. We consider
1,000 generations or a timeout at 3,600 seconds. Some prior experiments lead us to consider the
est ∈ Source Database
ratio #ItemT
as the relevant parameter correlated to the context of generation.
#ItemT est ∈ T esti
In other words and as an illustration, this means that generating Tests with 10 (resp. 50) ItemTests
chosen among a set of 20 (resp. 100) are identical contexts. When the ratio is high, this corresponds
to a context where the teacher has a large amount of questions at his disposal so that building
his assessment. Prior experiments show that in this case, a random selection results good enough
structural distance according to Dtest. On the other hand, when the ratio is closed to 1.00,
random generation is not sufficient to provide a great as differentiation between the generated
Tests as the size of the collection grows5 . Consequently, we choose to focus only on small ratios
{1, 1.2, 1.5, 1.7, 2}. Figure 2 gives some details on the experimental contribution of GAwDtest
in comparison with random selection. Left side of the figure 2 shows comparative mean distances
5

note: ratio equals 1.00 is only a shuffle on the source database
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between random selection and GAwDtest according to Dtest. For instance this guarantees to
the teacher that if he has at disposal n question in the database to build Tests of n questions
(i.e. ratio = 1.00), GAwDtest enhances the classical random shuffle generation, according to the
global metric Dtest, by 10%. Right side of figure 2 provides the distribution of Dtest metric for
each couple of Tests belonging to a given assessment at a ratio 1.00. According to our scale (see
figure 1), and within a practical angle this means that GAwDtest can simulate a high disparity
in EnonceItems while the ratio structurally cannot allow it.

Random collection (60% of DTests < 0.4)

Genetic Average

Genetic collection (30% of DTests < 0.4)

DTests

DTests

Random Average

Ratios 1 to 2

DTests between couple of Tests (for a ratio 1)

Fig. 2. Comparative results between a random sample and selected collection from GAwDtest for ratios
from 1.00 to 2.00

4

Conclusion

This paper has presented an original approach that can assist the teacher in automatically generating collections of Tests through mcq, specifically within the context of certificative assessments.
As a contribution, we propose an original metric partially inspired from Levenshtein distance[6,
9] that characterizes the difference between two Tests of a given collection. Since this metric can
be used as a fitness function, we adapted a genetic approach to automatically generate collections
that maximizes the distance between each couple of Tests of a given collection and that even if the
teacher has few patterns in its source database. This approach, GAwDtest, can be compared to
a random selection and allows some substantial improvements on a difficult problem. GAwDtest
improvements are more significant to generate small collections. Analysis of such a fact cannot be
developed within this paper. Nevertheless this leads us to consider a new parameter (i.e. constraint)
during generation process : Topology of the classroom. Limiting fraud within this context consists
in considering that each learner must have a (very) distant Test from his entire neighborhood. This
problem can be partially understood as an allocation problem. One of our future work, in addition
to handling fairness, will consider this new constraint.
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1

Introduction

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) provides tools for systematization and automation of models.
Model transformations are nowadays widely used either in a maintenance context or in a more traditional development contexts. It allows realization at many stages during life cycle for a software:
code generation, reverse engineering, etc. These models transformations are for example a way to
change a model from a specific domain – e.g. a UML class model – to another domain – e.g. a
Java model. Domains of models are specified by models of higher abstraction level: Meta-Models
(MM).
Generation of models from MM as a testing purpose is a quite complex task. Several combinatorial approaches have already been proposed. In [1–3], the authors propose a generation based
on Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP). These methods provide encouraging results, creating
models that conform to meta-models and moreover, encoding constraints (OCL) that can be added
to meta-models. Recently, in [4], simulated annealing generate a set of models which are the more
dissimilar and which cover the meta-model. Meta-heuristics seem to provide interesting results in
term of diversity, and, in our opinion, diversity is now a major issue to complete our generation
process.
In this paper, we explain how to generate diverse models conform to a meta-model, using genetic
algorithms.

2

Evolutionary algorithm

Evolutionary algorithm (EA) have been largely adopted to provide good solutions to combinatorial
problems. In this section we will describe the differents components of our EA [5].
2.1

Chromosome representation

Representing models as a sequence in a chromosome is complex, moreover if we want to allow the
possibility to crossover models. We base our approach on the CSP paradigm used by the authors
in [1]. In this work, Ferdjoukh et al. propose to describe a model as a constraint network composed
by variables, domains associated to these variables and a set of constraints. A valid model (i.e.
which respect the meta-model and constraints) is an instantiation of variables that respect CSP
constraints. We first choose to use vectors of instanciated values as chromosome representation. In a
second time, we prefer to express in a chromosome a set of models (a list of size p) by concatenating
p consecutive vectors representing p different models.
2.2

Initial Population

In [6], Ferdjoukh et al. introduce probabilistic simulation to generate realistic datas from a MM,
based on a CSP instantiation. Their tool (named Grimm) is able to generate a set of valid models,
conforms to meta-models, with variety in domain range instantiation due to probability distribution. A first set of 100 models, conforms to a specific meta model, is generated. Due to the value
of p, we respectively considered 50 chromosomes (p=2), 25 chromosomes (p=4) or 20 (p=5).
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2.3

Fitness function

Diversity between models is a rich problem. Indeed, it could be linked to a metrix representing
similarity/dissimilarity. Some previous works in model driven engineering [7] used semantics data of
models to provide a similarity measure. In our case, semantics data seems not sufficiently realistic,
models are generated. Instead, we choose to focus on structure to define fitness.
As previously explained we reduced the problem by representing a graph as a vector including for each artefact target, relations and attributes. A simple Hamming distance or Levenshtein
distance can be then used to compared two models. We choose to used a more recent metric from
Data Mining domain: the cosine dissimilarity [8]. This metric is usualy applied to vectors that
represent occurences of word in a text. It is defined as:
−
→ −
→
−
→ −
→
DC (V1 , V2 ) = 1 − SC (V1 , V2 )

(1)

−
→ −
→
−
→
−
→
with SC (V1 , V2 ) the cosine similarity of two vectors V1 and V2 defined as :
−
→ −
→
−
→ −
→
V1 · V2
SC (V1 , V2 ) = −
→ −
→
kV1 kkV2 k

= pPn

Pn

i=1

V1 [i]V2 [i]
pPn

2
i=1 V1 [i]

i=1

V2 [i]2

(2)

For the simple case where one chromosome contain two models, this distance is quite easy to
compute, but in other cases, we obtain a distance matrix. We follow different approaches to try to
increase diversity. Indeed, we consider several fitness for the ”more than two models” case:
(1) a fitness based on the lowest value of the distance matrix: with this approach, we consider that
increase the minimal value will normally increase all the distances;
(2) a fitness based on mean value of the distance matrix: with this approach, we hope that trying
to increase the mean will increase all the distances;
(3) a fitness based on a sum of (1) and (2), trying to increase both values;
(4) two different fitness functions: the (1) and the (2), trying to increase one of the two values.
If the three first approaches can be realized with all genetics algorithms, the last approach need
the use of a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. We choose the widely used NSGA-II [9, 10].
2.4

Crossover, mutation, feasibility repair and selection

We randomly pick couples of chromosomes and apply a simple one point crossover on them to
generate new chromosomes.

A

B

C

D

crossover

A1C2 D

C1A2 B

Fig. 1. One point Crossover between two chromosomes composed by 2 models.

We determine that a mutation chance of 0.5h for each gene is enough to avoid a too quick
convergence and allow diversification. To check feasibility, first we store extra-data, like domains
and constraints, to quickly check if new vectors (generated by crossover or mutation) are still valid.
Our modified vector is reintroduced in CSP tool to check satisfiability and if necessary, repair it
by looking valid instantiation in a classical depth first search exploration.
As selection criterion, when we generating 100 new chromosomes, we keep the 100 best over
the overall 200 chromosomes

3

Computational results

We first consider a population with individual composed only by 2 models. In Fig. 2, we can observe
that our method provides better results than the CSP approach. Indeed, population at generation
100 has a mean distance score better than the original population. Moreover, we can note that for
both distances the lowest value of our final population is better than the higher value of initial
one. The lowest values for cosine distance are inherent to the fact that some values of vectors are
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Fig. 2. Evolution of mean distance for population with chromosome with 2 models

too constrained – the dashed line indicates the best possible pairing at last generation, computed
with a brute force algorithm.
Fig. 3 shows the different fitness approaches when p = 5. Trying min value (1) or mean value (2)
brings quite similar results. The combination of two objectives, with sum aggregation (3) and even
more with bi-objective vision (4), provides even better results. We also observe that our method
provides better results than original one at the cost of an increased computation time to reach
convergence.
1
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Fig. 3. Evolution of mean distance for population with chromosome composed by 5 models

4

Conclusion

Diversity of artefacts in model generation is an important point. The evolutionary meta-heuristic
provide a tool to increase distance between models. With this approach, we are able to increase
mean score for more than 50% for considered metrics. As perspectives, we will look at the case where
chromosome are mono-model by considering a population fitness, and preliminaries computations
seem to provide better results in terms of scalability.
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Abstract. TESTAR is an open source tool for automated software testing that generates
test sequences on the fly based only on information derived from the Graphical User Interface
(GUI). At the core of TESTAR is the way to automatically select which actions to test;
finding the right algorithm to carry out this task can make significant differences to the
testing outcome.
In this work we evaluate Q-learning as a metaheuristic for action selection and carry out
experiments with a range of paramenters, using random selection as a baseline for the comparison. Two applications are used as Software Undder Test (SUT) in the experiments,
namely MS Powerpoint (a proprietary desktop application) and the Odoo enterprise management system (an open source web-based application). We introduce metrics to evaluate
the performance of the testing with TESTAR, which are valid even under the assumption
that access to the source code is not available and testing is only possible via the GUI.
These metrics are used to perform statistical analysis, showing that the superiority of action
selection by Q-learning can only be achieved through an adequate choice of parameters.
Mots-Clefs. Automated GUI Testing,Testing Metrics, Testing Web Applications, Q-learning

1

Introduction

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) represents a central point in any application from where the
user may access all the functionality. Hence, testing at the GUI level means taking the user’s perspective and is thus the ultimate way of verifying a program’ s correct behaviour. Current GUIs
can account for 45-60% of the entire source code [2] in any application and are often large and
complex. Consequently, it is difficult to test applications thoroughly through their GUI, especially
because GUIs are designed to be operated by humans, not machines. Moreover, they are inherently non-static interfaces, subject to constant change caused by functionality updates, usability
enhancements, changing requirements or altered contexts. Automating the GUI testing process is
therefore a crucial task in order to minimise time-consuming and tedious manual testing.
TESTAR is an open source tool that performs automated testing via the GUI, using the operating system’s Accessibility API to recognise GUI controls and their properties, and enabling
programmatic interaction with them. It derives sets of possible actions for each state the GUI is
in and selects and executes appropriate ones, thus creating a test sequence on the fly. TESTAR
has been successfully applied to various commercial and open source applications, both deskptop
and web-based ones, as shown in e.g. [4, 6, 9, 10]; in most cases the action selection mechanism was
random choice, a procedure also known as monkey testing
In citeBV2012,BV14 the first attempts to action selection in TESTAR based on metaheuristics,
and especifically Q-learning, are described. However, the performance metrics used for evaluation
were the average time it took to crash the application under test and the reproducibility of the
crashes. Although the results were promising, they revealed problems with this choice of metrics,
which we try to address here. In this work we introduce four novel metrics specifically designed to
testing via the GUI and without access to the source code of the applications. Using these metrics
we compare various settings for Q-learning and also use random testing as a baseline.
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In order to carry out our study we chose two applications: the Odoo enterprise resource planning
(ERP) system and the PowerPoint presentation software. They are two very different types of SUT:
one is an open source web application and the other a proprietary desktop application.
We run experiments in three phases or iterations, refining the process after each phase, and
carry out statistical analysis on the results of the third phase.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 3 describes the action selection mechanism using Q-learning. Section 4 introduces the metrics used for quality assessment of the testing
procedure. Section 5 summarises the experimental set up, the results obtained and the statistical
analysis carried out; it also highlights the problems encountered. Finally, in section 6 we present
some conclusions and outline areas for future work.

2

Related work

The existing literature in User Interface testing covers three approaches: capture-and-replay (C&R),
which involves recording user interactions and converting them into a script that can be replayed
repeatedly, visual-based which relies on image recognition techniques to visually interpret the images of the target UI [3] , and traversal-based, which uses information from the GUI (GUI reflection)
to traverse it [1], and can be used to check some general properties.
Current practice of UI testing relies mainly on Capture-and-Replay (C&R, also called Recordand-Replay) tools. This is a mature technology, for which tools are widely available, be they commercial or open source. However, a major problem with this approach is maintenance, as changes
in the UI usually render the created test scripts unusable. This problem becomes more severe with
the new generation of Internet-based applications, as these adapt their layout dynamically according to the users’ needs. Hence, in spite of some degree of automation, GUI testing still involves
heavy load of manual work, which is costly and error prone [3].
Visual-based and traversal-based tools aim at solving the maintenance problem; the latter
group, to which TESTAR belongs, is considered to be the most resilient to changes in the SUT.
In order to evaluate the quality and performance of the testing suitable metrics must be defined.
For instance, in [7] Chaudhary et al propose metrics for event driven driven software. Memon et al
[8] propose a coverage criteria for GUI testing. However, knowing what to measure is still an area
that deserves further investigation. In this work we propose four such metrics which are suitable to
measure the quality of the GUI testing on web applications, based on the assumption that source
code is not available.

3

Using Q-learning for action selection in TESTAR

The choice of an action selection mechanism is one of the two main inputs for the human tester in
TESTAR (the other one being the custom protocol).
We have employed the Q-learning algorithm to guide the action selection process. Q-learning
[11] is a model-free reinforcement learning technique in which an agent, at a state s, must choose
one among a set of actions As available at that state. By performing an action a ∈ As , the agent
can move from state to state. Executing an action in a specific state provides the agent with a
reward (a numerical score which measures the utility of executing a given action in a given state).
The goal of the agent is to maximise its total reward, since it allows the algorithm to look ahead
when choosing actions to execute. It does this by learning which action is optimal for each state.
The action that is optimal for each state is the action that has the highest long-term reward.
Our version of the Q-learning algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1 is governed by two parameters:
the maximum reward, Rmax and the discount γ. Depending on how these are chosen the algorithm
will promote exploration or exploitation of the search space. The Rmax parameter determines
the initial reward unexplored actions have; so, a high value biases the search towards executing
unexplored actions. On the other hand, discount γ establishes how the reward of an action decreases
after being executed. Small γ values decrease the reward faster and vice versa.
R is set as follows:

Rmax if xa = 0
0
R(s, a, s ) := 1
otherwise
xa
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Algorithm 1 Q-learning algorithm

Require: Rmax > 0
/* reward for unexecuted actions */
Require: 0 < γ < 1
/* discount factor */
1: begin
2:
start SUT
3:
V (s, a) ← Rmax ∀(s, a) ∈ S × A
4:
repeat
5:
obtain current state s and available actions As
6:
a∗ ← argmaxa {V (s, a)|a ∈ As }
7:
execute a∗
8:
obtain state s0 and available actions As0
9:
V (s, a∗ ← R(s, a∗ , s0 ) + γ · maxa∈As0 V (s0 , a)
10:
until stopping criteria met
11:
stop SUT
12: end

where xa is the number of times action a has been executed and Rmax is a large positive number
(in order to make actions not executed before attractive for the agent)

4

Testing performance metrics

Finding appropriate metrics for assessing the quality of the testing has been a long standing issue.
For instance, [8] defines a number of metrics for GUI testing, but these imply having access to the
code of the SUT; one of the strengths of TESTAR is precisely not relying on the assumption that
this is the case. However, this also implies that specific metrics must be defined.
In previous work [5] we used the number of crashes and the time to crash as a measure of
the testing performance, but these pose problems too, because they reveal nothing about to what
extent the SUT was explored, a fact particularly relevant if no crashes are detected. Aiming to
circumvent that issue, in this work the metrics were chosen as follows:
– Abstract states This metric refers to the number of different states, or windows in the GUI,
that are visited in the course of an execution.
– Longest path Any automated testing tool must ensure the deepest parts of the GUI are tested.
To measure whether the tool has just stayed on the surface or it has reached deeper, we define
the longest path as the longest sequence of non-repeated (i.e. excluding loops) consecutive
states visited.
– Minimum and maximum coverage per state We define the state coverage as the rate of
executed over total available actions in a given state/window; the metrics are the highest and
lowest such values across all windows. This allows us to know to what extent actions pertaining
to states were explored.
A consequence of not having access to the source code is that the metrics given above can be
used to compare the efficiency of different testing methods, but not to assess the overall goodness
of a method in isolation, because we do not know the global optima for each metric; for instance,
we cannot know exactly how many different states there are.

5

Experiments and results

5.1

The software under test (SUT)

We used two different applications in order to evaluate our Q-learning approach in TESTAR, Odoo
and PowerPoint.
Odoo 1 is an open source Enterprise Resource Planning software consisting of several enterprise
management applications that can be installed or not depending on the user needs. It can be
1

See https://github.com/odoo/odoo for Odoo’s git repository and issue tracker, including a manual with
instructions on how to deploy the server and its requirements.
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used to create websites, manage human resource (HR), finance, sales, projects and others. Odoo
has a client-server architecture and uses a PostgreSQL database as a management system. Once
deployed, we installed the mail, calendar, contacts, sales, inventory and project applications in
order to test a wide number of options.
PowerPoint Microsoft PowerPoint is a slide show presentation program currently developed by
Microsoft and part of its productivity software Microsoft Office. It is currently one of the most
commonly used presentation programs available.
5.2

Procedure

In order to test Odoo with TESTAR a server version of Odoo must first be deployed2 . Then
TESTAR must be configured by supplying the URL that accesses the Odoo client and the browser
that will be used to launch it.
On the other hand, to test PowerPoint with TESTAR we must first install it and then TESTAR
must be configured by providing the specific command that would be used to run PowerPoint using
the cmd (Windows command prompt).
Next, for both tools we run TESTAR in spy mode; this uncovers possible problems with items
that may not be detected well, such as emergent windows. In addition, it helps detecting undesired
actions that might be performed by TESTAR that may bring problems such as involuntary file
deletion. A number of parameters must also be set up, which are given in Table 1. With these
settings and a first version of the TESTAR protocol 3 we carried out three iterations of the testing
process, improving the protocol each time so as to remove the problems encountered.
Table 1. Experimental set up. We carried out three iterations involving the five sets. After each iteration
the results obtained were used to refine the TESTAR protocol so as to better adapt it to the application.
Set Max. actions per run Runs
Q1
Q20
Q99
Q10M
RND

5.3

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Action Selection Algorithm Parameters
Q-learning
Q-learning
Q-learning
Q-learning
random

30
30
30
30
30

Rmax
1
20
99
9999999
N/A

γ
0.20
0.20
0.50
0.95
N/A

Statistical analysis

We run the Kruskal-Wallis non parametric test, with α = 0.05, on the results for the five sets. In
iteration 3 the test shows that all the metrics have significant differences among the sets. Running
pair-wise comparisons provides the results shown in the boxplots contained in Figures 1 and 2;
these results are ordered in Table 2, where the shaded column is the best option. It can be seen
that for each SUT and metric the best choices are different; also, random selection turns out not
to be such a bad choice in most cases. This highlights the importance of an adequate choice of
parameters when using Q-learning for action selection.
One metric we have not considered in the statistical analysis is the number of failures encountered, shown in Table 3
In the case of Odoo we can see that although Q20 did not perform so well in the other metrics,
it does on the other hand find the higher number of failures (which involve stopping the execution
and hence having a lesser chance of increasing the value of other metrics); this must also be taken
into account when evaluating the different algorithms. However, for PowerPoint no failures were
encountered, so this metric reveals no information.
2

3

See the source install tutorial available from
https://www.odoo.com/documentation/8.0/setup/install.html
For more details the reader is referred to the tutorial available from www.testar.org
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Table 2. Results of the statistical comparison for the sets obtained in the third iteration. The shaded
column represents the best choice, the remaining ones are in order of preference.
Metric (Odoo)

Set

Abstract states
Longest path
Maximum coverage per state
Minimum coverage per state

Q10M
Q10M
Q10M
Q99

Metric (PowerPoint)

RND Q1 Q99 Q20
Q99 RND Q1 Q20
Q20 RND Q1 Q99
Q20 Q10M Q1 RND

Set

Abstract states
Longest path
Maximum coverage per state
Minimum coverage per state

Q99
Q20
Q10M
Q1

Q20
Q99
Q20
Q20

RND
RND
Q99
Q10M

Q10M
Q10M
RND
Q99

Q1
Q1
Q1
RND

Fig. 1. Boxplots for the four metrics with the results obtained for Odoo in Iteration 3.
Table 3. Number of failures encountered per algorithm in the 3rd iteration when testing Odoo. No failures
were encountered in PowerPoint.
Set (Odoo) Total Failures Unique failures
Q10M
Q99
Q20
Q1
RND

3
0
6
2
1
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Fig. 2. Boxplots for the four metrics with the results obtained for PowerPoint in Iteration 3.
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6

Conclusions

We have shown here the successful application of a Q-learning action selection strategy within the
TESTAR tool to the automated testing of the Odoo management software and the commercial
application PowerPoint. Q-learning was also compared to monkey testing, i.e. using random choice
for action selection. Four metrics were defined in order to evaluate the performance. Statistical
analysis reveals the superiority of the Q-learning-based method, provided the parameters of the
algorithm have been properly selected.
Further work will involve the improvement of the metrics. We will also explore more complex
metaheuristics for action selection, especially population based ones (such as ant colony optimisation and genetic programming) in order to improve over the relatively simple Q-learning algorithm.
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1998) and according to constraint propagation to reduce the
search space (Dorndorf et al 2001).

ABSTRACT

Due to the limitations of exact methods in term of
computation time, various heuristics and meta-heuristics
were proposed to the open shop problem and many of them
are an adaptation from the job shop problem. Guéret and
Prins (Guéret and Prins 1998) have examined the list
scheduling heuristics and proposed two new heuristics based
on list scheduling with priorities and matching construction
algorithm. The shifting bottleneck procedure was generalized
to the open shop (Ramudhin and Marier 1996), initially
developed for the job shop problem. Two constructive
heuristics were presented (Brazel et al 1993): matching
algorithm based on the generation of Rank-Minimal
schedules and insertion algorithm initially developed for the
job shop (Werner and Winkler 1995). In (Liaw 1998) and
(Liaw 1999) an iterative approach was proposed based on
Benders decomposition and a tabu search. A tabu search is
also considered by Taillard (Taillard 1993). A genetic
algorithm was proposed to the open shop (Liaw 2000) and
(Prins 2000). Recently, an ant colony algorithm with beam
search was proposed (Blum2005), a particular swarm
optimization is discussed (Sha and Hsu 2008) and a bee
colony algorithm is developed (Huang and Lin 2011). The
particle swarm of Sha and Hsu gives better results for
difficult instances.

In this paper, we present a genetic algorithm for the open
shop scheduling problem. We use a simple and efficient
chromosome representation based on the job's occurrence
and the fitness function reflect the length of the schedule.
The solutions obtained after performing the different
operators of the genetic algorithm are always feasible.
Heuristic approaches are also developed to generate the
initial population and to improve the obtained solutions. The
algorithm was implemented and computational results show
interesting result.
INTRODUCTION
The open shop scheduling problem consists in sequencing a
set J of n jobs on a set M of m machines to minimize the
length of the schedule (the makespan). A job is a set of m
operations to be processed on the associated machines
without interruption in an arbitrary order (the order of these
operations is a decision variable for every job).
The open shop is NP-hard. In (Gonzalez and Sahni 1976) the
open shop on three machines O3||Cmax is shown to be binary
NP-hard. However, O2||Cmax, the open shop on two
machines, is polynomially solvable in O (n). The open shop
can be formulated by a disjunctive graph. Contrarily to the
job shop where the order of operations is fixed, in the open
shop all arcs of such a graph are disjunctive, and we have to
select the direction of all arcs of the graph. This case implies
that the open shop has more decision variables and larger
solution space. A complete acyclic selection represents a
feasible schedule and its length is the value of the longest
path in the graph (Roy and Sussmann 1964).

In this paper, we describe the basic definition of genetic
algorithm in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose a genetic
algorithm for the open shop. In Section 4, we discuss the
computational results given by the genetic algorithm. And
finally we conclude the paper by giving some perspectives in
Section 5.
BASIC DEFINITIONS

Only few exact methods are proposed for the general open
shop problem, a branch and bound procedure using the
disjunctive graph formulation is developed by Brucker et al
1997. Their algorithm is based on the branching scheme of
Brucker et al (Brucker et al 1994) and the immediate
selection of Carlier and Pinson (Carlier and Pinson 1989)
both applied to the job shop problem. This algorithm was
improved by using intelligent backtracking (Guéret et al

In this section, we describe the principle of the genetic
algorithm proposed to solve the open-shop scheduling
problem.
Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm (GA) is a generic search strategy. It is
based on the natural selection and mutation of natural
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evolution. GA was introduced to optimization by several
researchers and became practical after the publication of the
book of Holland (Holland 1975). The GA is a very simple
process and it is used without knowing the characteristics or
the mathematical formulation of the optimization problem.
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A population is an array containing several individuals. Each
individual represents a solution of the open shop problem.
The individuals are evaluated by a fitness function according
to the objective function. At each step of the algorithm, some
individuals are selected to reproduce new members by the
crossover and mutation operators.
Solution Representation
A solution of the open shop is defined by ordering the
operations on each machine and by fixing an order of
operations. In the disjunctive graph representation, a feasible
schedule is a complete acyclic selection obtained by an
orientation of the disjunctive arc. The makespan equals to the
longest path in the oriented graph. A feasible schedule is also
an assignment of starting time for all operations. A solution
can be represented by different ways. An example of 3x3
machines- jobs with processing times given in Table 1 will
illustrate these different ways:

As seen above, a chromosome is given by an order of jobs in
the machine.
9

7
7

GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR THE OPEN SHOP
PROBLEM

The following example describes a chromosome of the single
machine problem and different operators of the genetic
algorithm, such as the mutation and crossover.

1

9
9

Figures 4: Crossover Operator

The genetic algorithm was applied to a wide range of
scheduling problems. The chromosome represents generally
the order of jobs on machines. The crossover operator is
more complicated to implement due to the infeasibility of
solutions resulted from GA operators since the job apparition
in the sequence could be repeated. We need to rearrange the
chromosome to obtain a feasible solution.

4

1
1

Given two parents, the crossover operator is applied as
follows: we choose randomly a point in the chromosome and
we copy the first part of the first parent in the first child. We
complete the remaining positions in the sequence with the
missing jobs following the apparition order in the second
parent. This ensures that the obtained children represent
feasible solutions. We apply the same process for the second
child. The following figure illustrates the process.

Genetic Algorithm for Scheduling Problem

5

4
6

Figures 3: Multi-points Mutation Operator

As a natural evolution, the GA is composed of some
operators. The first operator is the natural selection: some
individuals are chosen among the best ones, to become
parents for individuals of the next generation On the
selected individuals a mutation operator is applied. It consists
on the permutation of chromosome elements. Another
important operator is the crossover. This operator is used to
obtain new individuals by recombination of the old ones. The
new individuals, called children, will be added to the
population by replacing the parents or the worst individuals
in the population and if we want to keep a fixed number of
individuals. The new children can also be added to the
population without deleting the parents and the number of
individuals grows for each generation.
The process is repeated until the stopping criterion is
satisfied. The stopping criterion can be either the number of
iterations, a time criterion or the gap between a certain lower
bound and the GA solution.

2

5
5

Figures 2: Simple Mutation Operator

To elaborate a genetic algorithm, we need an initial
population. Each individual in the population is encoded by a
chromosome, which represents, in the best case, a unique
coding representation. The initial population is obtained
generally by heuristics and random process. Each individual
is evaluated by a fitness function; this function is related to
the considered objective to be optimized

Chromosome

2
2

3

Table 1: Processing Time

Figures 1: Chromosome Representation

Job
1
2
Machine

To perform the mutation operator, in our algorithm, we
choose randomly two points in the chromosome and we swap
the two associated jobs. Another way to get a mutated child
is to choose randomly three points in the sequence and swap
the associated jobs in circular permutation. The two figures
below illustrate these mutations:
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the job number, and the second is the Intra-Job and contains
the machine number. Each solution has a unique coding
representation and each chromosome corresponds to one
solution.

Starting Time Representation.
The first way is obtained by taking n x m integer value array
which represents the starting times (yi) of operations. The
operations are ordered job by job; we put in the first m
position the operations of the first job and so on.
i
yi
M
Job

1
0
1

2
18
2
1

3
25
3

4
25
1

5
9
2
2

6
18
3

7
9
1

8
0
2
3

Inter-Job
Intra-Job

9
18
3

M1
M2
M3

Precedence Order
J1
J2
J3
1
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
2

1-2
2
3

2-3
3
2

2-2
2
3

3-2
2
1

2-1
1
3

3-1
1
1

2
1

1
3

3
2

3
1

In this sub-section, we will describe some heuristics for the
open shop. It is very useful to improve the genetic algorithm
solutions.
Greedy Search Technique.
This heuristic is based on the search tree generated by a
branch and bound method (we do not describe the branch
and bound algorithm in this paper, we refer the reader to the
literature for more details (Brucker et al 1994) and (Dorndorf
et al 2001)). We apply a Depth-First-Search for only 2m (n
(n - 1)) (number of combinations to obtain a complete
schedule) and we choose the vertex in the tree search having
the best evaluation to find the first solution.

Following the job order in Intra-Job, the job occurrence in
Inter-Job defines the apparition order of its operations and
the sequence in the machines is constructed. Each job
appears m times (number of job operations).
1-1
1
2

2
3

The initial population contains several different solutions.
The solutions are obtained by some heuristics used to give a
good gene. Some of them are obtained by using priority rules
(Giffler and Thompson, 1960). The population is completed
randomly to diversify the chromosomes.

Working Sequence Representation.
In the last representation, the solution is represented by the
working sequence with two n x m arrays. The first array
contains the job apparition called Inter-Job, and the second
array contains the precedence order called Intra-Job. The
Intra-Job defines the order of operations in the job, and the
inter-Job defines the order of jobs through the machines.

1-3
3
1

1
2

Initial Population and Heuristics for the Open Shop

Figure 6: Job Sequence Representation

Op
Inter
Intra

2
1

The fitness function is the value of the makespan; the length
of the schedule. Given a solution represented by its
chromosome, we process as follows to compute the length of
the schedule: we read the first operation and we set the
associated job length and the loading machine with its
processing time. We read the remaining operations, and at
each position we update the associated job length and
loading machine with the possible starting time added to the
related processing time. When all operations are completed,
the length of the schedule equal to the maximum of loading
machine and job length.

Jobs Sequence Representation.
The second representation is defined by the sequence of jobs
in the machine and operations in the job, called the job
sequence. It consists of two 2-dimensional arrays: the first
array contains the job sequence on each machine, and the
second defines the precedence order of operations.

M1
M2
M3

1
2

Figure 8: Chromosome

Figure 5: Starting Time Representation

Job Sequence
J1
J2
J3
1
3
2
2
1
3
3
2
1

3
3

3-3
3
2

Neighborhood Search.
Given an initial solution for the open shop, we explore its
neighborhoods by swapping two operations. After trying to
swap all operations two per two, then we swap two machines
and we reiterate the operations process until testing all
combinations of machines.

Figure 7: Working Sequence Representation
From each representation, we can find the others by
constructing the schedule using the Gant Chart. The working
sequence is obtained by ordering the starting time in nondecreasing order and we put the operations in the Inter-Job
following this order and respecting the Intra-Job giving by
job operations order.

Mutation Operator
The mutation operation is used to diversify the population, so
that, if we are blocked in a local optima we can jump to
another area in solutions domain. In the apparition order, we
choose randomly two positions in the working sequence,
containing two different jobs, and then we swap the selected
operations. And in job precedence order, on each job we
swap two machines (see Figure 9).

Chromosome Representation and Fitness Function
In our genetic algorithm we use the working sequence
representation. The chromosome is represented by two
integer arrays. The first array is the Inter-Job and contains
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Parent
Inter-Job
Intra-Job

3
1

1
2

2
3

3
2

2
3

2
1

1
3

1
1

3
2

Child
Inter-Job
Intra-Job

3
3

1
2

2
1

1
2

2
1

2
3

1
3

3
2

3
1

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
In this section, we tested the genetic algorithm and the
heuristics on the instances of Taillard (Taillard 1993)
denoted Tai *-* ( *-* : number of machines and instance
number), and instances of (Guéret and Prins 1999) GP *-*.
The PC used is an Intel Core 2 Quad Processor CPU 2.83
GHz under Windows 7 operating system, the program is
coded in Visual C++. We report in the following table results
the name of the instances, the lower bound, the best known
solution BKS, the GA solution and the gap computed by
(Cmax - AG)/AG.

Figure 9: Mutation

Crossover Operator
After choosing two arbitrary individuals from the population,
we apply the crossover operator. We choose an arbitrary
position in the apparition order of the first parent and we
build the new individual by taking the first part of the first
parent and we complete the apparition order by the genes
appearing in the second parent. In the precedence order, we
choose randomly a job; the first child obtains the first j
precedence order of the first parent and we complete the
precedence order by the last part of the second parent. We
apply the same technique for the two parents to obtain two
new individuals. In the example below, we generate two
different solutions:
Parents
Inter-Job
Intra-Job

3
1

1
2

2
3

3
2

2
3

2
1

1
3

1
1

3
2

Inter-Job
Intra-Job

3
3

1
1

2
2

3
1

2
3

2
2

1
3

1
2

3
1

Children
Inter-Job
Intra-Job

3
1

1
3

2
2

1
2

3
1

3
3

2
3

2
2

1
1

Inter-Job
Intra-Job

3
3

1
1

2
2

2
1

3
2

2
3

2
3

1
1

3
2

Taillard’s instances are composed of four types such that the
number of machines is equal to the number of jobs n = m = 4,
5, 7, 10, each part contains ten different instances. The lb in
the table represents the trivial lower bound; the maximum of
maximum loading machines and maximum job length. The
best known solution is the optimal solution and it is proven
for all instances. The gap is calculated if the optimal solution
is not reached. The optimal solution is obtained in all
instances with 4, 5, 7 and 10 machines-jobs. We report in the
table below instances with 10*10 machine- jobs.
Table 2: Taillard’s instances 10*10
Instances
Tai 10-0
Tai 10-1
Tai 10-2
Tai 10-3
Tai 10-4
Tai 10-5
Tai 10-6
Tai 10-7
Tai 10-8
Tai 10-9

lb
637
588
598
577
640
538
616
595
595
596

BKS
637
588
598
577
640
538
616
595
595
596

AG
637
588
598
577
640
538
616
595
595
596

Guéret and Prins instances are composed of four types. The
number of machines is equal to the number of jobs n = m = 4,
5, 6, 7, 8. The value lb is the best lower bound. The optimal
solution is obtained in all instances of 3*3, 4*4, 5*5, 6*6,
and 7*7 machines-jobs except for one instance. We reported
in table 3 the solutions obtained by the GA for the instances
of 7*7 and 8*8.

Figure 10: Crossover

Process of the Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm runs as follows: First, we produce
individuals using the heuristics and we complete the
population with random solutions. In our implementation we
use 500 individuals. For each generation, we choose
arbitrary, from the 30% best solutions, two individuals who
represent the parents, on these parents, we perform the
mutation and the crossover operators with a fixed
probability, 0.1 for the mutation and 0.8 for the crossover, to
obtain two new children. Then, we select randomly two other
individuals among the 70% less well and we replace them
with the new children. After that we select randomly with a
probability of 10% an individual and apply the neighborhood
search. We reiterate the process until the stopped condition is
satisfied, in our test we stop after 1500 iterations.

Table 3: Guéret and Prins instances 7*7
Instances
GP07-01
GP07-02
GP07-03
GP07-04
GP07-05
GP07-06
GP07-07
GP07-08
GP07-09
GP07-10

184

lb
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

BKS
1159
1185
1237
1167
1157
1193
1185
1180
1220
1270

AG
1159
1185
1237
1167
1157
1193
1185
1181
1220
1270
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Guéret, C. and C. Prins. (1998). Classical and new heuristics for the
open-shop problem: A computational evaluation. European
Journal of Operational Research, 107(2), 306-314.
Guéret, C. and C. Prins. (1999). A new lower bound for the
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Table 4: Guéret and Prins instances 8*8
Instances
GP08-01
GP08-02
GP08-03
GP08-04
GP08-05
GP08-06
GP08-07
GP08-08
GP08-09
GP08-10

lb
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

BKS
1130
1135
1110
1153
1218
1115
1126
1148
1114
1161

AG
1160
1136
1111
1153
1218
1115
1126
1148
1114
1161

We note that instances of Taillard are less difficult to solve
than instances of Guéret and Prins. This is due to the fact that
the optimal solution has the same value as the lower bound.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a genetic algorithm for the
open shop. The chromosome representation was helpful for
implementing of the GA algorithm. It also allows the
operators of GA to be simpler and avoids the occurrence of
infeasible solutions. The GA gave us good computational
results and it can solve many instances. The gap obtained is
about 5% for the hardest instances. We have also found the
optimal solution for many instances.
For future research, we will focus on solving harder instances
and the implementation of parallel GA algorithm for shop
scheduling problem. It is also interesting to generalize the
GA for the flexible scheduling problem since this problem
has a similar formulation.
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1

Introduction

Route planning in urban public transport systems constitutes a common decision problem faced by
travelers. As in real life, commuters do not only seek short time travels. However, they tend to consider
other elements into their journeys such as monetary cost, comfort (quality of mode) and effort (walking
distance, number of transfer, waiting time…). Therefore, there is a real need to develop a seamless
application that provides passengers with efficient itineraries according to their needs and preferences.
Routing applications whether they arise in transportation area or other domains such as
communication networks refer for solving Shortest Path Problems (SPPs). While solving some routing
problems can be done in a straightforward manner, computing shortest paths under certain circumstances is
not always an easy task. For instance, solving the one-to-one SPP in static networks can be easily
accomplished by applying the well-known algorithm of Dijkstra. On the other side, computing multicriteria
shortest paths appears to be more difficult especially in large-scale dynamic networks. Computing itineraries
w.r.t several criteria refers to the Multiobjective Shortest Path Problem (MOSP), a fundamental problem in
the field of multiobjective optimization. Solving the emerging problem consists of finding the set of nondominated journeys from which the user chooses his/her most preferred one. Given two journeys j1 and j2,
we say that j1 dominates j2 if there is at least one criterion for which j1 has a better value than j2 and there is
no criterion for which j2 has a better value than j1. A journey j is then called Pareto-optimal if it is not
dominated by any other journey. The main difficulty in multiobjective contexts stems from the fact that, in
many optimization problems, determining the entire set of nondominated solutions is a tedious task since
one problem may have a huge number of nondominated solutions (even in case of two objectives).
Additionally, and in contrast to single criteria search, one cannot abort the search after finding a first optimal
solution. Even after finding all Pareto-optima, search algorithms require a substantial amount of time to
guarantee that no further solution exists. Therefore, in many optimization problems, especially those
requiring real time answers, we do not focus on finding the optimal Pareto solution set. Rather, we try to use
approximate methods whereby we compute near optimal solutions in reasonable computational time.
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) that belongs to the population-based metaheuristics and was
introduced by Holland in 1987 [1] is one of the approximate approaches that has been efficiently used for
solving a wide range of multicriteria problems. For instance, [2] used a GA to solve the one-to-one SPP in
large-scale road networks. [1] and [4] worked with evolutionary algorithms to compute single source
shortest paths using single-objective fitness. [5] proposed a GA to find shortest paths in computer networks.
[6] and [7] also worked with GAs to find shortest paths in data networks. [8] proposed effective crossover
operators for the all-pairs SPP. In this work, we develop a GA for solving the multi-criteria routing problem
in time-dependent public transit network. As optimization criteria, we use travel time, travel cost, number of
transfers and total walking time. As transportation modes, we use Railway, Bus, Tram, Metro and
pedestrian. We assess the performance of the proposed GA by solving a wide range of real-world routing
queries defined on the public transport network of the City of Paris and its suburbs. We compare the
performance of the introduced GA with an exact multi-criteria shortest path algorithm. Experimental results
indicate that the proposed GA is efficient enough to give near optimal solutions in reasonable computational
time.
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2

Modeling Approach

This section considers modeling a time-dependent public transit network. It should be clarified that
the term “transport network” is used in the sense of multiple fixed scheduled transport services. A key
difference to static networks is that public transit networks are inherently time-dependent, since certain
segments of the network can only be traversed at specific, discrete points in time. As such, the first challenge
concerns modeling the timetable appropriately in order to enable the computation of journeys. Roughly
speaking, a timetable consists of a set of stops (such as bus stops or train platforms), a set of routes (such as
bus or train lines), and a set of trips. Trips correspond to individual vehicles that visit the stops along a
certain route at a specific time of the day. Trips can be further subdivided into sequences of elementary
connections, each given as a pair of (origin/destination) stops and (departure/arrival) times between which
the vehicle travels without stopping. Each network in our approach is modeled as a separate directed graph.
An additional work is then done to integrate all sub-graphs into one larger graph. As a first step of modeling,
we introduce three types of nodes that correspond to stations, platforms and departure events. A station
comprises a set of platforms where passengers wait for vehicles. An edge is inserted between a platform and
its parent station; its weight represent the minimal time required for accessing that platform from the
entrance point of the station. A platform cannot belong to more than one station, however, a station can
contain one or several platforms. Each platform has also a type (Bus, railway, tram...) to differentiate
between modes. Since a timetable consists of time-dependent events (e.g., a vehicle departing at a stop) that
happen at discrete points in time, we use the idea of the time-expanded model that builds a space-time graph
to unroll time. Roughly speaking, the model creates a vertex for every event in the timetable that consists of
vehicle departing from a platform x at dt and arrives to another platform y at at. Timestamps are inserted into
event nodes to account for the departure and arrival times. Event nodes are ordered in the way that a higherlevel node refers to an earlier event. In addition, waiting, boarding and alighting arcs are inserted between
event nodes and platforms. To account for transfers between and inside stations, we inserted transfer edges
with transfer time between platforms.

3

Genetic Algorithm

After introducing the modeling approach in the previous section, we explain in this section the
proposed GA. As in most GA’s schemes, the first challenge lies in the genetic representation. A solution
(individual) in our work is any route that allows going from the starting node at the user’s departure time to
the destination node. To represent such solution, we have used the permutation encoding. Typically, each
chromosome consists of a string of positive integers that represent the IDs of edges included in the route.
The size of chromosomes is not fixed since several routes with different nodes and edges may exist to go
from an origin point to a destination one. After encoding, we explain the generation of initial solutions. The
composition of the initial population in our approach is remarkably different compared to traditional GAs.
Our initial solutions are a set of feasible paths generated using a construction heuristic based on a double
search algorithm. More precisely, we simultaneously run a forward search from the starting node with
respecting the departure time dt and a backward search from the destination node. A feasible path is then
found when the two searches intersect. As a result of this operation, we get feasible routes having different
lengths to go from one node to another. When it comes to the evaluation phase, we do not use a simple
scalar value like in single criterion optimization. However, the fitness function in our work is represented by
a p-dimensional vector where in each dimension we evaluate the value of one criterion. As in traditional
GA scheme, the proposed algorithm evolves through three operators: selection, crossover and mutation. To
accomplish the crossover, a single tournament selection is employed. After ordering the individuals in the
population, each chromosome in the odd position is mated with the next chromosome in order to produce
new individuals. By doing so, we produce a new population having twice the size of the current population.
The best half individuals are then selected for the next generation and the rest are ignored. Duplicated
individuals are replaced with newly generated chromosomes to avoid reprocessing the same individual.
Single point crossover technique has been used in our approach in order to produce offspring. An
intersection node between two individuals is selected to be the crossover point. Current individuals exchange
then part of genes with each other before or after the crossover point to generate offsprings. To accomplish
the mutation, we randomly select one individual and we try to replace one subsequent route by a new
feasible one. By doing so, we increase the diversity in the population and thereby, we prevent the algorithm
188
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from premature convergence. Finally, to allow the convergence of the proposed method, two terminating
criteria are use i) when the maximum number of evolutions is reached (Generation Number) ii) when no
better solutions are found during several evolutions (Fitness Convergence).

4

Experimental Results

To assess the performance, we have applied the proposed algorithm to solve 10000 routing queries
based on the real data of the French region Île-de-France that includes the city of Paris and its suburbs. The
start time, departure and arrival stations are uniformly picked at random. Transportation data are provided
by the transport organization authority that controls the Paris public transport network and coordinates the
different transport companies operating in Île-de-France. Data comprise geographical information, as well
as, timetable information for four transport modes (Bus, Metro, Railway, and Tram). More precisely, data
encompass 17950 stations; 41047 platforms; 195000 transfers; 303000 trips and 6800000 events for one day.
We use in this GA the following parameters: the initial population size is 5; the probability of crossover is
0.9; the probability of mutation is 0.1; the maximum number of generation is 500; The number of
generations used to ensure a fixed state in the population is 100. We run algorithms on an Intel core I5
machine of 8 GB RAM and we used java as a programming language.We compare the performance of the
proposed GA with an exact shortest path algorithm regarding two axes: the CPU computation time and the
quality of solutions. Results indicate that the average running time to solve routing queries w.r.t four criteria
(travel time, cost, number of transfers and walking time) is 390 seconds when using the exact algorithm.
However, the GA spends less than 117 milliseconds to accomplish its search process. The average gap to the
optimality of the GA w.r.t the exact approach may reach a maximum of 4%. Therefore, the proposed GA is
efficient enough to be used in a real world routing system. As future works, we have planned to integrate
other transportation modes such as Car and Bike Sharing, as well as, consider some stochastic parameters
such as accidents and delays.
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1

Introduction

Route assignment is one of the central problem in transportation field. It was firstly modeled by
Beckmann et al.[1] as a mathematical program. However, this model suﬀers from several drawbacks
such that the solution integrity. In fact, when the obtained solution is not integer, Rosenthal[3]
shows that it is not a good approximation of the equilibrium. He suggested to use a non-cooperative
game to describe the interaction among the road users. Following Rosenthal proposal, an asymmetric network congestion game modeling route assignment is proposed. Since the problem of finding
a pure Nash equilibrium (PNE) in such games is NP-complete[2], an hybrid algorithm consisting of
two steps is built. The first step is constituted by a Greedy Best Response (GBR) algorithm which
has two major advantages: polynomial complexity and returns an integer solution. The second step
is inspired from the ant colony algorithm.

2

Model and Preliminaries

Let us consider a road network as a directed graph G = (V, E), where each vertex v ∈ V represents
an intersection of the road network and each arc e ∈ E represents a route. On this graph, we
distinguish l particular pairs of vertices that represent the diﬀerent Origin-Destination (O-D)
pairs are defined. Each (O-D) is linked by network roads that are modeled by a set of path
Φj = {σj1 , σj2 , . . . σj|Φj| }, j = 1, l. N road users compete over this road network, such that each
user chooses a path linking his (O-D) pair in order to minimize his travel time. This situation is
modeled as the asymmetric network congestion game Γ =< I, R, {Xji }i∈I,j=1,l , {C i }i∈I >, where
• I =

l
∪

Nj , denotes the set of players representing the road users, with Nj the subset of the

j=1

players sharing the j th (O-D) pair and Nj ∩ Ni = ∅, ∀i, j = 1, l, i ̸= j,

l
∑

j=1

|Nj | = N .

• The resource set R represents the set of the arcs of the graph G, i.e. R = E.
• Xji = Φj is the strategy set of the ith player (i ∈ Nj ) traveling through the j th (O-D) pair.
• The cost function C i of the ith player using his strategy xij = σji ∈ Xji represents his travel time
N
∏
through the path σji and depends on the paths of the other players σ −i ∈ Xj−i =
Xjk , j =
k=1,k̸=i

1, l. The following BPR function is used to calculate it,
(
(
)α )
∑
n(e)
C i (σ −i , σji ) =
tf (e) 1 + γ
,
K(e)
i

(1)

e∈σj

where, tf (e)(respectively, K(e)) is the free travel time (respectively, the capacity) of the arc
e ∈ E. γ and α are coeﬃcients depending on the type of arcs (roads). n(e) is the number of
players including the arc (resource) e in their path (strategy) σ.
Solution Concept
Wardrop [4] was one of the first to describe a principle that makes the road network in a steady
state. This principle is known as User Equilibrium (UE) or ”selfish equilibrium” and aims to
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minimize the travel time of each user, concretely ”the journey times on all the routes actually
used are equal, and less than those which would be experienced by a single vehicle on
any unused route”[4]. In game theory, the commonly used concept is Nash equilibrium at which
no player has interest to deviate unilaterally from his Nash strategy. It is easy to see that any UE
is a Pure Nash Equilibrium (PNE).
In practice one can be satisfied by an approximation of the PNE, hence in this work the route
assignment must satisfy the conditions of an ϵ−PNE. That is to say, a player does not deviate to
another strategy if this one does not brings him a benefits greater than ϵ.

3

Algorithm

In order to find an ϵ−PNE of the game Γ an hybrid algorithm is proposed. This latter contains
two steps. The first one consists of a Greedy Best Response (GBR) algorithm, and the second one
is an adaptation of ant colony.
3.1

First step: GBR algorithm

GBR is a simple algorithm that considers the players one by one proceeding as follows: selects a
player, calculates his travel time through his paths and aﬀects him to the path with the lowest
cost. Then, another player is selected and the above method is applied taking into account the
assignment of the previous player. This procedure is repeated until there is no player to assign.
GBR has two major advantages, the first one is the computing complexity (polynomial) and the
second one is that provides an integer assignment. However, the obtained assignment does not
necessarily converge to an ϵ−PNE, that is why the second step is added.
3.2

Second step: Adaptation of ant colony(AC)

In order to improve the obtained assignment by the GBR algorithm, a second step inspired from the
ant colony is built. Unlike the classical ant colony algorithm where the ants move from a common
origin to a common destination looking for the shortest path, herein there are several origins and
destinations. One can consider several ant colonies (one colony for each origin-destination pair)
however these colonies are interdependent. That is to say the deposed pheromone by an ant of a
specific colony influences the ants of the other colonies. The final solution must satisfy the following
conditions for each (O-D) pair,
max P r(σj ) − minu P r(σj ) ≤ ϵ, j = 1, l,

σj ∈Φu
j

σj ∈Φj

max P r(σj ) ≤ minu P r(σj ), j = 1, l.
σj ∈Φj

σj ∈Φ−u
j

(2)
(3)

where, P r(σj ) denotes the probability to choose the path σj and Φuj (respectively. Φ−u
j ) denotes
the set of used paths (respectively. unused paths).

4

Numerical Example

Let us consider the network of Fig.1 containing two origins (O1 , represented by the vertex 1 and
O2 , represented by the vertex 3) and two destinations (D1 , represented by the vertex 7 and D2
represented by the vertex 14).
1
3

10

2
4

11

5

6

9

8

7

12

13

14

Fig. 1. Network example
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The assignments are computed with both GBR algorithm and the proposed hybrid algorithm
(GBR+AC). The obtained results are shown in the table bellow.
Table 1. The obtained results
Paths
Pair
σ11
(O1 − D1 ) σ12
σ13

Number of players Travel
time
Number of players Travel
time
GBR GBR+AC GBR GBR+AC
Paths GBR GBR+AC GBR GBR+AC
4643
4643
24.76
24.76
Pair
σ21
908
908
23.13
23.13
0
0
27.14
27.14 (O2 − D1 ) σ22
0
0
25.42
25.42
0
0
29.49
29.49

Paths
Pair
σ31
(O1 − D2 ) σ32
σ33
σ34
σ35

Number of players Travel
time
Number of players Travel
time
GBR
GBR+AC GBR GBR+AC
Paths
GBR
GBR+AC GBR GBR+AC
3949
2868
25.14
22.07
929
917
26.76
24.02
Pair
σ41
39
39
26.00
26.05
(O2 − D2 ) σ42
0
1081
22.00
22.05
0
0
33.01
33.00
σ43
0
0
22.01
22.06
0
12
26.01
26.06
σ44
0
0
27.42
26.91
0
0
28.35
26.14
σ45
1532
1532
21.02
21.06
0.05
Pair (O1−D2)

0.035
0.03

Pair (O1−D2)

0.04

Pair (O1−D1)
Pair (O2−D1)

Pair (O1−D1)

0.03

Pair (O2−D2)

Pair (O2−D1)

0.025

Pair (O2−D2)

0.02
0.02
0.01
0.015
0
0.01
−0.01
0.005
−0.02
0
0

20

40

60
Number of iterations

80

−0.03
0

100

40

60
Number of iterations

80

100

Fig. 3. minu P r(σj ) − max P r(σj ).

Fig. 2. maxu P r(σj ) − minu P r(σj ).
σj ∈Φj

20

σj ∈Φj

σj ∈Φj

σj ∈Φ−u
j

Discussion
From Table 4. one can remark that the obtained results using GBR algorithm converge to an
ϵ−PNE for only two (O-D) pairs, whereas the proposed hybrid algorithm improves the results and
makes the assignments closer to ϵ−PNE for a greater number of (O-D) pairs. From the graphs of
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 we deduce that the solution converge quickly to ϵ−PNE. Finally, one can say that
the obtained results using the hybrid algorithm are encouraging however it could be ameliorated.
Indeed, concerning the pair (O1 − D2 ) the diﬀerence between the probabilities of the used paths
decreases until iteration 5 where it reaches its minimum, then increase until iteration 40 where it
becomes steady (see Fig. 2).
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Abstract
Dial-A-Ride Problem (DARP) is one of the vehicle routing pickup and delivery problems. A
basic variant is the multi-vehicles DARP which is proposed by Cordeau and Laporte [3]. This
problem is NP-Hard as it is stated by Healy and Moll [9]. Much effort has been devoted to the
problem resolution seeking for near optimal solutions. However, in our days, transport on demand
problems need to be applied to realistic frameworks to deal with real-life applications. Hence, we
propose a new model for the multi-vehicles DARP. This model is the Costumers-Dependent DARP
(CDDARP) which imposes new real-life criteria on the DARP constraints where the objective is
to minimize total transit time. Further, a new Tabu Search (TS) method named TS-CDDARP is
provided to solve CDDARP. An efficient insertion heuristic is proposed to satisfy all requests. In
addition, a flexible routing plan is made over a new neighborhood strategy that optimizes the total
vehicles travel time. To validate our model, we investigate numerical experimentations on real-life
instances of Chassaing et al. [19] which apply an evolutionary local search approach (ELS). The
results indicated improvements based on a comparative study between TS-CDDARP and ELS. We
also highlight that our approach is robust given various input parameters.

1

Introduction

DARP is one of vehicle routing pickup and delivery problems which is based on transportation
requests where each request is associated with an origin and a destination. DARP is distinguished
by the passengers transportation and especially as the handicapped persons transportation problem [4]. Furthermore, one classification is proposed in [2] including three classes for DARP. First,
many-to-many problem where any node can be a source or destination for any commodity. Second,
one-to-many to one problem where requests are from depots to costumers, then to depots. Third,
in one-to-one problem, each commodity is a request, and has a given origin and a given destination.
The famous definition is that of Cordeau and Laporte [3] where DARP consists in satisfying all
requests while minimizing total travel costs under a set of constraints including vehicle capacity,
maximal total duration, maximal ride time of costumers, precedence between pickup and delivery,
and time windows. It is an NP-Hard problem as it is shown in [9]. Moreover, much effort has been
dedicated to the development of metaheuristic solution approaches to solve this problem.
A recent work of Chassaing et al. is proposed in [14], in which authors provide an Evolutionary
Local Search based approach with dynamic probabilities management in local search for DARP.
The supposed model is proposed in [7], and it is defined on a complete weighted digraph with a
homogeneous fleet vehicles and a set of requests. In this approach, authors minimize three criteria
including the total riding time, the total duration, and the total waiting time. A relaxation of
two constraints has been proposed in order to allow the search in regions of non-feasible solutions.
These constraints are related to time windows and maximal ride time of costumers. They replaced
them by total time windows violation and total riding time violation in the objective function. The
requests insertion is made thanks to a constructive heuristic which randomly generates feasible
solutions to the DARP. Results are obtained using 20 instances introduced by Cordeau and Laporte [7] who apply TS as a resolution method. A comparative study is established between ELS
and TS. This comparison is based on the time efficiency for the algorithms. The dynamic probabilities management improves the convergence with a neighborhood search leading to an efficient
exploration of the search space. The ELS results has indicated improvements related to TS in a
rather short computation time.
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This ELS approach is also tested by the same authors in new real-life framework of DARP [19].
Realistic measures for DARP are supposed on nodes’ loads, maximal ride time, and time windows,
contrarily to other applications that respect the offered model described in [7]. This latter considers
constant loads equal to one, constant maximal ride time for all costumers, and fixed time windows
on pickup nodes. However, authors in [19] supposed that loads transported by each vehicle can be
greater than one and they are costumers-dependent, whereas the maximal ride time of costumers
can vary related to each costumer and the distance to be crossed. In addition, time windows are
proposed for either origins or destinations and they have been also considered to be variable related
to costumers.
Our aim is to propose a new variant of one-to-one DARP that we call Costumers-Dependent
DARP taking into account new realistic criteria. This new model aims to optimize service quality
under new costumers dependent constraints. Further, we provide a new metaheustic resolution to
this new variant which is TS since it was performant in the basic variant of the DARP proposed
by [7]. Hence, a new method named TS-CDDARP is then applied on the CDDARP, and tested
on several intances. We compare our results to those produced by the ELS of Shassaing et al. [19].
Hence, we propose a new insertion heuristic that is used to create an efficient initial routing plan
for CDDARP. A new neighborhood strategy is proposed for the vehicles routing optimization. This
method contributes in routing plan improvement providing several changes as well as flexibility
in the transport on demand plan. We performed a comparative study between TS-CDDARP and
ELS. This comparison is mainly based on the total transit time (T RT ).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is focused on a literature review. Section 3 is dedicated to the problem presentation and formulation. Section 4 is focused on TS based metaheuristic
for computing solutions of good quality for the CDDARP. Section 5 reports the numerical results
on instances from the literature with a compartive study. Finally, concluding remarks are set in
Section 6.

2

Literature review

Many variants of DARP are provided in [3] to deal with various routing transportation situations
depending on static or dynamic, and single vehicle or multiple vehicles. In static situations, all
transportation requests are known beforehand, costumers ask for service in advance and plan is
made before. Whereas, in dynamic version of DARP, initial requests are created, then requests
are gradually inserted throughout the day and vehicle routes are adjusted in real-time to meet
demand costumers asking for service during time. Consequently, the routing plan is updated at
each time. On the other hand, single vehicle DARP supposes that all users are served by a single
vehicle contrarily to multiple vehicles DARP where users are served by multiple vehicles.
One variant of DARP that is frequently used in the majority of researchs is multi-vehicles static
DARP provided in [7]. It aims to design a set of least cost vehicles routes capable of accommodating
all requests with precedence relationships on pickup and delivery. The objective is to minimize the
total routing cost of the vehicles, the total violation of loads, and duration under time windows and
ride time constraints. Tabu search algorithm is proposed by the authors as a solution methodology.
A route optimization is applied to perform solution based on intra-route exchanges at every set
of iterations. Computational experiments consist of randomly generating instances that contain
between 24 and 144 requests. Results show the capability to produce feasible solutions as well as
to improve the overall quality of the solutions.
Several DARP applications are offered based on various models that are proposed for DARP
providing different objectives as well as constraints. These models are produced to deal with several
DARP resolutions either in health care organization or in public transport domains. A first example
is in [1] where a tabu search heuristic for solving the multi-depot, multi-vehicle, double request
DARP faced by a healthcare organization is proposed. The objective function consists in minimizing
a weighted sum of the two objectives including total cost and total client inconvenience time based
on vehicles riding time, and the extent of earliness due to client delivery before service and late
pickup after service. Constraints ensuring multiple commodity flow conservation and compatibility
requirements between routes and time are proposed. Time windows constraints are embedded in
a flexible lower bound and rigid upper bound. Thus a vehicle does not have to wait, but the
client may wait and any deviation from time windows is penalized in the objective function. To
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demonstrate the usefulness of their model, they applied it to a real-world problem in center for
addictive behavior health and recovery services. To optimize its current transportation practices,
a tabu search heuristic is provided. Results show an improvement of the solution due to the
intensification technique for large-sized problems.
Another model of DARP is proposed in [18] to deal with emergency transportation problems in
ambulance services where it is inherently to improve service quality and patients flow in crowded
hospitals. The authors define a variant for DARP describing the problem as the determination of
a set of routes for m salesmen whom all start from and return to a single home city (the hospital as a depot). Hence, they used a model for Travelling Salesman Problem and particularly the
standard multiple Travelling Salesman Problem over an integer linear programming formulation.
The objective is to minimize the total travel costs under a set of constraints related to the number
of salesmen (vehicles), flows conservation, time windows, and the minimum number of costumers
which are visited by each vehicle. Computational experiments are performed on real-case from a
Tunisian hospital using CPLEX solver. Results show the robustness and efficiency of the methodology, especially for problems with moderate high size.
Works are severely concentrated on DARP formulations in public transportation services qualified as door-to-door problem and especially as handicapped persons transportation problems. To
optimize this class of problems applications, authors focus on the importance of proposal models
contributing in the costs minimization. Many factors act on the DARP results mainly based on
service quality improvements and costs reductions. These factors are correlated with the number
of used vehicles. For example, authors in [20], aim to maximize the average of the square of vehicle
efficiency measuring the exploitation of a vehicle’s capacity. Indeed, the improvement of this factor’s contribution in costs reduction leads to optimize mainly features of DARP that are related
to services quality including user inconvenience and users ride times. A grouping genetic algorithm is proposed to find optimal routes for transporting handicapped people in terms of service
quality and number of used vehicles. Real-life instances are applied from the city of Brussels by
the Inter-Communal Transport Company of Brussels. The experimentation is made in a reasonable
computation time that positively acts on services qualities allowing better use of available resources.
Another example aims to directly optimize the quality of services as well the case in [21] where
the maximum total ride time and the total waiting time are the aim to minimize. The problem is
solved by a two-step approach with firstly metaheuristics (Tabu Simulated Annealing and genetic
algorithm) that generate a set of feasible routes and secondly by a bi-objective set partitioning
formulation. Efficient solutions are produced under computational results that are carried out on
instances taken from the literature.

3

Dial-A-Ride Problem with Costumers-Dependent criteria

DARP is a specific variant of pickup and delivery problems based on human perspective and
quality of service [3]. The problem consists in planning a set of minimum cost vehicle routes
capable of satisfying all requests subject to vehicle availability and side constraints related to
requests, vehicles, as well as quality of service. From one-to-one DARP class, a request is defined
by a pickup point, a corresponding delivery point, and a demand to be transported between these
locations.
3.1

Presentation of Costumers-Dependent DARP

DARP can be formulated using several objectives [6] such as minimizing total route duration,
total waiting time, or total transit time, or total distance as well as a combination of them. Effectively, constraints can be changed related to the problem’s nature. Here, we assume that a vehicle
may pickup more than one passenger, maximal ride times depend on costumers and distances to
travel, and time windows are costumers dependent. Hence, new time windows are generated for
each request related to its associated pickup node and delivery node. As it is stressed in [19], time
windows vary related to customers charges and distances producing new times intervals.
The CDDARP is defined on a complete weighted digraph with a homogeneous (with the same
capacity) fleet of m vehicles and a set of n transportation requests. The set of nodes ∈ {0..2n}
includes the depot (0), the set of pickup nodes o ∈ {1..n} and the set of delivery nodes d ∈
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{n + 1..2n}. The depot is represented in two copies, 0 and (nv + 1) for the depot respectively at
the beginning and at the end of each trip related to a vehicle v. A request is defined by 2 nodes
v
that are respectively a pickup node and a delivery node. We define trp(i),p(i+1)
as the transit time
between two successive nodes in positions (i) and (i + 1) accorded to a trip of a vehicle v where nv
is his visited nodes’ number. Each vehicle’s tour starts from depot 0 and return to it. Each node
p is visited exactly once. The origin and the destination of each request are visited by the same
vehicle.
A solution (S) is a set of tours accorded to a set of vehicles. The objective is to satisfy all
requests with the given resources while minimizing the total transit time. We exploit the same
DARP formulation found in [17] and [14] with new assumptions for some constraints related to
costumers loads (passengers to pickup or to delivery), maximal ride time, and time windows.
Whereas, the remaining constraints are maintained the same for the CDDARP including precedence
between pickup and delivery operations, the maximal vehicles route duration, the maximal number
of vehicles to be used as well as the maximal vehicles capacity.
3.2

Costumers-Dependent DARP formulation

The objective of CDDARP consists in minimizing the sum of all transit times between nodes
p in successive positions i and i + 1 accorded to all vehicles tours in the solution and the total
time windows violation. The parameter λ is initially set to 1 at the beginning of the search as it is
stressed in [3], this value is then adjusted in a dynamic way. In general, this parameter increases
in the case of violation otherwise it decreases. The penalty increase is expressed by (λ = λ(1 + δ)),
λ
) as penalty term of time windows violation.
whereas, in the case of decrease, we use (λ = (1+δ)
The value of δ is randomly chosen between 0.05 and 0.1 as it is used in [10]. The set of positions
accorded to each vehicle’s tour starts from the depot with position (i = 0), then a set of positions
i ∈ {1..nv }, and finishes at position (i = nv + 1) that also represents the depot.
As it is stated by Cordeau and Laporte [7], the constraint related to time windows can be
tight as a partial relaxation of the problem. Hence, we add the total waiting time as a part of the
objective function. Hence, it is considered as a penalty for each time windows violation on a pickup
v
v
node or a delivery node. Here, we allow a waiting time wp(i)
before any beginning of service Bp(i)
and it is forbidden after the end of service as it is supposed in [14]. Thus, the objective function
penalty in (2) is the total waiting times multiplied by penalty coefficients λ as in [14]. Given that,
v
a waiting time on a node p(i) is the difference between the begining of service Bp(i)
on node p(i)
v
and the arrival time Ap(i) to it expressed by equation (1). The arrival time is the total transit time
from the depot to the arrival node. Here, no waiting time is considered on the depot. Then, waiting
v
v
times accorded to the depot are respectively (wp(0)
= 0) at the departure and (wp(n
= 0) at
v +1)
the end of a tour.
v
v
wp(i)
= Bp(i)
− Avp(i)

∀i ∈ {1 . . . nv };

∀v ∈ {1 . . . m}

(1)

Let f(S) be the objective function to minimize and it is represented by equation (2).

M in

f (S) =

v=m
X i=n
Xv

v
v
trp(i),p(i+1)
+ λwp(i)

(2)

v=1 i=0

Vehicle’s load should not never exceed the maximal vehicle’s capacity (Cv ) and it is supposed
to be the same for all vehicles. These loads denoted by (xo ) can be greater than one passenger
for all pickup nodes o ∈ {1..n}. the same pickup value is also the number of persons to delivery
in the corresponded delivery node (d = o + n) ∈ {n + 1..2n}. These constraints are respectively
represented by equation (3 ) and (4).
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xo ≥ 1
o=n
Xv
o=1

xvo ≤ Cv

∀o ∈ {1 . . . n}

(3)

∀v ∈ {1 . . . m}

(4)

Maximum Ride Time (M RT ) is the maximum time that each passenger can remain on board
of the vehicle and it depends on costumers. It is represented by (Lo ) given it is considered the same
in [19] for a pickup node o and a delivery node d. Hence, travel time of each costumer (request)
must not exceed this upper bound from his origin’s position named pos(o) in a vehicle’s tour v
∈ {1..m} and his destination’s position pos(o + n) in the same tour. this constraint is expressed in
equation (5).
i=pos(o+n)v −1

X

i=pos(o)v

v
≤ Lo
trp(i),p(i+1)

∀v ∈ {1 . . . m};

∀o ∈ {1 . . . n}

(5)

Time windows constraints are defined by lower bounds (eo ;ed ) and upper bounds (lo ; ld ) on
v
respectively origins and destinations. Hence, vehicles service times Bp(i)
on nodes p accorded to
positions i related to vehicles tours must respect these bounds. They are redefined in [19] taking
into account maximal ride time (Lo ), and costumers distances expressed by transit times between
origins and destinations. Moreover, these bounds depend on costumers loads (xo ) that are supposed
to be equal to times needed to load pickup node’s passengers on vehicles. Time windows on origins
are represented by equations(6) and (7) for respectively lower bounds and upper bounds.
v
Bo(i)
≥ max(ed − Ld − xd ; eo )

∀o ∈ {1 . . . n};

∀i ∈ {1 . . . nv };

∀v ∈ {1 . . . m}

(6)

v
Bo(i)
≤ min(ld − xd − co,d ; lo )

∀o ∈ {1 . . . n};

∀i ∈ {1 . . . nv };

∀v ∈ {1 . . . m}

(7)

Time windows on destinations are defined by equations (8) and (9) for respectively lower bounds
and upper bounds.
v
Bd(i)
≥ max(eo + xo + co,d ; ed )

v
Bd(i)
≤ min(lo + xo + Lo ; ld )

∀d ∈ {n + 1 . . . 2n};

∀d ∈ {n + 1 . . . 2n};

∀i ∈ {1 . . . nv };

∀i ∈ {1 . . . nv };

∀v ∈ {1 . . . m} (8)

∀v ∈ {1 . . . m} (9)

Several experimental studies are done on benchmarked DARPs in which authors imposed time
windows only on one of two costumer’s nodes as it is the case in [7] and [8]. Moreover, time windows
are generally fixed without considering costumers’ features such maximal ride time, transit time,
and loads to pickup or to delivery. A new realistic assumption for time windows must be imposed on
routing plans to produce more precisions on vehicles travel time. These time windows limitations
contribute in the service quality improvement as waiting time and user inconvenience (time spent
in the vehicle). In fact, this time windows redefinition participates in the vehicles tours strategy
while seeking for better and realistic costumers’ shedule.

4

TS for Costumers-Dependent DARP

In multiple vehicles DARP, the solution space is considerably larger than in the single vehicle
DARP, and needs much efforts to solve it [16]. Thus, we aim to seek for near optimal solution
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to multiple vehicles DARP using TS metaheuristic. An initial solution must be generated as a
first routing plan to be optimized. Furthermore, there are different procedures and heuristics in
literature while seeking for initial transport on demand plans. These heuristics can produce feasible
or non-feasible solutions. Heuristics construct feasible solutions satisfying all problems constraints.
We cite, in this first class, random methods where initial solutions are completely random as
in [3], and [7]. This heuristic starts by assigning every request to a randomly selected vehicle, and
sequentially inserting requests at the end of partial routes. However, all constraints are violated
except the precedence constraint and the beginning and arrival points of requests (the depot).
Others non-feasible heuristics start by sorting requests based on time windows as well as the
beginning of services, then by sequentially inserting requests at the end of partial routes while
respecting minimum distances criteria. To obtain an initial solution to the problem, authors in [10]
provide a random insertion of requests in good positions as well as vehicles if it is not possible. It
seeks for the solution with a minimum number of additional vehicles and a minimum total distance.
According to heuristics that create initial feasible solutions, many authors maintain the feasibility while constructing initial solutions. For example, a regret insertion method is used [8] to
construct the population as well as the initial solution. This method improves a basic greedy insertion method. It involves that the basic greedy insertion method iteratively selects the request
with the lowest insertion cost, and inserts it in to the corresponding route after improving the first
method. The feasibility of this insertion heuristic is examined by a multi-trip schedule procedure.
Another example is in [22], where a feasible initial schedule is created for DARP. Constraints are
used in the solution construction such the time window constraint which is used to cluster the
customers into different groups. Other constraints are used to create initial trips from each route.
The feasibility is then verified by the rest of constraints.
We investigate a new Tabu Search algorithm for the CDDARP. This algorithm is based on
new efficient heuristic for the requests’ insertion. This heuristic is used to initially construct the
initial feasible routing plan satisfying the related constraints. The feasibility check is maintained
by the heuristic in a new flexible and effective neighborhood strategy that enhances good strategic
decisions about the schedule of transport on demand problems.
4.1

TS-CDDARP algorithm

TS is a metaheuristic that guides a local search procedure to explore the solution space beyond
local optimality. It is characterized by flexible memory structures using strategic restrictions and
aspiration levels as means for exploiting search spaces [15]. Hence, we cite basic elements of TS
that we adapt for our TS-CDDARP.
ggjjhj
Neighborhood. A neighborhood (N (S)) is constructed using generate neighborhood() providing
adjacent solutions that can be reached from a current solution. Neighbors are produced using
move operations accorded to (neighborhood length). Each neighbor is characterized by a couple
of solution’s attributes (S attributes) giving another objective function value for a solution (S) in
the search space.
Move operation. The couple of attributes describes a change on the requests’ schedule and
especially the part of the routing plan that is affected by a change. This part is resumed in two
promoted requests that are a random pickup node related to a request and his nearest predecessor
that is also a pickup node. Details are offered in figure 2.
Tabu list. To exploit short memory in TS-CDDARP, we add a subset of moves in the tabu list
(Tabu list) as forbidden. In our TS-CDDARP resolution, we add solution’s attributes in Tabu list
to not be applied for a fixed number of iterations that corresponds to the tabu list’s length
(tabu length). The structure of Tabu list is embedded in an array of elements each of them saves
a couple of solution’s attributes.
Long term memory. It saves best solution’s attributes having participated in generating good
past solutions. It is represented by a list (list moves) of best S attributes during the entire tabu
search.
Diversification. It consists in setting Tabu list as empty after a fixed number of iterations
(divers iter). The used method is empty T abu list() that allows TS-CDDARP to escape from
local optimums. This technique gives a possibility for S attributes that are in Tabu list to be
selected for another time.
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Aspiration criterion. When a tabu move provides an attractive objective function value of a
solution (Sol aspired) and it would result in a solution better than any visited so far, then its tabu
classification may be overridden.
ggjjhj
The main objective of TS-CDDARP in the algorithm showed in figure 1 is to construct a
flexible and an efficient routing plan capable of serving all requests satisfying the constraints.
Further, it seeks for a better objective function value that minimizes (2). The fundamental steps
of the algorithm in figure 1 are explained below.

Fig. 1. TS-CDDARP.

• A greedy construction of the initial solution (S init) is the result of the insertion heuristic
named insertion heuristic() of TS-CDDARP that provides a feasible initial vehicles’ routing
plan.
• A set of feasible routing plans is created in the neighborhood N (S) by way of the procedure
generate neighborhood(). In fact, a request can change from a route to another during the
neighborhood strategy. Hence, vehicles travel times also change according to new requests
routes’ positions.
• Local searches are executed during TS-CDDARP process seeking for (Best neighbor) found
in each N (S). If this local optimum is not in Tabu list, and has a better objective function
(2), then it becomes the current solution (S). Hence, it is added to Tabu list as forbidden.
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Consequently, the procedure update(T abu list) updates the tabu list by adding or removing
solutions attributes according to neighbors input or output.
• A diversification technique is made thanks to the procedure empty T abu list() that gives opportunities to requests to be allocated to other vehicles routes in other routing plan situations.
• The use of the long term memory is made thanks to the procedure add(list moves, S attributes).
It lets us the save of the moves history that contributes in the vehicles routing plan improvement.
• At the end of the process when the maximal number of iterations (Max iter) is yet achieved,
the best solution (Best) is given as a better solution during all search spaces. The solution
Best can be changed by the aspired solution (Sol aspired), if it can be improved by this one.
4.2

Insertion heuristic of TS-CDDARP

As it is stated before, the solution of the present TS-CDDARP is embedded in a set of tours from
the depot to it accorded to a set of vehicles. Each tour represents a subset of satisfied requests.
We propose a new heuristic insertion heuristic() that creates an initial solution S init producing
a feasible routing plan for the CDDARP. This solution is feasible while satisfying all the problem
constraints except time windows constraints that are considered as a penalty for the objective
function (2). The steps of insertion heuristic() are resumed below.
• The request’s allocation starts by successively dispatching vehicles while their capacities are
not violated with the respect of the maximal tour’s duration. At the departure, the heuristic
starts by allocating nearest pickup nodes to each dispatched vehicle. It also initializes each
vehicle’s travel time by a transit time between the depot and the first allocated pickup node.
For each dispatched vehicle, this node is added to the vehicle’s tour and becomes the current
one.
• Each dispatched vehicle continuous his tour by seeking for the nearest non-visited pickup nodes
to the current one while constraints on the vehicle’s capacity (4) and the maximal vehicle’s
v
duration are not violated. Moreover, transit times trp(i),p(i+1)
are computed between current
p(i) and successor p(i + 1) according to vehicles’ tours.
• Constraints (5), (6), and (8) are controlled by computing each arrival time accorded to each
request in a vehicle’s tour. In the case of M RT violation, a dispatched vehicle proceeds to the
delivery operation related to each request having minimal M RT . This technique allows us to
ensure that no costumer exceeds his M RT .
• Due to arrival times computation, we also deduct possible time windows violations expressed
by constraints (8), and (6). Then, waiting times are derived from equation (1) and applied in
the penalty term of the objective function (2).
• A vehicle’s tour is interrupted if its capacity constraint (4) is violated or its total route’s
duration is at the maximum. In the case of the capacity violation, the vehicle delivers all pickup
nodes that are visited in the tour while respecting the nearest non-delivery node technique.
These nodes are added to the tour while computing additional transit times to the vehicle’s
travel time.
• The end of the procedure insertion heuristic() is allowed when requests are totally satisfied.
Otherwise, dispatching vehicles will try to pickup maximal number of nodes in their routes
respecting residual capacities updated after each pickup or delivery operation. However, a
vehicle tour termination is set when the maximal route’s duration is achieved.
This heuristic is efficient and allows adjustments to other situations in transport on demand
problems since it is based on an iterative requests’ allocation of n requests to m vehicles in a
polynomial time θ(n,m).
4.3

Neighborhood strategy for TS-CDDARP

The neighborhood strategy of TS-CDDARP is an optimization technique that operates tactical
changes on the vehicles routing while transporting users from origins to destinations. It aims to
make flexibility to the plan of requests by introducing some orders while dispatching vehicles. We
focus on the fact that any pickup node can be a successor for multiple other pickup nodes. However,
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this node can be the most nearest node for many other pickup nodes. But, according to the general
DARP definition, it is allocated to only one node during a vehicle routing. Then, it becomes visited
and forbidden to be chosen by other vehicles. In this situation, a change in the vehicles routing
that consists in allocating a random pickup (rand-pk) node to a nearest predecessor (pred) which
is a pickup node visited by another vehicle. To deal with this move operation, we maintain randpk as a visited node until encountering pred. Hence, no node that is different from pred can be
a predecessor to rand-pk. Figure 2 describes the neighborhood strategy that contributes in the
solutions improvement of TS-CDDARP .

Fig. 2. Neighborhood strategy for TS-CDDARP
In the example of figure 2, we suppose to have two separated vehicles routes from a current
solution (a) produced by TS-CDDARP. These routes have various distances. The pickup nodes 3,
4, and 5 are visited by vehicle V1 and the pickup nodes 2, and 9 are visited by vehicle V2.
Move’s attributes are a random pickup node rand-pk and a nearest predecessor pred to it.
Hence, we suppose that node 4 is randomly chosen to be removed from its corresponding vehicle’s
route. Node 4 is chosen as a nearest successor for node 3 in solution (a). But, it is also a nearest
successor to node 2 in vehicle’s route of V2 in (a). This node is not allowed to be chosen by V2
after node 2 in the solution (a). After a move operation, node 4 changes from route V1 to V2 given
it is also another alternative to optimize vehicles routing by TS-CDDARP producing new travel
times. Consequently, a new neighbor solution (b) is provided in figure2 where V1 visits node 3,
and 7. Whereas vehicle V2 visits 2, 4, and 5 in the same neighbor (b). We obtain new routing plan
for TS-CDDARP as well as new total transit time in the objective function of equation (2). The
neighborhood strategy allows vehicles routing plan diversification and enhances new TS-CDDARP
solutions to appear in various local searches. Hence, each new solution is qualified by a couple of
attributes that are respectively rand-pk, and pred in the search space.

5

Experimental study

We are based on instances proposed by Shassaing et al. in [19] having realistic data such as
distances between regions. The data format based on geographical measures allows us to adapt the
benchmark to future real-case studies. The instances are relatively similar to those proposed by
Cordeau and Laporte in [3] with specific characteristics. Distances between nodes are supposed as
geographical measures, customers are located on big areas varying between 100km and 8500 km,
vehicles speed is supposed to be constant equal to 1.33km/min. Maximal travel of tours is fixed to
480, vehicles capacity is 8, and loads to charge or discharge are between 1 and 4. To validate our TSCDDARP algorithm, series of preliminary tests have been run over 1000 TS-CDDARP iterations
using small instances of [19]. The tabu list length is supposed equal to 7 with a neighborhood
length equal to 5. Experimental results in table 1 shows objectives functions related to selected
instances from [19].
Because of the focus on the satisfaction as soon as possible of customers requests, we limit our
study to the total transit time T RT comparison between results of ELS and those produced by
TS-CDDARP. Comparing the results of the objective function (2) reached by the TS-CDDARP
algorithm showed in table 1, we can easily see the improvement of the T RT provided by TSCDDARP. The comparison is established between the total transit time (TRT TS) provided by
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Table 1. Results of TS-CDDARP on instances of [19]
Instances

m

2*n

TRT TS

TRT ELS

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

7
4
6
2
2
2

92
68
78
34
40
46

2074.359
1033.963
1614.723
g257.923
g323.611
g353.287

2178.423
1524.163
1842.603
g590.998
g568.202
g506.644

RL
RL
RL
RL
RL
RL

d1
d10
d70
d92
d93
d94

TS-CDDARP and the total transit time (TRT ELS) provided by ELS in [19]. Consequently, we
outpoint that the move’s operation proposed in figure 2 positively acts on the results given by
the improvement seen in the objective functions values related to the instances. We highlight the
routing plan adaptation of our TS-CDDARP resolution on various instances presented in table 1
and his robustness given various input parameters such as vehicles’ number and costumers’ number.

6

Conclusion

This paper proposes a new tabu search algorithm called TS-CDDARP for new real-life benchmark instances of DARP. We have investigated a new approach to produce flexible routing plan
that satisfies customers requests as soon as possible. We have operated a new operation move to
deal with more flexibility while dispatching vehicles seeking for better routes to fulfill as well all
requests. Good results were produced for many instances showing improvement in total transit
times related to those of ELS. Our method was validated with various experimental tests of TSCDDARP. Our model can be expanded to include uncertain elements related to time windows as
well as travel times between nodes. Future research may accommodate request changes dynamically
through real-time framework.
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1

Abstract

We develop a multi-objective mixed integer nonlinear programming model minimizing the three
criteria: the waiting time (R) and the number of passenger cars (N V ) , the waiting time of Tramway
(Rtram ) . By taking account of the constraints bound to the security of the users : the release red,
the maximal and minimal borders on the durations of the red and the green , and constraints
bound to the structure of the crossroads : antagonism , the absolute priority of Tramway (tram).
In the application of our model on a crossroads ”Rond Point Hassan II” (C) in Casablanca, due
to the complexity caused by the consideration of several criteria and constraints, the number of
variables and the non-linearity of certain equations, the use of the genetic algorithm is imperative
and supplies satisfactory real time results compared with the semi adaptive system applied to the
crossroads (C) .
Key words: urban traffic in Casablanca, multi-objective optimization, genetic algorithm.

2

Introduction

The literature enriched by methods and systems allowing to regulate road traffic in urban areas of
crossroads on fires on real time , from the measures supplied by sensors places on crossroads. The
way of using these measures to regulate the traffic, the taking into consideration of the constraints
, the criteria to be minimized and the methods of resolution are to differ from a system in the
other one. In [1] the only criterion is the waiting time and the constraints are: borders on the
durations of the phases and antagonists’ notion, the variables are : the successive phases apply to
the system. In [2] the criterion is the queue length, the variables are: the start time of the green
and the duration of green . Model in [3] is based on a mesoscopic modeling, the variables are:
the sequence of passage groups. In [4] shows that acyclic systems are more flexible than the cyclic
systems and develops three models of three criteria and variables different from a model to the
other one , by basing itself on methods exact for the resolution.
In the development of a regulatory system similar to the Moroccan reality we present our first
model in section 3 minimizing the three criteria: the waiting time (R), the number of passenger
cars (N V ), and the waiting time of Tramway (Rtram ), using a multi-objective approach, adapted
to operate in real time. In Section 4 we present a comparison of the results provided by our system
of regulation determined by the genetic algorithm with the semi adaptive system applied to the
crossroads (C).

3
3.1

mathematical model
key variables

– the date of the pième passage of fire f ,from the moment : dp,f
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– The fire is presented by state :
xp,f = 0 if the fire is red
= 1 if the fire is green

3.2

additional variables

xatram = 1 if and only if tatram ∈ [dp, dp + 1]
along with tatram the moment of arrived from the tramway and tqtram the moment of its departure.
3.3

objective function
F A = min(αR + βN V + ρRtram )

R=

Nf X
NP
X

f =1 p=1

(1)

1/2 ∗ (lp,f + lp−1,f ) ∗ min(∆dp , ∆d0p,f )

(2)

lp,f = max(lp−1,f + (DAf − (xp−1,f ∗ DSf )) ∗ (dp,f − dp−1,f ), 0)
NV =

Nf X
NP
X

N Vp,f

(3)
(4)

f =1 p=1

N Vp,f = (DAf ∗ min(∆dp , ∆d0p,f )) +
∆d0p,f

Z

min(dp+1 ,dp +∆d0p,f )

lf (t)dt

(5)

dp

∆dp = dp+1 − dp

(6)

Rtram = (tqtram − tatram )

(7)

is the time required to sell the queue Lp,f on the section f to leave of d = dp . This time is
in the green caselp,m /DSp,m and is worth more infinity in the case of red.

3.4

Constraints

– antagonists
xp,f + xp,f 0 = 1

(8)

– Borders on the minimal and maximal duration of the red
DRmin ∗ (1 − xp,f ) ≤ dp+1 − dp ≤ DRmax ∗ (1 + M ∗ xp,f )

(9)

DV min ∗ xp,f ≤ dp+1 − dp ≤ DRmax ∗ xp,f + M (1 − xp,f )

(10)

min(dc,f 0 − dp,f ) = (xp−1,f − xp,f ) ∗ DR

(11)

– Borders on the minimal and maximal duration of the green

– The red of release DR

– The priority absolved from the Tramway with fj the set N fires of the crossroads containing
the Tramway
n
X
j=1

xp+1,f j <= (1 − xtram )

(12)

dp+1,f j = dtram

(13)

xp,f ∈ 0, 1

(14)

–
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4
4.1

Application Model
The crossroads (C)

Fig. 1. The crossroads (C) drawn with the path of the Tramway

Fig. 2. Structure of the crossroads (C) from Google Maps

The crossroads (C) (See Figure 1 and 2) Consists of six fires using a semi S adaptive system
with durations of phases depends on the hours of the day as Follows :
Table 1. The durations of the phases of the fires of the crossroads (C)
Hour

peak hour Other hours

Fires 1 et 2 50
Fires 6 et 3 40
Fires 4 et 5 20

4.2

35
40
20

The input data

See Table 2
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Table 2. The values supplied by the sensors and the constants

Variable

Symbol

Value

The minimal and maximal duration of the green for fires 1 and 2
The minimal duration of the green for the other fires
the red of release
The lengths of the queues initial expectations on fires
The debits of entrances at the hours of points
The debits of entrances at the other hours
The debits of exits of six fires The output rates of the six lights
The state of fire between dp−1 et dp
The last switching dates
The arrival time of the tram during the cycle

DVmin DVmax
DVmin DVmax
DR
lp−1,f
DAf
DAf
DSf
xp−1,f
dp−1 , f
tatram

25 45
10 20
8
000000
0.5 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
000011
8
20 50 80

Fig. 3. The Scheme of the applied genetic algorithm
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4.3

The genetic algorithm applied (GA)

See Figure 3
4.4

Comparison

Our model is solved by the GA applied to the crossroads (C). The table 3 gives a comparison of the
objective functions found by both systems and shows that the GA gives the best results compared
to semi-adaptive system S.
Table 3. Comparison of FA supplies by the AG and S in seconds
FA supplied by S FA supplied by AG Difference
Dense debit 4688
4688
Fluid debit 1539
1539

5

1561
984
777
829

3127
3704
762
710

Conclusion

The genetic algorithm GA is best suited to solve our model of urban traffic management at the
crossroads (C), and provides satisfactory results compared to the semi adaptive system. The generalization of the model on a network of crossroads, the use of the appropriate evolutionary methods
to the optimization multiobjective will be our next works.
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Introduction

Sustainable urban development motivates investments in environment-friendly and user-centred
Public Transport (PT) services. Three trends towards next generation PT systems are observed.
The first one is an introduction of greener vehicles such as battery electric/hybrid buses (e-buses).
The second one focuses on high service quality (e.g. increased ride comfort via mitigation of stopand-go driving pattern). The last trend is in reduction of emissions and bus operating costs related
to energy consumption and equipment wear and tear during bus operations. These trends however
bring new real-time optimisation challenges. The first one is created by different operational characteristics and constraints of e-buses, e.g. they need to periodically recharge batteries at charging
stations placed in terminals and optionally in bus stops. This brings additional complexity into
PT operations and its cost dynamics. Since several PT operators share the same e-charging infrastructure and complex electricity pricing schemes are usually applied (e.g. peak demand charges)
optimisation of charging plans is necessary. The second challenge, relating trends number two and
three, is how to provide comfort- and cost-related benefits without negatively impacting general
traffic performance. Relying solely on strategies such as Transit Signal Priority (TSP), which prioritise PT vehicles at signalised intersections, might cause congestion effects that could backfire
on the PT system itself. In this paper we demonstrate how these challenges can be addressed by
the emerging Cooperative ITS (C-ITS) methods. A novel framework addressing the problem via
combination of cooperation, negotiation and multi-objective optimisation is introduced.
The next section presents current situation of e-bus operations and research problems currently
addressed in the literature. This is followed by an overview of our approach solving the problems
of the next generation PT systems.

2

Current situation

The first above-mentioned challenge—optimal recharging—is not yet addressed in the literature,
partly due to the fact that current e-bus systems are still deployed in small-scale trials. The
existing approaches lack the required degree of modelling detail necessary to capture the complex
interactions emerging between bus operations and charging infrastructure. The existing research
efforts currently focus on developing a proper system design such as deploying strategic locations
of charging stations [1, 2]. Energy efficiency is also addressed via energy management strategies for
the engine [3], and regenerative breaking technologies [4]. The second challenge—support of a bus
in operations—also requires new research efforts as, due to technological limitations, the existing
methods enhancing PT operations such as Transit Signal Priority (TSP) [5] and holding strategies
[6] have been designed to only support the simple punctuality objective. Hence, they cannot handle
the complexity of next generation systems, which not only need to be “on time”, but also have to
be comfortable, cost-efficient, and allow e-buses to recharge battery on-route without impacting
the service level.
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2.1

Solution

We jointly address constraints and control capabilities of all entities of the PT ecosystem, which
consists of signal control, (e-)buses, and e-bus charging infrastructure. The methods that we developed combine cooperation and negotiation between all ecosystem actors thanks to connectivity,
in order to effectively achieve mutual goals. Such connectivity—provided by the emerging Connected Vehicle (CV) technology—allows us to shift from currently used standalone ITS systems
such as TSP to the C-ITS paradigm. In particular, we use Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) [7]
information obtained from traffic signal controllers to switch the PT-oriented control emphasis
from signal-centric strategies (TSP) towards vehicle-centric. Our approach has two layers–the first
one represents infrastructure of an e-bus system—coordinated signal control managed by a traffic
management centre and charging infrastructure. The second layer corresponds to the cooperative
environment composed of interconnected vehicles. The goal of our approach is to optimise the interplay between three interacting components—in-vehicle control managed by a Cooperative Bus
System (CBS), signal control and a centralised PT backoffice system. Key element of our solution
is a novel energy-aware Automated Vehicle Location system (eAVL) hosted by the backoffice. Unlike traditional AVL, not only it collects information about fleet locations, but also about battery
status of each e-bus. Consequently, the backoffice, via eAVL assures cost-efficient use of e-charging
infrastructure with minimisation of impact on operations—optimised e-charging schedules are feed
to individual buses. These schedules are used as constraints to the CBS systems of buses. Each
CBS uses a Cooperative Driver Assistance System (C-DAS) which aims at similar objectives as
TSP (reduced stop frequency at signalised interesections) via optimisation of speed and dwell time
profiles. The latter include time required to recharge batteries. Traffic signals broadcast not only
SPaT information, but also level of available PT priority (negatively correlated with general traffic
demand). This means that a CBS knows what is the “priority cost in a given time. The priority
is requested via negotiation. For this, the Priority Request Server (PRS) component of TSP is
extended with negotiations capability with the TSPs Priority Request Generator (PRG) located in
a PT vehicle. PRS will receive information about alternative scenarios varying in arrival time. Via
the negotiation, the two control domains try to iteratively reach an agreement in terms of green
time allocation for PT. The optimisation of charging schedules and speed/dwell time profiles will
be carried out using multi-objective optimisation algorithms [8].
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Abstract. Maritime container terminals are facilities where cargo containers are transshipped between ships or between ships
and land vehicles (tucks or trains). They can be automated; semi-automated or static ones depend on the type of the
equipments that they contain. There are crucial resources at container terminals; the yard, cranes and the vehicles. The yard
refers to the temporary storage area where inbound, outbound containers can be stored. While we have two kinds of cranes
depending on the type of the yard we are working on: yard crane and quay crane. Vehicles are used to transfer the container
between the seaside and yard side (the external trucks XTs are not considerable in our study).
The decision of the container stacking position is the most important operational task for the incoming containers which
affects not only the productivity of the stacking but also for the later retrieval and also to avoid the unproductive moves to
access to the requested containers stored in the stack. Our aim is to define a new approach to design the container stacking
problem using an approach of optimization and simulation. Thus in this paper we will define a new MIP which has as
objective the minimization of the number of the stacks used to store a given number of inbound containers, and to define
afterwards a simulation model using a simulation software (Arena) which has as input the result of the optimization model.
So we will try first to define a relocation model using the standard (FCFS) then the Best fit decrease (BFD) from the bin
packing algorithm to store and maintain the storage area and to avoid unproductive moves and reshuffles to find out the
requested container sequence.
The main inputs are high, weight, destination and the delivery time of each container. Our objective is to have, based on
heuristics, a guide to the planner to obtain an optimized stacking / reshuffling plan, given a stacking state and a container
demand. We will try to minimize the number of reshuffles as well as the number of stacks used and obtaining a conclusion
about possible yard configurations.
Keywords : Containers terminals; optimized plan; reshuffle; container stacking problem; heuristics; optimization; simulation.

1. Introduction:
Maritime transportation has increased remarkably over the last few decades according to Steenken et al. (2004) [1], the use of
containers reduces the amount of the product packaging and the possibility of damage.
A container terminal is an interim storage area, where container vessels dock on berths to unload inbound containers during
the import operations and load outbound containers for the export operations. To be more competitive containers has been
standardized in the world wide, an ISO standardized metal box, so the most famous ones are: 20feet, 40feet (TEU : twenty
feet equivalent units) . They can be stacked then on top of each other following a ‘last-in, first-out’ (LIFO) strategy. Once the
container will be transferred from the seaside to the yard side via internal vehicles, the yard crane will store this container in a
specific location based on a certain criterions: destination, estimated departure, weight, size and destination. Figure 1
illustrates the complete process of typical operations and equipment in container terminals, including quay cranes for loading
and unloading containers from vessel, internal vehicles for carrying containers within the terminal area and RTGC (Rubber
Tyred Gantry Crane) for stacking containers in the storage yard.

Fig.1. Container Terminal Main Area
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In order to access a container which is not at the top of its stack, those above it must be relocated. It occurs since other
ships have been unloaded later or containers have been stacked in the wrong order due to lack of accurate information. This
reduces the productivity of the cranes. Maximizing the efficiency of the current process leads to several requirements:
1. Each incoming container should be allocated a location in the stack which should be free and supported at the time of
arrival. This location can be identified either by the worker or by the state of the stack before each planning horizon.
2. Each outgoing container should be easily accessible, and preferably close to its unloading position, at the time of its
departure. This process can be also optimized by storing containers of the same vessel in the same yard bay for example.
The number of containers handled by the container terminals is growing then the competition between containers terminals
is increasing. The using of the scientific methods and operational research tools became crucial in container ports.
According to Stahlbok and Voss (2008) [2] activities in a containers terminal are conducted in two main areas: the quay
and the yard area. In the quay area, we can found various optimization problems discussed in the literature such as:
- Berth allocation problem (BAP);
- Container storage;
- Quay crane scheduling;
Others one in are interested to the yard area:
- Yard crane scheduling;
- Storage Yard Planning;
- Container truck scheduling;
Based on this, Rashidi and Tsang (2013) [3] divided the operations in container terminals into 5 operations as in Figure 2
that effect the efficiency of the problems in container terminals:

Fig.2. Decision problems in container terminals [4]

The majority of decision containers terminal can be divided into three levels of planning and control: 1) strategic, 2) Tactical
and 3) operational. Strategic decisions are long-term decisions that include the structure of the terminal, handling equipment
and handling procedures. Tactical decisions are medium-term decisions that are interested in determining the number of quay
cranes, yard cranes, straddles, etc. And finally operational decisions are short-term decisions and include the process to be
followed by the quay cranes, the yard cranes, straddles, etc. In this paper we will focus on the operational operations, so the
objective is to have storage containers planning to be flowed by gantry cranes in non automated container terminals for the
inbound containers by minimizing the total distance and the reshuffles number in the yard area.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review, section 3 defines the problem and section
4 presents the solving methods to our MIP. The results of numerical simulations and a comparative study are presented in
Section5. Finally Section 6 is devoted to conclusion.

2. Literature review:
In this paper we focus on the storage space assignment already presented in the previous section and study the existing
research for container stacking positions for import operations in automated containers terminal. Each yard area had a
specific level to store containers; containers on the top of the stacks must leave earlier to avoid unproductive movements
(reshuffles). These moves have a negative effect on the operational efficiency of the container terminal. Therefore, while
determining the stacking positions of the containers, the objective of the problem is defined to minimize the global distance
between the sea side and the yard area and also to reduce the number of the reshuffles.
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The factors involved in determining the stacking plan are: stack level, stacking strategies for storage and retrieval
containers for import, weight of containers, size and EDT. In our study to stack containers, the RTGC will be used to pick up
the container from the internal vehicle to deliver it in the stacking position.
According to Steenken et al. (2004) and the extended study of Stahlbock and Voss (2008) the main logistics operations at
container terminals can be classified as follow: Berth allocation, stowage planning, crane scheduling, terminal transport
optimization, and storage and stacking logistics. There are static and stochastic cases of containers. In the static storage, the
location of each container in the storage yard was allocated and reserved before the vessel arrival. The reservation for
containers could be based on discharge port, container type and container weight, depending on the stacking strategy. On the
other hand, stochastic case, container’s location was not determined before the vessel’s arrival. Instead, the storage location
was determined in real time and after the vessel berthed. The EDT and the container destination are not taking into account
for the inbound containers in this study.
According to Carlo et al. (2014) [5] the containers stacking problems can be divided into three types: storage of individual
containers, of group of containers and the storage space assignment in relation with the other yard process. we will introduce
under each type the related researches.
2.1 Storage space assignment of individual containers:

The main idea of this type of research is to first assign containers to blocks and secondly to specific locations within the
selected block. Guldogan et al. (2010) [6] considers an integrated policy that takes into account the work balance, number of
used trucks and the travel distances, the aim of the new strategy is to define clusters which group containers according to
their departure dates, weight and type of the stored containers are not considered also the number of reshuffles can grow with
the big instances. Park et al. (2011) [7] first select blocks to balance the GC’s workload, and secondly, select the specific
storage location based on a weighted function of space and GC utilization so departure dates of containers are not considered
which will cause additional unproductive moves. Chen and Lu (2012) [8] aim to avoid rehandles in their approach to assign
outbound containers, but workload balance of GC’s are not considered. Ng et al. (2010) [9] used a new heuristic for the
problem with import containers on ports with cyclical calling patterns, weight of containers are not considered.
2.2 Storage space assignment of groups of containers:

The main idea of the related research to this part is to propose methods to assign groups of containers to storage locations,
where groups are, for example, based on the destination vessel, departure time, and type of containers. The heuristic’s
performance is assessed for variations in type of berth allocation, the transfer vehicle travel times, and loading/unloading
times. An SA-based heuristic for this problem is proposed by Huang and Ren (2011) [10] that require enumerating all
possible assignment permutations for the three container groups of import containers, result is not compared with existing
storage policies. Jeong et al. (2012) [11] define a method to decide for each block how many import containers will be stored
there, the consigned strategy take into account only the destination of containers the EDT is not considered. Nishimura et al.
(2009) [12] propose a new MIP, and they use a new heuristic to minimize the weighted total container handling time no
additional constraint for the destination type of the stored containers.
2.3 Storage space assignment in relation to other yard processes:

The aim of this part is to study the interaction between several marine operations in a containers terminal, each operation is a
related to another adjacent operation so they can be optimized together. Here we will highlight papers that address more
integrated decision making.
Murty (2007) [13] proposes a storage space assignment policy for a terminal using a consignment strategy. The policy is an
adaptation of the best fit on-line heuristic for the bin packing problem, this is a limited MIP we will extend the proposed
model by adding additional constraints and using the bin packing approach. Lee et al. (2006) [14] study storage space
assignment to minimize the total number of GC shifts required to assign a group of containers to a set of blocks the workload
can be reduced but the number of reshuffles can grow as we don’t have a limitation of the EDT of the stored containers. Laik
et al. (2008) [15] use the consignment strategy and the gantry crane dispatching problem their objective is to minimize the
total handling and storage cost over a planning horizon, and to balance the workload between blocks the limitation of the
proposed model the consignment strategy take into account only the inbound and outbound containers and the authors didn’t
define a container category to distinguish between export and import containers this may cause additional reshuffles in the
storage area.

3. Problem definition : Container Stacking Problem (CSP)
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Container terminals are divided into automated and non automated ports. The automated ports (AP) use the RMGC (Rail
Mounted Gantry Crane), the AGV (Automated Guided Vehicles), the ALF (Automated lifting vehicles…Therefore nonautomated ones (NAP), use the RTGC and the internal vehicles to transfer the containers from the berth to the storage space.
So the AP needs a higher investment cost comparing with the NAP, but they have a lower operational cost, a faster crane
speed and have more storage area. After the study of Lee et al. (2013) [16] 63.2% of the container terminals studied are non
automated so they use the RTGC and the internal truck. So, this is the reason why we will focus on the NAP in this paper.
After the vessel’s berth, quay cranes are assigned to each arrived docked vessel. Inbounded containers are unloaded by
quay cranes (QCs) during the import operation. Then, containers are transported from berths to the storage area by trucks or
other vehicles, the assignment of trucks to the storage area must verify the model’s constraints and also starting by the
containers which will have the smaller EDT and store them as close as possible to the transfer point. Once a container arrives
at its stacking yard bay in the storage area, the stacking crane lifts the container from the truck and stacks it to the storage
position. Afterwards GC can re-stack containers according to their EDT and destinations.
A container’s position in the yard is then denoted by its block, bay, row and tier identifiers. A block is defined by its bays
(length: basically [20, 30] per block) and rows (width: basically 6 per block, one is reserved to the internal truck) and the tiers
(4levels per yard bay). Stacking yards are usually divided into multiple blocks, each consisting of a number of bays. A bay is
composed of several stacks (row and tiers) of a certain size, and holds containers of the same size. This problem is called as
the Container Stacking Problem (CSP), which is one of the most common and important problems at container terminals.
Figure 3 show a schematic overview of container terminal, the theatrical container capacity of the yard is: 15 x 30 x 5 x 4 =
9000 TEUs (twenty-feet-equivalent units), which correspond to 9000 standard 20-feet containers.

Fig.3. Schematic overview of the container terminal [17].
3.1 Mathematical formulation
In a single stack, we can stores only containers of the same size, destination. The proposed stacking strategy is used to
decide where to store newly arrived containers. The incoming containers belong to one of two types, namely 20-feet and 40feet. A 20-feet container occupies 1 TEU in the storage area, while a 40-feet container occupies 2 TEUs. However, yard bay
can only accommodate containers with the same size this is a physical restrictions to prevent possible damage. Therefore, the
containers terminal assigns each position in the yard bay to a type of containers before the beginning of each planning
horizon; this is done automatically, even for empty stacks.

Let R = (K, B) be a graph where K = {1, ..,N} is the containers set and B = {1, …, Nb} is the sub blocks set. The distance
matrix cost is denoted by 𝐶𝑘b . It represents the shortest way between the position of the block b and the ship of container k.
The number of empty position of each block is denoted by B.
We propose a new mathematical model that reflects reality and takes into account most of the constraints imposed by port
authorities. This model treats the following hypotheses:
1 We do not mix on the same block and in the same period the loading and the unloading containers.
2 Before the beginning of each period, we know the state of the storage area. For each block, we know: the number of
container stored, the departure time of each container and the type of the block (dimension of stored containers).
3 For each stack, containers must be stored in the decreasing order of their departure time.
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4 Containers are stored by respecting the constraint of dimension compatibility. All containers stored in the same block have
the same dimension.
The CSP is formulated as a new and original mathematical programming model. This model is applied on each period in
order to determine an optimal storage strategy.
3.2 Model Parameters
The proposed model is applied to each period of the working day in a containers terminal. The planning horizon is consisting
of several shifts (3shift per day). In our study we will suppose that the range of shifts will be [1, 10].
Our objective is to minimize the global distance for the unloading containers from the berth to the storage space and then to
balance the workload between the adjacent yard bays. The model parameters are defined as follow:
k: Container index.
b: Yard-bay index.
r: Index of row in the yard bay b.
e: Index of the level (tier) in the bay-row.
N: Total number of containers to be stored during the planning horizon.
B: Total number of yard-bays that may contain the containers during the planning horizon.
𝐰𝐤 : The weight of the container k.
𝐂𝐛 : The free storage space in the yard-bay b (free storage positions).
𝐫𝐛 : Type of the yard-bay b (Three types: 20, 40).
𝐑 𝐤 : Type of container k.
𝐃𝐤 : Destination of container k.
𝐃𝐛 : Destination of yard-bay b.
𝐭 𝐤 : Estimated departure time of container k.
Ckb : The assigned cost to choose / store a container k in the corresponding yard-bay b in the yard area.
Decisions Variables:
𝟏

𝐗 𝐫𝐞
𝐛𝐤 = {

if k is assigned to the bay b, row r and tier e.

𝟎

otherwise.
𝑁

𝐵

𝑅

𝐸

re
𝑀𝑖𝑛 ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑘b 𝑋𝑏𝑘
𝑘=1 𝑏=1 𝑟=1 𝑒=1
𝑁

𝑅

𝐸

𝑟𝑒
∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑏𝑘
≤ 𝐶𝑏 ; 𝑏 ∈ {1, . . , 𝐵}

(1)

𝑘=1 𝑟=1 𝑒=1
𝐵

𝑅

𝐸

𝑟𝑒
∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑏𝑘
= 1 ; 𝑘 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑁}

(2)

𝑏=1 𝑟=1 𝑒=1
𝑁

𝑅

𝐸

𝑟𝑒
∑ ∑ ∑(𝑅𝑘 − 𝑟𝑏 )𝑋𝑏𝑘
= 0 ; 𝑏 ∈ {1, . . , 𝐵}

(3)

𝑘=1 𝑟=1 𝑒=1
𝑁

𝑅

𝐸

𝑟𝑒
∑ ∑ ∑(𝐷𝑘 − 𝐷𝑏 )𝑋𝑏𝑘
= 0 ; 𝑏 ∈ {1, . . , 𝐵}

(4)

𝑘=1 𝑟=1 𝑒=1
𝑁
𝑟𝑒
∑ 𝑋𝑏𝑘
= 1; 𝑏 ∈ {1, . . , 𝐵}, 𝑟 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑅}, 𝑒 ∈ {1, . . , 𝐸}

(5)

𝑘=1
𝐸

𝑟𝑒′
′
(𝑤𝑘 − 𝑤𝑘 )(𝑋𝑏𝑘
− ∑ 𝑋𝑟𝑒
𝑏𝑘′ ) ≤ 0, 𝑏 ∈ {1, . . , 𝐵}, ∀𝑟, ∀𝑒, 𝑘#𝑘
′

(6)

𝑒=𝑒′ +1
𝐸

(𝑡𝑘 −

𝑟𝑒′
𝑡𝑘′ )(𝑋𝑏𝑘

′
− ∑ 𝑋𝑟𝑒
𝑏𝑘′ ) ≤ 0, 𝑏 ∈ {1, . . , 𝐵}, ∀𝑟, ∀𝑒, 𝑘#𝑘

(7)

𝑒=𝑒′ +1

re
X bk
∈ (0,1)

(8)

3.3 Model explanation :
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In order to simplify our model, the related cost of the assignment of a specific container to the yard bay will be equal to
distance between the berthing location and the final position in the yard bay. The reason behind this choice is to have a
reference to which we can compare the obtained result. In the presented problem, only one vessel will be taken into account
in each planning horizon, the planning horizon is defined before the ETA of vessel. It will be based on the vessel length and
the number of containers to be stored.
The objective function aim to minimize the global distance for the total inbound containers to be stored during the planning
horizon. This horizontal distance is calculated by adding all the distance of the stored containers between the berth location
and the storage area (the assigned yard bay to each container). In the constraint (1) we define a total free positions per each
yard bay, so the total number of the assigned containers must not exceed the numbers of free positions (this number is known
at the beginning of the planning horizon).Constraint (2) ensures that each container is stored in a unique bay during the
planning horizon. Constraint (3), (4) ensure that the size and the destination of the bay and the stored container are the same
in each planning horizon, the aim of those constraints is to allow the proposed method to define a clustering of the available
containers based on their destination and type, then we can allocate in the storage area a specific space to the those containers
(consignment strategy). Each free position in the storage space can have only one container stored at the same time, this is
what the constraint (5) present. The constraint of weight between the stored containers is defined in the next step (6) so the
container on the top must have a weight less than the one stored in the previous level (this data is known for each inbound
container). The estimated departure time is also known per each inbound container we will take it into account during the
containers storage in the stacking area constraint (7).

4. Container stacking strategy :
Container stacking strategies are solution algorithms used to determine the storage position of each individual container,
considering several operational constraints. In other words, stacking strategies are used to decide where to store newly arrived
containers. We can find several studies in the literature which are interested in the container stacking problem study, Genetic
algorithm (GA), Ant Colony (AC), Simulated annealing (SA) and hybrid between them are already applied to the CSP. No
study was interested on the application of other heuristics such as: Bin Packing (BFD) to the CSP by defining a cluster with a
set of containers taking into account the defined constraints this is what justifies the choice of this resolution strategy.
In this strategy, we consider several attributes of the containers while determining a stacking position. The first attribute is
the expected departure time (EDT), which is defined as the time when a container will be removed from the stack. Secondly,
the category of each container is considered the destination of each container and the weight.
The algorithm of the proposed strategy inspired from the bin packing (BFD) heuristic is defined as follow:
1. Get the relevant information of the container: Container type,
weight, EDT and container destination.
2. Check each bay of matching container type in order, in ascending
order and check whether selected bay is empty or not.
a. If empty, place the arriving container to the first tier of
the first stack in ascending order.
b. If not empty, check each stack in order in ascending order
of the selected bay for empty positions.
i. If stack empty, place the arriving container in this
stack.
ii. If not empty, check whether category of the
arriving container is the same as the category
of the containers in the stack, or not.
1. If category is same, check if the Destination
of the topmost container of the stack
is equal to the destination of the incoming
container.
a. If yes, check for the weight constraint
i. If satisfied.
a.If the ETD is less than the ETD
of the topmost container of the
stack, then stack the container.
b.If not return to the step 2.b
ii. If violated, return Step 2.b to
check another stack of the
selected bay.
b. If no, return Step 2.b.
2. If category is not same, return to Step 2.b
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The aim of the proposed algorithm is to define an optimized plan to store the incoming containers by minimizing the global
distance and reducing the number of reshuffles. As a summary, we will try to take into account to the below assumptions:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Concentrate on the import operation to locate, store containers in the yard side.
Use the available terminal equipments: QC, IT (trailer), YC and the straddle carrier to carry and handle the
containers between the yard side and the gate.
The productivity of the QC is known at the beginning of the unloading operation.
The objective is to minimize the global distance between the yard side and the storage location.
Reduce the number of reshuffles and avoid the housekeeping operation.
The key factors of the terminal containers management: ETA (expected time of arrival), ETB (expected time of
berthing), and ETD (expected time of departure).
The assignment of the containers to the blocks will be performed using: the destination, the ETD, the size of the
containers.
A container can be stored in the vessel after the berthing [0,18h] before the unloading operation by the QCO. And
during the transfer operation the container can stay in the IT [0, 1h]. And in the yard area between [1,5days].

5. Results:
Our problem interested in the deterministic state of the container stacking problem, the input is supposed to be known
beforehand: State on the storage area and also the number of the containers to be stored in a specific planning horizon. The
used instances verify the below technical constraints which are related to our port of study. Several instances have been tested
using the bellow data:
o There are two types of containers (20 feet, 40 feet).
o We will consider a maximum number of 8QCs.
o Each stack can contain a maximum of four containers.
o Expected Departure date of containers to be stored is randomly chosen between [2h, 96h].
o Each container can wait [0,18h] for unloading from the vessel.
o The productivity of the quay crane is [30, 50] moves per hour.
o Planning Horizon: [0, 36h], Destination Type: 6
o The productivity of one QC which can perform 30moves per hour can be explained by: 5IT + 2.5 YC.
o The available IT in the port: [5, 25] depending on the type of the operation.
o During the transfer by IT, the move time between the seaside and the landside can be [0, 1h].
The model is coded with the Java programming language on Eclipse Standard Edition. The developed program is executed
on a Core i5 2,7 GHz Win7 PC with 8-GB memory.
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Fig.4. Dispatching of arrived containers based on the destinations and the EDT.
In order to be able to compare with other results existing in the literature, we tried first to solve the model with an exact
method using ILOG cplex, the proposed method (Branch & Cut) provide relevant result only for the small and medium
instances. For the big ones, we tried to relax some constraints (10) & (13) to be able to compare with the result provided by
Moussi et al (2015) [18] in his paper using the HAC/SA (Hybrid Ant Colony / Simulated Annealing).
In fact the initial model proposed by Moussi et al (2011) [19], exclude the incoming containers with a residence time more
than the one of all containers stored in the stacks. And also the author didn’t take into account the destination and the type of
the stored and adjacent sub blocks. So the proposed method has to be adjusted in order to be aligned with what we have in the
literature.
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The exact method (Branch & Cut) was tested and confirmed for the instances with small and medium parameters. In fact, this
exact method can only used to verify the performance of our proposed method for this kind on instances.
The utilization is defined as the ratio of the total storage space occupied by all the unloading containers to the total storage
space in the storage yard.
Computa
tion
Objective Branch &
Utilization Time (s) Results
Value
Cut
HAC/SA
0.05

1

Optimal

15350

15350

15350

0.1

1

Optimal

10500

10500

10500

0.15

1

Optimal

17350

17350

17860

0.2

1

--

12004

19980

19980

0.25

1

Optimal

21345

21345

21558

0.3

274

--

21700

20065

20065

0.35

340

Optimal

31500

31500

31500

0.4

1

Optimal

31100

31100

32899

33004

30345

0.45

17564
Out of (gap=12,1
34,196.03 memory
8%)

0.5

3,833

Optimal

20399

20399

20399

0.55

110

Optimal

21344

21344

21344

0.6

13,304

Optimal

25345

--

25867

0.65

114

Optimal

27234

--

27445

0.7

6

Optimal

32897

--

32988

0.75

11,602

Optimal

39456

--

40156

0.8

6

Optimal

30231

--

--

0.85

32

Optimal

45676

--

47809

0.9

16

Optimal

50769

--

52344

The obtained result for the proposed method is relevant for the majority of the instances mentioned above. This means that
the proposed method is more efficient than the one proposed in the study already mentioned above. For the future researches,
this method can be combined with a local research method as an hybrid algorithm.
The new developed algorithm will be known as: Constraint satisfaction for minimizing stack numbers (CSMSN)[18]. The
idea of CSMSN can be described as: Firstly, value selection rule to stack goods into an available stack location tentatively.
Secondly, the domain of the remaining variables is changed through applying Best Fit Decreasing (BFD) and the look-ahead
strategy of constraint propagation technology.
After performing the previous experimental evaluation and demonstrated that the effectiveness and feasibility of our
approach compared with the best previous approach BFD. The decision maker was able to routinely solve the large & small
scale discrete combinatorial optimization problems.

Fig.5. Comparison in stack numbers.

Fig.6. Comparison in CPU time.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper we tried to introduce the containers terminal by introducing his structure and also the related researches to each component.
Then we proposed a new mathematical formulation of the CSP with new constraints and objective function.
The proposed strategy defines a new method for unloading containers by using the bin packing heuristic as approach of resolution. The
obtained result mentions a good performance for the small and medium instances. While it blocked for the big instances.
Future researches can add additional attributes such as the closest transfer point, which requires selecting an empty position closest to the
transfer points from which the container will leave the stack, for instance import containers should be stacked as close to the transfer point
landside as possible to decrease the traffic caused by external trucks. And also work with several vessels at the same time and also for
export and transit in parallel to import operation. Finally the workload between adjacent bays in a storage block can be evaluated after the
storage period.
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The Earliest Arrival Flow Problem (EAFP) (Gale, 1959) is a variant of dynamic flow problem
(Ford and Fulkerson, 1958). This problem tries not only to send as much flows as possible to
destination node at every point in time, but also attempts to maximize the flow at the end of
the horizon time. Many practical applications are modeled using earliest arrival flow and in many
different fields, like in supply chains or in transportation (Ahuja et al., 1993). (Minieka, 1974)
and (Hoppe and Tardos, 1994) have proposed polynomial algorithms for the EAFP with constant
parameters. However, in this work, we consider the EAFP with flow-dependent transit time that
has been presented by (Baumann, 2006).
Thus, given a dynamic network, we consider that we have a single source, single sink network
with flow-dependent transit time and without storage in nodes. The objective of the earliest arrival
flow problem is to send the maximal amount of flow from a source s to a sink d at each time unit
of the horizon T . Mathematically this problem can be stated as follows:
M aximize

xid (t), ∀i ∈ N \ {d}, t ∈ [0, T [

(1)

subject to:
xij (t) ≤ cij (t), ∀(i, j) ∈ A, t ≤ T

(2)

xi (t) = 0, ∀i ∈ N \ {s, d}, t ≤ T
X
X
xji (t0 ) =
xij (t), ∀t P t0 + λij (t0 )

(3)

λij (t) = λij (0) × (1 + β(xij (t)/cij (t))), ∀(i, j) ∈ A

(5)

(j,i)∈ςi−

(4)

(i,j)∈ςi+

The objective in equation (1) consists in maximizing the flow xid (t) starting from each node
i ∈ N \ {d} at time t and reaching destination node d at time t + λid (t) for every t ≤ T − λij (t).
This objective should satisfy constraints of capacity in arcs (2) and in nodes (3). Flow over time
is also subject to the conservation constraint which is formulated by (4) that does not allow the
storage of flow in nodes.
Considering flow-dependent transit time which seems to be more realistic in the modeling of
several real-life application, the transit time function in (5) is the Bureau of Public Roads function
(BPR) defined by Sheffi (1985) and it was used by Baumann (2006). The BPR function depends
on λij (0) which is the transit time of the arc (i, j) when it was empty. In this formula, xij (t) is
the flow departing the crossing of the arc (i, j) at time unit t and cij (t) is the capacity of the arc
(i, j) at time t. The parameter β reflects the level of correlation between the rate of flow and the
transit time in each arc.
To solve this earliest arrival flow problem, we choose to use a genetic appraoch. This method
begin by generating a population or a set of flow over time on a dynamic network. Then genetic
operators are applied over generations to reach an efficient flow over time scheme on the given
netwok.
In this paper, two chromosome representations are proposed and assessed to encode the flow
over time property on a dynamic network. Moreover, initial population is constructed by the use
of a greedy algorithm. Two crossover operator, that we call periods-based crossover and Randombased crossover are used. Further we propose two mutations methods, namely random mutation
and greedy mutation.
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Exprimental study based on the evaluation of several alternative scheme of the genetic algorithm
for earliest arrival flow is conducted. Experiments are performed on the evacuation problem from
building in emergency situation where we have to evacuate poeple as quickly as possible.
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Abstract—The correct location of the voltage sag sources
corresponds to a very important task for the Power Quality
area. However, this is not a trivial task due to the need of many
monitoring devices. Therefore, with the data management from
smart meters installed in primary distribution feeders, decision
support tools that solve this problem become viable. Thus, this
paper proposes an algorithm that determines the area where the
voltage sag source is located. For this purpose, it was necessary
to extract features from smart meters’ voltage signals. In the
sequence, we analyze the relevance of each feature in order to
establish the most significant of them. In this way, the smart
meter could extract this feature and sent it to the utility. At the
utility side, the proposed algorithm will estimate the region
where the voltage sag source is located. The location procedure
is performed by cross checking the most relevant feature and the
network topology.
Index Terms—voltage sag, power quality, distribution feeders,
disturbance location.

I. INTRODUCTION
In accordance with standards and/or recommendations
under the Power Quality (PQ) area, a voltage sag is
characterized by the magnitude decrease of the nominal
voltage, where the values are situated between 0.9 and 0.1 pu.
Moreover, such disturbance corresponds to a great part of PQ
events in primary distribution feeders. However, this kind of
disturbance brings significant economic losses, mainly, for
industrial consumers [1]. For this reason, it is extremely
important for utilities that voltage sags are identified and
located. This way, some actions should be taken in order to
mitigate the disturbance.
In this sense, some methods have been published and
presented good results to identify PQ disturbances [2]-[4]. On
the other hand, methods designed to locate PQ disturbances
are not common due to its complexity [5]-[7]. It is important
to mention that methods related to the location of PQ
disturbances are intended to indicate the position in the feeder
where the disturbance source is connected. The feeder’s
position estimation also plays a key role in the decisions to be
taken by the utility for preventive and/or corrective actions.

However, the process of location for voltage sags is not a
trivial task, because this disturbance occurs in a short time and
propagates throughout the feeder. Moreover, the deployment
of smart meters, with capabilities of performing PQ analysis
and provide data through communication channels, demands a
high cost [5].
Considering the techniques found in the literature [6]-[13],
it is observed that there is a difficulty in determining the
location of the source of voltage sag. So, these methods
typically use information acquired from just one monitoring
point to determine if the source is located downstream or
upstream of the meter. Therefore, for such methods have more
accurate results, it is necessary to obtain information from
other monitoring points. Thus, in a Smart Grid scenario that
contains many smart meters installed, these methods would be
viable [11].
In [6], the method estimates the voltage at each node using
a multivariate regression model. The voltage sag source
location is determined by means of the node that has the
maximum voltage deviation and minimum standard deviation.
This method was validated by using a system with 9 nodes (6
meters), and another system with 30 nodes (8 meters).
The Discrete Wavelet Transform was used in [12] to
preprocessing signals generated after the switching of
capacitor banks. The energy of each wavelet leaf was adopted
as inputs to a hybrid system composed of Artificial Neural
Network and Principal Component Analysis.
The method proposed in [13] is based on a current
variation index calculated for each meter. According to the
authors, the nodes (with meters) that present a voltage sag are
near the source of the event. Following this premise, the
proposed index was calculated before and after the PQ event.
Thus, voltage sag source is found by comparing the current
deviation rates.
It is noted that the above methods fail to achieve
satisfactory coverage and development, as they require
detailed system information but also rely on signal processing

This work was supported by the FAPESP, CAPES and CNPq.
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1.2

calculations that must be provided by the monitoring system,
which increases the implementation cost.

1
0.8

Thus, this paper presents a method that determines the
location of voltage sags by analyzing the features of the
disturbance that propagates in the network and is found in
various parts of the system. Thus, the events detected near the
origin present similarities, whereas there are dissimilarities in
the disturbances detected in a position distant to the source.
The features studied in this work could be easily provided and
implemented by a monitoring system based on smart meters.
Thus, instead of sending the waveform voltage to the control
center, only information about the classified disturbance
would be sent, reducing data traffic.
II. SIMULATION OF VOLTAGE SAGS BY USING ATP
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Figure 2. Three-phase voltage measured on the node 675 during a fault.

In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, it was
necessary to model and simulate the IEEE 13-Bus Test Feeder
[14] through the ATP (Alternative Transients Program)
software. Having modeled this system (Figure 1), simulations
were performed by changing the system’s behavior to generate
voltage sags with different durations and magnitudes. Thus, it
was possible to obtain a database to validate the proposed
algorithm.

III. DATA ANALYTICS BASED ON FEATURE EXTRACTION
A study about the event properties, as evidenced in each
system branch, was conducted in order to better define
heuristics about the system behavior in the presence of voltage
sags. The knowledge obtained in this phase is used to
implement the location method of the causes of sag.
A. Feature Extraction Fundamentals
A feature extractor should reduce the input pattern vector
(i.e. the waveform of the detected disturbance) to a smaller
dimension, preserving all useful information of the original
vector. The extracted features should highlight the similarities
between the disturbances detected around the location region,
and present dissimilarities for the measured disturbances that
are distant from the disturbance origin. In addition, the feature
extraction will minimize the computational effort of the
method.
The features analyzed were RMS, Peak Value, Shannon
Entropy and Form Factor, respectively expressed by (1), (2),
(3) and (4):

VRMS =

1
N

N

∑v

2
i

,

(1)

V peak = VRMS ⋅ 2 ,

(2)

S = − ∑ vi2 ⋅ log ( vi2 ) ,

(3)

1 N
∑ vi
N i =1
,
FF =
VRMS

(4)

i =1

N

Figure 1. One-line diagram representing the IEEE 13-bus test feeder.

i =1

It is worth mentioning that all voltage sags were generated
as a result of single-phase short-circuits, involving the phase C
(with different fault impedances). The three-phase voltage was
measured in the all nodes (with Phase C) and an example is
illustrated in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows an unbalanced steady-state condition at the
beginning of the simulation. At time 0.04 s, the single-phase
fault is applied to the system and, from this moment, it is
noticed the occurrence of an oscillatory transient followed by
a voltage sag with a magnitude of approximately 0.65 pu.
Finally, as can be seen, the voltage sag occurs until the
elimination of the short-circuit.

where vi represents the ith sample of instantaneous voltage
and N is the quantity of samples for the segment.
B. Disturbances Propagation Analysis
After defining the metrics to be calculated, some fault
scenarios were generated and the features were extracted from
segmented data (voltage sag disturbance detected in each fault
simulation). Three simulations are subsequently presented in
order to illustrate how the disturbance propagation analysis
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was performed according to the fault location. It is noteworthy
that node 652 has been neglected due to the fact that it only
has phase A and only single-phase faults in phase C were used
in the tests.
Table I presents data of the features calculated in each
node to a simulated fault applied at node 611, located at the
end of the system. According to Table I, it is noted that the
lowest values of RMS features, Peak Value and Form Factor
were obtained at node 611 and node 684 that are close to the
source. On the other hand, the Shannon Entropy feature does
not show this similarity as the lowest value was found in node
650, which is located far from the point where the fault
occurred.
TABLE I.

severe when compared to the others. Node 611 presented the
lowest values of RMS and Peak Value. On the other hand, the
lowest value of Form Factor was evidenced at nodes 671, 692
and 680, which are located closer to node 632, which
originated the disturbance. For this scenario, it is concluded
that the disturbance flows more strongly from the fault
location to the ends, and the downstream nodes present a less
severe disturbance.
TABLE III.
FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM SMART METERS’ SIGNALS
FOR A FAULT APPLIED IN THE NODE 632 (PHASE C).

FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM SMART METERS’ SIGNALS
FOR A FAULT APPLIED IN THE NODE 611 (PHASE C).

Nodes

RMS

611
632
633
634
645
646
671
675
680
684
692
650

0.467
0.554
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.503
0.503
0.503
0.485
0.503
0.626

Peak
Value
0.652
0.776
0.775
0.775
0.775
0.774
0.702
0.701
0.702
0.677
0.702
0.881

Shannon
Entropy
65.903
67.897
67.926
67.928
67.914
67.937
67.790
67.797
67.790
67.014
67.790
63.086

Form
Factor
-0.0660
-0.0239
-0.0239
-0.0239
-0.0238
-0.0238
-0.0366
-0.0366
-0.0366
-0.0508
-0.0366
-0.0046

TABLE II.
FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM SMART METERS’ SIGNALS
FOR A FAULT APPLIED IN THE NODE 671 (PHASE C).
RMS

611
632
633
634
645
646
671
675
680
684
692
650

0.4190
0.4864
0.4859
0.4858
0.4862
0.4858
0.4187
0.4186
0.4187
0.4188
0.4187
0.5961

Peak
Value
0.5766
0.6774
0.6767
0.6766
0.6772
0.6766
0.5776
0.5776
0.5776
0.5771
0.5776
0.8364

Shannon
Entropy
67.71
68.38
68.40
68.40
68.39
68.41
67.79
67.79
67.79
67.75
67.79
63.70

RMS

611
632
633
634
645
646
671
675
680
684
692
650

0.52025
0.52840
0.52781
0.52775
0.52814
0.52762
0.52123
0.52077
0.52123
0.52073
0.52123
0.61403

Peak
Value
0.74141
0.75353
0.75271
0.75262
0.75312
0.75235
0.74317
0.74251
0.74317
0.74228
0.74317
0.86653

Shannon
Entropy
68.642
68.626
68.636
68.637
68.633
68.641
68.674
68.682
68.674
68.660
68.674
64.447

Form
Factor
-0.045955
-0.045598
-0.045592
-0.045590
-0.045420
-0.045348
-0.046023
-0.045933
-0.046023
-0.045988
-0.046023
-0.008474

This analysis enables the understanding of the system
behavior in the occurrence of a voltage sag disturbance
originated in different parts of the system. The obtained
heuristics are summarized below:

The next simulation analyzed corresponds to a fault
situation in node 671. The data of the calculated features are
presented in Table II. In this second scenario, it is noted that
the calculated features presented very close values when
compared among nodes upstream of the fault point. Moreover,
downstream nodes have distinct values calculated at the fault
point, thus emphasizing an area of similarity. The Form Factor
feature was the one that best represented this similarity.

Nodes

Nodes

Form
Factor
-0.0728
-0.0451
-0.0450
-0.0450
-0.0449
-0.0448
-0.0728
-0.0726
-0.0728
-0.0728
-0.0728
-0.0080

•

The features RMS, Peak Value and Form Factor can
define the degree of similarity between the
disturbances, namely, nodes near the disturbance
origin have similar feature values;

•

The disturbance is "perceived" with greater intensity
in the nodes located upstream of the location of the
source that caused the event;

•

When the cause of the disturbance is located in a node
close to the substation, the disturbance is "perceived"
with similar features in all system buses;

•

When the cause of the disturbance is located in the
system ends, the disturbance is "perceived" with
greater intensity at the place of origin of the
disturbance.

It is important to highlight that the most relevant feature is
the form factor, because for a purely sinusoidal signal, it
assumes a value of approximately zero. However, for
waveforms containing oscillatory transients, the form factor
presents abrupt changes in its value. Therefore, by using the
form factor, it is possible to determine the oscillatory transient
at the beginning of the signal and highlight the magnitude
variation when the voltage sag is present.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD

Table III presents the feature values calculated for a fault
applied at node 632. At this point, the disturbance has very
close amplitude features, except for the voltage signal
measured at the substation where the sag measured was less

Based on the data analytics previously presented, the
proposed method uses the form factor as the information
provided by smart meters installed at the feeder. Thus, it has
been aimed at defining a region in which the voltage sag
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source is located. Accordingly, the first step is to configure the
topological structure of the feeder as a tree data structure.
Thus, each node of the tree will represent a feeder node, as
shown in Figure 3.
650

632

In this sense, it is important to note that steps 1 and 2 of the
algorithm are the same for all simulated cases. For this reason,
the tree data structure and the location of smart meters have
not changed. The meters are placed at the ends because of
possible consumers, as it is usually where there is the greatest
concentration of loads that would be affected by the
disturbance. The substation meter, on the other hand, is
commonly found (node 650). Finally, a last meter was
allocated at node 671 due to this being a point of many system
derivations with a radial feature. Such allocations may be seen
in Figure 4.
650

645

FF = 0

633

671

632

646

684

611

652

680

692

634

645

675

671

FF = 0.727

633

Figure 3. IEEE 13-bus test feeder represented as a tree data structure.
646

The second step defines the position of each smart meter,
which is based on the power quality engineer’s knowledge. In
the sequence, the values of the form factor of each smart meter
are received by the utility and normalized. Thus, it is possible
to know how the disturbance sensitizes the meters. This
normalization procedure is calculated based on (5):

FFmax − FFi
,
Normi =
FFmax − FFmin

(5)

Consequently, there is a need to calculate an adaptive
threshold that corresponds to the summation of form factors of
each smart meter divided by the number of meters ( N meters )
installed on the feeder (6).

Threshold =

∑ FF

i

N meters

.

680

692

611

634
FF = 0.483

FF = 0.480

652

675

FF = 1

FF = 0.725

Figure 4. Tree data structure with smart meters allocated.

where i represents the smart meter’s ID. Highlighting that the
form factors are calculated by the meters only when the
voltage sag is detected, i.e., considering the segment.

i = ID

684

Table IV shows the results, where the first column shows
the node where is applied the fault, i.e., the source of
disturbance. The second and third columns of this table
correspond to the calculated threshold and the region
determined by the proposed algorithm, respectively. However,
to explain how the algorithm works, three case studies are
detailed.
TABLE IV.
LOCALIZAÇÃO DA FONTE DE VOLTAGE SAGS PARA FALTAS
MONOFÁSICAS APLICADAS EM DISTINTOS NÓS DO IEEE 13-BUS.
Faulty
Node
611
632
633
634
645
646
671
675
680
684

(6)

In this way, the smart meters that present form factors
higher than the threshold are considered within the region
where is located the voltage sag source. After obtained the list
of smart meters, it is possible to eliminate the other meters and
generate a newer tree. Thus, the root node will be defined by
the smart meter with the highest form factor (equal to 1).
Finally, the region where is located the voltage sag source is
obtained by calculating the difference between the form factor
of the root node and the form factors of its leaf nodes.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to conduct a well-defined study relating to the
proposed method, it was simulated some cases of single-phase
short-circuits, being one case for each node of the test feeder.

Threshold

Location

0.416
0.827
0.582
0.547
0.452
0.357
0.689
0.547
0.452
0.541

611-684-671
671-632-645-646
634-633-632-645-646
634-633-632-645-646
645
646
671-692-675-684-611
671-692-675-684-611
671-680
611-684-671-692-675

The first case corresponds to a short-circuit at the node 684
and, for this case, the adaptive threshold calculated is 0.541.
Following the previously determined steps, the meters that
have values greater than the threshold were installed on the
nodes 611, 675, and 671. Thus, the new tree data structure can
be generated, where the node 611 is the root (highest form
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factor) and the nodes 675 and 671 are the leaves, as shown in
Figure 5.
From this new data structure, the path having the greatest
difference, in terms of form factor, determines the location
area. Therefore, it is noted that the method infers a voltage sag
source between the node 611 and the node 675. However,
among them are the nodes 684 (fault node), 671, and 692.

Adaptive Threshold = 0.541
FF = 1

611

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the development of an algorithm that
represents an alternative to determine the location of voltage
sag sources. For this purpose, smart meters connected to the
primary feeder during short-circuit events calculate some
features. Among these features, we verify the relevance of the
form factor. In this way, it is clear that the proposed algorithm
is quite simple and its application becomes feasible for Smart
Grids. The results are quite satisfactory and demonstrated the
need for a well-defined adaptive threshold. Thus, it would be
important to idealize a method aimed at defining such a
threshold for any feeder, i.e., considering its topology.
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Abstract The 0-1 Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MKP01) is one of
the most well-known NP-hard problems in the combinatorial optimization
field. This paper proposes an improved memetic search algorithm (MSA) for
solving MKP01. The proposed MSA is a modified genetic algorithm (GA) combined with a stochastic local- simulated annealing algorithm (SLSA). First, we
propose a new local search method SLSA that consists of a stochastic local
search (SLS) and a simulated annealing (SA); Then, combine it with a genetic algorithm (GA) in the improved memetic search algorithm MSA. The
proposed method MSA is implemented and evaluated on several well-known
MKP01 benchmarks. MSA is compared to some approaches for MKP01 to
measure its performance. The obtained results show that MSA algorithm is
able to find high-quality solutions within a reasonable time.
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1 Introduction
The 0-1 Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MKP01) is a well-known optimization problem. The MKP01 is a strong NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem (Hartmanis 1982) which has been widely studied in the literature
(Puchinger et al. 2010). The MKP01 has been discussed because of its theoretical importance and a wide range of applications. Many practical engineering
design problems can be formulated as the MKP01, such as capital budgeting
problem, project selection, cargo loading problems and in a variety of areas
(Vasquez and Hao 2001).
Several methods have been proposed for solving the MKP01, where some
are more effective than others. A non-exhaustive state of the art of the resolution methods is given in the following. The exact approaches are based on
the implicit or explicit enumeration of all the feasible solutions in order to find
the best one. The most common exact methods are branch and bound (Fukunaga 2011), linear programming, dynamic programming (Volgenant and Zoon
1990), integer programming, quadratic programming, etc. These methods obtain the optimal solution; however, the resolution time is relatively exponential
with the size of data of the problem.
The approached methods are used when the size of data of the addressed
problem is large or when the exact method is unable to find a solution in reasonable time. Local search, evolutionary algorithms and hybrid search methods are some examples of approaches methods. Among local search methods for MKP01, we mention the simulated annealing (Cho and Kim 1997),
Tabu search (Vasquez and Vimont 2005) and Variable Neighbourhood Decomposition (Hanafi et al. 2009). Evolutionary methods such as Genetic Algorithm (Chu and Beasley 1998; Djannaty and Doostdar 2008; Khuri et al.
1994), Particle Swarm Optimization (Chih et al. 2014) have also been proposed for MKP01. Hybridization of several heuristics has been widely used for
the MKP01 (Deane and Agarwa 2013; Yoon and Kim 2013).
In this paper, an improved memetic search algorithm MSA is proposed.
MSA is based on the hybridization of a modified genetic algorithm (GA) and
a stochastic local-simulated annealing (SLSA). SLSA is a local search algorithm that we propose to combine both the stochastic local search (SLS)
(Boughaci et al. 2010) and the simulated annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick and
Vecchi 1983). The proposed algorithm MSA is compared with a pure GA, a
hybrid GA with SA and a hybrid GA with SLS for solving MKP01 using the
available datasets in the OR-Library 1 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a background of the used
local search methods is presented in section 2. The proposed MSA approach
for solving MKP01 is detailed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the experiments
and gives some numerical results of the proposed algorithm on the considered
datasets. Finally, Section 5 concludes and gives some future works.
1

http://www.cs.nott.ac.uk/ jqd/mkp/
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2 The 0-1 Multidimensional Knapsack Problem
The MKP01 is composed of N items and a knapsack with m different capacities
bi where i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Each item j where j ∈ {1, . . . , n} has a profit pj and
can take wij of the capacity i of the knapsack. The goal is to pack the items
in the knapsack so as to maximize the profits of items without exceeding the
capacities of the knapsack. The MKP01 can be represented as the following
integer program:
n
X

Maximize :

pj x j

(1)

j=1

Subject to :

n
X
j=1

wij xj ≤ bi

xj ∈ {0, 1}

i ∈ {1 . . . m}
j ∈ {1 . . . n}

(2)
(3)

3 The Memetic Search Algorithm (MSA) for the MKP01
MSA is a hybrid method composed of two algorithms: the Genetic Algorithm
(GA) and the Stochastic Local Search-Simulated Annealing algorithm (SLSA).
In MSA, the operators of the GA have been modified and adapted to the
MKP01 and its efficiency has been improved by SLSA. In this section, we
describe all the operators of GA and the SLSA algorithm.
3.1 The Stochastic Local-Simulated Annealing algorithm (SLSA)
The Stochastic Local-Simulated Annealing algorithm (SLSA) is a new approach based on two local search algorithms, the stochastic local search (SLS)
(Boughaci et al. 2010) and the Simulated Annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick and
Vecchi 1983). SLSA performs the offspring X1′ , X2′ a certain number of local
steps that consists, first to create a neighbor solution by selecting an item to
be added, second to remove all conflicting items.
With a probability wp ∈ [0, 1], the item to be peeked is selected according
to one of the two following criteria:
– An item I is chosen arbitrary. If I increases the objective function f (X)
then it will be packed in the knapsack, otherwise it will be accepted if the
following expression is true r1 < exp(−∆f /T ) where r is a random value,
∆f = f (X ′ ) − f (X) and T is a temperature value initially equal to T0
relatively high.
– Choose the best item to be accepted.
The first step may cause a conflict. To eliminate all conflicts, the worst item is
dropped from the knapsack. This process is repeated until eliminated all conflicts. After that, the temperature value is updated. In our case, the decreasing
rule is found empirically.
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3.2 The genetic algorithm step for MKP01
The MSA algorithm starts by launching the GA process. The GA steps and
some modifications concerning selection, crossover, mutation, replacement operations are presented in following.
– MSA begins by the creation of the initial population P of individuals of a
population size (P S). The Random Key method RK (Bean 1994) is used
to create the individuals of P .
– The MSA selection operator selects items according to thier fitness values.
The individuals with higher values will most likely be selected to reproduce, whereas, those with low values will be deserted. In MSA, the two
individuals X1 , X2 with the first and the second best fitness values are
designated as parents for the crossing step.
– X1 , X2 , are used to perform a uniform crossover. The resulting offspring
X1′ , X2′ may be unfeasible solutions, so a repair process removes the worst
item until they become feasible. Offspring X1′ and X2′ represent a feasible solutions, these lead to calculate their objective functions F (X1′ ) and
F (X2′ ). A List Q is used to store the individuals that have already participated in a crossover. The purpose of this list is to prevent parents to
be selected more than once during a number of iterations. The size of Q
is defined according to the population size P S so that it turns the major
part of its individuals W T = F ∗ P S, with F < 0.5 is factor coefficient to
calculate the size of Q.
– A mutation number of items (M N I) from offspring X1′ and X2′ are replaced
by others items selected randomly from the best individual found so far
Xbest . This principle is inspired by the adjustment procedure of the improvised harmony in the Self-adaptive Global best Harmony Search (SGHS)
(Pan et al. 2010). Substitute items must not be already included in the
concerned offspring.
– the offspring X1′ , X2′ after been corrected a local search improvement is
performed using the SLSA (Algorithm of section 3.1).
– the offspring will be compared to the worst individuals in the population
in terms of fitness, they replace them in the population if they are better.
The optimization process is repeated until the stopping criterion is checked.
The criterion for stopping the optimization process is a limited number of iteration N I determined empirically according to the size of the studied problem.
4 Experiments
We coded MSA in C++ and compile it on a PC having 2 GHz Intel Core 2
Duo processor and 2 GB RAM. To evaluate the efficiency and performance
of our MSA algorithm, it was initially tested on 54 standard test problems
(divided into six different sets) which are available at the OR-Library 2 main2

http://www.cs.nott.ac.uk/ jqd/mkp/
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tained by Beasley. These problems are real-world problems widely used for
the validation of the effectiveness of algorithms in the optimization community. These problems consisting of m = 2 to 30 and n = 6 to 105. After several
experiments, we set the parameters for the MSA as in Table 1.
Table 1 The values of MSA parameters.
Parameter
NI
PS
WT
N
wp
T0
CT
Nrun

Description
Number of iteration
Population size
Wait time
Number of iteration of SLSA
Probability of SLSA
Initial temperature
Coefficient T update
Number RUN

Value
50000
200
70
100
0,93
30
0.0105
30

4.1 Results on SAC-94 data
Table 2 shows the results of MSA application on the 54 instances. Here columns
n and m represent the number of items, and the number of constraints (the
number of dimensions) respectively, column Optimum is the value of Z optimal, column T ime is the average time of 30 runs. Column AV I is the AVerage
number of Iteration of all the 30 runs. Column DF O is the Distance From
the Optimum and finally N SR is the Number Successful Runs i.e. number of
times MSA reaches the optimal solution.
From these results, we have identified various remarks. Firstly, MSA has
succeeded to reach the optimal value once at least for all instances and 52
of the 54 in all 30 runs. The total average deviation of optimum is 0.0017%.
Secondly, in 27 of 54 instances, the average execution time of MSA is less
than one second, however, some instances required more time than the rest as
WEISH 23-29, PET 5, WEING 7 and 8 and, in particular, the WEISH30, but
in general, the time is relatively little with global average of 11,7 seconds. 7,4
seconds if the WEISH30 is ignored. Thirdly, the number of required average
iteration varies from 1 to 600 thousand iterations (for PET1 and WEISH30
respectively) or an average of 35895 iterations and 23194 iterations without
the WEISH30.
4.2 MSA vs. GA, GA-SA and GA-SLS
In this experiment the MSA approach was compared to three other approaches:
the Genetic Algorithm (GA), its hybridization with the Simulated Annealing (GA-SA) (Rezoug et al. 2015) and by the Stochastic Local Search (GASLS)(Rezoug et al. 2015). In all tests, same parameters were used. We applied
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Table 2 Results of MSA applied on the 54 OR-Library instances.
HP
PB

PET

SENTO
WEING

WIESH

n
28
35
27
34
29
20
40
37
10
15
20
28
39
50
60
60
28
28
28
28
28
28
105
105
30
30
30
30
30
40
40
40
40
50
50
50
50
60
60
60
60
70
70
70
70
80
80
80
80
90
90
90
90
90

m
4
4
4
4
2
10
30
30
10
10
10
10
5
5
30
30
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Optimum
3418
3186
3090
3186
95168
2139
776
1035
87061
4015
6120
12400
10618
16537
7772
8722
141278
130883
95677
119337
98796
130623
1095445
624319
4554
4536
4115
4561
4514
5557
5567
5605
5246
6339
5643
6339
6159
6954
7486
7289
8633
9580
7698
9450
9074
8947
8344
10220
9939
9584
9819
9492
9410
11191

T ime
5,020
2,382
1,133
1,718
0,335
5,508
0,403
5,424
0,013
0,010
0,013
0,905
37,801
13,059
0,773
24,457
0,028
0,014
0,009
0,217
0,109
0,019
58,112
16,681
0,010
0,057
0,063
0,013
0,013
0,647
0,659
0,893
0,105
0,619
0,774
0,706
0,782
3,623
0,613
2,767
9,375
15,670
4,035
3,713
3,445
7,761
32,683
60,773
29,397
14,307
20,250
23,620
18,233
232,352

AV I
24291
11237
5289
7717
1582
23963
860
10746
1
2
13
3652
148
47317
1767
48509
82
19
4
990
542
63
121421
61761
10
216
248
28
35
2798
2863
3795
437
2491
3251
2810
3222
13939
2326
10593
31597
53919
15589
12805
11963
26499
112813
192505
96748
47672
67586
78641
61025
683614
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DF O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,0922
0,0026
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

N SR
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
9/30
29/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
30/30
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the GA, GA-SA, GA-SLS and MSA algorithms on the WEISH27 instance (optimum = 9819). The value of fitness was noted every second for 15 seconds.
With the average of fitness obtained in 10 runs, the curves 1 were drawn.

Average fitness

9,800

9,600

9,400

9,200

9,000
2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Time (s)
GA

GA-SA

GA-SLS

MSA

Fig. 1 Comparing MSA to GA, GA-SA, GA-SLS through the WEISH27

The curves of the Fig. 1 represent the evolution of the four algorithms for
15 seconds. Algorithms start using population generated according to RK. The
algorithms MSA and GA-SLS curves are too close together except at the end
where only MSA reaches the optimum.
These two algorithms exceeded slightly that of the GA-SA algorithm and
largely that of the GA algorithm. We can deduce that MSA is faster and more
efficient than the other three algorithms.
4.3 MSA vs. CRGA and SRGA.
Table 3 shows the comparison of MSA with CRGA and SRGA algorithms
(Yang et al. 2013) in terms of effectiveness. Where CRGA and SRGA are two
algorithms based on GA. The comparison was done according to the calculated
means fitness. The values of results presented in Table 3 are the same published
by the authors.
We can observe that MSA was able to reach the optimum in almost all
instances, whereas CRGA and SRGA were not able to reach the optimum in
any instance. MSA is more effective than CRGA and SRGA.
4.4 MSA vs. DPHEU.
Table 4 shows the comparison of MSA with DPHEU algorithm (Veni and Balachandar 2010) in terms of effectiveness. The comparison was done according
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Table 3 Mean fitness obtained by MSA compared to CRGA and SRGA.
instance
PET1
PET2
PET3
PET4
PET5
PET6
PET7
HP1
HP2
Weing1
Weing2
Weing4
Weing5
Weing6
Weing7
PB1
PB2
PB4
PB5
Weish1

optimum
3800
8706
4015
6120
12400
10618
16537
3418
3186
141278
130883
119337
98796
130623
1095445
3090
3186
95168
2139
4554

CRGA
Mean
3782
8562
3878
5476
11203
10107
15184
3259
2921
130885
113289
107535
79038
116773
975269
2953
2965
83483
1984
3774

SRGA
Mean
3800
8662
3941
5630
12240
9953
14915
3214
2864
131409
116883
106950
75109
115671
783196
2936
2907
81412
2016
3777

MSA
Mean
3800
8706
4015
6120
12400
10608,2
16536,5
3418
3186
141278
130883
119337
98796
130623
1095445
3090
3186
95168
2139
4554

to the calculated average percentage of deviation (A.P.O.D) and the number
of problems for which the optimal solution was reached (N.O.P.T). The values
of results presented in Table 4 are the same published by the authors.
Table 4 Average fitness and number of optimal solutions obtained by MSA compared to
DPHEU.
data
HP
PB
PET
SENTO
WEING
WEISH

number
of instances
2
6
6
2
8
30

DPHEU
A.P.O.D
N.O.P.T
0.0
2
0.04
5
0.0
6
0.0
2
0.0
8
0.03
28

MSA
A.P.O.D
0.0
0.0
0,0158
0.0
0.0
0.0

N.O.P.T
2
6
4
2
8
30

Both MSA and DPHEU obtained similar results in three of the six sets
(HP, SENTO and WEING). MSA is more effective than DPHEU in two sets
PB and WEISH. DPHEU is more effective than MSA in the PET set. We can
say that MSA and DPHEU are quite similar in terms of effectiveness.
5 Conclusion
This paper aims to propose an improved memetic algorithm (MSA) to the
0-1 multidimensional knapsack problem (MKP01). The proposed method is
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the hybridization of a modified genetic algorithm (GA) and the Stochastic
Local Search-Simulated Annealing (SLSA). In MSA, new technics for selection,
crossover and mutation operators of the GA were proposed. Then the GA is
combined with SLSA that fusions the Stochastic Local Search (SLS) and the
simulated annealing (SA) algorithms. In order to show the effectiveness of
MSA, several tests were carried out on a large range of benchmarks known by
their complexity. Also, the algorithm was compared to other algorithms. In
conclusion, the use of the best individual in mutation and the application of
SLSA gave the MSA a powerful capacity of intensification. Similarly, the WT
mechanism in the selection and the random crossover gave it a good ability of
diversification. The obtained results of MSA are very competitive compared
to other recent approaches. MSA is able to reach to the optimality almost all
the instances.
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Abstract. This paper presents a heuristic approach for solving the minimization version
of the generalized assignment problem, in which each task needs to be assigned to exactly
one agent such that the total cost is minimized. The main ingredients of the algorithm are:
(1) A general purpose solver is used to find an initial feasible solution to start with. (2) A
standard subgradient method is used to solve the Lagrangian dual resulting from dualizing
the knapsack constraints. (3) A local-improvement heuristic, based on solving a restricted
generalized assignment problem where each task is only allowed to be assigned to one of
two different agents, is used in each iteration of the subgradient method. (4) Another localimprovement heuristic, based on shifting or interchanging the assignments of tasks, is applied
to every feasible assignment. Moreover, in a second version of our heuristic, we also use a
heuristic variable fixing method to reduce the size of the problem before running the original
heuristic on the reduced problem. Computational results are presented on both versions
of our heuristic. The comparison with other known heuristics for solving the generalized
assignment problem concludes that our heuristics are faster than the known competition and
almost always produce solutions which are equally good or better. Keywords Combinatorial
optimization; Heuristics; generalized assignment; Lagrangian heuristic.

1

Introduction

We have n tasks that should be assigned to m agents. Let bi be the resource availability of agent
i, let aij be the amount of resource required by agent i to perform task j and let cij be the cost so
assigned. Each task must be assigned to one agent without exceeding his resource availability. The
generalized assignment problem (GAP) is to find a minimum cost assignment. The mathematical
model is
XX
min
cij xij
i∈I j∈J

X
j∈J

aij xij ≤ bi , i ∈ I
X
i∈I

(1)

xij = 1, j ∈ J

xij ∈ {0, 1} , i ∈ I, j ∈ J
where xij is a binary variable that indicates whether task j is assigned to agent i, and where
I = {i1 , i2 , ..., im } and J = {j1 , j2 , ..., jn }. We assume that the coefficients cij , aij and bi are all
non-negative integers.
The GAP is known to be strongly NP-hard, and even the problem of whether there exists a
feasible assignment is NP-complete. Some theoretical results about the approximation guarantee
(i.e. how can a heuristic solution be far from optimal in the worst case) may be found in [5,19,24].
The GAP has great practical significance [2,3,8,18,20]. For this reason, there have been many
attempts to design exact algorithms [11,17,22,23]. However, because they need large computing
times and memory requirements, the latter cannot address the large size instances arising in practice. Another alternative is to develop fast algorithms capable of quickly finding good assignments.
The literature is rich of such methods. There are Lagrangian heuristics, such as [9,10,15], which
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demonstrate average effectiveness, and a lot of meta-heuristics [1,4,6,7,14,21,25,26,27] which turn
out to be more efficient.
Our goal in this paper is to show that a simple Lagrangian heuristic is still capable of competing
with sophisticated meta-heuristics A general scheme of a Lagrangian heuristic for a combinatorial
optimization problem P may be summarized as follows:
1. Choose a Lagrangian relaxation of problem P.
2. Use a subgradient method to solve the Lagrangian dual.
3. At each iteration of the subgradient method, try to derive a feasible solution from the relaxed
solution.
The third is the crucial step. Usually, it is difficult to generate good feasible solutions for the GAP
at this stage. This is why Lagrangian heuristics are abandoned in favor of the meta-heuristics. Our
heuristic does not use the relaxed solution is step 3. Instead, the key contribution of this paper lies
in introducing, in step 3, a new and powerful improvement heuristic based on solving a restricted
generalized assignment problem (called FEASIBLE-2GAP) where each task is only allowed to be
assigned to one of two different agents. Given the best current feasible assignment of cost c∗ ,
problem FEASIBLE-2GAP is always feasible, and provides a feasible assignment of cost no less
than c∗ . Problem FEASIBLE-2GAP is proven to be NP-hard, and transformed to an equivalent
monotone 0-1 IP with m constraints and n variables. Because of the special structure and sparsity
of the latter (two nonzero entries per column), it is relatively easy to solve [13]. Usually special
structure and sparsity contribute to make a problem easier [12]. The whole algorithm consists of
iteratively defining and solving problem FEASIBLE-2GAP, in each iteration of the subgradient
method. The definition of the successive FEASIBLE-2GAP problems is driven by the subgradient
method. For this reason, our method can be considered as a Lagrangian heuristic. Next, in order
to speed up the algorithm, we introduce a novel heuristic approach for reducing the size of the
GAP by fixing the value of some variables. This idea turns out to be useful and promising as we
shall see. The comparison of our heuristic with existing methods shows that it is the fastest, and
one of the best from the accuracy point of view.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce problem FEASIBLE-2GAP and
prove its NP-hardness. The proposed heuristic is described in Section 3. In Section 4, we show
how we can heuristically reduce the size of the GAP by fixing for ever the value of some of the
variables. Section 5 is devoted to the computational experiments, and Section 6 ends the paper.

2

A special GAP

TWe consider the special problem of assigning n tasks to m agents where each task is only allowed
to be assigned to one of two different agents. Let sj and tj be the two agents who can perform task
j, with sj , tj ∈ I and sj 6= tj . The problem’s data consists of 2n costs csj j , ctj j , j ∈ J, 2n coefficients
(s)
(t)
asj j , atj j , j ∈ J and m coefficients bi , i ∈ I. Let Ji = {j ∈ J|sj = i} and Ji = {j ∈ J|tj = i}.
(s)
(t)
Ji ∪ Ji is the set of all the tasks that can be performed by agent i, i ∈ I. Since there are 2n
variables, let them be yj , zj , j ∈ J. The mathematical model of this problem, called 2GAP, is
min
X

(s)
j∈Ji

X

csj j yj +

j∈J

asj j yj +

X

ctj j zj

(2)

atj j zj ≤ bi , i ∈ I

(3)

yj + zj = 1, j ∈ J
yj , zj ∈ {0, 1} , j ∈ J

(4)
(5)

X

(t)
j∈Ji

j∈J

Problem 2GAP is NP-hard since even the decision problem, called 2GAP-FEASIBILITY, which
asks whether there exist yj , zj , j ∈ J satisfying (3-5) is NP-complete.
Theorem 1. Problem 2GAP-FEASIBILITY is NP-complete.
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Proof. Consider the restriction of 2GAP-FEASIBILITY with m = 2 agents. WithoutP
loss of generality, let sj = 1 and tj = 2 for j ∈ J. Furthermore, assume that a1j = a2j = aj , j ∈ J, j∈J aj = 2b
and b1 = b2 = b. The restricted problem becomes that of seeking yj , zj , j ∈ J satisfying
X
j∈J

X
j∈J

a j yj ≤ b
aj zj ≤ b

yj + zj = 1,
yj , zj ∈ {0, 1} ,

j∈J
j∈J

which is nothing other than Partition, a well-known NP-complete problem.
In fact, the problem we are interested in, called FEASIBLE-2GAP, seems a little bit easier
than 2GAP, since we know a feasible assignment (i.e. yj , zj , j ∈ J satisfying (3-5)). More precisely,
∗
we
P know that if we set yj = 1, zj = 0, j ∈ J, we get a feasible assignment whose cost is c =
j∈J csj j yj . Therefore the cost of an optimal solution of problem FEASIBLE-2GAP is no less
than c∗ . We show that problem FEASIBLE-2GAP is NP-hard since the problem FEASIBLE2GAP-Decision which asks whether there exist a feasible assignment of cost greater than c∗ is
NP-complete.
Theorem 2. Problem FEASIBLE-2GAP-Decision is NP-complete.
Proof. There are trivial lower and upper bounds on the cost of an optimal solution of problem
2GAP which are
X

lb =
min csj j , ctj j
j∈J

ub =

X
j∈J


max csj j , ctj j

Suppose there is a polynomial-time algorithm A for FEASIBLE-2GAP-Decision. Using binary
search and then at most log (ub − lb) times algorithm A, we solve problem 2GAP. Since log (ub − lb)
is polynomially bounded by the size of problem 2GAP, we have a polynomial-time algorithm for
the latter. This contradicts theorem 1.

3

Lagrangian heuristic

First of all, we need a feasible assignment to begin with. We found that the greedy heuristic of [16],
as well as the heuristic based on rounding the solution of the LP-relaxation of the GAP, are very
weak in the sense that they provide feasible assignments that are far from lower bound. For this
reason, we charge Cplex 10.1 to find an initial feasible solution. Once a first feasible assignment is
found, Cplex is stopped, and ub is set to the value of this feasible solution. The three other basic
components of the Lagrangian heuristic are: 1) a standard subgradient phase, 2) an improvement
heuristic which is executed at each iteration of the subgradient method, and 3) a shift-interchange
local-improvement heuristic.
3.1

Subgradient phase

A non-positive Lagrangian multiplier vector π ∈ Rm is associated to the relaxed knapsack constraints (1). The Lagrangian dual of the GAP is then the problem maxπ∈Rm
L (π) where L (π) is
−
the optimal value of the Lagrangian relaxation of the GAP
P
P P
 i∈I πi bi + minP i∈I j∈J (cij − πi aij ) xij
LR (π)
j∈J
i∈I xij = 1

xij ∈ {0, 1}
i ∈ I, j ∈ J
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It is well known that L (π) is a lower bound on the optimal value of the GAP, for all π ∈ Rm
−.
Consequently, the optimal solution of the Lagrangian dual provides the best bound. But finding the
optimal vector π may be a challenging task. Fortunately, there exists a popular and fast method
for finding a near optimal solution π ∗ of the Lagrangian dual. Usually beginning with π (0) = 0,
the subgradient method generates a sequence π (k) , k ≥ 1 and takes π ∗ = argmaxk≥0 L(π (k) ). The
Lagrangian vectors π (k) are iteratively updated
 

ub − L π (k)
(k+1)
(k)
(k)
}
(6)
πi
= min{0, πi + ρ
 2 σi π
σ π (k)

where ρ is the step-size parameter satisfying 0 < ρ ≤ 2, and ub is an overestimate of the optimal
(k)
value of
 the GAP (usually ub is set to the cost
 of the best assignment at hand). Given π ,
(k)
(k)
L π
is the optimal
value of
. It is easily computed: For every j ∈ J, compute
n
o problem LR π

(k)
ij = argmini∈I cij − πi aij and set xij j = 1. The value L π (k) is then computed accordingly.


P
σ π (k) is the subgradient vector at π (k) whose components are σi π (k) = bi − j∈J aij xij , i ∈ I.

 2
is the step-size in the subgradient direction.
The value ρ ub − L π (k) / σ π (k)
It is well known that L (π ∗ ) is equal to the LP-relaxation value of the GAP. Fortunately, since
our approach is purely heuristic, we need no lower bound, and the Lagrangian relaxation and the
subgradient method are intended solely to drive the Lagrangian heuristic (by providing the reduced
costs for the definition of the successive FEASIBLE-2GAP problems).
3.2

Improvement phase

Given an arbitrary iteration k, let sj , j ∈ J be the current best feasible assignment, with sj = i
⇐⇒ xij = 1. We compute the reduced costs
(k)

cij − πi aij

(7)

and the coefficients

(k)

tj = argmin{i∈I,i6=sj } {cij − πi aij }, j ∈ J

(8)

and define problem FEASIBLE-2GAP as in (2-5). By construction, problem FEASIBLE-2GAP
is feasible. Therefore it must have a feasible solution whose cost is no less than the cost of the
best feasible assignment at hand. In fact, by solving problem FEASIBLE-2GAP we expect an improvement. Indeed, from the results obtained during the computational experiments, this approach
turns out to be powerful. It provides several good assignments of decreasing costs, as we shall see
later.
The neighborhood of the current best feasible assignment has size 2n since every task can be
assigned to one of two agents. Clearly, it contains as special cases the shifting and the interchange
improvements which will be presented in the next subsection. It can be seen that it also contains as
special case the ejection chain of [26] and [27]. Solving exactly problem FEASIBLE-2GAP provides
the best neighbor.
Before solving problem FEASIBLE-2GAP, we reduce it to a monotone 0-1 IP with n variables
and m constraints, and two nonzero coefficients per column with opposite sign (see [13]). By letting
zj = 1 − yj , j ∈ J, problem FEASIBLE-2GAP becomes
X
X

ctj j + min
csj j − ctj j yj
X

(s)

j∈Ji

j∈J

asj j yj −

X

(t)

j∈Ji

j∈J

atj j yj ≤ bi −

X

(t)

j∈Ji

atj j , i ∈ I

yj ∈ {0, 1} , j ∈ J
Let us call this problem MONOTONE-01IP. Note that since the LP-relaxation of MONOTONE01IP is a monotone LP, it can be solved with generalized network flow methods. Although problem
MONOTONE-01IP is NP-hard, it is computationally relatively easy to solve because of its special
structure and the sparsity of its constraint matrix (see [12,13]).
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3.3

Shift-interchange heuristic (SIH)

Shift and interchange are well known simple local improvement procedures. They are detailed in
[9]. Let {sj , j ∈ J} be the current feasible assignment and ub its cost. Shifting a task j means
withdrawing it from agent sj and assigning it to some agent i 6= sj . A neighbor of the best current
assignment is any assignment obtained by shifting a task to another agent. Its size is thus O (mn).
Let ri be the remaining resource availability of agent i, i ∈ I. The task j is shifted to agent i if
and only if it results in a cost improvement and maintains feasibility, i.e. ri ≥ aij , cij < csj j . After
shifting task j to agent i, we proceed to the updates: sj ←− i, ub ←− ub + cij − csj j , rsj ←−
rsj + asj j , ri ←− ri − aij . The complexity of the shifting procedure is O (mn) since the major
computational effort is spent in exploring the neighborhood.
The interchange procedure
consists of interchanging two agent/task selections. The size of the

neighborhood is O n2 . Suppose that we want to interchange two tasks j1 and j2 previously
assigned respectively to agents i1 and i2. This is the same as simultaneously shifting task j1 to
agent i2 and task j2 to agent i1. The complexity of the interchange procedure is O n2 .
The shift-interchange procedure may be summarized as follows: a) Scan the shift (resp. interchange) neighborhood for the best admissible shifting (resp. interchange). b) Perform the best of
the two. c) Repeat a) and b) until no improvement is possible.
The initial feasible assignment found by Cplex, and every assignment found at any iteration of
the subgradient method, are submitted to the shift-interchange procedure.

3.4

The whole heuristic

We merely give a pseudo-code description of the heuristic called ILH (for Improved Lagrangian
Heuristic) in Figure 1. Steps 02 and 3 of the algorithm cost O (n max {m, n}) each. The complexity
of step 8 is O (1). Steps 03, 6 and 7 cost O (m) each, and the complexity of step 1 (resp. 4 and 5) is
O (mn) (resp. O (n) and O (mn)). Hence the complexity of algorithm ILH without steps 01 and 2
is O (n max {m, n}). Therefore, if there is a heavy computational effort, it must happen in step 01
and/or step 2. Step 01 is executed once and does not cost very much, while step 2 is applied N BIT
times, where N BIT is the number of iterations of the subgradient method. The implementation
details will be given in the section devoted to the computational experiments.

4

Heuristic variable fixing procedure

Conventional variable fixing procedures exist in the literature (see for example [16,23]). These
are mathematically correct logical rules, generally derived from the reduced costs. In contrast,
the approach in this section is purely heuristic. We exploit a simple and useful idea for coping
with the huge number of variables by discarding some of them. This idea results in speeding up the
heuristic, still finding very good assignments. We first apply a basic subgradient method (algorithm
ILH without steps 02, 2, 3 and 4, and where step 1 only computes the reduced costs. Note that the
initial ub never changes). At the end of the subgradient method, we are interested in finding which
of the variables are very often selected by the subgradient method, and which are never,
only
PN or
BIT
xij
occasionally, selected. For this purpose, we compute the “frequency”f
=
(1/N
BIT
)
ij
k=0

where xij , i ∈ I, j ∈ J, is the optimal solution of problem LR π (k) . Note that, for task j, j ∈ J
X
i∈I

fij =

NX
BIT X
NX
BIT
1
1
1=1
xij =
N BIT
N BIT
k=0

i∈I

k=0

Intuitively, the more the value fij is close to 1 the greater is our wish to assign task j to agent i for
ever. This observation brings us to assign every task j to agent i whenever the value fij is above
a given threshold, thus completely discarding task j from the problem. Before going any further,
let us consider an example taken from OR-library. The name of the instance is C515-1. The data
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are (after conversion into minimization form)



9 5 4 8 2 11 6 8 7 8 10 4 2 2 10
 3 10 5 10 9 10 7 1 8 5 9 11 1 9 2 



c=
 10 6 10 1 2 10 9 7 7 8 6 10 9 5 2 
 7 7 4 4 6 10 7 9 5 7 1 3 1 1 1 
8 7 11 11 5 1 10 10 3 11 4 9 7 4 2


8 15 14 23 8 16 8 25 9 17 25 15 10 8 24
 15 7 23 22 11 11 12 10 17 16 7 16 10 18 22 



a=
 21 20 6 22 24 10 24 9 21 14 11 14 11 19 16 
 20 11 8 14 9 5 6 19 19 7 6 6 13 9 18 
8 13 13 13 10 20 25 16 16 17 10 10 5 12 23
b = (36, 34, 38, 27, 33)

When the subgradient method finishes, we compute


0.03
 0.58

∗
f =
 0∗
 0
0.38

0.43
0.48
0.01∗
0∗
0.08

0.06
0 0.97
0∗
0
0
0.01∗ 0.96
0
0.91 0.01
0
0.01∗ 0.03 0.03

0∗
0.01∗
0.02∗
0.06
0.91

0.94 0∗ 0.49
0.01 0.98 0∗
0 0.01 0∗
0.04
0 0∗
0.01 0.01 0.50


0.01
0 0.01 0.08 0.95
0
0.03
0
0 0.91
0 0.01 

0.02
0
0
0∗
0 0.94 

∗
0.92 0.97 0.98
0 0.02
0
0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01∗ 0.03 0.04

Choosing a threshold of 0.92, we see in the matrix f that the tasks 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15
can be assigned to the appropriate agents (framed numbers). The cost of assigning the removed
tasks (called “fixed cost”in the sequel) is 2 + 6 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 7 + 1 + 3 = 25 and the data of the
remaining smaller GAP are



9 5 4 11 7 2
 3 10 5 10 8 1 



c0 = 
 10 6 10 10 7 9 
 7 7 4 10 5 1 
8 7 11 1 3 7


8 15 14 16 9 10
 15 7 23 11 17 10 


0

a =
 21 20 6 10 21 11 
 20 11 8 5 19 13 
8 13 13 20 16 5
b0 = (12, 24, 0, 8, 33)

An optimal solution (framed numbers) of cost 31 is found, and the whole assignment is optimal
for the original GAP with cost 56.
The new heuristic, called ILHRED, consists of applying twice the subgradient method. The
first time, just for computing the values fij and removing every task such that fij is above a given
threshold. The data of the reduced GAP and the initial cost are stored in a file, and the first
subgradient method finishes. The second subgradient method is nothing other than algorithm ILH
which reads the data of the smaller GAP from the file filled during the application of the first
subgradient method.
Although we did not in our implementation, we can further reduce the size of the GAP by
removing for ever every variable whose corresponding value fij is below a given threshold. For
example, we can remove every variable (asterisked items in the matrix f ) such that fij ≤ 0.02.
This leaves a smaller problem with the same optimal solution.
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9 54
72
 3 10
1


00


c =



4 10
8 7
13


8 15 14
9 10
 15 7
10 



a00 = 




8 5
8 13
20 16
b00 = (12, 24, 0, 8, 33)

We point out that this is a purely heuristic approach. If the goal is to solve the GAP, it should
be avoided, since an optimal solution is not guaranteed. Nevertheless, the idea will undoubtedly
attract the attention of the practitioners who want to quickly approximate the GAP.

5

Computational experiments

Our heuristics are coded in C and run on Intel Pentium Core Dual 2 GHz with 2 Gb memory.
They are evaluated on twenty seven large instances from the web site http://www.al.cm.is.nagoyau.ac.jp/˜yagiura/gap. See Table 1 for their names and sizes. The reader is referred to [26] to see
how these instances were generated. The smaller instances (from this site and from OR-library)
are considered as satisfactorily solved by the BaB algorithm of [11].
5.1

The algorithm ILH

We begin by giving some details about our implementation. The number N BIT of iterations of
the subgradient method is fixed to 200 for the instances of type C, and 400 for the instances of
type D and E. Beginning with the value 2, the coefficient ρ is multiplied by 0.98 at every iteration.
We also found that it is better to use 1.2 × ub in the update formulas (6) of the Lagrangian vector.
These choices ensure a slow convergence. Note that we are not interested in the value of the lower
bound. All computing times are reported in seconds.
Cplex is applied in step 01 just for finding a feasible assignment. It stops as soon as a first feasible
assignment is found. Finding a first feasible assignment with Cplex can take an important amount
of time, particularly for the largest instances with n = 1600 tasks as we shall see later. In step
3 of algorithm ILH, problem MONOTONE-01IP is submitted to Cplex (for the reader familiar
with Cplex, the MIP emphasis is set on “hidden feasible solutions”) during a fixed timelimit.
This means that the solution obtained within this fixed timelimit is, generally, either suboptimal,
or optimal but without any proof of optimality. From our experience, we have noticed that the
hardest instances are those with a large number m of agents. From this observation, we fixed a
timelimit to Cplex depending only on m. Because of this fixed timelimit, the whole execution time
can be anticipated. For example, for an instance with m = 80, when the timelimit is m/40 = 2
seconds, the algorithm takes about 400 × 2 = 800 seconds. We imposed four different time-limits
m/80, m/40, m/20 and m/10. The computational results of algorithm ILH are shown in Table 2
where Column 1 refers to the name of the instance, Column 2 gives the lower bound reported in
[27] and Column 3 shows the cost of the feasible assignment provided by Cplex. The remaining
columns are self-explanatory. The boldfaced values are the costs of the best assignments found. We
observe that the larger the timelimit allowed to Cplex, the better the results, but also the larger
the computing times.
Surprisingly, we faced a divergence problem of the subgradient method when running the instances D201600, D401600 and D801600. We found that the only way to enforce the convergence
was to decrease the value of ρ by beginning with ρ = 0.5 or less instead of 2.
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5.2

The heuristic ILHRED

The code of the heuristic ILHRED is cut into two pieces. The first, called preprocessing, performs a
simple subgradient method, computes the values fij , removes tasks from the problem as previously
explained, stores the data of the reduced GAP in a file and stops. In our implementation, the
tolerance threshold is fixed to 0.92 for the instances of type C, and 0.78 for the instances of type
D and E. The second part of algorithm ILHRED is algorithm ILH applied to the smaller GAP
obtained during the preprocessing phase. The results of this heuristic on the benchmark instances
are shown in Table 3. Columns 3 to 5 give respectively the number of remaining tasks, the cost of
assigning the removed tasks, and the preprocessing time. Most of the preprocessing time is spent
by Cplex in finding a feasible assignment. We can see that the preprocessing time can be important
for the larger instances (for example, more than 38 seconds for the instance E801600). The sixth
column refers to the cost of the assignment found by Cplex, the seventh column gives the cost
of the best assignment found by ILHRED, the eighth column shows the computing time of the
heuristic ILHRED, and the last column gives the total computing time. The timelimit for Cplex
is set to m/80. The table shows that this heuristic finds very quickly very good assignments.
5.3

Comparison of algorithm ILH with Cplex

It would be interesting to compare algorithm ILH with Cplex by letting them run for the same
amount of time. The comparison is presented in Table 4. It can be seen that both ILH(m/80) and
ILH(m/10) are more efficient than Cplex, for all types of instances. Particularly, ILH(m/80) is fast
and twice more accurate in average than Cplex on the instances of type C and D, and about ten
times more effective on the instances of type E.
5.4

Is algorithm ILH sensitive to the initial solution ?

[16] proposed the following greedy heuristic (MTH) for the GAP. Let s(i, j) be a score function
relative to the assignment of task j to agent i. The algorithm iteratively considers all the unassigned
tasks and determines that task j ? , which has the maximum difference between the largest and the
second largest f (i, j). The task j ? is then assigned to the agent for which f (i, j ? ) is minimum.
The process is repeated, after adjusting the remaining resource availability of the agent performing
task j ? , until all the tasks are assigned. Clearly, MTH may fail, and indeed it fails on all of the
instances of type E. Also, as we previously noted, the solutions provided are far from LB by about
50% in average for the instances of type D (see the column labeled “MTH cost”in Table 5).
Usually, the performance of the local-improvement heuristics does depend heavily on the initial
solution. It is not the case of algorithm ILH. Indeed, algorithm ILH(m/80) is so efficient that it
provides a good solution, already in the first iteration, that does not deviate from LB by more than
7% for the instances of type D (see the column labeled “Cost at iteration 1”in the same table). The
comparison in Table 5 shows that algorithm ILH is unaffected by the initial feasible assignment
since the average deviation from LB and the computation time are almost the same in the two
cases, whether we begin with Cplex or with MTH.
5.5

How does the performance of algorithm ILH depend on the SIH ?

To answer this question, we run algorithm ILH(m/80) with and without the SIH (see Table 6). We
observe that the effect of the SIH is almost insignificant, since the average deviation from LB and
the computing time are almost the same in the two cases, except on the three instances D201600,
D401600 and D801600. In our opinion, this is due to the divergence problem mentioned earlier in
the manuscript. Indeed, beginning the subgradient method with ρ = 0.5, instead of 2, results in a
faster convergence and to a smaller lower bound.
5.6

Comparison of ILH and ILHRED with existing methods

There are numerous heuristic methods for the GAP, as we have remarked in the introduction, but
only three of them are truly effective. These are the tabu search with ejection chain (TSEC) of
[26], the path relinking approach with ejection chain (PREC) of [27], and the more recent tabu
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search/Branch-and-Bound approach of [25] (TSBB(S) or TSBB(L) according to whether small or
large timelimits are allowed). We first compare them with ILH and ILHRED in Table 7 from the
accuracy point of view. The best values obtained by the heuristics are boldfaced and the next
to best are labeled with superscript 2. We observe that ILH(m/10) provides either the better
assignment, or the next to best, while ILHRED(m/80) is slightly worse. Furthermore, the average
deviation from LB is computed for every type of instances. From this point of view, the two
best heuristics are PREC and ILH(m/10). They compete since the last dominates on C and E
instances, while PREC dominates on D instances. The two methods are respectively followed by
TSEC, ILHRED(m/80), TSBB(L) and TSBB(S).
The comparison from the point of view of computing time is more problematic since the systems
used are totally different. The heuristics TSEC and PREC are executed on a Sun Ultra II with
a frequency of 300 MGz, and TSBB on a Viglen CX130 server (Xeon 3.0 GHz). The computing
times need to be scaled before we can compare them. The scaling factor used, although not likely
to be accurate, is based on the reference [25] which indicates that the Viglen CX130 is roughly ten
times faster than the Sun Ultra II. Clearly, with 3 GHz of frequency, the Viglen is faster than our
PC. So, our machine is at most ten times faster than the SUN ULTRA II. Therefore, in Table 8
giving the comparison, our computing times, and those of [25], are multiplied by 10 to make them
expressed in equivalent Sun Ultra II times. The average values indicate that ILHRED(m/80) is
about 12 times faster than ILH(m/10), which is about 2 to 3 times faster than PREC, TSEC and
TSBB(S), which, in turn, are about ten times faster than TSBB(L).
If the successive 0-1 integer programs MONOTONE-01IP were solved exactly, our heuristic
approaches would be perfectly deterministic. But since they are only approximated within a fixed
timelimit, and since Cplex does not perform precisely the same amount of work in this fixed
timelimit, our results are not always reproducible. Indeed, on the same instance and with exactly
the same parameters, algorithm ILH may provide different solutions.

6

Conclusion

We proposed two key ideas for dealing with the large sized instances of the GAP. The first idea is
a ILH based on solving, at each iteration of the subgradient method, a restricted GAP where each
task is only allowed to be assigned to one of two different agents. This special GAP is transformed
into a monotone feasible 0-1 IP with two nonzero entries per column. Algorithm ILH turns out to
be powerful and the resulting heuristic is faster than the known competition and almost always
produces solutions which are equally good or better. The second is a useful idea for coping with
the large instances arising in practice. Using the information provided by the subgradient method,
it consists of heuristically reducing the size of the problem before running the original heuristic on
the reduced problem. A benefit of this size reduction is that it is potentially applicable to every
combinatorial optimization problem. At the state of our knowledge, this is the first time the two
ideas are proposed. They would be undoubtedly interesting for practitioners, and for improving
the quality and speed of the existing metaheuristics.
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Algorithm ILH
Input m, n, a, b, c
Output Best feasible assignment {sj , j ∈ J} and its cost ub
Initialization

01. Apply Cplex to find an initial feasible assignment {sj , j ∈ J}, and let ub be its cost
02. Submit this feasible assignment to the shift-interchange improvement procedure
(update {sj , j ∈ J} and ub whenever an improvement is achieved)
03. ρ ←− 2, π (0) ←− 0
Loop (k = 0, · · · , N BIT )
1. Compute the reduced costs as in (7), the coefficients tj , j ∈ J as in (8) and define problem
MONOTONE-01IP as in (2-5)
2. Solve problem MONOTONE-01IP
3. Submit the feasible assignment found to the shift-interchange improvement procedure, and update
{sj , j ∈ J} and ub if there is an improvement



4. Solve the relaxed problem and compute the value L π (k)


P
5. σi π (k) ←− bi − j∈J asj j for i ∈ I


1.2×ub−L(π (k) )
(k)
(k+1)
←− πi + ρ
6. πi
σi π (k) for i ∈ I
2
(k)
kσ(π )k
(k+1)
(k+1)
←− 0
> 0 then πi
7. For i ∈ I, if πi
8. ρ ←− ρ × 0.98

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of algorithm ILH

Instances
m n
C10400, D10400, E10400
10 400
C20400, D20400, E20400
20
C40400, D40400, E40400
40
C15900, D159400, E15900 15 900
C30900, D30900, E30900
30
C60900, D60900, E60900
60
C201600, D201600, E201600 20 1600
C401500, D401600, E401600 40
C801600, D801600, E801600 80
Table 1. Sizes of the instances
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LB
C10400
5,596
C20400
4,781
C40400
4,244
C15900 11,339
C30900
9,982
C60900
9,325
C201600 18,802
C401600 17,144
C801600 16,284
Av. dev. from LB

Cplex
Cost Time
5,645 0.28
4,839 0.57
4,289 1.99
11,368 0.76
10,027 2.50
9,364 9.54
18,880 1.97
17,204 6.00
16,346 23.50
0.603%

ILH(m/80)
Cost Time
5,597 24.39
4,782 43.94
4,244 44.37
11,342 40.73
9,985 82.16
9,330 143.11
18,805 61.11
17,148 113.61
16,290 220.34
0.026%

ILH(m/40)
Cost
Time
5,597
42.01
4,783
79.49
4,244
53.01
11,343
77.82
9,984 153.51
9,329 261.62
18,804 118.15
17,147 209.92
16,288 397.06
0.022%

ILH(m/20)
Cost
Time
5,597
73.08
4,782 151.82
4,245 115.47
11,342 149.98
9,985 286.87
9,329 486.72
18,805 208.04
17,147 396.88
16,288 725.42
0.024%

ILH(m/10)
Cost
Time
5,597 130.53
4,782 297.07
4,244 143.82
11,341 290.62
9,984 559.62
9,328 885.84
18,804 404.78
17,147 771.38
16,288 1,376.10
0.018%

D10400 24,959
D20400 24,561
D40400 24,350
D15900 55,403
D30900 54,833
D60900 54,551
D201600 97,823
D401600 97,105
D801600 97,034
Av. dev. from LB

25,139 0.16
24,855 0.49
24,639 1.06
55,588 0.76
55,011 2.22
54,921 4.90
97,981 2.59
97,437 6.87
97,523 15.78
0.604%

24,976 58.85
24,603 113.93
24,464 219.21
55,432 93.22
54,897 178.81
54,696 368.61
97,856 151.44
97,173 287.34
97,196 688.81
0.157%

24,974 101.33
24,605 215.37
24,465 396.37
55,430 162.45
54,895 325.14
54,670 645.22
97,868 246.77
97,173 478.11
97,186 1,078.81
0.152%

24,972 199.10
24,600 393.76
24,448 775.16
55,429 310.29
54,888 608.69
54,681 1,223.26
97,858 449.42
97,170 891.38
97,171 1,826.82
0.139%

24,970 389.89
24,597 773.32
24,443 1,522.54
55,427 605.53
54,888 1,193.53
54,659 2,400.01
97,855 850.99
97,166 1,686.06
97,158 3,393.68
0.126%

45,746 181.07
44,877 279.02
44,576 556.67
102,426 293.63
100,437 490.99
100,184 1,061.75
180,648 408.81
178,302 782.48
176,833 1,446.39
0.013%
of algorithm ILH

45,746 361.07
44,877 485.83
44,575 1,068.29
102,421 573.12
100,432 890.18
100,164 1,886.33
180,646 774.14
178,300 1,444.80
176,829 2,783.19
0.009%

E10400 45,745 46,629 0.16
E20400 44,876 45,656 0.70
E40400 44,557 45,871 2.23
E15900 102,420 102,862 1.08
E30900 100,426 101,878 3.26
E60900 100,144 101,719 14.34
E201600 180,642 181,949 3.51
E401600 178,293 179,775 10.63
E801600 176,816 178,280 36.29
Av. dev. from LB 1.382%
Table

45,747 54.03 45,748
44,879 85.49 44,877
44,586 177.23 44,592
102,433 81.85 102,426
100,436 147.43 100,430
100,188 302.08 100,178
180,667 122.18 180,654
178,318 226.59 178,301
176,851 438.20 176,834
0.020%
0.017%
2. Computational results
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99.08
148.98
332.68
156.07
284.25
573.76
221.92
418.10
790.82
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C10400
C20400
C40400
C15900
C30900
C60900
C201600
C401600
C801600
Av. dev.

LB
5,596
4,781
4,244
11,339
9,982
9,325
18,802
17,144
16,284
from LB

D10400
24,959
D20400
24,561
D40400
24,350
D15900
55,403
D30900
54,833
D60900
54,551
D201600
97,823
D401600
97,105
D801600
97,034
Av. dev. from LB
E10400
E20400
E40400
E15900
E30900
E60900
E201600
E401600
E801600
Av. dev.

Preprocessing
Remain.
Fixed
tasks
cost
158
3,318
198
2,387
215
1,942
401
6,123
478
4,613
544
3,661
761
9,728
888
7,553
1,116
4,922

113
173
257
408
431
734
751
1,074
1,438

18,955
15,793
9,763
34,369
33,484
11,198
59,388
34,237
10,899

Prep.
time
0.36
0.68
2.20
0.95
2.87
10.22
2.39
6.86
25.22

Cplex
cost
5,612
4,817
4,275
11,382
10,011
9,356
18,856
17,230
16,386
0.465%

0.20
0.56
1.25
0.95
2.59
5.56
2.98
7.81
17.58

25,079
24,835
24,708
55,599
56,010
54,986
98,405
97,359
97,481
0.847%

ILH(m/80)
Best
ILH
cost
time
5,598
9.93
4,783
18.68
4,245
12.51
11,342
18.32
9,986
36.46
9,329
59.22
18,805
25.59
17,149
50.85
16,289
94.00
0.032%
24.99
51.11
98.00
40.76
84.85
163.96
62.05
122.90
316.66

25.19
51.67
99.25
41.71
87.44
169.52
65.03
130.71
334.24

45,745
91
35,559
0.23
46,603
45,746
19.16
44,876
132
30,267
0.78
46,770
44,896
30.84
44,557
181
25,059
2.46
45,758
44,635
32.53
102,420
354
63,268
1.25
103,621 102,421
33.82
100,426
372
60,301
3.57
102,061 100,437
65.13
100,144
485
47,541 15.01
102,092 100,229 127.86
180,642
710 102,443
3.89
181,435 180,654
51.66
178,293
858
84,996 11.36
179,271 178,307
99.75
176,816
999
68,245 38.27
178,248 176,869 201.33
from LB
1.705% 0.039%
Table 3. Computational results of algorithm ILHRED(m/80)

19.39
31.62
34.99
35.07
68.70
142.87
55.55
111.11
239.60
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24,979
24,608
24,470
55,427
54,923
54,693
97,864
97,180
97,185
0.167%

Total
time
10.29
19.36
14.71
19.27
39.33
69.44
27.98
57.71
119.22
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C10400
C20400
C40400
C15900
C30900
C60900
C201600
C401600
C801600
Av. dev.

LB
5,596
4,781
4,244
11,339
9,982
9,325
18,802
17,144
16,284
from LB

D10400
24,959
D20400
24,561
D40400
24,350
D15900
55,403
D30900
54,833
D60900
54,551
D201600 97,823
D401600 97,105
D801600 97,034
Av. dev. from LB

Allowed
time
24.39
43.94
44.37
40.73
82.16
143.11
61.11
113.61
220.34

ILH(m/80)
Cost
5,597
4,782
4,244
11,342
9,985
9,330
18,805
17,148
16,290
0.026%

CPLEX
Cost
5,597
4,783
4,245
11,342
9,989
9,329
18,808
17,150
16,320
0.056%

Allowed
time
130.53
297.07
143.82
290.62
559.62
885.84
404.78
771.38
1,376.10

ILH(m/10)
Cost
5,597
4,782
4,244
11,341
9,984
9,328
18,804
17,147
16,288
0.018%

CPLEX
Cost
5,597
4,782
4,244
11,341
9,986
9,329
18,805
17,148
16,292
0.026%

58.85
113.93
219.21
93.22
178.81
368.61
151.44
287.34
688.81

24,976
24,603
24,464
55,432
54,897
54,696
97,856
97,173
97,196
0.157%

24,983
24,617
24,505
55,466
54,937
54,888
97,894
97,295
97,484
0.291%

389.89
773.32
1,522.54
605.53
1,193.53
2,400.01
850.99
1,686.06
3,393.68

24,970
24,597
24,443
55,427
54,888
54,659
97,855
97,166
97,158
0.126%

24,976
24,606
24,442
55,435
54,922
54,862
97,862
97,295
97,484
0.233%

E10400
45,745
54.03
45,747 45,747
361.07
45,746
45,747
E20400
44,876
85.49
44,879
44,882
485.83
44,877
44,879
E40400
44,557
177.23
44,586
44,635
1,068.29
44,575
44,574
E15900 102,420
81.85
102,433 102,450
573.12
102,421
102,427
E30900 100,426
147.43
100,436 100,634
890.18
100,432 100,429
E60900 100,144
302.08
100,188 100,707
1,886.33
100,164
100,243
E201600 180,642
122.18
180,667 180,782
774.14
180,646
180,654
E401600 178,293
226.59
178,318 178,716
1,444.80
178,300
178,312
E801600 176,816
438.20
176,851 177,545
2,783.19
176,829
177,205
Av. dev. from LB
0.020%
0.191%
0.009%
0.056%
Table 4. Comparison of the ILH and Cplex by running them during the same amount of time

LB
C10400 5,596
C20400 4,781
C40400 4,244
C15900 11,339
C30900 9,982
C60900 9,325
C201600 18,802
C401600 17,144
C801600 16,284
Av. dev. from LB

ILH(m/80) beginning with CPLEX
Cplex Cplex
Total
cost
time
Cost
time
5,645 0.28
5,597
24.39
4,839 0.57
4,782
43.94
4,289 1.99
4,244
44.37
11,368 0.76 11,342
40.73
10,027 2.50
9,985
82.16
9,364 9.54
9,330
143.11
18,880 1.97 18,805
61.11
17,204 6.00 17,148
113.61
16,346 23.50 16,290
220.34
0.603%
0.026%

ILH(m/80) beginning with MTH
MTH MTH Cost at
Total
cost
time
iter. 1 Cost
time
7,222 0.05
5,647 5,597 24.19
6,189 0.10
4,871 4,782 47.43
5,372 0.16
4,317 4,244 47.15
14,897 0.28 11,478 11,342 41.19
13,127 0.45 10,141
9,986 82.75
11,788 0.92
9,525 9,330 144.45
24,431 1.01 18,962 18,805 61.69
22,146 2.01 17,460 17,148 115.10
20,041 5.13 16,541 16,289 209.29
28.508%
1.515% 0.026%

D10400 24,959 25,139 0.16 24,976
58.85
33,080 0.05 26,622
D20400 24,561 24,855 0.49 24,603
113.93
35,083 0.09 26,397
D40400 24,350 24,639 1.06 24,464
219.21
39,151 0.14 26,299
D15900 55,403 55,588 0.76 55,432
93.22
75,475 0.27 59,234
D30900 54,833 55,011 2.22 54,897
178.81
82,620 0.46 58,726
D60900 54,551 54,921 4.90 54,696
368.61
86,082 0.89 57,808
D201600 97,823 97,981 2.59 97,856
151.44
144,320 1.02 104,157
D401600 97,105 97,437 6.87 97,173
287.34
150,603 1.96 103,192
D801600 97,034 97,523 15.78 97,196
688.81
154,982 5.14 102,702
Av. dev. from LB 0.604%
0.157%
49.246%
6.744%
Table 5. Performance of the ILH beginning with “good ” and “bad” initial
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24,974 58.83
24,600 115.25
24,471 222.79
55,426 93.88
54,908 180.47
54,688 371.18
97,863 151.77
97,176 284.06
97,187 693.57
0.147%
solutions
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LB
C10400 5,596
C20400 4,781
C40400 4,244
C15900 11,339
C30900 9,982
C60900 9,325
C201600 18,802
C401600 17,144
C801600 16,284
Av. dev. from LB

ILH(m/80)
Cost
Time
5,597 24.39
4,782 43.94
4,244 44.37
11,342 40.73
9,985 82.16
9,330 143.11
18,805 61.11
17,148 113.61
16,290 220.34
0.026%

D10400 24,959
D20400 24,561
D40400 24,350
D15900 55,403
D30900 54,833
D60900 54,551
D201600 97,823
D401600 97,105
D801600 97,034
Av. dev. from LB

24,976
24,603
24,464
55,432
54,897
54,696
97,856
97,173
97,196
0.157%

58.85
113.93
219.21
93.22
178.81
368.61
151.44
287.34
688.81

E10400 45,745
45,747
E20400 44,876
44,879
E40400 44,557
44,586
E15900 102,420 102,433
E30900 100,426 100,436
E60900 100,144 100,188
E201600 180,642 180,667
E401600 178,293 178,318
E801600 176,816 176,851
Av. dev. from LB 0.020%
Table 6. Performance of

54.03
85.49
177.23
81.85
147.43
302.08
122.18
226.59
438.20

ILH(m/80) without SIH
Cost
Time
5,597
23.61
4,782
43.54
4,245
53.18
11,342
39.16
9,986
82.58
9,330
140.22
18,805
53.98
17,148
108.61
16,289
211.22
0.028%
24,975
24,608
24,466
55,431
54,905
54,709
97,855
97,194
97,257
0.220%

56.17
109.07
212.64
82.19
164.69
324.14
112.11
218.13
454.78

45,746
44,878
44,577
102,435
100,433
100,208
180,663
178,304
176,836
0.017%
the ILH with and without
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53.03
91.47
180.73
77.25
149.24
302.33
107.04
212.79
418.27
SIH
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LB ILHRED(m/80) ILH(m/10)
C10400
5,596
5,597
5,597
C20400
4,781
4,782
4,782
C40400
4,244
4,244
4,244
C15900 11,339
11,3422
11,341
C30900
9,982
9,9852
9,984
C60900
9,325
9,3302
9,328
C201600 18,802
18,805
18,8042
C401600 17,144
17,148
17,1472
C801600 16,284
16,290
16,288
Av. dev. from LB
0.032%
0.018%

TSEC
5,597
4,782
4,244
11,341
9,9852
9,328
18,803
17,1472
16,291
0.021%

PREC TSBB(S) TSBB(L)
5,597
5,597
5,597
4,782
4,7832
4,782
4,2452
4,246
4,2452
11,341
11,345
11,3422
9,984
9,993
9,993
9,328
9,339
9,337
18,803
18,805
10,805
17,145
17,152
17,152
16,2892
16,297
16,290
0.020%
0.063%
0.049%

24,9702
24,5972
24,4432
55,4272
54,8882
54,6592
97,8552
97,1662
97,158
0.126%

24,974
24,614
24,463
55,435
54,910
54,666
97,870
97,177
97,1092
0.150%

24,969
24,587
24,417
55,414
54,868
54,606
97,837
97,113
97,052
0.072%

D10400 24,959
D20400 24,561
D40400 24,350
D15900 55,403
D30900 54,833
D60900 54,551
D201600 97,823
D401600 97,105
D801600 97,034
Av. dev. from LB

24,976
24,603
24,464
55,432
54,897
54,696
97,856
97,173
97,196
0.167%

E10400 45,745
45,747
45,746 45,746 45,746
E20400 44,876
44,879
44,877
44,882 44,8792
2
E40400 44,557
44,586
44,575
44,589 44,574
E15900 102,420
102,433
102,421 102,423 102,4222
E30900 100,426
100,436
100,432 100,442 100,4342
E60900 100,144
100,188
100,164 100,185 100,1692
E201600 180,642
180,667
180,646 180,6472 180,646
E401600 178,293
178,318
178,300 178,311 178,3022
2
E801600 176,816
176,851
176,829 176,866 176,857
Av. dev. from LB
0.039%
0.009% 0.020% 0.012%
Table 7. Comparison of the heuristics from the solution quality
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24,978
24,665
24,589
55,465
55,012
54,986
97,938
97,467
97,523
0.412%

24,976
24,631
24,572
55,462
55,012
54,785
97,921
97,328
97,449
0.322%

45,746
45,746
44,899
44,877
44,640
44,640
102,428 102,421
100,591
100,500
100,441
100,363
180,650
180,650
178,500
178,394
177,075
177,075
0.109%
0.077%
point of view
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C10400
C20400
C40400
C15900
C30900
C60900
C201600
C401600
C801600
Average
D10400
D20400
D40400
D15900
D30900
D60900
D201600
D401600
D801600
Average

ILHRED(m/80) ILH(m/10) TSEC PREC TSBB(S) TSBB(L)
103
1,305 3,000 3,000
10,000
100,000
194
2,971
147
1,438
193
2,906 10,000 10,000
10,000
100,000
393
5,596
694
8,858
280
4,048 50,000 50,000
50,000
500,000
577
7,714
1,192
13,761
419
5,400 21,000 21,000
23,333
233,333
252
517
993
417
874
1,695
650
1,307
3,342
1,116

3,899 3,000 3,000
7,733
15,225
6,055 10,000 10,000
11,935
24,000
8,510 50,000 50,000
16,861
33,937
14,239 21,000 21,000

E10400
194
3,611 3,000 3,000
E20400
316
4,858
E40400
350
10,683
E15900
351
5,731 10,000 10,000
E30900
687
8,902
E60900
1,429
18,863
E201600
556
7,741 50,000 50,000
E401600
1,111
14,448
E801600
2,396
27,832
Average
801
11,408 21,000 21,000
Table 8. Comparison of the heuristics from the computing time point of
II equivalent
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10,000

100,000

10,000

100,000

50,000

500,000

23,333

233,333

10,000

100,000

10,000

100,000

50,000

500,000

23,333
233,333
view. All times are SUN ULTRA
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Abstract
aware web service composition is to find the best combination of services
The goal of
such that their aggregated
values should be optimized and
constraints set by consumers
should also be satisfied.
aware web service composition is a global optimization problem
belonging to NP-hard class given the number of available services. Thus, an optimal solution cannot
be found by exact algorithm within a reasonable time. In this paper, a new meta-heuristic bio-inspired
is presented to address the
aware service composition; it is based on hybrid Particle Swarm
Optimization Shuffled frog leaping algorithm. Compared with original SFLA and PSO, the results of
experimental evaluation show that our improvements significantly outperform the existing algorithm
in execution time with better
performance.

Keywords:

1.

, Optimization, Bio-inspired algorithms, SFLA, PSO, Web Service composition.

Introduction

With the emergence of cloud and SaaS, more and more web services will be available, thus, a
large number of web services with the same functionalities and different Quality of Service (
such
as price, response time, availability, reliability, reputation, security, throughput, …) can be found.
Hence the appearance of a new emerging challenge:
aware web service composition ‘
-WSC’
[31] [22].
The goal of
aware service composition is to find the best combination of services such
that their aggregated
values should be optimized.
-WSC is a global optimization problem
belonging to NP-hard class given the number of available [13]. Thus, an optimal solution can’t be
found by exact algorithm within a reasonable time. Various approaches to address this problem have
been proposed in literature [3], the majority of them don’t address functional and non functional
aspects at the same time.
A novel hybrid optimization method called P-SFLA is proposed, which introduces PSO to
SFLA by combining the fast convergence speed of PSO, and global search strategy of SFLA, frog
leaping in SFLA doesn’t constraint to the limit length, which helps the frog getting out of the local
optimum. We proposed to improve the leaping rules in SFLA algorithm by applying a PSO particle
moving, which helps the population evolving more efficiently.
aware composition problem and the
A description and mathematical formulation of
two algorithms PSO and SFLA is discussed in Section 3. In section 4 the hybrid PSO SFLA is
presented, while the implementation and the evaluation are illustrated in Section 5.

2.

Related work

Web service composition combines available services to provide new functionality. Many
services with equivalent functionalities can be published by different service providers with different
quality of service. Since the
of the service selected has a direct impact on the composition of the
service obtained, the best set of selected services is the set that optimizes the
of the composition.
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-aware web
In literature review, many approaches are proposed to address the problem of
services selection for composition which was modelized as a combinatorial optimization problem with
an optimal solution (exact algorithm) or near-optimal (approximate, heuristics).
Zeng et al. [21] proposed a
aware middleware for dynamic and quality-driven service
composition. They used an integer programming based approach to solve the problem of global
optimization in web service selection. Alrifai et al. [3] initially used mixed integer programming
(MIP) to find the optimal decomposition of global
constraints into local constraints. Then, they
use a distributed local selection method to find the best web services that could satisfy these local
constraints. Lo of recent works use decomposition of global
constraints into local constraints [22]
[17]. Exact optimization methods are very effective when the size of the problem is small. However,
these methods suffer from poor scalability due to the exponential time complexity.
Although, as stated earlier, some heuristic algorithms help these algorithms to converge
sooner, different kinds of meta-heuristic algorithms are proposed to find a near-to-optimal solution
more efficiently than exact solutions; these algorithms are inspired by the nature [19][16].
A genetic algorithm is one of this meta-heuristic, where the composite service is encoded as a
chromosome, and the fitness function is the aggregated
of the composite service. The fitness will
increase from generation to generation. We recall that a fittest chromosome represents the optimal
solution of the problem [10]. Despite that Genetic Algorithm is a powerful approach to solve
combinatorial optimizing problems; it suffers from premature convergence and fixing key parameters
for
-based web service composition.
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm is also used for solving the
-WSC problem [7]
[15]. ACO is a population based Meta-heuristic which is used to find approximate solutions to difficult
optimization problems. In ACO, a set of software agents called artificial ants search for good solutions
to a given optimization problem. To apply ACO, the optimization problem is transformed into the
problem of finding the best path on a graph. The artificial ants incrementally build solutions by
moving on the graph. There is only one kind of pheromone in ACO, which can’t satisfy question of
multiple attributes in web services composition [9].
Recently, particle swarm optimization PSO showed its strong searching ability, and is also
applied for finding optimized service composition [11] [20]. However, similar with genetic
algorithms, by applying PSO when searching for the optimal composition solution, the problem of
early stagnancy in a local optimum cannot be avoided.
Other authors modelled the
optimal algorithm [2].

-WSC as multi-objective problem both in exact and near to

For the purpose of solving
-WSC, we provide a new meta-heuristic algorithm (Shuffled
frog leaping algorithm) SFLA, which proved its effectiveness for the resolution of different
optimization problem [8] [14], in [1] authors use the original SFLA algorithm in cloud service
composition, but the SFLA is characterized by low convergence speed [3], in order to improve the
ability of SFLA, we proposed to introduces PSO to SFLA by combining the fast convergence speed of
PSO and global search strategy of SFLA.

3.

Background
3.1. QoS aware web service composition
Quality of service «

»

» is an indicator to measure and describe some performance
Quality of service «
characteristics of a service such as response time, availability, price, reputation etc [18]. Lets VQS a
set of quality attributes of the service S, VQS = {VQS(q), q = 1 : nbq} where VQS(q) determines
the value of the qth quality attribute of S and nbq is the number of quality attributes.
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Web service composition
Web service composition comes from software reuse. Its basic idea is combining the existing
web services according to a certain relation to construct a new or better web service to satisfy a
complex user’s requirements [4].
A composite service CS is a triple CS = < , ,

> where:

·

S = {S , c = 1: nbc} Is a subset of registered abstract services, which can be composed
together and satisfy the user’s needs. S may be an atomic service or a composite service. Each
web service S has a set of concrete web services offering the same functionalities with
different
designed by a class Cc.

·

R = {·, !, Å, Ä } is a set of composite operators where (·) is a sequential operator, (!) is a
loop operator, (Ä) is a parallel operator and (Å) is a conditional operator.
Web service composition model is specified as a workflow consisting of a set of
abstract services. At run time, concrete Web service is selected, and invoked for each abstract
service.

·

of a composite service is defined as : VQC = {VQC(q), q = 1 : nbq} where VQC(q)
determines the value of the qth quality attribute of CS and nbq is the number of quality
attributes.
Table 1 illustrates the computation of

of the composition in different cases.

Sequential

Additive

∑

VQS (q) ∑

VQS (q) ∑

VQS (q) ∗ pi n ∗ VQS (q)

Multiplicative ∏

VQS (q) ∏

VQS (q) ∑

VQS (q) ∗ pi VQS (q)

∑

Max-operator

Parallel

Loop

Attributes

Conditional

VQS (q) max VQS (q)

∑

VQS (q) ∗ pi n ∗ VQS (q)

Table1: The aggregation of attributes for different composition structure
Objective function
The problem of finding the best service composition without enumerating all possible
combinations is considered as an optimization problem, in which the objective function value has to be
optimized. The objective function F(CS) is a weighted Somme of the differences
values of the
composition. F(CS) is computed as follow:

F(CS) = ∑
Where ∑

w

We implement

w ∗ VQC(q)

(1)

= 1, w presents the user’s preference weight .
of all concrete services as a multidimensional matrix Figure 1.

MQS(1,1,3) MQS(1,2,3)
MQS(2,1,3) MQS(2,2,3)
MQS(3,1,3) MQS(3,2,3)
QoS MQS(1,1,2) MQS(1,2,2) MQS(1,3,2)
MQS(2,1,2) MQS(2,2,2) MQS(2,3,2)
MQSMQS(1,3,1)
S(3,1,V MQS(3,2,2) MQS(3,3,2)
MQS(1,1,1) MQS(1,2,1)
MQS(2,1,1) MQS(2,2,1) MQS(2,3,1)
MQS(3,1,1) MQS(3,2,1) MQS(3,3,1)

Service

Class

MQS(1,3,3)
MQS(2,3,3)
MQS(3,3,3)

Figure 1: Multidimensional matrix for the
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Where: MQS (s, q, c) is the qth propriety of
a service class c.

value and the index of the concrete service in

In order to evaluate a given composition CS, an objective function is used to map all the
vectors of
into a single value (mono-objectif problem).
A normalization of the values of the
attributes to the same scale is realised in order to
avoid inaccurate evaluation due to different measurement metrics used for different
attributes.
The
attributes can be classified into two groups: Positive and Negative attributes.
The values of positive attributes need to be maximized, while the negative values attributes
must to be minimized.
In the normalization phase, positive and negative

attributes are scaled as follow:

Positive attributes:
MQS ′ (s, q, c ) =

MQS(s, q, c ) − Qmin(q)
Qmax(q) − Qmin(q)

(2)

MQS ′ (s, q, c ) =

MQS(s, q, c ) − Qmin(q)
Qmax(q) − Qmin(q)

(3)

Positive attributes:

Where Qmax(q), Qmin(q) are the maximum and minimum values of the qth attribute and
MQS (s, q, c) is the value of the qth attribute for a selected candidate service s in the class c.

3.2. Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA)
SFLA is a meta-heuristic for solving discrete optimization problems. it is inspired by the
interactive behaviour and global exchange of information of frogs searching for food laid on
discrete stones randomly located in a pond. It combines the advantages of Evolutionary
Algorithms and Swarm based Algorithms which are inspired by the natural evolution and collective
behaviour in animals respectively [8] [5].
The algorithm uses mimetic evolution in the form of infection of ideas from one individual to
another in a local search. A shuffling strategy allows for the exchange of information between local
searches to move toward a global optimum [8].
SFLA involves a population of frogs (every frog represents a feasible solution) with the
same structure but different adaptation. The population is partitioned into a number of groups
referred as a memeplex. The algorithm performs an independent local search within each
memeplex; and after certain number of local iterations, the whole population of frogs are
shuffled and reorganized into new memeplexes to ensure global optimization [14].
The different steps of SFL algorithm are described as follows:
Step 1: generate randomly a population of P frogs.
Step 2: calculate the objective function value of all frogs
Step 3: Sort the frogs in ascending order according to their objective function value.
Step 4: Partition P into M memeplex, according to the formula: (k + m (j − 1))thfrog goes
to the kth memeplex in the jth position with j = 1, ,. N , k = 1, ,. M
Step 5: For each memeplex;
·

Determine Fb and Fw , Fb (Fw )is the best frog (worst frog respectively) according to
the objective function value.
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·

Improve the worst frog position using Eqs. (4) and (5);
Change in frog position:
Di = r and() (Fb − Fw ),

(− Dmax ≤ Di ≤ Dmax )(4)

Position update:
Fw = Fw + Di

(5)

rand() : a random number between 0 and 1;
Dmax : the maximum allowed change in a frog’s position.
·

Repeat for a specific number of local iterations Liter;

Step 6: if Liter go to step 7 else go to Step 5
Step 7: shuffle all the memeplexes and Sort the frogs in ascending order.
Step 8: if Giter (number of global iterations) return Fg the best solution, else go to step 4.

3.3. Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO is a population-based stochastic optimization technique developed by Kennedy and
Eberhart in 1995. It is inspired by the social behavior of insect colonies, bird flocks, fish schools and
other animal societies [12].
PSO has good performance and requires low computational cost. It is effective and easy to
implement as it uses numerical encoding. A particle in PSO is analogous to a fish or bird moving in
the D-dimensional search space.
A particle status on the search space is characterized by its position and velocity. Each particle
position at any given time is influenced by both its best position called pBest and the best position in
the swarm referred as gBest.
The position and velocity are updated in every generation as follows:

=
=

+

(

−

)+

(

−

)

(6)
(7)

+

where
is the velocity of particle i at iteration + 1,
is the velocity of particle i at
iteration k, ω is the inertia weight, and c , c are the acceleration coefficients (cognitive and social
coefficients), r and r are the random numbers between 0 and 1,
is the current position of particle
is the best previous position of the ith particle,
i at the ℎ iteration,
is the position of
the best particle in the swarm, and
is the position of ith particle at + 1 iteration.
The procedure for original PSO is as follows:
Step 1: Initialize a population of particles with random positions and velocities.
Step 2: Evaluate the objective values of all particles, set
of each particle equal to its
current position, and set
equal to the position of the best initial particle.
Step 3: Update the velocity and the position of each particle according to (6) and (7).
Step 4: Map the position of each particle in the solution space and evaluate its fitness value
according to the desired optimization fitness function.
Step 5: For each particle, compare its current fitness value with its
value is better, then update
with the current position.

value. If the current

Step 6: Determine the best particle of the swarm. If the fitness value is better than
updating
with this fitness value.
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Step 7: If the stopping criterion is met, then output
go Step 2.

4.

and its objective value; otherwise,

Approach description (P- SFLA)

The shuffling process of SFLA helps the full exchange of information and benefits the
algorithm’s global search ability. SFLA is characterized by low convergence speed. In this paper, to
improve the ability of SFLA, we proposed an hybrid algorithm PSO with SFLA. This hybridation
integrates the fast convergence speed of PSO and the global search ability of SFLA, which can not
only avoid trapping into local optimum and be close to the global optimum solution with higher
precision, but also speeds up the convergence.
Mainly, we have integrated the particle moving formula (6) and (7) given in section 3.3 of
PSO in the step of leaping rule in SFLA process.
The proposed algorithm is given as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Begin;
Generate random population of P solutions (frogs);
For each frog F P : calculate the objective function value;
Sort the population P in ascending order of their objective function value;
Divide P into M memeplexes;
Determine the best global frog .
For each memeplex;
7.1 Determine the best and worst frogs ,
;
7.2 Improve the worst frog position using the PSO moving:
7.3 Repeat for a specific number of iterations Liter;
8. End;
9. Combine the evolved memeplexes;
10. Sort the population P in ascending order of their objective function value;
11. If Giter then the best solution= P(1),
else goto 5;
12. End;
First, an initial population of solutions is generated randomly, P frogs. Frogs are sorted in
ascending order of their objective function values. Then, the entire population is partitioned into M
sub-populations (memeplexes) such that each memeplex containing N frogs (M ∗ N = p). Second,
within each memeplex, frogs with the best and the worst objective function value are identified as Fb
and Fw, respectively. Also, the frog with the global best objective function value in the population is
identified as Fg. Then, an evolution process is applied to improve only the frog Fw in each cycle using
PSO particle moving formula.
The improvements of Fw continue for a specific number of evolutionary iterations Liter
within each memeplex. After the local searching for all m memeplexes, all frogs in all
memeplexes are shuffling (mixed) and reordered into M memeplexes. If convergence criterion is
satisfied then Fg is returned as the best solution. Otherwise the algorithm reiterates until Giter.

5.

Experimentation

In this section, we report the results of simulation experiments used to study the performance
of our algorithm (P-SFLA) in comparison with the original SFLA and original PSO.
The algorithms are implemented with Matlab R2012 on a HP dc7900 machine with 2 Intel
Duo 2.4 GHZ processors and 2 GB RAM.
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Dataset and test case generation
The test cases are generated by varying the number of service classes in the workflow from 10
to 100 with a step size of 20. The number of service candidates per class varies from 100 to 1000 with
steps of 200 and
constraints number from 5 to 30. The value of each
attributes for each
candidate service and the weight for each attribute is randomly generated, satisfying the requirement
that summation of all the weights equal to 1. For each test case with a different number of service
classes or service candidates per class, each algorithm is executed 50 times, and the average value is
then used to evaluate the algorithm’s performance.

Metrics and result analysis
In the literature, the metrics used to evaluate these kinds of algorithms are:
Running time (RT): Represents the CPU time required for an algorithm to obtain a solution.
Optimality (O): Represents the global objective function value obtained by the algorithm.

a) Running time evaluation
10 50 class and 5 constraints
O-Pso
8
O-Sfla
6
P-Sfla
4

100 services and 5 constraints
O-Sfla
O-Pso
P-Sfla

1

runing time

runing time

1,5

0,5
0

2
0

10

20 40 60 80 100
number of service class

100 200 400 600 800 1000
Number of services

(a)

running time

1

(b)
500 service and 50 class

0,8
0,6
O-Sfla
O-Pso
P-Sfla

0,4
0,2
0
5

10

15

20

25

30

number of constraints

(c)
Figure 2: Running time evaluation (a,b,c)
The Figure 2 shows the running time comparison of the three algorithms. In Figure 2(a) the
RT is measured with respect to an increasing number of service class with 100 services candidates per
class and 5 constraints. It is noted that with increase in the number of service class, RT increases for
both algorithms O-SFLA and O-PSO. While P-SFLA RT generally remains constant. Consequently,
P- SFLA gives better results.
In Figure 2(b) RT is measured with respect to an increasing number of service candidates per
class with 50 service classes and 5 constraints. This Figure shows an increasing of RT for the three
algorithms with a low value for the P-SFLA. In Figure2(c), RT stays almost constant with increasing
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number of constraints for all algorithms with a gap of about 0.3s favorably to P-SFLA. As
demonstrated by these figures, the RT required by our algorithm is significantly shorter than the
original PSO and SFLA.

b) Optimality evaluation:
1

0,95

0,95

Optimality

optimality

100 services and 5 constraints

1
0,9
0,85

50 class and 5 constraints

0,9

0,85

O-Pso
O-Sfla

0,8
0,75
10

O-Pso
O-Sfla
P-Sfla

0,8

0,75

20 40 60 80 100
Number of service class

100 200 400 600 800 1000
Number of services

(a)

(b)
1

500 service and 50 class

Optimality

0,95
0,9
O-Pso
O-Sfla
P-Sfla

0,85
0,8
5

10 15 20 25 30
Number of constraints

(c)
Figure 3: Optimality evaluation (a,b,c)
The optimality is given by the objective function value. In our case, we tent to maximize this
value. From Figure 3, we can see the optimality comparison when the number of service classes
ranges from 10 to 100 in (a), the number of service candidates varies from 100 to 1000 in (b) and the
number of constraints from 5 to 30 in (c).The three figures show that the values of the objective
function achieved by our algorithm P-SFLA are best comparing with the results obtained by O-PSO
and O-SFLA.
The above experiments show that our solution can identify a composite service with an
optimal value of objective function faster than PSO and SFLA one. Thus, our approach offers a more
efficient and scalable solution for the service selection problem and is more suitable for a selection
problem with a high complexity.

6.

Conclusion

This paper presents an hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization Shuffled frog leaping algorithm
for addressing the
aware web service composition. The original SFLA is modified with
introducing the particle moving of PSO to SFLA leaping rule which combine the fast search strategy
of PSO and global search strategy of SFLA.
Compared with SFLA and PSO, P-SFLA, for a large dataset, is shown to be an efficient
algorithm for solving the
aware service web selection for composition problems. It offers
important improvements and excellent performances in terms of running time, scalability and
optimality evaluations, which measures the complexity of the algorithm.
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Abstract. Heuristics for local-search are a commonly used method of improving the performance of algorithms that solve hard computational problems. Generally these are written by
human experts, however a long-standing research goal has been to automate the construction
of these heuristics. In this paper, we investigate the applicability of a systematic search on
the space of heuristics to be used in a local-search SAT solver.

1

Introduction

Algorithms to solve hard computational problems generally employ carefully-designed heuristics
to improve their performance. For example, within local-search procedures for propositional satisfiability (SAT)1 . A well-established class of algorithms are those inspired by “WalkSAT” [5, 4, 2],
which begins with an assignment of variables, and in each iteration, a selected variable is chosen to
have its assignment changed. It is the role of the “Variable Selection Heuristic” (VSH) to choose
this variable on each iteration. Usually, the VSH is designed by a human expert; however, a long
standing desire has been to automate the generation of heuristics to reduce the human element,
and one well-established technique for this is using genetic programming (GP). Specifically, in the
context of SAT, Fukunaga [1] used GP to build VSHs for use in a local-search SAT solver; the GP
was able to build VSHs that performed competitively with two of the best heuristics at the time.
Separately, Katayama [3] observed that, within the context of functional programming, when
given an initial function set, desired type signature, input and output, a brute-force search of the
space of procedures was a viable method for finding programs that satisfy these constraints. In
this paper, we observe that the space of potential VSHs for SAT can be small enough that it can
be amenable to systematic search methods. We used a tree-based systematic search (to a certain
depth) to find candidate VSHs. We show that this method is able to find well-performing VSHs,
and so argue for a role for systematic search to complement sampling based methods such as GP.

2

Language used, experiments and results

Fukunaga [1] outlined several quantities associated with variables and clauses present in current
heuristics as follows:
– Broken Clause - A clause that is broken (evaluates to F alse under the current assignment)
– Positive Gain - Number of unsatisfied clauses that will become satisfied if a variable v is flipped
– Negative Gain - Number of satisfied clauses that will become unsatisfied if a variable v is
flipped
– Net Gain - The net change in number of unsatisfied clauses if a variable v is flipped
– Age - The number of iterations since a variable v was last flipped
Figure 1 outlines the grammar used to generate VSHs. Space precludes giving full details, but
we work with a similar language to Fukunaga [1]. Examples of VSHs defined using this grammar
are given in Figure 3. Using this grammar we enumerated all possible VSHs that contain 15 or
fewer symbols (we regard the number of symbols as the ”depth” of the VSH). We chose 15 as it
is just beyond depth 14, where an example of an already known well-performing WalkSAT VSH is
1

SAT is the decision problem of whether a given propositional logic formula P , has a truth assignment to
the variables in P such that P is satisfied. Generally, P is given in Clausal Normal Form (CNF), that is
a conjunction of clauses, each clause is a disjunction of literals, and a literal is variable or its negation.
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hVSH i

::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
hVarSeti
::=
hComparator i ::=
hGainTypei ::=
hInteger i
::=
hAgei
::=
hProbabilityi ::=

IfRandLt hProbabilityi hVSH i hVSH i
GetBestVar hGainTypei hVarSeti
GetSecondBestVar hGainTypei hVarSeti
GetOldestVar hVSH i hVSH i
IfTabu hAgei hVSH i hVSH i
IfVarCompare hComparator i hGainTypei hVSH i hVSH i
IfVarCond hComparator i hGainTypei hInteger i hVSH i hVSH i
VarRandom h VarSet i
IfNotMinAge hVarSeti hVSH i hVSH i
BrokenClause0
LessThan | LessThanEqual | Equal
PosGain | NegGain | NetGain
-2 | -1 | 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5
5 | 10 | 20 | 30 | 40 | 50
0.1 | 0.3 | 0.5 | 0.7 | 0.9

Fig. 1. The grammar used to generate candidate VSHs. Compared to Fukunaga’s work [1] we reduce the
search space by only considering a single broken clause, BrokenClause0.
Table 1. A numerical analysis of the VSH at
various depths, D. The ratio of numbers at depth
n versus n − 1; number with fitness ≥ 20, and
the % with fitness ≥ 20
D

# VSP ratio

5
1
6
24
7
189
8
614
9
1,272
10
3,996
11
12,173
12
62,238
13
223,155
14
714,542
15 2,264,475

≥ 20 % ≥ 20

0
24
0
7.9
7
3.2
30
2.1
0
3.1
6
3.0
380
5.1 3,742
3.6 11,708
3.2 23,384
3.2 58,161

0
0
3.7
4.9
0
0.2
3.1
6.0
5.2
3.3
2.6

Fig. 2. Shows all heuristics at each level and
their fitness sorted in ascending order

found. In Table 1 we can see that the number of VSHs grows rapidly with the number of symbols;
tending towards increasing by around a factor of 3.2 per extra symbol. Note that the number
of VSHs is still very small when compared to the size of the search space of most combinatorial
optimisation problems. Hence, if the fitness of a VSH could be determined quickly, then the search
would be easy; however, evaluating the fitness of a VSH requires testing it against several problem
instances. In our case, this is 100 satisfiable SAT instances from SATLIB 2 . In an attempt to reduce
computation time, not all VSHs were ran on all instances; rather, if a VSH performed poorly on
an initial selection, it was not ran on the remaining instances. We repeated this experiment five
times for each heuristic and, taking the number of times a solution was successfully found and the
number of flips required to obtain these solutions, we computed a fitness value for a VSH. (details
not given due to lack of space.) It should be noted that this fitness value should be considered
“noisy” due, in part, to the random assignment initially generated for each VSH on each training
instance.
In Table 1 we can see the number and % of VSHs at each depth with a score greater than 20; a
value chosen because it is close to the fitness value of the WalkSAT VSH. We find these values to
be surprisingly large. Figure 2 shows each heuristic, ordered by fitness, plotted against its fitness.
We can see from this graph that a large proportion of these VSHs generated are unable to solve
a single problem instance in our training set. Figure 3 shows two examples of VSHs written using
the grammar in Figure 1; WalkSAT and VSH-1. VSH-1 is the VSH that scored highest according
to our fitness function. This Figure also shows the results of running these two VSHs on satisfiable
2

http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~hoos/SATLIB/benchm.html
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WalkSAT (0.5):
IfVarCond NegGain == 0
( GetBestVar NegGain BC0 )
( IfRandLt 0.5
( GetBestVar NegGain BC0 )
( VarRandom BC0 ))

uf50
Name

SR AFS

WalkSAT
1.0
VSH-1
0.998

VSH -1:
GetOldestVar
( GetOldestVar
( GetOldestVar
( GetBestVar NetGain BC0 )
( GetBestVar NegGain BC0 ))
( GetBestVar NetGain BC0 ))
( GetBestVar PosGain BC0 )

uf100
SR

AFS

uf150
SR

AFS

uf200
SR

AFS

uf250
SR

AFS

790 0.998 4036
0.95 11833 0.853 11550 0.858 22514
319 0.994 1649 0.975 4357 0.933 7500 0.957 13706

Fig. 3. Top Left: WalkSAT (at noise 0.5). Due to redundancies in the language, for each WalkSAT VSH
with noise p, there are two semantically identical VSH produced by changing Equal to LessThanEqual.
Top Right: VSH-1. Bottom: Results of running the heuristics VSH-1 and WalkSAT on the testing sets.
Showing the median Success Rate (SR) of instances solved and Average Flips to Solution(AFS)

instances from SATLIB not included in our training set. We can see that, although WalkSAT has a
higher success rate on easier problem sets, conversely, on harder problem sets VSP-1 outperforms
WalkSAT in both success rate and number of flips. Suggesting that, while our fitness function is
noisy, it is a good indicator of whether a VSH performs well for problems of larger size.

3

Conclusions and Future Work

We have given a method to automatically build effective heuristics, with the aim to save time
of human experts and potentially allowing partial specialisation to particular sets of problem
instances. The crucial observation is that, with reasonable restriction of the language, the space
of “reasonable” VSHs is surprisingly small and, as a proportion, the number of “good” VSHs is
surprisingly large. This allowed us to search the space using a systematic search and produce a
number of VSHs that outperform the original WalkSAT on some training sets (we do not claim
here that VSH-1 is more effective across a wider set of instances, only that it worked well on
the instances used.) Besides avoiding repetition, a systematic search has the potential to discover
‘isolated heuristics’ that might not be easy to find using GP; some good heuristics could potentially
have substructures that are not useful in general and so could be less likely to emerge in GP.
Future work should reduce the search space by taking account of semantic equivalence - VSHs
that are syntactically different but semantically equivalent need to be recognised as such. Another
potential future direction is in identifying poorly performing VSHs and not having to evaluate these
at all using a surrogate fitness functions. In such systematic search a natural issue is what search
ordering to use; in this preliminary study we have simply evaluated all within the depth limit; but
a heuristic ordered “best first” should be considered using current knowledge about good VSHs
leading to a form of large-scale neighbourhood search, possibly hybridising or complementing GP
methods.
Acknowledgements: Andrew W. Burnett thanks the EPSRC for financial support.
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Classification of Facial Image Expression using Binary
Encoded Messy GA in Hybrid Metaheuristics Framework
Bhupesh Kumar Singh
Abstract: Classification is in the core of all the pattern recognition activities pursued so far. Hence improvement in
classification performance has been a research endeavor. Ensemble of classifiers having different learning approaches is
introduced in present work, combining evolutionary approach (Messy GA) along with SVM and ANN. Approaches,
differing in knowledge representation, learning bias and exploration of search space reduce the probability of error
correlation. Thus chances of increment in classification accuracy are high. The proposed approach is applied on facial
expression classification problem for recognizing emotion using two well known databases Jaffe and Cohn-Kanade and a
self prepared database named as Real. The significant amendment in feature subset selection approach with appropriate
evolutionary algorithm, proper use of feature learning method and optimization technique, 85.4% classification rate is
achieved with binary encoding.

Introduction
Classification is the process of assigning individual input data to predefined classes on
the basis of similarities defined by labeled dataset. There are various applications of pattern
classification systems. The emerging approach is ensemble of classifiers as it provide more
accurate results than with individual classifiers (Ledezma, 2010), (Hansen and Salamon, 1990).
The methods of ensemble classifiers include manipulation based on training parameter, error
function, feature space, output labels, clustering and training pattern (Rahman and Verma, 2013).
Here a methodology has been used to classify facial expression.
The discipline of the facial expression classification has many applied manifestation social
science, behavioral science, entertainment and computer science (Gunes, 2008; Li and Phung,
2010 and Filko 2013). Recently it was recognized as an effective mean of human computer
interaction. Even further if captured exactly it can be used for surveillance camera capturing
devious behavior, suspect of the crime scene, and other behavior symbol.

Basic Concept and Terminologies
1.1.

Messy GA based approach
Standard Genetic algorithm (GA) is useful for solving the combinatorial optimization

problem using fixed length coding and genetic operators (Goldberg, 1989). Messy GA is better
for solving larger feature space problem as it selects features as subset while standard GA selects
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features individually. The execution time taken by Messy GA is much less as compared to the
one taken by standard GA (Goldberg, Korb and Deb, 1989, 1990). It processes a variable length
string which can be underspecified or over specified. Application of Messy GA in feature
selection has been widely reported (Whitley et al., 1997; Stringer and Annie, 2004; Hsiao, 2012).
GA needs an encoding scheme for representing the individual messy gene which is collection of:
Gene numbers and Allele values. Messy Chromosomes is collection of Messy Genes .The
proposed Framework uses two representation schemes: Binary and Prufer for coding messy
genes for showing the variation in results due to change the representation scheme. Binary
Coding is bit representation scheme. In this type of encoding schemes chromosome are
represented as string of 0 and 1 (Shivnandan, 2008). Flipping the bits is also easy in binary
coding and based on the mutation rate. It is scheme in which fitness is depends on value and
order of the strings. The formulation of optimization problem is given as: In matrix form, row is
represented

the

expression

as𝐸1 𝐸2 … … … … . 𝐸𝑎 .

The

column

represents

features

𝐶1 𝐶2 … … … … … … … 𝐶𝑏 .Where a, is expression of all images and b is no features.
Messy operators
Messy GA uses two main operator cut and splice rather traditional GAs crossover
operator. Cut operator cuts chromosomes into two parts at random position while slice combines
the chromosomes produced by cut operator to structure an individual. Cut probability is defined
as
𝑝𝑐 = 𝑝𝑘 (𝜆 − 1)

(1)

Where 𝑝𝑘 specified cut probability, 𝜆 represents length of string. Splice probability 𝑝𝑠 is
prescribed probability. These two operation works together for two different strings. These
operations are similar to crossover operation of standard GA. Besides cut and splice operators
Messy GA have another operator which is called allelic mutation operator which changes the
mutation probability 0 to 1 and vice versa. Messy GA proceeds in three phases: Initialization,
Primordial and Juxtaposition phase. In Initialization phase population is created randomly by the
combination of individuals (combination of genotype i.e chromosomes and phenotype i.e.
solution set). The created population is much large to fit all the genes. These genes work as
candidate solution primordial phase. In primordial phase filtering and selection process takes
place. Tournament selection scheme is used for selecting the best individuals which further
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processes in next phase named as juxtzpositional phase. This phase uses cut and splice operator.
This phase allow to survive highly fit individuals for reproduction.

1.2. Support vector Machine

SVM (Vapnic, 1995) classifies feature input by transforming it into the high
dimension space to obtain the best hyperplane that differentiate one class to other classes. A
hybrid approach of Messy GA-SVM will be a good approach for feature selection and for
improving classification accuracy (Cheng and Wu, 2008). Here it is being used for fitness
evaluation based on maximum with winner takes all the heuristic.

1.3.

Artificial Neural Network

Neural networks are able to estimate the posterior probability, which provides the basis for
establishing classification rule and performing statistical analysis (Zhang, 2000; Jha 2010). In
proposed framework Radial basis function neural network is used for optimization. The basic
idea of using Radial basis function neural network over the other is that it provides high
approximation (Feilat, & Ma'aita, 2012).

Facial Expression Databases description
The well known Jaffe database consisting of Japanese Female Expression used for various
studies related to emotion recognition (Lyons, M. J. et al., 1998). Similarly Cohn-Kanade
database also commands wide acceptance (Lucey et al., 2010). We have taken only 189 images
of 7 seven female subject of CK+ to check the accuracy of our work. Besides one more data set
containing 147 images of 7 facial expressions was also prepared.

Experimental setup

This section considers the experiment results comparing the (Messy GA, SVM and ANN)
approach with validation approach (GA, multi-SVM). Both algorithms are coded with two
encoding scheme Prufer and Binary to show the dependency of these algorithms on
representation scheme. Tournament selection probability in binary coding is taken 2 and in
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prufer coding is 4. Cut and splice probability is set for Messy GA is set to 0.0667 and 1 while
mutation probability is set to 0 to observe the effect of recombination alone. Crossover and
mutation probability for GA is set to .8 and .01.These parameter selection strategies provide best
results presented approach.
Messy GA proceeded over 12 generation for both phase primordial and juxtaposition phase
while GA for 10 generation. We considered the population size by default as entire features.
Fitness evaluation process uses four option for terminate approaches: maximum number of
generations achieved, maximum fitness value desired, threshold for fitness variance below which
the population is assumed to be converged and threshold for the unique number of individuals in
the converged population.
Radial basis function is set for 500 epochs for both coding schemes. Proper parameters are
used to design new RB function to reduce the MSE (mean square error).2/3 and 1/3 ratio of
images has been taken for testing and training.

Results
The results are explains in two section. First and second section explain Messy GA results and
classification of each database on proposed approach (ensemble of classifiers) with both Binary
coding and third section explain the validation results using individual classifier(multi SVM).

Table 1: Messy GA results on all used database
Database
Jaffe

Generation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

String
length
7
5
5
3
7
7
6
1
3
3
2
8

Chromosome
(7,0)(8,1)(5,0)(6,0)(3,0)(4,1)(1,1)
(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)(4,1)(7,1)
(7,1)(8,1)(5,1)(6,1)(1,1)
(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)
(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)
(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)(8,1)(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)
(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)(4,1)(5,1)(6,1)
(1,1)
(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)
(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)
(1,1)(2,1)
(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)(8,1)(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)(4,1)
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Kanade

Real

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

4
8
7
4
2
2
6
7
8
7
6
3
8
7
5
3
4
1
8
1
2
5
4
2

(1,0)(2,1)(3,0)(4,0)
(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)(4,1)(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)(4,1)
(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)(8,1)(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)
(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)(4,1)
(1,1)(2,1)
(1,1)(2,1)
(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)(8,1)(1,1)(2,1)
(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)(4,1)(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)
(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)(8,1)(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)(4,1)
(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)(8,1)(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)
(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)(4,1)(5,1)(6,1)
(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)
(1,0)(2,1)(3,0)(4,0)(5,0)(6,1)(7,1)(8,1)
(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)(4,1)(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)
(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)(8,1)(1,1)
(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)
(1.1)(2,1)(3,1)(4,1)
(1,1)
(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)(4,1)(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)(8,1)
(1,1)
(1,1)(2,1)
(1,1)(1,2)(1,3)(1,4)(1,5)
(1,1)(1,2)(1,3)(1,4)
(1,1)(2,1)

Fig 1: Confusion matrix and ROC curve for Jaffe dataset using Messy GA-SVM-ANN approach
for binary coding
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Fig 2 : Confusion matrix and ROC curve for Cohn-Kanade database using Messy GA-SVMANN Approach for binary coding

Fig 3: Confusion matrix and ROC curve for Real database using Messy GA-SVM-ANN
Approach for binary coding

Comparison with other approach on Jaffe and Cohn-Kanade database
In this research paper, proposed work is also compared with other approaches. The
comparison results of all approaches with our proposed approach are depicted in Table 2. The
reference of all the approaches is mentioned in literature citied.
Table 2: Comparison with other approaches
Databases

Approach

Reference

Jaffe

Geometry and Gabor

Zhang et al. ,1998

90.1

Gabor and LVQ

Bashan and
Venayagamoorthy, 2008

90.2
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CohnKanade

Gabor filters

Koutlas and Fotiadis, 2008

92.3

Gabor filters

Liu and Wang, 2006

92.5

2DPCA with feature
selection and SVM

Oliveira et al., 2011

94.0

LPB

Liao et al., 2006

94.5

Gaussian process

Cheng et al., 2010

95.2

2D locality preserving
projections

Zhi and Ruan, 2008

95.9

LBP + template matching

Shan et al., 2005

79.1

Gabor filter + SVM

Cohen et al. ,2003

73.2

Generalized Hough
transform

Fanelli, et al., 2012

86.7

Gabor filter + SVM

Bartlett et al., 2005

89.1

Messy GA,SVM,ANN

Proposed approach

85.4

The results explained in Table 2 depict the comparative analysis of proposed approach (Messy
GA-SVM-ANN) with the validation approach (GA-multi SVM) on Binary and Prufer encoding
schemes. It can be visualized that accuracy 85.4% has been achieved for the labeling images of
Jaffe database. However, overall performance of proposed approach compare well with
validation approach. The poverty of the performance in our own data base termed real is
associated with the poor expression of the emotion by the volunteers mostly the students of
technical stream
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1

Introduction

Arc Routing Problems ([2], [3]) known by their large real applications were not well developed
through the research until the last decades. In this paper, we spotlight on this type of routing
problems defined over special types of graphs specified by “sparsity”, and we introduce a new
transformation of the capacitated arc routing problem (CARP) into a capacitated vehicle routing
problem (CVRP) that conserves the structure of the underlying graph as well as the structure of
the problem itself. Sparse graph feasibility for routing problems have been studied for the first time
by Beasley and Christofides [1] in which the underlying graph has some “sparsity”. In this paper,
we study a special class of arc routing problems that are defined on special particular graphs.
We are interested particularly in what is called sparse graphs [6]. Typically, a sparse graph is a
graph whose number of arcs is relatively small by comparing it to its number of vertices. One does
know that most arc routing problems are defined on sparse graphs. As there is no strict distinction
between sparse and dense graphs, we may present here an attempt to define what a sparse graph
looks like: Let G = (V, E) be a graph where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. G is
said to be a sparse graph if |E| = O(|V |α ) and 1 < α < 2. In this study, we intend to transform the
arc routing problem into a vehicle routing problem. In fact, there exist different methods of such
a transformation, but it never conserves the sparsity of graphs ([4], [5]). However, we introduce a
new transformation technique that conserves the sparsity of some particular graphs as well as the
structure of the problem provided with some numerical results.

2

Transformations of ARP into VRP through literature

Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. Each
edge is associated with a travel cost ce > 0. Let R ⊂ E such that |R| = r be the set of the required
edges that must be served, and for each e ∈ R, let de be the demand of e. Note that each required
edges must be served exactly one time by exactly one walk in G. Throughout the following, let
G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) be the undirected graph that is obtained by any of the following transformations.
The following part exposes briefly some previous transformations that were derived before.
2.1

A first transformation attempt

In this transformation, proposed by Pearn et al. in [8], each required edge e ∈ E is represented
in the new graph G0 by three nodes in V 0 in which two are lateral and one is central where de is
distributed among them such that if e = {i, j} is replaced by the three nodes (sij , mij , sji ), then
de = d(sij ) + d(mij ) + d(sji )
thus, the complete graph G0 in which the VRP is going to be considered has 3r + 1 nodes. Considering the distribution of the costs in G0 , it is given as shown below:
w(0, sij ) = 41 c(i, j) + dist(i, 0)
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w(sij , skl ) = 41 (c(i, j) + c(k, l)) + dist(i, k) if {i, j} 6= {k, l}
w(sij , skl ) = 0 if {i, j} = {k, l}
w(mij , v) = 14 c(i, j) if v = sij or v = sji
w(mij , v) = ∞ otherwise
Note that dist(i, j) denotes the cost of the shortest path between the nodes i and j in G. It is easy
to see that for a sparse graph, the structure is not conserved.
2.2

A second transformation attempt

Instead of replacing each required edge in G by three nodes as in the previous transformation by
[8], Longo et al. in [5] replaced it by two nodes, and thus G has now 2r + 1 nodes. Let e = {i, j}
be replaced by the two nodes (sij , sji ), then
d(sij ) + d(sji ) = de
For the cost distribution, it is defined in the following:
w(0, sij ) = dist(0, i);
w(sij , skl ) = 0 if {i, j} = {k, l}
w(sij , skl ) = c(i, j) if {i, j} = {l, k} ,
w(sij , skl ) = dist(i, k) if {i, j} 6= {k, l} and {i, j} 6= {l, k} .
2.3

A compact transformation

In their paper, Foulds et al. [4], have introduced a new compact transformation of arc routing
problem into node routing problem in which the resulting node routing problem instance contains
only r + 1 nodes (r is always the number of the required edges in G). Moreover, for each required
edge in G, e = {i, j} ∈ R, there exists one single node mij such that d(mij ) = de . Considering
the problem equivalence and the cost distribution in G and in G0 , the concept of searching for
a shortest path between each two required edges is still present. For the costs in G0 , a new pair
of binary variables was introduced in order to specify the direction of the travel in the graph G0 ,
where different cases where studied according to the direction of the service. For more details,
one can refer to the paper by [4]. Although this transformation eliminates two out of every three
nodes generated by the transformation proposed by [8], but it still considers the obtained VRP
on the complete graph formed by the new obtained nodes just like all other previously discussed
transformations.

3

A new proposed transformation technique

As we aim at studying the ARP over sparse graphs, and due to the fact that all the VRP are studied
over the complete graphs, this means that there is no transformation out of those presented before
can be adequate one as their concept of considering the complete graph runs against our concept
of sparsity. Thanks to the recent studies that deals with the sparse VRP, this motivates us to look
for a new transformation that ensures the sparsity conservation of the graph without affecting
the structure of the problem. Our transformation is as follows: an ARP in graph G = (V, E) is
transformed into an equivalent VRP in a graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) where G0 is just the line graph of
G; G0 = L(G). Every edge e = {i, j} ∈ E is represented by one single mij ∈ G0 in G0 (not only
the required edges are transformed into nodes, but also the non-required ones i.e.Sall the nodes).
Hence, the resulting problem is defined now on L(G) = (V 0 , E 0 ) in which V 0 =
{mij } .
(i,j)∈E

In the follwing, we give an example and give some initial results for the proposed transformation.
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𝒎𝟏,𝟒

6

𝒎𝟑,𝟒

𝒎𝟒,𝟓

5

3

𝒎𝟐,𝟑

𝒎𝟐,𝟓

4

𝒎𝟓,𝟔
The line graph of G, L(G)
𝑑 𝐿 𝐺 = 0.5

A graph G of 6 vertices, 8 edges
𝑑 𝐺 ≅ 0.53

Required edge
Required node

Fig. 1. A graph G and its line graph L(G)
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Fig. 2. Conservation results of the transformation

Motivations of choosing the line graph
–
–
–
–

The structure of the connected graph can be recovered completely from its line graph.
The incident edges in G are equivalent to adjacent vertices in L(G).
The edges of G are equivalent to the vertices in L(G).
Line graphs can be recognized in linear time.

These results allow us to re-formulate the original problem as well as to develop new metaheursitics
over our assumptions concerning the nature of the graphs and their special sparse structure with a
clear study about the effects of different parameters included in the problem. our main contribution
is that we consider, and for the first time, the ARP on its original sparse graph. This consideration
is assured by our new transformation that conserves the sparsity of the original graph and the
structure of the problem. Theoretical results with some numerical tests will be also presented. On
the other hand, an adequate robust optimization will be applied after introducing a set of scenarios
on the costs. Thanks to Oukil [7] who has considered the VRP on its original sparse graph allowing
us to take an advantage to apply to our problem.
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Abstract— In this paper, we introduce a new multi-agent framework conceived for designing Distributed Fuzzy Constraint
Satisfaction Problems (DisFCSPs), and their resolution via population based metaheuristics. Different types of agents (interface agents,
mediator agent, proposer agents and negotiator agents) are interacting in a cooperative architecture to receive, to read and to deliver
problem information, to coordinate activities, to build promising solutions and to generate improved ones, performing a metaheuristic
process as a collaborative behaviour. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is able to exploit the architecture and can be easily described in our
framework.
Keywords— combinatorial optimization; Distributed Fuzzy Constraint Satisfaction Problems; Multi Agent Systems; metaheuristics;
Genetic Algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) [15] is a formalism proposed by the Artificial Intelligence to provide a generic
representation framework to simply formulate many decision problems. A variety of optimization techniques for these problems
are available. The CSP formalism is defined informally by a set of variables, subject to a number of constraints that limit the set
of values to be allowed to the variables. Constraints in CSPs are called "crisp", "boolean", "yes or no" , or "hard" constraints that
can be either satisfied or not, without intermediate state. A solution of a CSP must satisfy all the constraints of the problem.
The approach of rigid constraints, modeled by the CSP formalism, has usage limitations in designing and solving some
practical optimization problems. Indeed, some problems are characterized by the flexibility of knowledge they incorporate. Fuzzy
Constraint Satisfaction Problem (FCSP) formalism is then appeared in 1993 [3], as a formal framework of processing flexibility
for constraint satisfaction problems, and we mean to say that in the same manner as the Fuzzy logic is an extension of Classical
Logic, FCSP is an extension of CSP.
On an other hand, there exist problems with information that cannot be centralized, because the knowledge about the problem,
that is, variables and constraints, may be logically or geographically distributed among physical distributed agents. Since CSP is
the formalism designed essentially to solve problems arising from Artificial Intelligence in a centralized way, it can be extended
to operate with several domains of the Distributed Artificial Intelligence. A Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DisCSP)
[18] is a CSP which variables and constraints are distributed among automated agents. Agents are cooperating to find a consistent
consensus that satisfies inter-agent constraints.
DisCSPs consider constraints that can be precisely defined and fully satisfied. But real life problems, like scheduling problems
[17], [11], timetable scheduling problems [2], planning problems [17], E-Business problems [10], E-Commerce problems [7],
opponent's belief problems [12], are inherently both fuzzy and distributed, where preferences and constraints are imprecise. When
applied to real life problems, DisCSPs have a limited applicability. Numerous scientific studies [9], [7], [16] have proved that the
negotiation approach and the fuzzy logic area, which have been for a long time exploited individually, have to be combined if we
want to achieve better results in terms of designing and solving real life problems.
Fuzzy constraints allow to deal with situations when constraints are soft, prioritized and/or imprecisely defined. This can be
explored by the MAS (Multi Agent Systems) community by incorporating fuzzy constraints in DisCSPs. Hence, the Distributed
Fuzzy Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DisFCSP) formalism [6] is emerging. DisFCSP extends both DisCSP and FCSP. It can be
considered as either a version of DisCSP where every constraint is fuzzy, or an extension of FCSP in a distributed environment.
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In this paper, we provide a cooperative multi-agent framework, where different types of agents (interface agents, mediator
agent, proposer agents and negotiator agents) are interacting in a cooperative architecture to design and solve DisFCSPs. The rest
of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we provide related work. Section 3 summarizes the proposed architecture, the
underlying communication protocol, and studies their properties. Section 4 shows experimental results. In the last section, we
provide concluding comments.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
DisFCSPs form real life problems better by allowing the incorporation of elements of fuzzy set theory to the DisCSPs
formalism. It exists several tools that permit to perform the design and the resolution of DisFCSPs. Some of them are highlighted
below.
The FeNAs (Fuzzy e-Negotiation Agents) approach [8] employs fuzzy constraints to express preferences, constraints and each
party’s objectives over problems' issues. Fuzzy constraint-based reasoning and utility theory permit to find solutions that
maximizes the satisfaction of all constraints of the parties.
In the DisPFCSPs (Distributed Prioritized Fuzzy Constraint Satisfaction Problems) approach [14], the notion of Prioritized
Fuzzy Constraint Satisfaction Problems (PFCSPs) is chosen as the basis of the negotiation model, and it enables negotiation to be
carried out over fuzzy constraints of multiple issues of a product. The model, also, incorporates the concept of a reward, from
argumentation / persuasion-based models.
Both of the FeNAs and the DisPFCSPs approaches deal with multi-issue bilateral negotiation in competitive or semicompetitive environments.
The FCNs (Fuzzy Constraint Networks) approach [13] advances the state of the art in the way that it deals with multi-issue
multilateral negotiation, using fuzzy constraints on a combination of multiple attributes. Agents can reach the deal that is close to
the overall satisfaction degree of the constraints.
We observe that aforementioned works focus only on negotiation in trading environments, thus, agents may be seen as
software entities which encapsulate distributed functional entities (system's users, consumers, clients in trading environment).
Agents in our framework are problem independent, in such a way that they represent abstract interacting modeling and solving
entities of DisFCSPs. Interactions between those entities form a metaheuristic as a cooperative behaviour.
By surveying the literature, we found many CSPs solving approaches that have been extended to solve DisCSPs or FCSPs
separately. But to our knowledge, it do not exist such an initiative which investigate the power of metaheuristics to solve
DisFCSPs. One of our objectives is to cover this lack in the literature, by presenting a generic and uniform framework adapted to
DisFCSPs, and to develop a family of metaheuristics that can be embedded in this framework.
To resume, our contribution differentiate from the other ones in the literature in three points:



generic framework for designing and resolution of DisFCSPs
in this framework, classical metaheuristics can be accommodated and extended



collaborative environment (not competitive).
III. A MULTI-AGENT COOPERATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR DISFCSPS

The main intent of our framework is to develop a generic and uniform methodology that allows to formally design DisFCSPs
and use metaheuristics as their solving techniques.
The framework follows the principle of separation between the different activities in metaheuristics' process, namely the
preprocessing activity, the initialization activity, the processing activity, and the coordination activity, which respectively reflect
the corresponding main implementation steps for any metaheuristic. Thus, the framework is based on a cooperative architecture
which involves four cooperative agents' types: interface agents, proposer agents, negotiator agents and mediator agent, and
interactions between them. We note that the architecture allows exchanging informations between agents belonging to the same
type or to different types in order to achieve problems designing and metaheuristic activities.
A. Preprocessing
Depending on the treated problem and related to its real context, the preprocessing phase may include:
•

decision of the problem input data representation by an appropriate data structure;

•

decision of solutions coding type;

•

definition of the objective function;
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•

parameters' adjustment and strategies' choices.

Interface agent: An interface agent assists the framework user to actively operate on an interactive system interface. Its roles
consist of:
• reading inputs that the user gives;
• displaying final solutions to the user;
• delivering informations relevant to the problem issues (preferences, objectives, parameters, strategies) to the mediator
agent.
B. Initialization
The second phase consists of creating the initial population by performing a metaheuristic initialization strategy (i.e. like
random generation, sequential diversification, parallel diversification or heuristic initialization). The high quality of the initial
population accelerates the optimization process and has an influence on the quality of the optimal solutions it produces. To carry
out the instantiation activity, agents in this phase deal with original problem issues, represented by variables, domains' variables,
and fuzzy constraints.
On a priority basis, the construction of the initial population begins with variables' instantiation of the proposer agent having
the higher priority. Afterwards, each agent constructs an instantiation of its variables, taking into account instantiations of
preceding agents. In the case that an agent is unable to make assignment to its variables, it sends a message to the mediator agent
which informs the last agent in the priority ranking, which must search for a new assignment to its variables. A complete
instantiation is made by accumulating values' assignments of all agents. This process is repeated until a number p, indicating the
required number of initial solutions (population size), is reached.
Proposer agent: The purpose of a proposer agent is to build candidate solutions by generating a set of promising subassignments, and to coordinate with the mediator agent to receive problem's input data and transmit the initial population.
Formalism: The input of these agents is the original problem issues. A network of agents support the modeling of the original
global problem as a DisFCSP. Proposer agents, so, formulate a distributed network of FCSPs. The original problem is distributed
among a number of agents representing the participants, and formulated as a network of FCSPs (each of which handled by a
single agent) connected by inter-agents' fuzzy constraints. Each agent handle a sub-problem which is defined as a FCSP. The
output of these agents is a population of initial candidate solutions.
The initialization phase is formally described as a set of N Aprop agents (proposer agents), representing the participants of the
global DisFCSP problem:










Aprop = {V, D, C, P, O, A}
with: V: variables , D: domains’ variables , C: fuzzy constraints, P: agent' priority, O: objective function, A: action
V = Vintra ∪ Vinter : a finite set of X variables representing the unknowns of the agent n:
 Vintra = {{Vnx}/ (n=1,..,N), (x=1,..,X)}: the set of x intra-variables of agent n (n=1,..,N) representing its private variables
 Vinter = {{Vnx}  {m=1,..,(N\{n}) Vmy}}: a finite set of (x  y) inter-agents’ variables of agent n (n=1,..,N) representing its
shared or negotiation variables
D = {{Dnx}/ (n=1,..,N), (x=1,..,X)}: a finite and discrete set of private domains for the variables of agent n, where each Dnx is
a set of possible values for the variable x
C = Cintra ∪ Cinter : a finite set of K fuzzy (soft, hard, or prioritized) constraints representing the constraints handled by agent
n:
 Cintra = {{Cnk}/ (n=1,..,N), (k=1,..,K)}: a finite set of k intra-constraints of agent n (n=1,..,N) representing its private
constraints
 Cinter = {Cnk}  {m=1,..,(N\{n}) Cmh}: a finite set of (k  h) inter-constraints of agent n (n=1,..,N) representing its shared or
negotiation constraints
P : the ratio of hard constraints of agent n representing its priority
O = max [min i=1, …, m μk (Vnx)] : objective function of agent n
A = the action performed by agent n to construct initial assignments

C. Processing
The third phase consists of the optimization algorithm itself that will work on improving the initial population. It supports the
modeling of a distributed network of α-cut CSPs, and the improvement of the initial population. Initial solutions have, each of
which, a global satisfaction degree, or a fitness value (satisfaction degree of the objective function). For each level α j / 1> αj > 0,
an αj-CSP is formed by the set of hard constraints C iαj containing the tuples that satisfy Ci to a degree greater than or equal to αj.
Then, negotiator agents perform a set of steps of their metaheuristic process. Each α j-CSP agent performs its own improvement
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dynamic. Each agent makes a local search in a local space of solutions having the same fitness value, trying to improve the
solutions it has received from the proposer agents.
Agents belonging to this phase deal with initial solutions, and are capable of executing computation of improved solutions. A
negotiator agent performs its local improvement process on an α-cut CSP. Each agent is responsible of an α-cut CSP, a set of
solutions violating constraints in the same level α.
It must be noted that solutions handled by a negotiator agent differentiate by their collective properties, essentially the
satisfaction degree of the global objective function.
Negotiator agent: Negotiator agents are improving solutions' agents. The negotiator agent is capable of alternating
intensification and diversification to improve initial solutions given by the proposer agents.
Formalism: The input of these agents is the initial population generated by the proposer agents. A network of agents
constructs a distributed network of α-cut CSPs. Each agent handle a sub-problem which is defined as an α-cut CSP. The output of
these agents is a set of improved solutions.
The processing phase is formally described as a set of N Aneg agents, representing the set of α-cut CSPs.










Aneg = {V, D, C, O, A}
with: V: variables , D: domains’ variables , C: crisp constraints, O: objective function, A: action
X = Xintra ∪ Xinter :a finite set of variables representing the unknowns of the problem:
 Xintra = {Xjn}: the finite set of n decision variables of agent j (j=1,..,p)
 Xinter = p=1,..,j Xpm: the set of m inter-agents’ variables
D = {Dji}/ i=1,..,n: a finite and discrete set of private domains for the variables of each agent j (j=1,..,p), where each Dji is a
set of possible values for the variable xji
C = Cintra ∪ Cinter : a finite set of crisp constraints representing the constraints of the distributed problem:
 Cintra = {Cjk}: the finite set of k crisp constraints of agent j (j=1,..,p)
 Cinter = p=1,..,j Cpm: the set of m inter-agents’ crisp constraints
O = max [min i=1, …, m μk (Vnx)] : objective function of agent n
A = the action performed by agent n to improve initial solutions

D. Coordination
The purpose of the coordination phase is to retrieve and filter information received from interface agents, and to coordinate
the activities of the other agents (proposer and negotiator agents).
Mediator agent: Actions performed by the mediator agent can be resumed in:





attributing priority values to proposer agents;
calculating the global satisfaction degree (fitness value) of each complete instantiation and sends it to negotiator agents;
assigning each initial solution to an α-cut agent according to the global satisfaction degree;
dynamically creating new negotiator agents only if necessary.

The details related to the framework architecture and the negotiation protocol are presented in Fig. 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present experimental results of the application of the genetic algorithm, which is adapted to our multi-agent
cooperative framework, and implemented in Java using the multi-agent platform Jade. The experiments are performed on an Intel
core i7-4500U (2.4 Ghz).
Genetic algorithm is a randomized population-based metaheuristic which is acknowledged as good solver for hard problems.
Genetic algorithms have been developed by J. Holland in the 1970s to understand the adaptive processes of natural systems. Then
they have been applied to optimization and machine learning in the 1980s [4]. The goal of our experimentation is to compare an
implementation of standard genetic algorithm for DisFCSPs with a an another one for FCSPs. The genetic process for DisFCSPs is
detailed in Fig. 2.
The objective function is to maximize f(x), such that:
max f(x) = max (mini m μci (x
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i=1, …, m μci (x) is the global satisfaction degree of the fuzzy constraints with the instantiations. It is influenced by the degree of
satisfaction of each fuzzy constraint and is obtained as aggregation by the min operator [5].

Concerning the GA parameters, all the experimentations employ the integer chromosome representation, a size of initial
population equal to 100, a cross-over probability equal to 0,5, and a mutation probability equal to 0,015. Due to the stochastic
aspect of genetic algorithms, we have performed 10 experimentations per example of random generated problems, and then we take
the average without considering outliers. For each combination density-tightness, we also take the average of the 30 generated
examples.
To validate our approach, we choose to test it on randomly generated binary problems with fuzzy constraints and various sets of
parameters settings.
A class of random binary FCSPs [1] can be specified by mean of four parameters <n, d, c, t> where:





n is the number of variables,
d is the common size of the domains D1, . . . , Dn,
c is the density of the constraint network,
t is the average tightness of constraints.

A class of random binary DisFCSPs can be specified by mean of five parameters <m, n, d, c, t> where:






m is the number of agents,
n is the number of variables,
d is the common size of the domains D1, . . . , Dn,
c is the density of the constraint network,
t is the average tightness of constraints.

We use the following numerical values for all upcoming experiments: agents number = 10, variables number = 50, maximal
domain size of each variable = 50. For the connectivity and the tightness we choose the following values: 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and
0.9. So we obtain 25 density-tightness combinations. For each combination, 30 random examples are generated, which gives the
total of 750 examples. For each combination density-tightness, we take the average of the 30 generated examples without
considering outliers.
In order to make a quick and concise comparison between the executions of the two approaches, we performed a set of
experiments with the same GA on random problems and we compute satisfaction ratios of A1 approach (GA for FCSPs) and A2
approach (GA for DisFCSPs) as follows:
Satisfaction-ratio = A2-Satisfaction/A1-Satisfaction.

Fig. 1. The dynamic of the cooperative multi-agent framework
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We are going to evaluate the performances according to the global degree of satisfaction. Each time, the GA was able to find a
solution of the considered instance after around 8 to 12 generations. The results are presented in TABLE 1, where any number
greater than 1 indicates superior performance by A2.
V. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have discussed a multi-agent cooperative approach to metaheuristics. We have described the multi-level
architecture, the global dynamic of the framework and its properties, and we have tested the genetic algorithm by specializing the
meta-architecture.
Further works could be considered by using our proposed approach, to describe other metaheuristics and to solve other
DisFCSPs. No doubt further refinements of our approach would allow their performances to be improved.

Fig. 2. The genetic process for DisFCSPs

TABLE I.

THE SATISFACTION RATIO

Tightness

Density

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

0.1

1.34

1.37

1.27

1.3

1.31

0.3

1.38

1.2

1.22

1.37

1.35

0.5

1.19

1.26

1.35

1.29

1.3

0.7

1.3

1.31

1.31

1.27

1.29

0.9

1.38

1.35

1.34

1.34

1.23
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Introduction

Diﬀusion in networks is one of the most studied issues in complex networks analysis. Propagation of
infectious diseases and rumors in social networks, diﬀusion of virus and misinformation in computer
networks, spreading of ideas in communities and contaminations in water distribution networks are
examples of diﬀusion in complex networks. This issue has been considered for diﬀerent objectives,
including: inferring the underlying diﬀusion network [2, 3], maximizing the spread of influence [4,
6], detecting the diﬀusion outbreaks [7, 11], blocking the contagion diﬀusion [8, 14, 9] and locating
the diﬀusion sources [15, 13, 19]. The last two ones are the most studied.
Blocking diﬀusion is often considered in the case of harmful entities spreading, such as: diseases,
extremist ideology, virus, rumor and leaked information, etc. in order to stop the diﬀusion and limit
any possible risks. However, in most circumstances, the purpose is not only to block the diﬀusion,
but also to identify its source. In the work-in-progress, we are mainly interested in developing an
eﬃcient algorithm for diﬀusion source localization.
Localizing the source of diﬀusion has recently received much attention. It has many applications
in several areas, such as identifying the culprit by the authorities [15], determining the patient-zero
of a pandemic [13], disclosing the person who started a rumor (in a social network) [17], finding
the administrator of a cyber-attack [18], etc.
An intuitive solution to localize the source of diﬀusion is to observe all nodes states, however,
this is unfeasible since almost all networks of interest are very large, also controlling nodes has
usually a cost, and then observing all nodes is not cost-eﬃcient. So, we consider the problem of
localizing the diﬀusion source under the constraint that only a subset of nodes can be observed.
We are therefore looking for, first optimally selecting a subset of nodes whose controlling leads
to a good observability of the network, and second, an eﬃcient method to accurately localize the
diﬀusion source using only the partial information gathered at the observed nodes (called observers
[12]). In doing so, we have developed, in a recent work [1] (submitted to ASONAM 16), an eﬃcient
heuristic to accurately estimates both the source and the start time of a diﬀusion, with limited
observations. The heuristic takes advantage of the network structural properties, by selecting the
critical nodes [10] as observers. The critical nodes are those whose deletion disconnects the network
on connected components of at most a given number of nodes L. Observing these nodes ensures
that each diﬀusion that spreads in the network is observed by at least one observer after at most L
hops, and allows also to easily locate the part of the network where the outbreak occurred, since the
critical nodes are the connection between the components and any path between two component
pass through them.
For estimating the diﬀusion source, our proposed heuristic estimates both the source and the
start time of a diﬀusion in the one-source diﬀusion case. It is based on the fundamental property
of diﬀusion in complex networks showed by Brockman (2013) [5], where the relative infection time
and the eﬀective distance [5] of a node are linearly correlated:
tu = α · Dsu + c
where tu is the relative infection time of node u, Dsu the eﬀective distance from s to u.
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Based on this fundamental property, we estimate the real diﬀusion source using the well-known
Ordinary Least Squares method [16]. Given a linear regression, OLS attempts to model the relationship (by fitting a linear equation to observed data) between two random variables X and Y,
where X is the independent variable and Y is the dependent variable. In the case of a diﬀusion,
the independent variable X is the eﬀective distance, and the dependent variable Y is the infection
time. Thus, the node with the high value of the correlation coeﬃcient or the less value of the
residual sum is the most likely to be the source.
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Fig. 1. (left) Critical nodes as observers where the infected part of the network is easily located (right)
Correlation between the relative infection time of a node and its eﬀective distance from the source for a
small-world network of 1000 nodes.
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Fig. 2. (left) The diﬀusion source estimation in term of the number of hops from the real source using
both the correlation coeﬃcient and the residuals sum for a part of the Facebook network of 4039 nodes
and 88 236 edges (right) the estimation of the diﬀusion start time for the same network

Although the proposed heuristic achieves a good record on estimating the diﬀusion source, it
has an important drawback which is the sensibility to outliers (extreme observations). In Figure
3, we can notice that some bins (of distance error 10 and 11) lie far away from the distance error
values center, this is due to the outliers. So, the OLS methods are often unstable on the presence
of extreme observations, and to deal with that, we propose to explore other advanced techniques,
such as Robust Regression, which are less sensitive to the eﬀect of outliers.
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Abstract. Dynamic programming has provided a powerful approach to solve
optimization problems, but its applicability has sometimes been limited because
of the high computational effort required by the conventional algorithms. This
paper presents an association between Hopfield neural networks, which are
computing models capable of solving a large class of optimization problems,
with genetic algorithms, which cover extensive search spaces and guarantee the
convergence of the system to the equilibrium points that represent feasible
solutions for various dynamic programming problems.
Keywords: Dynamic programming, genetic algorithms, Hopfield network.

1 Introduction
The parallel nature of artificial neural networks makes them suitable for solving of
several classes of optimization problems. Among the kinds of optimization problems
that can be solved by artificial neural networks, we point out: combinatorial
optimization [1], linear programming [2], constrained nonlinear programming [3],
unconstrained optimization [4] and dynamic programming problems [5].
Usually, the solving of optimization problems by dynamic programming involves
the recurrence relations developed by Richard Bellman [6]. Although the dynamic
programming has been used for solving several classes of optimization problems, it
has computational inefficiency (e.g. CPU time, memory), so the neural networks
become an alternative approach that can be applied in these problems.
Another approach that has been applied to optimization problems and has shown
promise for solving such problems efficiently is Genetic Algorithm (GA). In this
paper, we perform an analysis of a neurogenetic architecture, not depending on
weighting and/or penalty parameters, for dynamic programming.

2 Shortest Path Problem
A typical dynamic programming problem can be modeled as a set of source and
destination nodes with n intermediate stages, m states in each stage, and metric data
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dxi,(x+1)j, where x is the index of the stages, and i and j are the indices of the states in
each stage, as shown in Fig. 1.
The goal of the dynamic programming considered here is to find a valid path, which
starts at the source node, visits one and only one state node in each stage, reaches the
destination node, and has a minimum total length (cost) among all possible paths.
Stage 1

Stage 2 ...

1

Stage n

1

1

2

2

2

m

m

m

d 12,21
Source

Destination

Fig. 1. Shortest path problem.

3 The NeuroGenetic Approach (NGA)
As introduced in [1], the node equation for the continuous-time network with Nneurons is given by:
N

 T .v (t)+i

ui (t)=- .ui (t)+

ij

j

b
i

(1)

j=1

vi (t)=g(ui (t))
(2)
where: ui(t) is the current state of the i-th neuron; vj(t) is the output of the j-th neuron;
iib is the offset bias of the i-th neuron; .ui(t) is a passive decay term; and Tij is the
weight connecting the j-th neuron to i-th neuron. It is shown in [1] that the network
equilibrium points correspond to values v(t) for which the energy function (3)
associated with the network is minimized:
1
E(t)=- v(t)T .T.v(t)-v(t)T .i b
(3)
2
The mapping of optimization problems using the Hopfield neural network consists
of determining the weight matrix T and the bias vector ib to compute equilibrium
points. A modified energy function Em(t) is used here, which is defined by:
E m (t)=E conf (t)+E op (t)
(4)
where Econf(t) is a confinement term that groups all the structural constraints
associated with the problem, and Eop(t) is an optimization term that conducts the
network output to the equilibrium points corresponding to a cost constraint. Thus, the
minimization of Em(t) of the modified Hopfield network is conducted in two stages:
i) Minimization of the term Econf(t):
1
E conf (t)=- v(t)T .T conf .v(t)-v(t)T .i conf
(5)
2
where: v(t) is the network output, Tconf is weight matrix and iconf is bias vector
belonging to Econf. This corresponds to confinement of v(t) into a valid subspace
generated from structural constraints imposed by the problem. An investigation
associating the equilibrium points with respect to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
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the matrix Tconf shows that all feasible solutions can be grouped in a unique subspace
of solutions [8]. As consequence of the application of this subspace approach, which
is named by valid-subspace method, a unique energy term can be used to represent all
constraints associated with the optimization problem.
ii) Minimization of the term Eop(t):
1
E op (t)=- v(t)T .T op .v(t)-v(t)T .i op
(6)
2
After confinement of all feasible solutions to the valid subspace, a GA is applied in
order to optimize Eop by inserting the values v(t) into the chromosomes population.
Thus, the operation of this hybrid system consists of three main steps:
Step (I): Minimization of Econf, corresponding to the projection of v(t) in the valid
subspace defined by:
(7)
v=T val .v+s
val
val
val
val
where: T is a projection matrix (T . T = T ) and the vector s is orthogonal to the
subspace (Tval . s = 0). This operation corresponds to an indirect minimization process
of Econf(t), i.e., Tconf = Tval and iconf = s.
Step (II): Application of a nonlinear 'symmetric ramp' activation function
constraining v(t) in a hypercube:
1, if

gi (vi )= vi , if
0, if


vi >1
0  vi  1

(8)

vi <0

where vi  [0,1].
Step (III): Minimization of Eop, which involves the application of a genetic algorithm
to move v(t) towards an optimal solution that corresponds to network equilibrium
points, which are the solutions for the optimization problem considered.
(I)

v

Tconf .

v + iconf
vout  v

(II)
g(v)
v
v

v
(III)
Eop  GA

Fig 2. The neurogenetic approach.

As seen in Fig. 2, each iteration represented by the above steps has two distinct
stages. First, as described in Step (III), v is updated using the GA. Second, after each
updating given in Step (III), v is projected directly in the valid subspace by the
modified Hopfield neural network. This second stage is an iterative process, in which
v is first orthogonally projected in the valid subspace by applying Step (I) and then
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thresholded in Step (II) so that its elements lie in the range defined by [0,1]. This
process moves the network output to the equilibrium point that corresponds to the
optimal solution for the optimization problem. The convergence process is concluded
when the values of vout during two successive loops remain practically constant, where
the value of vout in this case is equal to v.

4 Mapping of the Shortest Path Problem
4.1 Notation and Definitions
 The vector p  n represents the solution set of an optimization problem
consisted of n nodes (neurons). Thus, the elements belonging to p have integer
elements defined by:
pi  {1,...,n} where i  {1..n}
(9)
The vector p can be represented by a vector v, composed of ones and zeros, which
represents the output of the network. In the notation using Kronecher products [9], we
have:
  is a matrix (  nxn) defined by:
1 if i = j
δij = 
(10)
0 if i  j
(k)  n is a column vector corresponding to k-th column of .
 v(p) is an n.m dimensional vector representing the form of the final network
output vector v, which corresponds to the problem solution denoted by p. The vector
v(p) is defined by:
  ( p1 ) 

 ( p2 ) 
v( p)  
(11)




 ( pn ) 
 vec(U) is a function which maps the mxn matrix to the n.m-element vector v. This
function is defined by:
v = vec(U) = [U11 U21...Um1 U12 U22...Um2 U1n U2n ...Umn]T
 V(p) is an nxn dimensional matrix defined by:
 δ(p1 )T 


δ(p2 )T 
V(p)= 



δ(p )T 
 n 

(12)

(13)

where [V(p)]ij = [(pi)]j .
 PQ denotes the Kronecher product of two matrices. If P is an nxn matrix, and Q
is an mxm matrix, then (PQ) is a (nm)x(nm) matrix given by:
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 P11Q P12 Q … P1n Q 


P Q P22 Q … P2n Q 
P  Q=  21
(14)




 Pn1Q Pn2 Q … Pnn Q 
 wh denotes the Kronecher product of two vectors. If v is an n-element vector
and h an m-element vector, then (wh) is an n.m-element vector given by:
 w1 .h 


w .h
w  h=  2 
(15)
 M 


 wn .h 
The properties of the Kronecher products utilized are [9]:
(16)
(wh) = (wh)
(17)
(wh)T(xg) = (wTx)(hTg)
(18)
(PQ)(wh) = (PwQh)
(19)
(PQ)(EF) = (PEQF)
(20)
vec(Q.V.PT) = (PQ).vec(V)
 on and On are respectively the n-element vector and the nxn matrix of ones, that
is:
[o]i =1 

(21)
 for i,j  {1..n}
[O]ij =1

 Rn is an nxn projection matrix (i.e., Rn.Rn = Rn) defined by:
1
R n =I n - O n
n
The multiplication by Rn transforms the column sums of a matrix to zero.

(22)

4.2 Confinement of Structural Constraints Using Modified Hopfield Network
The equations of Tval and s are developed to force the validity of the structural
constraints. These constraints, for dynamic programming problems, mean that one
and only one state in each stage can be actived. Thus, the matrix V(p) is defined by:
[V(p)]ij  {1,0}
m

 [V(p)] =1
ij

(23)

j=1

By using (7), a valid subspace (V=Tval.V + S) for the dynamic programming
problem can be represented by:
T
S = V = 1 on.om

m

(24)

Equation (24) guarantees that the sum of the elements of each line of the matrix V
takes values equal to 1. Therefore, the term Tval.V must also guarantee that the sum of
the elements of each line of the matrix V takes value equal to zero. Using the
properties of the matrix Rn, we have:
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V.Rm = Tval.V
I .V.Rm = Tval.V
Using (24) and (25) in equation of the valid subspace (V = Tval .V + S),
T
1
V=I n .V.R m + .on .om
m
Applying operator vec(.) given by (20) in (26),
n

(25)
(26)

T

vec(V) = vec(In.V.Rm) + 1 vec(on.1.om )
m

vec(V) = (In  Rm).vec(V) + 1 (on  om )

(27)

m

Changing vec(V) by v in equation (27), we have:
v = (In  Rm).v + 1 (on  om )
val

Thus, the parameters T

(28)

m

and s are given by:
Tval = (In  Rm)
s = 1 (on  om )

(29)
(30)

m

Equations (29) and (30) satisfy the properties of the valid subspace, i.e.,
Tval.Tval=Tval and Tval.s=0.
The energy function Eop of the modified Hopfield network for the shortest path
problem is projected to find a minimum path among all possible paths. When Eop is
minimized, the optimal solution corresponds to the minimum energy state of the
network. The energy function Eop is defined by:
n-1 m

1
E op = [
4 x=1 i=1

m

 d
1

+[

j=1

n

x=1 i=1

m

n

]+

2nd. Term

m



d source,xi .vxi +
3rd. Term

(x-1)j,xi .vxi .v(x-1)j

x=2 i=1 j=1

1st. Term

m



m

 d

xi,(x+1)j .vxi .v(x+1)j +

(31)

d xi,destination .vxi ]

x=n i=1

4th. Term

op

Therefore, optimization of E corresponds to minimize each term given by (31) in
relation to vxi. From (31), the matrix Top and vector iop can be given by:
1

[P]xi,yj = d xi,yj
[T op ] pq =-[P]xi,yj .[Q]xy 
2
[Q]xy =δ(x+1)y +δ(x-1)y


(32)

i op =-[ d source,11 d source,12 …d source,1m 0 0…0 0
m.(n-2)

m

d n1,destination d n2,destination …d nm,destination ]

(33)

m

where: Top  nmxnm; iopnm; p = m.(x-1)+i; q = m.(y-1)+j; x,y  {1..n}; i,j  {1..m}.

5 Genetic Algorithm for Objective Function Optimization
In GA, potential solutions to a problem are represented as a population of
chromosomes and each chromosome stands for a possible solution.
Codification: the size of the chromosomes is equal n*m and each chromosome is
encoded as a vector of floating point numbers in which each m components of the
vector are the states of each stage, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
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1

Ci =

...

Stage 1

m

1

...

m

Stage 2 ...

1

...

m

Stage n

Fig. 3. Codification of chromosomes.

Population Size: The population size used here was 100 individuals, which allowed
for a better coverage of the search space and was efficient in our experiments.
Initial Population: The initial population is generated by introducing a
chromosome that represents the values v(t) obtained from Steps (I) and (II) described
in Section 2. A total of 10% of the chromosomes are generated around v(t), i.e., a
random number between 0.001 and 0.5 is added or subtracted to v(t). The remaining
chromosomes are generated randomly.
Stopping Criterion: It is verified if either the average fitness or its standard
deviation has not significantly changed after several generations, then the genetic
algorithm stops.
Fitness Function: The fitness function evaluates each chromosome verifying its
environment adaptation. The fitness function to be here minimized is that given in
(31) and the most adapted individual will have the minimum fitness value.
Intermediate Population: The selection method used here to separate the
intermediate population was the N-Way Tournament selection [10]. The selected
individuals will constitute a population called intermediate population. The crossing
and mutation methods used were the BLX- crossing and uniform mutation, with
rates defined, respectively, at 85% and 1%, as recommended in the literature [10].

6 Simulation Results
To ensure that the proposed approach can provide near-optimal solutions, variations
on the number of stages and states have been simulated and compared with the
approaches presented in [5] and [11].
The number of stages and the number of states in each stage were increased step
by step. These numbers were obtained by using the values of the integer set defined
by {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64}. The values of the weights dxi,(x+1)j, which link the i-th state of
stage x to the j-th state of the following stage (x+1) were randomly selected of the
integer set defined by {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}. For those instances with number of stages and
states less than 32, each experiment has been simulated 20 times with random initial
conditions and metric data. Other cases have been simulated ten times.
Table 1 lists the simulation results. The columns n and m describe the number of
stages and the number of state in each stage, respectively. The columns assigned as
DNGA, DMHA and DDPN show the average normalized path length obtained by the
neurogenetic approach proposed in previous sections and the results obtained by [5]
and [11], respectively. The average normalized path length is defined by:
Sc
D=
(34)
ns (n+1)
where Sc is the sum of the selected paths; ns is the number of simulations e n is the
number of stages.
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Simulation results have demonstrated that proposed neurogenetic approach is an
alternative for solving dynamic programming problems efficiently. All simulation
results obtained by the NGA are near-optimal solutions.
Most of results presented in [11] were worse than those obtained by the
neurogenetic approach. By other hand, the approach proposed in [5] obtained the best
solutions. In spite of good results, it has a high computation time for problems with
high number of stages and states in each stage, comparing with our approach.
Table 1. Simulation results.
n
2
4
8
16
32
64
16
16
16
16
2
4
8

m
2
4
8
16
32
64
2
4
8
32
16
16
16

DNGA
3.67
2.60
1.50
1.35
1.54
1.73
3.71
1.45
1.54
1.35
1.67
1.16
1.33

DMHA
3.13
2.03
1.34
1.06
1.03
1.02
3.14
1.79
1.26
1.13
1.17
1.02
1.09

DDPN
3.25
3.12
2.00
1.85
1.61
1.39
3.21
2.98
1.85
1.79
1.53
1.60
1.76

7 Conclusions
The main advantages of using the modified Hopfield network proposed in this
paper are i) the internal parameters of the network are explicitly obtained by the validsubspace technique of solutions, ii) the valid-subspace technique groups all feasible
solutions to the dynamic programming problem, iii) lack of need for adjustment of
weighting constants for initialization, iv) for all classes of dynamic programming
problems, a same methodology is adopted to derive the internal parameters of the
network, and v) for industrial application, the neurogenetic approach offers simplicity
of implementation in analog hardware.
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Abstract. This position paper presents the urban school bus routing problem in the Tunisian
case. It is a typical challenging variant of the vehicle routing problem in which three simultaneous decisions have to be made : determine the set of stops to visit, determine for each
student which stop(s)he should walk to, and determine routes visited with the chosen stops,
so that the total traveled distance is minimized. Due to the NP-hard nature of the problem
and accordingly to the Tunisian case study and its diﬃculty, a population based metaheuristic algorithm is proposed.
Key words : Combinatorial optimization problem , NP-hard problem, meta-heuristics, Genetic algorithm, School bus routing problem, Tunisian case.

1

Introduction

The school bus routing problem (SBRP) is a problem of aﬀectation of school buses in order to satisfy the demand of spatial distributed students from their residences to their school’s destination.
It was proposed, for the first time, by Newton and Thomas [5] and a detailed literature is well
summarized in a paper written by Park et al. [6]
This problem deals with how to pick up students from bus stops and deliver them to their appropriate schools safely, in most economical and most convenient manner under many operational
constraints such as :
–
–
–
–
–
–

2

The student transport demand
Buses parking areas
The maximum capacity of a bus
The maximum riding time of a student in a bus
The time window of a school
Maximum walking distance : a student’s maximum walking distance from his/her home to the
bus stop.

Case study

This research is motivated by a real-life school bus routing problem. In Tunisian city, transportation authorities have chosen to integrate school bus transportation in the public bus system and to
make a strict regulation for public companies [2]. In this context, the Tunisian ministry of transportation indicates in a statement that the number of school subscribers to the public transport
network for the 2014/2015 academic year reached 439.000 students in which 303.000 pupils and
136.000 university students and 1923 buses were reserved for these 439,000 students hence 52% of
the total bus fleet under public companies account 3772 bus.
Authorities regulate the price of school bus service but give important subsidies to help companies in order to respect public obligations, namely, eﬃciency, eﬀectiveness and equity. Despite
these subsidies, budget deficits continue to increase and the school transportation costs become
more important both for the ministry of transport as well as for the companies. Reducing these
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costs through operational variables becomes the main objective of Tunisian bus companies. So
these companies are determined to make many decisions about the bus stop selection, the bus
route generation, the adjustment to school time and the turning buses.
This study allows a reduction on students travel time and hence improving their quality of
life, since they can arrive at school and home early. Then, the objective of this study to find some
solutions in order to minimize :
–
–
–
–

3

The transportation cost
The amount of time students spend in the buses on the way to the school
Total travel time at pick-up points
The total bus travel time

Proposed approach

3.1

Bus routing problem

The SBRP has a total of five sub-problems including Data Preparation, Bus Stop Selection, Bus
Route Generation, School Bell Time Adjustment and Route Scheduling [1]:
– Data preparation : It is the step of preparation of data for the next sub-problems such
the specification of the road network, data for students including the location of home, data
for schools consisting on its location, the starting and the ending time of the schools for bus
arrivals then the maximum riding time of a student in a bus, etc.
– Bus stop selection : The assignment of students distributed in diﬀerent areas to nearby bus
stops. In the literature, the locations of the bus stops are given in a wide number of studies
and a few papers considered bus stop selection, and use heuristic algorithms to select them.
– Bus route generation : Bus routes are generated in order to visit the determined bus stops.
This sub-problem is similar to the vehicle routing problem.
– School bell time adjustment : this step is necessary for the multi school configuration. It
covers the adjustment of the time by which the students should arrive at school
– Route scheduling : this step is necessary to specify the time exact of starting and ending of
each route then it is possible to obtain a sequence of routes that can be served by the same
bus.
In this paper, it was assumed that the data preparation, the bus stop selection and the school bell
time adjustment problems had already been implemented and thus the necessary informations had
been prepared since the case study is a real-life Tunisian case and we will work on data from the
TRANSTU company 4 .

3.2

Genetic algorithm

As mentioned previously, the bus route generation problem is similar to the Vehicle Routing Problem and try to generate optimal operation routes of buses between stops. It is a Non-deterministic
Polynomial time hard (NP-hard) problem for which meta-heuristics are often applied to produce
good quality solutions for a such ’hard’ problems in a reasonable computation time (polynomial
time) rather than exact approaches which are not very suitable considering their limitations for
large scale problems. In this study, we selected to apply genetic algorithms to resolve this combinatorial problem.
The Genetic Algorithms or evolutionary algorithms were first introduced by Holland [3] in 1975
and became popular as an intelligent optimization technique for solving many hard problems especially for diﬀerent routing problems. Its original idea is to mimic the biological process of natural
selection to artificial systems where a population of entities is maintained randomly and each entity is called a chromosome which consists of genes. Then, a reproductive process allows parent
4

Transport Tunis Company
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solutions to be selected from the population in every evolutionary step, denoted as a generation.
In each generation, a fitness value (usually the value of the objective function in the optimization
problem being solved) is assigned to each solution (every individual in the population) in order to
evaluate them according to some predefined quality criterion. It is based on the principle of the
survival of the fittest. Those highly fit individuals are selected and each individual’s genome is modified (recombined and possibly randomly mutated) to form a new generation. The new generation
of candidate solutions is then used in the next iteration of the algorithm. Finally, the algorithm
terminates when either a maximum number of generations has been produced, or a satisfactory
fitness level has been reached for the population which should converge to an optimal or near
optimal solution.
When two or more parents are selected for reproduction, the operators of crossover and mutation
are used.
Algorithm : The basic genetic algorithm
Begin
1 : Coding: initialize and encode a random population of solutions called chromosomes.
2 : Repeat
3 : Fitness Assignment: decode and evaluate the fitness of each chromosome.
4 : Selection: select some chromosomes from the current population for reproduction, the
selection criterion is based on the fitness of the selected parents.
5 : Recombination: apply crossover between the selected parents to produce new children.
6 : Variation: apply mutation with a small probability to some genes of the newly produced
oﬀspring, or to selected members of the population.
7 : Replacement: integrate the newly generated oﬀspring with the old population to create
a new generation.
8 : until (a certain stopping condition is reached).
End
3.3

Chromosome initiation

Two types of chromosomes are suggested for the proposed genetic algorithm. The first one is a bus
allocation chromosome that allocate buses to stops. The second is a voyage chromosome to design
the order required to visit the intermediate points for buses.
3.4

Objective function

The results of a problem depend on its objective function which must be pertinent for the environments to which they are applied to eﬃciently solve SBRP. In this study, we suggest to minimize
the number of buses used and the sum of the travel distance both for buses and students.
3.5

Initial solution generation

In genetic algorithms, initial solution is generated randomly and it has an important impact on
the final solutions. Given that the SBRP is a large scale problem, it is suitable to ensure creating
populations with good initial solution. Diverse initial solutions will be created in order to reduce
the phenomenon of Premature Convergence [4].
3.6

Crossover operator

Crossover is analogous to a biological crossover : a process of taking more than one parent solutions
and producing a child solution from them. The classical crossover operator is called one-point
crossover, where the two coupled chromosomes are each cut once at corresponding points and the
sections after the cuts are swapped. However, many crossover techniques have been invented like
two-point crossover, k-point crossover and uniform crossover.
In this study, only the 1-point and 2-point crossover operators will be applied and the results will
be compared.
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3.7

Mutation operator

The second operator which used to maintain genetic diversity from one generation to the next is
mutation. It is applied to each child produced from crossover where some of the genes are randomly
selected, with some (small) probability, and the corresponding allele values are altered. There are
two mutation operators : point mutation an inversion mutation.
In this study, these two methods will be used in combination in order to obtain good solutions.
3.8

Repair infeasible solutions

This step is required in order to alter infeasible solutions that may occur during the execution of
the algorithm especially when the time constraint will not respected when buses arrive at school
after the intended arrival time or when the limit of bus riding time is exceeded etc.
We will present method to repair the created voyage chromosomes to have shorter routes in order
to found good solutions faster.
3.9

Elitism

The aim of this step is to allow the best entity from the current generation to carry over to the
next, unaltered. This strategy guarantees that the solution quality obtained by the algorithm will
not decrease from one generation to the next.

4

Conclusion

In this position paper, we have proposed a genetic algorithm based approach to generate bus routes
for the school bus routing problem in Tunis city. We will test this approach on a real database
from the TRANSTU company.
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Abstract : This paper deals with the problem of optimizing the base station location in a
cellular network in a geographic area of interest, given the user density. The goal is to
maximize coverage while the transmitted power and interferences are minimized. The PSO
algorithm is used in order to identify the optimal sites coordinates. Several fitness functions
have been tested. The results show that a good choice of the PSO algorithm parameters, leads
to the convergence of the proposed algorithm. While, the use of the weighted sum multiobjective function constitutes the key of the success to solve the adressed problem.

Keywords : PSO algorithm, base station location, Cellular Network planning, weighted
objective function.

1

Introduction

Optimization techniques have been widely used to solve problems in many engineering fields, such
as electrical field, image processing, modeling, and telecommunication. The planning of a Cellular Network
is an important stage before the installation process in order to achieve a good Quality of Service QoS with a
minimum cost. The goal of coverage planning in any cellular network, is finding the optimal sites for the
base stations in order to achieve total coverage with respect of the planning constraints and requirements.
The base station location is critical task, particularly in the case of coverage limited network. Coverage
planning is, generally, carried out with planning software using a digital map of the area to cover, with
topography and morphography information. Before the coverage planning stage, a propagation loss model is
chosen, and used with the collaboration with drive tests measurements, in order to tune the model
parameters. The model selection is achieved according to the network cells characteristics, namely, the base
station height, the frequency, the cell size and type, etc. the coverage optimization task include determining
the minimum number of sites to cover the target area in order to achieve the best compromise between the
goals of coverage and capacity [1].
Coverage optimization problems have been well investigated in different wireless networks types. E;
Amaldi and all. [2], [3], [4] concentrate their works on the third generation network configuration. They used
either variants of Integer Programming technique or hybridizations of it with Tabu Search and Greedy
Algorithms. In [5], the authors have built a new technique with MADS and FUZZY C- MEANS algorithms.
In literature, methaheuristic techniques show their superior performance over other optimization techniques.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been used with success for our task in [6]. Therefore, it is known that GA needs
big size of population and a big number of iterations to reach the convergence criterion. For this reason and
due to its complexity, GA is a heavy technique to solve the complex problem of coverage optimization. At
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the contrary, Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) is a simple algorithm which can resolve our task
with a little number of particles and in few iterations.
In this paper, Base Station sites coordinates, are optimized using PSO algorithm. The proposed
approach identifies the locations coordinates in the within the geographical area to plan, by considering
maximization of service coverage.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II discusses the Base Station placement model
and enumerates the objectives of BS placement model. An overview of PSO algorithm is detailed in Section
III. Section IV focuses on the implementations of PSO for base station location and section V discusses the
simulation results. Section VI presents the conclusion.

2

Problem Formulation

We recall that a mobile is covered if the received signal strength is greater than a threshold
determined experimentally The link budget calculation are used to estimate the maximum radius by service
of a typical cell of the network. The output of these assessments is the maximum allowable loss, which
depends on the type of environment, type of penetration and related effects due to UMTS (macro-diversity,
shadowing, fast fading...). From this maximum allowable attenuation, is determined using a propagation
model [7]: the cell range (radius), typical inter-site distance and the percentage of coverage (valid for threesectorial sites).
𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 = 1.5 × 𝑑𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒
2
𝑆𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 = 1.95 × 𝑑𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

The coverage threshold is fixed to be the minimum signal strength allowed, and is the same in urban,
suburban and rural areas: Rx=−94 dB [8].
The cell range R is then calculated using the Okumura-Hata model. After this, the site area can be
calculated. The Okumura-Hata model is the most used empirical model. it is based on measurements made
by Okumura in Tokyo. The model of Hata was spread in 2GHz to allow planning radio of networks DCS on
1800 [9]. Basically, the model provides an expression of the path loss of the signal strength transmitted by a
base station (Tx) and the allowable minimum received signal signal strength at the mobile station receiver
(Rx).
The following parameters will appear on the path loss equation of the model:
L : path loss=Tx-Rx (dB).
D : MS-BTS distance (Km).
f : carrier frequency (MHz).
hb :height of the base station (m).
hm : height of the mobile phone (m).
The domain of validity is given as follows:
30m ≤hb ≤300m
1m ≤hm≤20m
1km ≤ D≤20km
150MHz ≤f ≤2000MHz
In urban environment, the path loss in dB is given by:
L=69.55+26.16Log(f)-13.82Log(hb)-a(hm)+ [44.9-6.55Log(hb)]Log(d)
The parameter a(hm) is the mobile height correction factor or gain (dB). whose value is:
a(hm)=(1.1Log(f)–0.7)hm–(1.56Log(f)–0.8), for a city of medium size.
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a(hm)=3.2log(11.75hm)² −4.97, for a big city.
In suburban environment, the Ls weakening expressed in dB is given while applying the formula
urban environment affected of a correction:
Ls= L-2[Log (f/28)] -5,4
In farming environment, one distinguishes the case where the environment is cleared completely like
in a desert (Lro weakening) or semi-free like in a nice country (Lrqo weakening):
Lro=L-4.78[Log(f)]2+18.33Log(f)-40,94
Lrqo=L-4.78[Log(f)]2+18.33Log(f)-35,94
Consequently, as all parameters are known, maximum distance D, which represents the cell rang R
can be determined from the path loss (Tx − Rx) expression.

3

Particle Swarm Optimization

3.1 Main Theory
Particle Swarm Optimization is a stochastic optimization method, for the nonlinear functions, based
on reproduction of a social behavior, and developed by Dr. EBERHART and Dr. KENNEDY [10], [11] in
1995. The algorithm generates a swarm of particles. Each particle is a possible solution of the optimization
problem. This swarm flies in the search space (N-dimensional), and each member of it is attracted to his best
solution and that of its neighbors (figure 1).
Pbest(t)

Pbest(t)-X(t)

X(t)
v(t+1)
v(t)

X(t+1)
Gbest(t)-X(t)

Gbest(t)

Figure 1: PSO principle
Each particle is equipped with a memory containing data on the flight (position and speed and better
solution to the problem) and the ability to communicate (or socialize) with his entourage. At each iteration
step, the result of the objective function is calculated for each member of the swarm to then determine its
leader. The leader is the particle with the best solution of the swarm. And taking into account the inertial
weight model, the position and velocity of a particle (𝑖) is updated by:
𝑣𝑖 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑤 𝑣𝑖 𝑡 + 𝑐1. 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑. 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖 𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖 𝑡

+ 𝑐2. 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑. [𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑡) − 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡)]

(1)

𝑣𝑖 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑤 𝑣𝑖 𝑡 + 𝑐1. 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑. 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖 𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖 𝑡

+ 𝑐2. 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑. [𝑙𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡)]

(2)

𝑥𝑖 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑥𝑖 𝑡 + 𝑣𝑖 (𝑡)

(3)

In the above equations, rand is a random number between 0 and 1. The parameters c1 and c2 are
cognitive parameter and social parameter respectively. The parameter w is the inertial weight of the particles.
The value of Gbest is the best position of the swarm at iteration t, while Lbest is the best position in the
geographical neighborhood to each particle. Pbest is the best position of the particle and ω inertia at time t.
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The PSO algorithm has the distinction of being one of the simplest Meta-heuristic algorithms, in
terms of complexity. Thus, only the memorization of Gbest (or Lbest) and Pbest are needed to calculate the
next iteration with the previous equations. This feature is interesting in the context of an implementation in a
system with low computing resources or subjected to real-time constraints.
Finally, the convergence towards the global optimal solution is not guaranteed in all cases.
Therefore, it is strongly recommended to define a convergence criterion, which can be set as the maximum
number of iterations to be reached or the minimum error criteria to be attained or the change in the speed to
be very low.
3.2 The Basic PSO Algorithm
The main parameters of the PSO algorithm, which affects highly its performance, are
 The size of the problem: represents the resolution of the solution. The higher is the size of the particles the more
precise is the solution, but at the expense of complexity.

 The number of particles: a small number of particles leads to low diversity of the solutions, and thus a high
number of iterations is required to reach the convergence.
 The values of the social and cognitive coefficients: are generally set to be equal.
 The topology and size of the neighborhood: in the star topology, all particles are connected to all others,. In the
ring neighborhood, each particle is connected to n particles (generally, n=3) in the radius topology, each particle
communicate with only one core particle.

 The maximum velocity: to prevent the particles from moving too quickly in the search space, possibly passing next
to the optimum, it may be necessary to establish a maximum velocity (Vmax) to improve the algorithm convergence
 Inertia weight: is employed to control the impact of the previous history of velocities on the current

velocity.
The previous description can be summarized in the following algorithm:
PSO Algorithm
Initialize the number of particles
Initialize the convergence criterion
For each particle i do
Randomly initialize the position Xi
Randomly initialize the velocity Vi
Set Pbesti = Xi
end For
Repeat
For each particle i do
Evaluate the fitness of particle i
Update Pbesti
Update gbest
Apply velocity update using Equation (1) or (2)
Apply position update using Equation (3)
end For
Until the stop condition is satisfied
end Algorithm

4

PSO Algorithm for Base Station Location Problem

In this section, we present application of PSO technique for the base station location problem. The
overall approach is summarized in the flowchart in Figure 2.
Some general assumptions have been adopted, without reducing the generality of the problem, which
are:
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it has been considered an urban area with homogeneous traffic distribution;

 The base stations are placed at the same height, and have the same transmitted signal strength;
 The base stations have circular radiation diagrams of instead of three-lobes diagrams. This assumption, are
made to simplify the implementation of the algorithm, does not influence the final result;
 The most popular propagation model is used, namely the Okumura-Hata model;
 The area of interest is calculated and the initial number of base stations is allocated based on the maximum
area that a single base station covers. The maximum radius covered by a single base station using the
Okumura-Hata model is 1.13 Km, and the area of interest is 39 km2.
39
=9.72
𝜋×1.13 2

The minimum number of required base stations is 10.
Satellite image Acquisition

Calculation the required
number of Nodes B

Optimization of the
Nodes B locations based
on the PSO Algorithm

Representation of the best
network configuration on
the satellite image

Figure 2. Flowchart of the optimisation process of the base stations location
Once the previous parameters are calculated, we apply our PSO based approach described as
follows.
 Encoding the particles: a particle represent a configuration and is encoded by means of matrix p, with
p(x,y)=1 if the site is selected, else it is set to 0. Note that the number of the selected sites is N=10.
 Swarm initialization: The number of particle (NPart) is set empirically. Then, we use fully random
initialization in order to initialize the particles positions and velocities.
 Convergence criterion: The convergence criterion used in this paper is defined as the maximum number of
iterations (NIter).
 Fitness function: the efficiency of an optimization algorithm depends mainly on the choice of its fitness
function or goal. In this paper, we have tested several fitness functions, and the best one retained is the
weighted sum of the outputs to minimize:
𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑡 = (𝐴 × 𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑣𝐴 + 𝐵 × 𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑣𝐴) 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝐴
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Where A and B are weighting parameters with their sum is equal to 1. The uncovered area is noted
as 𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑣𝐴 and the over covered area as 𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑣𝐴, and the total area as 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝐴.

5

Results

The coverage optimization process is carried out for an area in Algiers City (Algeria). The satellite
image is acquired from GoogleEarth as in figure 3.
The parameters values used in our experiments are given in table 1.
Table 1. Experiments Parameters

Parameters
Area to be covered: S
Cell range: R
Cell area: Scell
Required Number of NodesB: N
Number of particles: NPart
Number of iterations: NIter
Inertial weight: W
Cognitif parameter: C1
Social parameter: C2
Weighting parameter: A
Weighting parameter: B

Values
39 Km2
1.13 Km
4 Km2
10
30
200
0.9 to 0.4
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.2

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the fitness function over iterations, which decreases rapidly in the
first iterations and remain stable for the rest of iterations. This proves the effectiveness of the proposed
optimization approach. The best solution achieved represents a configuration that cover 90.39% of the
considered area. This coverage could be enhanced by adding additional NodeBs.
Figure 5 represents the coverage of the retained configuration. The blue zone represents the
uncovered area, while the covered area is represented by the green color. The overlapping areas are
represented with the red colors.
The retained best configuration can be installed according to the best locations found after the
optimization process using PSO, as in figure 6.

0.24

0.22

0.2

Fitness Function

0.18

0.16

0.14

0.12

0.1

0.08

Figure 3.Area to cover in Algiers City
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Figure 4. Fitness versus Iterations
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Figure 5. The Coverage representation
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Figure 6. Installation of the optimal configuration

Conclusions

A particular swarm algorithm based technique to optimize the design of the third generation cellular
network has been presented. The proposed method considers most of the limits imposed by the installation
of the NodeBs necessary to guarantee an optimal service, also including environmental restrictions. In spite
of some simplifications were made in our simulations, the adopted approach represents a powerful tool in
designing the third generation network. Indeed, PSO algorithm can reach the convergence criterion even by
using few particles and iterations.
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Abstract.
In analog filter design, discrete components values such as resistors (R) and capacitors (C) are
selected from the series following constant values chosen. Exhaustive search on all possible
combinations for an optimized design is not feasible. In this paper, we present an application
of the Ant Colony Optimization technique in order to selected optimal values of resistors and
capacitors from different manufactured series to satisfy the filter design criteria. Three
variants of the Ant Colony Optimization are applied, namely, the AS (Ant System), the
MMAS (Min-Max AS) and the ACS (Ant Colony System), for the optimal sizing the for
Low-Pass butterworth filter. SPICE simulations are used to validate the obtained
results/performances.
Key-words: Optimization, Metaheuristic, Ant Colony Optimization, Low-Pass Butterworth
Filter.
I.

Introduction:

The optimal sizing of analog circuits is one of the most complicated activities, due to the
number of variables involved, to the number of required objectives to be optimized and to the
constraint functions restrictions. The aim is to automate this task in order to accelerate the
circuits design and sizing. Recently, the used of the metaheuristics have proved a capacity to
treat these problem efficiently, such as Tabu Search (TS) [1], Genetic Algorithms (GA) [2],
Local search (LS) [3], Simulated Annealing (SA) [4], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [5,7]
and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [8].
Active analog filters are constituted of amplifying elements, resistors and capacitors;
therefore, the filter design depends strongly of passive component values. While, the optimal
selection of passive component values is very critical cause of the manufacturing constraints.
Furthermore, the search on all possible combinations in preferred values for capacitors and
resistors is an exhaustive process, because discrete components are produced according to a
series of values constants such as the series: E12, E24, E48, E96 or E192.
Consequently, an intelligent search method requires short computation time with high
accuracy, must be used. Ant Colony Optimization is one such technique which is increasingly
used in the domains of optimization and has been applied successfully in the field of analog
circuits [5,7].
In this work, we propose to apply the AS, the MMAS and the ACS which are three variants of
the ACO, for the optimal sizing of the Low-Pass Butterworth Filter.
II.

Ant Colony Optimization: ACO technique: An over view:

ACO has been inspired by the foraging behavior of real ant colonies. Figure 1 shows an
illustration of the ability of ants to find the shortest path between food and their nest [9,10]. It
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is illustrated through the example of the appearance of an obstacle on their path. Every ant
initially chooses path randomly to move and leaves a chemical substance, called pheromone
in the path. The quantity of pheromone deposited will guide other ants to the food source. The
indirect communication between the ants via the pheromone trail allows them to find shortest
paths from their nest to the food source.

Fig. 1 Self-adaptive behavior of a real ant colony
II.1. Ant System:
The first variant of the ACO is « Ant System » (AS) which is used to solve combinatorial
optimization problems such as the traveling salesman problem (TSP), vehicle routing
problem... For solving such problems, ants randomly select the vertex to be visited. When ant
k is in vertex i, the probability of going to vertex j is given by expression (1):
𝛼

𝛽

(𝜏𝑖𝑗 ) ∗ (𝜂𝑖𝑗 )

𝑖𝑓

𝑃𝑖𝑗𝑘 = ∑ 𝑘 (𝜏𝑖𝑗 )𝛼 ∗ (𝜂𝑖𝑗 )𝛽
𝑙𝜖𝐽

𝑗 ∈ 𝐽𝑖𝑘

(1)

𝑖

0

{

𝑖𝑓

𝑗 ∉ 𝐽𝑖𝑘

Where 𝐽𝑖𝑘 is the set of neighbors of vertex i of the kth ant, τij is the amount of pheromone
trail on edge (i, j), α and β are weightings that control the pheromone trail and the visibility
value, i.e. 𝜂𝑖𝑗 , which expression is given by (2):
1
(2)
𝜂𝑖𝑗 =
𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝑑𝑖𝑗 is the distance between vertices i and j.
Once all ants have completed a tour, the pheromone trails are updated. The update follows
this rule:
𝑘
𝜏𝑖𝑗 = (1 − 𝜌)𝜏𝑖𝑗 + ∑𝑚
(3)
𝐾=1 ∆ 𝜏𝑖𝑗
𝑘
Where 𝜌 is the evaporation rate, m is the number of ants, and 𝛥𝜏𝑖𝑗
(t) is the quantity of
pheromone laid on edge (i, j) by ant k:

∆𝑘𝑖𝑗 =

𝑄
⁄𝐿
𝑘

{

𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑘 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 (𝑖, 𝑗)
𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟

0

(4)

𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

𝑄 is a constant and 𝐿𝐾 is the length of the tour constructed by ant k.

II.2. Max-Min Ant System:
The Max-Min Ant System is another variant of ACO, which was developed by Stützle &
Hoos [10, 11]. Max-Min ant system has always been to achieve the optimal path searching by
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allowing only the best solution to increase the information and use a simple mechanism to
limit the pheromone, which effectively avoid the premature stagnation.
MMAS which based on the ant system does the following areas of improvement:
i. During the operation of the algorithm, only a single ant was allowed to increase the
pheromone. The ant may be the one which found the best solution in the current
iteration or the one which found the best solution from the beginning of the trial.
Consequently the modified pheromone trail update rule is given by:
𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝜏𝑖𝑗 = (1 − 𝜌)𝜏𝑖𝑗 + Δ𝜏𝑖𝑗
(5)
ii. In order to avoid stagnation of the search, the range of the pheromone trails is limit to
an interval [𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛 ,𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 ].
iii. The pheromone is initialized to 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 in each edge.
II.3. Ant Colony System:
The ACS algorithm represents an improvement with respect to the AS. The ACS incorporates
three main differences with respect to the AS algorithm:
i.

ACS introduced a transition rule depending on a parameter q0, which provides a direct
way to balance between diversification and intensification. In the ACS algorithm, an
ant positioned on node i chooses the city j to move to by applying the rule given by:
𝛽

j={

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑢𝜖𝐽𝑘 = [(𝜏𝑖𝑢 (𝑡)). (µ𝑖𝐽 ) )]
𝑖

(1)

𝑖𝑓 𝑞 ≤ 𝑞0
𝑖𝑓 𝑞 > 𝑞0

(6)

Where q is a random number uniformly distributed in [0, 1], q0 is a parameter
(0≤q0≤1).
ii.

The global updating rule is applied only to edges which belong to the best ant tour.
The pheromone level is updated as follows:
𝜏𝑖𝑗 = (1 − 𝜌)𝜏𝑖𝑗 +𝜌𝛥𝜏𝑖𝑗
(7)
1

Where 𝜏𝑖𝑗 = {

iii.

𝐿

0

𝑖𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗)𝜖𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 − 𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟

(8)

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

while ants construct a solution a local pheromone updating rule is applied:
𝜏𝑖𝑗 = (1 − 𝜌)𝜏𝑖𝑗 +𝜌𝜏𝑖𝑛𝑡
III.

(9)

Application to the Optimal Design of Low pass Butterworth Filter:

The three proposed variants of ACO algorithm were used to optimize the analog circuit,
namely low-pass Butterworth filter.
Analog active Filters are important building blocks in signal processing circuits. They are
widely used in the separation and demodulation of signals, frequency selection decoding, and
estimation of a signal from noise [12].
Analog active filters are characterized by four basic properties: the filter type (low-pass, highpass, bandpass, and others), the passband gain (generally all the filters have unity gain in the
passband), the cutoff frequency (the point where the output level has fallen by 3 dB from the
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maximum level within the passband), and the quality factor Q (determines the sharpness of
the amplitude response curve) [13].
Butterworth filters are termed maximally flat-espace filters, optimized for gain flatness in the
passband. The transient response of a Butterworth filter to a pulse input shows moderate
overshoot and ringing [14].
The fourth order low pass Butterworth filter formed by two operational amplifiers, four
resistors and four capacitors. The schematic of this filter is given in Figure 2.
Bloc 1

Bloc 2



C2

C4

_

R1

_

R2

R3

R4

+
Vin

+
Vout

C3

C1

Fig.2. Butterworth fourth order low-pass filter [15]

The transfer function of this filter can be obtained as follows:
𝐻(𝑠) =

2
𝑤𝑐1
𝑤𝑐1
2
2
𝑠+𝑤𝑐1
𝑠 +
𝑄1

×

2
𝑤𝑐2
𝑤𝑐2
2
2
𝑠+𝑤𝑐2
𝑠 +
𝑄2

(10)

The cutoff frequency (𝑤𝑐1, 𝑤𝑐2) and the selectivity factor ( Q1 , Q2 ) of filter, which depend
only on the values of the passives components, are given as follows [15]:
𝑤𝑐1 =

𝑄1 =

1
√𝑅1 𝑅2 𝐶1 𝐶2

𝑤𝑐2 =

√𝑅1 𝑅2 𝐶1 𝐶2
𝑅1 𝐶1 + 𝑅2 𝐶1

𝑄2 =

1
√𝑅3 𝑅4 𝐶3 𝐶4

(11)

√𝑅3 𝑅4 𝐶3 𝐶4
𝑅3 𝐶3 + 𝑅4 𝐶3

(12)

For comparison reasons, the specification chosen here is [13]:




𝜔𝑐1 = 𝜔𝑐2 = 10 000 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 (1591.55𝐻𝑧)
𝑄1 = 1/0.7654
Q 2 = 1/1.8478

In order to generate ωc1 , ωc2 , 𝑄1 and 𝑄2 approaching the specified values; the values of the
resistors and capacitors to choose should be able to satisfy desired constraints. For this, we
define the Total Error (TE) [9] which expresses the offset values, of the cut-off frequency and
the selectivity factor, compared to the desired values, by:
(13)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 0.5Δ𝜔 + +0.5Δ𝑄
Where:
Δ𝜔 =

|𝑤𝑐1 −𝑤𝑐 |+|𝑤𝑐2 −𝑤𝑐|
𝑤𝑐

1

1

and Δ𝑄 = |𝑄1 − 0.7654| + |𝑄2 − 1.8478|
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The objective function considered is the Total Error (15). The decision variables are the
resistors and capacitors forming the circuit. Each component must have a value of the
standard series (E12, E24, E48, E96, E192). The resistors have values in the range of 103 to
106Ω. Similarly, each capacitor must have a value in the range of 10-9 to 10-6F.
The aim is to obtain the exact values of design parameters (R1…4; C1…4) which equate the
TotalError to a very close value to 0.
1
1
− 𝜔𝑐 | + |
− 𝜔𝑐 |
|
1
1
√𝑅1 𝑅2 𝐶1 𝐶2
√𝑅3 𝑅4 𝐶3 𝐶4
√𝑅3 𝑅4 𝐶3 𝐶4
√𝑅1 𝑅2 𝐶1 𝐶2
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 0.5
+ 0.5 (|
−
−
|+|
|)
𝜔𝑐
𝑅1 𝐶1 + 𝑅2 𝐶1 0.7654
𝑅3 𝐶3 + 𝑅4 𝐶3 1.8478

IV.

(15)

Comparison results:

In this section we applied ACO algorithms to perform optimization of a low-pass Butterworth
fourth order filter.
The studied algorithms parameters are given in Table 1 with a generation algorithm of 1000.
The optimization techniques work on C codes and are able to link SPICE to measure
performances.
Table 1. The ACO algorithms parameters
Evaporation rate (ρ)

0

Quantity of deposit pheromone (Q)
Pheromone Factor (α)
Heuristics Factor (β)

0.4
1
1
0.5
1.5

𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥

The optimal values of resistors and capacitors forming the low-pass Butterworth filter and the
performance associated with these values for the different series using the three variants of the
ACO technique: The MMAS,the AS and the ACS are shown in Tables 2, Tables 3 and Tables
4 respectively.
Table 2: Values of components and related butterworth filter performances using the
“MMAS”:
R1
(KΩ)

R2
(KΩ)

C1
(nF)

C2
(nF)

R3
(KΩ)

R4
(KΩ)

C3
(nF)

C4
(nF)

Δ𝜔

Δ𝑄

Erreur
totale

Linear values

4.900

2.750

10.0

74.2

3.750

1.150

37.7

61.6

0.0008

0.0011

0.0010

E12

4.700

2.700

10.0

68.0

3.900

1.200

39.0

56.0

0.0874

0.0841

0.0857

E24

5.100

2.700

10.0

75.0

3.900

1.200

39.0

62.0

0.0759

0.0010

0.0430

E48

4.870

2.740

10.0

75.0

3.830

1.150

38.3

61.9

0.0218

0.0135

0.0176

E96

4.870

2.740

10.0

75.0

3.740

1.150

37.4

61.9

0.0025

0.0125

0.0075

E192

4.930

2.740

10.0

74.1

3.740

1.150

37.9

61.9

0.0049

0.0029

0.0039
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Table 3: Values of components and related butterworth filter performances using the “AS”:
R1
(KΩ)

R2
(KΩ)

C1
(nF)

C2
(nF)

R3
(KΩ)

R4
(KΩ)

C3
(nF)

C4
(nF)

Δ𝜔

Δ𝑄

Erreur
totale

Linear values

4.100

2.750

11.2

79.3

1.050

2.100

58.6

77.5

0.0014

0.0031

0.0022

E12

3.900

2.700

12.0

82.0

1.000

2.200

56.0

82.0

0.0227

0.0410

0.0318

E24

4.300

2.700

11.0

82.0

1.100

2.200

56.0

75.0

0.0309

0.0269

0.0289

E48

4.020

2.740

11.0

78.7

1.050

2.150

59.0

78.7

0.0473

0.0078

0.0276

E96

4.120

2.740

11.3

78.7

1.050

2.100

59.0

76.8

0.0024

0.0173

0.0098

E192

4.120

2.740

11.1

79.6

1.050

2.100

58.3

77.7

0.0019

0.0081

0.0050

Table 4: Values of components and related butterworth filter performances using the“ACS”:
R1
(KΩ)

R2
(KΩ)

C1
(nF)

C2
(nF)

R3
(KΩ)

R4
(KΩ)

C3
(nF)

C4
(nF)

Δ𝜔

Δ𝑄

Erreur
totale

Linear values

4.450

4.250

8.80

60.1

2.250

1.300

52.1

65.7

0.0007

0.0004

0.0005

E12

4.700

3.900

8.20

56.0

2.200

1.200

56.0

68.0

0.0926

0.0201

0.0564

E24

4.300

4.300

9.10

62.0

2.200

1.300

51.0

68.0

0.0250

0.0181

0.0215

E48

4.420

4.220

8.66

59.0

2.260

1.270

51.1

64.9

0.0493

0.0021

0.0257

E96

4.420

4.220

8.87

60.4

2.260

1.300

52.3

64.9

0.0017

0.0069

0.0043

E192

4.420

4.270

8.76

60.4

2.260

1.300

52.3

65.7

0.0054

0.0077

0.0066

From the results, we notice that the MMAS achieved a smaller design error.

Table 5: Component Values and Performance of
GA, ABC, PSO and ACO Techniques for
Butterworth Filter Design
R1 (KΩ)
R2 (KΩ)
C1 (nF)
C2 (nF)
R3 (KΩ)
R4 (KΩ)
C3 (nF)
C4 (nF)
∆ω
∆Q
TE

GA
[13]

ABC
[13]

PSO
[16]

ACO
‘MMAS’

ACO
‘AS’

ACO
‘ACS’

6.80
6.80
5.60
39.0
39.0
1.00
4.70
56.0
0.0179
0.0153
0.0166

4.70
4.70
8.20
56.0
1.00
39.0
4.70
56.0
0.0201
0.0024
0.0113

4.58
4.70
8.20
56.0
1.10
1.00
87.6
102.2
0.0135
0.0018
0.0076

4.93
2.74
10.0
74.1
3.74
1.15
37.9
61.9
0.0049
0.0029
0.0039

4.12
2.74
11.1
79.6
1.05
2.10
58.3
77.7
0.0019
0.0081
0.0050

4.42
4.22
8.87
60.4
2.26
1.30
52.3
64.9
0.0017
0.0069
0.0043

A comparison between these four techniques shows that the ACO algorithm achieved a
smaller design error, in particular the MMAS.
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The table 5 shows the comparison between the theoretical values and those practices for the
error on the cut-off frequency for different series.
The following figure shows the PSPICE simulation of the filter gain for the optimal values of
the E192 series. The practical cut off frequency are equal to 1590 Hz.
5

0

-10

-20
300Hz

1.0KHz

3.0KHz

DB(V(C4:2)/V(R1:1))
Frequency

Fig.3. Frequency responses of low-pass filter

Table 5: Comparisons between the theoretical and practices for the error on the cut-off
frequency
MMAS

E12
E24
E48
E96
E192

V.

AS

ACS

∆ω

∆ω

∆ω

∆ω

∆ω

∆ω

theoretical

practical

theoretical

practical

theoretical

practical

0.0874
0.0759
0.0218
0.0025
0.0049

0.1100
0.1307
0.0340
0.0100
0.0013

0.0227
0.0309
0.0473
0.0024
0.0019

0.0126
0.0126
0.0013
0.014
0.0100

0.0926
0.0250
0.0493
0.0017
0.0054

0.0214
0.0100
0.0327
0.0126
0.0013

Conclusion:

We presented in this paper an application of the Ant Colony Optimization technique for
optimal sizing of a fourth order Butterworth low pass analog filter. The performance of the
proposed method was also compared to already published evolutionary techniques. The
design of the analog filter with high accuracy and short execution time is successfully realized
using the ACO method.
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1

Introduction

Firstly introduced in 1969 [7] and later proven NP-hard in the strong sense [1], the Resource
Constraint Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) has attracted more and more attention in
the last decades. Scheduling problem with a set of non-preemptive jobs submitted to a set of
precedence relationships is considered. Let us denote the job set J = {0, 1, ..., n + 1} where
the start and the end of the project is represented by two dummy activities 0 and n + 1.
A job i ∈ J in process may require certain resources with limited capacities. A resource is
renewable if its availability is brought to the maximum at the beginning of each period. If
a resource is invested only once or progressively during the whole project, it is called nonrenewable. The basic RCPSP aims at minimizing the project makespan with respect to the
precedence relationships and resources constraints.
Several extensions of RCPSP are discussed in the literature as well, more specific job or
project properties are involved in the extended problems such as the multi-mode RCPSP
(MMRCPSP), where jobs can be proceeded with several possible modes that require different
resources quantities. In this paper we tackle a multi-objective RCPSP (MORCPSP) with
renewable resources.
Lot of works are devoted to solving the RCPSP with single objective in the literature, while
the MORCPSP is not yet well documented.
Exact methods can be found in only few papers. In our previous work [8] (accepted by
proceedings), the Two Phase Method (TPM) was applied by considering the makespan and
total job tardiness criteria. The TPM is an exact method that allows finding the optimal
Pareto front by solving a series of weighted sum mono-objective problems. To this purpose,
we have presented two Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) formulations for the bi-objective
problem. For instance, in an efficient mathematical model, we define a binary variable fit
that takes the value 1 if a job i ∈ J has already finished before
Ptime t in the scheduling
horizon H. Its completion time can thus be written as Ci = H − 0≤t≤H fit + 1. Therefore,
minimizing the makespan is to minimize the completion time of the last job, Cn+1 = H −
P
0≤t≤H f(n+1)t +1. The tardiness is only taken
P into account if a job i ∈ J finishes after its due
date di , so that the total job tardiness is i∈J max (Ci − di , 0). For detailed explanations,
readers can refer to [8] where our method was presented from A to Z.
More works proposed to solve the MORCPSP with approximated methods. A hybrid Genetic
Algorithm was developed in [4] to optimize the makespan and the total tardiness penalty.
A problem with the makespan, the cost and the project quality criteria was solved with an
imperialist competitive algorithm in [5].
Our study aims at solving a MORCPSP with three criteria, namely the makespan, the total
job tardiness and the workload balance. The makespan concerns about the productivity,
as it represents the project duration. The service quality relies on the job tardiness, high
tardiness may lead to poor satisfaction of clients. The workload balance evaluates the resource
utilization. Inspired by [6], the workload balance level is measured by the difference between
the maximum and minimum resource consumptions. Maximizing the workload balance is
thus to minimize the gap between the maximum and minimum resource utilizations. To our
best knowledge, this third criterion has not been integrated to the RCPSP topic so far in
the literature. Our problem is solved with Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II and
III (NSGAII and NSGAIII, respectively). Experiments are carried out with 1080 instances
randomly generated under different parameters.
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2

Metaheuristic methods - NSGAII and NSGAIII

The NSGAII is one of the most widely used metaheuristic methods for multi-objective optimization [2]. It follows the general scheme of genetic algorithms and integrates the notion of
non-dominated relationships during the selection procedure. An approximated Pareto front
is provided at the end of the algorithm.
Despite the fact that the NSGAII can be adapted to solve problems with several criteria,
the original algorithm was developed for the bi-objective case. An enhanced version, the
NSGAIII is proposed recently in [3], aiming at the solving optimization problems with many
objectives. The difference between the NSGAII and the NSGAIII lies in the selection procedure. When the last front is involved, the NSGAII computes the crowding distance of
solutions to measure their distribution in the solution space and promotes individuals with
larger crowding distances. In the NSGAIII, a hyperplane is created based on the whole population so as to normalize the solutions. A set of reference points are evenly located on the
hyperplane. Each solution is then associate with a reference point and we can thus estimate
their distribution. Finally, the individuals associated with less visited reference points are
chosen in priority.

3

Experiments

Our programs are tested with 1080 instances generated under different parameters. The net
complexity (NC), defined by the ratio between the number of precedence relationships and
the number of jobs, measures the complexity of the precedence graph. The delay proportion
(DP) stands for the proportion of jobs whose due dates are set as their earliest finishing time.
The demand rate (DR) is the probability of generating non null resource requirement for a
given pair of job and resource. For a positive resource requirement, the quantity is chosen
randomly between 1 and the maximum value, calculated as the product of the resource
capacities and the demand factor (DF).
In earlier studies [8], we found that the exact method is only able to solve small instances
within 1800s (until 20 jobs for certain parameters). On the contrary, the approximated
methods allows to solve problems even larger size with much less computation time. Our
metaheuristic methods are tested with 30, 60, 90 and 120 jobs, including 1080 instances.
The results are evaluated by the hypervolume indicator [9] who takes the value in (0,1). It
measures the coverage levels of the Pareto fronts on solution space, knowing that 1 stands
for the perfect coverage and 0 represents extremely poor coverage.
In this paper we present briefly the computational results for medium size instances with
60 jobs, called G60. We set N C = 1, DP∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7}, DR∈ {0.4, 0.6, 0, 8} and DF∈
{0.5, 0.7, 0, 9}. Denote the sub-groups as G60.γ.α.β where γ, α and β stand for the position
of chosen value in the DP, DR and DF sets, respectively. For example, if we set DP = 0.3,
then we have γ = 1.
In table 1, we present the hypervolume results and highlight the better solutions for each
sub-group. Generally speaking, the two methods provide alternatively better approximated
Pareto fronts. The NSGAIII shows more advantages in 16 out of 27 sub-groups, not including
the two where both methods are equally efficient. More precisely, for γ = 1, 2, 3, the NSGAIII
gives more promising Pareto fronts in respectively 4, 5 and 7 sub-groups out of 9. This shows
that the NSGAIII gives is more efficient for instances with tighter due dates. Regarding the
DR, when α = 1, 2, 3, the NSGAIII provides better solutions for 5, 6 and 5 sub-groups,
respectively. Finally, when β takes the value 1, 2, and 3, the NSGAIII outperforms the
NSGAII in respectively 6, 5 and 5 sub-groups. These tendencies also draw attention to the
sub-groups G60.1.x.3, G60.2.x.2, G60.3.x.1 and G60.3.x.2, where the NSGAIII is equally or
more promising than the NSGAII for all DR values. In the meantime, we can see that the
DP seems to have a stronger effect than DP and DF on the results. The computational
times of the two methods are very close so that they are not included in the table. For each
generation, the NSGAII and NSGAIII require 0.17s and 0.18s in average, respectively.

4

Conclusion and perspectives

In this study the NSGAII and the NSGAIII are applied to solve a MORCPSP by optimizing
the makespan, the total job tardiness and the workload balance level. Through the experiments we can see that the NSGAIII has better overall performance than the NSGAII but
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Table 1: Hypervolumes for G60 with NC = 1
G60
α
γ=1 α
α
α
γ=2 α
α
α
γ=3 α
α

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

β=1
β=2
β=3
NSGAII NSGAIII NSGAII NSGAIII NSGAII NSGAIII
0.25
0.34
0.32
0.28
0.29
0.36
0.36
0.33
0.32
0.26
0.33
0.36
0.30
0.30
0.26
0.25
0.36
0.46
0.34
0.36
0.31
0.36
0.35
0.30
0.32
0.36
0.27
0.27
0.33
0.34
0.36
0.32
0.25
0.31
0.43
0.39
0.33
0.34
0.27
0.33
0.34
0.30
0.32
0.36
0.27
0.30
0.38
0.36
0.26
0.32
0.26
0.28
0.34
0.40

this advantage is not absolute. In the meantime, the delay parameter seems to have stronger
effects on the results than the requirement parameters. More tests will be carried out in our
future works, in order to observe more general performances of these two methods on our
problem.
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1

Introduction

The design and framework of a computer network, including the characteristics
of individual hardware, software and transmission system components and how
they interact in order to ensure the reliable transfer of information.With the
increasing demands on system reliability,fault-tolerant scheduling is even more
important when computer network is used to run real-time applications since
failure of any router might produce disastrous results.

Figure 1: Basic components of a typical computer network.
The goal of fault-tolerant is to avoid the failure of the overall system when some
of its router fail.
In this work we introduce how to find an optimal fault-tolerant schedule such
that all the data can be guaranteed to transfered correctly with active and pas-
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sive backup copies. The main objective is to minimize the scheduling length in
the worst case. The metaheuristic algorithm which can achieve close to optimal
results and the experimental results show the effectiveness of our technique.

2

The Proposed Approch

We assume that we have n-router in a system with names R1 , R2 , R3 , ...Rnrouter .
Each router may fail due to hardware fault or software error. It is assumed that
at most one router will fail to transmit properly in our proposed algorithm.
The input to our problem is defined by DAG, G=(D,E,Exe(D))
where D={d1 , d2 , d3 , ...dn } represents data, E represents the data dependencies
and Exe(D) represents the transmission cost.
Replication backup is a backup copy of di which trasmits independently no matter whether di trasmit successfully or not. In the case that the primary copy of
di fails to transmit properly,the results of the replica copy can be used instead
of those of the primary. It is an active backup.
Deallocating backup is a backup copy of di which transmits only if di fails.
That is to say, the deallocationg copy must be scheduled to start after data di
finishing transmitting. It is a passive backup.
We model data scheduling with binary variables to determine the order of
data.Xi,j,k is a binary variable such that Xi,j,k =1 if and only if data di start
R
D
to be transmitted on router k. Similary,Xi,j,k
and Xi,j,k
are used for data di ’s
replica and deallocationg backup copy.
The objective function can be written as follows
min

λ nrouter
X
X
j=1

k=1

j × xd0 ,j,k

(1)

Where,
λ = an upper bound of the scheduling length.
nrouter = the maximum number of routers.
xd0 = a dummy node add to DAG to compute the scheduling length of the whole
graphe.
R
D
note:the values of Xi,j,k ,Xi,j,k
and Xi,j,k
are between 0 and 1.

3

The experimental results

We used λ =3 and nrouter =3,the problem we consider here is to optimize
the scheduling length.For do it, we try to determine xd0 ,1,1 ,xd0 ,2,2 and xd0 ,3,3 .
The PSO method provides us the solution:xd0 ,1,1 =0.2584,xd0 ,2,2 =0.1151 and
xd0 ,3,3 =0.1006.
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1

Introduction

One of the extensively studied problems is the Two-Dimensional Bin Packing Problem (2DBP) (see
[1],[2] that belongs to the classification of cutting and packing problems, has received an increasing amount
of attention in the literature. Recently, there is a clear trend towards considering more complex problems by
adding more constraints that are closer to reality for example conflicts constraints.(see [3], [4] and [5].
According to the literature; two types of conflicts have been treated: the hard conflict, where two items in
conflicts cannot be packed in the same bin and, recently, the partial conflict, where two items must be
separated by a given distance if they are placed in the same bin.
In this work, we will focus on a new variant Two Dimensional Bin Packing problem with Partial
Conflict (2D- BPPC), introduced by [6]. The BPPC arises in many areas of industrial and transportation
contexts such as scheduling communication systems, load balancing, database replicas storage, the
assignment of processes or tasks to processors, etc.
A 2BPPC instance consists in a set A = {1, ...,n} of items which have to be packed in a minimum
number of identical bins. A bin is defined by its height H and its width W. An item i has a height hi and a
width wi. A solution of the problem consists in assigning each item i to a bin and defining its position,
denoted by (xi, yi) which corresponds to the coordinates of its bottom left-hand corner in the bin of its
insertion, without overlapping while keeping a safety distance D between partially conflicting items. Let P =
(Pij) be the matrix of partial conflicts. Pij is equal to one if and only if the items i and j have to be separated
with a minimal given distance Dij if they are assigned to the same bin, zero otherwise.
The following decision variables are used in the model:
 Binary variables Vk, equal to one if and only if the bin k is used.
 Binary variables Zik, equal to one if and only if the item i is packed in the bin k.
 Binary variable Bij equal to 1 if the items i and j are placed in the same bin k
 Real variables xi and yi, determine the position of the item i in the used bin.
 Binary variables alij, equal to one if and only if the equation l connecting the items i and j is used.
In this paper we propose a new hybrid heuristic that combines the basic version of the convergent algorithm,
with a local search strategy proposed recently by [7] for solving the 2D-BPPC problem.
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Model 1:

Minimize : Z 

m

V

(1)

k

k
m

Z

ik

 n Vk ,

(k  1,..., m)

ik

 1,

(i  1,..., n)

(2)

k
m

Z

(3)

k
n

Z

ik

(wi hi )  W H ,

i 1

xi  wi  W ,
yi  hi  H ,

 k  1,..., m 

(4)

 i  1,..., n 
 i  1,..., n 

(5)
(6)

| xj  xi - wi | DijPij  (M  DijPij ) *( a1ij  Bij  2),  i, j  1,..., n 

(7)

| xi  xj - wj | DijPij  (M  DijPij ) *( a ij2  Bij  2),  i, j  1,..., n 

(8)

| yj  yi - hi | DijPij  (M  DijPij ) *( a  Bij  2),  i, j  1,..., n 
3
ij

(9)

| yi  yj - hj | DijPij  (M  DijPij )*( a ij4  Bij  2),  i, j  1,..., n 
aij1  aij2  aij3  aij4  Bij , (  i, j   n)

(10)

Vk  0,1 , (k  1,..., m)

(11)
(12)

Bij  0,1 ,

 i, j  1,..., n 
Zik  0,1 ,
 i  1,..., n  k  1,..., m 
aijl  0,1 ,  i, j  1,..., n  l  1, 2, 3, 4 
xi, yi  IN ,  i  1,..., n 

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Expression (1) minimizes the number of bins needed to contain all the items. Constraints (2) ensure
that items are assigned only to a used bin. The constraints (3) imply that each item i is placed in exactly one
bin. The constraints (4) means that the total capacity of items placed into bin k doesn’t exceed the bin
capacity. Constraints (5) and (6) are used to make sure that the items are really placed into the boundaries of
the bins. Constraints (7)-(10) means that items are placed without overlapping with respecting the conflicts
between items. The constraints (11) guarantee that at least one constraint among the last four is satisfied
when the two concerned items are assigned to the same bin. Finally, the Constraints (12)-(16) indicate the
nature of decision variables.

Iterative Linear Programming-based Heuristic
The Iterative LP-based Heuristic (ILPH) solves a series of small sub-problems generated by
exploiting information obtained from a series of relaxations of the 2D-BPPC problem. We also apply local
search methods to improve the solutions generated by these algorithms. At each iteration, the ILPH
algorithm solves the LP-relaxation of the current problem P to obtain the optimal solution ̅ (see line 4). The
̅ , obtained from the 2DBPPC by fixing binary variable
corresponding reduced problem
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅ for
, is then exactly solved to generate a feasible solution
for the original
problem
(see line 8). After that, a pseudo-cut is added to the current problem P to prohibit the
search from revisiting the optimal solutions of the LP-relaxation that have already been evaluated in the past
(see line 10). If the difference between the upper and the lower bounds is less than 1, then the process is
stopped (see line 11). A local search is lunched when the convergent algorithm fails to prove its optimality
(see line 13). Our local search uses the well-known Best-Fit Decreasing strategy. In our experiments, the LP335
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relaxation of a current problem and the reduced problems are solved by CPLEX 12.5 solver. An illustration
of the ILPH procedure is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 A new hybrid heuristic algorithm for the 2D-BPPC problem
Input: A 2D-BPPC instance.
Output: An optimal solution
of the
.
1:
Let
be a feasible solution of
if one is available;
2:
; stop = False;
;
3:
while stop = False do
4:
Solve the LP-relaxation of to obtain an optimal solution ̅;
5:
if ̅
then
̅ ; stop = True;
6:
7:
end if
8:
Generate an optimal solution
of the reduced problem
̅ for ̅
9:
Update the best known-solution: if
then
;
10:
Update the current problem by adding the pseudo-cut:

11:
12:
13:
14:

∑

∑

̅

̅

Check stopping criteria: if ⌊
end while
Z* = Local Search (Z*);
Return the best solution
of the

̅

⌋ or



then stop = True;

.

Assuming that all data are integers, if the condition ⌊ ̅
corresponding to the lower bound is an optimal solution for the problem
identifies the greatest integer
).

⌋ is satisfied, then the solution
(where, for a real number , ⌊ ⌋

The proposed approach is tested on a wide set of 2DBPPC instances proposed by [8] and the
obtained results are compared with those produced by the commercial solver CPLEX 12.5. Experimental
results show that it can produce solutions of very good quality (optimal and near-optimal solutions) in a
short and reasonable amount of computation time.
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Abstract. The Meeting scheduling problem (MSP) is an important vehicle of communication in business, factories and team w1orks. MSP requires a careful balance between the
individual personal preferences and the organization. In this paper we propose a new neural
network approach to solve meeting scheduling problem. The proposed network combines the
characteristics of neural networks and minimizing conflicts approach. Our approach is divided into three steps: The first concerns formulating a meeting scheduling problem as a CSP
problem, then we reformulate this CSP as a quadratic problem under linear constraint(QP).
The second step applies the continuous Hopfield network to solve the QP. The later step
involves the Min-conflict heuristic to improve the solution given by the second step. For experimentation, we implement two solver (CHN-MNC and CHN-BMNC) based our approach
and we compare them with direct approach which involves CHN. Comparison is down on
random generated meeting instances.

Mots-Clefs. Constraint Satisfaction Problem; Continuous Hopfeild Neural Network; Meeting Scheduling; Quadratic Problem;Min-Conflict.

1

Introduction

The Meeting Scheduling problem(MSP)is a very relevant problem for large organizations meetings.
Each meeting involve group of agents and include at least two participants. Agents representing
the peoples participating in meeting and the solution is to found start time for each meeting with
respecting some constraints. Each constraint limits for two meetings do not overlap each other if
they share a last agent, they can’t be started at the same times. The MSP can be viewed as a set
of temporal and disjunctive constraints and so they can be formulated as a Constraint Satisfaction
Problem. An instance of the CSP involves a set of variables, a domain for each variable and a set
of constraints. The goal is to assign values to variables such that all constraints are simultaneously
satisfied. There has been a long history of using neural networks for combinatorial optimization and
constraint satisfaction problems [1, 2]. Recently, a new approaches based on continuous hopfeild
neural network [3] have proved an efficient to solve optimization problem [4][5]. However, symmetric
Hopfield networks and similar approaches use steepest descent dynamics that converge to the closest
local minimum of the energy, which result of its deterministic input-output interaction of the units
in the network. Consequently, the network is not able to escape from local minima closed to starting
point. Also, for Hopfield neural network with continuous dynamics case, each unit output can take
any value between 0 and 1. So, the network can be stranded at a local minima which contains
some units that remains in real values. If the last problem appear we get incomplete solution
specially for affectation problem such as MSP. To overcome those problems, we introduce a new
hybrid approach to solve MSP, the mean idea of this approach is to repair the solution given by
the CHN and improve it by a known Min-conflict algorithm [6]. In this paper, our main objective
is to present a new method to solve the MSP problem by operating on it reformulation as CSP
problem, then we involve the continuous Hopfeild network and Min-Conflict heuristic to solve the
equivalent CSP. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we provide a formulation of MSP
problem as a CSP and the CHN model to solve it. In section 3, we introduce two hybrid approaches
to solve MSP (CHN-MNC and CHN-BMNC). The experimental results are presented in the last
section.
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2
2.1

CSP and Hopfield neural network to solve Meeting scheduling
problems
Meeting scheduling problem

MSP is a one of recurrent and real problems. It has been widely studied in several works for a long
time. It is also easier to reformulate it as a constraints satisfaction problem (CSP). But many of
work resolve MSP as Distribute Constraint Satisfaction Problem Most of them take into consideration only time and not location/geometry, [7] [8] [9]. On the other hand, There are many work
like [10] which propose an efficient meeting-location algorithm that considers the time in-between
two consecutive meetings. However, all private information about users is public. The systems
in [11], [12] apply distributed meeting scheduling algorithms. Rasmussen and Trick [13] define
the timetable constrained distance minimization problem, which is a sports scheduling problem
applicable for tournaments where the total travel distance must be minimized. They use integer
programming and constraint programming formulation for the problem. Integer programming is
also applied by Wang et al. [14] for scheduling meeting among students and teachers in universities.
For another scheduling approach to school meetings (between teachers and parents), Rinaldi et al.
[15] set weights and build directed graphs based on the time slots, then they find shortest paths in
the resulting graphs. Another kind of resolving approaches use meta-heuristic methods, tsuchiya
[16] use a parallel algorithm for solving meeting schedule problems, the proposed system is composed of two maximum neural networks which interact with each other. The general definition of
the MSP is as follows:
–
–
–
–

A group S of m agents
A set T of n meetings
The duration of each meeting mi is durationi
Each meeting mi is associated with a set si of agents in S, that attend it.

So, each meeting attend a set of agent, each meeting is associated with a location. An agent must
particeps at all meeting who attend him, since the scheduled time-slots for meetings in T must
enable the participating agents to travel among their meetings.
Example 1. The table below presents an example of a MSP, and the traveling time in time-units
between different meeting locations.
Meeting Location Attending agents
m1
L1
A1 , A3
m2
L2
A2, A3, A4
m3
L3
A1, A4
m4
L4
A1, A2
Table 1. Example of meeting scheduling

And distance between each location (see Fig.1):
1

m1

m2

1
3

2
1

m4

1

m3

Fig. 1. Distances between each location in times unites
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2.2

Quadratic model of Constraint satisfaction problem

A large number of real problems such as artificial intelligence, scheduling, assignment problem can
be formulated as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem. A CSP consist to find an assignment of all
variables problem under constraints restriction. The CSP can be formulate as three set:
– Set of N variables: X = {Xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N } .
– Set of N variables domains: D = {Di , 1 ≤ i ≤ N } where each Di contains set of di range values
for Xi .
– Set of M constraints: C = {Ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ M }.
Each constraint Ci associate an ordered variables subset which called the scope of Ci . The variables
number of this subset is noted the arity. The meeting scheduling problem as described above can
be naturally represented as a constraints satisfaction problem (CSP) in the following way:
– A set of variables T = m1 , m2 ..., mn the meetings to be scheduled
– Domains of values D - all weekly time-slots
– A set of constraints C = Cij , 1 < i < j < n - for every pair of meetings mi ,mj that attend at
last the same agent. For each constraint Cij is given as :let ti , tj the selected time-slots for mi
and mj respectively, there is a conflict if |ti − tj | − durationi < D̃(Li , Lj )
With D̃ is traveling time on unite slot-times between two meeting location. Then we can easily
reformulate CSP as a Quadratic Problem, by introducing for each CSP variable mi a binary variable
xik , where k varies over the range of mi , given as follows:
(
1, if the time-slot tk is assined to mi
(1)
xik =
0, otherwise
We deduce the objective function of its equivalent QP:
f (x) =

dj
N X
N X
di X
X

xir xjs Qijrs

i=1 j=1 r=1 s=1

With the quadratic term:
Qijrs =

(

1 if(|r − s| − durationi < D̃(Li , Lj ))
0 otherwise

Valid solutions must satisfy some strict constraints that can be written as linear equations:
1 , for i = 1..N .
2.3

(2)
Pdi

r=1

xir =

Hopfield neural network

Hopfield neural network was proposed by Hopfield and Tank [3][17][18]. It was first applied to solve
the combinatorial optimization problems.
This neural network model consist with n interconnected neurons completely and it dynamic
stats is governed by The following differential equation:
dy
x
= − + T x + ib
dt
τ

(3)

where
x vector of neurons input
y vector of output
T the Matrix of weight betwen each neurones pairs
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Fig. 2. Hopfeild Neural Network Architecture

For each neurones, the input is governed by an activation function x = g(y) which varies
between 0 and 1. g(y) is given by:
g(y) =

1
y
(1 + tanh( ))
2
u0

we define the energies function of CHN by:
t

E(x) = xt T x + (ib ) x

(4)

In this paper we use the capacity of CHN to resolve Quadratic model optimization. So we
choose a CHN energy function similar to [19], which is adapted to solve the quadratic formulation
of the binary CSPs:
N

N

d

dj

i X
α XXX
E(x) =
xirxjs Qijrs +
2 i=1 j=1 r=1 s=1

β

di
N X
X

xir + γ

i=1 r=1

di
N X
X
i=1 r=1

(5)

xir (1 − xir )

The parameter settings are given by solving [20]:

φ ≥ 0, α > 0



−φ + 2γ ≥ 0
2φ
+β−γ =ε



α d + β + γ = −ε

We notice that this function relaxed by the aggregation of all linear constraints cited above.
Empirically, we constat that applying CHN to solve this kind of problem network have 70% success
rate and low quality of the given solution. To overcome this wakens, we propose to improve and
repair the solution by a approach the known Min-conflict algorithm.

3

CHN and Min conflict heuristic to solve CSPs

The MNC [21] algorithm is very simple and fast local repair method to resolve CSPs, which consist
to randomly assigned all variables. Next, it select iteratively one variable from the set of variables
with conflicts, which violating one or more constraints of the CSP. Then it assigns to this variable
the value with that minimizes the number of conflicts. MNC have demonstrated to be able to solve
the million queens problem in minutes [6]. MNC is widely used to construct hybrid algorithms with
other optimization [22–25]. In this way, the basic idea of our proposed approach is to use MNC to
improve the solution reached by CHN(Figure 3). This will be done in two step. First, MNC(dettail
of Min-Conflict in Figure 4) visit all assigned variables, for each one the decision will be tacked by
computing penalty of it associated neurones. Second, we propagate this assignment to other set
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of no assigned variables iteratively. We study to variant of execution of our methods: the first is
CHN-MNC which execute CHN and MNC consecutively for each instance of problem, the second
is CHN-BMNC, during it we run CHN many times to solve the given instance, then we execute
min-conflict on the best solution founded by all run.

Function CHNMNC ( CSP : Problem ) :
Va = CHN (CSP s)
For (each cluster xj ∈ Va ) do
Va = Va \ (xj , a) {a is the current affected value to xj }
a = M in-Conf
(xj , Va ) { new value assigned to xj }
S
Va = Va (xj , a)

end For

{propagate current sub assignment to others
variables not yet get decision if they exist }
For (each cluster xj ∈
/ Va ) do
a′ = M in
(xj ,Va )
S− Conf
Va = Va (xj , a′ )
end For
return Va
End

Fig. 3. Main function witch improve solution by Min-conflict algorithm

Remark 1. CHN as described in [19] with same values setting and start point.

Function Min-Conf ( xi : Current variable
variables set ) :

, Va : Assigned

∗ current position of x variable affectation
let vir
i
For (each value vk ∈ Dom(xi )) do
P
∗ T
p(k) = j∈Va vjs
ikjs
∗ = 1 the position of value which assigned to variable j}
{ vjs

end For
let Pmax set of maximum output penalization
∗ ∈P
If (vir
max ) then
return r
else
return random value from Pmax
end If
End

Fig. 4. Selected the most coherent neuron of current cluster with others variables clusters already affected

4

Numerical results

For showing the practical interest of our approach, we study also it performance over meeting
instances provided in [26]. Table 1 show the comparison between our approach CHNMNC and
original CHN with [20] parameters settings and for stabilisation point we have used the Variable
Updating Step (VUS) technique proposed by Talavánn and Yánnez in [27]. The description of
table columns is fallow:
– M: the number of instance meetings
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Input data of MSP
Converting into CSP
Filtering CSP by AC3

∃i ∈ {1 · · · N }
D(yi ) = ∅

True

No Solution

False
Modeling the filtered CSP
End

S = CHN (Tirjs, ibi )

True

f (S) = 0

Solution

False
Repair-Solution(Tirjs , S)

Fig. 5. Diagram of the proposed algorithm CHN-MNC

–
–
–
–

C: the number of arrival constraints
Ratio min the better results obtained by each solver
Ratio mean: the average of the optimal value in a number of run.
Ratio mod: the most repetitive (mode) optimal value obtained by CHN in number of run

For each instance we run solvers 200 time.
Fig.6, Fig.7 and Fig.8 plot the performance of CHN-BMNC against table 1 result on two class
of instance, the classification is down by considering the number of instance variables, so the first
class of instance have N=20, and for the secon class N=40. Result show the effectiveness of CHNMNC variant than CHN-BMNC and CHN alone. This is due to the fact that is not necessaries to
find a good minimum closed to the best solution founded by CHN solving phase.
In Fig.6, we observe that according to a minimum values over 200 run our approach variant
CHN-MNC out perform significatively CHN alone and the second variant CHN-BMNC.
According to means values founded by two variant, Fig.7 report that CHN-MNC improve the
solution meanly with 81%. Also for class N=20 and N=40 variant CHN-MNC is beter than CHNBMNC by 50

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have considered the meeting scheduling problem. We have solved it as a constraint
satisfaction problem. After, reformulation we apply on AC3 algorithm to reduce the search space.
Then, we use the a hybrid meta-heuristic search to solve it, which is based on Continuous Hopfeild
network and Mon-conflict. Some numerical examples assess the effectiveness of the theoretical
results are shown in this paper, and also the advantages of this new approach which improve
considerably the solution quality and avoid network crush. Other studies are in progress to apply
this approach to many problems such as tim tabling and resource allocation.
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Table 2. CHN performance of CHN-MNC and CHN alone [26].
Instances
nams

MC

Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14
#15
#16
#17
#18
#19
#20
#21
#22
#23
#24
#25
#26
#27

78
72
75
70
66
97
93
71
80
70
72
73
64
66
70
73
74
104
125
125
121
123
96
96
96
157
75

CHN-MNC
Ratio Ratio Ratio
Min Means Mod
0
2,6
3
1
1,9
2
0
1,5
1
0
0,6
1
0
0
0
2
3,8
2
2
4,8
4
1
1,7
1
0
1,9
1
0
1,5
2
0
2,2
3
1
3,5
2
1
1,9
1
4
4,8
4
0
2
2
0
2,5
2
1
2,7
1
5
6,3
8
3
6,3
6
4
5,6
6
4
6
8
3
5,3
4
0
3,2
4
2
4,3
2
2
4,6
7
7
9,7
11
4
6,8
8

Ratio
Min
10
14
12
8
8
16
15
12
12
10
11
14
11
14
9
11
12
19
20
20
23
19
14
16
10
27
18

343

Ratio
Means
18,36
19,2
15,54
15,72
13,48
21,98
21,96
16,08
17,91
16,42
17,15
20,17
17,35
18,92
14,88
16,82
16,81
25,5
29,47
28,55
30,09
27,48
23,5
26,78
26,65
36,87
26,86

CHN
Ratio CPU(s)
Mod
20
0,42496
15
0,39195
15
0,41117
14
0,43679
13
0,42822
23
0,37535
21
0,43264
16
0,44782
17
0,38811
13
0,4034
19
0,42603
19
0,34246
16
0,37739
20
0,40289
15
0,42734
19
0,39188
17
0,41901
26
0,34146
30
0,48332
28
0,47398
33
0,48786
26
0,4796
22
0,47992
26
0,47745
25
0,47181
30
0,45777
23
0,50308

Success
rate
0.68
0.62
0.78
0.83
0.78
0.70
0.65
0.67
0.88
0.79
0.79
0.72
0.87
0.81
0.88
0.67
0.90
0.60
0.79
0.74
0.78
0.84
0.72
0.77
0.71
0.81
0.72

Number of
iteration
128.0
112.0
116.0
155.0
122.0
126.0
124.0
127.0
115.0
117.0
120.0
96.0
112.0
125.0
121.0
121.0
117.0
102.0
576.0
553.0
573.0
572.0
558.0
577.0
544.0
532.0
598.0
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Fig. 6. Comparison between minimums founded by CHN-MNC and CHN against CHN-BMN.
-

Fig. 7. Comparison between means values founded by CHN-MNC and CHN against CHN-BMN.
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1

Introduction

Health systems in most of the developed countries struggle to solve the complex problem of aging
population, growing number of chronic pathologies, hospitals’ overcrowding, and risks of nosocomial
infections. Home healthcare (HHC) appears to be a viable solution to tackle these economic,
organizational and sanitary issues [1]. Indeed, HHC aims to improve patients’ living conditions by
delivering medical, paramedical and social services while allowing them to stay at their own home.
Home environment lets them keep their habits and social bonds. Moreover, patients can be distracted
by their family caregivers, reinforcing a feeling of comfort and security.
HHC services are carried out by different skilled caregivers such as nurses, physicians, and
therapists. To achieve this, they move from patient to patient, with a particular transportation mode.
Hence, many relevant constraints like staff workload constraints and routing constraints may appear [1].
A provided service has a skill requirement that should match with the caregivers’ qualifications. To
enhance the service quality offered to patients, some HHC providers try to make a trade-off between the
preferences of their staff and those of their patients. In this context, operations management is
challenging and time-consuming.
In this study, we extend the multimodal home-healthcare scheduling (MHS) problem proposed
by [3], with temporal precedence-constraints and synchronized services. These newly added constraints
involve the need of focusing on neighborhood structures. Therefore, a new solution approach is
presented based on the variable neighborhood search (VNS) algorithm [2]. A comparison of
neighborhood structure efficiency is done. Although the best MHS solution method proposed in [3] is a
memetic algorithm, our computational results tend to confirm that their crossover used is no longer
accurate in a case of precedence constraints and synchronized services. Finally, we are validating the
proposed method using two publicly available datasets of the multimodal home-healthcare scheduling
and the home healthcare routing and scheduling problem.

2

Related work

Operational research literature has recently been focused on at least the five following HHC related
issues: partitioning the territory, dimensioning human resources, allocating resources to districts,
assigning operators to patients or visits, scheduling and routing optimization [3]. Particularly, most of
the released researches in HHC context has been devoted to assignment problem, scheduling and routing
problem, or both. The objective of the assignment problem is to find an ideal pairing of caregivers and
patients. The routing problem aims to design caregivers’ tours. Analogously, the scheduling problem
generates timetables to visit patients [4]. These problems are often solved separately, but obtained
solutions are further from optimal [5]. Therefore, it seems intuitively more valuable to consider both.
Some models do this in the literature, but very few are tested on publicly available benchmarks.
In [5], they present a detailed formulation of the multimodal home-healthcare scheduling
problem. It aims to design a daily planning considering multimodality (i.e. transportation mode) and
satisfactions of nurses and patients. Pre-allocated services, assigned to the proper nurses only, are fixed
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in advance in MHS (e.g., team meeting, administrative work). The objective function is a weighted sum
of normalized hard and soft constraints. Here, invalid solutions and tardy services are permitted. They
propose a two stage solving method. On the one hand, an initial solution, either with a random procedure
or a constraint programming based approach, is generated. In the case of constraint programming based
approach, a constraint model extends a well-known vehicle routing problem with time windows model,
see [6]. On the other hand, the solving method improves this initial solution by selecting one of four
metaheuristic approaches: general variable neighborhood search (GVNS), simulated annealing hyperheuristic, memetic algorithm (MA) and scatter search. The best algorithm turns out to be the MA
followed by the GVNS. For privacy reasons, they have randomly generated instances based on the realworld ones provided by their partner (Sozial Global AG). In this paper, a heterogeneous team,
synchronized services (also called shared visits) and services with precedence relation (e.g., services
needing a time distance between them) have not been taken into account.
In [7], they have also proposed a new model formulation, the home healthcare routing and
scheduling problem (HHCRSP) with interdependent services. The HHCRSP mathematical model
formulation aims to generate suitable daily planning for caregivers. Many HHC characteristics are taken
into account including staff workload and qualification constraints, routing constraints, heterogeneous
staff, and interdependent services. Specifically, interdependent services can be single or double services.
A double service meets the need for services with precedence relation and synchronized services. The
objective is to minimize a weighted sum of three performance measures. Moreover, tardy services are
allowed to prevent invalid solutions. A new method accommodating interdependent services has been
proposed to solve this model. An initial solution is designed promoting urgent services and small
distances. Then, an adaptive variable neighborhood search method (AVNS) improves this solution by
applying several neighborhoods. Computational results show that the AVNS method outperforms two
local search methods in finding optimality or near optimal solutions for instances with up to three
hundred patients and forty caregivers in less than four hours. The test instances are purely randomly
generated for the experiments. Nevertheless, their work lacks considering the preferences of the
caregivers and patients, transportation modes, pre-allocated services and multiple services.

3

Proposal methodology

Our contribution is organized as follows. We first propose a solving method to tackle the MHS problem,
incorporating interdependent services. This method has two steps: a greedy algorithm generates an initial
solution, which is improved by a VNS algorithm. The proposed model considers significant HHC
constraints: temporal precedence-constraint and synchronized services. Afterwards, the underlying
neighborhood structures are analyzed. At last, an evaluation of the performance of our method,
considering known results on publicly available benchmarks, is done.
Let us define 𝒮 = {1, … , 𝑆} the set of services.
Temporal precedence-constraint. Some services (e.g., take a blood sample or administrate drugs), must
be done a certain amount of time before providing a meal which has a direct impact on the planning of
services. Currently, temporal precedencies of services are taken into account by considering an
additional side constraint. They are given in advance for each service as a feature. A precedenceconstraint specified for a service 𝑠 with another service 𝑠′ is noted as 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝑠′, where (𝑠, 𝑠 ′ ) ∈ 𝒮.
Besides, 𝛿𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝛿𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 represent the minimal distance time and the maximum distance time between
their starting times respectively.
Synchronized services. When two caregivers are needed to perform together, the exact same service to
the same patient, it is two simultaneous services. We translate it as two services 𝑠 and 𝑠′ with a specific
temporal precedence-constraint (𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝑠′ and 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠′ = 0) implying 𝛿𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0 and 𝛿𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.
Synchronized services start when both caregivers have arrived at the patient’s home.
Neighborhood structures. Our neighborhood structures are from different moves: a caregiver swap
(swaps two caregivers ‘tour), a service shift at the best position (within the current tour or in another)
and a service swap (within the current tour or in another). Each move between two different
caregivers ’tour is performed solely if the concerned caregivers have the same qualification. The service
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shift and service swap moves may concern both independent and interdependent services. Otherwise, in
a case of services with a precedence constraint, a simple test ensures to comply with it. In a case of
synchronized services, both are moved together.
Solution approach. First, an initial solution is generated by a greedy algorithm. The algorithm assigns
interdependent services beforehand. It considers hard constraints and prioritizes services depending on
their starting time. Secondly, the initial solution is improved by a VNS algorithm with new
neighborhood structures, tailored to the precedence-constraints. Soft constraints are taken into account
in the objective function, which is a weighted sum of normalized hard and soft constraints. Finally, our
VNS is compared to the ones proposed by [3] and [5].
Experimental procedure and future work. We generalized the MHS model by considering new
constraints. The efficiency of our model and solution method is currently tested on the datasets of the
MHS and HHCRSP models. The next step will be to generate our custom dataset specifying preferences,
transportation modes and precedence relations between services. Results of our neighborhood study and
tests will be presented.

4

Conclusion

In this extended abstract, we have briefly outlined the main features of HHC problems considered in the
literature. We presented some important formulations and their solving methods. We analyzed their
limitations considering a large amount of features that need to be studied to comply with HHC
providers’ quality requirements. The purpose of this contribution is twofold. First, we propose to extend
the multimodal home-healthcare scheduling problem to consider some essential HHC features and then,
we investigate a new solution method tested on the MHS and HHCRSP available instances. This
contribution is a part of a brand new research field; therefore, a comparison with existing models on
public datasets would be worthy.
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Introduction

In this paper, a multi-item multi-level capacitated lot-sizing problem with energy consideration is
studied. Lot-sizing deals with determining the quantity to produce of each item at each period,
while scheduling is to determine the production sequence in which the products are manufactured
on a machine.
Due to the increase of energy costs and the intensification of the global warming, the aim of the
manufacturers is to decrease of the production costs while respecting environmental regulations.
For lot-sizing problems in a flow-shop system, Babaei et al. [1] proposed a multi-item multilevel capacitated lot-sizing and scheduling problem with sequence-dependent setups, setup carry
over and backlogging. Ramezanian et al. [6] developed a mixed-integer programming model with
availability constraints where the objective consists of minimizing the production, storage and
sequence-dependent setup costs. Mortezaei and Zulkifki [5] developed a mixed-integer model for a
lot-sizing problem where the objective is to minimize the production, storage and makespan costs.
Masmoudi et al. [3] considered the energy aspect for the single item lot-sizing problems in a flowshop system. To our knowledge, it it the first paper dealing with this type of problem.
In this study, a generalized case, with multi-item, is considered. Since this type of problem is
known to be NP-hard (Florian et al. [2]), a genetic algorithm is developed to provide near optimal
solutions in a reasonable time (Mohammadi et al.[4]).

2

Problem description

The manufacturing system consists of M machines separated by M buffers with infinite capacity.
The horizon of planification is composed of T periods where each one is characterized by a duration
Lt , a price of electricity Cot , a price of power θt and an external demand dj,t where j represents
the product index and t represents the period index.
The objective is to determine the quantity to be produced by each machine at each period. These
entities are determined in a way that minimizes the total cost composed of electricity, power, storage
and setup while respecting demand satisfaction, precedence constraints and power limitation.
In order to formulate the model, some assumptions are considered :
–
–
–
–
–

Multi-item are produced in a flow-shop system,
The external demands are know in advance,
The capacity of machine is constrained,
Each machine can produce at most one product at the same time,
For each period, the demands are satisfied at the end of each period and shortage is not
permitted,
– Vertical interaction : A machine m cannot begin to produce a quantity xj,m,t of product j in
period t if this quantity is not available at the previous buffer stock,
– The power required by the system is related to the power of machines running in parallel. It
should not exceed a defined maximal power.
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3

Problem resolution

Florain et al. [2] proved that the capacitated lot-sizing problem is NP-hard. For medium and
large size problems, the computational times are important and increase significantly. Solvers, as
Cplex, are not able to find optimal solutions in a reasonable time especially for large size problems.
Therefore, il it recommended to develop approximating methods. A genetic algorithm is developed
in order to deal with this problem. This metaheuristic is inspired by the process of natural evolution.
It starts with an initial population composed of individuals where each one has its fitness. A
selection operation is considered to choose the potential parents to obtain different offsprings. The
second generation is obtained after the crossover of the selected parents and mutation.
3.1

Initial population and chromosome representation

The quantities produced by each machine, at each period and for each product are generated
randomly. As the initial population can affect the performance of the genetic algorithm, we use a
heuristic proposed by Mohammadi et al.[4] described as follows:
for t=1 to T :
1- The items are sorted in the decreasing order of
Wj,m =

PN

i=1

Wi,j,m

∀j = 1, ..., N

(1)

2- Let [i] corresponds to the i th item in ordered sequence in this heuristic.
for [i]=1 to N:
(a) Let insert the item [i] into every position.
(b) Compute the sum of setup costs for the each alternatives.
(c) Place item i in the position with the lowest sum of setup costs.
In this heuristic, Wi,j,m corresponds to the setup cost of machine m from production of item i
to j and N corresponds to the number of different items.
The chromosomes are presented in a matrix format with 4 lines and N · M · T columns. The
lines represent the produced quantities, the sequence of the production of items, the starting times
and finally the completion times of production. A sample example (for the sequence) with T =2,
M = 2 and N = 3 is shown in figure 1.
We start with a first scenario which consists of scheduling items without having overlaps between
the operating machines.

Fig. 1. A sample chromosome of production sequence

3.2

Fitness function

To classify the quality of the generated chromosomes, we compute the fitness of each one that is
equal to the objective function. When the obtained chromosomes present non feasible solutions,
a penalty function, using additive form, is considered (for more details, we refer the readers to
Yeniay [7] .
3.3

Crossover and mutation operators

As a first step, the two-point crossover and the swap period positions operators are considered.
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3.4

Population updating

After the crossover and mutation procedures, each couple of parents provides two offsprings. The
size of the enlarged population is equal to double the initial population (2 · N Bpop ). The selected
chromosomes for the next generation are the best N Bpop in terms of fitness.
These procedures are repeated for a defined number.

4

Computational experiments

In order to evaluate the performances of the proposed approximating method, a first testing campaign is considered. In table 1, some instances are presented. This table shows the objective functions obtained by Cplex, the corresponding computational time CPU, the objective functions obtained by the Genetic Algorithm AG, the corresponding CPU and finally the gap between these
methods.
Instance
(N,M,T)
(2,2,2)
(2,4,2)
(2,4,4)
(4,4,4)

ZCplex CP uCplex
(s)
133.89
1
233.53
1
334.19
1
232.37
7

ZAG CP uAG GapAG (%)
(s)
147.49
<1
10.15
235.36
<1
0.78
390.26
<1
16.77
292.27
1
25.77

Table 1. Comparaison of exact and heuristic results

The results presented in this table show that, for some instances, near optimal solutions are
obtained. The tuning of the parameters could also improve the solutions. Therefore, more tests
will be considered.

5

Conclusion

In this paper a multi-item lot-sizing problem in a non-permutation flow-shop with energetic aspects
is studied. Due to the problem complexity, it is appropriate to develop approximating methods. In
this paper, a first part of the research is presented. In order to improve the quality of the solutions,
we are currently testing other alternatives as considering other crossover and mutation operators
and establishing more tests to better set the parameters of the proposed algorithm.
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Abstract: Since the heat wave of the summer of 2003 in France, regional and national commitments to face the
struggle against the peaks of activity and the overcrowding in health care systems have multiplied in order to
guarantee a better patient health care. Our objective in this paper is to identify the overcrowding situations
through key indicators, model patient pathway using workflow approach and finally offer agent-based decision
support solutions for managers to provide better control of activity. In case of uncertainties in hospital
emergencies, a coalition of agents is formed to collaborate and negotiate to provide decisions concerning the
dynamic orchestration of workflow and minimize the waiting time of patients during their care. This work is a
part of the project HOST (Hôpital: Optimisation, Simulation et évitement des Tensions), funded by the French
National Research Agency (ANR).
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1

Introduction

Hospital emergencies are facing problems related to the increasing demand in their services. Patients arrive to
the services randomly and their flow keeps growing. The management of patients is carried out according to different

modes related to the type of care required [1]: planned care requiring or not hospitalization, unscheduled
urgent and non-urgent health care operations. One of the major problems faced by hospitals is due to the
permanent interference between the planned activities, non-planned health care activities and especially urgent
and non-planned care activities. The emergency term involves two different phenomena:


Recurring flows which may present seasonal variations: Even if these flows are apprehended,
quantified in volume and nature, the establishment of a management organization and a short-term
control is an issue, leading to an efficient healthcare production system.



Random arrival flows: In this case, the flows are completely unexpected in volume and in nature. If it
is possible to adapt and implement traditional and organizational optimization methods for health care
tasks scheduling, it is much more complex to control patient flows at emergencies [2].

The problem is not easy in a context where the emergencies are considered by the actors in the health system
as the main care system entropy generator. Patients want the best care at the best price. These requirements have
produced an interest in optimizing technical and human resources while mastering the costs [3]. Particularly, Pediatric
Emergency Departments (PED) have limited resources, in addition to their sensitive and critical environment, joint
with acuity. Logistics in health care institutions is therefore needed to improve efficiently the organization by
reducing costs and meeting the needs of the different actors. The main challenge of this work is use some tools and
optimization approaches in order to manage and anticipate the overcrowding situations in the PED. The experimental
field of our study is the PED of the Regional University Hospital of Lille (CHRU de Lille), where patients wait for
long hours (sometimes more than 10 hours) before treatment. These long delays can endanger patients' lives. This
phenomenon highlights the need to review the emergency management process and the implementation of measures
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to preserve the quality of care for patients. In cooperation with the University Hospital of Lille (CHRU de Lille), in
order to meet these challenges, we are interested in the development and the implementation of a decision support
system to model the architecture of the PED and optimize its operation. This tool offers a refined model for the
logistical needs in emergency conditions, taking into account the existing operation.
Our paper is organized as follows: a state of the art about health care management will be presented in the
second section. In Section 3, we describe some approaches to improve the functioning of emergencies. The proposed
approach is presented in both of the sections 4 and 5. Performance evaluation is given in section 6 followed by
simulation and results in section 7. This article is closed with conclusions and an outlook to further work.

2

State of the art

2.1 Health care systems management
The analysis of health care institutions dysfunctions shows that these are due in part to an organization poorly
adapted to the constraints, an evolution of their missions and a poor management of patient flow [4] [5] [6]. Thus, the
optimization of management and information systems are important levers for the development of these organizations.
Therefore, the implementation of strategic, tactical and operational monitoring systems has become essential. To
manage the transition, it is necessary to define the new organizational paradigms, new trades for the governance and
management of these new organizations and support mechanisms. Reconfiguring and improving the health care system
require "reorganization." These are problems whose complexity calls for innovative approaches. Today, emergencies in
hospitals have a strategic position in modern healthcare systems and represent the main gateway to the hospital [7] [8].
This key role will be strengthened in the coming years due to the continuous growth in the arrivals of patients who are
increasingly demanding. These changes generate many problems to different actors in public health, including
operating problems to cope with the increase in consultations and the high cost of health expenditures [9] [10] [11].
However, if the majority of health care systems are facing these problems, the way to deal with them differs from one
organization to another [12]. Thus, to better understand the problems and the current challenges, it is important to
model the health care activities in the emergencies in order to identify the dysfunctions in patients’ pathways and health
care processes.

2.2 Strategies for improving the functioning of hospital emergencies
Different strategies have been proposed to improve the patient journey at the emergencies including the change
of work schedule, human resources and their roles adjustments and modification of health care management procedures
in order to reduce patients’ waiting time.

2.2.1 Adjustment of human resources
Although the change of the schedule of the medical staff or the increase of human and material resources can
improve the capacity of the emergencies, they may not be achievable in most existing emergencies because of space
restrictions and/or budgetary constraints. Alternative methods try to maximize the use of the existing medical staff. The
adjustment of human resources includes the planning of the medical staff workload for day shifts as well as the changes
in the schedule over a longer period such as one month. The workforce management adjustments can better match
available human resources with the different requirements of the fluctuation in arrivals of patients. The observed results
show that the pattern of the daily demand is constantly at a low level during the night, and develops a peak at midday
[13]. For example, the number of doctors can be programmed to ensure maximum coverage corresponding to the peak
demand. The other method for the rescheduling of the medical staff considers more time slots in accordance with the
preferences of the medical staff [14].

2.2.2. The adjustment of the roles of the emergencies actors
The "role" of the medical staff can be adjusted to improve the efficiency of the functioning of the emergencies
[15]. It is suggested that each medical staff member must mainly perform care tasks adapted to his skills, and be
affected according to a required level of skills. The priority to assign a health care task to a medical staff depends on the
skills level of this latter. For example, the list of priorities helps to ensure that medical specialists mainly focus on
advanced problems and diagnoses rather than on the basic procedures that other doctors are able to perform.
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2.2.3 Patient journey improvement
Hospitals can improve their efficiency by improving patient journey. A strategy based on creating pathways for
outpatient care was first introduced to speed up the treatment of patients with non-urgent care operations [16]. Five
alternative scenarios show that the implementation of the fast track to patients who need minor care could include
reducing overall patient length of stay. Research indicates that 85% of emergency requests are due to non-urgent
patients or patients with non-serious conditions [17]. Patient flow can be accelerated if the low acuity patients can be
evacuated quickly. Many studies have reported that the establishment of a Rapid Care Unit (RCU) can reduce the
waiting time of patients [18]. A team dedicated to patients sorting in the RCU can reduce the waiting time of patients
and the length of stay in the emergencies [19].

3

Approaches to improve the functioning

Simulation is one of the most used tools in operational research. It has been used to identify potential areas for
improvement through an analysis of the various surveys related to health care systems [20] [21]. Simulation can help
the understanding of optimal allocation of resources and their use, and the estimation and evaluation of existing and
proposed systems. The simulation provides managers of health institutions with a tool to evaluate system performance
improvement methods. It can help to understand the optimal allocation of resources, and the estimation and the
evaluation of existing and proposed systems [22].
Different research and improvement strategies have been proposed to reduce the overcrowding phenomenon in
health care institutions [23] [24]. Previous studies indicate that patients at emergencies spend most of their time waiting
for treatment due to an imbalance between resources and requirements [25]. Available improvement strategies include
modifying the work plan of the emergencies, the adjustments of human resources and changes in treatment procedures.
As the PED is a complex system because of the random flow of arrivals of patients, the uncertain time management and
the randomness of the decision, it is difficult to change the treatment protocol without disrupting normal operating
procedures. Inspired by the field of industry, different tools and techniques such as workflow were therefore used to
model the flow of patients for health care systems’ management. These methods have contributed to improve the
performance of the service [26]. The workflow was used within emergencies to test their activities and help managers
to analyze their adopted management process and the performance of their health facility in order to identify the causes
of long waiting times for patients [27].

3.1 Health care workflow
Health care workflow is an approach to model and manage medical and administrative activities in a health care
institution, involving several actors, documents and tasks. It consists of working models for coordinating the activities
of each medical staff and ensures their interconnection relying on information systems and existing databases.

Fig. 1. Phases of Workflow management

In the literature there are several definitions of the workflow approach that most distinguishes documents,
information and tasks. This distinction is useless to a data standpoint, since documents and tasks are part of the
information, especially in a health information system. We prefer the definition set out in [28]: “The management of a
workflow is achieved by a proactive system for the management of a series of tasks that are transmitted to the
appropriate participants in the correct order and are supplemented in given time ...”
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We consider two main steps in the management of a workflow. The first concerns the design and process
definition; and the second is the control and management of process execution. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship
between the two main stages.

3.2 Agent-based Systems (ABS)
According to the Oxford dictionary, a behavior is the way in which a person or an object responds to a
particular situation. In modeling the emergencies, behaviors related to patients and medical staff can be modeled to
monitor and assess the evolution of patient flow in order to reduce waiting time. Patients, nurses and doctors are
considered as dynamic and decision-making entities, called agents. Therefore, a model of ABS consists of three main
entities: 1) agents, their characteristics and behaviors 2) the relationship between agents, methods and trading results
and interaction and 3) the environment of agents or the agent which is in charge of managing agents’ coalitions to
achieve a specific goal. An ABS uses intelligent and interactive agents to make decisions [29]. An agent can be
described as an autonomous entity that makes decisions based on a set of rules. The agent also communicates with
other agents in the system and can adapt and change its behavior based on the results of its interactions with its
environment [30]. Therefore, these entities are proactive, autonomous and intelligent in a model of ABS. Management
rules can be created and applied for the decision. The basic rules are the individual conduct of an agent; as secondary
rules can be added to change the ground rules for the different interactions of agents in the system. Agents can also
learn from past impacts of their actions on their environments.
The ABS are used to model the emergencies to evaluate the performance with different parameters [31]. The
study concluded that the number of patients treated can be increased by approximately 26% following the patient sort
adjustment. Optimization techniques can be used with the ABS for optimum configuration of emergencies staff.
Another example is the ABS modeling scenarios involving considerable human decision making [32]. A strategy called
re-sorting has been tested in which patients who have waited a long time in the waiting room are re-sorted. This
research used the ABS to model patients with dynamic attributes and behavior triage nurses to determine the evolution
of patient's health. The results show that the re-sorting strategy can improve the average waiting time in the emergency
room.

4

Agent oriented approach for collaborative workflow

ABS are provided with autonomy and reactivity. Under the term “ABS for workflow” we gather every distributed
approach for executing workflow that involves cooperative entities. Health collaborative workflow models are
equipped with workflow execution features in a distributed manner. In fact, ABS are composed of distributed entities
(many services at PED), capable of communicating, which may influence the development of process execution. These
entities have a specific condition which is not perceived by other entities. Interaction between different entities may
generate new solutions for optimization problems, such as, bringing a medical deed to a satisfactory conclusion.
Workflow agents can be classified into three categories:
-

5

Agents who cooperate at the service of patients. Here, each agent plays a similar role to a physical agent
(doctor) at PED, to improve patient care.
Distributed agents, responsible for the reactive coordination of care tasks. They are based on activities, not on
roles. Their coordination is managed by a workflow diagram, without a central execution engine.
Agents going from one “service point” to another. For example, a doctor agent may migrate from a care team
to another team, in favor of the patient having priority.

Agent coalition for executing collaborative workflow instances

Collaborative workflow allows to model in a realistic way the patient's position and movements between the
PED sites. Because of the unpredictable nature of the care activity and uncertain environment of the PED that require
dynamic information management, the formation of coalitions of agents is necessary to solve the health care planning
problem, the management of resources and the supervision of the Workflow.
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The logic of a coalition is based on agents acting as cooperating actors. Each agent of the coalition is able to
monitor the execution of a workflow instance. An instance is composed of operators defining constraints (sequence,
parallelism, etc.) and conditions to create complex care tasks. These care tasks can be nested together at all levels [33].
The agents of a coalition must conclude agreements between them to decide whether they need services provided by
other agents of another coalition in favor of a health condition of one or more patients. These agreements are called
"negotiation". A negotiation protocol was proposed, allowing agents to provide appropriate decisions and set their
execution conditions (single or repeated execution of a workflow instance, as signment of medical staff, etc.).

Fig. 2. Negotiation protocol between agents

The negotiation strategy explicitly uses two knowledge bases: the first is declarative for describing the
objectives and the context of the negotiation (e.g. adapt the treatment room depending on the health state of a patient).
The second includes basic negotiation rules, such a strategy of medical staff assignment for a good quality of health
care treatment [43]. The objective is to define a negotiation protocol of agents’ coalition for distributed execution of a
workflow instance. We propose a two-step approach for the management of a collaborative workflow. The interest is to
separate in the model thanks to a coalition of agents, a first phase of assignment and scheduling of health care tasks,
which will then be used by the Scheduling Agent (SA) to monitor a second phase of dynamic orchestration, based on a
process of negotiation between the coalition of agents (e.g. SA and medical staff agents) [34]. The idea is to separate
coalitions depending on the nature (predictability) of knowledge they handle. The second phase is the scheduling and
tasks assignment phase in which the SA analyzes the description of a workflow scheme. This scheme defines the
inherent properties complying with treatment protocols, set before execution. It includes specifications on existing
resources, a list of tasks to be performed, and the links between the precedence tasks. The dynamic orchestration stage
is based on a dynamic scheduling methodology. In addition to the time constraints, the availability of resources is also
taken into account. During this stage, tasks are scheduled according to priorities calculated while running the workflow.
The SA solves the problem of tasks scheduling through an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). It calculates the starting date
of execution of health care tasks regarding the availability of medical staff members and their skills.
Table 1: Assignment: Example of a chromosome pattern characterized by {0, 1, *}
Sch = { Sch i,j,k / 1≤j≤N ; 1≤i≤nj ; 1≤k≤M}

T1

T2

T3

O 1 ,1
O 2 ,1
O 3 ,1
O 1 ,2
O 2 ,2
O 3 ,2
O 1 ,3
O 2 ,3

MS1
0
0
0
*
0
1
*
*

MS2
*
1
*
0
0
0
*
*

MS3
*
0
*
0
1
0
0
*

MS4
0
0
*
*
0
0
*
0

The value " Schi,j,k = 0" indicates that the medical staff member MSk is not enough qualified for this health care operation, " Schi,j,k
= 1" indicates that the assignment of the operation Oi,j to the medical staff member MSk is obligatory because he is the only one
qualified for this task and the symbol: " * " indicates that the assignment is possible.
This allocation scheme (Table 1) becomes the chromosome model of our EA. This chromosome is well adapted to the properties
and the constraints of the problem and is used in the construction of individuals in order to integrate good properties and good
performance of medical protocols. Having a valid chromosome pattern, EA are more efficient and faster by building solutions
promoting the reproduction of individuals respecting the right patterns. In the case of our scheduling problem, the difficulty of the
implementation of this technique is important because it needs to develop a particular coding that could both describe the problem
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data and use schema theory. This chromosome pattern covers the entire interesting possibilities to affect the care operations.
However, it has prohibitions that can sometimes be costly in terms of workload of health care staff. However, assignments
belonging to this model do not guarantee an optimal solution in terms of workload balancing. Some assignments can be spread by
EA when they do not lead to good solutions. Indeed, during the phase of reproduction, whether the individual violating the
chromosome pattern it will be automatically removed. Such an approach allows to restrict the search space that will accelerate the
convergence of the algorithm and ensure good quality of solutions.

6

Performance evaluation of dynamic orchestration

The assessment of the orchestration performance is measured by the satisfaction of the waiting time criterion
Cr for a currently running workflow.
N

Cr=

 max(0, c
j1

j

 d j ) with:

N: the total number of patients to treat,
cj: the theoretical completion time of patient Pj treatment,
dj: the theoretical ending time for Pj treatment.
Indeed, this criterion is evaluated by orchestrating the workflow in a static way (where the order of care tasks remains
unchanged during the entire execution) and in a dynamic way. For each type of orchestration, we calculate the average
value of the criterion for a number of patients during the simulation period.
Let GCr be the gain corresponding to the criterion Cr for a dynamic orchestration of the workflow WD  Cr 
relative to a static orchestration WS  Cr  .

GCr 

WD  Cr   WS  Cr 
WS  Cr



100

If GCr  0 then Cr has been enhanced with a dynamic orchestration,
If GCr  0 then Cr has been degraded with a dynamic orchestration compared to a static orchestration,
If GCr  0 then there are no changes in the values of the criterion.

7

Simulations and results

In order to have an objective view on the reasons for bottlenecks, databases provided by the PED list all the
patients registered in the emergencies, their pathologies their emergency degree, their length of stay in the service as
well as the medical exams that have been allocated to them. From this database we were able to identify some
characteristics related to the patient journey in the PED such as the annual number of visits which reached 25 000, the
number of times the patient's location was changed during his stay at the PED (5.5 times) and the average waiting time
of patients which is a key data for the analysis of the overcrowding phenomenon, it is about 4 hours, including
additional examinations and awaiting the results.

7.1 Patient pathway description of the PED (CHRU de Lille)
Patient pathway at a PED may have 2 types of entries:
-

-

1

Emergencies: it is the entry mode for the majority of patients, whether they have come by their own means
(parents, family, etc.) or via an ambulance which may not have informed the hospital of its arrival. This entry is
common to all the persons entering the CHRU through Emergencies, children or adult. Parents or other family
members must follow the administrative admission procedure before being redirected to PED.
SAMU1 : the arrival of a patient is done directly on the ambulance entry platform, the patient is immediately
redirected to PED, while a family member will be sent to the administrative office in order to complete hospital
admission files.

NT: Ambulance Emergency Services
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If the patient has entered the hospital via Emergencies, the moment he arrives to PED, he undergoes a first diagnose
established by a nurse, which determines priority order to access services. This priority order depends on a 5 level scale
for immediately treating the most severe cases. These emergency levels are represented by the CCMU (Classification
Clinique des Malades aux Urgences). After a more or less important waiting time, depending on service saturation and
emergency condition, the patient is finally treated by a doctor.
After the medical diagnose established by a doctor, he may choose –in function of the medical condition and
available infrastructure- to let the patient go back home or to keep him in observation, even to hospitalize him. During
observation, the patient is practically constraint to stay in hospital for a short time at PED because of the lack of topdown structures allowing for reception. In fact, there generally are no available beds under ongoing supervision at a
hospital. What is more, there is no central patient alarm. Equally, if the doctor decides to hospitalize the patient for a
period longer than 12 hours (maximum short hospitalization stay), he is obliged to keep the patient at PED waiting for a
bottom-up structure to be available. Finally, patient reorientation to less charged hospital structures, if that is available,
are very rare, due to the lack of communication between hospitals, and the impossibility to know the overcrowding
level of their structures.

7.2 Collaborative workflow for patient circuit under overcrowding state
The specificity of PED functioning under overcrowding state has led us to define a new patient pathway which
considers the possibility of using resources which have not been assigned to tasks, because doctors can relocate them.
These resources mainly concern service rooms: we focus on this aspect for redefining patient pathway. In this way the
entry -which has so far remained administrative- does not change at all as regards permanent modeling. In fact, it is
important to correctly register the patient according to administrative and legislative criteria. As regards the exit, this
cannot be modified because there is no reason for reoriented patients to come back to the service. On the other hand,
exits are, as entries, purely formal administrative stages which imply purely external bureaucratic services and which
serve to ensure correct patient monitoring, from admission to exit. These services enable the hospital to be prepared in
case of conflict with a patient, following complications in the patient’s condition.

Fig. 3. PED process modeling under overcrowding state

Each service (simple consultation, operation, plaster, short term hospitalization, etc.) can be performed at different
rooms. It is then convenient to have classified patients in function of the care they have to be provided for and to
separate them again in function of the room where they will receive treatment. This operation multiplies the
possibilities of care and makes his pathway more complex. On the other hand, classification must be correctly modeled,
because it does not follow explicit rules. Indeed, doctors choose, at the last minute, which room the patient shall be led
to. For example, Vital emergency rooms are only used in the last resort, because it is devoted to treating patients whose
life is in danger. Evidently, the preferred room will be the one indicated for a special type of care. Then, other rooms
are automatically assigned, without particular priority.

7.3 The impact of dynamic orchestration over Workflow
In order to evaluate the impact of dynamic orchestration over Workflow, we have chosen the real scenario of a
tense day which took place at PED on February, 7th, 2013. Throughout this day, PED received around 119 patients,
registering a remarkable annual activity peak. The difficulty lies in smoothing these activity peaks and reducing
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patients’ waiting time. To start simulation, we define a patient arrival flow and we calculate the necessary resources for
executing care operations, taking into account the skills of medical staff and resource availability.

Fig. 4. Average waiting time using only the EA

The results obtained represent curves displaying overall minimal, maximal and average waiting time of patients
at PED. In the first place, we introduce the results given by the SA, who is in charge of schedules using an evolutionary
approach, with static orchestration. Then, we show that the communication of SA with other agents so as to
dynamically orchestrate patient pathway Workflow makes it possible to reduce waiting time. According to Figure 4, we
observe that on this overcrowding day, average waiting time differs. Average waiting time is estimated in 10 hours.
Medical staff is then incapable of facing the increase in patient flow arriving at PED.

Fig. 5. Average waiting time with dynamic orchestration

Figure 5 shows that the optimization approach based on the alliance between scheduling and ABS approaches
has made it possible to smooth up activity peaks at PED and to minimize patient average waiting time. Indeed, the SA
plays the role of orchestra director, coordinating his actions with the other agents so as to ensure a dynamic
orchestration adapted to the real situation of PED. In this case, waiting time fluctuates between 1 hour and 4 hours.
Nevertheless, we observe that there is always a midnight activity peak that disturbs PED.
The previous orchestration actions have not succeeded in absorbing all the PED activity peaks. Because of this,
it is necessary to resort to negotiation between the agents of the formed coalition in order to dynamically reorchestrate
the Workflow of remaining patients. This negotiation is based on the consideration of additional examination results
(biological tests, X-ray, echography, RMI, etc.) for making decisions about the patient’s orientation.

8

Conclusion

The use of workflow tools for managing processes at a health establishment is today largely accepted.
However, its use in the inter-hospital context bumps into numerous obstacles, for example, the difficulty in transferring
a patient file between the different services and the lack of standardization in the interconnection of different local
workflows. Workflow tasks are subject to temporary constraints (precedence constraints, deadlines, etc.) and resource
constraints (human or machines). Considering the distributed nature of collaborative workflow, unforeseen events may
happen at every moment. Thus, the coordination of the execution of tasks must be done in a dynamic manner, in order
to neutralize or to reduce the impact of disturbances. Many simulation results have proved the efficiency of the alliance
between optimization and ABS. The strength of our system relies on the formation of agent coalitions and their
negotiation protocols, in order to make orchestration decisions and thus improve waiting time during patient care, as
well as to face the hazards which may come up at PED. However, the use of these approaches in the context of interhospital still faces some challenges which will be treated in our future work.
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1. Introduction
Hypergraphs are widely used for modeling and representing relationships between entities, one such field where their
application is prolific is in bioinformatics [1] and [2]. In the present era of big data, sizes and complexity of these
hypergraphs grow exponentially, it is impossible to process them manually or even visualize their interconnectivity
superficially. A common approach to tackle their complexity is to cluster similar data nodes together in order to create a
more comprehensible representation. This enables similarity discovery and hence, extract hidden knowledge within the
hyper graphs. Several state-of-the-art algorithms have been proposed for partitioning and clustering of hypergraphs.
Nevertheless, several issues remain unanswered, improvement to existing algorithms are possible, especially in
scalability and clustering quality. This article presents a concise survey on hypergraph-clustering algorithms with the
emphasis on knowledge-representation in systems biomedicine. It also suggests a novel approach to clustering quality
by means of cluster-quality metrics which combines expert knowledge and measurable objective distances in existing
biological ontology.

2. Hypergraph-based knowledge representation and clustering: the
Parkinson Disease case study
Knowledge representation using graph formalism is often achieved by encoding entities as graph nodes and relations
between them as graph entities. A research domain greatly benefiting from such an approach is systems biomedicine,
where entire (patho)biological processes are perceived as systems, and information about them is encoded as graphs.
However, graph representation is insufficient for complex relationships between multiple elements, for instance enzymecatalyzed biochemical reactions. In such situations the notion of graph has to be generalized to a hypergraph. For instance,
Open Biological Expression Language (OpenBEL) format [3], used for biomedical knowledge representation, is based
implicitly on hypergraph formalism.
A hypergraph is defined as H = (V, X), where V is a set of all vertices in the graph and X is a non-empty subset of
vertices in V which are named as a hyperedges. We illustrate our problem by the hypergraph created from curated
Parkinson disease (PD) knowledge from literature. A biomedical resource, called PD map [4] is available in OpenBEL
format. Each OpenBEL statement contains the ID of biological entities (proteins, genes, etc.) and their relationships
(catalyticActivity, directlyIncreases, etc.). By connecting entities in the same statement based on their relationships
and/or connecting different statements together, the result is a hypergraph where subsets in E are connected by an arc
(in this case, for simplification, the orientation of the arcs are not considered and thus treated as edges). By utilizing the
given information in each statement, we extend the notation of the hypergraph by attributes, defining as H = (V, X, E,
AV, AE) where E is set of all edges (or arc), AV is introduced as the set of all possible attributes of the vertices in V and
AE is the set of all possible attributes of the edges in E. The example graph is shown in figure 1. Each shaded area
represent hyperedge and one hyperedge can be a part of another hyperedge or connect to another hyperedge. Let us
highlight that the PD map hypergraph is sparse continues to grow at an alarming rate as more is known about the
parkinson-disease is known. As commonly known, graph-clustering problem is NP -Hard [2] and [5], meta-heuristic is
a suitable candidate for providing possible satisfactory solutions.
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Figure 1 Hypergraph

3. Related Work
A hypergraph can be transformed into a collection of graphs, this allows set of vertices in the hypergraph be treated as
set of vertices in an ordinary graph. This transformation makes it possible to apply graph algorithms in order to extract
useful information. Edges can then be added to connect vertices in the same hyperedge resulting in a clique for each
hyperedge.
Partitioning algorithms such as Kernighan-Lin (KL) algorithm and Fidduccia-Mattheyses (FM) as described in [7] are
two of the most used vertex-swapping approaches used for hypergraph clustering, i.e. after applying the above-mentioned
transformation from hypergraph to graph. These two algorithms have their application in VLSI circuits design. Moreover,
general clustering algorithms like “K-mean”, “Minimum Cut” and “Spectral clustering” can also be applied [5]. This
extends to other community-based clustering algorithm such as MetaFac [8], Louvain Algorithm [9], RG+[10], MCL
[11] and K-Clique-Community [12]. Abovementioned algorithms cluster the graph based on its structure and leave out
the node-based attributes of the graph, which may improve clustering quality. From the survey, several algorithms had
been proposed such as k-SNAP [13] and SA-Cluster [14] for attributed graph clustering. Both algorithms reported a better
result comparing to clustering algorithm that find clusters based on the structure of the graph alone [13,14]. There are
also works that include the edge attribute in clustering process as can be seen in [6] where the authors applied clustering
algorithm on the signed social network. One of the critical weakness of all of these algorithms is the computation
complexity is such that they do not scale well when the graph is large. Most of the algorithms were tested against sparse
graphs with about 1000-10000 nodes [5, 7, 10, 11, 12] which cannot be compared to the size of biomedical graphs since
they are exceedingly larger than a thousand nodes. In fact, we have experimented on the Louvain Algorithm [9] and KClique-Community [12], only to find that they cannot handle Erdos-Renyi Random Graph with 10000 nodes and p =
0.025 - 0.1 [15] on a robust notebook (Intel core i7, 16GB RAM). This stresses once more the need of heuristic and
metaheuristic algorithms.
As the clustering problem can be reduced to cluster quality metric optimization, mataheuristic algorithms can be applied
easily. Examples of metaheuristic algorithms that can be used are Tabu Search and Simulated Annealing [7], Genetic
Algorithm, Ant Colony Optimization, Particle Swarm Optimization and other hybrid algorithms [16, 17, 18, 19]. In [17],
the authors compared existing metaheuristic clustering algorithms for wireless networks with some of the work used a
graph to represent the network. These algorithms tried to solve the energy consumption problem to prolong the network
lifetime in a dynamic environment where nodes move from one region to another. Most algorithms also adapted to
dynamic environments by allowing a variable number of clusters.
More efforts have been put in to make the metaheuristic based clustering algorithm become more autonomous or
parameterless to overcome the parameter problem in many state-of-the-art clustering algorithm. As in [18], the author
proposed a genetic algorithm which employs different number of clusters per solution along with four fitness functions
that are mostly based on structural aspects. This eliminate the burden of deciding number of cluster and eliminate the
bias that may hinder the analysis. Another GA-based-clustering technique was proposed in [19]. The authors
Evolutionary Algorithm resulted in a two-phase clustering algorithm where EA is used to refine the solutions before
feeding to GA and improve the end result. Yet again, the fitness function is based on the graph structure (i.e. ratio of
Intra- and Inter-connectivity). Even though many efforts have been focusing on clustering techniques, little has been done
on improving the current quality metrics such as Modularity, Connectivity, and Coverage [10, 16].
In [20], the authors explore user-guided clustering. In this work, the seed clusters are selected based the consolidation
of multiple criteria from multiple users. Then the local clustering algorithm is applied on each seed clusters. This idea
appears to be particularly suited for the proposed use case.  

4. Conclusion and research directions
There exist several algorithms for hypergraph clustering. They differ in terms of both problem complexity and objectives.
Each algorithm has its own limitation and shortcomings. Therefore, improvement can be made and there are scenarios
where existing algorithms cannot offer satisfactory solutions.
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This article proposes an approach where hidden knowledge may be extracted by an attempt to cluster the Parkinson
Disease map (i.e. the hypergraph). The approach comprises the following characteristics :
1. Meta-heuristic-based approach: Due to the NP -hard nature of clustering, meta-heuristic is a suitable approach
to tackle the complexity and the large size of the Parkinson Disease map.
2. Node-based and edge-based knowledge extraction: The result of the clustering of the hypergraph of the
Parkinson Disease map ought to enable knowledge extraction hidden in the nodes and edges.
3. Multi-objective approach: Assessing the clustering quality is a multi-objective problem which implies a
hierarchical approach, a combination or a pareto-based approach for the various objectives and metrics.
4. Expert-driven search. As many possibilities of clusters as well as traversal paths may exist, expert knowledge
has to be incorporated in order to find satisfactory solutions
We intend to design such algorithm as upcoming work and collaborate the assessment with biologists.
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Introduction

The Location Routing Problem (LRP) is a logistic problem often seen as the combination of two
difficult decision problems, the well known Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) [1] and the Facility
Location Problem (FLP) [2]. LRP is a very studied combinatorial optimization problem in which
the aim is to minimize the total cost by simultaneously selecting the potential depots and designing
optimal tours for a set of vehicles serving a set of customers or clients geographically distributed
and respecting some constrains. LRP NP-Hard. Readers are encouraged to refer to [3] for a recent
survey.
Motivated by the potential applications and by the challenge of computational time and solution
quality, we propose a Particle Swarm Optimization [4] algorithm. PSO algorithms use a swarm
of candidate solutions (particles) that are iteratively moved on the search space, according to an
individual and modular velocity.

2

Problem formulation

In this work, we consider a variant of LRP with one single route per capacitated depot. Thus a
single uncapacitated vehicle is associated with each opened depot. It starts and ends at this point.
The demands of the customers must all be satisfied where each one is served by exactly one vehicle.
The problem can be modeled by a directed graph G = (V ∪ D, A), where V = {1, . . . , n} is the set
of customers, D = {d1 , . . . , dm } is the set of depots and A = (V × V ) ∪ (V × D) ∪ (D × V ) is the
set of arcs. There are no loop and no arc between depots. A travel time Tij is associated to each
arc (i, j). Each depot di ∈ D has a limited capacity Qi and an opening cost Oi . Each customer
i ∈ V has a non-negative demand qi which should be satisfied. In this problem we consider that the
constraints of depot capacities could be violated, with a fixed penalty cost Pcapa .The objective is
to minimize the cost of traveling and of opening depot, but also penalties induced by the capacity
overflows.
A valid solution for LRP can be represented by a collection r of disjoint tours r1 , r2 , . . . rk
with k ≤ m, such that exactly one depot is assigned per tour and exactly one tour is assigned
per customer. We denote dα(l) the depot assigned to the tour rl and sl1 , sl2 , . . . , sl|rl | the customers
served by tour rl with the respected visit order. We note rl = sl1 sl2 . . . slr dα(l) such tour. Then the
objective cost associated to rl and to r = r1 , r2 , . . . rk can be written as follows (see equation 1):
l=k
X
X
X
C(rl ) =
Tij + Oα(l) + M AX{0, (
qi ) − Qα(l) } ∗ Pcapa and C(r) =
C(rl ) (1)
(i,j)∈rl

3

i∈rl

l=1

PSO Algorithm for LRP

Our PSO works with a swarm of P particles. A typical iteration consists of updating the position
xt+1
and velocity vit+1 of each individual i of the swarm according to xti (current position), xlbest
i
i
(best known position of the particle), global best known solution xgbest , and current velocity vit as
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in standard PSO strategy [4]. Each particle has a pLS probability to be improved through a local
search process. The algorithm is stopped after itermax consecutive position updates have failed
to give a new local best.
3.1

Position of particle and evaluation

More precisely, the position xi of particle i, is a giant tour of all accessible customers in V , i.e.
a solution for the traveling salesman problem (TSP). A giant tour is a permutation of the n
customers. This one can be transformed into LRP solution r = r1 , r2 , . . . rk by splitting it into
k ≤ m tours and assigning one depot to each of them. Adapting the splitting process of Duhamel
et al. [5] to our LRP problem, allows us to compute from a giant tour xi the corresponding LRP
solution r(xi ) that is the best solution that respects the order of customers, described by the giant
tour. The cost of the giant tour xi is equal to the cost of this r(xi ) solution : C(xi ) = C(r(xi )). At
the beginning of the process, P particles (i.e. P permutations of the n customers) are randomly
generated. Then, we improve 10% of the particles by a local search method.
3.2

Particle movement: a crossover operator

The updating of the position can be interpreted as a recombination of three positions representing
the inertia, cognitive and social parameters of the PSO. There are various ways to combine positions. In our approach, we apply the operator of movement presented in [6] that is comparable
to a genetic crossover. The crossover principle is to extract subsequences of respectively nb1 , nb2
and nb3 customers from xi , xlbest
and xgbest such that n = nb1 + nb2 + nb3 and to juxtapose them
i
to update position xi . The procedure of extraction is applied to xi , xlbest
and xgbest in a random
i
order, with respect to the three PSO parameters w, c1 and c2 , used to calculate nb1 , nb2 and nb3
as follows:
c2 .π2
c1 .π1
and nb3 = (1 − w).n.
nb1 = w.n, nb2 = (1 − w).n.
c1 .π1 + c2 .π2
c1 .π1 + c2 .π2
π1 and π2 are real random numbers in [0, 1]. nb1 , nb2 and nb3 are rounded with the nearest
integer. The three subsequences thus obtained are juxtaposed in a random order.
3.3

Intensification operator

In our PSO algorithm we choose to apply intensification process at each iteration and on each
updated position xi of particle i with a probability pLS . Our intensification operator is a local
search which contains four neighborhood functions: 2opt∗ and OrOpt, the classical movements for
all routing problems as TSP; Depot Swap, movement that explores all exchanging of tours between
depots; Destruction/Repair movement that randomly chooses a set of d customers, removes them,
and reinserts with a variant of the Best Insertion Algorithm (BIA) [7]. These functions aim at
the improvement of the LRP solutions and thus work directly on r(xi ) = r1 , . . . rk . To every
application of the intensification operator, the four neighborhood functions are called successively
and iteratively as long as improvements are found. The resulting LRP solution r(xi ) is transformed
into a giant tour xi by concatenation.

4

Experimental results

Our PSO algorithm was implemented in C++ language. The program is compiled with GNU GCC
in a Linux environment and all experiments were conducted on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5500U
CPU @ 2.40GHz.
In order to assess its efficiency we compared our results (the best solution) with those of the
VNS algorithm presented in [8]. They proposed an iterative local search (ILS) algorithm embedded
in a Genetic scheme in the first work and then a variable neighborhood search (VNS) in the second.
The tested instances are first the 36 Tuzun and Burke instances [9], with 100 to 200 customers
and 10 to 20 depots, and secondly the 30 Prins et al. instances [3] with 20 to 200 customers and
5 to 10 depots. Tables 1 and 2 report our results and compare them with the best results of the
literature. Column Best shows the average of the best known solution collected from all methods
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n

m

Best

100
100
150
150
200
200

10
20
10
20
10
20

610.7
604.2
772.2
781
688.2
672.5

Obj

Literature
Cpu

%gap

Obj

PSO
Cpu

%gap

611
604.2
773.5
781.2
688.2
673

12.2
10.1
68.2
73.5
39.2
42

0
0
0.2
0
0
0.1

610.7
604.2
772.2
781
688.2
672.5

6.7
8.5
44.6
47.1
15.2
21

0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 1. Average results on Tuzun and Burke’s instances
n

m

Best

20
50
100
100
200

5
5
5
10
10

15582.3
18237.9
104738.5
144442
249592.3

Obj

Literature
Cpu

%gap

Obj

PSO
Cpu

%gap

17039
18238
105631.5
144444.5
249592.3

0
3.9
22.7
34.2
51.6

13.7
0
0.7
0
0

15582.3
18237.9
104738.5
144442
249592.3

0.4
6.5
47.1
50.6
50.7

0
0
0
0
0

Table 2. Average results on Prins et al.’s instances

(including ours) for each class of instances. Columns n and m represent respectively the number
of customers and depots. Columns Obj and Cpu report the average of the best solution found
by each method and the computational time. %gap reports the average relative gap to the best
solutions. For the first family of instances, our algorithm obtains a better solution for 7 instances
of 36 and the second one for 6 instances of 30 within a comparative computation time.

5

conclusion

We have presented a PSO algorithm to solve the Location Routing Problem restricted to one
vehicle per tour. We use a solution representation that allows to consider a subset of the LRP
solution set and extracts, thanks to a special splitting process, the corresponding optimal solution.
We also used local search to improve each solution with a given probability. The results obtained
on a set of benchmarks showed the efficiency of this approach.
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1

Introduction

For use in cooling and air conditioning installations, a robot arm has to perform a set of circular
holes over a rectangular metallic sheet. These holes are accurately calculated in order to meet the cooling
system requirements. The metallic sheet is long enough that the robot arm has to move nearby to it and
perform its task as quickly as possible. The robot arm instantaneous location points have to be optimally
determined so that it can perform the overall task in a minimum period of time. The model of the robot arm
displacement along the metallic sheet is obtained from its comings and goings while performing the holes'
boring by analyzing the average distance between each robot arm position and every hole to be made. Since
the holes should be regularly and uniformly distributed, consequently their respective positions are taken as
continuous random variables and calculated according to some probability laws. Once the positioning model
has been obtained, which quadratic in our case, we show in how the robot arm should be positioned along
the edge of the metallic sheet in order to minimize its total displacement. To solve such a problem the choice
is made upon the simulated annealing heuristic, a useful numerical technique used for solving large and
difficult problems where global optima are required.
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1

Introduction

Many industries carry out metal assemblies of elements through the welding process. In order to
increase the welding quality as well as the industrial productivity, robots are introduced. In addition to their
flexibility, these robots are used to automate the welding process and achieving their tasks as rapidly as
possible. Nowadays, the use of robotized welding technologies became very common due to their various
advantages like the good precision, the decrease in the expenditure of the end product especially in terms of
labor, stocking and expedition costs. In addition to that, these robots can operate in difficult conditions as at
high temperature and hostile environments. The objective of this paper is to optimize the welding process of
a central girder using two heuristics: the nearest-neighbor algorithm and the subtour-reversal heuristic. The
first algorithm, which is characterized by being easy to implement, is used as a home base for the second
one, which requires more computations. The second algorithm, which usually yields better results, is used to
considerably improve the outcome of the first algorithm. Since the working area is modeled by an array
representing the actual traveling distance between each pair of the welding points and that the robot arm can
move back and forth without obstacle, then the mathematical programming formulation of the problem is
that of the TSP, where the objective is to minimize the total task time of the welding process and satisfying
the constraint which ensures that every welding point is visited by the robot arm only once. In this paper the
two algorithms are combined together into one heuristic, in which the output of the nearest-neighbor
algorithm is used as an input for the subtour-reversal one. This work is based on a case study within the
TIRSAM company specialized in manufacturing semi trailers.
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Introduction

Supply Chain Management (SCM) is a relative new subject in Operations Research which is
receiving now an extensive attention (see for instance [1]). The aim of SCM is ambitious: to integrate
and coordinate all the actors of an industrial process from the initial suppliers of raw materials or
sub-products till the final customers through different levels of production. Often the three main
actors considered are the suppliers (S), the manufacturers (M) and the customers (C). It is the case
in this study in which, we analyse a supply chain scheduling (SCS) model that can be modelized by a
3-stage HFS. In our problem, three types of constraints are considered: (i) Eligibility constraints:
particular suppliers and manufacturers are eligible to produce each job or product for a certain
customer. In our model, we will suppose that the choice has been realized, i.e., in other words,
only one path supplier-manufacturer-customer, noted (s(j)-m(j)-c(j)) is dedicated to each job j. (ii)
Transportation constraints: each supplier makes deliveries to several manufacturers m, which
also make deliveries to different customers c. There exists a transportation time between each pair
(s-m) and (m-c). (iii) Batch delivery constraints: at each supplier s and each manufacturer m,
the jobs are formed into batches of a fixed capacity. Each batch is delivered to the next stage; it
is either m for s or c from m, into a single shipment. Due to the complexity of this problem two
approached methods are proposed to minimize the maximum lead time in addition to a new lower
bound to evaluate the effectiveness of both approaches. The outline of this paper is structured as
follows. Section 2 goes over the related literature. In section 3, we formally describe the problem
in detail. Section 4 elaborates the new proposed heuristic whereas the proposed GA is presented
in section 5. The new lower bound developed for this problem is detailed in section 6. Section
7 gives a detailed computational evaluation of the proposed heuristic and the GA. Finally, some
conclusions on this work are given.

2

Related works

The supply chain scheduling (SCS) problem has recently gained a growing importance, especially
during the last few years. Nevertheless, we remark that most of works dealing with this problem
consider only two integrated stages SCS models: either material supply and production or production arrangement and finished-goods delivery. For example, the reader is referred to the works of
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7] and [8]. More recently, Zegordi et al. [9] considered a two-stage supply chain
system. The first stage is composed of several suppliers with different production speeds. The second one is a single manufacturer. The products delivery from suppliers to manufacturer is ensured
by several vehicles with different speeds and different transportation capacities. They proposed a
mixed integer programming model and a ”gendered” genetic algorithm, that employs two different
chromosome structures, to minimize the total completion time. Barzoki and Hejazi [10] considered
the production arrangement and finished-goods delivery issue while studying a two-stage supply
chain system. In fact, there is a single machine to process the jobs that will be delivered in batches
to several customers. Their objective is to minimize the sum of the total weighted number of tardy
jobs, the total due date assignment costs and the total batch delivery costs. As said above, several
works studying the SCS problem have been proposed. For an extensive literature review of the
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problem, we refer the reader to the recent survey paper of Chen [11]. To the best of our knowledge,
only a handful of papers have considered the integrated 3-stage supply chain problem. Hall and
Potts [2] studied the scheduling models integrating the supply of raw materials, the production
scheduling and finished-goods delivery. They aimed to minimize the overall scheduling and delivery
cost. In their models, there are only one supplier and several manufacturers and customers. However they did not consider in their problem the jobs transportation times. They proposed dynamic
programming algorithms for some problems, proving the intractability of such problems. Li and
Ou [12] studied a particular case of two-stage supply chain that can be considered as a three-stage
supply chain model. Formally, there are a single machine and a single warehouse. Initially, the jobs
are located at the warehouse. Then, they will be transported to the factory (single machine) for
processing. Once the processing has been finished, the jobs will be delivered back to the warehouse.
They assumed that there is one vehicle for delivery activities with a limited capacity of transportation. After analyzing the computational complexity of the problem, they discussed some particular
cases of the problem that can be solved to optimality and then, proposed a heuristic for the general
problem while analyzing its worst-case performance. Wang and Chen [13] considered the 3-stage
supply chain makespan minimization problem. Each one of the three stages is located at a different
place. They assumed that there are only one supplier, one manufacturer and also one customer in
their problem, contrary to our model. They considered one capacitated vehicle between supplier
and manufacturer and also one another capacitated vehicle between manufacturer and customer.
In the same year, Sawik [14] studied a three-stage supply chain model with suppliers, manufacturers (producers) and customers. However, he assumed that the transportation times are identical
for all shipping lot. Moreover, he did not really focus on the batch delivery issue, subject of the
present work. More recently, Soltani and Sadjadi [15] considered a 3-stage supply chain composed
of several suppliers, a distribution center and several customers. Nevertheless, they only focused on
the transportation facilities optimization and so, they did not consider the production scheduling
issue. They proposed two hybrid meta-heuristics based on a simulated annealing and a variable
neighbourhood search to minimize the total flow time. Note that in all these works, the authors
did not consider in their models the case of several suppliers, manufacturers and customers. Motivated by this remark, we consider in this paper an integrated three-stage supply chain scheduling
problem with several suppliers, manufacturers and customers, located at different positions.

3

Problem definition

In the considered supply chain, there are several suppliers (S), manufacturers (M ) and customers
(C). Initially, a set of orders (n jobs) must be sent to customers. Each job j (j=1,2,...,n) requires to
be processed by a single supplier s(j) to produce a semi-finished good and, by a single manufacturer
m(j) to produce finished goods. We assume that job preemption is forbidden. Note that, for each
job, the supplier and the manufacturer which will process it are known beforehand. Each job j
(j = 1, 2, ..., n) has a processing times p1j on the first stage (S) and p2j on the second stage (M ).
Initially, the unprocessed jobs, as raw materials, are located at suppliers and need to be processed at
this level before being delivered as semi-finished goods to manufacturers for further process. Then,
after finishing their process on stage 2 (M ), the jobs need to be transported to the customers, too.
We also assume that for each job, we know beforehand the c(j) to which, it will be delivered. Hence,
each job is finally assigned to a triplet (s(j)-m(j)-c(j)). At each supplier, a subset of an unlimited
number of vehicles is available to transport semi-finished goods to manufacturers. We assume that
the vehicles have non-identical capacities of loading, which depends on the supplier s from which
they will transport batches of k s jobs. Additionally, each vehicle needs tsm > 0 units of time to
travel from a supplier s to a manufacturer m. We do not consider the return time from m to s
since we assume that there is an unlimited number of vehicles. In the same way, there is a subset
of an unlimited number of vehicles at each manufacturer to deliver finished goods to customers.
We also assume that the vehicles have non-identical capacities of loading, which depends on the
manufacturer from which they will deliver batches of k 0m jobs. In other words, all vehicles located
at a given manufacturer m, have the same loading capacity k 0m , i.e. the size of the batch. However,
this capacity may be different if we consider another manufacturer. Moreover, each vehicle needs
t0mc > 0 units of time to transport jobs from a manufacturer m to a customer c. Therefore, since
each job j is assigned to a triplet (s-m-c), its transportation times from s to m (ts(j)m(j) ) and
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from m to c (t0m(j)c(j) ) are known beforehand. We should note that the loading and unloading
process of jobs are included in the transportation time. So, each job is available for processing
at the corresponding supplier at time t = 0 and is available for delivery to the corresponding
manufacturer once its processing is finished. Additionally, we assume that the cardinality of each
subset of jobs assigned to a given supplier s (ns ) (resp. manufacturer m (nm )), is a multiple number
of the corresponding batch size k s (resp. k 0m ). Mathematically, the non-negative integer bs (resp.
b0m ) satisfying ns = bs .k s (resp. nm = b0m .k 0m ) is the exact number of delivery batches from s to
the manufacturers (resp. from m to the customers).
The logistical issues of our problem are to determine:
– the starting times of processing each job on both stages s and m.
– the departure time of each batch from s to m and from m to c.
– which jobs will be transported in each delivery batch.
The objective is to minimize the last lead time, i.e., the arrival time of the last delivered job to
a customer or the arrival time of the last delivered batch to a customer. For convenience and
readability, we summarize below notations that we will use in the remaining parts of this paper.
– Js : the subset of jobs to be processed by supplier s, s = 1, 2, . . . , S with |Js | = ns , the number
of jobs processed by supplier s;
– Jm : the subset of jobs to be processed by manufacturer m, m = 1, 2, . . . , M with |Jm | = nm ,
the number of jobs processed by manufacturer m;
– Jc : the subset of jobs to be delivered to customer c, c = 1, 2, . . . , C with |Jc | = nc , the number
of jobs delivered to customer c;
– nmc : the number of jobs delivered from manufacturer m to customer c, m = 1, . . . , M ; c =
1, . . . , C;
– s(j): the job j is processed by supplier s(j), j ∈ J;
– m(j): the job j is processed by manufacturer m(j), j ∈ J;
– c(j): the job j is delivered to customer c(j), j ∈ J;
– p1j : the processing time of job j at supplier s(j), j ∈ J;
– p2j : the processing time of job j at manufacturer m(j), j ∈ J;
– tsm : the transportation time of any batch from supplier s to manufacturer m, s = 1, 2, . . . , S, m =
1, 2, . . . , M ;
– t0mc : the transportation time of any batch from manufacturer m to customer c, m = 1, 2, . . . , M, c =
1, 2, . . . , C;
– k s : the size of each batch delivered from supplier s, s = 1, 2, . . . , S;
– k 0m : the size of each batch delivered from manufacturer m, m = 1, 2, . . . , M ;
– bs : the total number of batches delivered from supplier s, s = 1, 2, . . . , S;
– b0m : the total number of batches delivered from manufacturer m, m = 1, 2, . . . , M .
– bsm : the total number of batches delivered from supplier s to manufacturer m, s = 1, 2, . . . , S;
m = 1, 2, . . . , M ;
– b0mc : the total number of batches delivered from manufacturer m to customer c, m = 1, 2, . . . , M ;
c = 1, 2, . . . , C.
We recall that each job j is dedicated to one path (s-m-c). Thus for a specific path s-m-c, we have
nsmc the total number of jobs following this path. Based on the well-known three-field α|β|γ notation of [16], its extended version proposed by [17], the recent five-field notation of [11], we denote the
considered model as follows: F H3| |S(j)| = |M (j)| = 1, transport|V (∞, k s /k 0m ), direct|C|Dmax
where:
FH3 : a three-stage hybrid flow shop;
|S(j)| = |M (j)| = 1: machines are dedicated. In fact, each job j is dedicated to one path (s-m-c);
transport: the transportation constraint from suppliers to manufacturers;
V (∞, k s /k 0m ): it is related to vehicle characteristics and delivery methods.(∞) specifies that there
is a sufficient number of vehicles available either from S to M or from M to C. Therefore, the
vehicle availability is not a constraint in our case. (k s /k 0m ): means each shipment from supplier s
(resp. m) can deliver up to k s (resp. k 0m ) jobs. In our case, it is exactly k s (resp. k 0m ) jobs.
direct: batch delivery by direct shipping, i.e., only orders going to the same manufacturer (resp.
customer) can be delivered together in the same shipment.
C : in our work, we consider the model with multiple customers (C ≥ 2);
Dmax : the considered measure of performance represents in our problem the customer service level.
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4

The heuristic Hb

We propose a new heuristic, noted Hb, which is based on two steps, related respectively to the
stages one and two. In the first one, we proceed similarly to the Johnson’s algorithm for each
supplier s. After building both subsets Js1 and Js2 (see algorithm 1), we obtain a preliminary
sequence σs for each supplier s (s = 1, . . . , S). According to the order of jobs in this sequence σs ,
we will gather the jobs into bs batches (where each one of them contains k s jobs); obviously, each
batch contains jobs which must be delivered to the same manufacturer. Regarding the obtained bs
batches at each supplier s, we will compute for each one of them two values p1b and p2b . Indeed, for
each batch b, p1b (resp. p2b ) is equal to the sum of the processing times on stage S (resp. M ) of all
jobs forming this batch b and the transportation time tsm (resp. t0mc ) between the current supplier
s (resp. manufacturer m) and the manufacturer m (resp. customer c) to which this batch b will be
transported. Then, for each supplier s, two sub-sequence of batches will be built: Bs1 and Bs2 . Bs1
contains the batches having a p1b lower than or equal to p2b , sorted in ascending order of their p1b .
Therefore, the second sub-sequence Bs2 will be composed of the remaining batches sorted in a nonascending order of their p2b . Finally, each job j ∈ Js will be processed on s following the order of
the sequence Bs = Bs1 ∪ Bs2 . Concerning the second step of this heuristic, we will essentially apply

Algorithm 1 The step 1 of Hb pseudo-code
for (s :=1 to S) do
Js1 = j ∈ Js |(p1j + tsm(j) ) ≤ (p2j + t0m(j)c(j) )
Order the jobs of Js1 in an ascending order of their (p1j + tsm(j) )
Js2 = j ∈ Js |(p1j + tsm(j) ) > (p2j + t0m(j)c(j) )
Order the jobs of Js2 in a non-ascending order of their (p2j + t0m(j)c(j) ))
Build the sequence σs = Js1 ∪ Js2
for (j := 1 to ns ) do
(in the order of σs )
for (b := 1 to bs ) do
Assign j to the corresponding batch b (going to the same manufactuer)
end for
end for
for (b := 1 to bs ) do
(if the batch
X b is going to the manufactuer m)
p1b =
p1j + tsm
p2b =

j∈b
X

(p2j + t0mc(j) )

j∈b

end for
Bs1 = {b ∈ Bs |(p1b ≤ p2b }
Order the batches of Bs1 in ascending order of their p1b
Bs2 = {b ∈ Bs |(p1b > p2b }
Order the batches of Bs2 in a non-ascending order of their p2b
Build the sequence Bs = Bs1 ∪ Bs2
end for

the FIFO dispatching rule at each manufacturer m. Nevertheless, if we have several available jobs
when the corresponding machine m becomes also available - and this appears frequently because
the bs jobs of a batch arrive simultaneously - we tie-break the rule by choosing the job j that has
the largest t0mc(j) .
We should precise at this level that three other tie-breaking rules have been tested: (i) the largest
p2j , (ii)the largest (p2j + t0mc(j) ) and a job j to assign to the batch, not yet achieved, already
containing the greatest number of jobs. The conducted preliminary comparison tests showed that
the best rule to apply, in terms of solution quality is the largest transportation time t0mc(j) .
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5

The Genetic Algorithm (GA)

The proposed genetic algorithm is in fact a new adaptation of our GA, initially developed in
[18]. Motivated by the encouraging results already obtained by the previous versions of our GA,
developed in [18] and [19], to solve the Hybrid Flow shop Scheduling (HFS) problem (we note that
the general model of SCS can be designed as a HFS), we propose a new adaptation of this GA to
deal with this considered problem. The main steps of the GA are briefly described below.
5.1

Encoding and decoding of solutions

The proposed new adaptation of our GA concerns the decoding algorithm used to obtain a full
schedule. Indeed, as it is previously proposed in the genetic algorithm [18], the solutions returned
by the GA represent the jobs sequence before their processing on the first stage (here, the set of
suppliers). So, to obtain a full schedule, we have to decode these solutions. In fact, we will gather the
jobs into s-sequence according to the supplier s which will process each one of them following the
order of the initial jobs sequence returned by the GA. Thereafter, based on the new order of the jobs
sub-sequence at each supplier, we group these jobs into batches according to the manufacturer m to
which the batches will be delivered. Concerning the second stage (manufacturer), we will proceed
in the same way as in step 2 of the heuristic Hb.
5.2

Generation of the population and selection

The initial population is randomly generated with POP as its size. The roulette wheel method is
used to select the potential parents from the current population for the crossover. Then, the elitism
selection is applied to choose the POP fittest individuals among all individuals from the current
population and also from the new individuals issued from the crossover and mutation. The main
aim of this selection manner is to preserve good individuals and eliminate the bad ones from one
generation to another [19].
5.3

Crossover and mutation

The proposed crossover operator (SJ-XO) is a new combination of the crossover operators based
on previous studies [20] and [21]. The SJ-XO starts with the first step of the SJOX crossover
operator proposed in [21]. In fact, at the beginning, they examine each couple of parents selected
for crossover gene by gene and the identical jobs occupying the same positions of both parents are
directly copied at the same positions to the offspring. Then, an iterative procedure is applied. It
begins by copying the first available job (i.e., job not yet assigned to offspring) of parent 1 (parent
2, respectively) to offspring 1 (offspring 2, respectively). In algorithm 2, a general description of
the SJ-XO crossover operator to generate the first offspring is proposed.
Concerning the mutation, the shift mutation operator is applied in this GA. It consists on a
random selection of a gene from the chromosome and its insertion at another random position in
the chromosome.
5.4

Tuning the GA’s parameters

For this problem, we have initially conducted several tests to choose the better parameters values
of our GA. The following values have been tested:
–
–
–
–

population size: 40, 60, 80, 100, 150 and 200;
crossover rate: 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8;
mutation rate: 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2;
the stopping criterion: 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 runs without any improvement of the Dmax .

Finally, the following parameters values for the GA have been choosen: population size = 100,
crossover rate = 0.7, mutation rate = 0.1 and stopping criterion = 3000 iterations without any
improvement of the Dmax .
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Algorithm 2 The crossover operator (SJ-XO) to generate OFF1
Require: P1: the first parent; P2: the second parent.
1: Copy the identical jobs occupying the same positions at both parents directly to the offspring (OFF1
and OFF2).
2: Select the first available gene of P1, record it to the first available gene of OFF1 and name it: s − gn.
3: repeat
4:
Name the successor gene of s − gn in P1: n − gn1
5:
Name the successor gene of s − gn in P2: n − gn2.
6:
if both n − gn1 and n − gn2 are available then
7:
select the gene (job) for the OF F 1 which has the minimum total processing time and name it
s − gn.
8:
if n − gn1 and n − gn2 have the same total processing time then
9:
Select randomly one of them.
10:
end if
11:
else if n − gn1 is available and n − gn2 is not available then
12:
Assign n − gn1 to OFF1 and name it s − gn.
13:
else if n − gn1 is not available and n − gn2 is available then
14:
Assign n − gn2 to OFF1 and name it s − gn.
15:
else
16:
Find the first available gene of P1 and P2, starting from the position of n − gn1 and n − gn2,
respectively.
17:
if the last gene in P1 or P2 is reached then
18:
Return to the first gene in the sequence of P1 (respectively P2)
19:
end if
20:
Select the gene for the OFF1 which has the minimum total processing times and name it s − gn.
21:
end if
22: until OFF1 is achieved

6

The lower bound

To evaluate the proposed heuristic and GA, we develop a new lower bound for this problem. Indeed,
the computed LB corresponds to the maximal stage-based lower bound value referred to LB(S) for
stage 1 (suppliers) and LB(M) for stage 2 (manufacturers).
LB = max {LB(S), LB(M )}

(1)

Concerning the first stage S, the related LB(S) is equal to the maximum processor-based bounds
LB(Js ) of each supplier s.
LB(S) = max {LB(Js )} , s = 1, . . . , S

(2)

s

At this level, we have to compute for each supplier s its related processor-based bound LB(Js ).
This bound is obtained by the sum of four terms.
(i) Obviously, the completion time of the last job j processed by the supplier s is equal to the sum
of the processing times of all jobs executed by this supplier s.
(ii) Thereafter, this last job will be delivered to its corresponding manufacturer m into a batch
and it needs tsm units of time.
(iii) Then, we have to minimize the sum of the total processing times of the jobs, forming a batch
delivered by s to this manufacturer m.
(iv) Finally, we have to consider the minimal transportation time of one of these jobs i.e., t0mc .
The sum of the three last terms is minimized on the different manufacturers.
Therefore, to obtain the corresponding LB(Js ), we have to compute:



bs

X

X
0
LB(Js ) =
p1j +
min
tsm +
min
p2jb + n min
t
s = 1, . . . , S
o mc

m|Js ∩Jm 6=∅ 
{j1 ,...,jbs }⊂Js ∩Jm 
c∈ c(j ) ,...,cj
j∈Js

b=1

1

(bs )

(3)
Concerning the second stage M , the related LB(M) is equal to the maximum processor-based
bounds LB(Jm ) of each manufacturer m.
LB(M ) = max {LB(Jm )} , m = 1, . . . , M
m
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In fact, we know that the starting time of the first job j processed by a manufacturer m can be
no less than the minimal value of the sum of the total processing times of all the jobs belonging
to the same batch delivered from a supplier s plus its delivery time from s to m. This term is
minimized on the different suppliers. If there is no idle time on the manufacturer m, the completion time of the last processed job on this machine correspondsX
to the sum of the latter result and
p2j . Finally, to be delivered to
the total processing times of all jobs belonging to Jm , i.e.,
j∈Jm

its customer c, the last processed job j on machine m needs a minimal value of transportation
time t0mc . The computation processor-based bound of each manufacturer m is performed as follows.
)
(
bs
X
X
p1jb + tsm +
p2j +
min t0mc ; m = 1, . . . , M
min
LB(Jm ) =
min
s|Js ∩Jm 6=∅

{j1 ,...,jbs }⊂Js ∩Jm

j∈Jm

b=1

c|Jm ∩Jc 6=∅

(5)

7
7.1

The computational study
Experimental design

Since we do not find instances of the considered problem in the literature, we conduct all computational experiments based on randomly generated instances. For this computational study, nine
job sizes are considered, n = 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 where the processing times
pij and transportation times (tsm and t0mc ) of jobs are uniformly distributed with the range of [1,
99]. We choose to fix the number of customers to four for all the considered instances, whereas,
the number of suppliers and manufacturers varies from 2 to 6. In fact, five different configurations of suppliers and manufacturers are considered in this study (S-M): (2-2), (2-3), (3-3), (2-6)
and (6-2). Concerning the additional constraint considered in this problem - the batch delivery
- we generate four different configurations of batches capacities: 2, 2-3, 2-5 and 5 with thus two
cases where the capacity is the same for all the batches which will be delivered from suppliers or
manufacturers (2 and 5). In the remaining two cases (2-3 and 2-5), we may have batches with
capacities 2 or 3 (resp. 2 or 5) either on stage S or stage M . Nevertheless, we assume that for each
supplier (resp. manufacturer), we do not allow to have batches with different capacities, it will
be the same. Finally, we should recall that once an instance is generated, a checking procedure is
triggered to ensure that the number of jobs assigned to each supplier s (ns ) (resp. manufacturer
m (nm )), is a multiple number of the corresponding batch size. As a consequence, 9*5*4 = 180
instances are - a priori - generated. Nevertheless and due to the latter assumption noted above, we
have to eliminate some of these instances since they become dummies with certain configurations
of the generated data. For instance, if we consider (6-2-4) as respectively the number of suppliers
(6), manufacturers (2) and customers (4) with 20 jobs and a capacity of batch, equal to 5 for all
suppliers and manufacturers, two suppliers among the six will not process any jobs. Therefore, we
finally keep 169 instances instead of 180.
In the remaining part of this section, we will computationally analyse the performance of the two
proposed approaches (Hb and GA) in addition to the lower bound to solve the NP-hard considered problem. In total, we perform (2 (Hb and LB)+5(runs of the GA)) * 169 (instances) = 1183
evaluations of the Dmax .
7.2

Computational results

We have three goals through this computational study. The first one is to analyse the tightness of
the proposed lower bound by identifying the instances where the GA or Hb are able to reach this
LB. Our second goal is to evaluate both algorithms in terms of solution quality, whereas the final
goal is to compare both approaches in terms of CPU time.
Analysis of the LB: if we consider the whole benchmark, the LB is proved as an optimal solution
in 44 out of 169 instances, representing approximately 26,036% of cases. Nevertheless, for the
remaining 73,964% of cases, it’s true that neither the GA nor the Hb did not meet the LB but that
does not mean that both methods did not find the optimal solution. Table 1 indicates the cases
where the LB is the optimal solution according to the different configurations of S-M-C generated.
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The second remark that we will point out is the fact that the LB is proved to be optimal in 31
out of the whole 44 cases found out, in the subset of instances with 6-2 as the number of suppliers
(6)and manufacturers (2).
Table 1. Analysis of the LB according to the numbers of s and m
S-M-C Total number of instances optimal instances %opt-LB
2-2-4
36
3
8,33
2-3-4
33
0
0
3-3-4
31
3
9,68
2-6-4
34
7
20,59
6-2-4
35
31
88,57
P
169
44

So, through this table, it is clear that the proposed LB is much more efficient with a greater
number of suppliers compared to the number of manufacturers. In such case, we have normally
LB = LB(M) since there are more jobs to process at the manufacturers than, at the suppliers.
Further, is can be explained by the fact that with a greater number of suppliers, the idle times of
machines on the manufacturer stage - which is supposed empty after the processing of the first job
in the computation of LB(Jm ) - will be probably minimized since each manufacturer will receive
an enough number of batches reducing thereby its idle time, leading to optimal or near-optimal
solutions in the majority of cases. We also remark that, among the four other configurations of
table 1, the LB is more efficient in case of 2 suppliers and 6 manufacturers that in the three other
configurations with similar number of suppliers and manufacturers. In such case, we have normally
LB = LB(S) since there are more jobs to process at the suppliers than at the manufacturers.
Evaluation of both algorithms: this section concerns the two latter goals outlined above. The
average percentage deviation from the lower bound for both algorithms is computed as follows:
Dmax − LB
∗ 100
(6)
LB
First of all, we should precise that we have performed five runs of the GA for each instance
to evaluate its robustness. We began by conducting the experimentation tests according to the
number of jobs. Table 2 shows the % deviation obtained with the heuristic Hb and the minimal,
mean and maximal % deviation obtained by the GA in each instance among the five runs. It
appears from this table that the GA performs better than Hb since, in mean, it provides smaller
% deviation. Nevertheless, this table gives no information concerning the performance of both
algorithms in function of the configuration (S-M-C) of the instances. Therefore, the comparison
of Hb and GA has been finally conducted according to the five configurations of the numbers
of suppliers and manufacturers similarly to the LB analysis. The results of CPU times for both
methods and also the percentage of solved problems to optimality according to the number of
suppliers and manufacturers are summarized in table 3. The first column of this table represents
the configurations of the numbers of suppliers, manufacturers and customers. The next four columns
concern the percentage of problems for which the LB is obtained and thus, optimality is proved for
respectively, the heuristic (denoted in the table as H), the GAmin , GAmean and GAmax . Similarly,
the columns 6, 7, 8 and 9 illustrate the average results relative to the average percentage deviation
from the LB. Finally, the two last columns are related to the computation times (CPU), in seconds.
We should precise that we compute an average CPU for the whole runs of the GA. It is denoted as
GAavg in the last column of the table. The results of this table corroborate the remark highlighted
in the previous sub-section concerning the performance of the LB according to the numbers of
suppliers and manufacturers. In fact, we can observe through this table that both algorithms are
much more effective when the number of suppliers is greater than the number of manufacturers
in terms of percentage of solved problems to optimality and average percentage deviation from
the lower bound. As instance, the heuristic Hb reaches the optimal solution in two problems out
of 36 for the first configuration 2-2-4 of S − M − C representing 2,77% whereas this percentage
becomes equal to 77,142% for the last configuration 6-2-4 of S − M − C. The same observation is
also verified for the GA with its three values: GAmin , GAmean and GAmax .
%deviation =
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Table 2. The comparison of Hb and GA according to the number of jobs in terms of %dev

Number of jobs
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

GA
GAmin GAmean
7,467 7,467
8,374 9,290
4,313 5,513
4,260 4,930
4,253 5,154
3,325 4,895
2,504 3,628
3,880 5,069
3,245 4,278

GAmax
7,467
10,245
6,454
5,897
6,447
6,523
4,988
6,851
5,692

Hb
14,803
14,924
8,768
11,879
13,890
14,125
7,391
11,722
10,097

Table 3. Summary of the evaluation of both algorithms

S-M -C
2-2-4
2-3-4
3-3-4
2-6-4
6-2-4

H
2,77
0
3,225
5,882
77,142

% LB is obtained
GAmin GAmean GAmax
8,33
5,55
5,55
0
0
0
9,677
0
0
17,647 5,882 5,882
54,285 48,571 48,571

H
13,335
8,008
14,011
3,591
0,502

%dev
GAmin GAmean
3,829 4,913
4,836 5,741
4,663 5,702
2,970 3,332
1,279 1,281

GAmax
6,189
6,801
7,033
3,934
1,291

CPU(s)
H GAavg
0,056 25,637
0,054 63,016
0,021 29,364
0,053 13,537
0,015 7,028

Concerning the average percentage deviation from the lower bound, we can observe a greater
robustness of the GA when the numbers of suppliers and manufacturers are different, especially
when S > M. Additionally, the results show that the GA outperforms the heuristic in the four first
subsets of instances (2-2-4; 2-3-4; 3-3-4 and 2-6-4). However, we remark that the heuristic is more
efficient than the GA for the last subset of instances (6-2-4) with an average percentage deviation
from the LB equal to 0,502% against 1,279% for the GAmin . The main reasons of this fact relatively
similar to those described above to explain the tightness of the LB in this case. Nevertheless, the
results of GA remain satisfying varying from 1,279% as the better average percentage deviation
from the lower bound, obtained by the GAmin in the subset of instances with the configuration
(6-2-4) to 7,033%, obtained by the GAmax in the subset of instances with the configuration (3-3-4).
Hence, we may also deduce that generally the problem is much more complex to solve with an
equilibrated number of suppliers and manufacturers. Finally, table 3 shows the interesting obtained
CPU time concerning the heuristic Hb (see the last two columns of this table). In fact, we can
clearly observe its quickness with an average computational time equal to 0,056(s) in the worst
case (2-2-4).

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the batch delivery constraints in addition to the eligibility and the
transportation times constraints. To solve this NP-hard problem, we developed a new heuristic Hb,
a GA and also a new lower bound. The conducted computational study showed the performance
of both proposed algorithms, especially in terms of solution quality. It also allowed us to highlight
some particular conditions for which we demonstrated that especially, the proposed LB and the
heuristic are really well fitting to tackle some particular cases of this problem. There are still many
interesting research topics in connection with the supply chain scheduling problem. We project
in the future to extend the model by considering (i) the machine availability constraints in our
supply chain model, (ii) additional actors in the SCS, like the warehouses, the retailers, etc. and (iii)
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additional constraints like, the vehicles availability constraint, etc. with the particular characteristic
of our model i.e. the two stage processing of jobs.
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CPMP is a variant of this well-known problem subject on the
capacity constraints.

AB S T RA CT
The budget constraint multi-capacitated location problem
(MCLP) is a generalization of the famous capacitated pmedian location problem (CPMP); it is characterized by
allowing each facility to be open with several different
capacity level. We consider n customers, m facilities and l
capacity levels, we observe that the solution form of MCLP
can be shown as a set of disjoint clusters, each one is made up
of one facility and a set of customers, the capacity level used
is selected according to the customers’ demands. In this paper,
we present the set partitioning formulation of the MCLP
problem (called MCLP-SP), then we suggest an adapted exact
solving method, which we call NFF (Nearest Facility First).
Computational results are presented at the end using instances
that we have created under some criteria of difficulties or
adapted from those of p-median problems available in
literature. The NFF method provides very good results for low
and medium difficulty instances, but it is less effective for the
more complex ones. To remedy this problem, the method will
be supplemented by column generation approach.

Given a bipartite graph G(V, U, E) where V and U are
respectively the sets of customers and facilities’ nodes and E
is the set of edges. V and U are each independent sets such that
every edge connects a vertex in U to one in V.

Figure 1: graphical representation of location problem
The location problem graph is composed of many connected
sub-graphs, each one is also made up of either one facility
solely (triangle) or a facility with a partition of customers
(points).
Let E = {ij : i ∈ V, j ∈ U } and 𝑐𝑖𝑗 the assignment cost of the
customer i to the facility j, the customer demand 𝑑𝑖 and the
facility capacity 𝑢𝑗 are associated respectively with node i ∈

KEYWORDS

V and node j ∈ U.

Location, p-median, set partitioning, exact approach, column
generation.

Let 𝑥𝑖𝑗 be the binary variable associated with the edge ij ∈ E
(𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 1 if customer i is assigned to facility j, 0 otherwise) and

1. I NT R O D U C T I O N

let 𝑦𝑗 be the binary variable associated with the median node

Locating facilities is one of the main problems when it comes
to making strategic or tactical decisions. The objective of this
kind of problems is usually to minimize a cost function that
can include the cost for the assignment as well as the opening
cost of facilities. In many location variants, the facilities’
opening cost is initially fixed by a budget constraint, in such
case only the assignment cost is minimized.

j∈E ( 𝑦𝑗 = 1 if facility j is used, 0 otherwise). The integer linear
mathematical formulation is :
𝑀𝑖𝑛 ∑ ∑ 𝑑𝑖 𝑐𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗

(1)

𝑖∈𝑁𝑗∈𝑀

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 1 ,

𝑖 ∈ 𝑁

(2)

𝑗∈𝑀

Facility location has been the subject of a large number of
publications in the fields of supply chain optimization and
operational research. The p-median is the most famous
location problem that we can find hugely in literature, the

∑ 𝑑𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑢𝑗 𝑦𝑗 ,

𝑗∈ 𝑀

(3)

𝑖∈𝑁

𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑦𝑗 ,
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𝑖 ∈ 𝑁,j∈ 𝑀

(4)
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∑ 𝑦𝑗 =

𝑝

(5)

𝑥𝑖𝑗 ∈ {0,1}, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁, j ∈ 𝑀

(6)

𝑦𝑗 ∈ {0,1} , j ∈ 𝑀

(7)

existing study, only in (EL AMRANI, BENADADA, &
GENDRON, 2016). MCLP problem is NP-complete problem
because it represents a generalization of CPMP (Garey MR,
1979). Variants of the latter appeared in (Roberto Baldacci,
2001), (Luiz AN Lorena, 2003) (Edson LF Senne, 2004)
(Maurizio Boccia, 2007) and (Sittipong Dantrakula, 2014). To
solve the CPMP several approaches have been proposed:
(Maurizio Boccia, 2007) used a cutting planes algorithm based
on Fenchel cuts (Edson LF Senne, 2004) (Alberto Ceselli,
2005) and (Ceselli, 2003) proposed the application of Branch
& Price and branch & Bound methods based on Lagrangian
relaxation and (Luiz aN Lorena, 2003) proposed a resolution
with column generation.

𝑗∈ 𝑀

The objective (1) is only to minimize the assignment costs,
which may occur as transport costs by a unit of distance, in this
variant we are not looking to minimize the opening costs of the
medians. The demand constraints (2) force each customer to
be assigned to one and only one median. Constraints (3)
impose that the capacity of a median must not be exceeded.
Constraints (4) are used to restrict customers to be assigned to
a closed facility. It can be noted that in the capacitated pmedian location problem, this constraint becomes redundant
with the capacity constraints; however, the experience shows
that this it represents a valid high inequality to reduce the
execution time. Constraint (5) is to specify that the number of
medians must be equal to p. (6) and (7) are the integrality
constraints.

In this study of proposing new formulation of MCLP based on
set partitioning, we will test the new model by using resolution
methods, namely the Branch and Cut used by CPLEX solver
and a new exact resolution approach based on column
generation called NFF.
The NFF proposed approach to solve MCLP consists on
assigning each customer to the nearest possible facility, to do
that we will sort all facilities by the assignment cost. At the
first iteration, all customers are assigned to the nearest facility.
Then we compare the sum of the demands assigned to each
facility by its capacity level used. If this iteration provides one
solution, so the solution found is optimal, otherwise we allow
customers to be assigned to the next nearest facilities until
arriving at a feasible solution.

The search for p-median nodes in a network or graph is a
classical location problem. The purpose is to locate p facilities
(medians) in order to minimize the assignment cost of
customers to facilities. The CPMP defines for each median one
capacity which characterizes the service provided. The total
demands for all customers assigned to one facility cannot
exceed its service capacity.
In various industry field the service costs increase with its
capacity used, the application of any single CPMP problem
present a waste in terms of resources, the capacity of the
service presented can hugely exceed the customer demands. In
order to generalize the CPMP for more complex situations
faced in industry, MCLP (CPMP generalization) appeared for
the first time in (EL AMRANI, BENADADA, & GENDRON,
2016), defines several capacity levels for each facility. Thus a
facility can be open at only one capacity level. The total
demands of the assigned customers define the capacity level to
use. Each opened level have a corresponding cost.

This paper is organized as follows. In section two, we discuss
the new formulation of the MCLP based on set partitioning,
the third one is devoted to the solving methods, namely the
Branch and cut used by CPLEX and a new suitable exact
approach, called NFF. Computational results are presented in
the second last section before the conclusion.

2. F O RM U L A T I O N
The MCLP problem is a location problem with capacity where
facilities can be used at several levels, each level is
characterized by a certain capacity to respect and the facility
can open only one level at once. In the mathematical
formulation, we will need to create additional variables and
notations and modify the constraints of the previous problem
such that each facility must respect the maximum capacity of
the selected level.

Several applications in the industry use the MCLP concept
such as telecommunications, energy management, and many
others. This can explain the fact that this is one of the most
important known problems which can have impact on the
strategic decisions.

The mathematical formulation is as follows:

The aim of this problem is to optimize the related transport cost
of assigning customers to facilities. Each customer has a fixed
demand served by a single open facility. The facilities can be
used in one of many preset levels of capacities, no one can be
open for more than one level at the same time. By assigning
customers to facilities, we have to check that the total demands
of customers served by each facility is less than its level
capacity used. The sum of facility opening costs is bounded by
a limited budget.

𝑀𝑖𝑛 ∑ ∑ 𝑑𝑖 𝑐𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗

(8)

𝑖∈𝑁𝑗∈𝑀

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 1 ,

𝑖 ∈ 𝑁

(9)

𝑗∈𝑀

∑ 𝑑𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ ∑ 𝑢𝑘 𝑦𝑗𝑘 ,
𝑖∈𝑁

Unlike the p-median problem, widely discussed in the
literature, the MCLP is a new problem that we did not find any

𝑗∈ 𝑀

(10)

𝑘∈ 𝐾

∑ 𝑦𝑗𝑘 ≤ 1,

𝑗∈ 𝑀

(11)

𝑘∈ 𝐾
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𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ ∑ 𝑦𝑗𝑘 ,

𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 ,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀

𝑚

(12)

𝑙
𝑗

∑ ∑ 𝑓𝑝 𝑥𝑝 ≤ 𝐵

𝑘∈ 𝐾

(𝟏𝟕)

𝑗=1 𝑝=1

∑ ∑ 𝑓 𝑘 𝑦𝑗𝑘 ≤ 𝐵

(13)

𝑗
𝑥𝑝 ∈ {0,1}, p∈ {1,2, . . , 𝑙}, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑀

𝑗∈ 𝑀 𝑘∈ 𝐾

𝑥𝑖𝑗 ∈ {0,1}, ∈ 𝑁 ,

𝑆 = {𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , … , 𝑆𝑙 } indicates the set of subset of 𝑁;
𝑆 ⊆ 𝓟(𝑁).

j∈ 𝑀

𝒋

𝑦𝑗 𝑘 ∈ {0,1}, j∈ 𝑀, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾

𝒄𝒑 is the total assignment cost of the customer subset 𝑺𝒑 to the
facility j.

Where K denotes the set of levels, 𝒖𝒌 represent capacity of
level k, 𝒇𝒌 is the opening cost associated with level k, B is the
limit budget on the total opening costs.

1 𝑠𝑖 𝒊 ∈ 𝑆𝑝
𝐴 = [𝒂𝒊𝒑 ]𝑛×𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝒂𝒊𝒑 = {
0 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑛
Satisfying ∑𝑖∈𝑁 𝒅𝒊 𝒂𝒊𝒑 ≤ 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑘 {𝒖𝒌 }
1 𝑖𝑓 𝒋 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑆𝑝
𝐵 = [𝒃𝒋𝒑 ]𝑚×𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝒃𝒋𝒑 = {
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝒋
𝒇𝒑 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑘 {𝒇𝒌 | ∑𝑖∈𝑁 𝒅𝒊 𝒂𝒊𝒑 ≤ 𝒖𝒌 } and 𝒄𝒑 = ∑𝑖∈𝑆𝑝 𝒅𝒊 𝒄𝒊𝒋

𝒚𝒌𝒋 is decision binary variable that is one if and only if the
facility j is opened and used at the level k.
This model generalizes the capacitated p-median problem
including the capacity levels concept. This new data appears
in the capacity constraints (10) and at the budget constraint
(13), because the facilities have different opening costs. (12)
are also additional constraints which represent valid
inequalities that cut the feasible region. (10) are capacity
constraints and (11) force the facility to be open at one level at
most.

𝒋

𝒙𝒑 is a decision binary variable that is equal to one if and only
if cluster build by facility j and customer subset 𝑺𝒑 belongs to
the solution.
It may be noted that in this formulation the constraints (8), (9),
(13) are respectively equivalent to (14), (15), (17) and the
constraints (9), (10), (11) appeared explicitly in the initial
formulation become implicitly considered. Constraint (16),
which is not declared in the first model explicitly, prevents us
to have, in the feasible solution, the same facility in more than
one cluster.

In this section, we choose to re-formulate our MCLP as a set
partitioning problem, this new formulation is more suitable to
well effective solving method, namely the NFF exact method
described above. Given a bipartite graph G(V, U, E) where V
and U are respectively the sets of customers and facilities’
nodes and E is the set of edges. V and U are independent sets
such that every edge connects a vertex in U to one in V.

If S is the set of all subsets of N, the formulation can give an
optimal solution to the MCLP-SP. However, the number of
subsets may be very huge, and an exact resolution with a solver
such as CPLEX becomes impossible for a reasonable time.
Therefore, we must think of a way to solve this problem with
a reduced computational time. To circumvent this situation, we
propose in the next section a method to prohibit the assignment
of customers to facilities supposed too far, limiting the number
of produced clusters.

Figure 2: graphical representation of MCLP problem
The MCLP problem graph is composed of many connected
sub-graphs, the facility (triangle) can be operated in many
levels: white triangle for closed facility, grey one for the level
one or black for a level with the biggest capacity, the capacity
level is chosen according to customers’ demands. We can
easily see that the final solution will be in form of a set of pair
(facility, clusters subset), this pair will be called “cluster”. All
of these clusters will build the feasible region of this new
model. This above new formulation will be called MCLP-SP
𝑚

3. S OL V I N G

3.1. Branch and cut

𝑙
𝑗 𝑗

𝑀𝑖𝑛 ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑝 𝑥𝑝

(𝟏𝟒)

The Branch and cut is a combination of two algorithm into
one, namely the Branch and Bound and cutting plans.

𝑗=1 𝑝=1
𝑚

𝑙
𝑗

∑ ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑝 𝑥𝑝 = 1 ,

𝑖 ∈ 𝑁

Algorithm

(𝟏𝟓)

𝑗=1 𝑝=1

1- At each top of the resolution tree, a linear relaxation
is solved by the method of cuts.
2- If the solution is feasible (or if it is above a known
solution), the summit declared sterile.
3- If all pending summits are sterile, STOP, the best
solution found is optimal.

𝑙
𝑗

M E T H O DS

To proceed with solving the problem, we will suggest to test
the new formulation with an exact method well known, that
of Branch and Cut, although this method presents difficulties
for large instanced, it will serve to validate our new
modeling. The adapted method for the present formulation
will be details afterwards.

∑ 𝑏𝑗𝑝 𝑥𝑝 ≤ 1,

𝑗 ∈ 𝑀

(𝟏𝟔)

𝑝=1
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4- Otherwise, choose a non-sterile pendant summits,
select a fractional variable xi, and consider two
subproblems by fixing xi at 1 and xi at 0 (Branching)
5- Solving every problem by generating new unsatisfied
constraints (cutting). Go to step 3.

a- If the sum of demands does not exceed the
capacity (i), we add this cluster in the set L
with the capacity (i) and the corresponding
opening cost and total assignment costs.
b- Otherwise ii+1, come back to (a-) ;
c- Remove duplicates and STOP.

The branch and cut algorithm is more efficient because it is
reliable and more fast than the branch and bound.

EndIf
EndGenerate_ clusters

In this section, we present the resolution method, which
consists of banning the creation of clusters with a too high total
assignment cost.

0- Initially there are a set N of customers, a set M of
facilities and a empty set L.
1- For each customer, sort the facilities in ascending
order in terms of assignment.
2- Assign to each customer the nearest facility.
Repeat |N|*(|M|-1) times
3- Generate theclusers.
4- If solution is found, it can only be, STOP.
(thealgorithmestops by optimaly).
5- Otherwise, add the best assignment
(customers, facility) and come back to (4).
EndRepeat
(if no solution found)
Repeat |L| times, and let p = 1
6- Develop the cluster p with all possible combinations.
7- If one solution is found, STOP. Otherwise, pp+1,
come back to(6-)

The first step in solving this problem is the generation of
clusters. In the first place, we classify, for each customer, the
facilities in ascending order of assignment costs. Then we
assign to each customer the least expensive facility. After this
initial assignment, and for all iterations that follow, we
compare for each facility the sum of customer demands
assigned with the different capacity levels. If the total of these
demands exceeds the highest level, then the cluster is rejected
by unfeasibility. Otherwise, we create the clusters with the
lowest level satisfying all demands. Thus, the opening cost of
the cluster is that of the selected level, and the assignment cost
of the cluster is the sum of all assignment.
The solution found in this step, if it exists, can only be optimal,
because it presents an ideal case, where each customer is
assigned to the nearest facility, which means the least costly.
Otherwise, we regenerate the clusters by adding the second
closest facility for a customer in terms of assignment cost, and
so on until achieve a feasible solution or arrive at a number of
clusters considered too high for reasonable computational
time. If necessary, we use the column generation method.

Otherwise we move to a resolution with columns
Generation.
EndAlgorithm
This algorithm always finishes by find the solution, if such a
solution exists.

To explain more the logic of the method, we detail the steps in
the following algorithm:

The following diagram describe the sequence of the algorithm:

Algorithm
Generate_ clusters
If the set L does not exceed a maximum number (5000
clusters)
1-

2-

Search all assignments already made or
clusters already created, each facility with
its customers associated.
Let n the number of customers,for each
pair (facility, part of customers).

If the sum of all demands exceeds the
maximum capacity

Figure 3: Descriptive diagram of the algorithm

4. C O M P U T A T I ON AL R E S U L T S

a- The cluster with n customers is
rejected by unfeasibility.
b- If n>0we create n clusters each one
with n-1 customers. Otherwise STOP.
c- Comme back to (2-)

We did not find any reference in the literature on MCLP. This
model therefore has, as we know, no existing instances for
testing and comparison. For this, we will in the context of this
work create instances using semi-random values based on a
justified and appropriate choice. We will also use some pmedian instances to supplement the computational tests, since
the MCLP is a generalization of the latter.

Otherwise
i=0;
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We turn the two algorithms using the CPLEX solver. We use
the version 7 of Java and version 12 of Cplex and we run the
program on a machine i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40 GHz.

data in the form of clusters by manipulation with JAVA. In the
second we solved the new model using the CPLEX solver.
The parameters of these instances are described in the
following table:

Our data set consists of five instance classes which have five
levels of difficulty (easy, medium, difficult, very difficult and
complex). The difficulty of these instances is based on the size
of the problem, which is often measured by the number of
customers. In contrast, the number of facilities and the number
of levels used have a low impact on the size of the problem.
Each difficulty level contains several test instances. These
instances also represent difficulty sub-levels. They are
characterized by the dispersion of the points (customers
compared to plants) and also by the amount of available
resources. Experience shows that the difficulty of the problem
varies proportionally to the variance of customer-facility
distances and customer demands. At the same time, it varies
inversely with the budget allocated to the opening of facilities,
and to their capacity levels. Thus increasing the difficulty,
while keeping the feasibility, we multiply the number of
iterations needed to find the optimal solution.

DL : Difficulty level (E : easy, M : medium, D : difficult et
VD : very difficult)
NC : Number of Customer
NF : Number of Facility
NL : Number of capacity Levels
NCL : Number of Clusters used to find solution.
For simplification reasons for large size problems, we add at
each iteration, a set of clusters instead of adding one. This
means that the number of clusters with which we find the
feasible solution is not minimum, and the first solution found
when running is not necessarily optimal, but very near the
optimal one, so we have to wait in such case finishing the
calculation.
The following table lists the various instances used and the
computational results found:

This algorithm is composed of two parts: the first concerns the
reformulation of the mathematical model and the adaptation of

Instance
F1
F2
F3
F4
M1
M2
M3
D1
D2
D3
TD1
TD2
TD3
TD4
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

DL

NC

10
10
Easy
20
30
50
Medium
50
70
100
Difficult 100
200
300
Very
300
Difficult 402
402
500
1000
Complex 3038
3038
3038

NF
3
5
5
8
4
6
6
10
15
15
25
30
30
40
50
100
600
700
1000

NL
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
8
10
10
12
12
4
4
10
10
10

NFF

Branch & Cut
Obj
103
586
387
334
8826
2612
7079
12618
1587
90312
34175
25037
42233
39805
25452
46719
-

According to the computational results, the NFF approach is
based on the concept of attacking the simplest first; we start by
assigning each customer to the nearest facility, if a solution is
found it will be optimal, if necessary we test the next facility.
And so on until arrive at the solution. We notice from the table
of results that the approach works very well with a very
reasonable execution time for easy instances in terms of
dispersion points and in terms of resource availability, but it is
less effective for difficult instances. It is for this reason that we
will harness the power of our method in such instances and we

CPU (s)
0,04
1,26
3,04
4,75
0,07
2,40
10,55
0,124
0,38
0,592
0.842
0.967
0.827
1.872
11,87
143,53
-

NCL
14
473
489
734
69
1014
1116
55
259
1214
2034
3248
4365
4813
3128
-

Obj
103
586
387
334
8826
2612
7079
12618
1587
34584
25146
43011
26314
47624
68421
-

CPU (s)
0.15
0.20
0.15
0.16
0.55
1.52
2.43
0.45
0.52
1.14
1.26
2.35
5.28
12.69
52.2
-

GAP
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1.18%
0.43%
1.80%
3.27%
1.90%
-

will complete the approach by the column generation method,
if the method is not successful after the generation of 5000
clusters.
In these results we have defined the Gab for only difficult
instances, the should normally always equal zero, because the
method always gives optimal solutions. However, for reasons
to reduce the execution time, we sometimes accept results
close to the optimal. That said, the loss of optimality can occur
under two scenarios: either skipping a few iterations, or if we
fail to generate all possible clusters because of a technical
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problem, on memory, that we plan to correct in the next
version.

International IEEE Conference of
Logistics Operations Managment (pp.
1-6). FES: IEEE.

5. C O N C L U S I ON
In this paper we introduced the multi-capacitated location
problem with budget constraint. We have proposed a
mathematical formulations based on set partitioning. We
propose Branch and Cut to validate the new formulation, and
finally the NFF method that gives the optimal solution for all
instances in which the difficulty level is medium or difficult.
The resolution method is less effective for more complex
instances. An alternative for such instances would be to use the
column generation method.
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Abstract.
In this paper, we develop a memetic algorithm with population management to solve the integrated
planning of production, maintenance, and quality in multi-product, multi-period imperfect systems.
The proposed memetic algorithm employs the Nelder-Mead algorithm along with an optimization
package for exact determination of the values of several decision variables in each chromosome
evolution. The method extracts not only the positive knowledge in good solutions, but also the
negative knowledge in poor individuals to determine the algorithm transitions. The method is
compared in terms of the solution time and quality to several heuristic methods.

Keywords: combinatorial optimisation, Integrated model, Metaheuristics

1 Introduction
Existing literature on integration of production, maintenance and quality, highlights the significance
of improvements achieved by the joint models [1], [2]. This approach is a beneficiary of the whole
system [3], [4], and improves the productivity [5] or the profitability [6], [7].
However, such joint models are generally non-linear and difficult to be solved in a reasonable time
or with rational computational effort. Exploiting the benefits of integrated models necessitates the
development of efficient solution methods.
In [9] the authors compared the efficiency and accuracy of exact and heuristic algorithms and
concluded that the solution time of exact methods exponentially increases by the problem size,
whereas the solution time in heuristic methods is almost constant and considerably low. They
proposed heuristic methods for large problems.
The evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been widely and successfully used in solving difficult and
large problems. Among the existing EAs, the memetic algorithms (Mas) have been increasingly
employed in solving problems in operations research and computer sciences [11]. Memetic
algorithms exploit the benefits of integrating population-based search and local improvement
methods. Such a combination considerably improved the power of EA [12]. Efficiency and
robustness of MAs in solving complex planning and scheduling problems and their capability in
balancing between exploitation and exploration are our motivation in adopting a memetic algorithm
to solve the integrated production-maintenance problem.
The literature review first, illuminates the value of joint scheduling and shows that just a few papers
have addressed the integration of production planning and maintenance scheduling in imperfect
systems, and second, underlines the gap between the theory and application of joint models. To the
best of our knowledge, very few implementations of joint models have been reported yet.
We develop a solution method based on memetic algorithms for an integrated problem from the
literature. In the meantime, we implement innovative strategies to improve the algorithm efficiency.
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For the first time in similar problem, we not only make use the properties of good solutions (known
as positive knowledge) but also, the characteristics of poor solutions (negative knowledge) in
algorithm transitions. The proposed method uses population management to maintain the diversity
during the solution process. Hybridization of genetic algorithm with local search methods is carried
out in two points. First, using CPLEX to solve a part of the model that is a linear program, and
then, we use Nelder-Mead or tabu-search algorithms to enhance its performance.
The rest of this paper is as follows. In section 2, the problem definition is presented. Integrated
planning model is explained in section 3. Section 4 presents the solution method and search
management tools and section 5 provides a comprehensive examination of the algorithm’s
performance and comparisons. Section 6 includes our concluding remarks.

2 Problem definition and solution method
In this section, the joint production and maintenance model in imperfect systems and a solution
method are presented.

2.1 Joint scheduling model
A capacitated lot-scheduling problem in a multi-machine, multi-product, multi-period context is
considered. Demand for the products in each period is known and unsatisfied orders will charge the
backorder cost to the system. Over production imposes the inventory holding cost and switching to
a new product type on a machine is accompanied with a setup charge. Defective rates and expected
availability of machines depend on the preventive maintenance (PM) and quality inspection plans.
The total cost of the system to be minimized is the sum of production, maintenance, and quality
costs. At the beginning of each period the machines are in normal state, but by progressing the
time, the machines deteriorate and so, the failure probability increases. The imperfect preventive
maintenance with multiple PM options for each machine is considered and it is assumed. We
assume a maintenance opportunity at the beginning of each period and the solution of the model
determines the optimal PM level for each machine in each period.
The three possible states of each machine are (1) the normal (or in-control) state with negligible
defective rate, (2) the shifted (or out-of-control) state with higher nonconformity, and (3) failed
state. Machine failures are self-announcing and a PM team will perform a minimal repair that
brings the machine in operation without influencing on its age. During each period, several errorfree process inspections are considered to detect the machine's state. By detecting a shifted state (1)
the machine will be corrected that imposes an adjustment cost, and (2) the sub-lots produced in that
interval will be quality checked to separate the defective items. Such nonconforming products will
be reworked before sending to a customer. The optimal number of quality inspections depends on
the PM plans and the machine. Given the number of process inspections, the length of intervals will
be determined such that the integrated hazard over all intervals is constant [12].

2.2 Solution method and its features
Memetic algorithm [13] (also called hybrid genetic algorithms or genetic local search) is a
population-based heuristic that combines GA with local search methods. A literature review of
memetic algorithms can be found in [14]. The literature also shows the impact of preserving the
population diversity on efficiency of heuristics [15]. An impressive increase in the algorithm’s
efficiency is demonstrated by implementation of population management strategies in populationbased heuristics [16]. The authors proposed a mechanism that addresses both the objective value
and its contribution to population diversity in the evaluation of individuals.
In this paper, a memetic algorithm with population management for the integrated productionmaintenance problem is proposed. The algorithm employs CPLEX optimization package to solve
the linear part of the problem, and in the meantime, it exploits Nelder-Mead method to improve the
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performance. Population management strategies are used to well-organize the solution process and
both positive and negative knowledge (information extracted from better and worse solutions) are
used in the solution process. Intensification of good solutions, diversification of the population,
adaptive control of the algorithm parameters, and survivor selection based on the contribution of
individuals in the population heterogeneity are the implemented strategies. Performance indicators
(the solution time and quality, and the algorithm robustness) are used to compare it to other
heuristics or different configurations of MAPM.

3 Integrated planning model
3.1 Cost of the production system
Total cost of the production system (

is the sum of processing cost, setup cost, inventory

holding costs, and backorder cost for all combinations of products and machines. We have:
,
(3.1)
where p and P are the index and number of products, m and M are the index and number of
machines, t and T are the index and number of periods, xpmt is the production level of product p on
machine m in period t, πpm is the processing cost of product p on machine m. Also, Spmt is the binary
variable of setup of product p on machine m in period t, spm is the setup cost (product p on machine
m), Ipt is inventory level (product p in period t), hp is the unit holding cost (product p), Bpt is the
backorder level of product p in period t, and bp is the backorder cost.
Binary variable of setup () and production level (

) are linked together, so

.

The total lot-size of product p in period t (LSpt) is given by
and the balance
equation between production, inventory, backorder, and demand is given by
(dpt is the demand for product p in period t).
The available production time (APTmt) of machine m in period t is the remaining time in period
after minimal repairs, so
, where L is the length of period, NFmt is the
average number of failures (machine m in period t), and TMRm is the time of minimal repair. Total
.
production on a machine is constrained to the available production time;

3.2 Cost of the maintenance system
Let us assume that the time-to-shift function follows a Weibull distribution with parameters λm and
φm i.e.

and its cumulative function is

,

so the conditional probability of a shift at age t given the machine was in control at age t0 is
. Also, the time-to-failure function
is also a Weibull function with parameters θm and ρm, i.e.
cumulative distribution is

and its

. Considering the Nakagawa’s imperfect maintenance

model [16] and linear link between maintenance cost and improvement in the machine conditions,
the total cost of the maintenance system is
. In this equation,
is the cost of PM of level PMmt (machine m in period t), and
is the corrective maintenance cost with CMRm as the cost of a
minimal repair. Maintenance times are calculated such that the integrated hazard over maintenanceinspection intervals is constant. The maintenance budget constraint indicates that the total
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maintenance budget assigned to PM in each period is limited to the available PM budget in that
period, i.e. ΣCPM(PMmt) ≤ PMBmt. For more details of calculation of the age of machine in periods
and intervals, one can refer to [8].

3.3 Cost of the quality system
The total cost of the quality system is the sum of inspection cost, quality checking cost, reworking
cost, and the process adjustment cost. The inspection cost for machine m in period t is
, where NImt is the number of quality inspections of machine m in period t and
vm is the cost of an inspection. With PSmt the probability of a quality shift on machine m in period t,
βp the cost of quality checking of product p, and ymjt as the age of machine m at the end of interval j
in period t, the expected quality checking cost for product p over all intervals is
. If a shift occurs at age

in interval j, from this

instant of time until the end of the interval, the machine will work in a shifted state. Given the
number of process inspections (
out-of-control

), the expected shifted state time that machine m operates in

conditions

in

period
t,
is
. Hence, the total expected
, where αpm is the

reworking cost for machine m is given by

defective rate of product p in shifted state of machine m and Rp is the reworking cost of product p.
Finally, considering the probability of shift in intervals, total expected cost of machine adjustments
. Therefore, the cost of the quality
in period t is
system is
.

3.4 Integrated model and the search space
). The
The integrated model minimizes the total cost of the system (
model constraints are (a) the link between setups and production levels, (b) the balance equation
between lot-sizes, inventories, backorders, and demands, (c) the production capacity by the
available production times, and (d) the maintenance budget constraint.
The integrated model presented in this paper is a nonlinear problem with complicated evaluations.
The sources of its difficulty are originated from the challenging interactions between maintenance
and production from the one hand, and between maintenance and quality from the other hand. Also,
determining the optimal number of process inspections minimizing the quality cost (eq. 4.25) is
very hard. The number of possible scenarios for maintenance is

, where,

is the

number of PM levels for machine m, and T is the number of periods. With decision variables
related to production and quality systems, size of the solution space is very huge, which justifies the
need for efficient solution methods.

4 Solution methods
4.1 MAPM algorithm
The process flow of MAPM is presented in Fig. 1. In the following sections, the operators and
ingredients of the algorithm are explained.
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 Parameter calibration
 Generate the initial population
 Do (Solution process)
o Evaluate the population diversity
o Update the dynamic parameters
o Do (Generation of the next population)
 Generate a child by
o Crossover
o Intensification of top-half solutions of the population
o Diversification of the whole population
 Perform local search on the child
 Add the child to the population
o Loop until the size of the population is doubled
o Perform survivor selection
 Loop until the stop condition is satisfied
 Return the best solution
Fig. 1: Process flow of MAPM.

4.2 Solution encoding and population initialization
A vector of integers representing the PM level for each machine in each period is considered as the
solution encoding approach. Given such a vector, the maintenance cost can be evaluated and the
lot-sizing model with quality inspections reduces to a linear mixed-integer problem. We use Cplex
to solve this MIP model. The population is determined in the calibration process (between 10 and
50 and the initial population is generated according to a uniform random process.

4.3 Population diversity and distance measurement method
To prevent premature convergence of the algorithm, the population diversity is controlled to stay
above a minimum allowed range. Each time it falls below the limit, certain parameters of the
algorithm are modified such that it generates more diverse solutions. In this paper, Shannon entropy
and the general form of the distance function; Minkowski distance method are utilized to quantify
the population diversity and the distance between chromosomes [8]. The distance between solution
A and population P is defined as the normalized minimum distance between A and the population
members, i.e.
.

4.4 Neighborhood structure, parent selection and crossover
Solution B is a neighbor of solution A if they are in the neighborhood circle with radius
. The selection process takes the advantage of tournament method with selection
pressure and picks the parents by a uniform probability function. Selection is based on the fitness
of individuals. Then, using the uniform crossover, the two parents are combined to generate a child.

4.5 Intensification and diversification strategies
The objectives of intensification and diversification are to ensure that the best solution of the
current search space is found and also, to force the search process to investigate not-visited areas.
Intensification uses the data of top-half solutions, whereas diversification considers the whole
population. In case of intensification, the solution with the minimum distance, and in case of
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diversification, the solution with the maximum distance is selected. The intensificationdiversification power; ζ is the number of random solutions that compete in the selection process.

4.6 Local search and Nelder-Mead methods
The proposed MAPM comprises the integration of GA and local search methods in two phases of
the algorithm, first; the evaluation of each chromosome is comprised of solving a mixed integer
problem with the existing methods; and second, we make use of the Nelder-Mead algorithm to
improve the performance of the EA. The exact values of variables concerning the lot-sizing
problem are evaluated using the Cplex optimization package that solves the related MIP model. Fig
2 shows the algorithm flowchart. The objective in NM is to exploit the information from several
neighbor solutions in transitions toward the local optima. In this method, we consider not only
better solutions (positive knowledge), but also the worse solutions (negative knowledge) to
introduce three candidate moves. Then, the best answer among them is considered as the algorithm
transition.
Given a solution p to be improved:
1. Repeat
1.1. Generate the sub-population P (N neighbor points of p) and evaluate them
1.2. Determine the improvement (reflection) vector D
For each gene position j {1,..., L}
For each solution
P
If is better than p then
( , , and are respectively jth elements
of , p, and D)
Else
1.3. Determine the reflected point; XR, the expanded point; XE, and the contracted point;
XC and modify them if needed
i. XR = p + D (extended point)
ii. XE = p + 2×D (expanded point)
iii. XC = best solution in P (contracted point)
1.4. Move to the best solution among the candidates (p = max {XR, XE, XC})
2. Loop until the Stop Condition is satisfied (number of attempts that fail to improve the
solution)
Fig. 2: Nelder-Mead algorithm.

4.7 Survivor selection and algorithm calibration
Let us consider that Rf(p) and Rd(p) are respectively the rank of chromosome p in the population,
based on its fitness and its diversity contribution. The biased fitness of p is B(p) = γ × Rf(p) + (1- γ)
× Rd(p), where γ is the bias parameter (0 ≤ γ ≤ 1). Selection of survivors is based on the biased
fitness and the parameter increases during the algorithm execution such that, at the final phases of
the solution process, higher priorities are yielded to the better solutions.
The values of the algorithm parameters (λ, Φ, ζ, ItNI, and r) are selected using the well-known metaGA calibration method.

5 Computational results
This section illustrates the performance of the proposed algorithm and compares it to existing
heuristics. Also, we show the advantage of population management in MAPM. The algorithm is
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implemented in VB.net and the numerical tests are performed on an Intel core i7 – 3.4 GHz with 16
GB of RAM.

5.1 Sample Problem
Let us first consider a problem with M = 3 machines, P = 2 products, T = 6 periods, and the length
of periods L = 1. Each machine has Qm = 4 PM levels and the maintenance budget limitation for all
periods is PMBt = 1000. The problem data are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Problem data.
αpm

spm

CMRm

TMRm

νm

λ

Φ

θ

ρ

Wm0

ACm

CPM
(Thousands)

1

2

1

2

1

40

-

0.6

-

800

0.02

50

1

2.5

1

2.5

2

40

3000,500,200,0

2

30

10

0.4

0.5

700

0.01

30

0.177

2.5

0.177

2.5

2

20

5000,500,200,0

3

-

35

-

0.8

900

0.015

40

0.064

2.5

0.064

2.5

2

30

4000,600,300,0

p

hp

bp

βp

Rp

Machine

Product

πpm

gpm
Product
Machine

1

2

1

2

1

2500

-

6

-

1

2

25

1

2

1000

1500

8

9

2

3

40

2

3

-

3000

-

10

dpt
1

2

3

4

5

6

2

3500

4000

1500

2500

1000

5000

3

2500

2000

1500

1500

3500

3500

Moreover, a larger version P2 (with T = 12 periods) is considered. P2 is the replication of the data
of P1 (demand of period 7 is the same as period 1, etc.). A set of 50 random problems is also
generated to compare the performance and robustness of the algorithm. These samples are created
by uniform randomization, where T ∈ (1…12), (M, P, and Q) ∈ (1…5), other data between 0.5 to
1.5 times the average of data given for the first product, first machine, in the first period.
All the test problems and size of the search spaces are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Sample problems.
Problem
Description
The sample problem given in the chapter III (Section 3.5)
P1
Larger version of P1 with 12 periods
P2
Set of 50 random problems
P3

Problem size
6.9×1010
4.7×1021
<8.7×1041

5.2 Parameter settings for the joint scheduling problem
The values of the algorithm parameters are set using the meta-calibration method of section 4.3.11.
With slight modifications, the parameter values; (λ, Φ, ζ, ItNI, r) related to the chromosome lengths
(T×M) are:
 (10, 3, 5, 10, 2) for
T×M ≤ 10
 (15, 3, 5, 20, 2) for
10 < T×M ≤ 20
 (20, 5, 10, 30, 2) for
20 < T×M ≤ 30
 (40, 6, 25, 50, 2) for
30 < T×M ≤ 50
The size of the tabu list in TS is set to the chromosome length, mutation probability in MA is pm =
0.05, and if not indicated, the considered solution time is 5×T×M×Q.
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5.3 The best solution of the test problems with different algorithms
The solutions found by the MAPM-NM for all the test problems are the best solutions. The
methods developed in this section are able to solve various types of the integrated problems.

5.4 Robustness of the algorithm
Capability of the algorithm and the solution quality is also investigated in solving the set of 50
random problems (P5) using MAPM-NM, MAPM-TS, TS, and MA algorithms. For each problem,
the gap to the best solution is calculated and the average gaps are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Average gaps to the best solution in 50 random problems.
MAPM-NM

MAPM-TS

TS

MA

73.3%

26.7%

6.7%

20.0%

Success rate

Accordingly, MAPM-NM yields the smallest gap among four algorithms and so, it can be
conveniently used to solve the joint problem. Only in 8 out of 30 problems, the solution found by
MAPM-NM was very close but not the best solution. By increasing the solution time, the gap
decreases, but almost in all cases, this algorithm yields the better solutions. The results of 30
replications of MAPM-NM, MAPM-TS, and TS for P1 with two different solution times are shown
in Fig 3 and 4. In both cases, MAPM-NM outperforms MAPM-TS. The two variants of MAPM
perform better than tabu-search algorithm and as expected, increasing the solution time has resulted
in the improvement of the final solution (smaller total costs). The minimum, average, maximum
and variance of the solutions are listed in Table 4. Similar results were obtained in different
solution times and problems, therefore, we remark that the proposed algorithm is robust and,
integration of genetic algorithm with a Nelder-Mead method has resulted in a better performance.
Table 4: Solution data in different execution times (30 replications; P1).
Run time = 50 Sec.

Run time = 200 Sec.

MAPM-NM

MAPM-TS

TS

MAPM-NM

MAPM-TS

TS

Min

436480

440946

449824

428502

428502

430416

Max

447647

461061

475252

434518

442487

461695

Average

442881

451009

462878

431614

435668

446816

Average gap to
the best solution

1.5%

3.3%

6.0%

0.7%

1.7%

4.3%

Standard dev.

3199

5635

8417

1679

3990

9916

The standard deviation values indicate the better performance of MAPM-NM, and small standard
deviation compared to the average value shows the robustness of the algorithm. The average gap to
the best solution in MAPM-NM is also smaller and in 5 out of 30 replications (in 50 Sec results);
the solution of MAPM-NM was very close to but not the best solution.

5.5 Evolution of the best solution and effect of the population management
Fig. 5 and 6 illustrates the evolution of the best solution in memetic algorithm with and without
population management. Population diversity in MAPM smoothly reduces with the solution time,
whereas in MA without population management, the heterogeneity is quickly lost (mutation
probability is pm = 0.05).
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Fig. 3: Results of 30 replications in 100
seconds.

Fig. 4: Results of 30 replications in 360
seconds.

Fig. 5: Evolution of the best solution and
entropy variations in MAPM.

Fig. 6: Evolution of the best solution and
entropy variations in MA.

Using intensification and diversification strategies and maintaining the population diversity in
MAPM has resulted in obtaining better solutions in each instant of time. In 30 replications of the
two algorithms (for 50 Sec.), in 78% of cases, MAPM has outperformed MA, and a statistical
analysis (F-test) indicates a significant difference between the means of the two algorithms
(F = 28.3 compared to FCRITICAL = 3.9).

6 Conclusions
We proposed a memetic algorithm with population management (MAPM) to figure out an
integrated, production-maintenance scheduling problem with regard to quality aspects. This paper
is the first one addressing a MAPM to solve joint problems in imperfect processes. The goal of
population management is to balance between exploration and exploitation capabilities of
population-based evolutionary algorithms. We adopted several strategies, including the diversity
contribution of individuals in survival selection, inserting intensified or diversified solutions to
maintain the heterogeneity, and adaptive control of diversity related parameters during the
execution of the algorithm. Nelder-Mead algorithm is proposed for local search while, the
algorithm uses Cplex to solve the linear part of the model. We also introduced an approach to
exploit both positive and negative knowledge of the neighbor points. The results show that the
MAPM-NM algorithm outperforms MA, TS and other configurations proposed in this paper. The
proposed algorithm is efficient in terms of solution time and quality, and it can solve different
instances of the problem.
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Abstract. Flexibility and complexity of production systems represent the main feature that
cause difficulties to resolve scheduling problem. We have based our research on Ant Colony
Optimization algorithm to solve flexible job-shop scheduling problem. Many approaches have
been considered to improve this algorithm, whether to enhance the speed of finding the
solution or the quality of this latter. In this paper, we present result of using another global
updating pheromone strategy in a knowledge based ant colony optimization algorithm.
Mots-Clefs. Knowledge based algorithm, pheromone updating strategy, flexible job-shop scheduling problem, optimization , scheduling, ant colony optimization

1

Introduction

Flexible job shop scheduling problem - FJSP - is an extension of the classical job shop scheduling
problem - JSP - where its aim is to be too close as possible to the real manufacturing systems.
This extension is demonstrated in the fact that an operation can be performed by more than one
machine. At this level, the size and the complexity of the problem are taking into account to choose
which algorithm is the best to reach the best solution In case of considerable problem, heuristics
and meta-heuristics are the more efficient means to reach optimal solutions. Among these methods,
ant colony optimization is a class of metaheuristics, inspired from the behavior of real ant, know as
very communicative with their environment [2] . We are interested in this work at the quality of the
solution and the speed of the algorithm to lead it. we present at first the problem formulation and
mention some work that have been done in this purpose. After that, we will present the knowledge
based ant colony optimization and the integration of the other update pheromone strategy. finally
we will discuss the result obtained and our future work.

2

Problem formulation

The FJSSP, Similar to the classical JSP, can be formulated as follows [2]:
– A set of independent job J= { J1 , J2 , ... , Jn }
– Each job is a sequence of preordered operation to be executed consecutively.
– A set of machine U= { M1 , M2 , ... , Mm }
– Each operation Oij can be executed on any machine in a part of the set of machine U
– dijk denote the processing time of an operationOij on a machine Mk
We consider the assumptions listed as follows:
1. All the machines are available at the beginning.
2. All the jobs are available at time 0.
3. A machine can only process one operation at a time
4. An operation can be executed on a machine without interruption.
5. No more than one operation of the same job can be executed at a time.
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Table 1. An instance of FJSSP
Job
Job1

Job2

Job3

Operationnumber M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 M 5 M 6
O11
O12
O13
O21
O22
O23
O24
O25
O31
O32

5
2
1
-

1
6
6
6
6
-

4
5
4
1
4

6
-

3
-

2
5
2

Table 1 shows an instance of a flexible job shop scheduling problem. this instance consist of 3
jobs and machines. for example, the job J1 is composed of three operations O11 , O12 , O13 ; where
the first operation O11 can be processed in machine M1 or machine M3 in 5 and 4 unit of time
consecutively.
The main objective is to terminate all operations the earliest possible. This completion time
is called makespan time. Hence, the schedule must balance between the precedence relations of
operations in the same job and the dependence of machines. In other terms, the objective is the
determination of optimal or near optimal schedules for the flexible job shop problem by assigning
the operations to one of its alternative machines and sequencing the operations on the machines
for the objective of minimization of makespan time, given the processing time of operations on all
its alternative routes and the precedence relationship between the operations.

3

Related works

Several researchers have studied the flexible job-shop scheduling problem, we mention below some
works that used the ACO to solve this problem.
The work [6] presented a modified scheme named local search ant colony optimization algorithm
on the basis of alternative ant colony optimization algorithm for solving flow shop scheduling
problems. This work integrates the local search mechanism into ant colony optimization algorithm
for solving flow shop scheduling problem to improve the quality of solutions. Simulation results
demonstrate that the appliedrandom order state transition rule used in ACO with local search
integrated is an effective scheme for the flow shop scheduling problems.
[7] offered an overview of some bio-inspired approaches, especially ant colony. The authors
analyze the efficiency of using these methods combined with multi-agents system to solve flexible
job-shop problem.
In [8], a two-stage ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm is implemented in a multi-agent
system (MAS) to accomplish integrated process planning and scheduling (IPPS) in the job shop
type flexible manufacturing environments. An innovative two-stage ACO algorithm is introduced
where in the first stage of the algorithm, ants are directed to deposit pheromones at the nodes to
select a set of more favorable processes. In the second stage, the set of nodes not selected in the
first stage will be ignored, and pheromones will be deposited along the graph edges while the ants
traverse the paths connecting the selected set of nodes.
[9] An adaptation of memetic algorithm combined with a new procedure of local search is proposed to solve job-shop scheduling problem considering reconfiguration. minimization of makespan
and average tardiness time is considered to evaluate approach performance.
An improvement of the ant colony algorithm is presented in [5], where searchers combine the
particle swarm method for scheduling problem of a flexible multi-objective job shop. The proposed
algorithm is divided in two parts: the first uses of the PSO algorithm convergence speed to set the
initial positions of the ants, and the second part uses the algorithm of ant colonies improved with
local search algorithm, to find a global and optimal scheduling.
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In [1], an application of the ant colony optimization is presented, an algorithm is introduced
to optimize the computing time using a new pheromone update strategy that gave good results
according to the authors with the application of the SPU rule to decrease the complexity of the
algorithm.
The work presented in [3] proposed an algorithm based on ant colony that simultaneously
performs scheduling, correspondence and linear placement of the spots. Their heuristic solutions
built gradually and search the best around them, separating non-promising areas. They showed
how to consider the partial dynamic reconfiguration for such problems and demonstrated that their
approach was more general and robust compared to other conventional heuristics used to this kind
of problem.
KBACO or Knowledge Based Ant Colony Optimization [4] is an integration of knowledge model
with the optimization model of ant colonies ACO. The idea is to guide the ant colony optimization taking into account the knowledge gained from previous iterations of the ACO algorithm. In
KBACO algorithm, the performance of the ant colony algorithm has been greatly improved by
integrating the ACO model with the model of knowledge. Some knowledge available was learned
from the optimization of the ACO by the knowledge model. At the same time, existing knowledge
was applied to guide the current ACO heuristic search. The experimental results indicate that the
proposed algorithm outperforms some other methods published in the quality scheduling.
Authors[10]used a neighbor structure in a local search combined with genetic algorithm which
improve results compared to the result obtained of both algorithm separated.
According to this study, we notice that the idea of keeping a memory to guide the algorithm
provide a lower makespan. We pay attention also to the speed of the KBACO algorithm, therefore
we are presenting in this work an Improved Knowledge Based Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm
described below.

4

Knowledge based algorithm

Inspired from KBACO algorithm proposed in [4], this algorithm which its framework is presented
in the figure below is an instantiation of the Knowledge based Search Heuristic Architecture KBSHA.
KBACO Algorithm can be summarized in the following steps[4]:
1. Initialization of a knowledge genotype which is composed of several set, the ESK: Elite Solution Knowledge, OAMK : Operation Assignment Machine knowledge, OAPK : Operation
Assignment Priority knowledge.
2. Build a set of feasible solution using the ant colony optimization.
3. Update the knowledge genotype.
These steps are repeated until stopping criterion is reached.
In this work, we are interested to improve the quality of the solution obtained, which is the
makespan and at the same time optimize the time of this algorithm to reach such a solution. We
have implemented the same steps in the proposed approach [4], we are interested in the phase of
updating the knowledge.
4.1

Pheromone updating Strategy

At this stage, the solution is constructed. Thus, the pheromone deposit rule is applied in the case
where the makespan is improved, and the evaporation rule is applied for each iteration.
We consider following idea:
– Apply another update pheromone strategy named Global Updating rule based on the proposed
approach in [1] where it has been proved that is the best update pheromone strategy between
all of the strategies published.
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Fig. 1. Knowledge based optimization architecture

This rule is applied in our work on the Operation Assignment Machine Knowledge OAMK and
Operation Assignment Position Knowledge OAPK defined in [4] :
q
L
q
OAP K(i, j, k) = OAP K(i, j, k) + (1 − ρ) ∗
L

OAM K(i, j, k) = OAM K(i, j, k) + (1 − ρ) ∗

(1)
(2)

where :
– p is evaporation rate
– q is a value in [0,1]
– L represents the length of the path which is in our case the makespan.
This rule is inversely proportional with respect to the path length; therefore, a larger value of
pheromone is added to the most optimal makespan. In this strategy the rule is applied to a
predetermined number of iterations, then for the next iteration, it is applied on another number
of iterations. This process will be repeated until the stopping criterion.

5
5.1

Implementation and results
Data definition

The first set denoted BRdata, is composed of ten instances taken from Brandimarte (1993), which
the number of jobs is between 10 and 20, the number of machine is between 4 and 15 and the total
number of operation for each job is between 5 and 15.
5.2

Stopping criterion

After several tests of performance, we chose to stop the algorithm if the best results (the set of
best solution) stabilized in a predefined number of iterations that we set at 100 stable iterations.
Our goal is to compare the speed of the algorithm, and this criterion indicates the rate of change
of the results.
If the algorithm stops quickly with a high makespan, this means that it is slow because it stabilizes
quickly and so it needs a large number of iterations to achieve optimal makespan.
5.3

Evaluation criterion

We compared the obtained results with two criterion, the aim is to minimize the makespan, which
is constitute the first criterion. In the other hand, we introduced the speed which is determined by
the number of iterations divided by the execution time.
This latter constitute the second criterion since it gives the number of iterations per second.
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5.4

Obtained Results

In Table 2, we present the best obtained results after 20 trial for each instance of problem where :
– N denotes the number of jobs
– m denotes the number of machines
– T flexibility rate (average number of operation per machine)
– Total is the total number of operation
– speed, the speed of the algorithm defined in the previous section

Table 2. Application of KBACO and IKBACO on Brandimarte dataset
File Name Total N x M T
Mk01
Mk02
Mk03
Mk04
Mk05
Mk06
Mk07
Mk08
Mk09
Mk10

55
58
150
90
106
150
100
225
240
240

10x6
10x6
15x8
15x8
15x4
10x15
20x5
20x10
20x10
20x15

KBACO
IKBACO
M akespan Speed M akespan Speed

2
3,5
3
2
1,5
3
3
1,5
3
3

50
47
265
90
215
105
213
615
464
362

9,04
5,83
1,10
3,56
5,68
0,10
3,72
0,63
0,31
0,16

46
44
220
78
203
93
181
554
430
350

10,34
5,85
0,99
3,65
6,01
0,38
4,14
0,65
0,31
0,15

The obtained results are illustrated on the following graph Fig3. with the flexibility of each
problem.
we notice that the execution speed is clearly independent from the flexibility. For example, in the
first and forth problem where the flexibility is equal, the speed remain different, since this result
could be explained by the total number of operation which is 55 in the first problem and 90 in the
fourth one.

Fig. 2. Graphic showing the results of both approaches according to the flexibility
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We applied both algorithms on the Hurink’s dataset, which consist of problems with a larger
number of jobs. The result are shown in Table 3 :

Table 3. Application of KBACO and IKBACO on Hurink’s dataset
File Name Total N x M T
la26
la27
la28
la29
la30
la31
la32
la33
la34
la35

200
200
200
200
200
300
300
300
300
300

20x10
20x10
20x10
20x10
20x10
30x10
30x10
30x10
30x10
30x10

KBACO
IKBACO
M akespan Speed M akespan Speed

1,15
1,15
1,15
1,15
1,15
1,15
1,15
1,15
1,15
1,15

1359
1397
1361
1349
1439
1794
1885
1765
1849
2017

1,39
1,37
1,42
1,28
1,30
0,77
0,83
0,76
0,76
0,71

1365
1416
1380
1370
1389
1708
1928
1762
1799
1962

1,37
1,41
1,39
1,27
1,33
0,82
0,80
0,77
0,77
0,70

From Table 2 and Table 3,We notice that applying the new pheromone update rule gives:
– a better speed in 60% cases.
– a better Makespan in 75% cases.

5.5

Discussion

The speed of the algorithm after applying the update pheromone SPU strategy has slightly increased in 12 out of 20 problems which represent 60%. This results can be explained by the fact
that in this Pheromone update strategy does not occur in all iterations thereby increasing the
speed of the algorithm.
However, the results show the minimization of the makespan in 75 % cases in 20 trials.

6

Conclusion

We based this work on KBACO approach [4] which gave significant results in minimizing makespan
according to comparisons made by the authors on their approach. In this paper the speed of the
algorithm slightly increased by applying the global updating pheromone inspired by the approach
presented in [1], giving a higher speed in 60% of problems tested and in the same way minimize
makespan.
Finally, we suggest to develop other interesting aspects in the algorithm :
– Compare the speed of our approach with other meta-heuristics
– Assess the makespan obtained after the integration of our improvements.
– Varying the preset values in the algorithm, as the predetermined number of solutions in each
iteration, as they may give different results.
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1

Introduction

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is an important tool in biological analysis and one of the most
challenging and active ongoing research problem fields of computational molecular biology. Alignment of
sequences can be an important tool to measure the similarity of two or more sequences of DNA, RNA, or
Protein. It can be used to: determine evolutionary distances between organisms and infer phylogenetic
relationships, discover conserved motifs that might be important at the levels of transcription, translation,
and/or structure, and improve our understanding and prediction of molecular structures.
The problem of sequence alignment is to obtain the maximum alignment of a set of n genomic
sequences, which is denoted as S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}; each sequence of this set is formed by the alphabet ∑ =
{A,C,G,T}. The solution of this problem is represented by = Max(S), which denotes a set = { ,
,…, } with the alphabet ∑’=∑
, represents the optimal alignment of S.
Finding the optimal alignment of a set of sequences is known as a NP-complete problem [3], due to
its exponential time complexity when the number of sequences and their lengths increase.
Several iterative methods were proposed in the literature to solve MSA problem. The basic idea is to
start by an initial alignment and iteratively refines it through a series of suitable refinements called iterations.
The process is reiterated until satisfaction of some criteria. Iterative methods can be deterministic or
stochastic, depending on the strategy used to improve the alignment. In this way, several metaheuristics have
been designed to obtain suboptimal alignments, for example, Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search, Ant
Colony Algorithm, Genetic Algorithms, among others. The disadvantage is that metaheuristics do not
guarantee optimal solutions, but solutions generated can be very close to optimal solution in a reasonable
processing time.
In this work, we use a novel swarm intelligence optimization metaheuristic “the fireworks algorithm
(FWA)”, developed by Ying Tan in 2010 [4], to obtain optimal results of multiple sequence alignment. The
fireworks algorithm (FWA) is inspired by the fireworks explosion in the night sky, and it is based on four
operators: the explosion operator, the mutation operator, the mapping rule, and selection strategy. The effect
of the explosion operator is to generate sparks around fireworks. The number and amplitude of the sparks are
governed by the explosion operator. After that, some sparks are produced by mutation operator. The
mutation operator utilizes Gaussian operator to produce sparks in Gaussian distribution. Under the effect of
the two operators, if the produced spark is not in the feasible region, the mapping rule will map the new
generated sparks into the feasible region. To select the sparks for next generation, the selection strategy is
used at last. Fireworks algorithm runs iteratively until reaches the termination conditions.
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Since its advent in 2010, FWA has attracted researcher’s attention from diverse domains of
knowledge. Much effort has been devoted to analyze the conventional FWA and many applications are
reported, where FWA is successfully utilized to resolve diverse problems [5].
Our proposed FWS Alignment algorithm is the adaptation of FWA algorithm to MAS problem
resolution that can be summarized as following:
In initialization, FWS Alignment algorithm generates N fireworks (solutions = alignments) as
follows: generate an initial alignment using ClustalW algorithm which is based on the progressive method of
Feng and Doolittle [1]. Then the rest of the population is generated by using a set of move mechanisms in
the positions of gaps and residues in the initial alignment.
The COFFEE (Consistency-based Objective Function For alignmEnt Evaluation) function [2] is
used as an objective function. It works by first generating the pairwise library of the sequences in the
alignment and then it calculates the level of identity between the current multiple alignment and the pairwise
library. The global score measuring the quality of the alignment A is computed by the following formula.

where N is the number of sequences; Len is the length of the multiple alignment; Wij is the percent
identity between the two aligned sequences Si and Sj; Aij is the pairwise projection of sequences Si and Sj
obtained from the multiple alignment; and Score (Aij) is the overall level of identity between Aij and the
corresponding pairwise alignment. When COFFEE is used as objective function, an optimal MSA solution is
one which achieves the maximum COFFEE score.
Each alignment Ai, of this initial population, generates sparks (alignments) by explosion operation
that include the explosion strength, explosion amplitude and displacement operation. The explosion strength
calculates the number of spark alignments Nsi and the amplitude Ami of the current alignment Ai using the
following equations:

The amplitude of the fireworks with better fitness values gradually reducing, On the contrary, the
fireworks with worse fitness values will explore the optima through large amplitude. The explosion
amplitude is defined below:

Where a and b are constant, round () is the rounding function, SA is a constant as the sum of all
amplitudes, while Ymin means the fitness value of the worst individual among the N individuals, Ymax is the
fitness value of the best individual among the N individuals, while the parameter ε is used to prevent the
denominator from becoming zero.
FWA generates different random displacements within each amplitude to ensure the diversity of
population. The amplitude is determined by the maximum possible distance between the current alignment
and the spark alignments which will be generated. Displacement operation, in FWS Alignment algorithm, is
used to identify where the change in positions of gaps and residues will be applied.
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To further improve the diversity of a population and increase the fitness of alignments, FWS
Alignment algorithm applies a mutation on the alignments which have a fitness value between the fitness of
the best alignment and another alignment chosen randomly. This mutation replaces two random sequences in
the multiple sequence alignment by the corresponding sequences in their pairwise alignment.
To ensure that all spark alignments are placed inside the amplitude of their firework alignment
source, the hamming distance is used, in our approach, to calculate the distance between every firework
alignment and its spark alignments, if a distance was found superior of the amplitude the spark alignment
will regenerated until its distance will be lower than the amplitude.
To generate the next population of fireworks, first of all, the selected strategy, in our method, keeps
the best alignment in the population; the rest is chosen using the hamming distance where the alignment that
is farther from other alignments has more chance to be selected. The last element necessary for FWS
Alignment algorithm FWA is termination criteria. In our study, the search can be stopped when certain
number of iterations is completed.
To evaluate our approach, we have used a sequence data sets provided by BAliIBASE benchmark.
BAliBASE offers a baliscore program in C, which uses two different scoring systems to estimate the quality
of an alignment compared to a reference alignment: SPS (Sum-of-Pairs Score) and CS (Column score). The
following table presents the comparison of our method with the four well-known MSA methods: clustalx,
mafft, muscle and clustalO. The results encourage us to continue in improving this research.
clustalx
SPS

mafft

muscle

clustalO

FW Alignment

CS

SPS

CS

SPS

CS

SPS

CS

SPS

CS

1csy_ref1

0.861

0.742

0.846

0.730

0.825

0.719

0.836

0.764

0.863

0.742

1ycc_ref1

0.907

0.821

0.899

0.821

0.857

0.738

0.792

0.583

0.907

0.821

3grs_ref2

0.800

0.079

0.820

0.213

0.843

0.241

0.825

0.167

0.800

0.079

1idy_ref3

0.624

0.250

0.633

0.313

0.757

0.188

0.392

0.000

0.587

0.000

1pysA_ref4

0.558

0.177

0.633

0.287

0.670

0.354

0.730

0.478

0.501

0.177

Table.1. comparison using computed BAliIBASE scores
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Biological evolution is itself subject to evolutionary change. The mechanisms by which organisms survive, select mates, and produce variation, themselves vary and are subject to selection
over evolutionary time. This ability of evolution to itself evolve is arguably crucial for its adaptive
power; while the evolutionary mechanisms of early Earth were not capable of producing human
intelligence and culture without further development, they eventually evolved into mechanisms
that could do so, billions of years later.
The fact that evolution evolves has long been recognized within the field of evolutionary computation, and researchers have expressed eagerness to incorporate self-adaptive elements into evolutionary computation systems. One motivation for this interest is the fact that there is significant
evidence, both theoretical and empirical, that the human programmers and users of evolutionary
computation systems make a variety of choices that matter, and that these choices could probably
be improved. For example, the details of the design and parameters of the genetic operators that
produce variation can have profound effects [11], and several promising recent developments involve
new genetic operators [12]. We have no reason to believe that we have yet found the best possible
genetic operators or that the same operators will be best across different problems or even across
different runs on the same problem.
For these reasons, several “self-adaptive” evolutionary computation approaches have been proposed. However, in most of the prior work, the ways in which the evolutionary process could
change over time were quite limited, often to the changing of mutation rates [1] or the parameters
or configuration of hand-written genetic operators [2, 4]. In work on “meta-genetic programming”
[3], populations of genetic operators co-evolve with populations of problem solving systems, but
neither this approach nor any of the other prior work in this area has produced systems that are
convincingly more successful or adaptive than their non-self-adaptive counterparts on problems
involving the synthesis of programs or systems for complex environments.
The prior work that my own research group has conducted in this area, under the description
of “autoconstructive evolution,” might be considered among the more ambitious projects in this
tradition, even if it has produced no greater successes than others until, perhaps, recently. In autoconstructive evolution the algorithms for the production of offspring, and hence for significant
aspects of the overall evolutionary process, are encoded within the individuals in evolving populations, as they are in biological systems. They are thereby subject to variation, selection, and
evolution.
In a sequence of papers over approximately the last decade and a half, we have explored fundamental issues related to autoconstructive evolution [13–15, 5, 6]. The systems demonstrated in
these papers could only solve relatively simple problems, but they demonstrated and allowed for exploration of the evolutionary dynamics that result when methods of variation can themselves vary,
as they can and do in biology. These systems generally solved problems no better than standard
genetic programming systems, but this was not surprising because they had to evolve their own
mechanisms of variation even as they evolved solutions to problems. Standard genetic programming systems, on the other hand, use “hand-designed” genetic operators that work reasonably well
even though they cannot adapt. This prior work allowed us to study principles of autoconstructive
evolution, but it did not produce particularly useful problem-solving systems.
Two recent innovations, however, improve the prospects for autoconstructive evolution as a
method that may outperform existing evolutionary algorithms. The first is a new parent selection
algorithm, called “lexicase selection,” that promotes and maintains diversity in ways that significantly enhance the problem-solving power of genetic programming in many domains [16, 7, 8]. In
an autoconstructive evolution system, lexicase selection has the additional benefit of preventing
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individuals with maladaptive reproduction strategies from dominating a population. The second
recent innovation is the development of “diversification” constraints on reproduction in autoconstructive evolution, which ensure that individuals are capable of producing offspring that differ in
their reproductive methods. These two innovations, in combination, have allowed autoconstructive
evolution to solve significantly more difficult problems than it has solved in the past.
The aim of our current work on this project is to systematically investigate and exploit the power
of autoconstructive evolution to produce intelligent and robust systems that solve difficult problems. Our current system, called AutoDoG (for “Autoconstructive Diversification of Genomes”),
uses linear genomes for hierarchically structured programs [9], lexicase selection, and diversification constraints on individuals in the population. We have observed that AutoDoG is capable of
finding general solutions to the “Replace Space with Newline” software synthesis problem [10], we
have analyzed the evolutionary dynamics of AutoDoG relative to non-autoconstructive runs of our
system, and we have presented data showing that the processes of variation do indeed vary and
evolve over the course of AutoDoG runs [17].
We have not yet determined which features of AutoDoG are responsible for its new-found
problem-solving power. In the next phase of our research we will investigate this question, in part
by systematically disabling elements of the system, to see which are crucial for solving problems.
We then plan to focus on testing and attempting to enhance the effectiveness of our linear genome
representations, lexicase selection, and diversification constraints. We will also investigate the nature of the reproductive methods that evolve in successful runs of autoconstructive evolution. We
expect to have preliminary results on these experiments to share, along with an overview of the
overall project of autoconstructive evolution, at the META’2016 conference.
Applications in this phase of the project will focus on a set of general program synthesis
benchmarks recently developed in our group, which generally exceed that capabilities of existing
genetic programming systems (and of program synthesis systems of all other types as well) [10].
In this context, we hope eventually to produce autoconstructive evolution systems with problemsolving power that rivals or exceeds that of genetic programming systems with hand-designed
genetic operators. We also plan to apply autoconstructive evolution to a variety of application
areas that are particularly challenging with respect to intelligence and robustness, including the
evolution of control strategies for agents in complex virtual worlds.
Autoconstructive evolution should be of interest to the broader community of metaheuristics
researchers both because it is itself a metaheuristic method with significant potential, and because it provides a case study regarding several issues that can arise in self-adaptive evolutionary
algorithms. This presentation will review prior work on autoconstructive evolution, describe the
current state-of-the-art in detail, present the result of recent experimental work, and outline topics
for continued research.
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Abstract. Ontology mapping is one solution to the ongoing problem of
ontology heterogeneity. Finding such a solution can be seen as an assignment
problem of concepts between the source and target ontologies, using some
similarity metrics. To overcome the complexity of the task of computing
similarities between concepts, this paper adapts the genetic algorithm mapGA
for ontology mapping. A concept-correspondence matrix is searched using the
genetic algorithm. The latter provides a binary matrix of correspondences
between concepts, and three rules are proposed to help in reducing the number
of needed-similarities calculations between concepts.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, a great interest is given to the ontologies because of their power in the
representation, treatment and knowledge management. Several ontologies in different
areas have been developed according to different standards, in several languages and
by several organizations. In order to utilize, exploit and take advantage of the
knowledge stored in these heterogeneous ontologies and operate on them in related
domains, it is necessary to proceed by performing a set of operations including
comparisons as well as mapping the composing concepts. The most cited definition of
the mapping is that of Noy, in which it is considered as a process that specifies a
semantic convergence between different ontologies in order to extract the
correspondences between certain entities [1], [2], this process includes three phases:
the discovery, the representation and reasoning with mappings [2].
This paper is interested in the phase of the discovery of ontology mapping which is
subject to the problem of terminological heterogeneity that occurs due to variations in
names when referring to the same concepts in different ontologies [3]. This
terminological heterogeneity is solved through the measurement of the terminological
similarity between the concepts of ontologies and many methods have been proposed
in this context. These methods are characterized by the comparison between all the
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couples of concepts belonging to each of the ontologies to map. The main drawback
among all these methods occurs while dealing with large-sized ontologies where they
lose their effectiveness due to the significant time and memory consuming.
In this paper, the proposed is the use of mapGA to decrease the processing time as
well as to obtain the optimal mapping, starting from a set of random mappings and
taking advantage of the genetic operators.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of the
literature related works in the field of mapping large-sized ontologies. Section 3
describes and details our proposed approach for the in-hand problematic.
Section 4 summarizes the obtained results and shows the performance of the proposed
algorithm. Finally, a conclusion and research perspectives are drawn up in Section 5.

2

Contribution

Genetic algorithms are population-based computational models inspired by genetics
and evolution [9]. The paper in hand presents the use of mapGA a genetic algorithm
for the mapping of large ontologies. Finding the optimal mapping between ontologies
is considered as assignment problem. In which the concepts of the two ontologies
being mapped are matched using a correspondence matrix. mapGA is used for
ontology mapping to accelerate the process of computing similarities specially when
it comes large ontologies. Fig.1 illustrates the steps of our algorithm:
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Fig. 1. The steps of the proposed genetic algorithm.

2.1

Problem formulation

To treat the ontology mapping problem as an optimisation problem two elements are
to be defined: representation of the solution and the objective function. The search
process is also presented.
2.2

Representation of the solution

For each concept in an ontology it mapped zero or one concept in the second
ontology. For these raison, a solution represented as a binary matrix in which the lines
are the concepts of the first ontology and columns are the concepts of the second, a 1
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represents the existence of correspondence between concepts, and a 0 represents its
absence; with only one 1 in each line and column because only 1 to 1 or 1 to 0
mappings are considered.
2.3

Objective function

The used objective function, to be maximised, is the number of correct mappings
between the concepts in a solution matrix. More precisely, a 1 in a matrix is
considered to be a correct mapping if either the two involved concepts are
syntactically or lexically similar. A lexical similarity exists when the two concepts
have at least one common synonym, while a syntactic similarity requires a 90 %
overlapping between them. We use Levenstein distance generally used for the
syntactic mapping, though for the OAEI1. [18].Some minor pre-processing is done on
the concepts labels for capital letters, camels, and underscores. Lexical measure
S_LEX (C1, C2) between two concepts C1 and C2 is given by the formula (1):
S_LEX (C1, C2) =Cardinality (syno (E1 ∩ syno (E2 .

(1)

Where Syno (C1) and syno (C2) are the vectors of synonyms of both concepts C1 and
C2. We use the famous WordNet dictionary for enrichment of the two vectors.
In Order to reduce the calculations number, three rules are proposed in each iteration:
- Similarity measures are computed only for candidate mappings in the binary
matrices.
- For Correct discovered mappings, the columns and lines will be eliminated
in the next iterations for all the individuals in the population.
- For Incorrect discovered mappings, only these mappings will be eliminated
in the next iterations for all the individuals in the population.
2.4

The search process

As seen in chart of figure, the flowing steps are to be applied:
- Selection: Better individuals are selected for the mutation and cross over
operators.
- Mutation operator: it consists on a permutation between two columns for
discovering new individuals. Fig.3 illustrates this operator.
- Cross Over operator: it is a Single Point crossover, it is a combination
between two old individuals for given new once. The first part of the
individual is that of its parent and the second is constitute in putting the one
in the order of appearance in the second parent. Fig.4 illustrates this operator.

1OAEI

(Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative) organizes evaluation campaigns aiming at evaluating
ontology matching technologies. http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/.
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Fig.2. Mutation operator

Parents

Children

Fig.3. Cross Over operator

-

3

Evaluation and replacement: Fitness functions are updated, and the
replacement is elitist, where better individuals replace bad once.
Stop criterion: mapGA is stopped after a number of generations, or when
fitness function closes to the optimal.

Related works

This section presents a brief review of the related works based on optimization
technique for ontology mapping. We start with GA which is used in two different
contexts: optimising the quality of similarity measures, or optimising directly the
global ontologies mapping. For the first context GAOL [13], is a genetic based
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algorithm for determining the optimal weight configuration for a weighted average
aggregation of various bases matchers. The algorithm uses a one dimension array of
matcher weights for presenting an individual,
and its fitness function is one of the
famous parameters recall, precision, and F-measure, the main inconvenient of GAOL
is that it needs a reference alignment in order to evaluate its fitness function.
Near to our mapGA, and in the context of optimizing the global ontologies mapping,
GAOM is introduced, the two algorithms are similar in their genetic operators, and
fitness functions those not require any reference alignments. In addition to this, for the
two algorithms, the stop criterion is a number of generations, or fitness function close
to the optimal. But distinguished differences between the two algorithms are
summarized in Table.1:
Table.1.

Comparison between GAOM and mapGA
GAOM

Individual
presentation

Function
fitness

mapGA

One-dimensional array V with n1
integer elements that may take values
between 1 and n2: V [n1]= n2 , mean
that concept number n1 is mapped to
number n2.

Matrix

Only 1:1
considered.

are

1:1 and 1:0 correspondences are
considered.

The size of the array is fixed through
the iterations and the algorithm
cannot trait the cases where the not
mapped concepts.
The use of extensional and intentional
features of ontological concepts to
evaluate the mappings.

The size the matrix is reduced
through the iterations and the cases
of not mapped concepts are
discovered.
The
use
of
similarity
measures(syntactic, lexical, …etc)
of ontological concepts

All the mappings are computed for
evaluating any global mapping.

Only candidate mappings are
computed for evaluating any global
mapping in order to reducing the
number of needed calculations.

correspondences

M [n1, n2 ]

As seen in the table 1. GAOM is limited when there is only a partial overlap of
ontologies, and when it consists of large ontologies. For our proposal, the individuals
are represented in a binary matrix for booking the correct mappings throughout the
iterations, both size of mapping matrices and number of needed calculations are
reduced through the iterations to ensure the convergence towards the best global
mapping.
Other optimization algorithm for ontology mapping are proposed, including maPSO
and MapEVO [15], they are two systems based respectively on DPSO (Discrete
Particle Swarm optimization), and Evolutionary programming. For the first
algorithm an individual is a swarm particle, whereas for the second an individual is an
evolving specie. The function fitness for the two algorithms is the same fitness values
based on local and global fitness of each single correspondence in the alignment. The
main difference between these algorithms and mapGA is the number of needed
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calculation to evaluate a global mapping where in the case of mapPSO and mapEVO
all correspondences must be computed in each iteration.

4

Experiments and results

To show the effectiveness of mapGA, it was tested on a PC with the following
characteristics: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.33GHz and 4GB RAM. It was also several
choices for the parameters of GA, and benchmarks of ontologies to be mapped.
4.1 mapGA Parameters:
4.2

A population of 10 individuals
0.90 for crossover probability
0.08 for mutation probability
Number of generations less than the size of the mapped ontologies.
Benchmarks

For the evaluation of our algorithm, like most of works in ontology mapping, we used
both measurement precision and Recall [16]. The two measurements are given by the
following formulas:
∩
Precision =
∩

Recall =

In our evaluation, we choose pairs of ontologies of OAEI 2011 benchmarks, The
reference ontology is that of test #101which is matched with variation of ontologies
grouped according to their levels of complexity [17], table 2 shows the obtain results
of mapEVO, mapPDO, and mapGA :
mapEVO

mapPSO

mapGA

1xx

Precision
0.99

Recall
1.00

Precision
0.99

Recall
0.92

Precision
1

Recall
1

2xx

0.54

0.21

0.63

0.62

0.50

0.47

Table2. Recall and precision for mapEVO, mapPSO, and mapGA.
For comparing time execution, we have used the same reference ontology matched
with three other ontologies:
- Biblio: it concerns bibliographic references and it contains 33 named classes.
- Ekaw: from conference track, it contains 74 classes and 33 object properties.
- Finance: based on the Finance ontology, which contains 322 classes.

mapGA
mapPSO
mapEVO

Bilbio
4 mn
3.09h
7.44

Ekaw
5 mn
3.72h
9.96

Finance
45 mn
85.98h
1.25h

Table3. Time comparaison between mapGA, GAOM, mao PSO and mapEVO.
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As show in table2, in simple tests (1xx) the three systems have similar-high
performance, because these tests consist on comparing the ontology with itself or with
another irrelevant ontology, for second groupe of tests (2xx), the two systems
mapPSO an mapEVO are slightly better than our algorithm, simply because they
introduce structural measures in their evaluation of a correspondence. Looking
Table.3, is clear that our algorithm is most better comparing the time execution, so it is
most performer when it consist of large ontologies, this is because we are focus our
work on reducing number of needed calculations for discovering correspondences.

5

Conclusion and Perspectives

This paper addresses the problem of high similarities computing time between
concepts of ontologies within the discovery phase of mapping. In this context, this
paper uses mapGA for discovering the mappings between concepts of ontologies
before executing all the similarity computations. The proposed algorithm uses a
matrix representation, syntactic with lexical metrics for computing function fitness of
a solution, and propose three rules for reducing the number of needed calculations.
The obtain results show the effectiveness of the proposal for mapping large
ontologies. As a future work, it aims to introduce in the fitness function structural
measures for including the relationships between concepts in the evaluation of a
global mapping. It aims also to participate at the OAEI platforms evaluation.
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1

Introduction

Optimization is a process of searching for the best solution for a specific problem of interest by
satisfying given constraints if it is possible to measure good or bad. Depending on the aim of the problem of
interest, the meaning of the best solution can be most/maximum or least/minimum. Therefore the word
“optimum” is used as a general term instead of best in optimization problems. Throughout the years,
optimization process has been used by many disciplines like engineering, physics, mathematics, economics,
administration, commerce, social sciences, and even politics. With the advancement of time and technology,
the solutions of real life problems became numerous and sometimes an infinite number of optimum solutions
could be possible [1]. On the other hand, the size of optimum solutions that prevents an exhaustive search,
the complexity and difficult constraints of the discussed problems caused the complete optimization
techniques to be inadequate. In literature, this type of problems took part in combinatorial optimization
problems and is called NP-hard. The time needed to solve these problems with classical optimization
techniques grew exponentially with the size of problem. In order to overcome the shortage of time and
computational complexity, approximate methods have become common in the 1980’s [2].
Approximate methods can be branched off into two subclasses in general: approximation algorithms
and heuristic algorithms. An approximation algorithm for an optimization problem is a polynomial-time
algorithm that for all instances of the problem produces a solution whose value is within a factor of α of the
value of an optimum solution [3,4]. Thus, approximation algorithms return an approximate solution that has
a bound from the global optimum. However, heuristic algorithms, which yield a reasonable solution to a
specific problem but not guarantee to produce the optimum solution, do not formulate a bound [5].
Metaheuristic algorithms, which are also a class of approximate methods, have emerged in the
1980’s. The word “heuristic” has its origin in the old Greek word “heuriskein”, meaning the art of
discovering new strategies (rules) to solve problems. The suffix “meta”, also a Greek word, means upper
level methodology. Fred Glover [6] was the first researcher to introduce the term metaheuristic in the paper
“Future Paths for Integer Programming and Links to Artificial Intelligence” [3]. A metaheuristic is formally
defined as an iterative generation process which guides a subordinate heuristic by combining intelligently
different concepts for exploring and exploiting the search space. Learning strategies are used to structure
information in order to find efficiently near-optimal solutions [7]. In general, metaheuristic algorithms have
been specially developed to find a solution that is "good enough", where a processing time is "small
enough".
The bases of metaheuristic algorithms vary greatly. Some algorithms express the optimization
process by using approaches apparently unrelated to optimization, like behavior of swarms (e.g. particle
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swarm optimization, ant colony optimization, bat algorithm), natural evolution (e.g. genetic algorithm),
physical changes (e.g. simulated annealing, harmony search, electromagnetism like algorithm) while some
are based on biological fundamentals (neural networks) or chemical processes (chemical reaction
optimization). However, in general, all metaheuristics contain a randomness structure [8].
In literature, it can be easily seen that metaheuristic algorithms have become more popular in
different research areas and industries. There are lots of studies about continuous optimization problems,
combinatorial optimization problems, design problems, layout problems, manufacturing problems, routing
and transportation problems, scheduling and sequencing problems, multi-objective optimization problems,
classification or clustering problems etc. that are handled with metaheuristics. In this study, a hybridization
of the electromagnetism-like algorithm (EMA) with random keys (RK) and Lin-Kernighan algorithm is used
to solve the traveling salesman problem (TSP). In literature, there is no publication to show that the LinKernighan algorithm has been combined with EMA in any other study. Therefore, this study will provide an
insight for this hybridization.
When searching for studies that focus on EMA for TSP, the literature has rather little to offer. Wu
and Chiang [9] showed the ability of the EMA for solving TSP. Wu et al. [10] combined the EMA with 2optimum method to avoid trapping in local minimum for big size problems. They compared their method
with traditional EMA on test examples with 5,10,14 and 16 cities and presented their algorithm’s efficiency.
Javadian et al. [11] proposed a discrete binary version of the EM algorithm for solving TSP and tested it on
six test problems from the TSP library. They reported that their algorithm gave better results by using the
less number of iterations compared to Wu and Chiang [9] and Wu et al. [10]. Wu et al. [12] introduced a
hybrid EMA with optimum and 2-optimum methods and RK technique to solve an integer-valued TSP. They
also used 33 factorial designs to analyze how the parameters in the EMA affect the performance of the
hybrid methods. Then they tested their methods on 30,50,75,100-cities problems respectively and compared
the results with ant colony systems, genetic algorithms and simulated annealing. Yurtkuran and Emel [13]
examined the TSP in which each customer should be visited within a given time window. They combined
EMA with variable bounding strategy and penalty approach to handle time constraints. Computational
analysis on well-known benchmark instances showed that the combined algorithm converged to feasible
regions and found the best or near-optimum results. The algorithm also outperformed the Beam search-ant
colony optimization and compressed annealing methods in terms of computational time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief introduction to TSP and lays
out its mathematical formulation. The traditional EMA and hybrid EMA with the RK technique and LinKernighan algorithm are proposed in Section 3. The information for the handled problem is given in section
4. Section 5 summarizes the computational results and finally section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)

The TSP is a well-known classical combinatorial optimization problem, which aims to find the
shortest tour for a salesman while visiting all given 𝑛 cities and finally returning to the point of departure. In
this problem, each city is visited only once and the distances between the cities are known.
The TSP was initially studied in the 1930’s by the mathematician and economist Karl Menger in
Vienna and Harvard. But mathematical infrastructures connected to the TSP were handled in the 1800’s by
the Irish mathematician Sir William Rowan Hamilton and by the British mathematician Thomas Penyngton
Kirkman [14]. Because of the problem’s application areas, many studies on the TSP have been made to this
date and it forms the basis of many different problems.
In literature, two different types of TSP exist: the symmetric TSP and the asymmetric TSP. In the
symmetric form of the problem, the distance between cities A and B is equal to the distance between cities B
and A. On the other hand, in the asymmetric form, these distances are different. Thus, for given 𝑛 cities, the
number of tours in the asymmetric and the symmetric TSP is 𝑛 − 1 ! and 𝑛 − 1 ! 2 respectively [15].
The constituents of TSP are: 𝑛 is the number of cities indexed by 𝑖 and 𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 1,2, … , 𝑛 ; 𝑐!"
shows the distance between two cities, 𝑥!" are the decision variables. 𝑥!" is equal to 1 when 𝑖, 𝑗 is included
in the tour, otherwise it is equal to 0. The TSP can be presented as follows:
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!

!

Minimize  

𝑐!" 𝑥!"

(1)

𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 1,  

  𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛

(2)

𝑥!" = 1,  

  𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛

(3)

!!! !!!
𝑛

  Subject  to  
𝑖=1
!

!!!

  𝑥!" ∈ 𝑋,  
  𝑥!" = 0  𝑜𝑟  1,  

3

(4)
  ∀𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛

(5)

Methodology

In this section, the algorithms used in this study to solve the traveling salesman problem will be
described in general terms.

3.1

Electromagnetism-like Algorithm (EMA)

The principles of the electromagnetism-like algorithm were introduced by Birbil and Fang in 2003
[16]. The algorithm is based on the attraction and repulsion forces of the electromagnetism theory in physics
and developed for solving unconstrained global problems with bounded variables to minimize non-linear
functions. According to the EMA, each candidate solution (each point in the solution space) is a charged
particle in the multidimensional space and the location of these particles in space are defined with their
"position vectors". The charge of each particle is proportional to its objective function value and this charge
also determines whether the particles in population will apply a repulsive or attractive force to each other. In
connection with Coulomb’s law, the particle repulses other particles if its objective function value is greater;
otherwise it attracts others. After the total force acting on each particle is calculated similarly to the
electromagnetic force vector, the particles move in direction of this resultant vector. The intention is to reach
the optimum point with this movement.
The EMA takes part in population-based metaheuristic algorithms. Considering its feature, the
algorithm likes PSO, ACO etc. where information of all of the individuals in the population is used. The
EMA is effective to solve optimization problems with bounded variables as given in Eq. (6).
minimize  𝑓 𝑥   
subject  to  𝑥 ∈ 𝐋, 𝐔

(6)

where 𝐋, 𝐔 = 𝑥 ∈ ℝ!   𝐿! ≤ 𝑥! ≤ 𝑈! ,          𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑛 ,  𝑛 is the dimension of the problem,  𝑈! is the upper
bound in the kth dimension, 𝐿! is the lower bound in the kth dimension and 𝑓 𝑥 is the objective function.
The EMA consists of four phases: (I) the "initialize" phase that includes determination of the
parameters and obtainment of the particles, (II) "calculation of total force" for each particle, (III) "movement
of particles" in line with this force and (IV) "local search (neighborhood search)", which is made in order to
reach local optimum.
The general structure of the EMA is shown in figure 1.
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ALGORITHM EM (m, MAXITER, LSITER, δ)
m: number of sample points
MAXITER: maximum number of iterations
LSITER: maximum number of local search iterations
δ: local search parameter, 𝛿 ∈ 0,1
1. Initialize ()
2. iteration ← 1
3. while (iteration<MAXITER) do
4.
LOCAL (LSITER, δ)
F ← Calc()
5.
6.
Move (F)
7.
iteration ← iteration +1
8. end while
Figure 1 : General structure of the EMA

3.1.1 Initialize
In this phase, 𝑚 sample points are randomly generated from the 𝑛 dimensional hyper-cube and the
population is constructed. The description of the space is presented in Eq. (7).
𝑋 = 𝑥 ∈ ℝ!   𝑥!! = 𝐿! + 𝜆 𝑈! − 𝐿! ,

𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑛;   

  𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚

(7)

where X is the search space, 𝜆~𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑓(0,1) for each dimension of 𝑥!! . After the entire sample points are
generated, the objective function value (𝑓 𝑥 ! ) is calculated for each one and the best function value, which
is identified in Eq. (8), is stored.
𝑥 !"#$ = argmin 𝑓 𝑥 ! , ∀𝑖

(8)

3.1.2 Local search
The local search procedure aims to look for a better solution in the neighborhood of the obtained
solution. Birbil and Fang preferred to use an ordinary procedure rather than local search algorithms that are
proven to achieve powerful and good results. The iterations start with the calculation of the maximum
feasible step length for each dimension as given in Eq. (9).
𝑠!"# = δ max 𝑈! − 𝐿!
!

(9)

Secondly a chosen 𝑥 ! is assigned to a temporary point 𝑦 to store the initial information. Then two
random values, 𝜆! and 𝜆! , are selected and point y moves along according to the described rule below:
  𝑖f  𝜆1 ≥ 0.5, 𝑦 = 𝑦 − 𝜆2 (𝑠!"# )
  if  𝜆1 < 0.5, 𝑦 = 𝑦 + 𝜆2 (𝑠!"# )

(10)

Finally the objective function value is computed for 𝑦 and if it possesses a better solution, 𝑥 !"#$ is
updated.

3.1.3 Total force calculation
As stated by Edward Wesley Cowan [17], the force exerted on a point via other points is inversely
proportional to the distance between the points and directly proportional to the product of their charges. In
this phase, the charge of each point is evaluated as,
𝑞 ! = exp −𝑛

𝑓 𝑥 ! − 𝑓 𝑥 !"#$
!
!
!"#$
!!! 𝑓 𝑥 − 𝑓 𝑥
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where 𝑛 is the dimension of the solution space. In Eq. 11, the signs are ignored unlike electrical charges. The

direction of a particular force between two points is decided by comparing their objective functions.
After calculating the charge of each point, the total force 𝐹 ! exerted on point 𝑥 ! is calculated with
the following Eq. (12).
𝑞! 𝑞 !
!
𝑥 ! − 𝑥!
          𝑖𝑓            𝑓 𝑥 ! < 𝑓 𝑥 !
!
𝑥 − 𝑥! !
!
𝐹 =
(12)
𝑞! 𝑞 !
𝑥! − 𝑥 !
          𝑖𝑓            𝑓 𝑥 ! ≥ 𝑓 𝑥 !
!!!
!
!
!
𝑥 −𝑥
The total force is can be expressed on a figure; Figure 2 shows the resultant force (𝐹! ) on point 3 for
minimization and maximization problems [18].

Figure 2 : Attraction and repulsion mechanisms on particle 3

3.1.4 Move along the total force
After calculating the total force 𝐹 ! , the point 𝑥 ! can move in the direction of the force by a random
step length as defined by Eq. (13).
𝐹!
𝑥 ! = 𝑥 ! +   𝜆 ! (𝑅𝑁𝐺)
(13)
𝐹
where 𝜆~𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑓(0,1). RNG is a vector denoting the allowed feasible movement towards the upper bound.
𝑅𝑁𝐺 =

𝑢! − 𝑥!!           𝑖𝑓        𝐹!! > 0  
  𝑘 = 1,2, … , 𝑛
𝑥!! − 𝑙!           𝑖𝑓            𝐹!! < 0

(14)

3.1.5 Stopping criteria
Birbil and Fang [16] used a maximum number of iterations to stop the EM procedure in their study.
They stated that in general 25 iterations are satisfactory for converging to the optimum point for the medium
difficulty functions. On the other hand, they suggested that the algorithm can be stopped if the found best
point is not changed during the successive iterations.

3.2

The Hybrid EMA for TSP

As it is described in the previous section, TSP is a classical combinatorial optimization problem and
it is based on discrete variables. On the other hand, The EMA is designed to cope with continuous
optimization problems and uses real-valued variables. Thus, it is required to make some adaptations on
EMA in order to implement it to the TSP. In this paper, two different methods are used during the
implementation of the EMA to solve the TSP. The details of these methods are described below.

3.2.1 Random-Key (RK) Method
The Random Key method, which is developed in 1994 by James C. Bean [19], is a technique to rank
continuous position values of particles. This method is used in wide-range problems in literature such as the
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quadratic assignment problem, resource allocation problem, machine scheduling, vehicle routing, traveling
salesman problem etc. The studies that aim to find solutions to combinatorial optimization problems
frequently use the random key method. Debels et al. [20], Chen et al. [21], Tavakkoli-Moghaddam et al.
[22], Chang et al. [23], Yurtkuran and Emel [18], Naderi et al. [24], Roshanaei et al. [25], Jamili et al. [26],
Khalili et al [27] have integrated RK with EMA for solving project scheduling, machine scheduling,
capacity constrained vehicle routing and workflow scheduling problems.
Lets suppose that for the 8-dimensional traveling salesman problem, the position vector of a particle
is generated as [0.978, 0.348, 0.734, 0.519, 0.693, 0.187, 0.404, 0.837]. When the random key method is
applied, the real-coded coordinate values are sorted in an increasing order and the new position vector
becomes [0.187, 0.348, 0.404, 0.519, 0.693, 0.734, 0.837, 0.978]. The new-sorted indexes of this new
position vector also represent the route. For example, the smallest coordinate value of the initial position
vector is 0.187 with index=6. This means that customer/city 6 will be visited first. Then the route will be
followed in a similar manner and will be 6-2-7-4-5-3-8-1.

3.2.2 Lin-Kernighan Algorithm
Lin-Kernighan algorithm has been developed by Lin and Kernighan [28] on the basis of Croes’s [29]
work. Croes presented a 2-optimum method for TSP to find the smallest closed loop that connects a number
of points in a tour. In this method, 2 links of a given T tour is replaced with other 2 links that make the new
tour length shorter. This iteration is continued until no more improvement is possible. One example of this
step is given in Figure 3.
T tour

T’ tour

Figure 3 : 2-link replacement example

Lin and Kernighan generalized this method and they replaced 𝑘 links until the shortest tour is
achieved. They prevented the drawback of determining the number of 𝑘 by enabling different 𝑘 values
during the iterations. In general, the larger value of 𝑘 is preferred to find better solutions. However, as the
value of 𝑘 increases, the time complexity of the problem will also increase.
The Lin-Kernighan algorithm is used in the local search phase of the EM algorithm in this study.

4

Test Problem

In this study, a solution to the symmetric TSP involving Turkey’s 81 cities is developed. The
problem starts from any city and the seller returns to the starting point after all the cities are visited.
In the analysis of the problem, the distances matrix obtained from Turkey’s highway data [30] was
used.
Before starting the implementation of the proposed hybrid EMA to the problem, algorithm
parameters, which are the number of sample points, upper and lower bounds and the stopping criterion, were
defined.
In other studies, 20 particles have been found sufficient for the medium size problems. The
computational time will increase as the number of particles increases. For this reason, 20 particles were
adopted for analyzing the hybrid EMA in this study.
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Upper and lower bounds, which were generated by considering some studies for EMA are listed in
Table 1. Taheri et al. [31] chose the magnitude of the bounds large enough like 104. Therefore (0, 106)
and (-,106 106) values were used for pair 6 and pair 7 respectively. Jolali et al. [32] used 0 and the
number of machines for the lower bound and upper bound in their studies. Pair 8 was formed using
the number of cities as upper bound.
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4

Lower Bound
0
-1
-1
0

Upper Bound
1
0
1
10

Pair 5
Pair 6
Pair 7
Pair 8

Lower Bound
-10
0
-1000000
0

Upper Bound
10
1000000
1000000
81

Table 1 : Upper and lower bound pairs from other studies

For each pair, 30 trials were run with 20 particles on the problem and the mean and standard
deviation of the tour distance for 30 trials were calculated. The results are given in Table 2.
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4
Pair 5
Pair 6
Pair 7
Pair 8

Mean (km)
10088.2
10072.9
10091.4
10111.4
10118.5
10190.7
10219.8
10101.1

Std. Dev. (km)
96.725
135.392
131.580
106.140
123.140
156.184
172.958
131.158

Table 2 : Mean and standard deviation of tour distances for 30 trials

As seen from Table 2, the means of the tour distances calculated with pair 6 and pair 7 are
prominently higher. Pair 1 and pair 2 have better results. However the standard deviation of the tour distance
according to pair 1 is smaller with respect to pair 2. Therefore, it is decided to use pair 1 (0,1) for analysis of
the proposed hybrid EMA.
Because of preventing that the algorithm converges quickly, 50 iterations, which can be considered
as big enough, were chosen as the stopping criterion.

5

Computational Results

The proposed algorithms described in section 3 were coded in MATLAB 7.9.0 and run on a PC
equipped with 2.3 GHZ Inter Core i5 processor and 4 GB RAM. The number of iterations, lower and upper
limits and the number of particles were kept as given in section 3 and the proposed hybrid algorithm tested
on problem.
Söyler and Keskintürk [33] suggested that 9954 km is the optimum result for the TSP that was
calculated with ant colony optimization and includes Turkey’s 81 cities. Other methods’ results, which were
also presented in [33] and the hybrid EMA result are given in Table 3.
METHODS
Ant colony optimization
EMA combined with random key
method and Lin-Kernighan algorithm
2-optimum algorithm
Nearest neighbor search algorithm
Lin-Kernighan algorithm

TOTAL TOUR DISTANCES
(km)
9954
10005
11136
13120
14392

Table 3 : Comparison of different methods’ results
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The proposed hybrid EMA produced a close result to the best distance found by Söyler and
Keskintürk. The algorithm also outperformed the 2-optimum algorithm, nearest neighbour search algorithm
and Lin-Kernighan algorithm.

6

Conclusion

In this study, a hybridization of the electromagnetism-like algorithm (EMA) with random keys (RK)
and Lin-Kernighan algorithm is used to solve the traveling salesman problem (TSP), which involves
Turkey’s 81 cities. Before starting the analysis, appropriate number of sample points, upper and lower
bounds and stopping criterion for EMA were investigated. The real distances that were obtained from
Turkey’s highway data were used for computational analysis. The results showed that the hybrid EMA finds
a near-optimum solution for the problem. The hybrid algorithm also achieves better results with respect to
the 2-optimum algorithm, nearest neighbour search algorithm and Lin-Kernighan algorithm. For future
work, it can be suggested that the hybrid algorithm can be tested on other optimization problems like the
vehicle routing problem, facility layout problem etc. which are related with TSP.
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A Plant Propagation Heuristic Scheme for the Consecutive Ones Submatrix
Problem
Abdellah Salhi, Eric Fraga, Salim Haddadi
A (0,1)-matrix M has the Consecutive Ones Property (C1P) if there exists a
permutation of columns which puts all the 1’s consecutively in all rows [4]. The
Consecutive Ones Submatrix (C1S) problem is, given M, find the largest number
of columns of M forming a submatrix with the C1P property. This problem
occurs in a number of applications including genome sequencing in
bioinformatics [2], chronologically ordering archeological deposits [3], railway
optimization [1] and so on. But, the interest here is in potentially exploiting this
submatrix to solve pure integer linear programming problems as mixed integer
ones taking advantage of the submatrix with C1P property the variables of which
can be considered as continuous in the solution process.
Recall that the Plant Propagation Algorithm (PPA) [] implements the idea that
plants in good spots send many short runners (exploitation) and those in poor
spots send few long runners (exploration). To implement this idea we first need
to represent a plant/solution which is a permutation of the columns of (0,1)matrix M. We also need to rank these solutions/plants according to how good/fit
their locations are. An objective or fitness function is therefore required. Such a
function is not obvious at all. However, if we were to favour column
permutations leading to matrices with large blocks of 1’s in all rows of the given
matrix, then the following function may do. Consider for a given row of (0,1)matrix M the expression
𝑖
∑𝑘𝑖=1 ∑𝑙𝑗=1
𝑗,

(1)

where k is the number of blocks of 1’s in the row, and li is the length of block i.
For example row (1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0) of M has k=3 blocks of 1’s, with lengths
l1=1, l2=2 and l3 = 4. Its fitness according to the above formula is 1 + 3 + 10 = 14.
This should be repeated for every row and then the fitness of the matrix is
computed by adding up the fitness values of its rows.
To implement PPA, we also need to represent the notions of short and long
runners. Given the discrete nature of the solutions (permutations) the usual
metrics available in continuous spaces are not readily applicable here. We settle
for a simple idea akin to the 2-Opt rule of Lin and Kernighan [5]. A short runner
corresponds to a single column swap, while a long runner is implemented with a
sequence of single column swaps or a single swap of blocks of columns of the
same individual (see example below). With this in mind, a PPA scheme for maxC1S problem can be devised.
The paper will explain such an implementation and consider alternative
objective functions. It will then be tested on non-trivial matrices arising from
practical problems such set-covering and compared against the Genetic
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Algorithm and possibly other heuristics. The paper will also describe a
procedure for recognizing the maximum submatrix with C1P property after
applying PPA and GA and how it can be exploited to speed up the solution of
pure integer programming problems. Computational results will be included.
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I.

Introduction (HEADING 1)

We present in this paper a methodology for Business Process
Management and apply it to the specific context of health
care systems. The presentation, characteristics and objectives
of French Dental Care Center is summarized and analyzed in
section 2. Section 3 of this paper present a deployment of this
methodology on a supply chain, (a dental University Hospital
located to Clermont-Ferrand), the knowledge collected and
the use made of this gathered and formalized knowledge.
II.

French Public health care

A. Presentation
French Public health care agencies consider that the problems
of French hospitals come from a lack of organization rather
than a lack of resources (Belorgey, 2010). Hospital systems
have different complexities:
- A systemic complexity (structural and functional) which
results in the difficulty of evaluating simple performance
criteria.
- An algorithmic complexity refers to the complexity of
combinatorial optimization problems to solve. It results in the
search for a solution that optimizes one or more performance
criteria.
This modeling project concerns a university Dental Care
Center and wants to develop new tools to monitor operational
performance. To study the use of the tool during the design
phase, we use a methodological device based on participant
observation, interviews and questionnaires. The first
paragraph of this section presents the characteristics of the
French Dental Care Center (DCC) studied and the objectives
of the project flow modeling of this public institution. The
second paragraph describes the results associated with the
phases of the business process specification DCC.
B. Characteristics and objectives of DCC modeling

- DCC is organized to give courses of education and care,
- These courses give rise to clinical vacations for students of
the Faculty of Dental Surgery. These educational streams,
however, are attached to hospital units;
- DCC system works in "Omni Practice", where medical
resources are in turn care for the patient (not the patient that
flows from one service);
- DCC has an objective to train future dentists with “in situ”
cases;
- DCC hosts a patient base consists of difficult social cases,
people in serious financial distress or retirees who also come
to discuss;
- DCC was less concerned by the imperatives of
rationalization and improvement productivity of health care
systems, because their main objective is to give practices for
future dentists;
- A student follows the patient from beginning to end of
treatment;
- The Hospital Practitioners Doctors control and validate the
acts of treatments performed by students;
- A student has to obtain a number of points to pass to the
next year, reflecting a number of validated acts in each
course;
- The DCC are among the Public Hospital, and financial
constraints become stronger (occupancy armchairs, team
performance) streamlining care DCC while maintaining the
quality of learning students in an objective satisfaction
patient base is a necessity;
- While making parties of public hospitals, DCC are built in
faculties of dentistry and are often physically independent of
other public health care system.
Clermont-Ferrand DCC will move from the actual University
of Dentistry and be physically integrated in the New Hospital
d'Estaing. The patient demand will increase of 20% to 40%,
due to the novelty of the situation, but human resources are
constant. There is therefore a need to rationalize the teaching
and caring for activity to cope with this challenge. It shows

The characteristics of DCC are described below:
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the proposed modeling and assessment of current and future
performance of DCC with the following objectives:
- Build a generic tool that can be extended to other DCC, plan
current and prospective activities,
- Develop managerial methods change way to manager
students and hospital doctors, becoming a facilitator to
improve the structure.

2009]
Toma et al,
2010], [Mc
Intyre, 2009],
[Dos santos et
al, 2009]

X

X

X

X

Table 1: State of the art

C. State of the art
In this section, we propose to evaluate our problem by
several performance criteria for hospital care chain quoted
in the literature of operations research. The various criteria
considered in our problem are:
- The physical criteria (number of treated patients, rates of
acts made / received number of patients)
- The financial criteria (Total realized costs, available
Cashflow available)
- Social criteria (Respect for the staff specialty and time
slots)
- Environmental criteria (CO2 Rejection, energy
calculation used to perform all acts).
The table below shows the referenced articles according to
the optimization criteria of the care problem. We can see
in table below (See TAB 1) that few articles take into
account simultaneously all the performance criteria of
hospital care chain. Indeed, they do not present systematic
approaches to solving our problem [[Toma et al, 2010],
[Mc Intyre, 2009], [Dos Santos et al, 2009]]. Some articles
propose methods but on incomplete hospital problems
[[Sghaier et al, 2009], [Rodier, 2010], [Barichard et al,
2009], [Bertel et al, 2008], [Féniès 2006]]. This nonsimultaneity causes tension between the different actors in
the process of hospital chain: those who want to meet the
legitimate needs of patients in fairness [[Sghaier et al,
2009], [Belorgey, 2010]], and those who want respect
budget performance imposed by the Financial Officer
[[Toma et al, 2010], [Mc Intyre, 2009], [Dos Santos et al,
2009]].
Physical
Criteria

Financial Social
Ecologic
Criteria Criteria Criteria

Barichard &al,
2009] , [Bertel
& al, 2008 ],
[Féniès, 2006]

X

X

Rodier, 2010],
[HernandezMatias &al,
2008]

X

D. Analysis and specification of studied DCC
Analysis and system specification steps have a goal to raise
the knowledge associated with this system to build scenarios
to improve the functioning of the organizational process
system and test the relevance of these organizational
scenarios in models of decision support (exact models,
computer simulation ...) Analysis and specification steps have
been carried out by two people during 5 months (April to
August 2012). All staff of DCC was interviewed during the
vacations and 97 care processes made by the students were
fully analyzed. The 2 observers were accepted by the
members of the structure as colleagues and not "external",
which is particularly rare in the field of health public. In table
1, we present one of the use of this knowledge formalization,
which are the diagnosis of the cause and consequences of the
DCC dysfunction. Figure 1 shows flow formalization for the
DCC.
Dysfunction

Causes

Conséquences

Fluctuating
occupancy
chair

-Appointment of
non-compliance
by patients
-Changes in
students courses
based on
academic period

- Bad distribution
of the load on the
year
- Student
Learning is not
enough good and
standardized

-Vacation Home
= bottleneck
(single official
entry to the clinic
visits, 6 patients
vacations).

- Patient
dissatisfaction
about the delay.

Within two
months to
obtain an
appointment
in Home
consultation

Belorgey,
2010]

X

Sghaier et al,

X

-Unavailable
schedules from
the end of the
academic year to
September

- Inefficient
Vacation in
terms of business
for the center.
-Patients waiting
students and
students without
patients

-Difficulties to
find a sufficient
number of
students wishing
to take care of a
new patient at

X
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the pole a tool to affect patients at various care stations in the
hospital. The pole of care has several workstations.
Each workstation has 3 categories of hospital staff (intern
medical, nurse, and help career). It should allow to affecting
trainee doctors, nurses and caregivers to posts; our approach
is to model the complete operation flow of the dental service
with a linear modeling. The originality of this model is in the
integration of pedagogical criteria in addition to conventional
criteria. The process is as follows: the doctor has expertise,
student also. The patient has symptoms that require a doctor's
specialty and or student in dentistry. The goal is to assign the
patient to the best resource available to perform the act on the
patient. The patient is satisfied if he restarts quickly and that
the act was performed. To solve this problem, we propose an
approach by phase more exactly 3 phases using two different
models. This approach is described in Figure 2.

the end of the
year

Vacations
are
sometimes
inefficient

- Multiple
students
displacements:
Search-and / or
practitioners'
expectations.
- Overloadingsupervisors at
certain times.
- Lack of
mastery in the
implementation
of actions by
students in
training (very
long time for the
4th year…)

- Support
patient and long
extension of the
vacations
duration.
- Interventionchair-reinforced
practitioners by
year of study and
discipline of
students
(especially
pedodontics
cursus).

Table 2: Causes and consequences of malfunctions

Patient
hospitalisation

Figure 2: General approach to solving problems of resource
allocation
To manage
patient papers

Nurse

D.1 Description of the Phase 1
The first phase uses a linear model that affects student’s
vacation.
Data :
- The number of promotions of students and the number of
students per class,
- Vacations mandatory for students by type (conservative
dentistry, prosthodontics, emergencies,
pedodontics ... ),
- Number of shifts available throughout the week for
students,
- Number of positions available care attendances,
- Information on care positions (financial cost ... ),
- Quantity type vacations to ensure period.

Recorded
patient

To install patient
in his room

Nurse

Patient
ready
to receive care

Figure 1: Example of physical flow in DCC
The official standards may not be used in this study for the
use of students to perform acts (under the control of hospital
practitioners); therefore, processing time is different from
those made by a professional.
E. Design and implantation of computer models
We do not present all the models which were designed for the
DCC project, but simply an example of a model allowing to
affecting a caregiver to a patient. It is a tool to plan
operatively the load. Our first approach is to provide care to

Constraints:
- A student has to do more than one session at the same time,
- Each vacation on a post care is affected by a student,
- The number of vacations per student has to be respected,
- Respect the number of shifts required per period,
- A shift is assigned for one type of vacation.
Decision variables:
- Variables allow Boolean whether a student is assigned to a
position of care on a vacation and a type of vacation.
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Objective function: - In this paper, We Minimize the number
of shifts unaffected.
D.2 Description of the Phase 2
The second phase uses linear models that affect patients with
student’s vacation.
Data:
-Acts to be carried with their characteristics (redemption
price of the act, specialty act, act duration)
-The Rooms (budget cost, possible specialties, Energy
Expenditure.)
-The Staff (Cost of the employee, legal working time,
availability of an employee, physician specialty)
Act i

Act
1
Act
2

Processing
time
(per hour)

inancial
cost for
act i for
1 hour

Specialty
act
to
perform i

Rejection
act i CO2
/ hour

Refund
Act i

Duree_act
e[i]
0.5

Coût_act
e[i]
100€

Spec_act
e[i]
1

Rejet_act
e[i]
5g

Remb_
acte[i]
300€

1

50€

2

8g

150€

specialty

M1
M2
M3

Spec_Med[i]
1
2
3

Doctors Availability
Dispo_Med[i] Périod 1
M1
1
M2
1
M3
1

Financial Cost
for 1 hour
Cout_Med[i]
20€
30€
40€

Périod 2
0
1
1

Nurses availability:
Dispo_Inf[i] Périod 1
I1
1
I2
1
I3
1

Périod 2
1
0
1

Help carers Availability :
Dispo_A[i]
A1
A2
A3

Périod1
1
1
1

1
2
3

specialty
1
1
1
1

Périod 2
0
1
1

The rooms characteristics :
Spef_Salle[i]

1
2
3

Energy Cost /
hour
Cout_salle[i]
10€
20€
10€

Rejection of
CO2/hour
Rejet_salle[i]
5g
20g
5g

Variables :
X_ijk= 1 if act i is processsed at period j for the care station
k. 0 otherwise.
M_djk=1 if doctor d is assigned to the care period j for the
care station k. 0 otherwise.
I_fjk=1 if nurse f is assigned to the care period j for the care
station k. 0 otherwise.
A_ajk=1 if carer a f is assigned to the care period j for the
care station k. 0 otherwise..

problem constraint:
Constraint 1 : Each act i must be assigned to more than 1 care
station and 1 period.

The doctors characteristics :
Interne

Spec_Salle[i]

Périod 2
0
1
1

Constraint 2 : For each period, a doctor should be assigned to
more than 1 care station.

Constraint 3 : For each period, a nurse must be assigned to at
most 1 care station.

Constraint 4 : For each period, a help carer must be assigned
to at most 1 care station.

Constraint 5 : Respect of doctor specialty allocated for each
act i.

Constraint 6 : Respect of working time (doctors, nurses and
caregiver) for each period

Constraint 7 : Each workstation must have the 3 categories of
personnel (doctor, nurse, carer).

The room specialty for act:
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-10000 Patients to the year 400 / day,
-50 And 75 nursing stations programmed simultaneously,
- More than 300 students affected,
- 25 hospital professors and doctors,

(you need at least one doctor to the position k)

(you need at least one nurse to the position k)

- (you need at least one carer to the position k)
- The criteria for the model are as follows:
Criteria 1 : This physical criteria is a criteria that tries to
maximize the number of patients treated

This physical criterion to know the customer satisfaction rate.
It is the primary criterion for doctors.

Solvers market remains ineffective because these models are
too large in memory or computation time facing the size of
the real problems. It is impossible to use them to present
solutions to decision makers.
It is therefore necessary to validate our choices by looking for
other resolution tools, and propose heuristics problem solving
assignment.
It should also provide models of discrete event simulation to
test different organizational scenarios and improving
management practices of the DDC.
III.

Criteria 2 : This financial criterion seeks to maximize profit
made, so as to minimize the total cost of procedures
performed
:

This financial criterion is the primary criterion for the
hospital manager.
Criteria 3 : The environmental criterion seeks to minimize the
CO2 emissions generated from operating activities
:

This environmental criterion is not a conscious criterion for
hospital staff but it can measure the impacts of activities on
environment
.
Criteria 4 : This social criterion seeks to maximize the work
of doctors in their specialties:

This criterion is important to ensure good internal training.
These models can be applied so lexicographically choosing
the hospital setting. The purpose of this model is to find an
optimal solution for each of the four criteria expressed in
section C but to formalize the operation of the service to
reflect on its future reorganization.

Note: This step has to be restarted several times to challenge
the initial planning for the arrival of a patient emergency or
lack of student resources.
D.3. Resolution linear models
Different models have been implemented in CPLEX and
solved for small instances in order to analyze and validate the
objectives of DCC. However the size of actual instances to
process the DCC are:

A modeling methodology for multiple and
incremental processes

Health care system should be modeled as a Supply Chain
(Pascal, 2000 ; Fenies, 2006, 2011). A Supply Chain is a
coalition of autonomous organizations coordinated by an
integrated logistics process. A process is composed by a
finite number of activities, and each activity may even
become a process in another granularity level; the evaluation
of a process as a whole becomes the central element to
evaluate the performance of a complex system.
The state of the art developed by (Weske, 2009) shows the
important points about the process modeling, and limitations
of current methods and tools. Given the complexity of the
objects containing business processes and their human
dimension and non- mechanistic design as the construction of
objects of research for decision support requires for the
computer and to engineer integrate the process modeling
concepts of other scientists including Humanities and Social
Sciences fields. We seek to establish a modeling
methodology for the evaluation of organizational processes.
The implementations of this modeling methodology on a
health care supply chain enable us to provide solutions to
model and evaluate its logistics processes. This methodology,
based on a systemic approach and integrating tools analysis,
specification, and modeling performance evaluation should
enable the development of a model description of the
structure and operation of the studied process and its
translation into one or more models computer to assist in its
evaluation.
In this paper, we propose to integrate in ASDI methodology
the use of process modeling ; ASDI, which means Analysis
Specification, Design and Implementation is a modeling
methodology (Sarramia 2002, Chabrol et al 2007, Fenies et
al, 2007, Rodier, 2010, Fenies 2011). This methodology
should, while allowing the collaboration of experts in
modeling, allowing design research objects incorporating all
flows and decision support on business processes, including
the context of public organizations and health care system.
Thus, the left part shows the modeling phase of the field
while the right side shows the process modeling a system
(Figure 3).
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Specific for Xi system

Re-usable on domain X

-

Paradigm
Zi problem for Xi system
Set of problem Z

Some
vacations are
inefficient

Domain of X type system
Real System
Xi

Analysis

Specification

Knowledge
model for Xi
Generic
knowledge for
system of
domain X

Design

Action model
for Zi
problem of Xi

Software
library for Z
type problem

Decision making
thanks to the set of
software conceived
for Xi

Table 2: Organizational scenarios
3.4

Result model
for Zi problem
of Xi

Implementation

This modeling project of Dental Care Center allows
presenting the characteristics of the French Dental Care
Center (DCC) studied and the objectives of the project flow
modeling of this public institution in section 1 but also to
discover dysfunctions of DCC (see table 2). However, if
Medical staff knew some of these problems but none were
able to provide a full comprehensive list. Table 2 gives this
full comprehensive list and propose scenarios to improve
DCC running. The solutions proposed and used in the
simulation model have been discussed with the Head of
Department and the medical staff.

solutions

envisaged

by

the

CSD:

-

patients (We can’t predict the future)

Changed data are:
- New scheduling rules
simulation model)
-

(rules implemented in

Architecture of new hospital (2 Essential changes :
new dental care center have no vacation home and
more seats)

Proposed scenarios to improve DCC
running
-

Fluctuating
occupancy
chairs

-

Within two
months of
obtaining an
appointment
in Home
consultation

The

Simulation model use several solutions considered in
table 2 to reduce the dysfunctions of the care center. This
simulation model described in figure 5 used original data
and changed data:
Original data are:
- care personal (the Head of Department can’t
increase its workforce)

Figure 3: ASDI Generic component in the Methodology.

Dysfunctions

-

Skip to 1:30 for vacations instead
of 2h
Place a work for “four hands”: 16
students per box of 8 armchairs;
for example, one plays the role of
the dentist and the other that of the
assistant.

-

-

Recall patients before their
appointment (students doing
"home" vacation during downtime
...)
- Forcing students to follow
always the same patient in order to
correctly assign patients directly
or through a supervisor (first visit)
and know in real time the
available seats,
Studying seasonality of clinical
activity to better plan the activity
of DCC.

Figure 4: Simulation model.

Delete the vacation “home” (and
thus integration of medical and
dental assessments either one of
the other actions in prosthesis and
Pedodontics vacation)
Empowering the admissions office
to assign patients directly to a
student or practitioner who will
assign one of its students by level
of difficulty of the actions and
their availability (requires that all
students be present).

We list below the scheduling rules retained implemented
in simulation model :
- Remove the vacation home that serves neck,
- Changing schedules and duration of student vacations,
- Allow entries to assign patients to student vacations,
- To limit movement of Clinical Supervisors(A supervisor
have a box of 8 seats affected in the dental care center).
The solutions implemented in simulation have been
discussed with the Head of Department and the medical
staff. The other rules are not fixed and need more
discussions between the medical staff.
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3.5. The Simulation results
In this section, we present the final results : Data and
observation results obtained by the study of the health
care center by students over a period of two months. A
sample of 250 people was assessed using the quota
method.
Figure 5 present observation results got by students in the
health care according to average, maximum , minimum
time spent by patient at each care station.
Previously, we described the characteristics of the health
care center in section 2. Remember, that the vacation
time is 2 hours for a student. By observing Figure 5, we
can see that a patient may spend more than 2 hours in a
care position. The consequence of this waiting period is
that the student can’t validate its healing session and the
patient is not satisfied by this unusual wait times. This is
due to the organization and operating rules of the care
center

Figure 5: Time spent by patient at care station. (Observation
results)

Figure 6: Time spent by patient at care station. (Simulation
results).
To conclude this section,we present the other indicators
collected by the simulation; :
- Waiting time for patients has decreased by 60% before
management.
- We spend a vacation during 2 hours to 1h30 without
reducing
the
number
of
patients
treated.
- Improved efficiency: total processing time of patients
has decreased by 35%.
- Reduced travel clinics Supervisors
- The development of nursing stations is validated by the
simulation model.
The results given by the simulation model have helped
decision makers to validate the new knowledge model with
new rules of the DCC in the new hospital. Of course, all the
rules are not present in this first operational model and it can
easily be improved when all stakeholders will agree on
procedures to follow. However, Nowadays, Managers have a
tool to validate the changes and discuss with medical
personal of Dental care center.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed to implement a process view
in ASDI. The proposed environment, which is a bridge
between computer sciences, management sciences and
operational research, gives a solution to conceive decision
making tools which should also be also used in meeting in
order to manage changes. The proposed model has been
shown at a part of medical staff in order to show how we use
collected data. Our model was used to reduce medical change
resistance. Model presentations induce a lot of questions
from medical staff about its future work.
Therefore, the extension of discrete event simulation and OR
models as a tool for changes management will open a new
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research field between computer sciences and management
sciences.
This paper has also presented a methodological evaluation
process of organizational running of a French care center
dental service. Phase of information gathering (2 full-time
staff on 2012) is complete. Phase of knowledge exploitation
is well underway. If the modeling approach should be
generalized to other public health services, the factual results
are contextual to the studied system. However, the ability to
generalize on all French DCC tools, diagrams and models
decision support is a major issue for this research project
which will enable it to overcome the purely local context of
relocation.. Linear models are proposed to formalize the data,
constraints and objectives but does not solve instances of
actual size, hence the need to develop heuristics or models
based on simulation. We develop simulation models based
on scheduling rules (ARENA…) to:
- Propose a set of applied with real data to evaluate the
performance of the DCC models.
- To test and propose new organizations for DCC.
- Assess the robustness of each of the proposed solutions.
- Propose approaches for addressing the field quickly reallocation of patients to internal as well as students in the
event of change in the daily schedule.
Nowadays, this tool is operational to help decision maker to
take the good scenarios and then to discuss of these with
medical staff of the dental care center.
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1

Introduction

There are many optimization problems with discrete binary search spaces. They need binary algorithms for their solution. Most of the well-known metaheuristics operate in continuous search
spaces. This current continuous algorithms must be adapted to solve a binary problem. Examples
of adaptation we can found in evolutionary algorithms such as Particle Swarm , Magnetic Optimization Algorithm , Gravitational Search Algorithm, Firefly Algorithm, Shuffled Frog Leaping
Algorithms, Fruit Fly Optimization Algorithm, Cuckoo Search Algorithm, Cat Swarm Optimization Algorithm and Bat Algorithm. There are different methods to develop the binary version of a
continuous metaheuristic while preserving the concepts of the search process.This work in progress,
has as proposal compile, group and explain the main existing techniques for discretization and binarization of continuous metaheuristics with the propose of develop a general framework with the
intention of automate the selection of the different binarization methods.

2

Discretization of continuous metaheuristics:

There are many problems that require discrete search spaces. In the investigation of these methods,
we found a lot of names. However can be classified in two main groups. Rounding off techniques
and Priority position techniques.
Rounding off: This approach is one of the most commonly used for the management of
discrete variables, due to its simplicity and low computational cost. It is based on the strategy
of rounding to the near integer. The metaheuristic operators are used without modifications and
exist two strategies to implement the discretization. The first one, applies a rounding-off near
integer operation to feasible solution in every iteration. In the second approach, it is applied at the
end of the optimization process. There are multiple problems that use this method, for example
optimization of transport aircraft wing [11], task assignment problem [8]. The main metaheuristics
that use round-off method are Ant colony , PSO optimization, Firefly . Its disadvantages include
the possibility that the solution is in a non-viable region. For other hand, the value of the fitness
in rounded point can be very different from the original point.
Priority position: The first methods that used priority position is random-key encoding
scheme. Let start with a solution X of n dimension, in each position is assigned a random number
in [0,1]. To decode the position from the real random-key space in a discrete space, the position are
visited in ascending order generating a Z ∈ Zn discrete solution . This method has been used with
Gravitational search algorithm by Chen [2], resolving travelling salesman problem and scheduling
problem. The result of gravitational algorithm map as a random key, where small values map to
the top position. The same method, but call Small Value Position (SVP) was used first time by
Tasgetiren to resolve Single machine total weighted tardiness problem using a PSO algorithm.
Later Yousif [14] used SVP, in Scheduling jobs on grid computing. Great value position (GVP)
method, use in his first step a priority position discretization.

3

Binarization of continuous metaheuristics

In our study and conceptualization of binarization techniques, we found two main class of binarization methods. The first group of techniques we call Two steps binarization. These techniques,
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let to work with the continuous metaheuristic without operators modifications and include a two
steps after the continuous iteration. Examples of this techniques are Great Value Position, Transfer
functions and angle modulations. The second technique is called continuous-binary operators transformation, redefines the algebra of the search space, therefore reformulate the operators. Examples
of this metaheuristics are Set based approach, Binary approach, Binary based on estimation of
distribution and Quantum based approach.
Two steps binarization methods: This method working with the continuous operators without
modifications. To do the binarization, appeal a two additional steps. The First step, corresponds
to introduce operators that put solutions in a inter-space. For example Rn → Zn , Rn → [0, 1]n or
Rn → {fuction space}. The Second step transforms from the inter-space into a binary space.
Transfer Function First Step: The transfer function is the most used binarization method. It
was introduced by [6]. The transfer function is a very cheap operator, his range provides probabilities values and try to model the transition of the particles position. This function is responsible of
the first step of the binarization method and mapping the Rn solutions in [0, 1]n solutions.In the
research have been used two types of functions the S-shaped [13] and V-shaped [4].
#»
Second Step Binarization: The Second Step is the Binarization technique, the vector I is transform in a binary solution B = (b1 , .., bn ), applying a binarization rule like standard, complement,
roulette, static probability, elitist.
Angle Modulation First Step: This method, used a trigonometric function who has four
parameters, this parameters control the frequency and shift of the trigonometric function.
gi (xj ) = sin(2π(xj − ai ) ∗ bi ∗ cos(2π(xj − ai ) ∗ ci )) + di

(1)

In binary heuristic optimization, this method was first applied in PSO, using a set of benchmark
functions. Let a binary problem of n-dimension, and X = (x1 , x2 , ...xn ) a solution. We start with
a four dimensional search space, each dimension represent a coefficient of the equation (1).
Second Step Rule: Then every solution (ai , bi , ci , di ) in this space , get a gi trigonometric
function. For each component single element xj apply the rule 2:
bij =



1 if gi (xj ) ≥ 0
0 otherwise

(2)

Then for each initial 4-dimension solution (ai , bi , ci , di ), we get a binary n-dimension solution
(bi1 , bi2 , ..., bin ) who is a feasible solution of our n-binary problem. The Angle modulate technique,
has been apply to network reconfiguration problems [7] using a binary PSO method, multi-user
detection technique [10] using a binary adaptive evolution algorithm and the antenna position
problem using a angle modulate binary bat algorithm [15].
Continuous-binary operators transformation: These methods are characterized by re-defined
the operators of the metaheuristic.There are two main groups. The first one, the algebraic operations are re-written, examples are set approach and boolean approach. The second group, the
operators are restructured in terms of select promising regions in the search spaces. This selection
is using a probability vector. Examples of this group are Quantum-based binary approach and
Binary method based on estimation of distribution. In this section, we describe Quantum and
boolean approach.
Quantum binary approach: This approach has been developed in PSO optimization [9]. It
has been inspired in uncertainly principle. The individual particles, the PSO algorithm work in a
different fashion and we need to rewrite the operators. In the quantum approach, each feasible
solution have a position X = (x1 , x2 , .., xn ) and a quantum vector Q = [Q1 , Q2 , ..., Qn ]. Qj .
Q represents the probability of xj take the value 1. For each dimension j, a random number
between [0,1] is generated and compared with Qj , if rand < Qj , then xj = 1, else xj = 0.
After that, the new Pbest and Pglobal , are calculated using the objective function. Finally we
update the transition probability using of the equations Qself (t) = αPbest (t) + β(1 − Pbest ) and
Qsocial (t) = αPglobal (t) + β(1 − Pglobal ) to calculate the best local and global. Finally we used 3.
to calculate the new probability vector
Q(t + 1) = C1 Q(t) + C2 Qself (t) + C3 Qglobal (t)
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The Quantum method has been apply to a Swarm optimization algorithm, in combinatorial
optimization [12]. Recently this approach has been used to solve the set covering problem [3]
Boolean Approach: This method let transform the real operators in binary operators. This
transformation is performed using boolean operations. The operators act over the binary solutions.
This approach was born as binarization technique of particle Swarm Optimization [1]. The velocity
and position boolean equation with inertia weight are presented in 4 and 5. Pbest,i and Pglobal
belong to best position of select particle and position to global best solution respectively, c1 and
c2 are random vectors. Vi (t) corresponds to velocity at time t.
Vi (t + 1) = w ⊕ Vi (t)

c1 ⊗ (Pbest,i ⊕ Xi )

c2 ⊗ (Pglobal ⊕ Xi )

Xi (t + 1) = Xi (t) ⊕ Vi (t + 1)

(4)

(5)

This method has been applied to different binary optimization problems, using particle swarm
method [5]. Boolean approach introduce a efficient velocity bounding strategy based in thymic
negative selection of the T-cells.
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Introduction

Multi-objective optimization is the process of finding the optimum of several conflicting functions
or objectives [2]. Its important popularity in the optimization domain is justified by the many realworld problems that have a multi-objective nature. Therefore, there is a plethora of algorithms,
particularly metaheuristics, that have been proposed for such problems. It is known that the accuracy of metaheuristics greatly depends on the operators they use, which offer different performance
depending on the characteristics of the problem being solved [3].
In this work, we propose a new algorithm called Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm with
Adaptive Selection of Operators (MEASO). This technique is featured by implementing a number
of variation operators that are automatically chosen, based on a fuzzy logic engine, to provide the
best benefit. This way, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is not limited to the performance
of a given operator for the considered problem, making the algorithm more reliable for a wider
variety of problems, with respect to other techniques with fixed variation operators. MOEASO is
briefly presented next.

2

The MEASO Algorithm

MEASO is a steady-state genetic algorithm that implements four different variation operators:
SBX, differential evolution, polynomial mutation and uniform mutation. In every iteration, the
algorithm chooses the operator to apply according to their success in the last generations, based
on a fuzzy logic engine with triangular shaped membership functions. The success means that
the solution generated is an environmental survivor. The fuzzy engine makes use of 2 inputs of
information: the frequency of use of the operator in the last time window, and the number of non
successful offspring generated (as a measure of stagnation); and outputs the probability of use for
every operator.
Another distinguishing feature of MEASO is that it works on an archive of solutions, and not
on a population. This means that the size of the set of solutions it evolves is variable (limited to
a maximum of 100), and when a new solution is inserted in the archive, the dominated solutions
are removed from it. Working directly on the archive of solutions allows a fast convergence of the
Pareto front approximation, while the induced diversity loss is overcome thanks to the adaptive
selection of variation operators.

3

Results

Table 1 presents the results obtained by our proposed algorithm, compared versus two state-of-theart metaheuristics, namely MOEA/D-DE [4] and SMS-EMOA [1]. The compared algorithms are
configured with standard settings. The results shown in the table are the median and interquartile range of the Pareto front approximations obtained by the algorithms after 30 independent
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1
runs, measured by the unary additive epsilon (Iǫ+
) and hypervolume (HV) performance metrics,
for which lower and higher values are better, respectively. The best results are emphasized with
dark grey background, while the light grey background is used for the second best results. We
also performed the rank-sum test Wilcoxon test to look for significant difference (at 95% confidence level) between MEASO and the compared algorithms. Therefore, a ‘H’ symbol means that
the algorithm is significantly worse than MEASO for that problem, while ‘N’ is used when the
compared algorithm outperforms MEASO. Otherwise, there is no statistical difference between the
algorithms. For this comparison study, we selected two complicated benchmarks: the one proposed
for CEC2009 competition on performance assessment of multi-objective optimization algorithms
(UF1 to UF10), and the recently proposed GLT problems. Problems UF8 to UF10, as well as GLT5
are composed of three objective functions, while the others have two.

Table 1. Results of the algorithms, presented as median and interquartile range of the two considered
performance metrics after 30 independent runs. Dark and light grey background cells indicate, respectively,
the best and second best results.

UF1
UF2
UF3
UF4
UF5
UF6
UF7
UF8
UF9
UF10
GLT1
GLT2
GLT3
GLT4
GLT5
GLT6

1
Unary additive epsilon (Iǫ+
)
MEASO
MOEA/D-DE
SMS-EMOA
1.63e − 025.1e−03 1.40e − 022.6e−03 N 1.76e − 011.8e−02 H
5.09e − 022.9e−02 6.93e − 021.9e−02 H 1.16e − 013.6e−02 H
1.08e − 011.3e−01 4.79e − 026.0e−02 N 4.63e − 019.5e−02 H
4.50e − 025.1e−03 8.45e − 027.8e−03 H 3.95e − 025.5e−03 N
5.26e − 012.0e−01 6.50e − 014.6e−01 H 4.26e − 012.2e−01
5.43e − 013.1e−01 6.42e − 014.1e−01 4.32e − 011.6e−01 N
4.61e − 027.7e−02 4.13e − 022.1e−02 5.66e − 015.3e−01 H
2.93e − 012.5e−01 7.08e − 018.3e−04 H 7.08e − 014.5e−01
5.81e − 015.2e−02 4.47e − 018.8e−02 N 4.29e − 013.0e−01 N
8.72e − 011.2e−01 1.04e + 001.6e−01 H 8.43e − 012.2e−01
7.73e − 031.3e−02 9.45e − 031.3e−03 2.42e − 018.4e−03 H
9.86e − 032.0e−03 7.32e − 027.9e−03 H 2.13e − 011.7e−01 H
2.79e − 021.1e−02 1.66e − 028.3e−03 N 4.73e − 021.5e−02 H
1.30e − 014.0e−01 1.27e − 021.6e−03 1.86e − 012.8e−01 H
4.89e − 025.2e−03 8.38e − 022.2e−03 H 7.13e − 025.4e−02 H
4.34e − 022.8e−02 1.13e − 013.4e−02 H 5.21e − 021.3e−02 H

MEASO
6.55e − 011.7e−03
6.51e − 014.8e−03
5.88e − 016.5e−02
2.70e − 013.4e−03
1.82e − 011.4e−01
2.39e − 011.5e−01
4.87e − 014.6e−03
1.63e − 017.5e−02
1.70e − 011.0e−01
2.11e − 023.8e−02
3.68e − 018.2e−03
7.79e − 015.0e−04
9.41e − 015.2e−03
4.56e − 012.4e−01
9.63e − 017.0e−04
9.59e − 011.3e−03

Hypervolume (HV)
MOEA/D-DE
SMS-EMOA
6.56e − 016.4e−04 N 5.44e − 018.5e−03 H
6.46e − 014.3e−03 H 6.33e − 019.1e−03 H
6.42e − 013.1e−02 N 3.79e − 015.8e−02 H
2.32e − 011.5e−02 H 2.76e − 019.7e−04 N
1.16e − 012.3e−01 1.81e − 018.0e−02
2.15e − 011.1e−01 2.43e − 018.1e−02
4.86e − 014.6e−03 3.08e − 012.0e−01 H
1.55e − 011.7e−02 2.17e − 011.0e−01 N
4.32e − 012.0e−01 N 5.56e − 011.0e−01 N
0.00e + 001.6e−02 H 7.04e − 021.6e−01 N
3.72e − 011.6e−04 N 3.16e − 026.4e−02 H
7.53e − 015.8e−03 H 6.34e − 011.4e−01 H
9.44e − 011.4e−03 N 9.26e − 019.3e−03 H
4.94e − 014.8e−04 3.33e − 013.0e−01 H
9.22e − 012.5e−03 H 9.63e − 011.2e−02
9.17e − 017.5e−03 H 9.58e − 014.0e−03

We can see in Table 1 how MEASO finds the best, or the second best, solution for all problems,
according to the two studied metrics. The only exception is problem UF9, one of the 3D problems.
In addition, we found statistical significance in most of the differences between MEASO and the
other two algorithms. We performed the Friedmann rank of the algorithms for the two metrics
and MEASO resulted the overall best algorithm in the two cases, followed by MOEA/D-DE (see
Table 2).

Table 2. Average ranking of the algorithms
1
Iǫ+
Algorithm
MEASO
MOEA/D-DE
SMS-EMOA

HV
Ranking Algorithm Ranking
1.75
MEASO
1.9375
2.0625 MOEA/D-DE 2.0
2.1875
SMS-EMOA 2.0625

In order to further analyze the results of the two best compared algorithms, we show in Fig. 1
their Pareto front approximations with the best HV value (out of the 30 independent runs made)
for two sample problems, namely GLT2 and GLT4. The true Pareto front is also represented for
comparison purposes (called the reference front in the pictures). It can be seen how our MEASO
algorithm finds accurate approximations with a better distribution of the solutions, without any
important gap, confirming the results of the performance metrics used. On the contrary, the Pareto
front approximations of MOEA/D-DE are more populated with solutions in the right part of the
front, with large gaps not covering the true Pareto front on the leftmost side.
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Fig. 1. Fronts with the best Hypervolume values on problems GLT2 and GLT4 obtained by MEASO (left)
and MOEA/D-DE (right).
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Abstract
The emergence of computer networks as very powerful work tools, offering various and accessible services
by a very big number of users, led to the needs of more and more numerous. The needs of users are very
varied, relating to types of manipulated data and to the mechanisms for the management of the services
offered. Furthermore, the convergence of new communication technologies to compatible platforms and
reusable has generated unprecedented threats on information systems. Also rising from the dynamics of the
architectures, these threats can cause significant damage and sometimes irreparable. In this context, network
security has become a priority for the development of communications, for this reason, the different
mechanisms are put in place to ensure the security of information systems, such as the authentication
mechanisms, cryptography, antivirus, firewall and the Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). In this article, we
present a detailed study on attack detection approaches focus on putting on the detection based on a
behavioral approach by providing the most extensive existing solutions in this area. Finally, the
methodology and testing tools of IDS are illustrated.

Keywords: Network security, Intrusion Detection System (IDS), Program behavior, Soft
computing, Machine Learning

1

Introduction

The Information and Communications Technology (ICT) play a central role in the daily lives of people and
in society in general. According to the report of the International Telecommunications Union [1] carried out
in 2015, 43% of the world population uses the Internet. Indeed, areas falling under the private life such as
the sending of mail or the paying online, but also other strategic areas such as the banking sector or the
military communications, are mainly based on our days massively on the ICT. In this respect, the attacks
carried out by malicious users to exploit the vulnerabilities of these systems are more and more frequent;
especially with the easy access to security test tools which are more accessible to professionals as well as
hackers.
Such attacks can for example harm the image of the owner of the information system or cause
significant financial damages. The problem of security, therefore, becomes a key issue for both users and
administrators of these information systems. It is, therefore, necessary that the actors in the field of
information technologies offer adequate protection mechanisms to better secure these technologies. These
mechanisms can be: tools for authentication, data encryption, firewalls to filter the connections, anti-virus to
detect malware or well of intrusion detection systems (IDS) to detect unauthorized activities.
In this context, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are used to monitor and analyze the events in an
information system. Presented for the first time by Anderson in 1980 [2] and formalized later by Denning
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[3], the IDS can be used in a global security policy, which includes other tools of protection, such as
firewalls and anti-virus; where it is essential to take advantage of the collaboration of these tools and their
complementarity. The Intrusion Detection System may exist alone, and in this case it is very important to
optimize its processes. Nevertheless, in all cases, it is essential to improve the performance of IDS.

2

Intrusion Detection System

We can define an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) as any tool, methods and resources that help us to
predict or identify any unauthorized activity in a network [2]. In the architecture proposed by the group
IDWG5 of the IETF6 [4, 5], we can find three modules as the following: Sensors Module, Analyzing
Module and Managing Module, as shown in figure 1. In this architecture, the objective was the definition of
a standard for communication between the components of the intrusion detection system. This architecture
defines a format for the exchange of message for the IDS: Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format
(IDMEF), which implicitly contains a data model.

Figure 1: Architecture of an IDS

The intrusion detection features include:
•
•
•
•

Monitoring and Analysis the user’s activities and system.
Configurations of system analysis.
Ability to identify typical patterns of attacks.
Analysis of the models of abnormal activity.

Intrusion detection systems tend to ensure the five following properties [6]:
•
•
•
•
•

The accuracy of detection: it means a perfect detection of attacks with a minimum risk of false
positives.
Performance: A fast detection of intrusion thorough the analysis of events which is essential to
conduct effective detection in real time.
Completeness: A detection of known and unknown attacks.
Fault Tolerance: intrusion detection systems must resist attacks as well as their consequences.
Speed: A fast analysis of the data which allows you to undertake the necessary measures to stop
the attack and protect the resources of the network and the intrusion detection system.
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3 Type of approaches of IDS
The intrusion detection systems are generally based on two approaches: Behavioral and by signature. The
techniques of intrusion detection based on the behavioral approach suppose that the intrusion can be detected
by the observation of the behavioral abnormality in relation to the normal behavior or prediction of the
system or of the users. By contrast, the signature approach is based on the accumulated knowledge of
specific attacks and vulnerabilities in the system (Table1).
Table 1: Comparison of the Two Approaches
Approaches

Advantages
• Not in need of a base
attack.

Behavioral

Signature

• Detection of Possible
Unknown intrusions:
few false negatives.

Few false positives

Disadvantages
• Top rate of false positive
• A malicious user can change
slowly his behaviour to familiarize
the system of a intrusive behaviour:
risk of false negatives.
• Based of signature which is
difficult to be built; especially
maintaining: risk of false negatives.
• No detection of unknown attacks:
risk of false negatives.

3.1 Signature Approach
This approach is based on the accumulated knowledge on attacks denoted and vulnerabilities of systems.
The system of detection of Intrusion contains the information about the vulnerabilities then look for any
attempt to exploit them. If the IDS detected such attempt, an alarm would react. In other words, any action
that is not explicitly known as an attack is considered legitimate. By consequent, the precision of IDS based
on the signature approach is good. However, this precision depends always on the up dated knowledge on
the attacks which must be regular [6].

3.2

Behavioural Approach

The techniques of intrusion detection based on the behavioural approach [7] assume that the intrusion can be
detected by the observation of the deviation from the normal behaviour or expected of the system or of the
users. At the beginning, the model of the normal behaviour is extracted from the reference information
collected by various means. Then, the intrusion detection system compares this model with the current
activity. If a deviation is detected, an alert will be triggered. In a general way, we can say that this approach
considers any behaviour that is not previously recorded as intrusion. Therefore, this approach may be
complete, but the accuracy remains his greatest concern.
Intrusion Detection behavioural or by anomaly is based on the assumption that an attack causes an
abnormal use of resources or manifest a strange behaviour on the part of the user. As a result, the different
approaches that have been proposed to learn the normal behaviour to be able to detect any significant
deviation. We can classify this work in three categories, namely the statistical approach, the immunological
approach and the search of data.
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3.2.1 Immunological approach
In this approach, the normal behaviour of a process is characterized by a set of execution traces recorded
during the learning phase. These traces contain in an orderly manner the whole system calls made by the
process during the entire duration of its execution. During the Discovery phase, the last n system calls made
by the process are compared to the whole of sub-sequences of n elements contained in the Traces
characterizing the basis of reference of this process. In practice, the detection is done from the list of
sequences of system calls to fixed size n statically constructed from traces of reference. Forrest [7] was the
first to use the immunological approach to model the process on a machine. Its approach is to describe the
normal behaviour or the "self" via a finite sequence of calls systems. The sequences called N-gram are used
as a basis for comparing the calls of systems process at a monitoring phase. Wespi, steel and Debar [8]
consider a more general case by analysing the examination events. They generate sequences of events of
varying sizes to model the normal state of the system. Then a pattern is selected if there are reasons that the
follow directly otherwise the score of anomaly is incremented by one and an alarm is triggered when the
score exceeds the threshold tolerated.

3.2.2

Data Mining Approach

The techniques of data mining (Data Mining) apply equally to intrusion detection by anomaly for intrusion
detection based on knowledge. [9] The normal behavior of the statistical analysis of the system is one of the
first approaches to intrusion detection.

• Statistical approach
The statistics are used to mathematically describe a mechanism observed. Generally, the observations allow
to get a rough description. For this, the value of certain observations is considered random variables. For
each of its comments, a statistical model is used to describe the set of distributions of the corresponding
random variable.
Denning [3] presents a model in which a profile connects via a random variable subject (user process)
to an object (resources) and Thottan and Ji [11] propose a statistical processing technique of the signal based
on the exponential change detection to detect anomalies in traffic at the network level.
Sui Ling Song and Li [10] developed a technique based on aggregate flows that significantly reduces
the amount of monitoring data and manages high amounts of statistics and packet data. This technique uses
the measuring mechanism debit Netflow [12], thus they collect the data stream and select the five key
needed to identify a malicious traffic (Source IP address, destination IP address, port number, source,
number of destination port, protocol layer three).

• Approach based on soft computing
Intrusion detection technique used by Saied and al. [13] to detect DDoS attacks known and unknown
environments in real time, based on the use of an artificial neural network algorithm (ANN) [14] based on
specific characteristics (models) that differentiates between legitimate traffic and attack traffic using learning
by back propagation coupled with a sigmoid activation function, the authors selected three ANN topological
structures, one for each of the most used in DDOS attacks protocols (TCP, UDP, ICMP), each with three
layers (input, hidden layers and output). The number of nodes in each topological structure is different, the
ICMP topological structure consists of three inputs and four hidden nodes, the topology structure TCP
consists of five inputs and four hidden nodes and the topological structure of UDP consists of four inputs
and three hidden nodes treat the calculation process with respect to input and output nodes. The output layer
consists output node for the attacks, and an output node for legitimate traffic.
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Monowar et al [15] was put in place a procedure based mutual information and general, a technique
of entropy function for selecting a relevant non-redundant subset of features, based on a clustering based
trees to generate a set of reference points and a function of aberrant score to classify incoming network
traffic to identify anomalies.
An outlier detection technique based on the distance is presented by Knorr et al. [16]. Defines a point to a
remote outlier if at least fraction user-defined points in the dataset are further than a certain minimum
distance.
Approach based on the distance presented by Ertoz et al. [17] developed an intrusion detection
system known as the outlier detection unattended based on distance and prediction. The outlier detection is
to find n outliers in a set D, that is, n D objects with the greatest weight. After the step of predicting outliers
corresponds to decide whether an input object is an outlier relative to D.
Nadiammai and Hemalatha [18] have established a DOS attack detection hybrid mechanism which
is based on step two, the first is the submission of the traffic flow has an intrusion detection system based
signature (SNORT) to pretreat the incoming flow and detect known attacks, the second step is the recovery
of flows classified as legitimate and applies a classification based learning supervised (SVM) with the use of
the kernel function Radial basis function.
Singh et al. developed an OS-ELM system (Online Sequential Extreme Learning Machine) [19] that
learns normal and abnormal behavior by analyzing network traffic in various reference data sets. The
technique uses alpha-profiling to reduce the time complexity while extraneous functions are ignored by
using a set of filter, correlation and selection techniques. Instead of sampling the alpha-profiling is used to
reduce the size of the set of training data. The authors OS-ELM is designed to overcome the limitation of
slow learning of the neural network. It offers a good generalization performance with a fast learning speed.
Amudhaet al. propose a hybrid classifier model (ABC-SVM) [20] based on Artificial Bee Colony
(ABC) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms to construct an IDS using KDDCup’99 dataset. 10fold cross validation method was used. The performance results indicated that the hybrid approach achieved
better accuracy in classifying the dataset and to distinguish the network traffic as normal and abnormal.

4

Methodology and Tools

4.1 Presentation of the DataSet
Cyber Systems and Technology Group of MIT Lincoln Laboratory [12] simulated LAN US Air Force
LAN with multiple attacks and captured nine weeks TCPdump data. This database was first used for
competitions kdd99, but since it has become the test database to the IDS based on a behavioral approach,
Table 2 shows the fields in the kdd99.
Each connection record consists of approximately 100 bytes. This was converted into approximately 4.9
million connecting vectors each contains 41 fields [21].
Table 2: List of features of KDD99 Dataset
Feature no.

Feature name

Feature no.

Feature name

Feature no.

Feature name

1

Duration

15

Su attempted

29

Same srv rate

2

Protocol type

16

Num root

30

Diff srv rate

3

Service

17

Num file creations

31

Srv diff host rate

4

Flag

18

Num shells

32

Dst host count

5

Source bytes

19

Num access files

33

Dst host srv count
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6

Destination bytes

20

Num outbound cmds

34

Dst host same srv rate

7

Land

21

Is host login

35

Dst host diff srv rate

8

Wrong fragment

22

Is guest login

36

Dst host same src port rate

9

Urgent

23

count

37

Dst host srv diff host rate

10

Hot

24

Srv count

38

Dst host serror rate

11

Number failed logins

25

Serror rate

39

Dst host srvserror rate

12

Logged in

26

Srvserror rate

40

Dst host rerror rate

13

Num compromised

27

Rerror rate

41

Dst host srvrerror rate

14

Root shell

28

Srvrerror rate

42

Class label

This database is collected by simulating different on different platforms such as Windows, Unix. Four
gigabytes of raw data compressed TCP dump is transformed into five million connections files.
The attack classes presented in the KDD99 data set are grouped into four categories [23] (Table3):
1. DOS: Denial of service is an attack category, which depletes the victims resources thereby making it
unable to handle legitimate requests – e.g. syn flooding. Relevant features: “source bytes” and
“percentage of packets with errors”.
2. Probing: Surveillance and other probing attacks objective is to gain information about the remote
victim e.g. port scanning. Relevant features: “duration of connection” and “source bytes”.
3. U2R: unauthorized access to local super user (root) privileges is an attack type, by which an attacker
uses a normal account to login into a victim system and tries to gain root/administrator privileges by
exploiting some vulnerability in the victim e.g. buffer overflow attacks. Relevant features: “number
of file creations” and “number of shell prompts invoked”.
4. R2L: unauthorized access from a remote machine, the attacker intrudes into a remote machine and
gains local access of the victim machine. E.g. password guessing Relevant features: Network level
features – “duration of connection” and “service requested” and host level features - “number of
failed login attempts”.
Table 3: List of attacks present in KDD99 Dataset
Attack group

Attacks

Probe

ipsweep, mscan, nmap, portsweep, saint, satan

DoS

apache2, back, land, mailbomb, Neptune, processtable, pod,
udpstorm, smurf, teardrop

U2R

buffer_overflow, httptuneel, loadmodule, perl, rootkit, xterm, ps,
sqlattack

R2L

ftp_write, imap, guess_passwd, named, multihop, phf, sendmail,
snmpgetattack, snmpguess, spy, warezclient, worm, warezmaster,
zsnoop, xlock

Example of connection:
0,TCP,SMTP,Sf,946,494,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,1.00,0.00,0.00,64,243,0.94,0.
05,0.02,0.02,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,normal.
25,TCP,telnet,Sf,269,2333,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,2,2,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,1.00,0.00,0.00,69,2,0.03,0.
06,0.01,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,smurf.
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4.2 Test Metric IDS based on a behavioral approach
For a binary classifier confusion matrix (Table 4) shows the results of the real class compared to the
predicted result. In these experiments, normal connections are positive events while abnormal represent
negative events. In Table 4, True Positive (TP) is the number of real normal logon events that were correctly
classified as normal. false positive (FP) is the number of abnormal connections of events that have been
incorrectly classified as normal connections. False negative (FN) is the number of normal connections of
events that have been incorrectly classified as abnormal connections. True negative (TN) is the number of
abnormal connections of events that were correctly classified as abnormal.
Table 4: Confusion matrix
Actual class
Predicted class
Normal

Anomalous

Normal

TP

FP

Anomalous

FN

TN

The parameters evaluated are: precision, cadence, TP, TN rate, the rate FP, rate Fn, the accuracy and the
time to test. The duration of the test represents the time actual CPU taken by IDS to classify all the
connections of test. The values of the other parameters are calculated as defined by the equations (1) - (6) :
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Conclusion

The entire network traffic data is huge and unbalanced. Distributing connections to certain protocols is
higher than others. An intrusion detection system (IDS) today has difficulty treating this huge dataset and
traditional intrusion detection techniques consume a lot of resources and do not detect unknown attacks. In
this context, researchers are opting more and more for the use of data mining techniques. However, despite
their many advantages, these techniques also suffer from low accuracy and false positive detection rate high.
In this article, we studied a variety of techniques used by IDS. Our work is focused on intrusion detection
based on behavioral approach. We are interested now an intrusion detection algorithm based on artificial
neural networks and also on the pre-treatment phase and selection of input data training. We noticed to boost
the detection results and the performance of the system, the selection of learning values and pre-treatment
significantly increases the detection rate.
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Abstract Nowadays, control is the main concern with emergent behaviours of multi-agent
systems and state machine reasoning. This paper focuses on the restriction of this general issue
to swarm intelligence approaches designed for solving complex optimization problems. Indeed,
we propose a probabilistic finite state machine for controlling particles behaviour of the particle
swarm optimization algorithm. That is, our multi-agent approach consists of assigning different
roles to each particle based on its probabilistic finite state machine control which is used to
address this issue. We performed evaluations on ten benchmark functions to test our control
scheme for particles. Experimental results show that our proposed scheme gives a
distinguishable outperformance on a number of state of the art of PSO variants.

Keywords: particle swarm optimization, probabilistic finite state machine, multi-agent
learning, population control, hidden markov model.

1

Introduction

Decentralized approaches have become promising to solve complex problems, especially in artificial
intelligence. Among such approaches fall into the area multi-agent systems in which a number of agents have
to solve together cooperatively problems. In particular, various efforts have been made to integrate multi-agent
approaches for modeling the collective search behavior of optimization algorithms mainly in swarm
intelligence approaches such as particle swarm optimization [1] and ant colony optimization [2]. The main
purpose of these essays is to enable swarms to collaborate and share information with each other and learn
from each other. Furthermore, it may help agents to react rapidly to unexpected variations and control the
variables of their subsystems when they are communicating with other agents.
Concerning particle swarm optimization (PSO), attempts have been made to formalize the design of
such cooperative multi-agent behaviour of particles as a mean to enhance the diversity of the algorithm or to
achieve a trade-off between exploration and exploitation. A commonly used cooperation form of PSO is based
on the idea of considering multi-swarms (multi-populations), it consists in dividing the whole search space
into local subspaces, each of which might cover one or a small number of local optima, and then separately
searches within these subspaces. Another way to define multi-agent in PSO is to assign different roles to
particles. Thus, different particles can play different roles, and each one of these particles can play different
roles during the search processes. A challenging task within this PSO variant is how each particle has to decide
which role it will assume. In this paper, Finite state machines (FSM) is applied to model the decision making
of an agent with the aim of guiding particles to move toward different promising sub-regions. To do that, the
swarm behavior can be represented as finite state machines based on very simple agents and simple interaction
rules. That is, a behavior specification defines a set of finite state machines, called options and a set of
predefined behavior routines, called basic behaviors. Several approaches have been used to implement
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probabilistic FSM. In this paper, we integrate Hidden Markov Model (HMM) - commonly used probabilistic
FSM [3]- to learn and predict the most probable states of the probabilistic FSM in order to control particles
behaviour of PSO. This process is performed through the Viterbi algorithm that gives the most likely path of
states for each particle in each PSO iteration.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we outline the related works. In
section 3, we present our approach. Section 4 presents the obtained results for the experiments. Finally, we
conclude and present perspectives to our work.

2

Literature review.

In recent years, there has been increased interest in the use of automation approaches inside PSO to
control its behaviour and then to improve its performance. That is, various methods have been proposed to
control PSO behaviour and to improve learning capability of particles. We can differentiate between two kinds
of control approaches which have been used inside PSO in the literature. In the first one, the control depends
on the iteration and then the whole swarm follow the same strategy. In the second one, the control depends on
the particle itself. That is, at each iteration, particles are grouped into sub-swarms, and the particles of each
swarm have a specific role in the swarm (as in multi-agent systems). This type corresponds to the adaptivity
control.
On the one hand, an example of the first case can be found in our previous work [4] (an extension of
this paper has been accepted to be published as a chapter in a Springer book) in which hidden markov model
(HMM) has been used inside PSO to have a stochastic control on the state classification at each iteration. The
mentioned paper has extended the adaptive PSO proposed by [5] which has proposed to update the values of
the acceleration factors c1 and c2 according to four defined states which are: exploration, exploitation,
convergence and jumping-out.
On the other hand, concerning the second type, [6] proposed four operators which play similar roles
as the four of states the adaptive PSO defined in [5]. Their approach is based on the idea of assigning to each
particle one among different operators based on their rewards. Furthermore, this type of control is related to
the concept of cooperative swarms which has been introduced by [7]. This principle has been achieved in their
paper by using multiple swarms to optimize different components of the solution vector cooperatively. This
issue can also be treated by clustering approaches as proposed by [8]. Their approach consists of assigning
particles to different promising subregions basing on a hierarchical clustering method. We can see that this
variant of PSO (multi-swarm PSO) has been presented in the literature as a specific and separate algorithm
known by multi-swarm optimization [9]. in the proposed variant, the authors has been inspired by the quantum
model of atoms to define the quantum swarm. Also, another grouping approach has been suggested by [10].
More generally, four main categories have been proposed to improve PSO performance, which are:
configuration of the parameters (adaptivity control), the study of neighbourhood topology of particles in the
swarm of PSO, hybridization with other optimization algorithms and integration of learning strategies
(diversity control). Concerning the two types mentioned at the beginning of this section. The former
correspond to the first type, while the latter is related to the second one. Furthermore, the control the PSO
parameters has been proposed in a number of papers with the purpose of achieving a trade-off between the
diversity and the convergence speed. It has generally been done using learning strategies such as the
comprehensive learning [11] approach in where each particle learns from another particle which is chosen
according to a learning probability. Concerning hybridization, it is a long standing of PSO and example of
improvement can be found in [12].
The issue of the interaction between swarm intelligence and multi-agent systems has been given much
attention in the last few years in particular by the popularization of the swarm robotic field. In particular, [13]
affirmed the concept of swarm appears nowadays closely associated with intelligent systems in order to carry
out useful tasks. The author also analysed qualitatively the impact of automation concepts to define the
intelligent swarms. Moreover, [14] have outlined the main characteristics of swarm robotics and analysed the
collective behaviour of individuals in some fields. They affirmed that finite state machines are one of the most
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used adequate approaches to model this behaviour. Another commonly used approach for this purpose is
reinforcement learning.
A practical example of using FSM in swarm robotics is described in [15]. More generally, [16]
presented a detailed description about using Hierarchical FSM for behaviour Control, The use of FSM for this
purpose can be justified by the fact that there are a finite number of priori pre-defined organizational forms of
multi-agent systems. In particular, probabilistic FSM has been used [17] for aggregation purpose in swarm
robotics. Concerning HMM (which is a type of probabilistic FSM used especially for learning [18]), it has
been successfully applied for controlling purpose in a number of engineering problems [19].
An example of using the multi-agent concept in PSO can be found in [20]. That is, incremental social
learning which is often used to improve the scalability of systems composed of multiple learning agents has
been used to improve the performance of PSO. Furthermore, [21] proposed a multi-agent approach which
combines simulated annealing (SA) and PSO, we can remark that their idea is related to the generic notion of
hyper-heuristics which consists of finding the most suitable configuration of heuristic algorithms. [22] has
cited the may features obtained by using agents in configuring metaheuristics which are distributed execution,
remote execution, cooperation and autonomy.
The using of multi-agent concepts can be useful to self-organise particles in PSO using simple rules
as defined by [23].Their main idea was to define six states which are cohesion, alignment, separation, seeking,
clearance, and avoidance. Furthermore, the finite state machine has been used for movement control. That is,
the states of the FSM has been defined by a collection of velocity components and their behavior specific
parameters. Furthermore, the population has been divided into two swarms in order to introduce the divide
and conquer concept using genetic operators. Another automation approach which can be used inside PSO is
cellular automata (CA). CA can be considered as an arrangement of FSM. It can be used for instance split the
population of particles into different groups across cells of cellular automata. [24] has integrated it in the
velocity update to modify the trajectories of particles.
Regarding Hybridization between PSO and FSM, it has also be done in most cases with the aim of
improving FSM performance by PSO as in [25].

3

Probabilistic FSM design of PSO
3.1 Approach background

Firstly, the native PSO has been introduced by [1]. The PSO concept consists of changing the velocity
of each particle at each iteration toward its pBest and gBest locations. Then the velocity and the position of
each particle is updated according to Eqs. (1) and (2)
(1)

𝑣𝑖 = 𝑤 𝑣𝑖 + 𝑐1 𝑟1 (𝑝𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑐2 𝑟2 (𝑔𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖 )

(2)

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑣𝑖
The detail of these parameters can be found for instance in [4].

In our approach, we interest especially on introducing probabilistic FSM to control particles state
in PSO based on the defined states in [ 6] . Each particle is viewed as automata having four finite states which
are exploration, exploitation, convergence and jumping-out. More detail on these
states is described in the following sections. Among the existing probabilistic F S M [ 3] , we have
chosen HMM to address this issue as the most common type of probabilistic FSM. Indeed, HMM has the
ability to learn states of our automata from hidden observation based on the maximum likelihood estimation
[18], this learning feature of HMM is used to control the particles individually cross PSO iterations.
3.2 Probabilistic FSMs definition
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We define each particle as a machine having different finite states. A particle of PSO can have many
alternative traces for a given input because of the random behavior of the PSO algorithm. FSM associated
with a particle is a little machine that feeds with inputs and provides many outcomes across iterations. We can
say that the particle is associated with a random process.
During iterations, a particle is a probabilistic FSM related to a state {xi }i∈N that generates outcome or
also called observation {yi }i∈N.
This definition yield to have at each iteration several groups of particles, each one plays a defined role
according to its identified state machine. So, we can have for instance 40 particles, in which 20 particles
explore throughout the search space, 10 others are exploiting, 7 are converging, and 3 are jumping out. Thus,
particles are divided to sub-swarms with different states. The change of state or role of particles during
iterations is governed by their associated probabilistic FSMs which is defined by the following formalism for
each individual particle:




Outcomes {yi }i∈N
State {xi }i∈N
A=(a ij ) The state transition matrix: P(𝑥𝑡 = 𝑖|𝑥𝑡−1 = 𝑗) 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ N , t : iteration number.



𝐵 = (𝑏𝑗𝑘 ) The emission probabilities of outcomes: 𝑃(𝑌𝑡 = 𝑘|𝑋𝑡 = 𝑗) 𝑘, 𝑗 ∈ N, t : iteration number.

Our approach consists of finding the most suitable current state by finding the most probable trace for
the given input of states across iterations. This problem constitutes a classical decoding problem in HMM
theory and resolved by Viterbi algorithm.
3.3 Probabilistic FSM parameters
As mentioned earlier, four states of the Probabilistic FSM have been defined which are: exploration,
exploitation, convergence and jumping-out. These states generate an outcome to define below.
Particles are moving around the search space and change position and velocity at each iteration step
according to eq 1 and 2. Consider the mean distance of each particle i to all the other particles as 𝑑𝑖 . And
calculate the measure :
𝑑𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 −𝑑𝑖
𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑙 = |𝑑

|, 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 is the best particle of current iteration. (3)

𝑙 is considered as outcome for as particle viewed as an FSM. 𝑙 belong to subintervals of [0,1] ([0,0.2],
[0.2,0.3], [0.3,0.4], [0.4,0.6], [0.6,0.7], [0.7,0.8], [0.8,1]). We divide [0,1] to seven subintervals, so the
outcomes {yi }i∈[1,7] will be number of subintervals which belong l. Emission probabilities are deduced from
defuzzification process of an evolutionary factor in [5] as follow:
0
0
𝑃=[
2/3
0

0
0.25
1/3
0

0
0.25
0
0

0.5
0.5
0
0

0.25
0
0
0

0.25
0
0
1/3

0
0
]
0
2/3

(4)

We take state transitions probabilities as equiprobable for all possible transitions, the same as in [4].
3.4 Our proposed algorithm
In our approach, we have use Viterbi algorithm [26] at each iteration and for each particle of the multiagent PSO to control particles states. Transitions between the four states is updated according to rules governed
by the Probabilistic FSM. Moreover, according to each state for the particle given by PFSM, PSO parameters
are adjusted, especially acceleration parameters 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 and inertia weight 𝑤 with elastic learning in
convergence state [5]. It is done based on APSO parameters update in [5] and [4], see algorithm 1 and eq 5 :
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Algorithm 1: Adaptive acceleration update in APSO [5]
Data: Position and accelerations factors
Initialization: positions and accelerations factors c1 and c2 ;
if state = exploration then Increasing c1 and Decreasing c2 ;
else if state = exploitation then
Increasing c1 and Slightly Decreasing c2
else if state = jumping out then
Increasing Slightly c1 and Increasing c2
end
else if state = convergence then
Decreasing c1 and Increasing c2
end
Return c1 and c2
Result: Updated acceleration factors
ω(l) =

1
1 + 1.5e− 2.6l

(5)

∈ [0.4, 0.9] ∀ l ∈ [0, 1]

The PFSM-PSO evaluate the population distribution and particle fitness, a real-time state estimation
procedure is performed to identify one of four states: exploration, exploitation, convergence, and jumping out.
It enables the automatic control of every particle state.
As follow, the algorithm designing the PFSM-PSO iterations:
Algorithm 2: PFSM-PSO
Data: The objective function (f)
Initialization: positions, velocities of particles, accelerations factors and PFSM parameters; Set t value to 0;
while (number of iterations t ≤ tmax not met) do
for i = 1 to the number of particles do
Decoding specific particle state (viterbi ) ; Update w according to Equation (5) ;
Update c1 and c2 values according to the corresponding state (algorithm 1) ;
Update velocities and positions according to Equation (1) and (2) ;
compute f(xi ) ;
if ( f (xi ) ≤ fbest ) then
fbest → f (xi ) ;
pbest → x ;
end
if ( f ( pbest ) ≤ fGbest ) then
fGbest −→ fbest ;
gbest −→ Xbest ;
end
if state = convergence then
Elistic learning [5];
end
end
t→t+1;
end
Return pbest and fbest ;
Result: The solution based on the best particle in the population and corresponding fitness Value

4

Tests and comparisons

In this part, tests of the proposed design approach PFSM-PSO are performed. Experimentations are
done with several benchmark functions and compared with other state of the art PSO variants.
4.1 Parameters setting
Ten benchmark functions constitute fitness function used for experimentation as shown in Table 1.
Cross executions, and for each function, the best and the average value used for comparison.
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Test functions
D

f 1 = ∑[100 (xi+1 − xi 2 )2 + (xi − 1)2]

Name

Type

Rosenbrock

Unimodal

Step

Unimodal

Sphere

Unimodal

Tablet

Unimodal

Quadric

Unimodal

Rastrigrin

Multimodal

Ackley

Multimodal

Griewang

Multimodal

Schwefel

Multimodal

Drop wave

Multimodal

i=1
D

f2 = ∑(| xi + 0.5|)2
i=1
D

f3 = ∑ x i 2
i=1

D

f4 = 106 x1 2 + ∑ xi 2
D

i=2

D

f5 = ∑(∑ xi )2
i=1 i=1
D

f6 = ∑[ xi 2 − 10 cos (2 π xi ) + 10]
i=1

f7 = −20 exp(−0.2 √

1 2
x )
D i

D

f8 =

1
∑ xi 2 − Π cos(xi / √i) + 1
4000
i=1

D

f9 = ∑ xi sin(√xi )
i=1

f10 = −

1 + cos(12 √x1 2 + x2 2)
2

1/2 (x12 + x2 ) + 2

Table 1 Description of Benchmark functions

Table 2 shows ten chosen PSO variant from literature. The same initial values of acceleration and
inertia weight coefficients (𝑐1 = 𝑐2 = 2, 𝜔 = 0.9 ) are used. Swarm size is 30 with dimension of 30. Each run
contains 1000 generation of optimization process.
Algorithm

Name

Reference

YSPSO

PSO with compressibility factor

[27]

SELPSO

Natural selection based PSO

[28]

SecVibratPSO

Order oscillating PSO

[29]

SecPSO

Swarm-core evolutionary PSO

[30]

SAPSO

Self-adaptive PSO

[28]

RandWPSO

Random inertia weight PSO

[31]

LinWPSO

Linear decreasing weights PSO

[31]

CLSPSO

Cooperative line search PSO

[30]

AsyLnCPSO

Asynchrous PSO

[28]

SimuAPSO

PSO with Simulated Annealing

[30]

Table 2 Compared variants of PSO

4.2 Performance evaluation
For each of benchmark functions shown in Table 1, and each PSO variant of Table 2, ten executions
are done with 1000 generations. The best and the average value resulted from experimentations are given in
the table below:
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Functions
𝑓1
𝑓2
𝑓3
𝑓4
𝑓5
𝑓6
𝑓7
𝑓8
𝑓9
𝑓10

Best
Mean
Best
Mean
Best
Mean
Best
Mean
Best
Mean
Best
Mean
Best
Mean
Best
Mean
Best
Mean
Best
Mean

APSO

PSO

SimuAPSO

SecPSO

RandW
PSO

YSPSO

SecVibr
atPSO

SelPSO

SAPSO

LinWPS
O

AsyLnC
PSO

PFSMPSO

49

13566

115719

4689

9843

1420

16382

275

5095

7067

3765

150
0
0
0.01
0.05
0.02
0.05
16435
67851
8.24
16.14
0.03
0.31
7.50e-5
0.01

24618
5.1e-09
6.5e-05
26.55
50.15
94.97
135.82
629e+5
196e+6
266.20
307.24
4.79
5.61
0.17
0.39

288102
5.8e-06
0.04
93.19
188.56
251.36
396.21
587e+6
210e+7
358.22
462.02
6.9436
8.6336
0.52
0.87

10930
1.9e-31
9.8e-12
20.58
38.79
71.4
110.48
421e+5
978e+5
208.54
262.89
4.8963
5.2716
0.15
0.25

33384
2.1e-12
3.6e-05
37.7
64.09
110.48
246.78
102e+6
434e+6
293.88
322.35
5.403
6.5613
0.25
0.45

2726
0
0
6.77
13.77
23.72
42.31
127e+4
843e+4
142.44
175.84
3.1785
4.2219
0.05
0.12

27998
8.6e-10
1.8e-05
36.01
63.59
30.47
77.51
839e+5
210e+6
285.16
315.60
5.665
6.1951
0.27
0.41

32132
7.3e-10
0.03
0.8
71.05
17.42
199.04
107e+6
562e+6
221.93
344.76
1.2753
4.4528
0.05
0.42

14850
0
0
18.20
31.96
37.21
84.79
459e+5
166e+6
165.66
273.31
3.8279
5.2531
0.13
0.25

20280
0
0
17.66
40.53
51.24
95.74
165e+5
155e+6
170.64
261.77
4.7261
5.6829
0.14
0.31

11045
0
3.1e-30
22.89
34.58
21.73
44.32
131e+5
384e+5
193.83
291.54
5.8372
6.8189
0.08
0.23

5.74-6
5.79-5
5.74-6
5.01-5
941
223
7.53
8.55
0.001
0.004
1.6-7
0.003

-118.35

-3e+287

-7.2+47

-4+158

-

-3+34

-1e+308

-

-1+231

-1e+220

-3e+47

-118.35

-118.34

-3e+286

-1e+47

-9e+157

-

-3e+33

-

-

-1e+230

-1e+219

-3e+46

-118.34

-1
-1

-1
-0.95

-0.92
-0.74

-1
-0.96

-0.94
-0.93

-1
-0.98

-0.99
-0.95

-0.93
-0.82

-1
-0.97

-1
-0.96

-1
-0.98

-1
-1

0.48
27
0
0

Table 3 Results comparisons with other variants of PSO

The proposed approach has very distinguishable in Table 3, better results than the majority of the state
of the art. It exceeds in some cases the order of 104 improvements compared to other PSO variants. Very
impressive PSO performances in term of solution accuracy are clearly observable.
In term of convergence speed, plots from figure 1 to 5 gives good convergence in favour of PFSMPSO. In most cases, the solution is found after less than 80 iterations except for Rastrigrin function.
Figure 1 Comparison Rosenbrock and Step functions
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Figure 2 Comparison on Sphere and Tablet functions

Figure 3 Comparison on Quadric and Rastrigrin functions

Figure 4 Comparison on Ackley and Griewang functions
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Figure 5 Comparison on Schwefel and Drop wave functions

Even if our approach has given more accurate results, it is much more computationally expensive
because the control mechanism must be done for each particle at each iteration. Therefore, our approach may
be useful especially in swarm robotics which may complex optimization problems.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how a probabilistic FSM, which has been often designed for the control
of multi-agent systems, can be used for the control of particles behaviour in PSO. To do that, individual state
control by PFSM is associated to each particle during the search process. Experimental results have shown
that has given competitive computational performance than some PSO variants. Future research should
attempt to define collaborative rules between sub-swarms of particles and illustrate its applicability to real
problems.
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Abstract. The Simulated Annealing (SA) is a stochastic local search algorithm. The efficiency of the
simulated annealing algorithm involves the adaptation of the cooling law. In this paper, we integrate Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) in SA to adapt the geometric cooling law at each iteration, based on the history of the
search. An experiments was performed on many benchmark functions and compared with others SA variants.
Keywords: Simulated Annealing, Hidden Markov Model, Classification.

1

Introduction

Since the publication of the first article related to the SA algorithm [19], researchers have been trying to
increase the rate of convergence and to reduce the execution time of simulated annealing. Researchers focused
since, the first version of simulated annealing algorithm described by [19], on two strategies in order to improve the performance of SA. The first strategy was the implementation of parallel simulated annealing [1, 6,
13]. The second one was about the optimization of cooling schedule and the adaptation of parameters.
The cooling schedule is an important set of parameters that governs the convergence of SA. The set of
annealing schedule as defined by [5], includes the cooling factor, starting and stopping temperature, and the
number of moves at each temperature. The cooling factor is the most influential feature among the set of
annealing schedule. This factor can be defined as the method for which the algorithm reduces the temperature
to its next value. If the temperature is reduced very quickly, a convergence to a local minimum may occur.
However, if it is reduced too slowly, the algorithm takes a long time to converge.
Various strategies of cooling schedules have been investigated by researchers. It has been firstly proven by
[18] that logarithmic schedule ensures the SA’s convergence to a global minimum. In addition, its temperature’s decrease at each step is governed by the formula = / (1 + ) , but this logarithmic cooling is
too slow in practice [15]. A faster schedule was proposed by [9] called the Cauchy schedule in which θ
converges to the global minimum when moves follow a Cauchy distribution. The most frequently used decrement rule is geometric schedule [19] in which = .
, where 0.85 ≤
≤ 0.96and is a constant.
This article presents a new approach to enhance SA, which consists of tuning the geometric cooling law
during runtime, using the Hidden Markov Chain. The main idea is to predict the best cooling law parameter
based on history of the run. To do that, we train the HMM model by updating its parameters using BaumWelch algorithm. Then we proceed to a classification process through the Viterbi algorithm which gives the
most probable cooling law parameter.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, section 2 is devoted to literature review, section 3
describes hybridization methodology of HMM, SA, then section 4 presents and discusses the experimental
results, and finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2

Literature review

The geometric cooling law is the most used in the literature. It originates from work on cooling schedule by
Kirkpatrick [19]. The major drawbacks of this cooling policy is that it does not take into account the state of
the system during the search. Furthermore, it can be trapped in local minima and it takes too long to find a
reasonable solution.
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The cooling rate is critical for the effectiveness of the algorithm. Thus, the quality of solution obtained by
SA highly depends on the rate of cooling followed by the algorithm described as the method for which simulated annealing reduces the temperature to its next value, a quick cooling will result in loss of good solution
candidates, whereas a too slow cooling will increase the computation required and the time for it [7].
To overcome this, researchers apply a different cooling rates, which depend on the search phase. As a result,
more time will be spent at low-temperature phases. When the temperature reaches a certain level, the system
will not be able to accept a broad diversification. Abramson et al. [4] proceeds to a temperature rise during
annealing process when a local minimum is detected. The disadvantage of this approach according to [4], is
that it may take a number of cycles until the temperature is high enough to allow changes. In contrast, an
excessive heating increases the total time needed to solve a problem due to the introduction of useless movements, while not sufficient heating could cause a blockage in a local minimum.
According to Battiti and al. [16], a self-analysis during the search can enhance the performance of the algorithm. Because the simulated annealing is a memory less heuristic. During the execution of this algorithm, the
next move depends only on the current state and not on previous states history.
In addition, [7] confirms that there is no practical cooling schedule that can guarantee the optimality or nearoptimality of the annealing process. [22] proposed a simulated annealing algorithm with automatic learning.
The search history is incorporated into the conventional simulated annealing algorithm. Unlike classical SA,
the SA with self-learning capability has the ability to learn as the search progresses by means of comparing
the new states with those memorized. For a large problems his approach can increase the memory use. Another
learning method was proposed by [20]. This method uses a knowledge base updated at each iteration. This
base holds the search history and guides the further search.
[21] developed an adaptive SA using Fuzzy Logic Controller. His approach was applied to the geometric
cooling parameter with the aim to control temperature. The Fuzzy Logic Controller improved the search for
solution by reducing unnecessary search time in solution space where no improvement in solutions occurs,
and concentrating search where improvement in solution may happen by continuously observing the status of
solution improvement and the current temperature. At each stage, the next temperature is determined by to the
rules set at Fuzzy Logic Controller. [8] adopts an online parameter tuning where the parameters are controlled
and updated dynamically throughout the execution of the SA algorithm. By sampling the progress of the global
optimization process the Mamdani fuzzy controller changes internal parameters, trying to escape from local
minima attraction basins. It is shown that, by increasing the algorithm perception of slow convergence, it is
possible to speed it up significantly, thereby reducing considerably the user’s task of parameter tuning.
One major drawback of fuzzy logic controllers is the difficulty encountered in the construction of a rulebase that is suitable for the controlled process. In the one hand, the maintenance of a rule base becomes complex and time-consuming as the size of a system increases. In the other hand, fuzzy logic is not adequate for
reasoning about uncertain evidence, and the other disadvantage of the method is the lack of appropriate tools
for analysis of the controllers performance, such as stability and optimality [3].
[17] proposed another learning approach, where the simulated annealing parameter’s was selected as a classification problem. His approach builds a rule for choosing the set of parameters most likely to perform well
for a given instance, on the basis of specific features. In addition, in order to better manage the time in possession, [17] employs a cutoff-based cooling scheme, so the algorithm is allowed to decrease the temperature
prematurely. This speeds up the initial part of the search and saves iterations that can be used later in the
search.
The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [11] is a probabilistic model. It has been applied in many fields where
information is hidden and depends on other observable data. Unlike Fuzzy Logic Controller, HMMs success
is due to ability to deal with the variability by means of stochastic modeling. HMMs was very successful in
speech recognition where signals are time varying and in process monitoring because of their strong capability
in representing non-stationary signals by statistical parameters. Furthermore, in pattern recognition, there always exists uncertainty, randomness and incompleteness originating from various sources.
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Thus, the main idea behind our approach is to control the behavior simulated annealing at each temperature
stage by predicting the optimal geometric cooling law parameter according to history of the run using HMM.

3

Proposed approach

To enhance the performance of SA, an hybridization with the HMM was adopted. During the run, the hidden
Markov model perform classification based on observable sequence generated from a set of rules. This sequence allow the model to guess the hidden state which can be a slow cooling to help the algorithm converge
to the global minima, a rapid cooling to speed up the search when no improvement in solution occurs , or reannealing to escape from a local minimum (fig. 1).

Slow Cooling

Rapid Cooling

Re-annealing

Fig. 1. Markov chain for simulated annealing algorithm

The Hidden Markov Model can be defined as 6-tuple ( , , , , ,
) where:
 S= { , , } is set of hidden states, which is respectively: exploration, exploitation and escape
from a local minimum.
: is the slow cooling state correspond to the classical variant of simulated annealing with a
geometric temperature decrease law, where the cooling factor =0.9.
: is the rapid cooling state correspond the same classical variant of simulated annealing, where
the cooling scheduler is faster than the previous variant ( =0.5).
: is a fast simulated annealing variant with a reannealing abilities to escape from locals minima.
, , ) is the set of the observation state.

=( , …
, ,
) is a sequence of observations.

=( , …
 A = ( ) is a transition probability matrix, where
is the probability that the state at time + 1 is
, is given when the state at time is .

= ( , , ) is the initial probability, where
is the probability of being in the state .
is the probability of observing in state . This

= ( ) is the observation probabilities, where
observations matrix of hidden markov model is estimated at early stage by Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE).
The main purpose of this model is to estimate state sequence S that best explains the observation sequence
O. To generate the observable sequence of HMM model. We use a progression rate , and a measure of the
of the proposed solution described in Eq.1.
acceptance rate
=

×

=

(1)

Where, the number of proposal is the number of solution generated by the neighborhood function in each
iteration. The inner and the outer loop are the maximum number of iterations established for SA to find the
best solution. The number of accepted solutions at iteration t is the accumulated number of accepted solution
until the current iteration.
The acceptance rate , and the progression rate are then used to generate a sequence of class from a set
of rules as follow:
: Observation of little decrease of acceptance rate.
: Observation of no improvement in cost function even if the progression rate is less than 50%.
: Observation of a great decrease of acceptance rate.
: Observation of a little increase of acceptance rate.
: Observation of a huge increase of acceptance rate.
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Observations
States

Rules
Rule 1: 0 ≤

≤ 0.5

Rule 2: 0 ≤

≤ 0.1 and

Rule 3: 0.5 <
Rule 4: 0 ≤
Rule 5: 0.5 <

< 50%

<1
≤ 0.5
<1

Table 1. : List of rules
Algorithm 1: Generate_Observation
Input:
, ρ, Rule_1( , ) , Rule_2( , ) , Rule_3(
Output: O Current Observation
If Rule_1(w ,ρ) ==TRUE then O ←1 End
If Rule_2( , ) ==TRUE then O ←2 End
If Rule_3( , ) ==TRUE then O ←3 End
If Rule_4( , ) ==TRUE then O ←4 End
If Rule_5( , ) ==TRUE then O ←5 End
Return O

, ) , Rule_4(

, ) , Rule_5(

,)

The main purpose of this model is to estimate states S that best explains the observation sequence O.
…
and a model = ( , , ). Firstly, we estimate the transiGiven the observation sequence
=
tion and emission probabilities from the first sequence of observation using a supervised training. In which we
count frequencies of transmissions and emission of the model:
Algorithm 2: MLE
Input:
=(
… )
Output: A=( ),B =( )
For i = 1 to T-1 do
=
+1
For i = 1 to T do
=
+1
For i = 1 to 3 do
= ∑
and
For = 1 to 3 do
For j=1 to 3
do
=
/
End
For t=1 to do
=
/
End
End
Return

End
End
= ∑

End

Then we use the Viterbi to select the corresponding state sequence =
servations, secondly, the Baum Welch adjust the model parameters = ( , ,
the probability of the observation sequence given the model.
3.1

…
that best explains ob) to maximize ( | ), i.e.,

Viterbi algorithm

After model parameters definition, the Viterbi algorithm is used to build HMM classification process. This
algorithm is used to compute the most probable path as well as its probability.
Algorithm 3: Viterbi
Input: S= ( , , )
=(
… ), A = ( ) , B = ( ) ,
=( ,
∗ ∗ ∗
∗
Output:
= ( , , ) the most probable sequence of states
( ) = ( ) and
()=0
For i = 1 3 do
End
{Initalization}
For t = 2 to T do
For j=1 to 3 do
()=
()
( )]
[
() ]
( )=
[
End
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End
=
=
For t=
Return
∗

3.2

[ ( )]
[ ( )]
− 1 to 1 do

∗

=

(

∗

)

End

∗

Baum Welch algorithm

The Baum–Welch algorithm is used to adjust the parameters of HMM. This training step is based on Forward-Backward algorithm.
 Forward algorithm
The first algorithm used by the Baum-Welch algorithm is the Forward algorithm.This algorithm returns the
forward variable α (t) defined as the probability of the partial observation sequence until time t, with state
… , =
at time t, (t)=
, and we define ( | ) as the probability of the observation sequence
given the model .
Algorithm 4: Forward
Input:S=( , , ) ,O=(
… ), A =
( )) , ( | )
Output :
= (
()=
For
= 1 3 do
End
For = 1 to T-1 do
()= ∑
For = 1 to 3 do
End
( | )=∑
()
Return , ( | )

, B =(

=(

),

()

,

,

)

End

 Backward algorithm
The second algorithm used by Baum-Welch Backward. This algorithm calculate the backward variable
( ) defined as the probability of the partial observation sequence after time , given state
: ( )=
(
… | = ,)
Algorithm 5: Backward
)
Input : S=( , , ), O=(
… ), A=
, B=( ),
=( , ,
(
)
Output :
=
the probability of the partial observation sequence
( ) = 1 End
For = 1 to 3 do
For = − 1 to 1 do
()=∑
()
For = 1 to 3 do
End
End
Return

The Baum-Welch is then used to re-estimate the parameters of the model , which maximizes the probability of the observation sequence. This algorithm is described as follow:
Algorithm 6 : Baum-Welch
Input: S=( , , ), O=(
…
= ( ) , = ( ( )), ( | )
Output: ( ) = ( ) ,
= ( )
Repeat
[ , ( | )] ←Forward( A
, ,B,
)
β←Backward(O, A, B, )
For t=1 to T do
For i=1 to 3 do
For j=1 to 3
( )=∑

do

), A=

( , )=

, B=(

),

()

=(

()
( | )

,

,

) ,

End

( )

End
End
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For k=1 to T
do
For i=1 to 3
do
For j=1 to 3

do

←

( ) ;

←

∑
∑

(,)
()

;

←

∑

()

∩

∑

End

()

End
End
While ( ( | ) increase)
Return ,

In the following we will implement a variant simulated annealing based on hidden Markov models. The
interest behind hybridization and simulated annealing with the HMM is improved simulated annealing performance. This approach will allow the SA to overlappe between slow and rapid cooling, this by changing the
cooling schedule. Thus, the simulated annealing algorithm hybridization with HMM using Baum Welch and
Viterbi algorithms is presented as follow:
Algorithm 7: HMM-SA algorithm
Data: The objective function
Initialization : O : Empty sequence of observation,
: initial temperature ,
∶final
temperature , starting point ←
, cmp ← 1
Repeat
Repeat
← +u
{u is a Random vector from the uniform distribution over [0,1)}
If

(

) − ( ) ≤ 0 then

←

else

( ←

_

) = exp −

(

)

( )

End

Until equmbrium is approached sufficiently closely at θ
← Generate-Observation( ρ
, ,Rule R
, ule R
, ule R
, ule R
, ule )
If
≤ 10 then
←[ , ]
[ , ] ← MLE( )
state←Viterbi( , , )
cmp ←cmp+1
else
←[
…
, , ]
[A,B] ← Baum-Welch(O,A,B)
state←Viterbi(O,A,B);
End
Cooling_law ←
θ
← Cooling_law(θ )
← +1
Until θ ≤ θ indicating that the system is frozen

4

Experiment

Our experiments were designed to measure the effects of hybridization of HMM and SA and to show how
the proposed approach can improve the solution quality.
4.1

Experiment setup

We have chosen ten benchmarks selected from the literature. They are divided into two groups, unimodal
functions with no local minimum except the global one and multimodal functions with many local minima.
is the known optima of the functions.
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Name

Function Formula
( ) = 4 − 2.1

Six-Hump Camel

( )=

Rastrigin

Branin

Bukin

− 10 cos(2

)

-1.0316

) + 10]

0
0

cos sin(| − |) − 0.5
( ) = 0.5 +
[1 + 0.001( + )]
( ) = 100(
( )=

(3
( )=(

Quadric
Shubert

+ (−4 + 4

( )=

Schuffer N°4

Levy N° 13

+

3

[

De Jong

Colville

+

Global Minimum

−

0.292579

) + ( − 1) +( − 1) + 90( − )
+ 10.1(( − 1) + ( − 1) ) + 19.8( − 1)(

)+(

− 1) [1 +

5.1
−
4

+

5

(3

)] + (

− 1) [1 +

(2

1
− 6) + 10 1 −
cos( ) + 10
8

(( + 1)

)]

0
0
0.397887
0

( )=
( )=

− 1)

+ )

( , ) = 100 | − 0.01

(( + 1)
| + 0.01| + 10|

+ )

−186 .7309
0

Table 1. : Benchmark Functions

The proposed hybridization of SA algorithm and HMM was coded in Scilab programming language and
experiments were conducted on a PC with an Intel Core i7-5500U 2.40 GHz (4 CPUs) and 8 GB of RAM. For
convenience, SA algorithm with the classical neighborhood relationship and logarithmic cooling schedule is
denoted as CSA [2], and SA with geometrical cooling schedule is denoted DEF-SA. The Very Fast Simulated
Annealing from L. Ingbe is denoted as VFSA [10]. The Szu and Hartley Fast simulated annealing is referred
as FSA [9] and SA with Huang temperature decrease law is labeled as Huang-SA [12].
These variants have been tested using the benchmark functions presented above with dimension D=5. Each
function was tested over 50 trials. We eliminated the effects of other factors which play an important role in
the performance of algorithm, by choosing the same starting points for all methods (in each run) and their
location was chosen to be far from basins of attraction of global minima. Also, we have chosen the same initial
acceptance probability and an identical length of the inner and outer loops.
have been taken close to zero. We fixed θ
at 10 .
The final temperature of the cooling process, θ
The initial temperature,θ , have been calculated from mean energy rises ∆ during the initialization. Before
the start of the SA, the mean value of cost rises is estimated by a constant number of moves equal to 100.
∆
Then, initial temperature θ is calculated using the following formula θ =
[14], where is the initial
average probability of acceptance and is taken equal to 0.95. The length
equal to 10.
4.2

of observed sequence was chosen

Numerical results

The computational results and statistical analyses are summarized in table 2. It provides the details of the
results for the test functions. The overall best solution of the total 50 replications is shown in bold. HMM-SA
provide the best solution for the test functions ,. . , .
In general, HMM-SA algorithm overcomes others variants in most of benchmark functions. In the most
cases, our approach gives the better solution except for functions and .
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Functions
best
mean
std
p-value
best
mean
std
p-value
best
mean
std
p-value
best
mean
std
p-value
best
mean
std
p-value
best
mean
std
p-value
best
mean
std
p-value
best
mean
std
p-value
best
mean
std
p-value
best
mean
std
p-value

HMM-SA
-1.03E+00
-1.03E+00
1.58E-06
0.713
5.99E-07
1.27E-03
2.91E-03
0.896
8.77E-12
2.48E-06
4.58E-06
0.260
5.00E-01
5.00E-01
5.03E+00
0.368
1.22E-03
2.43E+02
3.17E+03
0.888
3.60E-09
4.32E-05
2.27E-04
0.377
3.98E-01
3.98E-01
1.49E-05
0.691
1.08E-07
6.92E-04
1.17E-03
0.500
-1.87E+02
-1.87E+02
5.96E-09
0.767
1.00E-01
1.00E-01
1.19E-04
0.628

CSA
1.24E-03
8.85E+02
2.52E+03
0.514
2.61E-06
2.75E-03
3.79E-03
0.288
1.26E-12
1.06E-06
1.15E-06
0.160
5.56E-01
6.91E-01
2.89E+00
0.549
6.08E+00
3.33E+05
6.24E+05
0.615
1.18E-06
1.21E-02
2.54E-02
0.550
8.45E-01
2.88E+00
2.40E+00
0.382
1.16E-06
1.18E-03
1.69E+01
0.500
1.37E-09
3.72E-06
5.34E-06
0.325
2.03E-01
7.97E-01
2.03E-01
0.452

DEF-SA
-1.02E+00
8.98E+00
2.28E+01
0.928
1.46E+02
2.76E+02
4.75E+01
0.680
4.84E-04
1.97E-03
9.03E-04
0.489
5.20E-01
5.26E-01
3.94E+02
0.303
3.60E+02
2.44E+03
1.29E+03
0.268
6.47E+00
7.60E+01
2.95E+01
0.526
3.98E-01
3.98E-01
2.14E-05
0.302
2.39E-03
4.87E-02
1.69E+01
0.500
-7.94E+01
-2.95E+01
1.95E+01
0.509
3.10E-01
6.22E-01
7.33E-02
0.817

FSA
4.65E+01
1.76E+05
1.57E+05
0.278
2.51E-01
2.21E+00
1.24E+00
0.231
1.12E-04
2.79E-03
2.00E-03
0.741
5.00E-01
5.00E-01
3.25E-04
0.529
1.54E+06
1.54E+06
9.43E+02
0.500
1.83E-04
2.25E-02
2.78E-02
0.701
3.98E-01
3.98E-01
2.34E-05
0.170
6.86E-02
4.52E-01
1.69E+01
0.500
-1.87E+02
-1.87E+02
5.72E-02
0.466
8.36E-03
2.46E-01
6.82E-05
0.244

VFSA
-1.03E+00
3.00E+00
9.81E+00
0.464
6.37E+01
9.71E+01
7.46E+00
0.435
1.51E-08
7.58E-02
1.68E-01
0.279
5.24E-01
5.27E-01
1.72E-05
0.564
8.93E+01
1.71E+03
9.93E+02
0.466
5.00E+01
7.85E+01
1.12E+01
0.512
3.98E-01
3.98E-01
9.49E-06
0.279
6.79E-12
2.62E-09
1.69E+01
0.500
-4.65E+01
-1.79E+01
8.17E+00
0.136
2.47E-01
4.01E-01
6.88E-04
0.408

Huang-SA
-1.03E+00
9.68E+02
2.28E+03
0.878
4.40E+01
9.47E+01
3.41E+01
0.439
7.81E-03
1.17E+00
1.32E+00
0.350
5.17E-01
5.24E-01
1.27E+00
0.695
2.44E+02
4.43E+03
2.35E+03
0.324
7.13E+00
8.81E+01
4.28E+01
0.280
3.98E-01
3.98E-01
7.37E-03
0.833
9.98E+00
1.01E+02
1.69E+01
0.500
-1.24E+02
-5.75E+01
1.98E+01
0.159
2.90E-01
6.71E-01
7.87E-03
0.773

Table 2. Results comparisons between HMM-SA and SA variant’s

4.3

Comparison of convergence performance

To obtain further insights into the convergence behavior our approach, HMM-SA method was compared to
the three SA variants. The experiments were designed to measure the effects of the hybridization of SA and
HMM presented in the previous section. It was noticed that the HMM-SA can converge rapidly to global
minimum. The time gained in early stage can be used to converge to a better solution. This behavior is depicted
in Fig.2.
It was noticed that the HMM-SA can converge rapidly to global minimum. The time gained in early stage
can be used to converge to a better solution. This behavior is depicted in Fig. 2.
:

:
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:
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Fig. 2 Comparison of convergence performance of HMM-SA and SA variant’s

In the most cases, our approach gives better results than other variants except for functions and . Classical simulated annealing give a better solution over 50 runs for function , but we noticed that HMM-SA
gives better solution if iteration numbers is limited to 2500. Observed from Fig. 3 we can find that the mean
function values over 50 runs of HMM-SA converges to a better solutions. There are certain stages that others
SA variant’s outperforms HMM-SA for many functions’ plots. For example, CSA’s convergence speed is
faster than HMM-SA for function at the early, the same for function where convergence speed of VFSA,
DEF-SA and Huang-SA exceeds HMM-SA. However, the convergence speed of HMM-SA is faster than others variants at the initial stage for functions , , , , , , .
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5

Conclusion and future research

In this study, we proposed a self-tuning capability of simulated annealing based on Hidden Markov Model.
To test the performance of this approach, it were applied to a number of benchmark function selected from
literature. This approach allows to controls the cooling of SA during the run, based on sequence of state generated from a set of rules. The HMM parameters are calculated and updated at each cooling step. The Viterbi
algorithm is then used to classify the observed sequence as an exploration or exploitation or an escape from
local minimum.
The comparisons of the proposed approach and the other variants of simulated annealing demonstrate that
the simulated annealing based on HMM classifier is able to find better solutions in reasonable time. Our approach is able to manage time by rapidly decreasing temperature and thus anticipating exploitation state, this
lead to a better convergence.
Future research may focus on HMM with continuous observations. This may enhance the performances of
HMM classifier. Furthermore, our approach may be compared to SA with fuzzy logic controllers and the
application of our method to some optimization problems should be pursued.
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Abstract
The purpose of this work is to enhance the performance of Ant Colony System algorithm applied
to the Travelling Salesman Problem (ACS-TSP) by varying dynamically both the local and global
pheromone decay parameters based on the Hidden Markov Model algorithm, using two state indicators: Diversity and Iteration that reflect the state of research space in a given moment. The
proposed method was tested on several TSP benchmark instances, which compared with the basic
ACS, the combination of Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) and ACS to prove the efficiency of its
performance.

1

Introduction

The Ant Colony System (ACS) is one of the powerful variants of the original Ant System introduced
by Dorigo and Gambardella (1997) [1–3], that characterized by the addition of local pheromone
updating rule to shuffle the ants’ tours by changing dynamically the amount of pheromone τ (r, s)
on the visited edges (r, s). In this way, edges become slightly less desirable and the search becomes
more diversified [4–7]. In fact, edges are initialized with an initial amount of pheromone τ0 , then
every time an ant k chooses an edge (rk , sk ), it applies the local pheromone updating rule using
the local pheromone decay parameter ξ ∈ [0, 1] according to this equation:
τ (rk , sk ) := (1 − ξ)τ (rk , sk ) + ξτ0

(1)

To make the search more directed, ACS algorithm perform the global pheromone updating rule to
the globally best ant’s tour Lbest , that is to say only the best ant k is allowed to modify the amount
of pheromone. Global pheromone updating is performed using the global pheromone parameter
ρ ∈ [0, 1] after all ants have terminated their tours according to the following equation:
τ (rk , sk ) := (1 − ρ)τ (rk , sk ) +

ρ
Lbest

(2)

As it is obvious, the performance of ACS depends strongly to the pheromone information. In most
applications of ACS algorithm, the ξ and ρ parameters which are corresponding of the pheromone
updating rules are set constant throughout the run of the algorithm. However, adapting ACS
parameters can improve the performance of the algorithm at computational time. In this work,
instead of using constant values of ξ and ρ parameters, we performed a dynamic adaptation using
the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: First, we summarize the related work, then
we present the proposed method in section 3, in section 4 we discuss the results and experiments
on the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP). Finally, in section 5 conclusions and future work are
presented.
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2

Related Work

In the last years, adapting the ACS parameters become a hot topic. Many studies have been conducted to propose improved ACS algorithm by adapting one or several parameters. In this section
we review the adaptation of pheromone decay parameters ξ and ρ chronologically.
Pilat and White [8] used a genetic algorithm to evolve the values of ρ, β and q0 . The main idea
consist on initializing the algorithm with 4 ants, where each ant is characterized by its own parameters’ values, then the two ants with the best fitness are chosen to produce two children by applying
the genetic algorithm, after that the two worst ants’ parameters replaced by the two produced.
wi
(ui − li )
Randall [9] proposed a self-adaptation method using the following equation pi = li +
P
to identify suitable values for ρ, β, q0 and ξ for the TSP and the Quadratic Assignment Problems(QAP). Where, P is a constant the defines the granularity of parameter values, pi is the value
of the ith parameter, li is the lower bound value of the ith parameter, wi is the discretized division
chosen for the ith parameter and ui is the upper bound value of the ith parameter.
Gaertner and Clark in [10] proposed a genetic algorithm for automatically determining the optimal combination of β, ρ and q0 parameters for a given TSP problem. In this approach the ants
communicate with the environment using the genetic process to replace the old population of ants
with the new one.
Hao et al. [11] used a particle swarm optimization (PSO) approach for dynamically adapting ρ,
β and q0 parameters, in which each ant is characterized by its own parameter setting and the
particle position Xk presents the parameters ρk , βk and q0k of the ant k. If the particle’s best
solution of the current iteration is better than its previous best solution replace the best previous
by the current one.
Ling and Luo [12] proposed the use of an Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm (AFSA) for adapting ρ,
α and Q. As in the proposed method of Hao et al [11]. the state Xk of an Artificial Fish presents
the parameters ρk , αk and Qk of an ant k of the colony, then the adaptation of parameters is done
according to AFSA’s strategies and formulas by replacing the previous global solution with the
current best found one. The main difference between this work and the Hao’s [11] is that Ling and
Luo use the same parameter setting for all ants.
Gomez et al [13] proposed a PSO method to perform the search over a wide range of available sets
of parameters ξ,ρ, α, β, q0 and the number of ants m. The PSO was used to compute the best
fitness of ACS algorithm and return the set of parameters according to this fitness.
Hao et al. [14] presented a tuning method for the ρ parameter depending on the quality of solution
L−1
built by an artificial ant, according to this equation: ρm = −1 m −1 . Where, Lm is the length
(Lm + Pm )
of the tour found by the ant m, Lp is the length of the tour constructed based on the pheromone
matrix.
Cai and Huang in [15] proposed an automatic parameters configuration to adapt the parameter β
and ρ, by using two adaptive strategies. First, a new transition rule with adaptive weight parameter
is set, to adjust the relative weight of pheromone trail and heuristic value. Second, a tuning rule
for ρ parameter is ran based on the quality of the solution generated by artificial ants.
Melo et al. [16] proposed a multi-colony ACS algorithm, where various autonomous colonies of ants
try to solve the same problem simultaneously. Each colony has its parameter settings for α, β , ρ
and q0 . The exchanging of information among the colonies is ensured by a migration mechanism.
The proposed algorithm also includes a mutation operator that modifies the parameter settings of
the worst colony by the value of the same parameter of the best colony.
Cai et al in [17] proposed an adaptive pheromone decay parameter ρ based on the quality of the
solutions constructed by ants, using the same equation proposed by Hao [14], the only difference
between the two approaches is the demonstration of the convergence of the proposed appraoch.
Kumar et al In [18] proposed an adaptive pheromone values for the 1-ANT variant according to
some suggested theorems that depend on the edges contained in the path of the best solution.
Also, they discussed how to select the pheromone parameter ρ using some proposed formulas.
Liu-ai and Wen-qing [19] used a genetic algorithm to adapt a combination of four parameters which
are: ρ , α , β, Q by balancing exploration and exploitation abilities of the search space. In other
words, the genetic algorithm’s fitness was built according to the objective function of the ACS
algorithm.
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Olivas et al in [20] introduced an approach for adapting the ρ parameter in a dynamical manner
in rank-based Ant colony variant, using a Fuzzy Logic system which controls the abilities for the
diversification and intensification of the search space.
Unlike the Fuzzy Logic, the genetic algorithm and the PSO, HMM algorithm is a learnable
stochastic automate that has the ability to learn from the data produced by the process described
by the HMM itself. The HMM is widely used for dealing with ranging and sequences from speech
recognition, process monitoring, pattern recognition, and computational biology due to its stochastic modeling.
Thereby, the use of the HMM algorithm in our approach consist on learning from the exploitation
and exploration in the search space by two chosen indicators to find good solution in an appropriate
time.

3

Proposed method

In this section we describe the dynamical adaptation of the pheromone decay parameters ξ and
ρ using the Hidden Markov Model (HMM). To perform this adaptation two HMM alternatives
were proposed. The first alternative consists in the Baum-Welch algorithm which is considered as
a learning method for the best presentation of HMM parameters. The second alternative is the
Viterbi algorithm which is used here as a classification method. The main idea of the proposed
method is to find at each iteration of the ACS algorithm the most suitable state that best explains
the solution found by ants in which, we increase or decrease the values of ξ and ρ according to the
found state. Thus, to determine the values of ξ and ρ several tests were done to find the appropriate
values.
3.1

Hidden Markov Model

The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a powerful statistical tool for modeling sequences of data
that can be characterized by an underlying stochastic process that is hidden producing a sequence
of observations.The HMM is defined by five elements: (S, V, A, B, π), where
–
–
–
–
–

S = {S1 , ..., ST } is the set of the hidden states
V = {V1 , ..., VM } is the set of the observation symbols per state
A = [aij ] is a matrix of transition probabilities from state Si at time t to state Sj at time t+1,
B = [bjk ] is the emission matrix of observing a symbol Vk from a state Si
Π = [πi∈{1,T } ] is the initial probability where πi is the probability of being in the state Si .

In this work, we define two Hidden Markov Models corresponding respectively to the pheromone
decay parameters ξ and ρ, which are characterized by five hidden states corresponding to the
values of evaporation parameters ξ and ρ respectively: High (H), Medium High (MH), Medium
(M), Medium Low (ML), Low (L), then
S = {H, M H, M, M L, L}.
And the observation sequence is a combination of two parameters named Iteration and Diversity.
v
m uX
n
1 Xu
Current iteration
t (xij (t) − x̄j (t))2
; Diversity =
(3)
Iteration =
T otal of iterations
m i=1 j=1

Where, Current iteration is the number of fulfilled iterations, total of iteration is the total number
of iterations for testing the algorithm, m is the population size, i is the number of the ant, n is the
total number of dimensions, j is the number of the dimension, xij is the j dimension of the ant i,
x̄j is the j dimension of the current best ant of the colony.
The diversity function used to measure the degree of dispersion of the ants with respect to the
current best ant of the colony. This measure reflects the degree of exploration among the search
space which considers the dimensions of the ants to compute the value of variety. Thus, when the
diversity of ants is low, we need to use more exploration to find another solutions by increasing
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the value of ρ and decreasing the value of ξ and vice versa.
In this work, we divided each of the two indicators into three equal intervals. These are Low
(L), Medium (M) and High (H). The combination of these two indicators gives nine possible
observations then we have
V = {LL, LM, LH, M L, M M, M H, HL, HM, HH}.
The initial model for ξ parameter is as follows:
The array of the initial state probabilities is defined by equiprobable values:
Π = [π1 , π2 , π3 , π4 , π5 ] = [

1 1 1 1 1
]
5 5 5 5 5

We define the state transition matrix and the emission matrix respectively as following:




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0.5 0 0 0 0.5
0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.5 0
0.5 0.5 0 0 0 




1
1
1




A = (aij ) =  0 0.5 0.5 0 0  B = (bjk ) = 0 0
0
0
0 0


3
3
3
 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 
0 0.5 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.5 0.5
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The initial model for ρ parameter is as follows:
The array of the initial state probabilities is defined as the initial state probabilities for ξ parameter:
Π = [π1 , π2 , π3 , π4 , π5 ] = [

1 1 1 1 1
]
5 5 5 5 5

The state transition matrix and the emission matrix are defined respectively as following:




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.5 0.5 0 0 0
0 0.5 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 




1
1
1



A = (aij ) = 
0 0
0
0
0 0
 0 0 0.5 0.5 0  B = (bjk ) = 


3
3
3
 0 0 0 0.5 0.5
0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.5 0
0.5 0 0 0 0.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

This model was developed according to the concept, that is, a low value of ξ accelerate the
convergence speed, while high value of ξ weak the attraction of short edges. In contrast, a low value
of ρ allows a long persistence of pheromone. Thus ants can exploit the best solutions while high
values of ρ encourage the exploration of search space by forgetting previously attractive solutions,
and focusing on new information. After building the model and setting the parameters, we use the
baum-welch algorithm to re-estimate the HMM parameters λ = (A, B, π) in an appropriate way.
3.2

Learning HMM parameters

At the end of each iteration we perform an Online Learning for HMM parameters by the BaumWelch algorithm. The Baum-Welch algorithm uses the expectation maximization algorithm to find
the maximum likelihood estimate of the HMM parameters given a sequence of observed data.
First, we initialize the model λ = (A, B, π) with best guess values, in our case the values were
concluded from the rule base of FLC, then we execute an iterative process to re-estimate the
initial, transition and emission probabilities matrices which mostly fit the observed data set.
At first, Baum-Welch algorithm uses the Forward algorithm to find αt,i : the probability of the
subsequence (o1 ,o2 ,...,ot ) ending at time t, in state Si and P(O/λ): the probability of the occurrence
of the observation sequence O given the model λ. The second algorithm used by Baum-Welch is
the Backward algorithm which returns βt,i : the probability of observing (ot+1 ,...,oT ) that starts
at time (t+1) and ends at time t at state Si .
To estimate the new probabilities, Baum-Welch algorithm uses two new matrices: ξ and γ where
the coefficients ξt (i, j) represent the probability to be at state Si at time t and moving to state
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Sj at time (t+1) given the model λ and the set of observation O. The coefficients γt,i represent
the probability to be at state Si at time t given the model λ and the set of observation O.
Algorithm 1: Baum-Welch

1

2

Input: O=o1 ,o2 ,...,oT , S={H,MH,M,ML,L}, λ = (A, B, π)
Output: Re-estimated λ
repeat
Forward:
for i=1 to 5 do α1,i = πi ∗ bi,o1 ;
for t=1 to T-1 do
PN
for j=1 to 5 do αt+1,j =
i=1 αt,i ∗ aij ∗ bj,ot+1 ;
end
P
P(O/λ)= 3i=1 αT ,i
Backward:

for i=1 to 5 do βT ,i =1;
for t=T to 1 do
P5
for i=1 to 5 do βt,i =
j=1 aij ∗ βt+1,j ∗ bj,ot+1 ;
end
3

Update:
for t=1 to T do
for i=1 to 5 do
for j=1 to 5 do ξt,i,j =

αt,i aij ∗ bj,ot+1 ∗ βt+1,j
P (O/λ)

;

end
γt,i =

αt,i ∗ βt,i
P (O/λ)

end

PT
t=1∩ot =qk γt,i
t=1 ξt (i, j)
, bi,k =
PT
PT −1
t=1 γt,i
t=1 γt,i
until no increase of P(O/λ) or no more iterations are possible to do;
πi = γ1,i , aij =

3.3

PT −1

HMM Classifier

The Viterbi algorithm is used to find the most likely explanation or the most likely state that
generated a particular sequence of observations by finding a maximum over all possible state
sequences. This algorithm has the ability to deal with the entire sequences of hidden states from
the beginning of the algorithm till the current iteration,and then make a decision base on the
whole history, which makes it advantageous compared to other algorithms that depend only on
the information of the current iteration. The main idea of the proposed method is to find at each
iteration of the ACS algorithm the most suitable hidden state that best explains the solution found
by ants in which, we increase or decrease the values of ξ and ρ according to the found state.

Algorithm 2: Viterbi

1

Input: O={o1 ,o2 ,...,oT }, S, A, B, π
Output: The classified state zt
[A, B, π]=Baum-Welch(O={o1 ,o2 ,..., oT },S, A, B, π )

2

Initialization:

3

for i:=1 to 5 do α1,i = πi ∗ bi,o1 , φ1,i = 0;
Recursion:

4

for t:=2 to T, j:=1 to 5 do αt,j = maxi∈S [αt−1,i ∗ aij ∗ bj,ot ]
φt,j = argmaxi∈S [αt−1,i ∗ aij ];
Termination:

5

p = maxi∈S [αT,i ], zT = argmaxi∈S [αT,i ]
Reconstruction:
for t = T − 1, T − 2, ..., 1, do zt = φt+1,zt+1 ;
Result: The classified state zt
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3.4

Proposed algorithm

This section gives more details about the hybridization of the ACS and the HMM algorithms.
It is divided into three pseudo-codes: For the first algorithm, after creating an HMM model,
we proceed with the combination of Iteration and diversity parameters calculated at the end of
each iteration to the Baum-Welch algorithm as observation sequence to best fit the observed
data of Hidden Markov Model. The combination of the two indicators that belongs to V =
{LL, LM, LH, M L, M M, M H, HL, HM, HH} is done according to the following classification:
Algorithm 3: Classification of indicators
Input: {Iteration, Diversity, Lbest , MaxIter}
Output: {Observation: O}

Initialization:
M axIter
if 0 < Iteration ≤
then Iteration = L;
3
2 ∗ M axIter
M axIter
< Iteration ≤
then Iteration = M;
else if
3
3
else Iteration= H;
1
if 0 < Diversity ≤ then Diversity= L;
3
1
2
else if < Diversity ≤ then Diversity= M;
3
3
else Diversity= H;
Return O=Iteration Diversity;
According to the observation sequence returned by the Algorithm 2, the following algorithm
tries to find the suitable state’s path that most explain the obtained observation sequence. In our
case we take the last state of the found path as the desired state:
Algorithm 4: Classification of state
Input: {state, S}
Output: {ξ , ρ}

1
5
and ρ = ;
6
6
4
2
if state=ML then ξ = and ρ = ;
6
6
3
3
if state=M then ξ = and ρ = ;
6
6
2
4
if state=MH then ξ = and ρ = ;
6
6
1
5
ξ = and ρ = ;
6
6

if state=L then ξ =
else
else
else
else

To better understand the hybridization of the ACS and the HMMM algorithms we made, we
propose the next algorithm which resumes everything we have come to say above. First we run
ACS algorithm, where ants build their tours by choosing the next node using the pseudo randomproportional action choice rule. At the end of each iteration we build an HMM using the data
obtained from calculating the Iteration and the Diversity indicators. Then, we use the BaumWelch algorithm to re-estimate the parameters of the proposed HMM. After that, the Viterbi
algorithm was used as a classifier method to find the appropriate sequence of state that generated
a particular sequence of observation, the concerned state is the last one in the path.
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Algorithm 5: The pseudocode of our proposed algorithm
1

Initialization:
Initialize the ant number m,set parameters α,β, ρ, ξ and q0 ,
Initialize pheromone trails with τ0 = 1/LN N

2

Construction Solution:
while termination condition not met do
O:={};
Place ants in starting node randomly
for t:=1 to Maxiter do
foreach ant k in the population do
if q < q0 then
sk = argmaxsk ∈Jk (rk ) [τ (rk , sk )]α [η(rk , sk )]β
end
[τ (rk , sk )]α .[η(rk , sk )]β
,
α
β
uk ∈Jk (rk ) [τ (rk , uk )] [η(rk , uk )]

else pkrs = P

sk ∈ Jk (rk )

if

determinate state sk from wheel roulette algorithm;
τ (rk , sk ) := (1 − ξ)τ (rk , sk ) + ξτ0
end
for k:=1 to m do Compute Lk ;
Compute Lbest
Compute Iteration and Diversity according to (3)
ot := algorithm 3 (Iteration, Diversity, Lbest , MaxIter);
O= {O, ot };

state=Viterbi(O, S, A, B, π )
Update ξ and ρ values according to Algorithm 4 (state, S )
end
Update the global best solution;
3

Global pheromone update:
τ (rk , sk ) := (1 − ρ)τ (rk , sk ) +

ρ
Lbest

end
Return Lbest

4

Experimental results and comparison

To test the performance of the proposed adaptive ACS algorithm, we compared it with the standard
ACS algorithm on several TSP instances.
4.1

Experiment setup

According to [21] the best known values of ACS algorithm parameters are β = 2, ρ = 0.1, and q0 =
0.9. We have also compared it with the Fuzzy Logic Controller with the same initial parameters
values to give logical comparisons with the proposed method. The initial position of ants is set
randomly on all experiments
The TSP benchmark instances used in this study were chosen from the TSPLIB [22] according to
the most common used instances in the literature. The algorithm is developed on MATLAB.
Each result in the figure 2 above is a best found length over 30 runs with 1000 iterations and
different population sizes (m=10, 20, 30, n/4, n), where n is the size of the problem. The best
results for every problem instance are shown in table 2.
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TSP Number of cities best known solutions
att48
48
10628
berlin52
52
7542
ch130
130
6110
D198
198
15780
eil51
51
426
eil76
76
538
eil101
101
629
kroA100
100
21282
lin105
105
14379
pr226
226
80369
Table 1. Characteristics of TSP benchmark instances

4.2

Comparison on the solution accuracy

Before moving on, we should mention in passing that we have implemented the HMM into the
ACS algorithm in three ways: First, we have modified only the local pheromone decay parameter ξ
which is named in the table by ”LC”. Second, we have modified only the global pheromone decay
parameter ρ which is named in the table by ”GB”. Third, we have modified both parameters in
the same computation time which is mentioned in the table by ”LC+GB”. The same procedure
was applied to the integration of fuzzy logic (FL) into the ACS algorithm.
For the solution accuracy, we can observe from the table 2 that instances of small sizes have found
the same minimum length. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm attains a better solution
accuracy comparing to the basic ACS with a constant set of parameters and the combination of
FL and ACS for the big size problems.
For the ACSFL algorithm, we can see from the results that varying the ξ parameter gives better
results than varying the ρ parameter or varying both parameters. Also, the adaptation of varying
the two parameters in the same time gives better results than varying the global parameter ρ in
most of the instances.

TSP
att48
berlin52
ch130
D198
eil51
eil76
eil101
kroA100
lin105
pr226

ACS
33523.70
7544.36
6176
16206.75
431.67
547.39
653.92
21445.83
14382.99
81257.96

LC
33523.70
7544.36
6200.34
16096.55
428.98
547.73
647.11
21294.39
14410.19
80632.94

ACSFL
GB
33523.70
7544.36
6224.31
16233.42
432.72
553.61
651.44
21519.75
14416.64
80691

LC+GB
33523.70
7544.36
6246.39
16228.65
431.11
550.60
657.83
21362.97
14382.99
81355.92

ACSHMM
LC
GB
LC+GB
33523.70 33523.70 33523.70
7544.36 7544.36 7544.36
6235.33 6187.08 6172.50
16118.06 16041.18 16099.27
430.60 432.73 428.98
549.79 547.54 544.36
661.21 643.29 647.83
21285.44 21285.44 21285.44
14382.99 14382.99 14382.99
81311.20 80410.82 80398.69

Table 2. Summary of results using ACSHMM algorithm for TSP instances

However, For the ACSHMM algorithm there is a contrast in the results, where we obtain better
results when varying only the local parameter ξ or varying both parameters ξ and ρ.
In general, it can be noted that the adaptation of ξ and ρ in the same time for the ACSHMM shows
better solutions in most of the instances. Also, the adaptation of ξ and ρ parameters separately
outperform the original ACS and the FL system in all its variants.
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4.3

Comparison on the convergence speed

In this section, we display some figures obtained from running the basic ACS algorithm and the
proposed one with the same parameters, that draws the best found solution in each iteration for
each algorithm.
From the figures above, we can observe that the proposed algorithm ACSHMM in the case of
varying ξ and ρ simultaneously found better solutions than the basic ACS with faster convergence.
For D198 the basic ACS converged earlier than the proposed algorithm but to a bad solution.
For pr226 we can observe a clear difference between the obtained solutions in both the convergence
speed and the soution accuracy.

Fig. 1. Sample run on D198.tsp

4.4

Fig. 2. Sample run on pr226.tsp

Statistical test

The Z-test was used as a statistical test to compare the methods. And the used parameters for
the tests are: the 30 experiments for each instance, the null hypothesis H0 says that the proposed
method returns better results when compared with the other methods and the alternative hypothesis H1 says that the proposed method returns greater than or equal results on average when
compared with the other approaches, the level of significance is 5 percent, and the critical value
is Z0 = −1.96, so the rejection region is the set of values lowers than - 1.96. The values in the
table 3 are the Z-test values that don’t reject the null hypothesis. From the results in table 3 we
can assume that our proposed approach can achieve better results with level of significance of 5
percent compared with other methods.
ACSFL
ACSHMM
LC
GB
LC+GB
LC
GB
LC+GB
att48
0.0089
-0.0038
-0.0120
0.0059
0.0070
-0.0072
0.0096
berlin52 -0.0049
-0.0045
-0.0045 3.7099e-04 -0.0025
-0.0017
-0.0294
ch130
-0.0294 7.1841e-04 -0.0034 3.1709e-04 -0.0037
0.0017
-0.0033
D198
-0.0231
0.0065
-0.0049
0.02
0.0032
0.0023
0.012
eil51
1.4151
0.1147
1.6736
0.5685 -5.7159e-05 6.1038e-05 0.6724
eil76 -3.4981e-06 1.3974e-05 -3.2335e-05 3.7294e-06 -3.7649e-05 9.6346e-06 -1.4947e-05
eil101 -1.6489e-05 -1.5841e-05 -2.4306e-05 -1.9698e-05 -5.2884e-05 1.9537e-05 -1.7094e-05
kroA100 -0.0127
-0.0014
0.0109
0
0.0117
-0.0111 7.6096e-04
lin105
0.0013
0.0173
0.0053
0.0102
0.0108
0.0084
-0.0293
pr226
-0.0033
0.0012
0.0028
-0.0023 -9.2120e-04 0.0045
-0.0029
TSP

ACS

Table 3. Results of the comparisons using the Z-test
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5

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposed a new method to control the pheromone parameters ξ and ρ that have a
crucial impact on the performance of ACS algorithm using the HMM algorithm. This approach
outperforms the basic ACS and FL algorithm in terms of both solution quality and convergence
speed. In our future works we specify other indicators that best represent the exploration and
exploitation abilities of Ant Colony System search space in order to enhance the control of HMM
into ACS.
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Introduction

Environmentally conscious manufacturing, waste reduction and product recovery have emerged as
alternative means of coping with the significant societal problem of environmental sustainability.
One of the key concerns of the companies involved in product recovery is used product acquisition
(collection). There are only a few papers which incorporate the core acquisition explicitly in reverse
logistics network design problems. An uncapacitated collection center location problem (CCLP)
for incentive- and distance-dependent returns is analyzed in [1]. The p-median version of the same
CCLP is considered in [2] under the pickup collection policy in which dedicated vehicles depart from
a collection center (CC), visit a single customer zone, and bring the collected cores back to the CC.
Note that routing decisions are not included in this model. Aras et al. [4] consider an extension of
the CCLP in which routing of the vehicles in incorporated into the model without making decisions
about CC locations. The firm is not obliged to visit all dealers; vehicles are dispatched to a dealer
only if it is profitable to do so. The problem then becomes an extension of the classical multi-depot
vehicle routing problem (MDVRP) in which each visit to a dealer is associated with a gross profit
and an acquisition price to be paid to take the cores back. Aras et al. [3] extend this last work
by relaxing the assumption that a number of uncapacitated collection centers have already been
installed. Hence, the investigated problem becomes a variant of the well-known location-routing
problem (LRP) in which the acquisition price paid by the firm to take back cores is also a decision
variable. The new problem is referred to as the location and selective routing problem with profits
(LSRPP). Since the LRP is known to be N P-hard [10], and it is a special case of the LSRPP in
which all dealers are visited and there is no acquisition price involved, the LSRPP is also N P-hard.
In the present paper, we continue to study on the LSRPP, but consider both uncapacitated and
capacitated CCs. Furthermore, we provide a more eﬀective mathematical model which is based on
the flow variables suggested by Gavish-Graves in their single-commodity flow models [6]. These
flow variables represent the amount of cores that are carried by a vehicle from dealer i to dealer j.
Thus, rather than using Miller-Tucker-Zemlin (MTZ) subtour elimination constraints [9], we write
these constraints by the help of flow variables type. Despite the improvements in the mathematical
model, large instances cannot be solved eﬀectively, therefore we devise very eﬀective and eﬃcient
Tabu search heuristics to solve the LSRPP.

2

Location and Selective Routing Problem with Profits

In this section we present a mathematical programming formulation of the LSRPP. The context
in which the problem is briefly given here. A company engaged in reverse logistics wants to locate
facilities with limited capacity which will serve as CCs for the cores to be collected from dealers.
The locations of the dealers as well as the amount of cores at each dealer are known. Moreover,
each dealer has a reservation price (minimum amount of money he would be willing to receive) per
core, and (s)he will only return cores if the oﬀered acquisition price is less than this reservation
price. It is important to note that the acquisition price oﬀered by the firm is the same for all
dealerships since a pricing policy discriminating with respect to dealers would not be perceived
as a fair attitude. Each dealer can only be visited by a single vehicle, hence split pickups are not
permitted. All vehicles are identical with respect to load capacity and speed. They must start and
end their routes at the same CC without visiting any other CC in the route. The objective of the
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firm is to maximize its profit by determining the locations of the CCs, the dealers to be visited,
the acquisition price oﬀered for each unit of core collected from the dealers, the number of vehicles
allocated to each opened CC and the route of each vehicle. The source of the revenue is the cost
savings that results from using the components of the cores in remanufacturing like-new products.
We first define the index sets, and then present the parameters and decision variables of the
model developed for the LSRPP. LSRPP is then obtained as
Sets:
ID : set of dealers,
IC : set of potential CC locations,
I : set of dealers and potential CC locations (the union is referred to as sites),
Parameters:
ai : the number of cores at dealer i ∈ ID,
cv : unit vehicle operating cost,
cd : cost per unit distance traveled,
dij : distance between sites i ∈ I and j ∈ I,
fk : the fixed cost of opening a CC at site k ∈ IC,
pi : reservation price of dealer i per core,
q : vehicle capacity,
r : the revenue from each core,
sk : capacity of a CC to be opened at site k ∈ IC,
Decision variables:
Yik : binary variable, which is one if dealer i ∈ ID is assigned to CC k ∈ IC,
Fij : continuous variable denoting the amount of cores that are carried by a vehicle from site i ∈ I to site j ∈ I,
Xij : binary variable, which is one if site j ∈ I is visited after site i ∈ I,
Zk : binary variable, which is one if a CC is located as site k ∈ IC,
W : continuous variable denoting the the acquisition price for each core collected.

max

∑ ∑

ai Yik (r − W ) −

i∈ID k∈IC

∑

k∈IC

fk Zk − cv

∑ ∑

k∈IC i∈ID

Xki − cd

∑

∑

dij Xij

(1)

i∈I j∈I:j̸=i:

subject to
q

∑

i∈ID

∑

Xki ≥

∑

k ∈ IC

(2)

Yjk

j ∈ ID

(3)

Yjk

j ∈ ID

(4)

ai Yik

i∈ID

∑

Xij =

i∈I

∑

k∈IC

Xji =

i∈I

∑ ∑

∑

k∈IC

Xkl = 0

(5)

k∈IC l∈IC

∑

i ∈ ID

(6)

Xij + Yik − Yjk ≤ 1
Xij + Yjk − Yik ≤ 1
∑
ai Yik ≤ sk

i=
̸ j ∈ ID, k ∈ IC
i ̸= j ∈ ID, k ∈ IC

(7)
(8)

k ∈ IC

(9)

Xki ≤ Yik
∑
W ≥ ri
Yik

k∈IC

Yik ≤ 1

i

Yik ≤ Zk
Xik ≤ Yik

k∈IC

Fij =

∑

Fji + ai

j∈I:j̸=i

Fij ≤ (q − aj Xij )

∑

Yik

k
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i ∈ ID, k ∈ IC
i ∈ ID, k ∈ IC

(10)
(11)

i ∈ ID, k ∈ IC

(12)

i ∈ ID

(13)

i ∈ ID, j ∈ I

(14)

i, j ∈ I, i =
̸ j

(15)
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Fij ≥ ai Xij
Xij ∈ {0, 1}, Fij ≥ 0
Yik , Zk ∈ {0, 1}

i, j ∈ I, i ̸= j
i ∈ I, j ∈ I
i ∈ ID, k ∈ IC

W ≥0

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

The objective function, which represents the profit from the collection of cores, consists of four
terms. The first term is the total revenue, the second one is the total fixed cost of installing and
operating CCs, the third one is related to the fixed cost of operating the fleet of vehicles, while the
last one stands for the traveling cost of the vehicles. As can be realized, the first term is nonlinear
due to the product of Yik and W variables, which can be linearized by defining an auxiliary
variable Uik = Yik W and introducing the following sets of constraints: Uik ≥ 0, i ∈ ID, k ∈ IC and
Uik ≥ W − max {pj } (1 − Yik ), i ∈ ID, k ∈ IC
j∈ID

Constraint (2) makes sure that the total number of vehicles departing from a CC k is suﬃcient to
carry all the collected cores from dealers assigned to this CC. Constraints (3) and (4) a vehicle must
visit a dealer assigned to a CC for the collection of cores. Constraint (5) eliminates the possibility
of a vehicle to go directly from a CC to another one. Constraint (6) ensures that a dealer is either
assigned to one CC only or is not visited for core collection. Constraints (7) and (8) guarantee the
assignment of two dealers to the same CC if they are visited consecutively by a vehicle. They also
imply that a vehicle cannot travel from one dealer to another whenever these dealers are assigned
to diﬀerent CCs. Constraint (9) implies that cores collected from dealers assigned to the same CC
cannot exceed the capacity of the CC. Constraints (10) are used to assign a dealer to an open CC
only. Constraints (11) say that if a dealer is visited just before a CC, then that dealer must be
assigned to this CC. Constraints (12) are similar in nature to constraints (11). Constraints (13)
simply make sure that the acquisition price must be at least equal to the reservation price of the
visited dealers. Constraints (14) are the flow balance constraints written for each dealer i ∈ ID. If
dealer i is visited, then the load on the vehicle must increase by the number of cores collected at
that dealer. Constraints (15) ensure that if a vehicle goes from a dealer or CC site i to another site
j, then the amount of cores Fij carried from i to j cannot be larger than (q − aj ). In other words,
the remaining capacity of the vehicle after leaving site i must allow loading of the cores at site j.
Since aj = 0 for j ∈ IC, these constraints simplify to Fij ≤ q when site j is a CC. Constraints
(16) ensures that if a vehicle travels from site i to site j, then the amount of core transported
must be at least equal to the number of cores collected at site i. When location i is a CC, then a
trivial nonnegativity constraint is obtained (Fij ≥ 0). The set of constraints (14)–(16) eliminates
the subtours. Constraints (17)–(19) are the binary and non-negativity restrictions on the decision
variables.

3

SOLUTION PROCEDURE

Since LSRPP is N P-hard, large instances can only be solved by metaheuristic procedures within
reasonable times. Therefore, we develop a tabu search (TS) heuristic for this problem. Two types
of neighborhoods are used to explore the solution space: Change-Tour and Inter-Tour-Exchange.
The former removes a dealer from its current tour by utilizing α-GENI unstringing procedure
and adds that dealer to another tour. The target tour may belong to the same CC or another
CC. This neighborhood also tries to add the removed dealer to a CC as a new tour. Note that
GENI is a generalized insertion procedure due to [5] and α is a proximity measure developed by
[8] to improve the performance of the Lin-Kernighan TSP heuristic. It is a better indicator than
the direct distances between nodes while determining the successive nodes in an optimal TSP
tour. Inter-Tour-Exchange move selects a chain of dealers from a tour and inserts this chain as a
new tour to a CC. The predecessor and the successor of the chain are connected to each other.
Similar to the previous neighborhood, this neighborhood considers all CCs. The tabu condition
for all neighborhoods are the same, whenever the tour of a dealer is changed, the dealer cannot be
removed from its tour during the tabu tenure, unless the aspiration condition is satisfied.
The results obtained on randomly generated test instances shows that the TS heuristic is very
eﬀective and eﬃcient. Except for very small instances, TS outperforms CPLEX and GUROBI in
finding a better solution.
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a b s t r a c t
This paper proposes a new heuristic algorithm for the Capacitated Location-Routing Problem
(CLRP), called Granular Variable Tabu Neighborhood Search (GVTNS). This heuristic includes
a Granular Tabu Search within a Variable Neighborhood Search algorithm. The proposed
algorithm is experimentally compared on the benchmark instances from the literature with
several of the most effective heuristics proposed for the solution of the CLRP, by taking into
account the CPU time and the quality of the solutions obtained. The computational results
show that GVTNS is able to obtain good average solutions in short CPU times, and to improve
ﬁve best known solutions from the literature. The main contribution of this paper is to show
a successful new heuristic for the CLRP, combining two known heuristic approaches to
improve the global performance of the proposed algorithm for what concerns both the quality of the solutions and the computing times required to ﬁnd them.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The Capacitated Location-Routing Problem (CLRP) is a strategic problem of the supply chain management. The basic hierarchical structure of the CLRP is a supply chain involving two echelons: depots and customers. The CLRP is an NP-hard problem, since it is a generalization of the two well known NP-hard problems: the Capacitated Facility Location Problem (CFLP) and
the Multi Depot Vehicle Routing Problem (MDVRP). Mathematical formulations for the location-routing problems have been
proposed by Perl and Daskin (1985), Laporte et al. (1986), Hansen et al. (1994), Prins et al. (2007). The most effective exact
approaches for the CLRP (see e.g. Baldacci et al. (2011), Belenguer et al. (2011), and Contardo et al. (2014a)) are able to solve
to proven optimality only small-medium size instances. Several heuristic algorithms have been proposed to solve larger
instances of the problem. The most effective ones are shortly mentioned in the following.
A two-phase metaheuristic approach, which iterates between the location and the routing phases has been proposed by
Tuzun and Burke (1999). A greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) with a path relinking methodology has
been proposed by Prins et al. (2006b). The same authors (see Prins et al. (2006a)) developed a memetic algorithm with population management (MAjPM).
Prins et al. (2007) proposed a new iterative two phase method. In the location phase, a Lagrangian relaxation method is
used to solve the CFLP by grouping the customers into clusters called ‘‘super customers’’. In the routing phase, a Granular
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 051 2093028; fax: +39 051 2093973.
E-mail addresses: johnwillmer.escobar2@unibo.it (J.W. Escobar), rlinfati@ubiobio.cl (R. Linfati), mgulnara@javerianacali.edu.co (M.G. Baldoquin), paolo.
toth@unibo.it (P. Toth).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.trb.2014.05.014
0191-2615/Ó 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Tabu Search (GTS) algorithm with one neighborhood has been used to solve the corresponding MDVRP. For more details on
the GTS approach see Toth and Vigo (2003) and, for a successful application of the GTS framework for the solution of difﬁcult
routing problems, see, e.g., Kirchler and Wolﬂer Calvo (2013). Cluster based methods for the CLRP were proposed by Barreto
et al. (2007).
More recently, Duhamel et al. (2010) developed a hybridized GRASP with an evolutionary local search (ELS) procedure. Yu
et al. (2010) proposed a Simulated Annealing (SA) heuristic based on three random neighborhoods. Pirkwieser and Raidl
(2010) proposed a Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) (for further details see Mladenović and Hansen (1997)) coupled with
ILP-based very large neighborhood searches to solve the (periodic) location-routing problem. An adaptive large
neighborhood algorithm for the Two-Echelon Vehicle Routing Problem (2E-VRP), which is also able to solve the CLRP, has
been introduced by Hemmelmayr et al. (2012). A GRASP with an ILP-based metaheuristic and a multiple ant colony optimization method have been proposed by Contardo et al. (2014b), and by Ting and Chen (2013), respectively. Finally, a TwoPhase Hybrid heuristic (2-Phase HGTS) has been presented by Escobar et al. (2013). In this hybrid heuristic algorithm, after
a Construction phase (ﬁrst phase), a modiﬁed Granular Tabu Search (GTS) approach, with different diversiﬁcation strategies,
is applied during the Improvement phase (second phase). In addition, a random perturbation procedure is considered to prevent the algorithm from remaining in a local optimum for a given number of iterations.
In this work, we propose a new heuristic algorithm, and computationally compare it with the most effective heuristics
proposed for the CLRP. The new algorithm, called Granular Variable Tabu Neighborhood Search (GVTNS), uses a hybrid initialization procedure and the most successful neighborhood structures proposed in the literature for the CLRP. GVTNS exploits
the systematic changes of neighborhood structures known for the CLRP and the neighborhood topologies considered in the
Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) scheme to guide a trajectory local search procedure according to the GTS approach. The
proposed algorithm is a novel metaheuristic approach which combines VNS with GTS techniques for getting good results
within short computing times. While a combination between VNS and Tabu Search (TS) has been proposed in the literature
(see e.g. Moreno Pérez et al. (2003) and Repoussis et al. (2006)), no attempt has been proposed for combining a GTS technique within a VNS scheme. The basic VNS scheme sometimes meets difﬁculties to escape from local optima. A possible
way to overcome this drawback is to combine the VNS scheme with the GTS approach which has no such difﬁculties, since
infeasible solutions are allowed, and the memory technique prevents cycling, allowing the algorithm to escape from local
optima.
The paper is organized as follows. The Capacitated Location Routing Problem (CLRP) is described in Section 2. Section 3
presents the general framework used by the proposed algorithm GVTNS, whose description is given in Section 4. A computational comparative study on benchmark instances from the literature is provided in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 contains
concluding remarks.

2. Problem description
The Capacitated Location-Routing Problem (CLRP) can be deﬁned as follows: let G ¼ ðV; EÞ be an undirected graph, where V
is a set of nodes which is partitioned into a subset I ¼ f1; . . . ; mg of potential depots and a subset J ¼ f1; . . . ; ng of customers.
Each potential depot i 2 I has a capacity wi and an opening cost oi . Each customer j 2 J has a nonnegative demand dj which
must be fulﬁlled by a depot. An unlimited set of identical vehicles, each with capacity q and ﬁxed cost f, is available at each
depot i 2 I. Each edge ði; jÞ 2 E has an associated traveling cost cij . The goal of the CLRP is to determine the depots to be
opened and the routes to be performed to fulﬁll the demand of the customers. Each route must start and ﬁnish at the same
depot, the global demand of each route must not exceed the vehicle capacity q, and the global demand of the routes assigned
to a depot i must not exceed its capacity wi . The objective function of the CLRP is given by the sum of the costs of the open
depots, of the costs of the traveled edges, and of the ﬁxed costs associated with the used vehicles. A multi-objective version
of the problem is considered in Perugia et al. (2011).

3. General framework
3.1. Granular search space
The granular search approach, proposed in Toth and Vigo (2003), is based on the utilization of a sparse graph containing
the edges incident to the depots, the edges belonging to the best solutions found so far, and the edges whose cost is smaller
than a granularity threshold # ¼ bz, where z is the average cost of the edges in the best solution found so far, and b is a sparsiﬁcation factor which is dynamically updated during the search. In particular, the search starts by initializing b to a small
value b0 . After N s  n iterations the value of b is increased to the value bn , and N r  n additional iterations are performed
by considering as current solution the best feasible solution found so far. Finally, the sparsiﬁcation factor b is reset to its original value b0 and the search continues. b0 , bn ; N s , and N r are given parameters.
The main idea of the granularity approach is to obtain high quality solutions within short computing times. To evaluate
this signiﬁcant effect, in Section 5 a computational study of algorithm GVTNS is performed, by executing it with and without
the granular search approach.
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3.2. Neighborhood structures
Algorithm GVTNS allows the solutions to be infeasible with respect to the depot and the vehicle capacities. Given a solution S (feasible or infeasible), we assign to f ðSÞ a value equal to the sum of the setup costs of the open depots, of the traveling
costs of the edges belonging to the routes traversed by S, and of the ﬁxed costs of the vehicles used in S. In addition, pd ðSÞ is a
penalty term obtained by multiplying the global over depot capacity of the solution S times a dynamically updated penalty
factor ad , and pr ðSÞ is a penalty term obtained by multiplying the global over vehicle capacity of the solution S times a
dynamically updated penalty factor ar . In particular, ad ¼ cd  f ðS0 Þ and ar ¼ cr  f ðS0 Þ, where S0 is the initial feasible solution, and the initial values of cd and cr are given parameters. Let us introduce FðSÞ ¼ f ðSÞ þ pd ðSÞ þ pr ðSÞ as the objective function for any solution S. Note that for each feasible solution S, we have FðSÞ ¼ f ðSÞ. It is useful to relate the penalty factors to
the value of f ðS0 Þ because the order of magnitude of this value substantially changes by considering different instances.
In particular, if no infeasible solutions with respect to the depot capacity have been found over N fact iterations, then the
value of cd is set to maxfcmin ; cd  dred g, where dred < 1. On the other hand, if no feasible solutions with respect to the depot
capacity have been found during N fact iterations, then the value of cd is set to minfcmax ; cd  dinc g, where dinc > 1. A similar
procedure is applied to update the value of cr . Note that the values of cd and cr are set within the range ½cmin cmax .
N fact ; dred ; dinc ; cmin and cmax are given parameters.
A similar approach was proposed by Gendreau et al. (1994) for the classical Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP). In
the algorithm proposed in that paper, if the last N fact solutions were all feasible (respectively, infeasible) with respect to the
vehicle capacity, then the value of the penalty factor ar (initially equal to 1) is set to 0.5 ar (respectively, to 2ar ). The main
difference of our approach with respect to that proposed in Gendreau et al. (1994), is that we use dynamically updated penalty factors related with the objective function value of the initial solution, instead of using penalty factors deﬁned within a
ﬁxed interval. We have experimentally seen that the utilization of this dynamic updating procedure within the proposed
algorithm generally produces good feasible solutions within short computing times.
Algorithm GVTNS uses intra-route moves (performed in the same route) and inter-route moves (performed between two
routes assigned to the same depot or to different depots) corresponding to the well known neighborhood structures N k
(k ¼ 1; . . . ; 5) utilized in Escobar et al. (2013) and described in the following:
 Insertion. A customer is removed from its current position and inserted either in a different position of the same route or
in a different route (belonging to the same depot or to a different depot).
 Swap. Two customers (in the same route or in different routes, belonging to the same depot or to different depots)
exchange their position.
 Two-opt. We use a modiﬁed version of the well-known 2-opt move used for the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). If the
two selected edges are in the same route or in routes belonging to the same depot, the move is equivalent, respectively, to
the intra route and inter-route 2-opt moves for the CVRP. Otherwise, i.e. if the two edges are in routes belonging to different depots, an additional move with the edges incident to the depots is performed to ensure that each route starts and
ﬁnishes at the same depot. Fig. 1. shows an example of this move.

Fig. 1. Example of Two-opt move by exchanging edges incident to the depots.
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 Double-insertion. Two consecutive customers are removed from their current position and inserted in the same route or in
a different route (belonging to the same depot or to a different depot) by keeping the edge connecting them.
 Double-swap. This move is an extension of the Swap move obtained by considering two pairs of consecutive customers.
The edge connecting each pair of customers is kept. The move is performed between pairs of customers in two different
routes (belonging to the same depot or to different depots).
A move is performed only if all the new edges inserted in the solution are in the ‘‘granular’’ search space.
3.3. Initial solution procedure
The initial solution S0 is constructed by using a hybrid heuristic, proposed in Escobar et al. (2013) and based on a cluster
approach, which is able to ﬁnd good initial feasible solutions within short computing times. The following steps are
executed:
 Step 1. Construct a giant TSP tour containing all the customers, by using the well known Lin–Kernighan heuristic (LKH)
(for further details see Lin and Kernighan (1973) and Helsgaun (2000)).

 Step 2. Starting from an initial customer j , split the giant TSP tour into several clusters composed of consecutive customers so that, for each cluster, the vehicle capacity constraint is satisﬁed.
 Step 3. For each depot i and each cluster g, a TSP tour is obtained by using procedure LKH to evaluate the traveling cost for
visiting i and the customers belonging to g.
 Step 4. Assign the depots to the clusters by solving an ILP model for the Single Source Capacitated Facility Location problem
(for further details see Barcelo and Casanovas (1984) and Klincewicz and Luss (1986)).
 Step 5. Apply a Splitting Procedure to reduce the traveling cost by adding new routes, and by assigning them to different
depots. For each depot, the current solution is improved by the VRPH procedure for the CVRP proposed in Groer et al.
(2010) and modiﬁed by Escobar et al. (2013). Each iteration of the splitting procedure considers a different route having
the largest cost edges. This route is split into two subsets of customers by removing the two largest cost edges. The ﬁrst
subset of customers, which is still connected to the depot, replaces the original route. While the second subset of customers, which has been disconnected from the depot, is assigned to a new depot generating a new route. For the new route a
TSP tour is obtained by using procedure LKH.
The initial procedure is repeated n times, by considering each customer as initial customer to split the giant tour by following its trajectory, and ﬁlling as much as possible all the vehicles. The ﬁrst initialization procedure based on the construction of a giant tour (route ﬁrst - cluster second approach) was proposed by Beasley (1983) for the solution of the capacitated
VRP. The giant tour is then split into routes by solving a shortest path problem on an appropriate acyclic auxiliary directed
graph. Several generalizations of this approach have been proposed in the literature (see, e.g., Vidal et al. (2014) for an effective initialization procedure for the solution of the Multi-Depot Vehicle Fleet Mix Problem). None of these initialization procedures chooses simultaneously the depots to be opened and the subsets of customers to be assigned to each open depot by
solving to optimality a small-size ILP model.
4. Description of the Granular Variable Tabu Neighborhood Search heuristic algorithm (GVTNS)
Algorithm GVTNS combines the potentiality of the systematic changes of the neighborhood structures of the Variable
Neighborhood Search (VNS) approach, proposed in Mladenović and Hansen (1997) and Hansen and Mladenović (2003),
and the efﬁcient Granular Tabu Search (GTS) approach, introduced in Toth and Vigo (2003). In the proposed algorithm,
the VNS technique controls the neighborhood changes, while the GTS technique guides the search process by using the
neighborhood structures described in Section 3.2, and the efﬁcient search space detailed in Section 3.1.
After constructing the initial solution S0 , the VNS procedure iterates through different neighborhood structures to
S ¼ S0 , where S is the current
improve the best feasible solution (S ) found so far. The algorithm starts by setting S ¼ S ¼ b
(feasible or infeasible) solution, and b
S is the current feasible solution. The following steps are then repeated until a stopping
criterion (number of iterations or computing time) is reached:
1. Select a neighborhood from the neighborhoods structures N k (k ¼ 1; . . . ; 5) described in Section 3.2. The neighborhood
structures are explored in a cyclic sequential order (Sequential VNS) by beginning with the neighborhood
N 1 ¼ Insertion. This procedure is proposed in Mladenović and Hansen (1997);
 
2. Local search: apply a Granular Tabu Search (GTS) procedure in the selected neighborhood N k S until a local minimum S0
is found;  
 
0
3. If F S0 6 F S , set S:¼
 0 S ;  
0
S :¼ S0 ;
S , set b
4. If S is feasible and F S 6 F b
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5. Every N g  n iterations apply the third diversiﬁcation strategy used by Algorithm 2-Phase HGTS proposed by Escobar et al.
(2013), where N g is a given parameter which controls the number of iterations. This diversiﬁcation strategy selects the
best feasible solution with respect to the depot capacity. Then, for each depot, the customers assigned to the depot are
considered, and an initial feasible solution for the corresponding CVRP is built by using the savings procedure proposed
in Groer et al. (2010). Then this solution is improved by using the CVRP procedures vrp_sa, vrp_rtr proposed in Groer et al.
(2010). Note that these procedures are able to obtain, for the considered depot, feasible solutions with respect to the vehicle capacity constraint.
explores the solution space by moving, at each
Finally, the best feasible solution found so far S is kept. The GTS procedure
 
iteration, froma 
solution S to the best solution S in the neighborhood N S . The best possible move is selected by considering
the move in N S producing the smallest value of the objective function F ðSÞ, and by applying the following tabu aspiration
criterion: if the value of the objective function F ðSÞ of the new solution S is not greater than the cost of the best solution
found so far, the move producing S is performed even if it corresponds to a tabu move. As usual, a move is considered tabu
if it tries to reinsert an edge removed in one of the previous moves. The tabu tenure t for each move performed is an integer
random value uniformly distributed in the interval [t min ,t max ], where t min and tmax are given parameters.

5. Computational experiments
Algorithm GVTNS is a deterministic algorithm, and, for each instance, a single run, performing 7n iterations, has been executed. The implementation details and the results are discussed in the following subsections.

5.1. Implementation details
Algorithm GVTNS has been implemented in C++, and the computational experiments have been performed on an Intel
Core 2 Duo (only one core is used) CPU (2.00 GHz) under Linux Ubuntu 11.04 with 2 GB of memory. The algorithm has been
evaluated by considering 79 benchmark instances from the literature. The complete set of instances considers three data
subsets proposed by Tuzun and Burke (1999), Prins et al. (2004) (called ‘‘Prodhon Instances’’ in the following), and
Barreto (2004). In all the subsets, the customers and the depots are represented by points in the plane. Consequently, the
traveling cost of an edge is the Euclidean distance, multiplied by 100 and rounded up to the next integer (Prins et al.,
2004), or calculated as a double-precision real number (Tuzun and Burke (1999) and Barreto (2004)).
The ﬁrst data subset was proposed by Tuzun and Burke (1999), and contains 36 instances with uncapacitated depots. The
number of customers is n ¼ 100; 150 and 200. The number of potential depots is either 10 or 20. The vehicle capacity is set
to 150. The second data subset (containing the Prodhon instances) was introduced by Prins et al. (2004), and considers 30
instances with capacity constraints on routes and depots. The number of customers is n ¼ 20; 50; 100 and 200. The number
of potential depots is either 5 or 10. The vehicle capacity is either 70 or 150. Finally, the third data subset is proposed by
Barreto (2004), and considers 13 instances obtained by modifying some classical CVRP instances by adding new depots with
capacities and ﬁxed costs. The number of customers ranges from 21 to 150, and the number of potential depots from 5 to 10.

5.2. Comparison of algorithms
We compare the performance of algorithm GVTNS, described in Section 4, with some of the most effective heuristic algorithms proposed in the literature for the solution of the CLRP: GRASP + ELS of Duhamel et al. (2010), SALRP of Yu et al. (2010),
VNS + ILP of Pirkwieser and Raidl (2010), ALNS of Hemmelmayr et al. (2012), GRASP + ILP of Contardo et al. (2014b), 2-Phase
HGTS of Escobar et al. (2013), and MACO of Ting and Chen (2013).
In Tables 1–5, the following notation is used:

Table 1
Summarized results of Gap PBKS, NBKS and NIBS for algorithm GVTNS with and without the ’’granular’’ search approach.
Set

Size

Initial solution
Average Gap PBKS

Tuzun-Burke
Prodhon
Barreto
Total

36
30
13
79

1.88
1.46
2.04

0.69
0.32
0.66

1.01
0.76
1.11

592
265
160

1.75
0
0

0.55
28
5

0.93
15
1

397

Global Avg.
NBKS
NIBS

GVTNS with the granular approach
Average Gap PBKS
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GVTNS without the granular approach
Average Gap PBKS

Average CPU Time
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Set

Tuzun–Burke
Prodhon
Barreto
Total
halﬂine
Global Avg.
Total NBKS
Total NIBS
CPU
CPU index

Size GRASP + ELS

36
30
13
79

ALNS - 5000 K

GRASP + ILP

2-Phase HGTS

MACO

Gap Best
PBKS

CPU
time

Gap
PBKS

CPU
time

Gap Best
PBKS

Gap Avg.
PBKS

CPU
time⁄

Gap Best
PBKS

Gap Avg.
PBKS

CPU
time

Gap Best
PBKS

CPU
time

Gap Best
PBKS

Gap Avg.
PBKS

CPU
time⁄⁄

Gap
PBKS

CPU
time

Gap Best
PBKS

CPU
time⁄⁄

Gap
PBKS

CPU
time

1.23
1.06
0.07

607
258
188

1.42
0.41
0.29

826
422
161

0.08
-

0.90
-

7
-

0.37
0.39
0.15

0.83
0.67
0.24

830
451
177

0.11
0.21
0.05

8103
4221
1772

0.11
0.07
0.13

0.49
0.27
0.62

2590
1163
264

1.08
0.52
0.78

392
176
105

1.17
0.35
0.06

202
191
49

0.69
0.32
0.66

201
91
53

0.97
405
28
0
Core 2 Quad
(2.83 Ghz)
4373

SALRP

VNS + ILP

0.85
564
24
0
Core 2 Quad
(2.66 Ghz)
4046

ALNS - 500 K

16
2
2
0
Core2 Quad Q9550 (2.83
Ghz)
4049

0.34
0.67
579
29
17
4
0
AMD Opteron 275 (2.20
Ghz)
1234

0.14
5587
53
16
AMD Opteron
275 (2.20 Ghz)
1234

0.10
0.43
1665
39
15
16
0
Intel Xeon E5462 (3.00 Ghz)
9586

0.81
263
22
1
Core 2 Duo
(2.00 Ghz)
1398

GVTNS

0.67
173
26
0
Athlon XP 2500+
(1.83 Ghz)
374

0.55
135
28
5
Core 2 Duo
(2.00 Ghz)
1398

⁄

For each instance: average CPU time over 30 runs.
⁄⁄
For each instance: average CPU time over 10 runs.
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Table 2
Summarized best results for all the algorithms on the complete data set.
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350

Table 3
Best results for all algorithms on Tuzun-Burke Instances.
Instance PBKS

⁄

1467.68
1449.20
1394.80
1432.29
1167.16
1102.24
791.66
728.30
1238.49
1245.30
902.26
1018.29
1899.90
1823.53
1964.30
1792.80
1444.73
1434.63
1204.42
931.28
1694.18
1392.01
1198.28
1151.80
2243.40
2138.40
2209.30
2225.10
2073.73
1692.17
1453.18
1082.59
1954.70
1926.64
1762.03
1390.87

SALRP

ALNS - 500K

ALNS - 5000K

GRASP+ILP

2-Phase HGTS

MACO

GVTNS

Best
Cost

Gap CPU Cost
Best time
PBKS

Gap CPU Best
PBKS time Cost

Gap Avg.
Best Cost
PBKS

Gap CPU time
Avg.
PBKS

Best
Cost

Gap CPU Best
Best time Cost
PBKS

Gap Avg.
Best Cost
PBKS

Gap CPU Cost
Avg. time⁄
PBKS

Gap CPU Best
PBKS time Cost

Gap CPU Cost
Best time⁄
PBKS

1473.36
1449.20
1396.59
1432.29
1167.16
1102.24
792.03
728.30
1240.39
1246.00
902.30
1018.29
1944.57
1864.24
1992.41
1835.25
1453.78
1444.17
1219.86
945.81
1712.11
1402.94
1214.82
1155.96
2295.90
2203.57
2246.39
2265.53
2106.47
1779.05
1474.25
1085.69
2004.33
1964.40
1778.80
1453.82
1522.01
6
0

0.39
0.00
0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.15
0.06
0.00
0.00
2.35
2.23
1.43
2.37
0.63
0.66
1.28
1.56
1.06
0.79
1.38
0.36
2.34
3.05
1.68
1.82
1.58
5.13
1.45
0.29
2.54
1.96
0.95
4.53
1.23

0.65
1.50
0.99
0.00
0.86
0.74
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.56
2.84
4.14
4.75
0.48
0.59
1.45
0.15
0.36
1.57
1.71
1.55
0.64
3.60
5.60
2.31
4.56
1.88
1.82
1.10
0.56
2.02
0.28
0.97
0.40
1.42

0.00
0.20
0.01
0.08
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.10
0.00
0.00
1.20
1.34
0.59
0.75
0.19
0.75
0.05
0.02
0.03
0.61
0.03
0.02
0.97
2.09
1.10
0.26
0.43
1.09
0.37
0.25
0.51
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.37

0.54
1.07
0.41
0.62
0.50
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.15
0.23
0.00
0.03
2.09
1.85
2.30
2.55
0.31
0.86
0.12
0.20
0.37
0.83
0.08
0.22
1.55
2.54
1.74
1.71
0.97
2.35
0.62
0.32
0.83
1.33
0.12
0.32
0.83

1467.68
1449.20
1394.80
1432.29
1167.16
1102.24
791.66
728.30
1238.49
1245.31
902.26
1018.29
1914.41
1823.53
1975.83
1796.45
1444.73
1434.63
1204.42
931.28
1694.18
1392.01
1198.28
1151.80
2251.93
2159.93
2220.01
2230.94
2073.73
1692.17
1453.18
1082.74
1960.30
1926.64
1762.03
1391.68
1502.90
24
12

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.76
0.00
0.59
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.38
1.01
0.48
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.29
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.11

0.12
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.17
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.14
0.65
0.03
0.00
0.10
0.43
0.03
0.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.16
0.84
0.03
0.00
0.23
0.06
0.08
0.11

0.53
0.19
0.79
0.58
0.77
0.12
0.52
0.03
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.00
1.27
0.41
0.25
0.42
0.39
0.88
0.12
0.07
0.57
0.68
0.11
0.60
0.35
0.77
0.76
0.75
0.97
0.72
1.01
0.31
1.64
0.50
0.24
0.13
0.49

0.79
2.56
0.89
2.91
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.48
0.00
0.00
3.26
1.81
2.46
0.57
0.04
1.22
0.00
0.02
0.66
1.78
3.05
0.37
0.99
1.31
1.82
0.57
2.32
3.36
1.38
0.00
1.54
1.68
0.93
0.00
1.08

1.50
0.32
0.93
0.08
3.50
0.00
0.16
0.00
2.16
0.94
0.00
0.00
2.40
1.63
1.38
1.09
3.76
0.84
0.03
0.05
1.76
0.65
1.59
0.54
2.73
2.30
1.00
2.27
1.20
1.13
1.36
0.46
1.23
1.72
1.19
0.13
1.17

233
9
112
114
27
259
5
48
55
233
249
196
518
705
727
415
103
662
459
224
271
524
251
375
655
432
1566
2192
1521
618
514
1243
1451
1273
1398
2202
607

1477.24
1470.96
1408.65
1432.29
1177.14
1110.36
791.66
731.95
1238.49
1247.28
902.26
1024.02
1953.85
1899.05
2057.53
1801.39
1453.30
1455.50
1206.24
934.62
1720.81
1415.85
1216.84
1159.12
2324.10
2258.16
2260.30
2326.53
2112.65
1722.99
1469.10
1088.64
1994.16
1932.05
1779.10
1396.42
1526.41
4
0

369
274
231
420
348
342
360
418
300
428
291
316
743
835
456
833
750
828
752
842
742
833
756
837
1328
1455
1319
1428
1320
1400
1299
1429
1318
1412
1314
1427
826

1467.68
1452.14
1394.93
1433.42
1167.53
1102.24
791.66
728.30
1238.70
1246.52
902.26
1018.29
1922.70
1847.93
1975.83
1806.31
1447.43
1445.32
1204.98
931.49
1694.64
1400.50
1198.67
1152.01
2265.15
2183.05
2233.55
2230.94
2082.60
1710.67
1458.55
1085.29
1964.75
1926.64
1762.09
1393.06
1507.44
7
2

1475.67
1464.72
1400.49
1441.21
1173.04
1102.34
791.83
728.32
1240.31
1248.17
902.26
1018.56
1939.52
1857.29
2009.44
1838.51
1449.15
1446.91
1205.83
933.14
1700.39
1403.50
1199.27
1154.36
2278.27
2192.61
2247.75
2263.20
2093.78
1732.00
1462.15
1086.08
1971.01
1952.31
1764.16
1395.38
1515.64
1
0

275
321
244
376
489
373
739
384
357
445
321
386
504
635
664
485
1049
805
2197
982
1046
925
1375
911
944
847
907
860
1606
941
1861
812
968
740
2055
1038
830

8103

1469.40
1449.20
1394.90
1432.30
1169.10
1102.40
791.70
728.30
1238.49
1245.30
902.30
1018.29
1899.90
1825.30
1964.30
1792.80
1446.80
1443.90
1204.80
931.30
1695.90
1398.00
1198.60
1157.30
2243.40
2138.40
2209.30
2225.10
2077.80
1694.80
1465.40
1082.90
1954.70
1931.10
1763.10
1392.00
1502.18
13
9

1475.50
1452.00
1405.80
1440.60
1176.20
1103.60
795.80
728.50
1239.60
1246.30
902.80
1018.29
1924.10
1831.00
1969.30
1800.30
1450.40
1447.20
1205.90
931.90
1703.80
1401.50
1199.60
1158.70
2251.30
2154.90
2226.10
2241.70
2093.80
1704.40
1467.80
1086.00
1986.70
1936.20
1766.20
1392.70
1508.79
1
0

198
580
220
755
278
634
227
550
286
646
231
749
1640
3612
1275
3099
871
2738
2082
3734
938
2751
1010
3560
2805
5680
3004
6143
3462
8547
3471
5292
3865
9367
3766
5157
2590

1479.21
1486.27
1407.26
1474.01
1167.16
1102.24
791.66
728.30
1238.49
1251.22
902.26
1018.29
1961.75
1856.51
2012.69
1803.01
1445.25
1452.07
1204.42
931.49
1705.36
1416.74
1234.83
1156.05
2265.59
2166.43
2249.40
2237.81
2121.93
1749.10
1473.27
1082.59
1984.77
1958.98
1778.41
1390.87
1519.05
9
1

152
239
120
146
232
224
201
254
160
237
135
157
485
298
406
302
449
493
270
335
444
342
526
380
522
603
527
558
522
691
724
616
542
617
697
518
392

1489.68
1453.89
1407.78
1433.42
1208.04
1102.24
792.90
728.30
1265.27
1256.95
902.26
1018.29
1945.43
1853.22
1991.44
1812.34
1499.05
1446.63
1204.76
931.73
1724.02
1401.05
1217.29
1158.03
2304.67
2187.65
2231.46
2275.70
2098.56
1711.25
1472.93
1087.57
1978.74
1959.71
1782.94
1392.70
1520.22
4
0

71
46
61
54
80
65
95
65
77
50
61
69
227
101
201
141
206
163
218
150
226
123
241
130
461
231
428
234
570
277
544
317
387
230
406
269
202

1479.21 0.79 84
1485.28 2.49 126
1402.59 0.56 74
1463.23 2.16 99
1167.16 0.00 83
1102.24 0.00 105
791.66 0.00 96
728.30 0.00 126
1238.49 0.00 82
1247.27 0.16 127
902.26 0.00 71
1018.29 0.00 85
1933.67 1.78 179
1852.14 1.57 173
1983.09 0.96 184
1803.01 0.57 175
1443.32 0.10 186
1441.43 0.47 210
1204.42 0.00 128
931.28 0.00 177
1701.34 0.42 182
1416.74 1.78 175
1213.87 1.30 207
1151.80 0.00 208
2258.02 0.65 315
2166.20 1.30 300
2239.65 1.37 287
2236.73 0.52 351
2103.82 1.45 278
1717.92 1.52 433
1469.45 1.12 318
1082.46 0.01 349
1969.38 0.75 261
1935.74 0.47 344
1776.90 0.84 349
1391.50 0.05 317
1512.50 0.69 201
12
2

For each instance: average CPU time over 10 runs.
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111112
111122
111212
111222
112112
112122
112212
112222
113112
113122
113212
113222
131112
131122
131212
131222
132112
132122
132212
132222
133112
133122
133212
133222
121112
121122
121212
121222
122112
122122
122212
122222
123112
123122
123212
123222
Average
NBKS
NIBS

GRASP+ELS

Table 4
Best results for all algorithms on Prodhon Instances.
Instance

PBKS GRASP + ELS

SALRP

Best

Gap

CPU

Cost

Best

time

VNS + ILP

Cost

GRASP + ILP

2-Phase HGTS

CPU Avg.

Gap

CPU

Best

Gap

Avg.

Gap

CPU

Best

Gap

CPU

Best

Gap

Avg.

Gap

CPU

PBKS time Cost

Best

time Cost

Avg.

time⁄ Cost

Best

Cost

Avg.

time Cost

Best

time Cost

Best

Cost

Avg.

time⁄⁄

PBKS

PBKS

PBKS

PBKS

PBKS

PBKS

Cost

Gap

MACO

GVTNS

CPU Best

Gap

CPU

PBKS time Cost

Best

time⁄⁄

Cost

Gap

CPU

PBKS

time

PBKS

PBKS

20–5-1a

54793

54793

0.00

0

54793 0.00

20

54793 0.00

-

54890 0.18

1

54793 0.00

54793 0.00

39

54793 0.00

-

54793 0.00

54793 0.00

2

54793 0.00

3

54793 0.00

4

54793

0.00

2

20–5-1b

39104

39104

0.00

0

39104 0.00

15

39104 0.00

-

39104 0.00

1

39104 0.00

39104 0.00

54

39104 0.00

-

39104 0.00

39104 0.00

3

39104 0.00

4

39104 0.00

5

39104

0.00

3

-

48934 0.05

1

48945 0.08

20–5-2b

37542

37542

0.00

0

37542 0.00

15

37542 0.00

-

37542 0.00

1

37542 0.00

37542 0.00

67

37542 0.00

-

37542 0.00

37542 0.00

3

37542 0.00

4

37542 0.00

5

37542

0.00

3

50–5-1a

90111

48908

90111

48908

0.00

0.00

3

90111 0.00

75

90111 0.00

-

90389 0.31

2

90111 0.00

90111 0.00

101

90111 0.00

-

90111 0.00

90111 0.00

15

90402 0.32

27

90111 0.00

25

90111

0.00

13

0.00

0

48908 0.00

19

48908 0.00

63242 0.00

1

48908 0.00

48908 0.00

63242 0.00

38

65

48908 0.00

63242 0.00

-

-

48908 0.00

48908 0.00

3

48908 0.00

4

48945

0.08

2

50–5-1b

63242

63242

0

63242 0.00

58

-

63472 0.36

3

63242 0.00

63242 0.00

63281 0.06

18

64073 1.31

27

63242 0.00

21

63242

0.00

9

50–5-2a

88298

88643

0.39

11

88298 0.00

95

88298 0.00

-

89859 1.77

2

88443 0.16

88576 0.31

99

88298 0.00

-

88298 0.00

88333 0.04

18

89342 1.18

23

88298 0.00

24

89342

1.18

12

50–5-2b

67308

67308

0.00

16

67340 0.05

59

67308 0.00

-

68013 1.05

4

67340 0.05

67448 0.21

200

67308 0.00

-

67373 0.10

67436 0.19

22

68479 1.74

21

67308 0.00

20

67951

0.96

10

50–5-2bis

84055

84055

0.00

0

84055 0.00

75

84055 0.00

-

84208 0.18

3

84055 0.00

84119 0.08

107

84055 0.00

-

84055 0.00

84055 0.00

21

84055 0.00

23

84055 0.00

25

84126

0.08

8

50–5-2bbis

51822

51822

0.00

11

51822 0.00

66

51822 0.00

-

52131 0.60

5

51822 0.00

51840 0.03

98

51822 0.00

-

51883 0.12

51898 0.15

27

52087 0.51

29

51822 0.00

17

52213

0.75

9

50–5-3a

86203

86203

0.00

0

86456 0.29

74

86203 0.00

-

86728 0.61

2

86203 0.00

86262 0.07

101

86203 0.00

-

86203 0.00

86203 0.00

17

86203 0.00

66

86203 0.00

33

86203

0.00

18

50–5-3b

61830

61830

0.00

0

62700 1.41

58

61830 0.00

-

62905 1.74

3

61830 0.00

61830 0.00

137

61830 0.00

-

61830 0.00

61853 0.04

23

61830 0.00

38

61830 0.00

26

61885

0.09

20

275636 0.06

75

275457 276960

0.55

-

278292 1.03

276364 0.33

520 275524 0.02

-

275457 0.00

275628 0.06

220

276186 0.26 157

276220 0.28

117

276137

0.25

100–5-1b

213704 215854

1.01

68 216002 1.08

269 213973 0.13

-

216286 1.21

8

214735 0.48

215059 0.63

1190 213704 0.00

-

214056 0.16

214785 0.51

230

214892 0.56 136

214323 0.29

135

216154

1.15

100–5-2a

193671 194267

0.31

212 194124 0.23

349 193671 0.00

-

195022 0.70

4

193752 0.04

193903 0.12

463 193671 0.00

-

193708 0.02

194054 0.20

122

194625 0.49 145

194441 0.40

238

193896

0.12

76

100–5-2b

157095 157375

0.18

125 157150 0.04

212 157157 0.04

-

158217 0.71

5

157095 0.00

157157 0.04

859 157095 0.00

-

157178 0.05

157311 0.14

100

157319 0.14 193

157222 0.08

144

157180

0.05

82

100–5-1a

148 277035 0.57

349 275813 0.13

5

100–5-3a

200160 200345

0.09

141 200242 0.04

250 200160 0.00

-

201748 0.79

4

200305 0.07

200496 0.17

454 200246 0.04

-

200339 0.09

200394 0.12

97

201086 0.46 163

201038 0.44

200777

0.31

69

100–5-3b

152441 152528

0.06

221 152467 0.02

197 152466 0.02

-

154917 1.62

4

152441 0.00

152900 0.30

684 152441 0.00

-

152466 0.02

152814 0.24

100

153663 0.80 168

152722 0.18

152

153435

0.65

68

100–10-1a

287892 301418

4.70

48 291043 1.09

270 288540 0.23

-

291775 1.35

9

296877 3.12

299982 4.20

210 292868 1.73

-

287892 0.00

292657 1.66

2622

289755 0.65 277

291134 1.13

105

287864 0.01 203

236026 1.63

1067

100–10-1b

232230 269594 16.09

186 234210 0.85

203 232230 0.00

188 233146 0.39

-

234080 0.80

179

59

-

238059 2.51

10

235849 1.56

240829 3.70

238002 2.49 152

235348 1.34

82

232599

100–10-2a

243677 243778

0.04

260 245813 0.88

261 243677 0.00

-

245614 0.79

6

244740 0.44

245548 0.77

136 243829 0.06

-

243695 0.01

243851 0.07

236

245768 0.86

92

245263 0.65

123

245484

0.74

52

100–10-2b

203988 203988

0.00

139 205312 0.65

199 203988 0.00

-

205719 0.85

7

204016 0.01

204494 0.25

261 203988 0.00

-

203988 0.00

204253 0.13

259

204252 0.13

99

205524 0.75

85

204252

0.13

42

100–10-3a

250882 253511

1.05

164 250882 0.00

338 251128 0.10

-

255140 1.70

7

253801 1.16

254882 1.59

202 253722 1.13

-

252927 0.82

253610 1.09

723

254716 1.53 125

254302 1.36

113

254558

1.47

82

100–10-3b

204601 205087

0.24

203 205009 0.20

240 204706 0.05

-

207410 1.37

7

205609 0.49

206175 0.77

224 204601 0.00

-

204664 0.03

205110 0.25

584

205837 0.60 144

204786 0.09

79

205824

0.60

78

200–10-1a

475327 486467

2.34 1521 481002 1.19 1428 478349 0.64

-

481142 1.22

18

480883 1.17

483205 1.66

752 478951 0.76

-

475327 0.00

477656 0.49

3960

476778 0.31 671

478843 0.74

477009

0.35 320

200–10-1b

377327 382329

1.33

359 383586 1.66 1336 378631 0.35

-

381516 1.11

16

378961 0.43

380538 0.85

1346 378065 0.20

-

377327 0.00

378656 0.35

4006

378289 0.25 476

378351 0.27

562

377716

0.10 239

200–10-2a

449291 452276

0.66

112 450848 0.35 1796 449571 0.06

-

452374 0.69

17

450451 0.26

451750 0.55

1201 450377 0.24

-

449291 0.00

449797 0.11

4943

449951 0.15 483

451457 0.48

704

449006 0.06 231

942

200–10-2b

374575 376027

0.39 1610 376674 0.56 1245 375129 0.15

-

376836 0.60

16

374751 0.05

376112 0.41

-

374575 0.00

374996 0.11

3486

374961 0.10 530

374972 0.11

374717

0.04 290

200–10-3a

469870 478380

1.81 1596 473875 0.85 1776 471024 0.25

-

475345 1.17

18

475373 1.17

479366 2.02

1251 474087 0.90

-

469870 0.00

471272 0.30

4075

472321 0.52 624

475155 1.12

879

471978

0.45 330

200–10-3b

363103 365166

0.57

591 363701 0.16 1326 363907 0.22

-

365705 0.72

15

366902 1.05

366902 1.05

1137 366416 0.91

-

363103 0.00

363581 0.13

7888

363252 0.04 389

365401 0.63

491

362827 0.08 214

199630

1.06

258 197778 0.41

422 196911 0.08 -

198643 0.90

7

451 197357 0.21 4221 196776 0.07 197332 0.27 1163

197617 0.52 176

197657 0.35 191

Average
NBKS
NIBS

197852 0.39 198648 0.67

1349 374751 0.05

404

0.16 117

197229

12

10

16

2

12

7

18

16

7

6

12

9

0

0

2

0

2

0

4

5

0

0

0

3
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20–5-2a

⁄⁄

ALNS - 5000 K

Gap

CPU

PBKS

⁄

ALNS - 500 K

Best

Gap

91

For each instance: average CPU time over 30 runs.
For each instance: average CPU time over 10 runs.

351
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Table 5
Best results for all algorithms on Barreto Instances.
Instance

PBKS

GRASP + ELS

SALRP
CPU

Best

time

Cost

ALNS - 500 K
Gap

GRASP + ILP

2-Phase HGTS

Best Cost Gap

Avg. Cost Gap

CPU

Best Cost Gap

CPU

Best Cost Gap

Avg. Cost Gap

PBKS time

Best

Avg.

time

Best

time

Best

Avg.

PBKS

PBKS

PBKS

PBKS

PBKS
Christoﬁdes69-

ALNS - 5000 K

CPU

PBKS

CPU

Cost

Gap

time⁄

MACO

GVTNS

CPU

Best Cost Gap

PBKS time

Best

CPU

Cost

Gap

time⁄

CPU

PBKS time

PBKS

565.6

565.6

0.00

8

565.6

0.00

53

565.6

0.00

565.6

0.00

73

565.6

0.00

-

569.5

0.69

584.9

3.41

18

580.4

2.62

45

565.6

0.00

29

580.4

2.62

844.6

850.8

0.73

86

848.9

0.51

127

853.5

1.05

854.9

1.22

207

848.9

0.51

-

844.6

0.00

847.1

0.30

88

848.9

0.51

94

844.9

0.03

59

853.8

1.09

22
45

833.4

833.4

0.00

127

838.3

0.59

331

833.4

0.00

835.4

0.24

403

833.4

0.00

-

840.7

0.88

850.0

1.99

492

838.6

0.62

234

836.8

0.40

84

837.1

0.44

111

355.8

355.8

0.00

130

355.8

0.00

577

355.8

0.00

355.8

0.00

250

355.8

0.00

-

355.8

0.00

356.1

0.08

210

362.0

1.74

148

355.8

0.00

100

361.6

1.63

97

43952.3 43963.6

0.03

1697 45109.4

2.63

323

44309.0

0.81

44497.2

1.24

613

44004.9

0.12

-

43952.3

0.00

44263.5

0.71

1842 44578.9

1.43

456

44131.0

0.41

167

44578.9

1.43

199

50x5
Christoﬁdes6975x10
Christoﬁdes69100x10
Daskin95-88x8
Daskin95-150x10

0.00

0

0.00

25

Gaskell67-22x5

585.1

585.1

0.00

15

585.1

0.00

17

585.1

0.00

585.1

0.00

21

585.1

0.00

-

585.1

0.00

585.1

0.00

3

585.1

0.00

9

585.1

0.00

5

585.1

0.00

6

Gaskell67-29x5

Gaskell67-21x5

512.1

512.1

0.00

9

512.1

0.00

24

512.1

0.00

512.1

0.00

40

512.1

0.00

-

512.1

0.00

512.1

0.00

5

512.1

0.00

11

512.1

0.00

9

512.1

0.00

7

424.9

424.9

0.00

18

424.9

0.00

424.9

424.9

0.00

-

424.9

0.00

424.9

0.00

2

424.9

0.00

6

424.9

0.00

6

424.9

0.00

4

0.00

40

562.2

0.00

13

562.2

0.00

Gaskell67-32x5

562.2

562.2

0.00

18

562.2

0.00

27

562.2

0.00

562.2

0.00

58

562.2

0.00

-

562.2

0.00

562.2

0.00

6

562.2

Gaskell67-32x5

504.3

504.3

0.00

34

504.3

0.00

25

504.3

0.00

504.3

0.00

55

504.3

0.00

-

504.3

0.00

504.3

0.00

8

504.3

0.00

22

504.3

0.00

10

504.3

0.00

15

Gaskell67-36x5

460.4

460.4

0.00

0

460.4

0.00

32

460.4

0.00

460.4

0.00

61

460.4

0.00

-

460.4

0.00

460.4

0.00

9

460.4

0.00

39

460.4

0.00

13

460.4

0.00

22

3062.0

0.00

4

3062.0

0.00

11

3062.0

0.00

9

3062.0

0.00

7

5801.9

1.63

750

5890.6

3.18

252

5709.0

0.00

137

5789.0

1.40

134

4524.19 0.62

264

4554.65 0.78

105

4504.16 0.06

49

4547.06 0.66

53

Min92-27x5

3062.0

3062.0

0.00

35

3062.0

0.00

23

3062.0

0.00

3062.0

0.00

38

3062.0

0.00

-

3062.0

0.00

Min92-134x8

5709.0

5719.3

0.18

280

5709.0

0.00

522

5713.0

0.07

5732.6

0.41

460

5709.0

0.00

-

5719.3

0.18

4492.27 0.07

188

4579.85 0.29

161

4518.56 0.15

4534.81 0.24

177

4494.51 0.05

1772

4491.78 0.13

Average
NBKS
NIBS
⁄

424.9

10

10

10

9

11

10

7

7

10

7

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

For each instance: average CPU time over 10 runs.
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Instance
Cost
Best Cost
Avg. Cost
PBKS

BKS
NBKS
NIBS
CPU
CPU index
CPU time
Gap PBKS
Gap Best PBKS
Gap Avg. PBKS

instance name
solution cost obtained by the corresponding algorithm in one single run
best solution cost found by the corresponding algorithm over the executed runs
average solution cost found by the corresponding algorithm over the executed runs
cost of the previous best-known solution given by the minimum cost among those found by
algorithms GRASP + ELS, SALRP, VNS + ILP, ALNS-500 K, ALNS-5000 K, GRASP + ILP, 2-Phase HGTS,
and MACO
cost of the best known solution = min {PBKS, solution cost found by GVTNS}
number of best results (BKS) obtained by the corresponding algorithm
number of instances for which the corresponding algorithm is the only one which found BKS
CPU used by the corresponding algorithm
Passmark performance test for the corresponding CPU
running time in seconds on the CPU used by the corresponding algorithm;
percentage gap of the solution cost found by the corresponding algorithm in one single run with
respect to PBKS;
percentage gap of the best solution cost found by the corresponding algorithm over the executed
runs with respect to PBKS;
percentage gap of the average solution cost found by the corresponding algorithm over the
executed runs with respect to PBKS

In addition, for each instance, the solution costs which are equal to the corresponding BKS are reported in bold. Whenever
the considered algorithm is the only one which found the corresponding BKS value, the reported cost is underlined. Finally,
the CPU index of a CPU is given by the Passmark performance test (for further details see (PassMark, 2012)). This is a well
known benchmark test focused on CPU and memory performance. A higher value of the CPU index indicates that the corresponding CPU is faster.
5.3. Parameter settings
A suitable set of parameters and stop conditions, whose values are based on extensive computational tests on the benchmark instances, was selected for algorithm GVTNS. Initially, the values of all the parameters were set equal to the corresponding values used in Algorithm 2-Phase HGTS (see Escobar et al. (2013)), which generally obtained, for this latter
algorithm, good results. Then, for each parameter in turn (with the other parameters ﬁxed to the corresponding current values), two parameter values, different from the current one C have been considered: one value S, smaller than C with
S ¼ C  r, and the other one L, larger than C with L ¼ C þ r, where r ¼ 0:1 (initial value of C). For each of these two parameter values, algorithm GVTNS was executed on all the 79 benchmark instances, the value of the associated performance
index Gap PBKS (see Section 5.2) was evaluated, and the parameter value (S; C or L) corresponding to the minimum performance index value was selected as the current parameter value. In case the parameter value was changed with respect to its
current value, the above step was repeated until no change occurred. We observed that the most critical parameters are bo ,
bn , cd , cr : Parameters bo and bn control the value of b, i.e. the graph sparsiﬁcation, and hence the number of moves to be performed and the associated computing time. Larger values of b allow the algorithm to perform several moves before to obtain
a local optimum, while smaller values lead to shorter computing times. Parameters cd and cr are related to the penalization
scheme used to deal with infeasible solutions. In general, smaller values of these parameters allow the algorithm to consider
more moves (although many of them can lead to infeasible solutions), while larger values produce a more conservative
behavior of the algorithm, allowing it to obtain quickly feasible solutions. As a consequence, to obtain a good performance
of algorithm GVTNS, for what concerns both the quality of the solution found and the computing time, it is critical to deﬁne
appropriate values for all the previously mentioned parameters.
The values of the selected parameters are reported in the following:
Parameter

Selected value

bo
bn
Ns
Nr
N fact

1.80
2.40
2.00
1.00
10
0.0075
0.0050

cd
cr

(continued on next page)
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cmin
cmax
dred
dinc
Ng
tmin
tmax

1=FðS0 Þ
0.0400
0.30
2.00
1.50
3
10

These values have been utilized for the execution of all the considered instances. In addition, the Splitting Procedure (see
Step 5 of the initialization procedure described in Section 3.3) is executed for 3 iterations.
5.4. Evaluation of the effect of the granularity
We evaluate the impact of the granularity approach on the performance of algorithm GVTNS by executing it with and
without the granularity approach, and by ﬁxing, for each instance, the same maximum CPU time as stopping criterion. In
particular, the CPU time for each instance has been deﬁned as the CPU time spent by algorithm GVTNS, using the granularity
approach and the parameter values detailed in Sub Section 5.3, to solve the given instance.
The results corresponding to the execution of the algorithm with and without the granular search approach are summarized in Table 1. The results show that the granular search approach signiﬁcantly improves the performance of algorithm
GVTNS.
5.5. Comparison of the most effective algorithms
In Tables 2–5, we compare algorithm GVTNS with the most effective heuristics proposed for the solution of the CLRP, i.e.,
as previously mentioned, algorithms GRASP + ELS of Duhamel et al. (2010), SALRP of Yu et al. (2010), VNS + ILP of Pirkwieser
and Raidl (2010), ALNS of Hemmelmayr et al. (2012), GRASP + ILP of Contardo et al. (2014b), 2-Phase HGTS of Escobar et al.
(2013) and MACO of Ting and Chen (2013). In the tables, we report the results as presented in the corresponding papers.
The recent algorithms GRASP + PR of Prins et al. (2007), MAjPM of Prins et al. (2006b) and LRGTS of Prins et al. (2006a) are
dominated by algorithm GRASP + ELS, proposed by Duhamel et al. (2010), and the corresponding results are not reported in
Tables 2–5.
For each instance, algorithm GRASP + ELS has been executed ﬁve times and only the best solution found over the ﬁve runs
is reported. In addition, it is to note that the CPU time reported for each instance represents the time required to ﬁnd the best
solution within the corresponding run. The results reported for algorithm SALRP correspond to a single run of the algorithm.
Algorithm VNS + ILP has been computationally evaluated only on the second data subset (Prodhon instances). The results
reported for algorithm VNS + ILP correspond, for each instance, to the average cost found and to the average CPU time over
thirty runs, and to the best cost found by considering several versions of the algorithm with thirty runs for each version (the
corresponding CPU time has not been reported). For algorithm ALNS, for each instance, the best and the average costs over
ﬁve runs for 500 K iterations (ALNS – 500 K), as well as the best costs over ﬁve runs for 5000 K iterations (ALNS – 5000 K), are
reported. The CPU time reported for each instance corresponds to the total running time of the corresponding algorithm
(only the global average CPU time for each data subset has been reported for ALNS – 5000 K). Algorithms GRASP + ILP
and MACO have been executed for ten runs. The results reported for algorithm GRASP + ILP correspond, for each instance,
to the best and to the average costs found, and to the average CPU time over the ten runs. The results reported for algorithm
MACO correspond, for each instance, to the best cost found and to the average CPU time over the ten runs. Finally, the results
reported for Algorithms 2-Phase HGTS and GVTNS correspond to a single run of the algorithm.
Table 2 shows a summary of the results found by the algorithms on the complete data set, while Tables 3–5 show the
detailed results for the three considered data sets. For what concerns a comparison among the reported CPU times, it is necessary to take into account the different speeds of the CPUs used in the computational experiments. In addition, for the algorithms reporting average values of the CPU times, i.e. algorithms GRASP + ILP and MACO which execute ten runs for each
instance, the CPU times corresponding to the best found costs should be multiplied times the number of executed runs.
As previously mentioned, the CPU times corresponding to the best costs found by algorithm VNS + ILP are not reported in
Pirkwieser and Raidl (2010), but they seem to be large.
As shown in Table 2, for what concerns the global average value of Gap PBKS, algorithm GVTNS obtains better results than
those obtained by algorithms GRASP + ELS, SALRP, 2-Phase HGTS and MACO. Note that the average and best results on the
complete data set are not available for algorithm VNS + ILP, therefore a global comparison with this algorithm cannot be performed. In addition, by considering the global average value of the gaps corresponding to the average costs computed over
several runs (Gap Avg. PBKS), Table 2 shows that algorithm GVTNS obtains results better than those obtained (in comparable
CPU times) by algorithm ALNS – 500 K, and slightly worse than those obtained (in much larger CPU times) by algorithm
GRASP + ILP. The best results on the global average value of Gap Best PBKS are obtained, with very large CPU times, by algo-
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rithms GRASP + ILP and ALNS-5000 K. By taking into account the big difference of the corresponding CPU times, it is difﬁcult
to make a direct comparison of the quality of the solutions found by algorithm GVTNS with respect to the best results
reported for algorithms GRASP + ILP and ALNS-5000 K.
For what concerns the number NBKS of the best known solutions found and the number NIBS of instances for which the
corresponding algorithm is the only one which ﬁnds the best known solution, algorithms ALNS-5000 K and GRASP + ILP are
again the best ones, while algorithms ALNS-500 K (Best solution) and GVTNS have comparable behaviors (although the former algorithm has larger CPU times). Finally, it is to note that algorithm GVTNS is able to ﬁnd, within short CPU times, 28
best known solutions and to improve the previous best known solution for 5 instances.
As for the global CPU time, algorithm GVTNS is faster than the previous published algorithms which are able to ﬁnd the
best results in terms of average gaps and number of best known solutions. Algorithm VNS + ILP takes smaller average CPU
times, but the corresponding average solution quality is clearly worse than that of the proposed method. Algorithm MACO
seems to require smaller CPU times than algorithm GVTNS, but since only the average computing times over ten runs are
reported for the former algorithm, instead of the complete running times for executing the ten runs, a comparison between
the two algorithms may be biased.
6. Concluding remarks
We have proposed a new metaheuristic algorithm, called GVTNS and based on the Granular Tabu Search and the Variable
Neighborhood Search approaches, for the solution of the CLRP. The computational experiments emphasize the importance of
the granular search approach, by showing that it signiﬁcantly improves the performance of algorithms GVTNS. We have also
compared the performance of algorithm GVTNS with that of the most recent effective published heuristics for the CLRP on a
set of benchmarking instances from the literature. The results show the effectiveness of algorithm GVTNS, which is able to
improve some best known results within short computing times.
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Abstract. This paper describes a real production planning and scheduling problem found
in bulk cargo terminals. In this work, the planning and scheduling problem is defined, a
mathematical programming model is proposed, and solutions are obtained through the use
of heuristics and a commercial optimization package. Computational results show that the
proposed approach is able to produce good solutions for large instances (compatible with
real cases) for which optimization packages are not able to provide solutions.

1

Introduction

Along with the growth of international trade have come concerns regarding the meeting of deadlines, cost reduction, and the environment. These factors push producers, customers, port operators,
ship owners, and other actors in international trade to find minimal cost solutions. In this scenario,
the port terminal is a fundamental part of this process. The optimization of its activities, particularly the reduction of cargo transit time and the reliability of operations, is directly reflected in
time savings, reductions of fines, and, consequently, profit increases for the terminal operators and
their customers.
The problem investigated in this paper can be defined as follows: lets consider a variety of
products arriving at a port terminal (supply), they need to be transferred to meet the demand in
a set of pier or to a local storage area. To make this transfer, products need a feasible route of
equipment. The planning problem must take decisions regarding when to move the material and
where to move it, and the scheduling problem deals with making the planning feasible, that is,
determining a route of equipment to be use at each time period. Different routes have different
capacities. They may share equipment creating conflicts when used during the same time period. In
the remainder of this article, this problem will be called the Product Flow Planning and Scheduling
Problem, or P F P SP .
The main contributions of this article are related to the use of a hierarchical framework to solve
a production planning, stockyard allocation and scheduling problems for the delivery of products.
The methodology uses a combination of heuristics and mathematical formulations.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the literature review.
Section 3 defines the problem. Section 4 presents some sets and variables used in the mathematical
formulation. Section 5 discusses the solution strategy applied. Section 6 is dedicated to computational experiments and the manuscript ends with conclusions.

2

Literature Review

The challenges arising from integrating production and logistic operations promote research focusing on productivity increase, cost reduction, and the generation of value in endeavors. Various
studies in this line of research, such as those by ([3], [20], [24], [8] and [21]), stress the need for
integrated solutions that take into account the problems associated with the three levels: strategic,
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tactical, and operational. These studies in particular address themes associated with the supply
chain involving the mine-railway-port system.
The main problem study in this article involves the flow of products between reception, stockyard and ships. The primary contributions from the literature are related to the product flow
in bulk cargo terminals (iron ore, coal, grains). The references highlighted below are related to
mathematical models and exact and heuristic algorithms for problems in this sector.
Bilgen et. all [4], study the problem of blending and allocating ships for grain transportation.
Conradie et. al [12] address the optimization of the flow of products (in this case coal) between
mines and factory. Byung [17], study the allocation of products in the stockyard. Barros et. all [1]
develop an integer linear programming model for the problem of allocating berths in conjunction
with the storage conditions of the stockyard. Boland et. all [7] address the problem of managing
coal stockpiles in Australia. In the study, it is necessary to choose which equipment will be used
for transporting goods to be piled in the stockyard (preferably near the berth where the ship
will be loaded), and how to synchronize the whole process. Singh [24] present a mixed-integer
programming model for the problem of planning the capacity expansion of the coal production
chain in Australia. Finally, [22] proposes an integrated model for the integrated berth allocation
and yard assignment problem in bulk ports.
Although these research works address various important aspects of the challenges found in
bulk cargo terminals, we did not find articles investigating the integration of product flow and
scheduling routes. Such problematic is very usual and must be solved in several bulk terminals.
However, various efforts have been made to solve Planning and Scheduling problems, such as in
[13], [23], [9], [14] and [10]. More recently, [19], [11] and [25] also address integrated problems.

3

Problem Description

The infrastructure of a port terminal is directly associated with the type of cargo to be handled.
Fundamentally, port terminals can be categorized into container and bulk terminals. Generally
speaking, research efforts have been greatest regarding solutions for container terminals.
A port terminal for bulk cargo essentially consists of the following components: piers and
berths (where ships dock to load and unload cargo) and one or several storage areas (product
stockyards). The connection of the port with the land can be through various modes of transport
(railway, highway, pipeline) that facilitate the disposal of products to customers or the receipt of
products from suppliers (mines, agricultural producers, power plants) to load onto ships.
The flow of products between ships, stockyards, and the transport system is performed using
specific equipment: conveyor belts, trucks, ore stackers, and reclaimers, among others. The availability and capacities of the equipment and the storage limits of the stockyards are factors that
define the capacity of the terminal to fulfill the shipping contracts. Ship loading/unloading delays
at the terminal (demurrage) or even loading/unloading ahead of schedule (dispatch) result in a
fine, for the terminal operator in the event of demurrage or for the ship owner in the event of
dispatch
To better understand the planning and scheduling problem consider the following scenario.
There is a set of supply nodes or reception subsystem, where products are available for transportation, stockyards and demand nodes (berths). Specialized equipment with predefined capacities is
used to transport the products within the network. An equipment route between nodes has a given
capacity and handle one product at a time. Figure 1 provides a schematic representation of the
problem.
The number of routes is limited and they may share equipment. Thus, if two different products
are assigned to routes sharing equipment, these routes must be active at non-overlapping intervals.
Figure 2 shows a case where two routes (routes 1 and 2) share the same equipment.
In real cases, various types of equipment can be used for cargo transportation, e.g., car dumpers,
conveyor belts, stackers, reclaimers, shiploaders, trains, silos and trucks. Similarly, various products
can be handled, e.g., iron ore, coal, fertilizers, corn, soy, and peanuts.
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Fig. 1. Reception, stockyards and berths.

Fig. 2. Routes with shared equipments.

4

PFPSP Formulation

The PFPSP mathematical model was initially proposed in [18]. All production is planned for a
given time horizon, divided into T periods. Product supply is related to the arrival of a train, and
demand is related to the arrival of a ship. Routes are classified into three types: routes x that
transport products from the Reception to the Stockyard, routes y from the Reception to the Ships,
and routes z from the Stockyard to the Ships. The main challenges are the allocation of products
in the stockyard and the allocation and scheduling of routes that fulfill demands and supplies. The
sets, parameters, variables, and equations of the model are described next.
Table 1. Set definition and Input parameters for the PFPSP model
Set Description
T
Set of periods.
P
S
Rx
Rsx
Ry
Rz
Rsz
M
x
Rm
y
Rm
z
Rm

R
N
E

Parameter Description
apt
Supply of product p at the beginning of
period t.
Set of products.
dnpt
Demand of product p at a ship moored
at berth n at the beginning of period t.
Set of storage sub-areas.
K
High-value constant.
s
Set
of
routes
(Recep- lpt
Storage capacity of subarea s for product
tion/Stockyard).
p in period t.
Subset of routes x that reach bm
Capacity of equipment m (in ton/hour).
subarea s.
Set of routes (Reception/Piers). jtm
Available time (in hours) for the use of
equipment m in period t.
Set of routes (Stockyard/Pier). Ht
Total time in period t (in hours).
Subset of routes z from subarea
s.
Set of equipment.
crx
Capacity (in tons/hour) of route r ∈ Rx .
Subset of routes x that use cry
Capacity (in tons/hour) of route r ∈ Ry .
equipment m.
Subset of routes y that use equip- crz
Capacity (in tons/hour) of route r ∈ Rz .
ment m.
Subset of routes z that use equip- βnpt
Penalty for not meeting the demand of a
ment m.
ship moored at berth n with product p in
period t.
Set of all available routes. R = αpt
Penalty for not meeting the supply at the
x
y
z
R ∪R ∪R .
reception of product p in period t.
s
Set of available mooring berths. γpp
Preparation cost associated with replac0t
ing product p by product p0 in subarea s
at period t.
Pairs of routes that share at least λpp0
Cost associated with the loss of income
one piece of equipment to transby replacing product p by product p0 to
port products.
meet the demand of product p. When p =
p0 , λpp0 = 0.
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Table 1 defines the sets used for PFPSP modeling and gives the input parameters of the
model, which define the capacity limits for periods, storage subareas, equipment, routes, and costs
associated with the objective function.
Table 2 shows all decision variables used in PFPSP modeling. These variables are associated
with the allocation of storage subareas and the allocation and scheduling of routes and for returning
which demands were not met in each period.
Table 2. Variable Definition
Variable
s
fpt

Description
Has unit value when subarea s is allocated for product p in period
t.
Has a value of 1 when product p has been replaced with product
p0 at period t. This replacement can occur only when the amount
of product p in subarea s has been exhausted in the preceding
period t − 1.
Time taken in period t to transport product p from the reception
to the stockyard using route r ∈ Rx
Time taken to transport product p0 to meet the demand of product
p in period t using route r from sets Ry and Rz . When p’ is equal
to p, the product delivered is the same as was requested.
Amount of product p stored at subarea s in period t.
Represents the amount of product p in the Reception subsystem
that was not delivered at the end of period t.
Represents the amount of product p that was not delivered at
mooring berth n at the end of period t.
Start time for the processing operation using route r ∈ R in period
r
r
t. For each variable xrpt , ypp
0 t and zpp0 t , there is one start time
(trpp0 t ). When trpp0 t is associated with xrpt , p and p’ are the same
product.
Binary variable. It has a value of 1 if the product p’ used to meet
the demand of product p uses the route r from set R in period t.
For all r ∈ Rx , p = p0 .

s
Sfpp
0t

xrpt
r
r
ypp
0 t , zpp0 t

espt
IRpt
IPnpt
trpp0 t

urpp0 t
0

Binary variable. It has a value of 1 if the product p or p0 (used
to meet p) precedes the product p̂ or p̂0 (used to meet p̂) in the
conflicting routes r,r’ ∈ E in period t.

rr
θpp
0 p̂p̂0 t

Follow how the objective function and each constraint of PFPSP are formulated.
The objective function (1) seeks to minimize the penalty of not meeting the supply of products
at the Reception subsystem, the penalty of not meeting the demand of ships, the cost of product
allocation in the stockyard and the cost of using routes to transport products.
min f (z) =

XX

αpt IRpt +

p∈P t∈T

+

XX

s ∈S

+

X XX

n ∈N

X

X

σ

r

crx xrpt +

r∈Rx

X

crz (

r∈Rz

X

p0 ∈P

r
0t) +
zpp

λpp0 (

p∈P p0 ∈P t∈T

(crx xrpt )

+

p∈P t∈T r∈Rx

X

X XX

s
s
0 t Sfpp0 t +
γpp

p∈P p0 ∈(P ∪0) t∈T

XX X

βnpt IPnpt

p∈P t∈T

X XX X

X

r
0t +
cry ypp

r∈Ry

cry (

r∈Ry

X

cry (

r∈Ry

X

p0 ∈P

X

p0 ∈P

esp(t+1) = espt +

X

r
0t) +
σ r (cry ypp

x
r∈Rs

r
0 t ) − IPnp(t−1) + IPnpt = dnpt ,
ypp

s
espt ≤ lpt
,

X

crz (

z
r∈Rs

X

zpr0 pt ),

p0 ∈P

X XX X

z
r∈Rm

p0 ∈P

(2)

∀n ∈ N, ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.

(3)

∀s ∈ S, ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.

∀s ∈ S, ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.

y

r∈Rm
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p0 ∈P

(1)

∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.

X X rx r
X rz X r
X ry X r
(
c xpt +
c (
zpp0 t ) +
c (
ypp0 t )) ≤ jtm bm ,

x
p∈ P r∈Rm

r
0t)
σ r (crz zpp

p∈P p0 ∈P t∈T r∈Rz

ypr0 pt ) − IRp(t−1) + IRpt = apt ,

crx xrpt −

r
0t)
crz zpp

r∈Rz

p∈P p0 ∈P t∈T r∈Ry

X

X

(4)
(5)

∀m ∈ M, ∀t ∈ T.

(6)
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X

s
fpt
= 1,

∀s ∈ S, ∀t ∈ T.

p∈ (P ∪0)

∀s ∈ S, ∀t ∈ T, ∀p ∈ P, ∀p0 ∈ (P ∪ 0), p 6= p0 .

s
s
s
0 t ≥ fp,(t−1) + fp0 t − 1,
Sfpp

s
s
lpt
fpt
− espt ≥ 0,
s
s
lpt
fpt
−

X

∀s ∈ S, ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.

crx xrpt ≥ 0,

x
r∈Rs

(7)

(9)

∀s ∈ S, ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T

(10)

∀p, p0 ∈ P, p = p0 , ∀t ∈ T, ∀r ∈ Rx

xrpt ≤ Ht urpp0 t ,

(8)

(11)

r
r
0 t ≤ Ht upp0 t ,
ypp

∀p, p0 ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T, ∀r ∈ Ry

(12)

r
r
0 t ≤ Ht upp0 t ,
zpp

∀p, p0 ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T, ∀r ∈ Rz

(13)

0

0

0

r
r
r
rr
0 p̂p̂0 t ) + tp̂p̂0 t ≥ tpp0 t + xpt
Ht (1 − urpp0 t ) + Ht (1 − urp̂p̂0 t ) + Ht (1 − θpp

(14)

Ht (1 −

(15)

urpp0 t )

+ Ht (1

0
− urp̂p̂0 t )
x

+

rr 0
0 p̂p̂0 t )
Ht (θpp

+

trpp0 t

≥

0
trp̂p̂0 t

+

0
xrp̂t

∀(r, r0 ) ∈ E, (r, r0 ) ∈ R , ∀p = p0 ∈ P, ∀p̂ = p̂0 ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T
0

0

0

rr
r
r
r
0 p̂p̂0 t ) + tp̂p̂0 t ≥ tpp0 t + xpt
Ht (1 − urpp0 t ) + Ht (1 − urp̂p̂0 t ) + Ht (1 − θpp

(16)

Ht (1 −

(17)

urpp0 t )

0

+ Ht (1 −
x

0

0
urp̂p̂0 t )
y

+

rr 0
0 p̂p̂0 t )
Ht (θpp
0

+ trpp0 t
0

≥

0
trp̂p̂0 t

+

0
yp̂rp̂0 t

∀(r, r ) ∈ E, r ∈ R , r ∈ R , ∀p = p ∈ P, ∀p̂, p̂ ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T
0

0

0

rr
r
r
r
0 p̂p̂0 t ) + tp̂p̂0 t ≥ tpp0 t + xpt
Ht (1 − urpp0 t ) + Ht (1 − urp̂p̂0 t ) + Ht (1 − θpp

(18)

Ht (1 −

(19)

urpp0 t )

+ Ht (1 −

0
urp̂p̂0 t )
z

+

rr 0
0 p̂p̂0 t )
Ht (θpp
0

+ trpp0 t
0

≥

0
trp̂p̂0 t

+

0
zp̂rp̂0 t

∀(r, r0 ) ∈ E, r ∈ Rx , r0 ∈ R , ∀p = p ∈ P, ∀p̂, p̂ ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T
0

0

0

rr
r
r
r
0 p̂p̂0 t ) + tp̂p̂0 t ≥ tpp0 t + ypp0 t
Ht (1 − urpp0 t ) + Ht (1 − urp̂p̂0 t ) + Ht (1 − θpp

(20)

Ht (1 −

(21)

urpp0 t )

0

+ Ht (1 −
0

0
urp̂p̂0 t )

+
0

y

rr 0
0 p̂p̂0 t )
Ht (θpp
0

+

trpp0 t

∀(r, r ) ∈ E, (r, r ) ∈ R , ∀p, p , p̂, p̂ ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T
0

0

≥

0
trp̂p̂0 t

+

0
yp̂rp̂0 t

0

rr
r
r
r
0 p̂p̂0 t ) + tp̂p̂0 t ≥ tpp0 t + zpp0 t
Ht (1 − urpp0 t ) + Ht (1 − urp̂p̂0 t ) + Ht (1 − θpp
0

rr 0
pp0 p̂p̂0 t

Ht (1 − urpp0 t ) + Ht (1 − urp̂p̂0 t ) + Ht (θ
0

0

0

z

0

0

0

) + trpp0 t ≥ trp̂p̂0 t + zp̂rp̂0 t

(22)
(23)

∀(r, r ) ∈ E, (r, r ) ∈ R , ∀p, p , p̂, p̂ ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T
0

0

0

rr
r
r
r
0 p̂p̂0 t ) + tp̂p̂0 t ≥ tpp0 t + zpp0 t
Ht (1 − urpp0 t ) + Ht (1 − urp̂p̂0 t ) + Ht (1 − θpp

(24)

Ht (1 −

(25)

urpp0 t )

+ Ht (1 −

0
urp̂p̂0 t )
y

+

rr 0
0 p̂p̂0 t )
Ht (θpp
0
0

+

trpp0 t

∀(r, r0 ) ∈ E, r ∈ Rz , r0 ∈ R , ∀p, p , p̂, p̂ ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T

trpp0 t + xrpt ≤
trpp0 t ≥

t−1
X

t
X

Hi

≥

0
trp̂p̂0 t

+

0
yp̂rp̂0 t

(26)

i=1

Hi

(27)

i=1
x

∀r ∈ R , ∀p = p0 ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T
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r
0t ≤
trpp0 t + ypp

trpp0 t ≥

t−1
X

t
X

Hi

(28)

i=1

Hi

(29)

i=1
y

∀r ∈ R , ∀p, p0 ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T

r
0t ≤
trpp0 t + zpp

trpp0 t ≥

t−1
X

t
X

Hi

(30)

i=1

Hi

(31)

i=1
z

∀r ∈ R , ∀p, p0 ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T
xrpt ≥ 0,
r
ypp0 t ≥ 0,
r
0 t ≥ 0,
zpp
espt ≥ 0,

∀r ∈ Rx , ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.

∀r ∈ Ry , ∀p, p0 ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.

∀r ∈ Rz , ∀p, p0 ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.
∀s ∈ S, ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.

IRpt ≥ 0,

IPnpt ≥ 0,

0≤

s
0t
Sfpp

s
fpt
∈ {0, 1},

≤ 1,

trpp0 t

urpp0 t
rr 0
0 p̂p̂0 t
θpp

∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.

∈ {0, 1},

∀s ∈ S, ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.

∈ {0, 1},

0

∀r ∈ R, ∀p, p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.
0

∀r ∈ R, ∀p, p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.
0

0

0

(34)
(35)
(36)

∀n ∈ N, ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.

∀s ∈ S, ∀p ∈ P, ∀p0 ∈ (P ∪ 0), p 6= p0 , ∀t ∈ T.

≥ 0,

(32)
(33)

∀r, r ∈ E, ∀p, p , p̂, p̂ ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T.

(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)

Constraints (2) formulate the meeting of the supply at the Reception subsystem. As previously
stated, meeting the supply at this subsystem consists of unloading the trains, and therefore, these
constraints guarantee that unmet supplies are updated. The unmet supplies IRp0 at period zero
are an input data of the problem. Meeting the demand at the Pier subsystem, i.e., loading cargo
onto the ships, is imposed by constraints (3). The unmet demands (IPnp0 ) at period zero are an
input data of the problem.
Constraints (4) guarantee that stocks are kept up-to-date at each subarea. Constraints (5)
define the storage capacity of each subarea. Constraints (6) ensure that no equipment will have
its capacity exceeded. Constraints (6) allow two routes that share the same equipment to be used
simultaneously as long as they do not exceed its capacity. Constraints (7) control the stockyard
allocation. Once a subarea is allocated for a product, it cannot be used for any other product in the
s
same period. When a subarea is empty, the product 0 is allocated to it, i.e., f0t
= 1. Constraints (8)
s
control the replacement of products in a subarea. If Sfpp
0 t = 1, then product p has been replaced
with p0 at period t. The requirement that there can be only one product p stockpiled at a subarea
s in period t if the stockyard allocation decision variable is valued 1 is enforced by constraints (9)
and (10). If a route r at period t is used (urpp0 t = 1) to carry a product p or p0 , constraints (11, 12
and 13) guarantee that its availability and capacity (measured in hours) are met.
Equations (14) and (15) define disjunctive constraints for each pair of conflicting routes (r, r0 ∈
E) and (r, r0 ) ∈ Rx . They also establish the order of products p and p̂ sharing equipment. If
rr 0
0
0
θpp
0 p̂p̂t = 1, (15) is redundant, and (14) ensures that product p or (p ) precedes p̂ or (p̂ ) and that
rr 0
the start time of p̂ is greater than the start time of p; if θpp0 p̂p̂t = 0, p̂ precedes p. The same is true for
all the other pairs of conflicting routes (r, r0 ∈ E) such that r ∈ Rx and r0 ∈ Ry constraints (16,17);
r ∈ Rx and r0 ∈ Rz constraints (18,19); r, r0 ∈ Ry constraints (20,21); r, r0 ∈ Rz constraints (22,23),
and r ∈ Rz and r0 ∈ Ry constraints (24,25). Constraints (26,27), (28,29) and (30,31) ensure that a
product cannot be introduced before or after the period in which it is established in the production
plan. Finally, constraints (32 to 42) define the nonnegativity and integrality constraints.
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5

Solution approach

To solving the PFPSP problem, we adopt a hierarchical approach where production planning and
scheduling are solved separately. Figure 3 presents the solution strategy.

Fig. 3. Solution strategy

In this approach, production planning and scheduling are solved period by period. In the production phase, a relaxed version of the PFPSP is solved through a commercial solver. In this
version, scheduling and integrality constraints are relaxed. In the remainder of this article, this
r
r
relaxed problem will be called relaxed PFPSP. The production variables (xrpt , ypp
0 t and zpp0 t ) are
sent to the scheduling phase to select and schedule the routes for a given period t. The scheduling
phase defines the start time and the end time for each task, considering the sharing of equipment
among the selected routes.
If a feasible schedule is not found, we transfer activities to the following period (backlog). This
transfer is carried out as follows: If only part of the task is unfeasible in the period t, a new task is
created in t + 1, considering its length only part unprocessed in t. If the task completely violated
the period t, the task is completely sent to the period t + 1. In case of finding a feasible schedule,
we just move towards the next period. The Figure 4 illustrates this procedure: Task 6 has been
completed after the time period. Therefore, a part of your processing time will be transferred to
the following period and scheduled with other tasks.
5.1

Production Phase

At this phase, the method solves a capacitated Lot sizing. The problem allocates products into
sub-areas, with the aim of selecting the best sub-area for each product. While the Lot sizing is
easily solved by a commercial solver, the allocation of products considers several integer variables,
making the problem harder to be solved. Therefore we use a relax-and-fix strategy to efficiently
solve the allocation problem.
The relax-and-fix heuristic works by fixing decision variables in a sequence until reaching a
feasible solution. In our case, we first deal with the number of products allocated in each sub-area,
s
variable fpt
, selecting the variable with more allocated products. The relaxed PFPSP is solved
s
again, and the process is repeated until reaching a feasible set of variables fpt
. In a similar fashion,
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Fig. 4. Transferring tasks (Backlog)

the algorithm works fixing fractional variables. In an iterative procedure, the variable of the subarea with the largest fractional value is set to one. By the end of the production phase, an integer
solution is found (considering the allocation problem and lot sizing) for each period of the time
horizon. After that, the scheduling problem is solved in the Scheduling Phase.
5.2

Scheduling Phase

The PFPSP production variables define the product type, the quantity and the route used to
transport the products. The scheduling problem consists of establishing the start and end times
for these tasks, considering incompatibility restrictions. Preemption is not allowed and the objective
is to minimize the makespan. Hereafter, this scheduling problem is called the scheduling problem
with incompatibility jobs (SPIJ).
The SPIJ is not a new problem, many solutions have been proposed in the literature, such as
scheduling with incompatible jobs [6], scheduling jobs using an agreement graph [2], and multicoloring and job-scheduling [5]. Previous works as [6], [16], have shown that the SPIJ and several
variations are NP-Hard.
5.3

SPIJ Heuristic

To efficiently find good solutions, a greedy randomized search procedure (GRASP) was implemented. GRASP is an iterative algorithm proposed by Feo and Resende [15] that basically consists
of two phases, greedy construction and local search. The greedy construction phase builds a feasible solution s, whereas the local search investigates the neighborhood of s, searching for better
solutions. The main phases of the heuristic are described in the following.
1: procedure Grasp-Scheduling()
2:
jobs = Production variables (relaxed PFPSP);
3:
for i=1 do MaxIteration
4:
Solution = GreedyRandomizedConstruction(Seed);
5:
Solution = LocalSearch(Solution);
6:
Solution = UpdateSolution(Solution, BestSolution);
7:
end for
8:
Return BestSolution;
9: end procedure

.

At each iteration of procedure GreedyRandomizedConstruction, the algorithm considers the jobs
extracted from planning not yet scheduled, as the list of candidate elements. A greedy solution
for the SPIJ is constructed as follows: Select randomly a job i from list of candidate elements at
random. Next, define the lowest start time for the job, keeping already scheduled jobs that conflict
with i without overlapping. Once all jobs are scheduled, a feasible solution for the SPIJ is provided.
The local search consists in exchanging the order of jobs found in the greedy construction phase.
Two neighborhoods are explored. The first consists of exchanging the first and the last job of the
sequence, then the second and the penultimate, etc. The second neighborhood explores exchanges
between job pairs, i.e., the first and the second are exchanged with the last and the penultimate,
following the same sequence of the first neighborhood.
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6

Computational Experiments

The experiments are performed based on an real product flow problem in an iron ore port terminal
in Brazil, recognized as one of the largest worldwide. The basic parameters are the number of
periods, the products and the routes. In general, they work with seven periods of one day or fourteen
periods of twelve hours. Table 3 highlights the main parameters used to create the instances. The
s
r
parameters αpt , βnpt , γp,p
are part of the PFPSP formulation.
0 ,t , λpp0 and σ
Table 3. Data used to generate the instances
Parameter
Stockyard
Delivery
Equipment
αpt
βnpt
s
γp,p
0 ,t
λpp0

σr

Description
The product storage area is divided into four stockyards.
Two berths: two ships can be loaded simultaneously at berth 1.
Five car dumpers, four ore reclaimers, three stackers/reclaimers
(equipment that performs both tasks), and eight stackers.
2 (two monetary units)
10 (ten monetary units for the berth number one), 50 (fifty monetary units for the berth number two).
10 (ten monetary units)
Based on the following formula: 0.01 (monetary unit) ∗|p − p0 |,
where |p−p0 | represents the quality deviation between the product
p and p0 .
Based on the following formula: 0.01 (monetary unit) ∗ length of
route r.

In the iron ore port terminal, the demand nodes are those where the ship moors to receive the
products. For the experiments, three demand nodes are considered: two moored ships in berth 1
and one ship in berth 2. Likewise, the supply nodes represent the points where the wagons unload
the products. These points are related to the car dumpers. For the experiments, five car dumpers
were considered. In this system, various products and quantities can arrive at different periods.
The priority in a port terminal is to meet the demand, so the penalty of not meeting it βnpt , is
usually higher than the non-fulfillment of the supply (αpt parameter). Even among the berths, the
penalty is differentiated (βnpt value in Table 3). In our particular case, berth 2 meets larger ships
so the priority is always to meet the ships of this berth. In the experiments, the cost of exchange
s
products in the stockyard γpp
0 t is the same for any pair.
6.1

Instances

In this experiment, instances are created considering the following features: initial empty stock and
initial stock with 30% of capacity, products supplied equal to those demanded and instances where
the supplied and demanded products are different (when the product type is switched to meet the
demand) and the cost of the exchange is calculated based on the parameter λpp0 from Table 3.
The first, second and third columns of the Tables, contain the number of the instance, the
type and the name. For example, instance 8P 5P rod corresponds to a planning horizon of eight
periods and five different products being handled. Column ZLB provides the lower limit for the
PFPSP obtained by its linear relaxation. Columns ZU B and ZBB provide the upper and lower
bounds (best bounds) obtained with the branch-and-cut algorithm of the CPLEX solver. Regarding
the hierarchical procedure, column ZU B1 provide the upper bound obtained for the hierarchical
solution. Finally, tLB , tU B and tU B1 are the elapsed computational time to obtain the values of
ZLB , ZU B , ZU B1 respectively, expressed in seconds.
The results shown in Table 4 indicate that solving the PFPSP in optimization packages is not
feasible. The solver was able to produce solutions only for half (nine) of them. In the rest, because
insufficient memory, it was not possible to obtain even an upper bound. With the heuristic, it is
possible to obtain solutions for all instances, all supplies and demands were met, and all tasks are
scheduled respecting the duration of each period. In cases where the scheduling was unfeasible, the
tasks were transferred to the next period (backlog) and scheduled.
In the experiments described in Table 5, it was necessary to manipulate more products and
routes (as excess supply must remain at the stockyard); therefore, the optimization package was
not able to find a feasible solution for any case. Similar to the results found in Table 4, with the
hierarchical approach (Table 5), it is possible to obtain solutions for all instances,
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Table 4. 110 routes - capacity ranging from 8,000 to 12,000 t/h - supply equal demand
CPLEX
Number

Type

Instance ZLB

1
4P5Prod
2
4P10Prod
3 Empty stock
8P5Prod
4
Products 8P10Prod
5
equal 10P5Prod
6
10P10Prod

Heuristic Approach

tLB

ZU B

tU B

138.16
140.4
276.32
279.7
345.4
348.67

5
34
10
1065
12
2089

142.14
143.25
281.62
351.96
-

205
785
683
1159
-

5 842.14
5674
13 1481.67
9871
33 1952.96
2381
-

ZBB ZU B1 TU B1
142.13
143.25
281.62
351.931
-

143.6
143.6
287.2
287.2
359
359

12
13
36
42
58
63

7
8
9 Empty stock
10
Different
11
products
12

4P5Prod
4P10Prod
8P5Prod
8P10Prod
10P5Prod
10P10Prod

838.16
2688.16
1476.32
6226.32
1945.4
7345.4

168 842.14 843.6
- 2693.6
1202 1481.56 1487.2
- 6237.2
1977 1952.78 1959
- 7359

12
17
38
60
60
83

13
14
15 Stock in 30%
16
Different
17
products
18

4P5Prod
4P10Prod
8P5Prod
8P10Prod
10P5Prod
10P10Prod

197.35
5.00 200.74
289.00 200.74 237.99
204.22 1236.00 206.64 11.003.00 206.64 237.48
- 286.76
- 300.30
- 376.2
- 370.4

22
25
43
63
61
65

Table 5. 110 routes - capacity ranging from 8,000 to 12,000 t/h - supply greater than demand
CPLEX
Number

7

Type

Instance ZLB

Heuristic Approach

tLB ZU B tU B ZBB

ZU B1 TU B1

19
4P5Prod
20
4P10Prod
21 Empty stock
8P5Prod
22
Products 8P10Prod
23
equal 10P5Prod
24
10P10Prod

148.3
4
150.4
34
297.50
9
305.46
879
372.82
12
380.9
1683

-

-

-

163.39
154.53
316.75
323.45
391.65
419.44

51
36
116
91
170
118

25
26
27 Empty stock
28
Different
29
products
30

4P5Prod
4P10Prod
8P5Prod
8P10Prod
10P5Prod
10P10Prod

651.66
5
1876.34 854
710.14
10
2541.04 9422
860.48
12
-

-

-

-

675.40
2063.2
773.48
2635.61
882.46
3121.53

78
57
168
163
200
208

31
32
33 Stock in 30%
34
Different
35
products
36

4P5Prod
4P10Prod
8P5Prod
8P10Prod
10P5Prod
10P10Prod

-

-

-

-

151.47
152.68
335.83
310.55
398.93
388.99

49
39
91
89
134
133

-

Conclusions

We consider in this work an integrated problem of planning and scheduling. The mathematical model developed, can be used to represent various problems related to the transportation of
products and stock conditions. Regarding the heuristic approach, the method is more efficient in
producing a feasible solution than the solver. Furthermore, it is possible to solve medium and large
instances, that with optimization packages is computationally unfeasible. Future works are planned
to deal in an integrated manner with the PFPSP problem and new methods to efficiently solve the
SPIJ.
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A new taxonomy for the Green Vehicle Routing Problem
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1 Introduction
With the prominence of the globalization, distances between the nodes in the distribution network have
grown considerably in the last decades. The Department of Transport from the UK Government has
mentioned that road transport accounts for around 22% of UK CO2 emissions and that it emits 44% of the
UK’s nitrogen oxides and up to 75% or more of nitrogen oxides in conurbations Sbihi and Eglese (2007a).
Green logistics has emerged as the new agenda item in the supply chain management to minimize the costs
related to the environmental issues. The Green Vehicle Routing Problem (GVRP) is the new weapon against
the environmental threats of the roads freight transport. In the last decade, an increasing academic attention
was addressed to the green issues and new variants of the GVRP to include more complex constraints and
objectives, stimulated by the real-life complex GVRPs.
This paper represents some aspects of a real-world application optimization criteria and constraints leading
to Rich Green Vehicle Routing Problem. There is no precise definition to the Rich GVRP but a relevant
taxonomy can help to distinguish the GVRPs from the Rich GVRPs.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents briefly the definition of the GVRP based on the
definition of the VRP, its variants and a related classification. Section 3 describes the taxonomy and
introduces the key characteristics considered. In Section 4, a detailed analysis of the taxonomy results are
discussed and some future researches are presented. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 The Green Vehicle Routing Problem
The GVRP is the extension of the classical Vehicle Routing Problem consisting of routing a set of vehicles
(homogeneous or heterogeneous) visiting a set of customers such that the total distance traveled by the
vehicles is minimized. Lin et al. (2013) detailed the different definitions of the VRP and its variants
(approximatively 19 variants). In 1959, Dantzig and Ramser (1959) introduced to the first time the VRP and
a novel variant which is the Capacitated VRP (CVRP). The CVRP consists of determining the routes of a
fleet of vehicles constrained by a capacity to serve a set of customers. Seven years later, Cooke and Halsey
(1966) introduced the Time Dependent VRP (TDVRP) with the distinctive characteristic of the dependency
of the distance between points or on the time of the day. Since that time till nowadays, several researches are
being conducted to study the VRP and its variants like the Pickup and Delivery VRP (VRPPD) (Wilson and
Weissberg(1967)), Multi-Depot VRP(Tillman(1969)), Stochastic VRP (Tillman(1969)), VRP with Time
Windows (Russell(1977)), Fleet Size and Mix VRP(Golden et al.(1984)), Multi Echelon VRP, Dynamic
VRP…..
In 2007, Sbihi and Eglese (2007a, 2007b) applied the Time-dependent VRP as an approach to deal with the
minimization of emissions during traveling and it was the first introduction of the concept of GVRP. The
Green VRP extends the definition of the VRP by the focus on energy consumption. The same variants of the
VRP have being tackled the last decade with the addition of the green component. According to Lin et al.
(2013), the GVRP is subdivided into three main categories: (i) The VRP in Reverse Logistics; (ii) The
Green-VRP; and (iii) The Pollution Routing Problem (PRP).
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) stated that in the United States in 2009, only the quarter of
2.17 million tons of electronic products requiring end-of-life management were collected for recycling and
disposal. Thus, “a process which encompasses the logistics activities all the way from used products no
1
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3
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longer required by the user to products again usable in a market” Fleischmann et al. (1997) should be
implemented. Few studies on reverse logistics network design have considered environmental factors. Wang
et al. (2011) modeled the environmental issues as minimization of carbon emissions. Duque et al. (2007)
considered the environmental issues as constraints on the amount of carbon emissions.
The Green-VRP is the Vehicle Routing Problems concerning energy consumption. Xiao et al. (2012) stated
that fuel cost accounts for a large part of the total cost of the transportation costs and can reduce the GHG
emissions significantly, Erdogan and Miller (2012). Therefore, FC is an important index in the Green-VRP.
Factors influencing fuel consumption have been studied by Ardekani et al. (1996), Bigazzi and Bertini
(2009) and Demir et al. (2011). These factors belong to five main categories: vehicle, environment, traffic,
driver and operations. Eglese and Black (2010) argue that speed is an important factor when estimating
emissions. Demir et al. (2011) added other factors such as load weight and distribution, engine type and size,
vehicle design and road gradient. Demir et al. (2014a) presented a detailed description of the FC’s models
used in the literature. They subdivided the models into two main categories: Microscopic and Macroscopic
models. Macroscopic models use average aggregate network parameters to estimate network-wide emission
rates, while the microscopic models estimate the instantaneous vehicle FC and emission rates at a more
detailed level. Methodology for calculating transportation Emissions and Energy consumption (MEET) by
Hickman et al.(1999) for heavy goods vehicles and Computer Program to calculate Emissions from Road
Transport (COPERT) by Kouridis et al. (2010). Comprehensive Modal Emissions Model (CMEM) presented
by Scora and Barth (2006), Barth et al. (2005) and Barth and Boriboonsomsin (2008) for heavy-goods
vehicles is the main used model in the GVRP field on the grounds that its ease application and that it
encompasses detailed vehicle specific parameters for the estimations. An Instantaneous Fuel Consumption
Model (IFCM) (1985), A Four-Mode Elemental Fuel Consumption Model (FMEFCM) (1985), An Average
Speed Fuel Consumption Model (ASFCM) are three of the list of the microscopic models described by
Demir et al. (2014a). In this paper, the authors detailed the applications of the mentioned models at the
operational level of planning through the literature.
A relevant study on the PRP, aiming at choosing a vehicle dispatching scheme with less pollution through
CO2 emission, was conducted by Bektaṣ T and Laporte G (2011) in which they developed a comprehensive
objective function that accounts not only for traveled distance, but also for GHG emissions, fuel, travel times
and their costs. Demir et al. (2012) added to their proposed PRP the constraint of time windows.

3 GVRP Taxonomy
Creating taxonomy is an efficient and effective way of consolidating knowledge, Reisman (1992). From the
taxonomy, not only effective and efficient storage of the existing body of literature is drawn, but also
knowledge is built and expanded. Neither surveys nor classifications of the GVRP have already considered
the richness component. It is, to the best of our knowledge, the first survey that tackles the Rich GVRP. This
taxonomy aims to highlight the different facets of richness encountered in the literature to distinguish Rich
GVRPs from GVRPs. For this we have selected papers dealing with the GVRP published since 2007 and we
based our taxonomy on the approach of Lahyani et al. (2015). As a result, 41 papers published in different
journals and conferences are studied trying to be the most exhaustive as possible. However, we apologize for
any not deliberate exclude of relevant paper.

3.1) Taxonomy
In this section we describe the taxonomy and its main characteristics. The taxonomy was iteratively built as
we go deep in the literature. Characteristics were designed to present central concepts of Green Routing that
are linked to real-life industrial applications. It is obvious that not all the details related to the topic would be
considered, but relevant features would be kept.
To construct the taxonomy, the problem characteristics are subdivided into two main levels: Strategic &
Tactical decisions and Operational decisions. Under each of these two classes, the most important adopted
attributes are listed, based on which the problem is classified as rich. Strategic and Tactical decisions do not
affect the daily transport activities but they affect the routing plan significantly. They include decisions
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related to the number of depots, the planning horizon, the frequencies of visits to the customers and the
operations’ type.
The operational decisions describe the distribution planning with the emissions’ calculation model, the
characteristics related to the used vehicle and specific constraints for the vehicle, driver and time.

3.1.1) Problem characteristics
In this section we describe the related sublevels of the Strategic and Tactical decisions and Operational
decisions presented in Table 1. We briefly define each sublevel with some relevant paper.

Table 1 : A Taxonomy for the Rich GVRP
1) Strategic and tactical decisions
1.1) Number of depots
1.1.1) Single
1.1.2)Multiple
1.2) Planning period
1.2.1)Single period
1.2.2) Multi-period
1.3) Multiple use of vehicles
1.3.1) Single trip
1.3.2)Multi-trip
1.4) Operation type
1.4.1) Pickup or delivery
1.4.2) Pickup and delivery

2) Operational decisions
2.1) Emissions models
2.1.1) Microscopic models
2.1.1.1) CMEM
2.1.1.2)Others
2.1.2) Macroscopic models
2.1.2.1)COPERT
2.1.2.2) MEET
2.1.2.3) Others
2.1.3) Others
2.2) Vehicles
2.2.1) Type of the fleet
2.2.1.1) Homogeneous
2.2.1.2) Heterogeneous
2.2.2) Size of the fleet
2.2.2.1) Fixed
2.2.2.2) Unlimited
2.2.3) Capacity constraints
2.2.4) Technology
2.2.4.1) Traditional
2.2.4.2) Alternative Fuel Vehicle
2.3) Time Constraints
2.3.1) Time Windows’ Restrictions
2.3.2) Idle time allowance
2.3.3) Tardiness penalty’ Application
2.3.4) Time dependency
2.4) Speed optimization
2.5) Drivers’ wage consideration
2.6) Objective function
2.5.1) Single objective
2.5.2) Multi-objective

3.1.1.1) Depots: in the first attempts to solve the GVRP, the single depot was the common used
characteristics. However, this case seems to be very restrictive for real-life applications where customers
have to be assigned to the appropriate depot regarding its location and capacity which affect the overall
costs. Some papers deal with the multi-depots GVRP, for instance, Taha et al. (2014), Li et al. (2015), Yang
et al. (2015), Zare-Reisabadi and Mirmohammadi (2015), Tajik et al. (2014), Suzuki (2011), Fagerholt et al.
(2010), Bauer et al. (2010) and Schneider et al. (2012).
3.1.1.2) Planning period: the horizon planning can be either of single-period or multi-period. The singleperiod case is practically not considered in the GVRSP and also in the classical VRP because of the fact that
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it does not reflect real-life cases. In fact, at each period of the planning period (the most used is the day),
decisions regarding which customers are served in this period and which orders are postponed to the next
period are done. All papers treated in this survey are multi-periodic GVRP.
3.1.1.3) Multiple use of vehicles: in this component, the same vehicle may perform several trips during the
planning horizon. From an optimization view, it is obvious that a vehicle have to be used for at least one time
and why not several times. For this, all papers dealing with the GVRPs do not restrict the single use.
3.1.1.4) Operation type: two main classes of problems can be depicted at this level: problems where goods
are either delivered or picked up and problems where goods are picked up and delivered to customers. The
first class is the simple case of any routing problem where products are loaded in the depot and then
delivered to the customers, or picked up from customers and unloaded at the depot. This case concerns the
majority of the GVRPs formulations.
The second case is the simultaneous load of goods from the depot to the customers (delivery) and unloads of
goods the customers locations to the depot (Pickup). This particular case was recently treated by Huang et al.
(2012), Tajik et al. (2014) and Zhang et al. (2015).
3.1.1.5) Emissions’ Models: as the treated problem is the GVRP, so the emissions are the central point. As
mentioned in the previous section, the Emissions are closely linked to the FC. In this sublevel, the main used
models of the emissions’ calculations are considered for the papers’ classifications. Microscopic models
estimate the instantaneous vehicle FC and emission rates at a detailed level by taking into account the small
details related to the vehicle, engine, road… Kara et al. (2007) developed a model that uses different vehicle
characteristics to minimize the energy consumption like load, friction force, coefficient of friction… CMEM
is the most used model for the calculations of emissions. From Table 2, 22 papers among 33 have used the
CMEM , Bektaṣ and Laporte (2011), Xiao and Konak (2015), Demir et al. (2012), Soysal et al. (2015)…
while the others are divided between different macroscopic models and some other microscopic. The
macroscopic models have been well used regarding their simple application. Jabali et al. (2012) used the
MEET model. Some authors relate the FC and emissions to some factors like speed Figliozzi (2010), to
distance and load Huang et al. (2012)... Jabir et al. (2015) used a simple expression to compute CO2
emissions depending on the volume of FC, diesel fuel price, average price per unit weight of CO2, weight of
CO2 emission per liter consumption of diesel and some other factors. Kwon et al. (2013) used a fuel based
method to determine the effective carbon price in a short-term-cap-and-trade framework.
Some other authors did not use the existing models and develop special function adapted to their problems
like Zhang et al. (2015) who developed an expression that measures the FC based on the distance and the
speed. Suzuki (2011) and Fagherholt et al. (2010) used a simple function of FC related to the speed. Some
others did not use functions but implicitly consider that FC is minimized through some factors such that
distance for Qian and Eglese (2016) and Li et al. (2015). Taha et al. (2014) and Erdogan S, Miller-Hooks
(2012) considered that the use of alternative fuel vehicles and sources contribute to the carbon dioxide
emissions. Ericsson et al. (2006) estimated the potential for reducing FC and thus the emissions of CO2
through a navigation system where optimization of route choice is based on the lowest total FC instead of the
traditional shortest distance or time.
3.1.1.6) Vehicles: the evident component in any routing problem is the mean of transport: vehicles. For this,
many characteristics are related to vehicles. Two main classes of the fleet of vehicles are considered in the
literature: Homogeneous and heterogeneous fleet. Homogeneous fleet composed of identical vehicles is the
main used case in the GVRP. Heterogeneous fleet is in major cases related to the technology characteristic
which is the Alternative Fuel Vehicles (AFV): vehicles running on a fuel other than traditional petroleum
fuels (petrol or Diesel fuel) (e.g. electric car, hybrid electric vehicles, solar powered). This type of vehicles is
a new trend and recently tackled in the GVRP context by Erdogan and Miller-Hooks (2012), Taha et al.
(2014), Koç and Karaoglan (2016)… The fleet size may be fixed or unlimited. In the majority of the papers,
the size is fixed. Capacity constraint, which is the major pillar of the Capacitated GVRP and VRP, is in 99%
considered.
3.1.1.7) Time constraints: the main time constraint studied is the time window (TW) which imposes that the
service must start and end within a given time window at each customer. Two types of time windows are
considered: Hard time window and soft time Window. In the hard TW, the vehicle is allowed to arrive
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before the expected TW and hence waits until the customer becomes available. Late arrive is not allowed.
This idle time was tackled in some papers in the context of GVRP, Xiao and Konak (2015a), Xiao and
Konak (2015b), Franceschetti et al. (2013), Demir et al. (2012), Jabir et al. (2015)… Soft TW allows the
services starting after the allowed TW but with penalty application for late. The penalty application was
firstly applied by Xiao and Konak (2015a) in the context of GVRP and few papers deal with it, ZareReisabadi (2015) and Tajik et al. (2014).
In the time constraints, traffic congestion has been a new studied characteristic in the GVRP called Time
Dependent GVRP: the consideration of periods of congestion (peak hours) in the scheduling. The main idea
of Franceschetti et al. (2013) was that congestion affects the speed and hence the CO2 emissions.
3.1.1.8) Speed optimization: recent researches tackle the speed and consider it as a major factor to reduce the
CO2 emissions and the FC. In 2007, Palmer (2007) investigated the role of speed in reducing CO2 emissions
under various congestion scenarios and TW settings. Jabali et al. (2012) presented a GVRP in which they
estimate the amount of CO2 based on a nonlinear function of speed and present analysis to find the optimal
speed with respect to emissions. Bektaṣ and Laporte G (2011) considered the speed among the factors of the
amount CO2 emitted. They studied the role of speed on the energy-efficient solution and demonstrate the
effect of speed under TW’ restrictions as it minimizes the CO2 emissions.
3.1.1.9) Drivers’ wage consideration: many authors conclude that the drivers’ wage has an important effect
on the overall cost. Recent formulations take this component into account to minimize the overall cost.
3.1.1.10) Objective function: few papers consider mono-objective GVRPs and the majority treats multiple
objectives. The most common objectives include minimizing some or all of these criteria: the total traveled
distance, the total spent time, the total tour cost, the CO2 emitted quantities, the arrival time and the drivers’
wage. For such problems, adequate formulations and algorithms must ensure the solving and the
approximation given that the problem of the GVRP is NP-hard, Archetti et al. (2015).

4 Taxonomy Analysis
In this taxonomy, 41 papers are analyzed in deep in the tables 2 and 3 aside the mentioned papers in previous
sections. The difference between the last two tables is that Table 2 considers papers containing mathematical
formulations contrarily to Table 3. Each paper is classified according to the attributes defined in Table 1.
When the attribute is found in the corresponding paper, an ‘X’ is ticked in the associated cell. The first
column headed Number provides the corresponding number assigned to the paper in the references’ list. The
column Real Case Study indicates, if ticked, that the corresponding paper includes a set of instances based on
real-life application. The column Rich is ticked if the treated problem contains at least two main
characteristics of the GVRP and contains different operational pertinent constraints. The last column
Methods indicates the type of designed methods.
In Table 2 and Table 3 the majority of attributes are present in one paper at least. Some columns are left
empty without any tick. It is intentionally so to show the untreated attributes through the literature. For the
strategic & tactical decisions, the columns not ticked (1.2.1, 1.3.1, …) represents the attributes not studied
regarding the fact that they do not reflect real situations. Heterogeneous fleet, unlimited size of the fleet of
vehicles, the application of tardiness penalty and time dependency seem to be not having too much interest.
The papers belong to a time period from 2007 to 2016. First deductions are based on the division of this
horizon into three periods of 3 years length: [2007-2010[, [2010-2013[and [2013-2016]. In this 41 papers,
5% were published from 2007 to 2010, 39% from 2010 to 2013 and 56% the last 3 years. 23 papers were
published in the last year (2015-2016) among them 14 papers in 2015 and 2016. This division demonstrates
the growing attention addressed to the GVRPs. In fact, from 2010, intensive researchers were conducted to
tackle this new VRP variant regarding the new environmental issues and regulations. As the VRP is known
to be NP-hard, GVRP which is a more complicated case with more constraints and objectives is also NPhard as demonstrated through the literature. For this, the first initiatives in the GVRP were conducted on
small size instances with the application of exact methods using commercial solvers. This method accounts
for 56% of the papers and was depicted in the period of [2007-2010]. Since 2011, great attention has been
addressed to heuristics and metaheuristics to solve bigger instances’ size of the GVRPs. 48% of the papers
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treated metaheuristics and this in the time period [2014, 2016]. As seen and mentioned above, a great focus
has been addressed to these approximate methods. Genetic algorithms, simulated annealing and tabu search
are the most used metaheuristics. Local search and Clark and Wright Savings are the most treated heuristics,
and the remaining is dedicated to special heuristics to specific problems.
For the strategic and tactical decisions’ attributes, the most adopted are the single depot, multi-period, multi
trip and an operation of pickup or delivery. The Green VRPPD is studied seldom due to the complicated
network and data even if it is often encountered in real-life industrial situations. CMEM is the most
emissions’ microscopic model used with a percentage of 22 due to the exhaustive consideration of several
characteristics of the vehicle, the road… The vehicles’ attributes are obviously intensively studied through
the literature with around 98% of the papers considering the capacity constraint which is the main pillar of
the CVRP and Capacitated GVRP. This percentage is justified by the huge attention given to this variants
and the attempts of authors to be the nearest from the real-life cases. Heterogeneous fleets are receiving
growing attention going with the new energy sources and technologies. Only 10% of papers consider
heterogeneous fleet dating essentially for [2014-2016].
Like the customers’ satisfaction is the main goal of modern organizations, time windows expected must be
satisfied. 50% of the considered papers deal with this constraint. The quarter of these papers treats the idle
time allowance’ constraint simultaneously with the TW: if TW is expected, waiting is preferable to minimize
the service tardiness and so to respect the TW.
Tardiness penalty is a recent concept in the GVRPs. It was introduced by Xiao and Konak (2015a) and
applied in only four papers even if it is an efficient mean to respect the deadlines.
Speed is having intensive attention in the GVRPs as it contributes well in the CO2 emissions. Forty seven
percent of papers considers it and tries to reach optimal values. The same remark is conducted for the
drivers’ wage seen as a fundamental component of the overall cost.

Table 2: Selected papers devoted to mathematical formulations
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X

X

X

X X

X

X

X X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X X X X Exact solution using commercial solver

11 Demir et al. (2012)

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X X

X

X X

13 Demir et al (2014b)

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X X

X

X X

16 Erdogan & Miller-Hooks (2012)

X

X

X X

6 Bektaṣ & Laporte (2011)

19 Fagerholt et al (2010)

X

X X

20 Figliozzi M (2010)

X

X

X X

22 Franceschetti et al. (2013)

X

X

X X

26 Huang et al. (2012)

X

X

X

29 Jabir et al. (2015)

X

X

X X

30 Jaramillo J.R (2010)

X

X

X X

32 Kara et al. (2007)

X

X

X X

33 Koç et al. (2014)

X

X

X X

34 Koç and Karaoglan (2016)

X

X

X X

36 Küçükoğlu et al. (2013)

X

X

X X

38 Kramer et al. (2015a)
39 Kramer et al. (2015b)
40 Kwon et al. (2016)

X

X

X X

X

X

X X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Li et al. (2015)
Mancini S (2015)
Qian & Eglese (2016)
Schneider et al. (2012)
Soysal et al. (2015)
Suzuki Y (2011)
Taha et al. (2014)
Tajik et al. (2014)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X X

64 Xiao and Konak (2015a)

X

X

X X

65 Xiao and Konak (2015b)

X
X
X

X
X
X

X X
X X
X X

X

X

X X

66 Xiao et al. (2012)
67 Yang et al. (2015)
68 Zare-Reisabadi et al. (2015)
CVRP

X

VRPTW

X

VRPPD

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X

X Heuristic for the emissions' minimization

X

X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X Heuristic for the departure time and speed

X

X

X

X X

X

X Exact solution using commercial solver

X

X

X

X X

X

X Ant Colony+ Variable Neighborhood Search Algorithm

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X

X X
X X
X

X X
X X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X X

X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X
X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X X

X

X X

X X

X

X

X X
X X
X X
X X

X
X
X

X Exact solution using commercial solver

Local search procedure
X Exact solution using commercial solver
X X X X Metaheuristic: Hybrid Evolutionary algorithm

X X

X X

X

X

X X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X Modified Clark and Wright savings heuristic

X

X

X

61 Tiwari and Chang (2015)

X Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search

X X

X

X

X

X Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search Algorithm

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X X

X X Exact solution using commercial solver

X X
X
X

X X

X

X
X
X
X

X X Simulated annealing heuristic
X

X Exact solution using commercial solver

X

X

X Speed and departure optimization algorithm

X

X X

X Local search procedure

X
X X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X X X X X X
X X
X
X
X
X X X X
X
X

Tabu search algorithm
Clark and Wright savings heuristic+Local search
Large Neighborhood Search
A column generation based tabu search algorithm
Hybrid Variable neighborhood Search+Tabu search
Exact solution using commercial solver
Simulations
Exact solution using commercial solver
Robust counterpart mathematical model

X Block recombination algorithm

X X X X X

X

X Simulated annealing algorithm

X X
X X
X X

X

X
X
X

X Dynamic Programming + Genetic Algorithm
X Simulated Annealing Algorithm
X Genetic Algorithm

X X

X X X

X

X Ant Colony+ Tabu Search Algorithm

X X X

X X

X

X
X
X

X X

X

23 Gaur et al. (2013)
27 Jabali et al. (2012)

28 Jabbarpour et al. (2015)
31 Jemai et al. (2012)
37 Kuo Y (2010)
45 Montoya et al. (2015)
54 Scott et al. (2010)
59 Tavares et al. (2008)
69 Zhang et al. (2015a)

1
1.1.1
1.1.2
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.4.1
1.4.2
2
2.1.1.1
2.1.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.3
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4.1
2.2.4.2
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.3.4
2.4
2.6
Real case study
Rich

Paper

Number

Table 3: Selected papers devoted to Approached Methods
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X

X
X

XX
XX

X X
X

X

X
X

X X
X X

X

X

X X

X

X

X X

XX

X NSGA-II Evolutionary Algorithm

XX

X Simulated annealing algorithm

X

X

XX

X

X

XX

X

X

XX

X X

X

X X

X

X

XX

X X

X

X

X

X

XX

X

X

XX

X

X

XX

X

X
X

XX
X

Methods

42
44
47
52
55
56
57
58

X

X X

X

Methods

Real case study
Rich

1
1.1.1
1.1.2
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.4.1
1.4.2
2
2.1.1.1
2.1.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.3
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4.1
2.2.4.2
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.3.4
2.4
2.5.1
2.5.2
2.6

Paper

Number

5 Bauer et al. (2010)

X

X

X Heuristic of Partitionning
X Tabu search procedure

X X
X

X

XX

X X Ant based algorithm

X

X Modified Multi Space Sampling Heuristic

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Exact solution using commercial solver
Shortest distance heuristic
Evolutionary Local Search

5 Conclusion
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In this paper, a new taxonomy for the GVRP has been proposed based on some common attributes
mentioned through the literature. An attempt to distinguish Rich GVRP from GVRP has been done
according to relevant attributes relative to some variants of the GVRP. Some percentages were provided
trying to give a detailed analysis of the taxonomy and to introduce new research opportunities. The use of
approximate methods, especially metaheuristics in the field of GVRP is in a rapidly growing and is still
presenting opportunities of research. A clustering algorithm is under implementation to prove that our
taxonomy is valid when a classification of the variants in distinct clusters will be obtained. From the
proposed taxonomy, any researcher in the GVRP context may position its research compared to the existing
literature and to the treated attributes.
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Abstract. Global transport of goods currently is prioritized fundamental points, for example, customer satisfaction, CO2 emission and delivery short time. Eﬃcient network design is
fundamental to be met the important factors of supply chain network and to keep a competitive advantage. In this work is showed a Variable Neighborhood Decomposition Metaheuristic
using exact methods to solve a new structure of hub location and routing problem. Network
is composed by a hierarchical structure with hubs, sub-hubs and spoke nodes representing
liner shipping operations. Results with small instances are available and compared with the
ones provided by the Cplex solver, trying evaluate the eﬃciency of the matheuristic on the
studied problem.
Mots-Clefs. VNDS matheuristic, exact methods, hub location and routing
problem, sub-hubs, liner shipping operations.

1

Introduction

Development of an eﬃcient and sustainable supply network, nowadays, is accounted an important factor when it is desired to obtain/maintain a competitive advantage in the logistic scenario
globalized.
When the network design problem is solved in an optimized way, can be deployed, more easily,
a supply service; decreased the expenses with fuel, quantity of vehicles and crews; met customers
at a shorter time, allowing a greater customer satisfaction; and decreased the CO2 emissions.
Liner shipping operations, responsible by transport of goods at containers, have the network
formed by hub route (deep sea operations), where hub ports are met by big vessels in a cyclic
service form, and regional routes (short sea operations) where the cyclic service is realized by short
sea vessels linking regional ports (spokes) with its respective hub port.
A hub location and routing problem is presented in [1], where each hub can have more than
one cyclic regional route. Moreover in [2] a model with cyclic regional routes composed of a limited
number of spokes, is proposed.
New concept of hub and spoke network is presented at [3] and [4], where were proposed mathematical models of a hierarchical structure of hub and spoke with sub-hubs. In the ﬁrst one, hub
location and routing problem was represented by one network with cyclic routes at hub level and
at regional level, representing deep sea and short sea service, respectively. The second one, hub
route is represented by a pendular form [5] and only regional routes are in cyclic form.
According to [6], such hub network design formulations are very diﬃcult to solve.
In this work the concept of sub-hubs is also used, however the mathematical model developed
allows to form clusters (hub and its set of ports allocated) with an isolated hub or with only the
hub and one spoke.
Trying to prove the eﬃciency of sub-hubs at the structure of hub and spoke, the results of
developed model are compared with the ones provided by a mathematical model with the same
characteristics but without sub-hubs.
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Location, allocation and service design problems are explored by the models, together with
routing cargo problem, where demands are delivery from each port to all others.
Due the complexity of studied problem, optimum results for instances with more than 12 nodes
were not obtained at the realized tests with CPLEX. Therefore, it was implemented a variant
of Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS), knows as Variable Neighborhood Decomposition Search
(VNDS) [7] to analyze the two models with large instances.
In this work is available the results of Cplex with the results of VNDS, aiming to evaluate the
eﬃciency of matheuristic on the studied problem.

2

Hub Location and Routing Problem

Network design is considered an important strategic decision in liner shipping transport because
the routes are published and may not be changed by several years [5].
Hub and spoke structure is formed by a group of nodes representing hubs, where remaining
nodes (spokes) are allocated to these hubs. Cargos of diﬀerent points are collected, classiﬁed and
distributed in these hub ports.
Liner shipping operations, transhipment is realized at a hub port because it connects a hub
route with a regional route [8], allowing regional ports to send goods to others regions and to
receive goods from others regions.
Sub-hub nodes are spoke nodes because they are allocated to hub nodes, but they are also
considered as transhipment points because they connect two near regional routes, allowing, for
some situations, the direct transport of goods between two clusters without the hub route using.
Though economies of scale can be oﬀered by the use of hub routes, the reduced path and
reduced delivery time could be achieved by the transport using sub-hubs, trying minimize the
global network cost.
As in [3] and [4], a second mathematical model representing a hub and spoke network for deep
sea and short sea service without sub-hubs has been developed in this work. Results between two
models are available trying to prove that model with sub-hubs is more eﬃcient.
New structure of hub and spoke with sub-hubs is proposed in this work, where isolated ports
with big demand can be represented by a hub without no spokes. Diﬀerent, also, of cited problems,
where each cluster was composed of one hub and two spokes at least. in your new proposed model
one cluster can be constituted with one hub and just one spoke node.
Examples of analyzed networks are presented Fig.1 and Fig.2, where hub ports are represented
by squares, spokes are the circle nodes, triangles represent sub-hubs, dashed lines are the deep sea
services and continuous lines represent short sea services.

Fig. 1. Network with sub-hubs

Fig. 2. Network without sub-hubs

Complex problems are presented by two models because they are also constituted by ﬂows
of goods at the network, where products are sent from each node to all others nodes. Number
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of alternative paths to transport goods is increased by model with sub-hubs, increasing also the
complexity of problem.
These problems can be solved by metaheuristic method oﬀering good results at a viable execution time.
2.1

Mathematical Model

Mathematical model developed in this work is a binary integer linear programming for the hub
location and spoke allocation problem together with the service design problem and the routing
problem.
Let V be the set of nodes with n nodes, cij is the cost per unit of ﬂow from node i to node
j where i, j ∈ V , q is the quantity of hubs, f lij is the ﬂow from node i to node j and α is the
discount factor on the unit cost of ﬂow between hubs.
Hub location, sub-hub location and spoke allocation are deﬁned by variables of model: ui = 1
if the vertex i is a hub without spoke allocated for it, or 0, otherwise, xij = 1, if the vertex i is
allocated to hub j, or 0, otherwise, and ti = 1, if i is sub-hub, or 0, otherwise.
The variable yij = 1, if there exists the arc-non-hub (i; j), or 0, otherwise, and bij = 1, if there
exists the arc-hub (i; j), or 0, otherwise, are responsible by the service design.
While the variables wijkl = 1, if there exists a ﬂow from i to j routed via arc-hub (k; l), or
0, otherwise and sijkl = 1, if there exists a ﬂow from i to j routed via arc-non-hub (k; l), or 0,
otherwise, correspond to the cargo routing.
The model can be deﬁned as follows:

min

n
∑
i=1

n
∑

f lij cij xij +

n
∑
i=1

j=1,j̸=i

+

n
∑
i=1

n
∑

n
∑

j=1,j̸=i
n
∑

k=1,k̸=j
n
∑

j=1,j̸=i

k=1,k̸=j

n
∑

l=1,l̸=k,l̸=i
n
∑

f lij ckl sijkl +
f lij α ckl wijkl

l=1,l̸=k,l̸=i

s.t. :
n
∑
j=1

xjj +

n
∑

uj = q

(1)

j=1

xi,j ≤ xjj ,
ti ≤

n
∑

∀i, j ∈ V
xij /2,

j=1,j̸=i

ui + ti + xii ≤ 1,
n
∑
j=1

∀i ∈ V
∀i ∈ V

xij = 1 + ti − ui ,

xij + xik + xlj + xlk ≤ 3,

(2)

∀i ∈ V

∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,
i ̸= j, k ̸= j, k ̸= i, l ̸= j, l ̸= k, l ̸= i

yij + ti + tj ≤ 2,

∀i, j ∈ V, i ̸= j
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yij + xik + xjl ≤ 2 + xjk + xil ,
∀i, j, k, l ∈ V, i ̸= j, k ̸= j, i ̸= l, l =
̸ k
xkj + xlj + yik + yil ≤ 3,

∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,
j ̸= i, k ̸= i, l ̸= i, l ̸= k

(9)

∀i, j ∈ V, i =
̸ j

(10)

yij + yji ≤ 1 + xii + xjj ,
n
∑

yij = 1 + ti − ui ,

∀i ∈ V

(11)

n
∑

yji = 1 + ti − ui ,

∀i ∈ V

(12)

n
∑

bij = xii + ui ,

∀i ∈ V,

(13)

n
∑

bji = xii + ui ,

∀i ∈ V,

(14)

∀i, j ∈ V, i ̸= j

(15)

j=1,j̸=i

j=1,j̸=i

j=1,j̸=i

j=1,j̸=i

bij + bji ≤ 1 + 2/q,
n
∑

wijil +

l=1,l̸=i
n
∑

wijlj +

l=1,l̸=j
n
∑

l=1,l̸=i,l̸=k

wijkl +

(8)

n
∑

l=1,l̸=i
n
∑

l=1,l̸=j
n
∑

l=1,l̸=i,l̸=k

sijil = 1,

∀i, j ∈ V, j ̸= i

(16)

sijlj = 1,

∀i, j ∈ V, j =
̸ i

(17)

n
∑

sijkl =

wijlk +

l=1,l̸=j,l̸=k

n
∑

sijlk

l=1,l̸=j,l̸=k

∀i, j, kϵV, k ̸= i, k ̸= j, j ̸= i

(18)

sijkl ≤ ykl

∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,
l ̸= k, l ̸= i, k =
̸ j, j ̸= i

(19)

wijkl ≤ bkl

∀i, j, k, l ∈ V,
l ̸= k, l ̸= i, k =
̸ j, j ̸= i

(20)

xij , ui , ti , yi,j , bij , wijkl , sijkl ∈ {0, 1}

∀i, j, k, l ∈ V

(21)

The objective function minimizes the allocation cost and the overall transportation cost.
About allocation constraints there are: constraints (1), where the quantity of hubs is equal to
q. Two diﬀerent types of hubs are allowed by the model, hubs with allocations xjj and standalone
hubs (hub with no spokes) uj ; Constraints (2), where a vertex i just will be allocated to a vertex
j if j is a hub with allocation; Constraints (3), where a vertex i just will be a sub-hub if it is
allocated for 2 hubs; Constraints (4), where every vertex may be a hub with allocation, or a hub
without allocation, or a spoke. And a vertex just will be able to be a sub-hub if it is not a hub;
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Constraints (5), where every vertex i will be allocated to 1 hub j, or to 2 hubs j in the case of i to
be a sub-hub. But it can be also a hub without allocation; Constraints (6), where 2 sub-hubs can
not be allocated for the same hubs.
For constraints representing the service design, where is created the arcs linking the nodes,
there exists: Constraints (7), where these constraints do not permit an arc yij linking 2 sub-hubs;
Constraints (8), where these constraints will not permit the existence of an arc linking the vertex
i and j if the vertex i and j are allocated to diﬀerent hubs. Just will exist arc linking the vertex
i and j if they are allocated to the same hub. Then, arc yij also will not link hubs. Or will link
spokes or 1 hub with 1 spoke; Constraints (9), where these constraints will not allow two arcs going
out of a vertex i to two other vertex that belong to a same hub j; Constraints (10), where the
network uses the arc-non-hub (i, j) or the arc-non-hub (j, i). But if the cluster has just one spoke,
it is possible to use the arcs-non-hub (i, j) and (j, i); Constraints (11), where of every vertex i
goes out 1 arc-non-hub, but if i is a sub-hub, it goes out 2 arcs. However, if the vertex i is a hub
without allocation, it is not possible to go out 1 arc-non-hub; Constraints (12), where every vertex
i will receive 1 arc-non-hub, but if i is a sub-hub, it will receive 2 arcs. However, if the vertex i
is a hub without allocation, it is not possible to receive 1 arc-non-hub; Constraints (13), where of
every vertex hub i goes out 1 arc-hub; Constraints (14), where every vertex hub i will receive 1
arc-hub; Constraints (15), where the network uses the arc-hub (i, j) or the arc-hub (j, i). But if
the problem has just 2 hubs, it is possible to use both arcs (i, j) and arc (j, i).
Cargo routing constraints, in the built network, is done by: Constraints (16), where the ﬂow of
every vertex i toward to every vertex j will leave the source using the arc (i, l), where the ﬂow will
can be a ﬂow w (ﬂow in a arc-hub) or a ﬂow s ( ﬂow in a arc-non-hub). Arc-hub links 2 hubs and
arc-non-hub links a hub with a spoke or links two spokes; Constraints (17), where the ﬂow of every
vertex i toward to every vertex j will arrive the destination using the arc (l, j), where the ﬂow will
can be a ﬂow w (ﬂow in a arc-hub) or a ﬂow s ( ﬂow in a arc-non-hub); Constraints (18), where all
ﬂows that leave a intermediate vertex k (it is not the source or the destination), will be equal to
the ﬂows that have arrived to this vertex; Constraints (19), where the ﬂow s just will exist if there
exists the arc y; Constraints (20), where the ﬂow w just will exist if there exists the arc-hub b.
Constraints (21) are integrality constraint.
For problems with 6 or more hubs, it is possible to form subtour at the hub-route. Constraints
to eliminate subtours are added in the previous model.
For the same reasons, at regional route, constraints to eliminate subtours are added in the
previous model when a cluster has 5 nodes or more.
Then, for each supposedly viable solution found, H will be the set of selected hub nodes with
q nodes, C will be the set of selected clusters with C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Cm }, Cp will be the set of
selected nodes which belong to the same cluster p and G will be any subset of nodes from a set H
or from a set Cp . The constraints are:
∑

bij > 1,

2 ≤ | G | ≤ | H | −2,

∑

yij > 1,

2 ≤ | G | ≤ | Cp | −2,

i∈G,j∈H−G

i∈G,j∈Cp −G

∀ Cp ,

with | H |= q

where p ∈ {1, 2, ...,

n
∑
j=1

xjj }

(22)

(23)

Where constraints (22) are included whenever necessary, to eliminate subtours at hub route
and constraints (23) are included whenever necessary, to eliminate subtours at regional routes.

3

Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS)

Variable neighborhood search (VNS) is a metaheuristic whose basic idea is systematic change of
neighborhood within a local search [9].
Systematic change of neighborhood is based on the fact that a local optimum for one neighborhood structure can not be the local optimum for another neighborhood; global optimum found,
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will be a local optimum to all neighborhoods; and for many problems local optimum with respect
to one or several neighborhoods are relatively close to each other structures [9], [10].
[7]is presented the ingredients used to build diﬀerent variants of VNS. Between the variants,
there is the Variable Neighborhood Decomposition Search(VNDS), in which is used the improvement phase ingredient just in a reduced part of problem.
VNDS is not yet very used by researchers. But there are some works at literature, where the
VNDS is used to solve, for example, the supply chain management planning problems [11], a largescale continuous location allocation problems [12], 0-1 multidimensional knapsack problem [13],
the p-median problem [14] and the minimum weighted k-cardinality tree problem [15].
3.1

Proposed Variable Neighborhood Decomposition Search (VNDS)

In this study, the problem is composed of 4 sub-problems: hub and sub-hub location, spoke allocation, service design and network routing.
Operators of a Variable Neighborhood Decomposition Search (VNDS), algorithm (1), were
implemented considering the characteristics of those sub-problems. Moving between operators is
guided by neighborhood change sequential procedure, algorithm (2).

Algorithm 1 Variable Neighborhood Decomposition Search
1: Initialization
2:
Find a Initial solution x ∈ S by a constructive heuristic
3:
Deﬁne the order of operators in the set N = N1 , ..., Nkmax
4:
xactual ← x
5: repeat
6:
k←1
7:
while k ≤ kmax do
8:
step(1) - Getting subproblem(Nk ):
9:
select exactly p solution attributes from previous solution xactual ;
10:
denote this subset by y;
11:
step(2) - Solving subproblem:
12:
y ′ ← Improvement procedure(y); //y ′ improved solution
13:
step(3) - Substituting the solution
(it creates original problem solution):
∪
14:
xbest = (xactual \ y) y ′ ;
15:
step(4) - Making the problem cost evaluation:
16:
objective function f (xbest ) = fA (xbest ) + fT (xbest );
17:
step(5) - Moving between operators problem:
18:
Neighborhood change sequential (xactual , xbest , k);
19:
end while
20:
xactual ← Shake(xbest , Nspecial )
21: until the stopping condition is met

For location sub-problem was developed 1 operator responsible for search of a local optimum
for hubs and sub-hubs location. Concerning the sub-problem of spoke nodes allocation, two operators were deﬁned. First operator is responsible for getting the local optimum at the allocation
of each spoke. The second operator (Nspecial ) algorithm (1), was attributed the function of shake
at the matheuristic, allowing the allocation on a diﬀerent cluster of an aleatory spoke node. For
service design sub-problem were developed 2 operators and about the routing subproblem was used
Dijkstra algorithm.
At the proposed problem is allowed to have between 1 route (composed of only standalone hub
nodes) and n + 1 routes (n is the number of hubs). Therefore, 2 operators were developed for the
service design sub-problem.
Cost of 2 routes, randomly chosen, can be improved by a ﬁrst operator of that sub-problem.
This operator was considered by the fact that the routing cost of demands is minimized by the
synchronization of services between each cluster and at hub level.
While cost of only 1 route, randomly chosen, is improved by a second operator. Using this
operator is allowed to escape of possible local optimum achieved by the previous one.
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Algorithm 2 Procedure Moving Between Operators for VNDS Metaheuristic
Procedure Neighborhood change sequential(x, x′ , k)
2: if fT (x′ ) < fT (x) then //fT (x′ ) is the function of transport cost
x ← x′ ;
4:
k ← 1; //return to ﬁrst neighborhood
else
6:
k ← k + 1;
end if

Dijkstra algorithm was used at the routing subproblem because oﬀers the smallest path at the
network for the demands from each node to all others nodes.
About the improve hub and improve sub-hub operator of the step 2 of algorithm 1, several
neighborhood structures are explored through of Cyclic Variable Neighborhood Descendent (CVND) procedure.

Algorithm 3 Cyclic VND
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Initialization
Select the set of neighborhood structures NL , for L = 1, ..., Lmax ;
Consider the previous solutions y;
Choose the function f ;
repeat
L←1
y′ ← y
while L ≤ Lmax do
y ′′ ← argminz∈NL (y) f (z) //z is a solution of neighborhood of y, where f(z) has minimum value.
Change Neighborhood (y, y ′′ , L);
end while
until f (y ′ ) ≤ f (y) (no improvement is obtained)
return y’;

The set of neighborhood structures of Cyclic VND is composed by 2 neighborhood structures
(improve-hub, improve-sub-hub).
At the improve-hub structure is tested, for each cluster, the switch between each spoke node
with its previous (original) hub (new hub is allocated). Hub route is built by the Nearest Neighbor
Algorithm for each switch hub-spoke, allowing evaluate the sub-problem cost.
Improve-sub-hub structure is evaluated, for each neighbor cluster, the distance cost between
each candidate sub-hub (spoke node from cluster neighborhood) and the hubs from neighborhood.
Each spoke node is tested, trying to ﬁnd a new sub-hub with distance cost less than actual sub-hub.
Procedure Change Neighborhood used at the Cyclic VND is the Cyclic neighborhood change
step.

Algorithm 4 Procedure Change Neighborhood for Cyclic-VND Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Procedure Neighborhood change cyclic(y, y ′′ , L)
L←L+1
if f (y ′′ ) < f (y) then
y ← y ′′ ;
end if

Two route improve operator, at the step 2 (Improvement Procedure), on VNDS (algorithm 1),
2 random and diﬀerent routes are selected and, for each one, the 2-opt Algorithm described by [7]
is applied. In this operator, the cost evaluated by the sub-problem is total cost of selected route.
Algorithm 2-opt was implemented to select the neighbor solution of y with the smallest cost,
independently if the global cost is better than the actual solution.
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One route improve operator one route was created with the same steps of last one. Just that, one
random route is selected. In this operator is allowed to escape of possible local optimum achieved
by the previous one.
For problems where all nodes are hubs, can not be improved by two routes improve operator,
but can be improved by one route improve operator.
Location-allocation sub-problem has been solved using p-median approach during the constructive heuristic. Because in your problem the allocation will be dependent not only of distance
between hub and spoke, but also of the demand ﬂows at network nodes, one allocation spoke nodes
improve operator has been developed to improve the allocation.
Although allocation of spoke nodes has been realized by an exact method (solving the pmedian problem), initial solution is provided by a constructive heuristic. Note that in our model,
the allocation will be dependent not only of distance between hub and spoke, but also of the
demands at network nodes.
Allocation spoke nodes operator was developed to improve the allocation when thought for all
network and not only inside each cluster.
In this operator, the subproblem evaluated is the transport cost after selecting one random
spoke node and trying to insert it into a diﬀerent cluster of its original cluster. After to test the
random spoke for each cluster, best improvement of search will be accepted only if veriﬁed that it
is better than the actual solution.
Allocation spoke node operator is closed after the ﬁrst best improvement to be accepted or after
a speciﬁc number of tests without improvement.
Objective function in this problem is composed by minimize two parts, allocation cost and
transport cost. Step (4) at VNDS (algorithm 1) is necessary to be solved the smallest path problem
(routing subproblem) using Dijkstra algorithm to evaluate transport costs.
Transport and allocations costs are calculated at the step (4), but at the step (5), Neighborhood
change sequential procedure, only the transport cost is considered. This choice was taken because
one observed that transport cost is more representative than allocation cost in the objective function.
Dijkstra algorithm is used at the step (4), except when executed the allocation spoke node
operator, because in this case, at the subproblem, is evaluated the transport cost.
This heuristic implemented can be classiﬁed as a matheuristic because it is used exact methods
inside some procedures of the algorithm.
Shake procedure is used at VNS with goal to diversify the search, getting away from a local
optimum, and maybe, allowing to ﬁnd the global optimum.
Operator used at shake procedure has the same structure of the allocation spoke node operator,
except that the ﬁrst best improvement solution is accepted.

4

Computational Results

The computational tests were executed with a processor Intel Core i7 with 3.0 GHz and 8 GB
of memory. Matheuristic and the mathematical model were implemented using Cplex Concert
Technology C++.
Mathematical model without sub-hubs, (Fig. 2), was created in this work to compare this basic
model with the one with sub-hubs.
For this model version without sub-hubs, it was removed the constraints (3), (6), (7) and (9)
and changed the constraints (4), (5), (8), (11) and (12) of mathematical model.
Sequence of operators used at VNDS was: improve hub and improve sub-hub, two routes improve,
one route improve and allocation spoke nodes improve. Whereas, the sequence of neighborhood
structures used at VND, inside of improve hub and improve sub-hub operator was: improve-hub
and improve-sub-hub.
All instances were generated. The results are presented in the table 1:
Where OF is the objective function value and ET is the execution time. The execution time is
in seconds. The execution time limited for Cplex was 86400 as for VNDS was 9000.
VNDS was executed 30 times for each instance. Then, the objective function and the execution
time presented at table 1 are the average of all executions.
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Hub Location and Routing Problem: a VNDS based solving approach
Table 1. Results with Cplex and VNDS for the two models
Test Model

n q α

O.F.

E.T.

O.F.

E.T.

Percentage Standard

(Cplex) (Cplex) (VNDS) (VNDS) Deviation Deviation
1

with sub-hubs

7 3 0.3 332726

44.31

437272

8.74

31.42

845.35

2

without sub-hubs 7 3 0.3 355191

24.61

437383

8.74

23.14

1016.68

3

with sub-hubs

7 3 0.6 443089

127.69

546845

8.26

23.41

0

4

without sub-hubs 7 3 0.6 488832

61.28

546845

8.74

11.87

0

5

with sub-hubs

7 3 0.9 535382

438.7

656640

8.03

22.65

0

6

without sub-hubs 7 3 0.9 583903

106.05

656640

7.92

12.45

0

7

with sub-hubs

7 4 0.3 273331

10.89

273331

8.02

0

0

8

without sub-hubs 7 4 0.3 300956

36.91

317349

8.73

5.45

1010.5

9

with sub-hubs

7 4 0.6 409166

161.67

409166

8.04

0

0

10 without sub-hubs 7 4 0.6 477442

332.2

490448

8.55

2.72

0

8

6.01

0

11 with sub-hubs

7 4 0.9 501977

1180.28 532169

12 without sub-hubs 7 4 0.9 586352

372.66

664358

8.73

13.3

0

13 with sub-hubs

86400

463198

8.05

-4.31

0

4661.67 478477

8.75

0

0

9 3 0.3 484099
gap:4.55

14 without sub-hubs 9 3 0.3 478477
15 with sub-hubs

9 3 0.4

—

—

497994

7.94

—

0

939.88

522050

8,75

0

0

—

567586

8.63

—

0

923.41

609196

7.94

0

0

9 4 0.3 388768 46569.58 418723

8.74

7.71

0

16 without sub-hubs 9 3 0.4 522050
17 with sub-hubs

9 3 0.6

—

18 without sub-hubs 9 3 0.6 609196
19 with sub-hubs

20 without sub-hubs 9 4 0.3 395103
21 with sub-hubs

9 4 0.6

—

22 without sub-hubs 9 4 0.6 560864
23 with sub-hubs

10 4 0.3

—

24 without sub-hubs 10 4 0.3 597835
25 with sub-hubs

10 4 0.6

—

908.74

395103

8.75

0

0

—

560854

8.71

—

2974.11

3438.98 560864

8.75

0

0

587757

8.68

—

0

1934.36 597835

8.1

0

0

—

808090

8.01

—

0

26 without sub-hubs 10 4 0.6 923419 27756.89 923419

7.9

0

0

27 with sub-hubs

724193

8.02

-1.05

0

28 without sub-hubs 11 4 0.3 756180 15030.92 756180

8,01

0

0

29 with sub-hubs

11 4 0.3 731891

—
86400

gap:11.33
12 4 0.3

—

30 without sub-hubs 12 4 0.3 876251

—

785332

8.02

—

0

86400

837008

8.03

-4.48

0

gap:15.54

5

Conclusion

Instances with 9 nodes, at the model without sub-hubs, the optimal solution was found for each
instance. Model with sub-hubs just the test 19 was not presented good results. For all others, the
VNDS results (objective function) of model with sub-hubs was better than the results (objective
function) of the model without sub-hubs.
Instances with 10 and 11 nodes, the optimal was also found at all tests with the model without
sub-hubs. VNDS showed, also, better results of the objective function for the model with sub-hubs.
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Test 27, the VNDS found a result of objective function better than Cplex, because the Cplex
stopped with a gap of 11.33%. But the Cplex result is better than the optimum result of model
without sub-hubs (test 28).
Test 30, Cplex stopped with a gap of 15.5% and the VNDS showed a better result.
Test 29, VNDS showed result better than the test 30.
Only tests with 7 nodes were not presented good results because the VNDS found the optimum
just at tests 7 an 9.
Instances of model with sub-hubs where the Cplex did not ﬁnd results with small gap were not
presented (tests 15, 17, 21, 23, 25 and 29). But the objective functions values found with VNDS
are better than the optimum of model without sub-hubs. This information conﬁrms the quality of
network with sub-hubs for small instances.
Implemented VNDS, where diﬀerents parts of analyzed problem are explored by sub-problems,
showed good results for the analyzed instances and could be used with larger instances in order to
conﬁrm if the network with sub-hubs is more eﬃcient than a network without sub-hubs.
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